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Preface
*

Many teachers ana administrators have twig' been concerned, with the lack
of appropriate science materials and aids for teaching hearing impaired youth.
This disadvantage is most critical for the middle childhood aged student in
special hearing impaired classrooms or joined with their hearing peers in ,

regular classrooms. Many students have been denied adequate access to science
as a discipline because it was too difficult or because ways to-present it to
hearing impaired youth beyond traditional methods could not be envisioned.

To meet this concern the Science for the Hearing Impaired (SFHI) project
was proposed. Its primary aLm was to make available, for the first time, a
complete sequenced science program for tha hearing impaired which would foster
the'development of abilities and attitudes in the sciences in hearing impaired
youths at this critical age..

This volume epresents two years of planning, development, classroom
testing, evaluating, and rewriting to produce a science program effective for
hearing impaired middle childhood youths. To date, the success of these
materials with teachers and students haltbeen assuring. The SFHI introductory,.
guide which describes the program mater- Is, teaching strategies and use-of
program components, along with the individual program teacher's guides pre-
sents all essential information needed for maximizing learning for this
special population of youth.

Many were invotved:directly or indirectly in this development project.
This project could not have peen completed withoUt the special untiring con-
fributions of the project writing team and the field test stdabnts, teachers,
and schools. All of these made invaluable contributions which have bee
synthesized into the SFH! program:

Specialithanksiare due to the Houghton Mifflin Company who allowed our
use of copyrighted program materials, freely shared program equipment and
.texts with the project trial schools, and provided needed support and en-
couragement during thedevelop.ment of the SFHI project.

Additional thanks for help which brought the project to fruition are
offered to Ann Turli, Linda Massulo, Kathy Way, and Michaeline Davis in
manuscript and audio-visual preparation.

No matter how carefully instructional materials are prepared, there are
none that cannot be further improved. Therefore, we solicit your comments and .

suggestions as they develop from your use of the prggram materials. Your sug-
gestions will be considered carefully and You will have the satisfaction of
knowing that you have contributed to the improvement of science education
for-future students involved in Science for the Hearing Impaired.

Dennis W. Sunal
Cynthia Szymanski Sunal
Project Directors
West Virginia University
July, 1981
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Introduction

SFHI tiAtif

The Program
This program is a middle childhood science program based upon Houghton

Mifflin's K-6 Science and junior high Spaceship Earth series.1 _It is an
adapted program designed.especially to meet the unique needs of a hearing

5 impaired and deaf popujation. These adapted Houghton Mifflin programs
(Science for the' Hearing Impaired)Anclude five levels,'approximately'ages

9-13.

Each level, 3 through 7, of Science for the Hearing !wafted consists of
an adapted teacher's guide and signed vocabulary videotapes. Though the

authors have attempted to .make the guides as comprehensive as possible, they
are not meant to be used independently of the regular Houghton Mifflin program
materials. Science forrthe.iearing/Impaired adds additional instructional
aids which extend the use of the Houghton Mifflin materials to language
delayed students Irn special or regular classrooms. The students use the
Science and Spaceship Earth textbooks, materials, and equipment extensively.
The regular Houghton Mifflin teacher's guides are necessary only for

sional reference.
A

Goals of the Program Debign
In designing"Science for the 1-Vering Impaired the authors had specific

goals in mind;

1. To produce and disseminate an adaptation of an effective,and
acceptable comflbrcially-available science program, used as a regular
part of the curriculum in our nation's schools, for the use with
Middle Childhood hearing-.impaired students.

2. To develop a science, rogram that. promotes a classroom environment
which places value upon science, encourages development of skills,-
interests, and attitudes and makes science an important oart of
life and planning for future careers.

3. To develop a science program that promotes cognitiJe and language
development.

Program Characteristics
'Science for the Hearing Impaired was designed through; 1) selection and

modification of existing school science programs, and 2) creation of new
materials to.meet the needs of hearing impaired students in our schools.
This is the first'program developed on t national level to address this special

1
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elementary and middle childhood pooulation. That there is 6 need for such
a program has been welt documented_2 In the past, because of the jack of a
soecial science curriculum, teachers of hearing impaired students often
spent hours modifying lessons tb meet the special needs of these youths.
Since much of this has already been done in Science for the-Hearing Impaired
a great deal of time is saved for the teacher. This time can now be devoted
to the more important indivnualizing activities in teach,ing.

Five key types of, adaptation were used to support' the selection,-
rodificatioN and creation of new material for hearing impaired/language
delayed youth.

Rebrganiza tion
rirst, reorganization and fiel.d testing of results of objectives, lessons,

and content within lessons took Place as necessary. However, the basic
integrity of the program was maintained: Within the program, changes were
made to suit the needs of hearing imoaired students while accomplishing the
objectives as dekribed in the original curriculum. Numerous activities were
added to the existing school science programs to help reinforce concepts
concretely. The order of lessons were changed where appropriate, so that
,theStudent,..can have concrete experiences with a concept before it is
introduced. Lessons that were considered too abstract or ambiguous were
omitted. All of these ado ations were guided by criteria which emphasized
maximizing learning while s ving the teacher's valuable time and energy.

A complete experimental edition of Science for the Hearing Impaired was
nationally field tested with hearing impaired and deaf youths and evaluated by
teachers'of the dea'. The test population was Arawn fiom urban, suburban, and
rural settings. The teachers evaluated each lesson, classroom management and
organization were monitored, and student progress was continuously measured.
This final edition of Science for the Hearing Impaired is a culmination of

r

these efforts. %

Paraphrasing
Paraphrasing was a second form of adantation used. Many hearing impaired '

students have a low reading )0tabular/ or are not familiar with either multiple
meanings of words or multiple words for the same things. The complexity of
Phrases,,sentence construction, or paragraphs also pose great problems for
language delayed youth. Therefore, the teacher must use a-variety of types
of paraphrasing when text materials and directions are present in lessons.
Suggestions for Paraphrasing were included in the adapted teacher4s guide.
While reading and /or teacher paraphraSing of the text is a part of most
lessons, textual content is also presented concretely through many hands-on
activities. In this way, tne material is Presented in a variety of ways,
student involvement is encouraged, and interest is increased.

Keys Words
Key Words and Phrases were isolated for each lesson. This included

scienti c terms as well as words typically difficult for hearing impaired
youths. ese words and phrases appear on the first oage of a lesson. They

are bo =off on the'right hand margin to ease reference for special
instruc onal consideration by the teacher. Science for the Hearing Impaired-

is activity-oriented. Language'interaction is consta4tly encouraged through

2 a
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teacher - student dialogue and small group work. New vocabulary is not just
memorized but is used repeatedly throughout the program-so that the student

awill begin to internalize it, generalize,the terms across lessons, and
eventually, .use it spontaneously.

.

, For schools utilizing signing, an added feature available with Science
for the Hearing Impaired is a set o4 videotapes in- -which the key vocabulary
words isolated in eachlesion are signed. ',These ,Signed Vocabulary and
Language Videotapes are especially useful+ for introducinp unfamiliar and
technical sighs to the teacher. Time consuming research or improvisation by
the teacher:js eliminated.

Language Card's .
; .

The of Identification Cards and Language Card are tw instructonal
methods *which were also key parts of the adaptation. Identification Cards
are name tags of objects inthe environment. Examples might e "aquarium" and
',chpmeleorill, All key objects relating to each science lesson s ulbe
labeled with an Identification Card made with a felt marker on 6 piece of

.Posterboard or oaktag: The continued visual impact of the Identification-
Cards will reinforCe vocabulary learning in the students. Language Cards are
strips o4 stiff paper on- which questions and s*tences are written. These
accompany the key lesson (oral and/or signed) questions and statements of the
teacher. Students are thus given additional support for involvement in
discussion and activities. SyggestionAllfor Identification and Language Cards
anelincouragemen of their us are incldded in the adaptation.

,In additionjOwmphasis on visual display of language being communicated,
severAl-strategies.detigned to foster language development are utilized.
These include the use of concrete examples incorporating multiple senses,
encouragement of group interaction, and planned lesson sequence patterns.

Additional ,Activities
4Iditional activities were included in theadaptation to make it useful

with students in the rang4 of reading, experience, and attention levels.

Science for the Hearing Impaire4 is a planned, continuous program for the
, middle childhood years, ages 9 13., Additional acceptable but, at present,

unadapted materials are available to extrd the range of the Program from
early childhood throughthe first years of high school, ages 5-15. Concepts,
skills, and vocabulary are introduced, developed, and 'reinforced throughout
the program thus building\a consistent pattern of meaningful,learning in the
student's mind and within 'the science program in Nei-school. Such consistency
promotes good communication among the teaching staff at various levels
within the school -and helps parents understand the program tileir child moves
through from year to year. Also, Science for the Hearing Impaired is available
as a complete package. Too often texts and teacher's guides may be available
frqm one company but manipulative materials and media used for each lesson
must be gathered or purchased from a number of other sources. This can cause
addedlexpense and unnecessary work on the part of the teacher and admin-
istrator. Science for the Hearing Impaired helps to solve this problem. All

levels, except for 7, are fully equipped with the necessary materials, audio-
visuals, and supplementary activities from a common source.

I
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K sample lesson demonstrating these adaptation processes with a
comparison of an unadapted lesson can be found in the appendix.

41I

Program Goals
Science for the Hearing' Impairetdevelops the following skills:

Observing Describing
'Investigating -- MSnipulating
Organizing Quantifying
Generalizing -- Applying

Theseskills.are general problem-solving skills that apply equally well
to classroom and non classroom situations., In the science clas'sroom, a fifth
level student may be solving a problem in relative motion using skills which,
in his or her personal life, may be used to.find the quickest way to complete
g-Ther route, the most efficient way to allocate time for homework, or the
next move in a chess game. Students have many opportunities to work on all
skills at each level: At levels 3 and 4,the concentration is on the first six

skills. The upper levels place a greater eMphasis on generalizing and

app)ying.

The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) has recommended .a number
of conceptual themes, or big ideas, in science to be used in developing a

sequential science curriculum. The science .content in levels 3 - 7 of this

Program have their roots in the NSTA recommendations. Each theme integrates`

the orobjem- solving skiIls with the.content of the theme. The themes are:

1` There are structural patterns in all mater.
11. There'is order in .space and time

Change, and interaction are universal.

V. Living objects change and interact.

Program levels 3 through 6 are general science oriented'. Content from

each theme is presented in a sepaiate unit in each level as follows:

I. There are structural patterns in alt matter.

Level 3 Unit 1 : Variafion

Level 4 Unit 2: Expollering Matter

Level 5 Unit- 2: Forces

Level 6 Unit Models of Matter

. There is Orders in Space and Time.

Level 3 Unit 2: Space and Motion -

Level 4 Unit 3: Patterns

Level 5 , Unit 3: Motion

Level,-.6 Unit .2: Models

10
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Change and Interaction are Universal.

Level 3 Unit 3: Interaction and Energy
Level 4 Uni4. 4: Exploring Energy
level 5 Unit 4: Matter and Energy
Level 6 Unit 4: Energy and Ecosystmes

IV. Living Objects Change and Interact

Level 3 Unit 4: Population Interactions
Level 4 Unit Environments
Level 5 Unit 1: Adaptations
Level 6 Unit 1: Population Needs

r,

4

Level 7 of Science for the NearincrImpaired is life science oriented. The
!evesl is divided into three units;

Looking at Life
Life Systems

Biological SOtems

Each unit relates in a less structured way to the foOr conceptual themes
.

through a life science content. Classification is an important focus of this
level. Illustratibns and an extensive overview of various life forms help
students understand how and why organisms are

A comparative study of animal and plAt life systems underscores
similarities and differences. Emphasis on the human body is strengthened by
carefully choseh health topics. After the hasie_introduction'to anatomy and
physTology, students learn about the interactions of organisms, ecosystems,
and where human life fits into the world environment. A more detailed
description of the content of each level can be obtained by reference to the
individual adapted teacher's guides.

Instructional Methodology
Science for the Hearing Impaired uses a learning sequence which attempts;

1. familiarization through exploration (Introduction),
2. purposeful teaching of lesson objectives in a concrete manner

appropriate to student needs (bevelooment) and,
3. multiple use of the idea gained in a variety of situations

(Application and Evaluation).

The three phase sequence is especially usef,01 with hearing impaired students
since these students typically find reading and learning abstract and difficult.
This learning sequence provides ample opportunity for first-hand 'experience c'
with new concepts and skills so that students not.onry read about new ideas
but get involved with them. A more traditional approach used in many science
programs of explaining the concept first, followed by practicing the concept,
was found in the schools studied in this project to delay student learning
by as much as two to four years.
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The Introduction phase is an activity-oriented exploration. It .gives

students an opportunity to experience concretely, gather'information, relate
to past experience, and make discoveries by themselves. Within each cluster,
or section, the first lesson(s) begin her %. Sometimes whole clusters provide
an exploration for ideas introduced later.

I
In the Development phase new skills and concepts are presented to the

students. Learning is promoted by concrete explanation through a variety of
appropriate experiences and is closely related to the exploration activity.
Development takes place in the middle or central lessons within each cluster
or section.

.Enrichment letsons are alSo included. These lessons provide additional
introduction and development of the learning sequence in different areas to
facilitate transfer. 4

The third phae of the sequence, Application, encourages students to apply
the new concept to examples not directly referred to in the Development Phase.
It proyides for learnlng through repetition and practice. In this, way

students can begin to extend the range of applicability of the new .oncept.
In each cluster or section Application lessons occur at the end and May involve
a lessons.

An Evaluation lesson is also included, in each cluster. Students are
expected to be able to apply concepts and skills they have just gained, rather
than simply memorize facts learned in previous.lessons. In this way,
meaningful understanding rather than rote "learning" is being encouraged and
evaluated.

The three phase learning sequence, is efficientonly,if students are '

working at an appropriate level matched to their stage of development.

f
Typically students are grouped for in ruction according to reading, achievement,
or' IQ scores. With the hearing impai ed this is particularly inappropriate
since such measures are language based. The authors suggest pretesting
students'at the beginning of the year using"gn appropriate test of problem =,
solving and thinking ability. This procedure minimizes language as a
prerequisite in grouping and matching students.to program level. By noting
Similarity in scores, appropriate placement within similar groups of potential
performance at 6 specific level of the program is.possible. During the field
testing of'this program, an "Inventory of Piaget's Developmental Tasks" - a
paper and pencil inventory was used and proved to be effedtive. For furhter
details on testing and grouping contact the program authors.

Program Components and Instruction on Use
Total program componehts include,Materials published through .loughton

Mifflin as well as the Science for the Hearing impaired (SFHI) adapted program

i
materials. The Houghton Mifflin materials include the student texts for the
Science series, Level 3 to Level 6, and Spaceship Earth Life Science, for
Level 7, and their corresponding Teacher's Guides. To supplement the Science
text, Houghton Mifflin also produces audiovisual materials and equipment
packages. A Laboratory Record Book and Duplicating Masters for Progress Tests
accompany Spaceship Earth Life Science. 4P

12
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p
The Houghton-Mifflin materials and the SFHI adapted materials are to be

used jointly in establishing an appropriate science prograM for heating
impaired students.

Teacher's. Guides,, Levels 3 to 6
The Science teacher's guide and the SFHI adapted teacherYs guide are to 411

be used together." ThetScience teacher's guide is usedfor general information
about the series'while the -SFHI teacher's guide is used for information on
specific lessons. When using the Science teacher's guide, the teacher should
focus attention, on the scope and sequence of the text as a whole, how a

particular level is taught, unit overviews, concept/progress charts, the
glossary, the cluster master materials list, and student worksheets. This
information is only included in the Science guide and is not repeated in the
adapted guide.

The'SFHL teacher's guide gives information about lesson clusters and .

sp*dfic. lessons (see Appendix A for asample lesson format). It has been
designed to be a complete package so that lesson planning within clusters can
usually be done with the SFHI teacher's guide and Science student text alone.
Preplanning for the cluster as a whole will require the _Science teacher's
guide In addition. Lesson cluster outlines describe-the Science teacher's
guide reference page, teaching strategy, lesson title, and teaching time. Also,
notes on le'ssons, additional materials required, and filmstrip information
are Provided.

-Complete descriptions of the individual lessons in the clust ollow the
cluster outline, First, the teaching strategy fOr fhe lesson is listed along
with the title and location of the lesson in the Science tea tier's guide and
student textbook. Sdcond, the lesson itself is presented. It contains;
1) the Lesson Purpose, 2) Prerequisites, whdre necessary, and 3) Advanced
Preparation which includes Background Information from the Science teacher's
guide, and a listing of all materials necessary for the lesson.

Third, a box to the right of Advance Preparation indicates Language Cards/,
Key Signs and Identification Cards. The Language Cards/Key Signs section liSts
-vocabulary and phrases that students should learn during the lesson. The
teacher is encouraged to write each word on a card and to.display these cards
during the lesson. Signs for each of the vocabulary words listed in the
Language Cards/Key Signs section are demonstrated in the Signed Videotapes.
The Identification Cards section includes vocabulary that is to be written on
cards and posted with the materials used in the lesson. The fourth section;
Teaching Suggestions, includes the instructional steps to be used in a

particular_lesson. Desired Learning Outcome, the final section, describes
what the student should be able to do at the completion of the lesson.

Each lesson cluster and lesson is organized in the same wax for each of
the levels, 3 to 6. However, materials for-Spaceship Earth are somewhat
differently orgbnized. 4
Teacher's Guide, Level 7

As with the Science series, the Hougbton.Mifflin teacher's edition of
4 Spaceship Earth Life Science and the SFHI adapted teacher's guide level 7,

are used jointly. However, because there is much less overlap between these
two guides, the:teacher must use both guides to establish a complete
program.,



The Houghton Mifflin teacher's edition of Spaceship Earth begins with
information on materials:suppliers of materials, and possible films and
filmstripg to be used with each chapter. Student objectives are stated for
each chapter, and explained 4,y identifying how the studen'ts will show they
have learned each objective. This information is not included in the SFHI
Level 7 teacher's guide. The teacher's edition also'has section notes.
These notes include information about the chapter's.section, background
information:demonstrations, activities from the text, optional activities,
discussion inforTat.i.on, enrichment activities, answers to checkpoints and
skulldpggery questions, current ideas, and a bibliography for loth student
and teachers.' All of this information is imoortant but is not duplicated
the SFHI teacher's_ guide. Accompanying the Spaceship Earth teacher's edi ion

are a student text, student'Laboratory Record Book, and.Duplicatinq Master
for Progress Tests. The Laboratory Record Books contain sheets to be filled
out as the students complete experiments which are listed in the text. The
Progress Tests include chapter tests and two cumulative tests.

The organization_of the SFHI Levetf. 7 teacher's guide for Spaceship Earth -
Life Science is similar to the SFHI teacher's guides for the Science series.
However, because of the organization,of this book, a few of the components are
different. Lessons for Spaceship Earth are grouped by 'chapters. Each chapter .

in the text is divided into numbered sections. Lessons in the SFHI teacher's
guide are grouped according to these numbered sections. Listed first is the
section outline which indicates .tbe corresponding page numbers in the Spaceship
Earth teacher's guide, section numbers, lesson titles, and suggested teaching
time.

Descriptions of the lessons follow the section outline. The chapter,
section, lesson title, and location in the student text and Houghton Mifflin
teacher's guide are listed at the beginning of the lesson. The objectives for
the lesson are noted when they differ from those listed at the beginning of
each chapter in the Spaceship Earth teacher's edition. Prerequisites for the
lesson are listed only when necessary. Background information is Noted when
different from the Houghton Mifflin teacher's guide. The advance Preparation
section includes materials for the lesson whicOare in addition +o those listed
in the Spaceship Earth teacher's edition. Therefore, the teacher must refer to
both guides when locating materials necessary for the lesson.

Lessons for SFHI Level 7 also include the Language Cards/Key Signs and .

Identification Cards sections, These sections are used as they are in Levels
3 to 6. Signs for the vocabulary from the Language Cards/Key Signs are located
on the Signed Vocabulary and Language Videotapes. Teaching Suggestions are
listed as they are in Science, Levels 3 to 6. These suggestions include the
necessary instructional steps to complete the lesson. The Spaceship Earth
Teacher's Guide does not list a desired learning outcome for each section.
Therefore, this section has not been included in the SFHI teacher's guide.
Eath chapter and lesson are organized in the same manner for all of Level 7.

Texts, Science and Spaceship Earth
The textbooks should be used by the students for each lesson, except where

noted in the.SFHI adapted teacher's guides. Specific uses of the textbooks will
vary from class to class. The pictures and graphics can be easily used.

14 8



There are several possible ways in which,the students could interact with
the written language component of the science program textbooks. If the
language/reading level of the stuOents is such that students can read and
comprehend the materials, with or without teacher help, then they should be
asked tie read the material. However, if the text is too difficult or"
inappropriate for tSstudent, .the teacher can; l) rewrite the text, keeping
in mind the vocabul y listed, 2) paraphrase the information, or 3) read the
text to the class while modilying the language and explaining concepts as ,

necessary. Wh one of these procedures is suggested for lesson preparation
the others sh Id be considered as suitable substitutes. Flexible, use of the
language/re ing component of the textbooks will enable.students to receive
rnformation on their cognitive...level, which may not be commensurate with their
language/reading level.

Signed Vocabulary and La\.nguage Videotapes and Index
Videotapes have been produced which accompany Science for the Hearing,

Impaired Levels 3-7. These videotapes include signs, in American Sign Language
and Manually'CodeckEnglish, for each vocabulary word listed in the Language
Cards/Key Signs and Identification Card sections.

The Signed Vocabulary and Langua e Videotapes should be used by +he
teacher, reviewing one lesson cluster section at a-time. This will take
2-5'minutes. By reviewing a lesson cluster or section before instructlem
occurs, the teacher will be assured of familiarity with the appropriate signs
for the identified vocabulary. These tapes can also be used by students to
learn signs for new vocabulary after the vocabulary itself has been experienced
and/or used in discussion in the class) or for review of vocabulary.

A Signed Vocabulary and Language Index to the tapes is located in the
Appendix of the SI-1-il teacher's guide for each level. This index lists each
cluster or section, the specific location of that lesson in the program, and
the vocabulary words signed for that lesson. Within-each cluster or section
Of lessons the same vocabulary important in more than one lesson is not
repeated in the Index -o-i- Videotape. Repetition of important vocabulary does
occur between clusters or sections.

,

These videotapes are available for purchase and/or copying from the authors
by writing the Department of Curricur m and Instruction, College'of Human
Resources and Education, West Virgini University, Morgantown, WV 26506.(
Audiovisual Materials
Audiovisual materials are produced by Houghton Mifflin for the Science series
but not for Spaceship Earth.3 One set of filmstrips accompanies most of the
units in.each level. The filmstrip set contains three captioned color film-
strips, sound cassettes, duplicating masters for pupil response sheets, and
a teacher's guide. The cassette accompanying a filmstrip has two sides. One
side has. basic information while the other side has enrichment information

, along vith"tEe basic information. Use _of these filmstrips is noted in the
cluster\outline.

9
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Suggested planning for u,te of the filmstrips involves the teacher
preparing for their use.by; 1) reading the teacher's guide and response sheets,
2),Iistening to the cassette for a possible presentation model, and 3) viewing
the filmstrip. Use of the filmstrip in ,the classroom has beeli effective

' through use of_. tfie captions and discussion alone. Additional strategies would
include the teacher paraphrasing cassette materials from notes made earlier.

Equipment and Materials
Houghton Mifflin producersIquipment packages for the Science series but

not for Spaceship Earth. One equipment package accompanies each level. Each
package-contains most of the materials necessary for that level's actity)ties.
Common and easily obtained materials, as well, as living plants and organisms
must be obtained by the teacher froM local sources. Care should be taken to
plan for materials to be secured at an early date. Materials informatioralcan

be found in the Houghton Mifflin and SFHI program teacher's guides. 7'

'Progr:am Development Process
Regardless of the type or source of the school science curriculum,

' teachers for the hearing impaired are consistently faced with decisions
regarding the selection, development, and modificatl-6n of effvtive science
materials. In the past, at least. six problem areas were associated with the
use of traditional science programs with hearing impaired yAth.' They were;-

1., Emphasis of facts and memorization vs. skills and sCience processg's

iti

2. Activity with known results vs. discovery and nknown results.

3. Amount of reaoding material vs. active partici ation in meaningful
adtivities.

4. Appropriate material (adapted for the hearing impaired student).
5. Difficult terminology.
6. Advanced concept level.

.:f
4

4

. This project attempted to address these problem areas in developing,an ,

effective science program and establishing a model for curriculum developtent
for hearing impaired youths.

.., .

k 'V vl The project was originally funded in May, 1980by the National Science
Foundation through the Physically Handicapped in Science Program. The de-
developmental process used available literature and school scienip prOgrams.in
addition to the experiences of a number of curriculum developers, teachers of
the hearing impaired and science teachers. The first step involved an
analysis of existing science programs used and available to ,sekols with
hearing impaired studerits in tlie United States. The results and analysis
instrument, Curriculum Analysis_ Guidelines (Sunal and Bur-CFI, 1978), led to
the criteria used in the final selection proCess. This process concluded that
two programs publishedlby the Houghton Mifflin Company provided the most
effeCtive base program and grea-ilst potential for adaptation'for earing
impaired /language delayed youth, Science and Spaceship Earth.

The development continued with writing, national field testing and
rewriting ofprogram materials and sequence. The project time line for
developmept of Science for the Hearing Impaired is sho'vrn below. '-

10
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May, 1980

Summer, 1980

Development
Complete analysis of science programs
Planning conference

Writing and adapting materials yeexperi-
mental SFHI program

Regional pretesting of sample program componepts

Academic Year National field testing of experimental SFHI

e 1980-1981 program

Spring 1981

Summer, 1981

Aril, 1981

Analysis of ffeld test results and program
revision

Preparation 'of final edition of the FHI_program

Dissemination _

Adaptation model presented and SFHI program
workshop given at NationaLScience Teachersf
conferences

Summer, 1981 Distribution of sample and full'SFH.1 program
sets, levels 3-7

Academic Year Notificationd-description, and workshops
198F-1982

at con re

involving 'SFHI program given in journals,
and in school systems

Continued distribution of sample and full
SFHI prograM sets

Teaching for Hearing Impaired: A Workshop ,

For effective use of the Science for the Hearing Impaired program,
teachers should be familiar and have extended experience with the Houghton

.Mifflin science materials and the SFHI program components. Just reading about
the adaptation, as,in this program introduclion, is inadequate. Familiar-
ization should include activities such as preparing sample: Lesson materials,
engaging in laboratory activities, discussing the rationale and methods of
involvement.of (students in learning, and cowering ideas with professional
colleagues.,

, To provi'de for effective implementation of Science for the Hearing
Impaired in ciassroomsja workshop provided by appropriate personnel from a

school §11,steM, State Department of Education, a university, or the Science for
the Hearing_ Impaired staff is suggeSted. A workshop schedule might include
the following items:'

SFHI Workshop Outline
I.' Summary of Project

A. Goals
B. Procedure,

11
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11. Summary of Curriculum
A. Goals
B. Activities

III. Development 0 Reasoning in Students
A. How Stud6nts Think
B. Concrete and Formal Reasoning -Patterns
C. Self Regulation Ad the Learning Cycle
D. Textbooks, Lab activities and Tests

IV. Science Curricula and Lessons Traditionally Used in Schools
V.' Pretesting 'and Posttesting

A) Science Interest Survey
B. Student's Developmental Level Survey

VI. Introduction to the SFHI Curriculum
A. Adaptation Components

1. Overview of Format for Clusters and Lessons
Specific Components Emphasized

3. RevieW of Modifitations in Various Grade Levels
B. PemNitstration of Adapted Lesson (live and on videotape)
A:. Langua48'Adaptations

VW In Depth Review of Adapted Curriculum Components
A. Equipment
B. Audio-Visual Materials
C. Evaluation
D. Signed Vocabulary and Language Videotapes and Index

E. SFHI Teacher's Guide,
VIII." Comparing the Adaptt4 Program to Unadapted Materials.

IX. Additional Curriculum Modification to Local Conditions
A. Goal Areas and Data Records
B. Building a Student Evaluation Profile

X. Individual Ptanning
A: -Distribution of Rplated Mat rials
B. Individual RevIr and Prepar tion for First Months Activities in

Grades Taught
C. Individual Review and Listing o Needs for Completion of Units

1-4 for Levels' to be Taught

Xl. Feedback on Areas Covered in Workshop\and on Adapted Curriculum

Information on arrangement ior having a workshop resented at your school by
the Science for the Hearing Impaired staff may be btained from:

Dennis W. Sunal or Cynthia S.Sunal, editors
Science for the.Hearing Impaired
Department- of Curriculum and Instruction
West Virginia Univerisity
604 Allen Hall
Morgantown, W.V. 26506

18
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APPENDIX. A: AD PTED SFHI LESSON, LEVEL 5

e

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Systems
Page T-56/S-;25 On The Inside (20-35 mih.)

t

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that organisms may have several inside systems with
different functions that help it stay alive.

4

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - One of the following for
each child:

- ditto of the human bony
showing the following in-

sideoAtructure: stomach,
heart, lungs, leg bones,
brain, intestines. This
ditto can be made by copy-
ing the diagram provided
with. this lesson:

large sheet of paper (5'
x ;').. Brank newsprint or

A wrapping paper would be
ideal.
1 set of at out models
of inside structures.
Models are provided with

' this lesson.
0

- scissors
glue or paste

-..

1., several magic markers, crayons, pencils

*- preserved - heart, lungs, -and any other internal
organs that you can get from a slaughter house or
other source.

Lan ua e Cards/Ke Si .n

inside structure
system
skeleton
stomach
lungs

heart
interact
leg bone

brain
intestines

Identification .Cards
(labels for preserved

organs if used)

*This rhaterial is optional.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

- Picture showing the internal anatomy of people
and other animals. -

1. Begin the lesson by asking the students-to name outside structures of organisms tht
they have studied. Refer to pictures and examples used in previous cluster.
Responses may include any observable structures, such as skin, fur, eyes, legs,
leaves, roofs, and mouth parts. Explain to the students that in this part they
will be learning about inside structures:

2. Introduce the terrn inside structures` with the anguage card an ask the students to
what inside structures may refer. Accept all o *ons.

3. Show the class pictures of the inside structures of humans and other animals. Point-out the hear,4, lungs, stomach and intestines.

Have s dents read the introduction to the lesson on page 25 or teaciaer .y pare-phrase. Use the pictures already shown to reinforce the information.

5. If_possibi w sfaTrift- s mples, of preserved inside structures. Label eachwith an dentification card and display in the room for some period of time.

Alk
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. Distri'bute dittos of the human body and have studeni

L-- ,

. Distribute large sheets of apeq and divide students into pairs. 1 e o ii

(I

lies on the ptper the othe should trace his or er outline. When complete.they
may change roles. When ou lines are complete students should cut them out.

8. Give each child a Ent of iniernal structures that have teen cut cut. If ,creferrd

the students may cut out the structures.

4 .

. Have the students label each structure and paste them in the appropriate location
on their own body outline. The finished products can be displayed around the room
or in one area labeled Inside Structures.

10. Explain to the students that these structures work together or interact, and when
th- okto t ar- called a system. inffiDduce the terms interact and system with

t e language cards

11. Have students read the remainder of page 21 or teacher may paraphrase.

12. Students should answer questions either i writing or through Crass discussion

-13. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have comp ete their work.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to name inside structures that interact- in a

system.
********************************************************4*****************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B- la Systems

Page T-57/S-26 A Chicken Skeleton,C40t5b min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept of inside structural systems by introducing a skeletal.

system:

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials 2 pieces wire (#18 to #24)
20 cm C8 in.) in length

- 2 chicken or turkey skele-

tons see Advance Pre-
paration page T-57 Is
paper towels
pictures or models of
human and other animal

skeletons. Pictures on

page 27 may be used.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
skeleton
skeletal system
bones
joint

Identification Cards
label for chicken or
turkey

(skeleton put on display)

labels for neck, legs,
wings and ribs

J. Introduce tliAb\esson by asking t students to turn to.,

page 26 and viAt the picture.
JpIaln that it is the skeleton or the bones of an

animal. Use t -language card o introduce these terms. Ask the students if they

can ipfe from the pictured skeleton the animal to whiCh the skeleton belongs ( ow .

Encourag4ithe students to explain why. they think it's a particular skeleton.

2. Have students read Introductory paragraph.
,Teacher ma% paraphrase.

18
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SFHI

SIGNED VOCABULARY AND LANGUAGE INDEX
FOR ,

SCIENCE FOR THE'HEARING IMPAIRED

\\

InstructiOns for uip of this index with the accompanying signed videotapes
are found in the Introduction-to the Program. This index should be used as a
script when viewfng the signed videotapes for the specific SFHI cluster or
section of interest.

Each part ofjhe videotape is preceded b an indication of the specific
location (level, part, Cluster and Lesson) of the item presented. Each
item within a lesson \,first presented in American Sign Language (ASL) followed
by a Manually Coded English (MCE/SEE) presentation of the same item. When a
lesson list is completed the title of the next lesson is given, followed by
a presentation of each new lesson item in ASL MCE.

Teachers should view the.videotape in planning for each new cluster (2-5
minutes per cluster). It is also suggested that teachers view and practice the
signs presented with their classes following lesson experiences or as 'a review.
The videotape ogn be used as a visual dictionary when the children have for-

` gotten the sign.

The 'kigned Vocabulary and Langbage Videotapes are available for purchase
and/* copying by writing

Dennis W. Sunal or
-Cynthia Szymanski Sunal
Science for the Hearing Impaired

Department of Curriculum and instruction
West VirgAnia University

10.- Morgantown, WV 26506.



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster -1B-1' Systems

1 On the Inside
inside structures
system
skeleton
stomach
lungs

heart.

interact
leg brine

brain
intestines

3

4

5

A Chicken Skeleton
skeletal system
bones

. joint

Respiratory Systems
respiratory system
oxygen
breathe
gills
lungs
air holes
air tube

Di estive S ste
digestion

digestive'syst
food tube
intestines
anus
crop

gizzard
stomach
cud

A Muscular System
muscular system
muscles
relax
,contracts
biceps

6 Systems Interact in the Hands
thumb

7 Systems Have Parts

Lesson Title and Kay Signs

Clusty 1B-2 Cells

1

V

2

3

4

What are Cells? & Looking'
at Cells

a cell.

a microscope
a nucfeus
a slide
a plant cell
an animal cell
a microscope
some plant cells

o
some animal. cells

Cell Structures
cell structures
a cell membrane
a cell wall,

dells in Your Body
human muscle cell'
human skin cells
red blodd cells
white b000d cells
human blood cells

One-Celled Organisms
pond water

one-celled

5 'Properties ofsCells

287

Cluster 1C-1 Animal Behavior

10 What is Behavior?
behavior

2

4

Eye Behavior
eye behavior
pupil

Earthworm Behaviors
earthworm
adaptation

Behaviors Havd Functions
deer

spider
monkeys
geese
racoon

O



APPENDIX B : UNADAPTED HOUGHTON P41 FFL 1,N LESSON, LEVEL 5

Introduction (1)
Suggested Teciching Time: 15-25 minutes

1. Answers may include stomach, htt;rt, lungs,
brain, muscles, bones, veins, liver, intestines,
kidneys, bladder, and others.

Systems

2. Answers may include stomach and integines
digest food, Heart and veinspump and cif
culate blood; musclesmove; lungsbreathe;
braindirect, kidneys and bladder store and
get rid of wastes; bones support, liver help ,
digestion; and others.

On the Inside
Organisms have many structures inside their
bodies. The stomach, heart, and leg ttones are
some inside structures. People and some other
animals have these structures. People have
many other inside structures too.

Inside structures often interact. Interacting
structures make up a system. An organism
may have several inside systems with different
functions. Each: system does something that
helps the organism ;0.4ilive.

Your stomach is part of a system that helps
your body use food. Your heart is a part of
another system. This system moves materials

. through your body. 'Your leg bones-are part -of
a system called the skeleton One (unction of
this system is to help your body move.

1. Look at the organisms shown. Name some
inside structures that they both have.s

2. What might be functions of the structures
you named?

3. What animals besides people and dogs
might have the structures you named?
3. Answers might include

cats, horses, monkeys,
rabbits, elephants,
and many others.

PURPOSE
To introduce the concept that organisms may have several
inside systems with different functions that help the organ-
isms stay alive.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
I. Begin the lesson by asking the studepts to name outside

structures of organisms that they have studied. Re-
sponses may include any observable structures, such as
skin. fur, eyes. legs, leaves, roots, and mouth parts. Ex-
plain to the students that in this part they will be learn-
ing about inside structures.

2, Ask the students to what inside structures may refer.
Accept all opinions.

3. Ifave the students read the, introduction to the lesson to
find out about some inside structures.

4. Write the terms interact and syitein on the chalkboard.
Make sure that the students can correct4 pronounce the
terms. Students who have done other levels of this pro-
gram will-probably remember that object's (or structures)
interact when they, work together and that the inteTact-
ing objects (or structures) make up a system.

5. Have the students read the remainder of page 25 and
answer the questions.

6. Let the students sham their responses as the% work.
7. Move around the room providing helpas needed.
8. Discuss the lesson with the students when the have

completed their work.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME
The students should be able to name inside structures that.
interactin a systeria.

T-56j

6
Materials: None2
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Introduction to Sel Level 3

Unit 1: Variation

ontents_

Part A Variation in Objects

Clusters A-1 Sampling and__ Estimating

A-2 Grouping Objects

A-3 Variation in Groups
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B-2
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Introduction
Many teachers and aaMinistrators have long been concerned with the-lack

of appropriate science materials and aids for teaching hearing impaired youth.
This disadvantage is most critical for-the middle childhood aged student in
special hearing impaired classrooms or joined with their hearing peers in
regular classrooms. Many students have been denied adequate access to science
as a discipline because it was too difficult or because ways to present it to
hearing impaired youth beyond traditional methods could not be envisioned.

To meet this concern the Science for the Hearing Impaired (SFHI) project
was proposed. Its primary aim was to make available, for the first time, a

complete sequenced science program for the hearing impaired which would foster
the development of abilities and attitudes in the sciences in hearing impaired
youths at this critical age.

This volume represents two years of planning, development, classroom
testing, evaluating, and rewriting to produce a science program effective for
hearing impaired middle 'Childhood youths. To date, the success of these
materials with teachers and students has been assuring. The SFHI introductory
guide which describes the program materials, teaching strategies and use of
program components, along with the individual program teacher's guides pre-
sents.all essential information needed for maximizing learning for this
special population of youth.

V
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Level 3 Unit, 1 Variation

Part A Variation In Objects, Lesson Cluster 1A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

I ot
Page' Teaching Strategies Lesson Number

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-24
T -26

T-28,29
T-30
T-'31

Introduction

Development
Development
Application
Evaluation -

The World of Objects
Samples
Estimating/Ho* Many Marbles?
Estimating Sizes .

Samples and Estimates .

30-40 min. -

30-40 min.
30-40 min.
20-30 min.

20-25 min.

B. MATERIALS: See 11.6t on page T-21.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VI, Variation, is appropriate for use in

this unit.

INTRODUCTION: lesson Cluster 1A-1 Sampling and Estimating
Page T-24/S-3 The World of Objects (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To increase awareness of the great number and variety of objects that
make up the environment.

PREREQUISITES: Understanding of the concepts same and different.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -variety of objects around
the classroom

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1: Distribute the books and provide time for the children'
to browse through them.

2. Introduce the book by having the children t rn to the
Contents on text pages iv and v. Point ou that the.

book is divided into four units, and -have e children.
find the names of the units in the Contents. Pont
out also that each unit is divided into parts, d that
the parts are divided into lesson clusters. U appro-

priate Language CardS to facilitate communicati n.

Language Cards/Key Signs

samples/sampling
esfimating
objects
contents
variation
any lump of matter
alike
different
property

3. Tell the children that their books have a glossary. Use the Language Card to

facilitate communication. Have them find these pages.

4. Introduce the first unit in the book. Do not define the term variation at this
tithe. It is defined for the children later in the unit".

5. Have the children name common objects, large and small, that they observe in the
classroom., List the names on the board or a transparency. Ask the students to



define "object." If some of the children appear to be.having trouble, remind
them that the definition of object ispa "thing." Put 4 or 5 of the small ob-
jects that are named on a desk near the children. Have them discuss how they
are alike and different. Using the board or transparency, the teacher should
record the students' responses within each category.

Objects How (same or different)

Same

Pencil, book, cup Col or

Different
Pencil, cup Shape

6. Have the children_turn to page 3. They are to read the cluster title and then
the lesson head.

7. Have the children read page 3. The teacher may paraphrase the text and use
Language Cards to facilitate communication. For a few minutes have the children
examine the picture and then discuss the page with them. Emphasize the great
number and variety of objects shown.

8. Make sure the children understand that an object is "any lump of matter."
Teacher should use Language Cards. The word object is a general term for any
recognizable unit of material substance, large or small. (For many children
this may be a review.)

r.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The Children should be able.to name and list a variety
of objects in the environment.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Sampling and Estimating
Page T-26/S-4 Samples (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: TO introduce and develop the process of sampling.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to identify physical characteristics of objects and animals.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -container
-5 marbles for each child

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Do the following: Put 5 marbles in a containers for
each child. The marbles should be of different colors
and patterns. Give each child a container of marbles.

I

2. Encourage each child to describe the characteristics of their sampling of mar-
bles. Such things as size, shape, color, pattern, and so on, will be forthcoming.

Language Cards/Key Signs
sample
insects
property

moths
common property

3. Have the children name those characteristics that are common to all cups (samples)

2
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I

of marbles. You may wish to list them on the chalkboard.

4. Have the children read page 4. The teacher may paraphrase the information as
well. Use Language Cards to facilitate communication.

5. HaVe the children study the pictures on page 4 for a few minutes. Ask the
children if they can identify any of the insects. Record correct responses on
the board.

6. Help the children to understand that all insects are alike in some ways. They
have common properties. Use Language Cards and point out that finding common-
properties is the same as telling how things are alike. For example, one pro-
perty is that most insects have two pairs of wings in the adult stage.

7. Ask the children which insects on page 4 show two pairs of wings.

8. Ask the children why two pairs of wings cannot be seen on the other insects
shown. (Because of the way the insects were photographed, their wings are not
visible.)

9. Help the children to understand that another common property of most insects is
having three pairs of legs in the adult stage.

10. Ask the children which insects on page 4 show six 'legs.

11. Help the children to understand that another commo property of most adult
,insects is a pair of antennae, or feelers, extending from the head.

12. Ask the children which insects on page 4 show a pair of antennae.

13. Use some mounted insect specimens, if you wish, as an.aid to show those pro-
perties you have stressed in the discussion of an insect sample.

3

14. Have the children study the moths shown on page 5 for a few minutes.
1N

15. As\ the children to name the properties in each moth pictures that tell that
it an insect. (Two pairs of wings and two feelers.)

16. Ask the children what property of insects that was discussed cannot be seen on `s
any of the moths. Uhree_pairs of legs.)

17. Use a mounted moth specimen, if you wish, to illugtrate properties of moths.
Y,

DESIRED,,LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify a specific kind
kind of-object from samples.

**************************************************************************************

I
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DEVELOPMENT: .Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Sampling and Estimating
PAge T-28L.29/S-5 Estimati.nq /How Many Marbles? (30-40 thin?)

PURPOSE: To apply the process of sampling to estimating quantity from smaples. To
reinforCe the ability to make number estiamtes from samples.

PREREQUISITES: Addition of four numbers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -About 50 small objects

9cm

9cm 4.5cm

E
U

4.5cm

Figure 1

r5

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

such as:

-beans
-peas
-buttons
-paper clips
For each child:

-egg carton, cut so that it has 4 sections intact
-Cardboard egg carton corner, cut so that when
placed over the 4 sections, the objects in 1 section

remain visible (see Figure 1 for example)

Language Cards /Key Signs

estimate
sample

4

V

. Put a sampling of objectS in the 4 sections of each student's carton.

2. Ask them about how many objects there are in the carton.

3. Explain to the students that they can find out how many objects are in the whole

carton by only counting the objects in 1 section.

4. Have each student count the objects in 1 section and add it 4 times since there

are 4 sections.

5. Explain that,they have found the estimate. Use the Language Card,to facilitate'

communication.
4 -of,

Am
6. Have them cbt it the total number of Objects-to see how close their estimate is.

I
7.- Have the cqiidren study page 6.

k
8. Have them estimate the number of marbles in the tray. As they make their esti-

mates, you may wish to record their estimates on the chalkboard.

9. Discuss the results and help the children to understand that making sampling

estimates is:much faster and easier than counting all the objects - in this case,

all the marbles on the tray.

10. Ask the children if they can explain the difference between making a guess and

making an estimate as to how many marbles are on the tray.

11. Explain, if necessary, that while an estimated total is not exact, it is still

1- 4 -3
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-better than a guess. In a guess, no sampling is done, so the number guessed
can be very different from the real total.

12. Repeat'step 1 using a1different distribution of objects.

13. Place the cover over the carton so that one section is exposed.

14. Proceed as in steps 3 through 6.

. 4

15. Repeat this activity as many times as you feel is necessary so that the children
are secure in their understanding of sampling estimates.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to make estimates of quantity from4,samples.
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Sampling and Estimating
Page T-30/S-7 Estimating Size (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the process of estimating to the size of objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -text
-blackboard or transparency

1 TEACHINGSUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards /Key Signs
estimate
size

giraffe

1. Let the children study the picture showing the man and giraffe on page 7 for
a few minutes. Then discuss the comparisons and estimate the height of the
giraffe. Teacher should demonstrate on the board or a transparency how the

. estimate was found.

2. Point out that sizes are always described in comparisons with another object
or unit of measure (which is also an object). Est4nated sizes arq4s.often suffi-
cient for many purposes.

3. Have the children study the girl and the tree in the pictu6-. Then discuss the
comparisons and estimate the height of the tree.

1

4. Challenge the children to estimate the size of some objects in the classroom.
Designate objects with regular divisions or markings if possible, such as a

. floor or wall of tiles, or a window of a number of panes.

5. Write the size of the units on the chalkboard. Discuss the estimates when the
children have finished.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to make simple estimates of size. _
**************************************************************************************

T

EVALUATION: Lesson-Cluster 1A-1 Sampling and Estimating
Page T-31/S-8 Samples and Estimates *(20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in rela-
tion to the following objectives:
1. Describing and discussing the common proper-

ties of a group of objects from observation
of samples.

2. Estimating from samples the number of objects in a large group.

Language Cards/Key Signs
estimate
sample

bank
pennies

5
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: 4

1. Refer the children to page 8. Have them read the first question and look at the
picture. The teacher may paraphrase the question in order to facilitate communi,
cation.

2. Write the answers volunteered by the children on the chalkboard. The boarrd List
can contain a.variety of answers.

3. Determine if all children have developed enough of an understanding of properties
common to each of the piggy banks shown. Record the correctness of each response
on Student "Wrap Up" Record Sheet.

4. Have the children read the second question and look at the, picture. Paraphrase
the question if necessary. /

,

5. Ask how many pennies there are in the stack shown.

6. Have the childr n estimate how, many units of pennies are needed to reach the top
of the container RecordAthe correctness of each response on Student "Wrap Up"
Record Sheet.

7. If a child corr tly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he
or she has d nstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to
the next cl ter.

*********4**************************4*************************************************
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Level 3 Unit 1 Variation

Part A Variation In Objects, Lespon Cluster A-2 .

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies

.

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

4

T-37
T-36
T-38
T-40
T-42
T-44

Enrichment
Introduction

Development
Development
Application
EValuation

1/4

Sorting Collections
Grouping by Properties
The Two Big Groups
Alike in Several Ways
Sample Groups
Find the Groups

20-30 min.
20-30 min.

20-30 min.
20-30 min.

Nss4 20-30 mi_pr'
20 min.

, .

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-33,

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VI, Variation, is appropriate for use in
this unit.

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Grouping Objects
Page T-37 Sorting Collections,(20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide practice in grouping by properties.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to sort objects using different properties,

asS

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -student collections
(stamps, rocks, cards,
etc.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children spread their collections and begin sorting them by whatever
properties they wish.

2. Children who did not bring collections may be paired with those who did.

3. Move among the children and show interest in their collections and in how they
have grouped the objects therein by properties.

Language Cards/Key Signs
properties of groups
which children have
sorted

0
4. Have the children keep a record'of the properties of their-groups.,

5. Now challenge the children to sort their collections in a different way or ways.

6. You may wish to have one or more children explain ways in which they sorted their
collections to the class. Perhaps one child has grouped a stamp collection by
country, by subject, or by shape. Or perhaps another child has grouped a collec-
tion of baseball cards by team or by position.

III/

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to sort collections of like objects into groups by
common properties.

***************************************************************************************

,
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INTRODUCTION: Legson Cluster 1A-2 Grouping Objects
Page 1-36/S-9 Grouping by Properties (20-30 min:)

,PURPOSE: To review the process of grouping by propprties and to reinforce the
grouping done in the previous lesson.

0
PREREQUISITES:. Ability to notice similarities within a group of objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - assortment of buttons for
each pair of children

*Advance preparation for the next lesson, The Two Big
Groups - put together a collection of both living
and non-living objects.

Language Cards/Key Signs
group/groups ,

property
a button/buttons

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Divide the class into pairs. Give a cup of buttons to each pair, of children.

2. Challenge the children to sort the contents of each cup into groups.

3. Move among the children to note their groups and to comment on the differences
in the several kinds of buttons.

4. You may wish to have the children put their buttons back into the cups and have
them switch cups. They can then sort the buttons from the "new" cup into groups.

5. Repeat the sorting exercise until you feel the children have grasped grouping by
properties.

6. Have the children read and study page 9 for a few minutes.

7. Lead a class discussion of the page. Be sure that all the children understand
the property on which each pictured grouR is based. Emphasize that grouping is
important to science because of the many kinds of objects there are in the world
to be studied.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to group objects by common properties and identify
the basis for groups already formed.

*********************:*****************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A=2 Grouping Objects
Page T-38/S-10 The Two Big_Groups (20- 0 min.)

PURPOSE:, Review process of grouping and develop an a reciation of its importancew_
To identify objects as living or non-livin and group accordingly.

PREREQUISITES: The ability to differentiate a living from a non-living object.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -collection of living and
aw - non-living objects

--TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1.. Display the collection of living and,non-living objects.
Ask the students about possible groupings for these

40
8

Language Cards/Key Signs
living

scientist flashlight
lock airplant
lizard butterfly
snake rabbit

-cactus alarm,clock



cOjects. Encou
Living object

the,characte

the students to ex lore the concept of living and non-
.;

phsize these group; as the students discover them. Discuss
'of living vs: honiliving objects.

)

it 2. Have the chi en read page 10 and lo4 at the two groups shown at the tops
of page 10 and 11. Use the word card to reinforce this vocabulary.

3. ,Using a transparency, have'the childr n list the names for the objects on each
/of the pages. Then, have the childre discuss each object and if it is non-living
( or living.

41

Give each ch4ld apiece of paper. e: them divide the paper into two sections,
labeling them living and non-living. Using the vocabulary %yds from the trans-
parency, have the children divide th objects into two groups. (Or you may wish
to assemble the two groups object by bjecf through discussion and.a vote by
show of hands.)

5. Observation of objects in the classy can be an additional reinforcement step.
What living objects can be seen? Wh non-living objects? Stress the point that
pe-way in which objects can be group d is by whether they are diving or non-
living.

.6. For more exposure tg)a variety of obj cts in the environment, take a walk around
your school building, both in ide and outside. Have the students identify living
and non-living objects and !see a rec rd of those objects seen. The record could
be either written, drawn or a p togra h cixId be taken.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Abitify to iden ify and discusk living and non-living as
lgtegories'i to which objects can be groUped.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 GMouping 0 iets
Page T- 40/S -12 'Mike in SeverSal Wa s (20-30 min.

a

PURPOSE: Continue to develop process of group' andto identify its uses in science.

PREREQUISITES: The ability to group objects by more than one property.:

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materals -pictures of insects and/or
specimen samples,-possfbly
by the students.

TEACHING'SUGGESTIONS:

1. Uing picture cards and/or specimens which have been collected, discuss the char-
,a4eristics of the insects. Rebind the children' that they have discus,sed these
, things earlier in the book (page 4).**

2. Have the children-rbad the title on page 12. The:ptudents can then read the text
or the teacher can paraphrase it. A discussipn.of(the information in the text
should follow, to assure comprehension of the material.

3. Using a transparency'or the blackboard, have the children list those properties
they find in the pictured insects. You may wish to raise questions about them
such as these: On which insects can you see the wings? If wings can't be seen,

Language Cards/Key Signs
to belong
an insect
feelers (antennae)
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how do you know the other animals shown are insects? (Six legs and two antennae
can be seen.)

4. Now have the children look at the group of animals shown on page 13. ,Which of
the animals pictured belong to the insect group? How, are the ones they think
are insects like the insects shown on page 12?

5. Ask the question, How do you know which animals are not insects? (By counting

legs. The two spiders each have eight legs, and the centipede has many more
than six.)-

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to idehtify the common properties of a group and
identify other objects with those properties.

**When using the'specimens or pictures, additional properties of insects can be
pointed out. All adult insects have three body parts (head thorax and abdomen).
Non-rnsectS such as spiders, do not.

**************************************************************************************
.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Grouping Objects
Page T-42/S-14 Sample Groups (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To identify properties of a group and to recognize the properties of that
group.

PREREQUISITES: The ability to match properties of objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -assorted leaves

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. If possible, have the students collect a variety of
leaves, from the trees shown on page 14 and from
other trees. Have the students group their leaf

samples. Some children might enjoy mounting sample groups of three or four of

each kind of leaf on heavy paper. Use the Language Cards to reinforce the names

of trees. Have the children write the names of the trees on the card. Bulletin

board displays might be made from such group collections. (Note: If leaves are

not avaklable, they could, be cut from colored photographs.)

2. Tell the children to study page 14 carefully so that they can identify the three

kinds of leaves pictured. Have them use the black and white drawings of the
single leaves as a h4lp in telling about the properties of the leaves shown in

,', the color photographs.

(4

, .

. Differences in the three samples shown in brack and white can be noted. For

example, the white oak leaves have rounded lobes, the red oak pointed lobes,
.

the shingle oaks no lobes.

Language Cards /Key Signs

red oak
white oak
shingle oak
sample

4. Once properties have been established for a sample, those,properties can be

applied to the color groups'on the page. (Each leaf in the group has the same

properties.)

5. Matching properties is accomplished by identifying leaves from the random sam-

pling shown on page )5 with the three identified groups shown on page 14.

10
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6. Have each child explain the reasons for the identification of the leaves in the
random sample. Encourage'the use of the tree names during the discussion.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe from samples the identifying properties
of objects of a specific kind and identify other examples
of the group.

****************************************4*********************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Grouping Objects
Page T-44/S-16 Find the Groups (20 min.)

PURPOSE: -To evaluate performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Observi-ng and identifying the common properties of objects so they can

be arranged in groups.
2. Discussing and comparing-the properties of living and non-living objects

so they can be grouped.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - an assortment of coins
and three potted plants

- Teacher-made student
answer sheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
to notice
rough
hard

striped

1. Begin with the following activity using a random assortment of coins and approxi-
mately three potted plants.

2. Spread the coins out in a group on a table. On another table, arrange the three
potted plants.

3. Ask the children to look at the two groups. Ask them to identify whether the
groups are of living or non-living objects. Have the students record their
answers on an, answer paper.

4. Have the children identify those properties common to the objects inIeach group.
Again, have the children write their answers on an answer paper. Go around to the
children and assist them with any spelling problems. You should get an assort-
ment of good answers.

5. Explain to the children to look at page 16. Use the Language Cards to explain
the vocabulary on that page. Discuss the words, to be sure that the children
understand the terms. Have the children give the names for the groups which are
present. Write these names on the board.

6. Have the children answer the questions by writing their responses on their answer
paper.

7. When the children have Completed their responses, discuss each statement and .the
correct responses with them.

8. Accept all reasonable answers to the third statement: Through discussion have
children develop understandings of those common properties that are evident.

***************************************************************************************
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Level 3 Unit' 1 Variation

Part A Variation in Objects, Lesson Cluster 1A-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page :Teaching Strategies L9psore Title
,

Teaching Time
Suggested ,

T-50
T-51

T-52

T-56

T-58

Introduction
.Eprichment
Development

-Application

, Evaluation

What is Variation?
Variation in Cpllections
Finding Variation

Variation Everywhere

: Finb-\-the Variation

35-40 min.
25-35 min.
35 min.

t

30-40 min. .

(+2 hrs, for trip)
20-30 min.

8. MAIOALS: See list on page T-47. .

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VI, Variation, is appropriate for use in
this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson CluSter 1A-3 Variation in Groups
Page T-501S-17 What is Variation? (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: , Introduce concept of variation.

PREREQUISJTES: The ability to notice
objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -assortment of beans, bags,
paper cups-

-.

Mix bags of several seeds together, such as beans,
peas, and corn. Then paelially fill enough paper cups
to supply one to each'group of two children. .Also use
the textbook and blackboard.

ifferent properties in a_group of similar

'LEACHING SUGGESTIONS?

Language Cards/Key Signs
exactly alike
variation
size

color
shape

pattern

1. Give the children the cups of seeds. Have the children wo

2. Challenge them to sort the seeds in their cups into groups. Move among the
children to note their groups and to comment on the differences in the several
kinds:of seeds. List the names of the different-seeds on the board.

3. Ask the children to carefully examine the seeds in one group (name a specific
kind thrall to use first) to see if all the seeds are exactly alike. Use the
Language Card, and discuss the Ierm "exactly alike." ,AN

4. Ask how the seeds differ - in what'propertieS. List the properties on the
.board, Discuss each word as it is mentioned. Discuss how the properties vary.

k in groups of two. V

12
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(1,

5. Note that although properties such as size, shape, color, pattern, and texture
may differ only a little, the seeds are not exactly alike in theft properties.
The seeds show variation in these properties, even though they are enough alike
to be in the same group.

6. Have.the children turn to page 17 in their books. Ask them fo look at the pic-
ture of the butterflies and study it for a few minutes.

41

7. Have the children read the title of the page. The teacher should then read the
-text to the.stadents, explaining the concepts dovered and the vocabulary inclu-
ded as it is 'read. Write the words s e, color, shape and pattern on the board.

8. Discuss variation In the Witterflies with the ass. Have the students explain
the variation according to the properties that are II =d on the board.

9. Emphasize that differences in, members of a group are know ps variation. Use
the word card as this is done. Point out that the amount if variation may be
great or very little. The general shape of the butterflie , for example, is

the same. The shapes, however, are not exactly the same. There is 6 variation
in shape.

DESIRED tEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify and describe variation within groups.
**************************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Variation in Groups
Page T-51 Variation in Collections (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide additional development of the concept of variation.

PREREQUISITES: To be able to notice variety within a property of an object.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -collections of Objects,
done by the teacher or
brought in by the stu-
dents

- bottle caps'

baseball cards
gum wrappers, etc.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

1. Have the children group the objects by general properties, i.e., all baseball
cards together.

2. Take one group of objects. Have the children study the objects.

3. Using a transparency or board, have the children list the properties of the
group. Discuss the degree of variation within each of these properties.

4. Do this activity with the other groups of objects. Continue until the children
are comfortable with the concept of variation within familiar groups of objects.

5. If you wish, you may suggest that they arrange their collections in order by
variation in a property. For example, objects varying in size can be arranged
froth largest to smallest (or the reverse). Objects varying in shade of a color
can be arranged in graduated sequence..

13



DESIRED L8ARNING OUTCOME:' Ability to identify and describe variation. within a
group.

**************************************************************************************

S

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Variation in Groups
Page T- 52/S --18 Finding Variation (35 min.)

PURPOSE: Continue development of concept of variation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -collections of bolts,
shells,,rocks

- student text

- transparency ors...01k-

board

collections of objects
siltilar to the ones on

pages 18 -19 of the text

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
surface
bolts
shells
rocks

rough

smooth
bumpy

1. Place the collection of bolts on a large table. Have the children sit around
the table, so each can look at and touch the objects.

2. Allow the children a few minutes to explore thqpobjects on the table. Ask them
to note different properties of the bo)ts.

3. After the children have had enough time to manipulate the objects, have the
children list the prvperties of the bolts. Discuss the variation within each
property.' The propePt.fe? Can be written on a transparency or on the board, and
the variations noted.

4. Quickly go through the same activity with the shells, and.then the rocks.

5. Ask the children to look over pages.18 and 19.

Read the text to the class, using the word cards to reinforce new vocabulary.
Emphasize the word "surface" because'this is a new property. Include vocabulary

words describing surface.

7. Explain that they ar:t. to see how many properties with variation they can find in
each of the three gr6ups.

8. List the properties on a transparency. When they have finished making the list,

discuss the variation in each group.. Call on children to describe specific
variations.

9. Be sure to mentionJ Messless obvious variations such as the several types of heads

and the amount of threading on the bolts.

10. Point out also, that even properties that are alike in a general way really
show variation. Examples are the materials of the rocks and the shapes of the
shells.

11. Now (or for Homework) have the children find collections of objects that show
variation. Possible collections are boxes of crayons, pencils', books, and

14
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specific items of clothing. The children's shoes, for example, probably will
show considerable variation in size, texture, materials, color, and wear.

12. Emphasize that objects that seem alike at a glance usually show some variation
when observed closely.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify and describe variation within a
group.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 'Variation in Groups
- Page T-56/S-22 Variation Everywhere (30-40 min. plus 2 hrs. for trip)

PURPOSE: Apply concept of variation.to objects found in children's environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: MaterialS -scissors
-textbbok

Provide old picture magazines and scissors for the
class. (As an alternative activity, if possible,
plan trip into the community.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
everywhere
somewhat alike
smooth
rough
hairy
bumpy

1. If possible, take a field trip,into your community.

HaVe the children discuss the variations which they see in their environment.
Take ,photographsapf those objects observed.*

2. Take the photographs from the trip and make a bulletin board for the students
. to look at and discuss. If the trip was not possible, have the students cut

pictures from magazines, and discuss the variation within each picture. Again,
make a bulletin board from these pictures.

3. Discuss pages 22 and 23 with the class. Relate what was seen on the field trip
or in the magazines to these pictures. Encourage4hildren to tell about varia-
tions they have noticed in objects around them.

4. It is important that the children begin to notice the finer differences in the
details or similar objects and become aware that it is highly unlikely that any
two objects are exactly alike in all properties.

5. Ask the children to review the-properties of different surfaces. Discuss those
surfaces noticed on the trip, or of objects in the classroom. List the proper-
ties on a transparency.

6. Ask the students to identify the surfaces of the objects in the pictures on
pages 22-23. Askthe question, How do you find out about surfaces of objects?
(Generally through touch, and then by applying that knowledge when describing
surfaces of pictured objects.)

7. As an additional activity, children could make up collections of pictures showing
variation in the historical development of such things as automobiles, bicycles,
telephones, houses, and so on.

8. You may wish t2 make bulletin board or wall displays of the picture collections
that best illustrate the concept of variation. These displays can then serve as



a continuing reminder to the class of the variation concept.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to name and illustrate examples of variation in
the environment.

*F(ave the students pay specific attention to the surface of objects.
*****************************************it********************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Variation in Groups
Page T-58/S-24 Find the Variation (20-30 min.)

'PURPOSE: TO evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following
objective:
1. Identifying variations in properties among the objects within a group.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -textbook (page 24)
-student answer sheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read page 24 with the children. Answer any questions they have about the vocab-
ulary.

2. Have each child answer the two questions.on the student answer sheet.

3. When the children have completed their resRonses, discuss each answer with them.

4. If a'child correctly responds to the two questions, you may assume that he/she
has demonstrated the objective for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.

**********************************4*******************************x********t**********
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Level 3 Unit 1. Variation

Ni Part A Variation In Objects, Lesson'Cluster 1A-4

A. 'CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson-Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-64
T-72
T-66
T-68
T-69
T-70

Introduction
Enrichment -

Development
DevelopMent
Application
Evaluation

Order and Range
Histogram Practice
Making a Histogram
Measuring Variation
Variation in Your Class
Find the Variation

35-40 min.
35-40 min.
35-40 min.
35-40 min.

35140 min.
20-30 pin.

B., MATERIALS: See list on page T-61.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set Vj, Variation, is appropriate for use in
this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1A-4 Describing Variation
Page T-64/S-26 Order and Range (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Introducilomole precise techniques for observing variation.
TtP

PRER UISlTES: The ability to place objects in order by variation within one pro-

perty.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -ten collections of four
to five objects showing
variation, such as paper
squares, paper clips,
crayons, sandpaper pieces

Place each group of objects in a can or smallbox.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the class to stand at the front of the room.
Arrange the children in order in a row by a property
such as height 2r color of clothing. (Avoid sensitive
areas.)

Language Cards /Key Signs
order --

light green
dark green'
lightest
darkest
range
pea pods
smallest
largest

2. When you have an ordered row, describe the variation by using the Language Card
for order and discussing the concept.

3. Then ask all but the first and last children to sit down. Use the Language Card
for range and discuss that concept. This should emphasize in a simple, clear
way the value of range in describing,vaelation.

4. Pass out to each grodp of two students one of the collections of objects you have
assembled in cans and boxes- Have the children sort the collection by order and



then range. `Ask the children to place the objects in order. Use the card and
sign to reinforce the word. Then do the same thing for "range."

5.. Circulate among the groups, asking the children'specific questions about their
. collections.

6. Have the children look at page 26. Read the page tOrthe children, and discuss
the page, step by step. Use the Language cards auring both the reading and
discussion.

7. Have the children look at page 27.. Read or paraphrase the information to the
children. Discuss the concepts of order and range.

.8. Some children may volunteer to make poster displays of "order and range similar
to those shown in the book on pages 26 and 27. For example, objects from the
collections can be pasted or taped on heavy paper and then labeled.

DESIRED LEARNING'fOUTCOME: Ability to order objects of a group by a specific pro-
_ party and state the range in terms of extremes.

**************************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: LestOn Cluster 1A-4 Describing Variation
Page T-72 Histogram Practice (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To deviitop the ability to prepare simple histograms.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -Historagm form for each
student (Appendix A)

-seeds or other objects
placed in cups (enough for
each child)

-transparency of the histo-
gram

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
labels for the seeds (or
other objects) used in
the histogram

histogram
number of seeds

1. Pass out one cup of seeds (or other objects) to each child. Have the children
pour out the,seeds onto theirs desks.

2. Ask the students' to group the seeds, and then count them. Use the Language cards
to label the'types of seeds.

3. Pass out the histogram forms. Ask the' students how they could show the informa-
tion about the seeds on this piece of paper.

4. Use a transparency of the histogram form. Have the children write the appropriate
labels on the transparency. Then instruct the children to make their owg histo-
gram with the 'seeds that they have.

5. Move among the children to check on their progress and to give assistance.

4
6. When the children have finished, discuss the histograms that they have made.

Make a. bulletin' board with their histograms.

7. The children could do additional histograms of objects -they have at home, or in
their desks at school.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to construct simple histograms.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Describing Variation
Page T-66/S-28 Making a Histogram (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To reinforce the children's upderstanding of making and reading histograms.

PREREQUISITES: The ability to record data on a histogram.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials'-textbook
-transparency of page 29
-seeds Listed in lesson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

L. Show the children the seeds that are on page 28. (Have
the real seeds if possible.) Use the Language Cards to
identify the names of the seedS.

2. Have the students look at page 28. Read the text to
the children. Have the students count the number of
each type of seed. Encourage the chidren to use the
proper names for the seeds.

Language Cards/Key Signs
histogram
kind

a shaded block
lima bean
sunflower seed
corn
pea
squash
kidney bean
a block
the smallest number
the most

3. Use a transparency of the histogram on page 29. Read or paraphrase the informa-
tion to the children. Use the Language Cards.when appropriate.

4. Discuss the labels on the histogram. Have the children shade in the appropriate
areas according to the seeds on page 28. (On the transparency)

5. Ask the questions on page 29. Discuss each answer with the children.

6. Now ask the children to answer the same questions asked on page 29 using the
picture of the group of seeds on page 28 instead of the histogram pn page 29.

7. After the children have discussed and answered the questions, ask the following:
Which is easier to use for answering the questions, the picture of the group of
seeds or the histogram?

8. Through discussion have the children realize that a histogram can be a very
effective way of prespnting data in readable form.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to read data from a simple histogram.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-4 'Describing Variation
Page T-68/S-30 Measuring Variation (35-40 min.)

)

PURPOSE: Measure and record variation.

4 PREREQUISITES: Measuring with a centimeter ruler, using two pan balance scale.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: MaterialS.-centimeter rulers di
-pieces of string
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Materials -potato for each child
-two pan balance scales
'washers
-paper (student recor-
ding sheet)

Draw three histogram forms on the board or use
transparencies.

TEACOpNIG SUGGESTIONS:

1. Give each child a potato, a piece of string and a
centimeter ruler.

Language Cards/Key Signs
to measure
the eye of a potato
a piece of string
distance
a centimeter r ler
a washer
variation
a centimeter

2. Tell the children to look at page 30. Using the Language Cards, read and dis-
cuss each set of directions, one at a time. After completing the first set of
directions, have the children do that measurement task. Then go on to the
second set of directions and the measuring task.

3. Have the children record their answers on the recording sheet. Tell them that
you will need the information later in the class.

4. E: When discussing the "eyes!' you can tell the children that these are the
spots where new plants will start growing, if the potatoes are planted.

5. When the children have made all of the measurements, make use of the histograms
which you drew on the board. On one histogram record the class data on potato
eyes, on the second record distances around the potato and on the third the num-
ber of washers needed to achieve balance.

6. When the histograms are complete, have,the class read them to find data you
request. They can find the greatest, the smallest number, and-the range for
each property.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to make simple measurements of
number, size and mass. They should also be able to read
information from a histogram.

****4********i************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-4 Describing Variation
Page T-69/S-31 Variation in Your Class (35-40 ih.)

PURPOSE: Apply concept of variation and its measurement to everyday objects.

PREREQUISITES: Be able to read information from a histogram, and to record informa-

tion on one.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -a centimeter tape measure
or meter stick marked off
in cm

-histogram form for each
child

1. Tape the ruler to the wall of-the classroom.
2. Reproduce the histogram forms.
3. Draw one form on the board or use a transparency..
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the children to look at page 31. Read the page to the class and then choose

children to read the text. Use the Language Cards for the new vocabulary.

2. Have each cild's height measured by a classmate. Have the.children record that

information on the chalkboard or transparency. Pass out the histogram forms for

the children to label and fill in.

3. Suggest to the children, if they aren't already aware of it, thal the histogram
is to show variables of height in the class, not what the height of each child
is individually.

4. When the measurements have been made and the histograms are complete, lead the
class in a discussion of the range of height.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to measure height and record class data concerning
height on a histogram.

********.*****#****************************************4******************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-4 Describing Variables
Page T-70/S-32 Find the Variation (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Reading and interpreting a histogram.
2. pescribimg the range of a property in a group ordered by that property.

ADVANCE PRE ARATION: Materials -student answer sheet
-centimeter ruler

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
length

1. Ask the children to look on pages 32 and 33. Discuss the concept of length, and

explain that the histogram is based on the lengths of fish.

2. Ask the children to answer the questions by placing their answers on the student

answer sheet.

3. When the children have completed their responses, discuss each one with them;

4. If a child correctly, responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he
or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to

the next cluster.

*****************************************************Io*****4.3rnmm**********A**
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-Level 3 Unit 1 Variation in Objects

Part.B Variation In,Matter, Lesson Cluster 113.11

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies o' Lesser Teaching Time
Suggested

T-79-

IT-78

F-80
1-82
1-84
T-86

.Enrichment

Introduction

Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

.

Collecting Samples of
Matter

What Are Objects Made
Of? . .

Properties of Matter
Variation in Wood
Raw Materials

Choose. the Matter

35-40 min.

35-40 min.

35-40 min.
35-40 min.
40-45 min.

20-25 min.

.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-75

.--1=4,040RIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set-VI, Variation is appropriate for,use in
this unit.

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 The Matter In Objects
Page T/79 Collecting Samples of Matter (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide an opportunity for the children to collect and manipulate
objects and to explore the nature of these objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1. Objects can be
collected by
the childreb at
home, or before
the lesson begins.
Set aside space on

these objects wilt,

a tab le or desk wher

be grouped and
labeled._

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask each child to "show and tell" the objects he/she brought to class-.

Lan ua e Cards/Ke Sins
metal

wood
glass
plastic
What is this object made
of?

2. Have.a child hold up an obje . Ask the question: What Is the object made of?
Use the language card to rein orce He'lp the,children with,the first few
answers if necessary.

3. Challenge the other children tO see, f they have a sample of the same
If So, they can hold it up for all t see.

4. .From time to time stress thO' various ategories o Tatter and point out that
all.objects are made of one

)
or more o these thin

I)
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5. Use the language cards for metal, wood, etc. and have the childreneort the

objects into the appropriate groups. Use this for a display which would be

used during this cluster.

LEARNING OUTCOME:. Ability to collect and group samples of a variety of materials.
**************************************************************************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1E1-1 The Matter In Objects

Page T-78/S-35 What Are Objects Made Of (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Reinforce the concept of matter.

PREREQUISITES: The ability to state what an object is made-of.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials textbook, various objects
around the room, samples
of objects fromTqevious
lesson.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

matter
wood'
glass

plastic

1. Write the word MATTER 4n large letters on the board or a transparency.

2. Ask the children if they know what matter-Us. A hem to give' you examples of

kinds of matter. Make a list of these things.

3. 'Aek the children to look at page 35. Instruct them to pay close attention

to the objects in the picture. Have children take turns reading the text.

4. Ask the children to name the objects in the picture. Write these on the board

(transparency), with the folfowing.chart:

Object What is it made of?

5. FIN in the chart with the objects and the materials of which hey are 104.

6. You might find it helpful to suggest various categories of mat er from time to

time as the discussion continues. Some general categories that could enter into

the discussion are: iron, stone, fibers, plants, apimals. You will notice that

it is unnecessary to be concerned with strict categaries of matter. The

objective is awareness, recognition, and description of matter of which

objects are made.

LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify what general type of

matter an object is made of.

*************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT? Lesson Cluster 18-1 The Matter In Objects
Page t-80/S-36 properties of Matter (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Continue to develop the concept of matter and its variation.

PREREQUISITES: The ability to compare. properties of objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - have on hand all of
the materials shown
on page 36, student
worksheet (p. 37),
transparency of chart
(p. 37), 10 cm long
pieces of wire -
three'different
kinds.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1: Use the word cards for light and heavy. Show then
children a variety of objects. Have the children but
each object in a tank filled with water. Ask each
child - Is the object heavy or light?

Language Cards/Key Signs
to compare/en example
light

heavy

hard

sof

beer d

break
wire
to number oveN,and over
(and labels for,objects
used during,' metre discussionY

2. Use the language cards hard and soft. Let each child hold the cotton and the
rock. Ask the children - Which object is hard/scdt?

3. Again use the language cards for bend or break. Permit each child to manipulate
the wire and chalk. Ask the question - Which object will bend/break?

4. Ask the children to look at page 36. Ask the children to read the sentences trOm
the text. Emphasize that certain properties of objects are given by the material
of which they are made. Such properties as color, texture; hardness, mass and
flexibility are different with different materials.

5. Some properties can be seen easily. Others are hidden and are only observed
when the object interacts with other objects. Such interactions are used to
test for these hidden properties. Testing the wire samples for flexibility is
an example of this.

6. Explain.the experiment on page 37. Write the directions on 'the boalrd using
language appropriate to your children. Have the children read the directions
before starting the task. Pass out the record sheets to the children.

4

7. Ask the children to work InTairs. Distribute three wires to each air. One
child is to be the counter (marking the counts on paper), the oth will bend
the wire.

8. The number of flexes necessary to break the wires will depend on e material
and gauge of the wire used. Show the children how to flex the wir s in a uniform

fashion go each wire is treated in the same manner. Caution them count the

flexes and keep a careful record.

9. Ask the children to do the experiment, and then to write the numbers on their
charts. 4
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4.

10. When all the children have finished, discuss the resylts of theit,tests and
then sequentially order the wires for flexibility.

LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to test, compare and describe a specific property in
different materials.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson CI ter 1B-1 The Matter In Objects
Page T- S-38 Variation in Wood (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Further develop concept of variation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: \Materials - Wood blocks - try to
obtain three different
kinds that vary in hard-
ness. Sandpaper - for
each child.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place the various pieces of wood on a table. Have the
children seated around the table. Ask them to compare the pieces of wood (color,
texture, etc.).

Language Cards/keyt6igns
pine

redwood
sandpaper
a sample
to rub
hardness

2. Ask the children which they think is the hardest yood. Discuss how you Gould find
out if wood is hard.

3. Take out the sandpaper. Again ask the children how this could be used to
determine the hardness of the wood.

4. Use page 39 as a reinforcement activity, to show the children the correctness of
their idea. Read the page to the children, using the language cards where
appropriate.

5. Before the children begin sanding, you may wish to illustrate the use of sand-
paper squares on a block of wood to the class as a model for them to follow.

6. Remind the children that when sanding, the wood should be rubbed the same way,
and that each piece of wood should be rubbed the same number of times.

7. When all the children have finished testing, discuss the results and sequentially
order the types of wood from hardest to softest, if possible.

8. Continue that discussion by looking at Page 38. Ask the children questions about
the pictures of the wood blocks. Be sure to emphasize that samples of the same
general kind, such as wood, can show' variation in their properties. The
variation of wood stressed in this lesson is the property of hardness.

9. As you discuss page 38, remind the children that the sandpaper was used in the
same way on each block of wood. Therefore, the way ih which the sandpaper was
used was a constant. Only the blocks of wood are varied in terms of the property
hardness.

DESIAD LARNING OUTCOME: Ability to test, compare and describe a specific property

********* *********************k*********************************4*************i*****
in samples of the same' kinds of material
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1
APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 The Matter In Objects

Page T-84/S-40 Raw Materials. (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the concept of matter to everyday needs.

PREREQUISITES': Exposure to'the concept of.raw materials.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - A sample of coal, and
steel, a movie or study

prints on steel-making
and lumbermilling, a
globe.

TEACHING SUGGEAIONS:

1. If upplementary materials are available, begin

with these. Show a short movie, pictures Of the

processes of making steel and producing lumber.

Language Cards/Key Sign

raw materials
coal

iron ore
the earth
steel

lumber

paper

2. Ask the children to rook at pages 40 and 41. Discuss each of the pictures.

3. Make a chart on the -board. Use these labels:

Raw Material Product

4. Have the children list the raw materials that they have been discussing (iron

ore, coal, trees). Then have them list the things which are produced.

5. Make sure the children understand that all the matter that goes into the

objects we use, Ilve in, on and around, comes from the Earth. Our planet

supplies all of our raw materials.

6. Using a globe of the Earth, explain that these raw materials come from all

over the world, not only from the land, but also from the air and oceans.

7. Propose a problem to the children. Suppose all of the trees used for lumber

were cut down.--.What would happen? Discuss this problem.

8. When the children begin to understand that our raw materials are limited,

they can begin to become aware of what conservation means - making the best

and wisest use of our raw materials and the products that are made from

them.

LEARNING-OUTCOME; Ability to identify some raw materials and discuss the need for

their best and wisest use.
*************-**************************1*******************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 18-1 The Matter in Objects

4111
Page T-86/S-42 Choose the Matter (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate performance in relation to the follOwing objectives:
1. Examining ol/jects and identifying some of the matter from which

they are made.

2. Identifying and describing objects made of specific materials.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - student answer sheet
*In preparation for
the first lesson of
the next cluster,
have the children
put water in one
beaker and place it

. in the freezer.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the childre=n look over pages 42 and 43. Explain that they are to match up
objects and the matter from which they are made.

2. Ask the children to write their answers on the student answer sheet::

3. After the children have given their answers, discuss the best choices of
materials for each object with them.

4. If a child correctly makes most of the matches, you may assume that he or she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.
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Level 3 untt 1 Variation in Objects

Part B Variation in Matter, Lesson Cluster 1B-2
J

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies _ _ Lesson Title_
Teaching TiMe

Suggested

T-92

T-V4
T-98
T-96
T-99

T -100

Introduction
Development
Enrichment
DeVelopment
Application
Evaluation

,c Changing Matter
Heat Changes the Phase
Thermometers
Temperature and Change
A Burning Candle
Find the Phase

35-40 min.
35 -40 min.

35-40 min.
5-40 min.

25-30 min.
15-20 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-89.

,FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VI, Variation, is appropriate for use in this
unit.

. . - ..

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Phases of Matter
Page 1-92/S-44 Chanqrng Matter (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the ooncef* of the phases of matter.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - three beakers
- a hot plate

water

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place thetthree beakers of water on a table in front

of the class. One beaker contains water in the liquid
phase, one the.solid phase, and place one on a hot
plate and heat the water.

2. Using the language cards for these three phases, ask
the children to name the phase of the matter in,each
beaker. Ifthe chjldren have difficulty placing
the cards, help them and then repeat the task agaip.

Language Cards/Key Signs
solid
liquid

gas

to change
Whet is happening?
phase
phases of matter
ice

water vapor

Identification Cards

3. Ask the children to look at page 44. Guide the children in their discussion of

water in the liquid and solid phases. Refer to the actual beakers as they are

discussed.

4. Make sure the properties of water are described in each phase and constrasted be-

tween phases. When you have completed page 44,continue with page 45. Read the ,

page 1-14/the chiligen, asking them the questions, and initiating discussion.
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5. Stress also that ice and water vapor are both still water. Ice and water vapor
are simply special names for water in.theAlid and gaseous phases.

6. As you and the children use the term "phase" in context, the concept of its mean-
ing will graduglly be picked up.

7. Read the last paragraph on page 45 to the children. Write the terms: Phases of
Matter, :(and under that),solid, liquid, gas on the board or transparency. Discuss
the fact that there-are the three phases of matter. Have the children place the
words: water, ice, water vapor, under the cofrect term.

8. Emphasize that water is used as an example of changes in phase, but that all mater-
ials change phase under cer=tain conditions. We are familiar, however, with some
materials in only one or two phases. Some materials are only gases, solids, or
INuids, as we know them in everyday experience.

9. Ask the children for other examples of solids, liquids, and gases with which they
come in contact. Copy these lists onto chart paper to display in the classroom.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should Ile able to name and discuss the phases
of matter.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: .:Lesson.Cluster 18:-2 Phases of Matter
Page T-94/S-46 Heat Chahqes the Phase (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept of the-phases of metter.,

PREREQUISITES: The ability to identify solids, liquids, and gases.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - a tin can
- ice

- water
- an electric coffee pot,

available

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read and discuss pages 46 and 47 with the class.
Develop each point carefully.

2. Emphasize that adding heat is necessary to change any
solid (not just the examples shown) to a liquid or any
liquid to a gas.

3. Emphasize that taking away heat (cooling) is necessary .to bring about the reverse
changes that is, gas to a liquid, and liquid to a solid.

Language Cards/Key Signs
to melt
butter
taken away
a freezer
to condense
drops of water

Identification Cards

ff

4. When you reach the last example on page 47 concerning water vapor, you may wish to
.do the following demonstration for the-class.
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5. Place a tin can on a sunny window sill or over a pot of boiling water. Fill the
can with ice cubes and then pour water into the can. In time, water vapor from
the air surrounding the can will condense on the outside of the can and become
visible.

6: Ask the children, What has taken place? What has happened on the outside of the
can? Why has some of the gas phase of water changed to the liquid phase?

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe changes in phase
in terms of heating or cooling of matter.

**************************************************************************************

--ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Phases of Matter
Page T -98 Thermometers (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop skills using a Celsius thermometer.

PREREQUISITES: To read and interpret numbers on a number line.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 8-10 cups filled with
varying temperatures of
water

- Celsius thermometers for
each child

_-.studeot worksheet
large chart/transparency
showing the numbers on
the Celsius thermometer

Language Cards/Key Signs
thermometer
a Celsius thermometer
degree
temperature

Identification Cards

1. Number the cups and/or color the water with food coloring.

TEACHING lUGGESTIONS:

1. Place a chart/transparency on the board Of the scale from a Celsius thermometer.
Because a thermometer does not have a number for'each mark, the children must be
aware of how to count the marks to find the correct number of degrees.

2. Discuss with the children the appropriate method for finding the number. Point to

different places on, the scale and ask a child what that temperature would be. Con-

.tinue this activity .631i you are certain that the children understand the concept.

3. Display the ten cups on a large table. Tell the children that they will find out
something about the water in each cup. They will find out how hot or cold Water
Is by using a thermometer.

11.c4. Instruct e children that they are to place their thermometer in each cup, leav-
ing the th rmometer in the cup for one minute. Caution the children to be care-,

NI in hand ing the thermometers.

5. Point out to the children the proper way to read a thermometer containing a column
of liquid. (The!Mermometer should be read at eye level - reading at an angle can

cause distortion in interpreting markings on the scale.)
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6. Then the children are to write the number of degrees of a particular cup in the
appropriate space oh the student worksheet.

7. When all of the children have taken the temperatures of all ten cups, begin to
discuss the findings.

oz

8. First ask the children1What do the high numbers mean?, What do the low numbers
mean? (Hotter, colder.) Then tell the children that they are using a Celsius ther-
mometer, and show them the proper way to write the temperature using the degree
mark. Have the children check their worksheets, and change any temperatures
written incorrectly.

9. Because the answers of each child will vary when comparing cups (as the hot water
cools, etc.) do not do any comparison of temperatures of cups between the children.
However, when the children are taking the temperatures of the water, walk among
them and ask them questions about their readings, to make sure they are doing it
properly.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to read a thermometer with ease.
o************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Phases of Matter
Page T-96/S-48 Temperature and Change (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To expand the concept of phase to ine,kide temperaturd.

PREREQUISITES: To be able to read a Celsius thermometer, correctly.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -'Ce-Itius thermometers

- CUps or tin cans enough
for each child

- ice
- student worksheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the children to look at page 48. Read the text
with the children, using the language cards where
appropriate. Make references to the previous
lesson, on reading the thermometer.

Languaget,,Cards/Key Signs

a thermometer=

temperature
degrees
degrees Celsius
compare

Identification Cards

2. Explain that thermometers tell the relative temperatures of matter. Ask the chil-
dren what the higher and lower numbers mean.

3. Go over the directions on page 49 with the children. Through discuss
answer the questions about the picture on that page.

ave them

4. Give each child a cup, ice, water and thermometer. Have the child set up and do
the experiment as stated on page 49. Have each student write their answers on the
student worksheet.
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5. Discuss the results of the experiment with the class. Encourage the children to.
use the new vocabulary words.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to read thermoMeters.
*****************************4********************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Phases of Matter
Page T-99/S-50 A Burning Candle (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of changes in phase'to a candle.

PREREQUISITES: The ability to differentiate the phases of matter.

ADVANCE *PREPARATION: Matd'rials - an untapered candle
- a candle holder
- matches
- a fire extinguisher
or blanket should be
nearby

- student worksheet
- (picture of the burning

candle)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a candle
to burn
wax
an arrow

Identification Cards

1. Place the candle on a table. Light the candle. Have the children observe the
candy.

2. Have the children look for evidence of 011e changes taking place as the candle burns.
Ask them the question, Which phase is this? as you point to the candle, melted wax,
and burning gas.

3. Ask the children to look at page 50 in their textbooks. Rea& theinformation with
the children, using the language cards wfiere,appropriate.

4. Ask the children to look at the picture of the burning candle. Discuss the phases
of matter present in the candle. Use the language cards for'solid, liquid and gas
or write the words on the.board for review.

5. Ask the children to use the vocabulary to label the picture of the burning candle
on their worksheet. Discuss their answers.

6. After the children have completed the worksheet, extinguish the candle. Again dis-
cuss the three phases of the wax. Also discuss/how the burning match first releases
enough heat to begin melting the wax and changing it fo the gas phase. Then the
liquid and gaseous wax ignites and releases enough heat to keep the combustion pro-
cess going. It keeps doing this until it burns out or the fire is put out.

7. Be sure to emphasize Kow the changes occur, from solid to liquid-to gas. Ask the

children to explain these changes.
"r

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to observe and identify evidence
of the three phases of wax in a burning candle and describe
the changes taking place.

**************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Phases of Matter

411,
Page T-100/S-51 Find the Phase (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Discussing and describing the conditions that bring about changes in

phases of matter.
2. Inferring that-heating changes solids to liquid and liquids' to gases.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - student answer sheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children look at page 51. Ask the children to read the sentences.

2. Give each child a student answersheet. Ask the children to read the sentences
again to themselves, and answer them. Tell the children to write their answers on
their answer paper.

3. When all the children have completed theri responses, discuss their answers to the
-questions.

4. If a-child correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he/
she_has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
neakpluster.

*********V*******************************************************k********************



Level 3 Unit 1 Variation in Opjects

Part C Variation in Interaction, Lesson Cluster 1C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page- Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-106
1-108
T-110

TA-107

T-112
1-114

Introduction
Development
Development
Enrichment
Application
Evaluation

,..,

Interaction Systems
Repeating Systems
Sim Tar systems .

A Beanbag Contest
People and Systems
Find the Systems

35-40 min.

.

25-30 min.'
25-30 min.
35-40 min.
25-30 min.
20-25 min.

4

B. MATERIALS: See list on page 1-103.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATIOh: Filmstrip Set VI, Variation, is appropriate for use in
this unit. k..

INTRODUCTION: Lesdon Cluster 1C-1 Variation in Systems ,..

Page T-106/S-53 Interaction Systems (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To reintroduce and define the concept orinteraction systems.

PREREQUISITES: Exposure to the concept of interacting systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - textbook
- wire - 25 cm
- batteries
- bulbs
- tape
- wire cutters (scissors)
to clean off ends of wire

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Give each child a battery, bulb, wire, and tape. Ask

the children to first name these objects (you can use
the language cards for reinforcement) and then to put
these objects together.

Language;Cards/Kay Signs
a dry cell (battery)
wire
a bulb
tape
interaction

a system
to touch

IdeAtrfication*bards

When each_child has completed the 'system '_tell the children that this is cAlled
a system and that these objects are interacting together in that system. Be sure

to use the language cards or write the words on the board.

3. Ask the children to open their books to page 53. Read the text with the children,

using word cards where appropriate.
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4. Read the last paragraph to the children. Have each child do the activity. Ask
the children to explain what 'happened.

5. At the end of the lesson, again ask what the parts are of the system, and review
the vocabulary covered in the lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Children should be able to name the objects of a simple
interaction system.

********************i*****************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Variation in Systems
Page T-108/S-54 Repeating Systems (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept of variation in syst

PREREQUISITES: To understand the concept of repeatir action

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - textbook
- materials from previous

lesson

a jump rope

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Take one of the light systems. Touch the bulb to the
battery repeatedly. Ask the children about what you
arc doing. Tell them that this is.called a repeating
system. Write the words on the board. Discuss the con-
cept of repeating action.

ems.

s.

Language Cards/Key Signs
to repeat
repeating systems
over and over again
variation

Identification Cards

2. Ask the children to look at page 54. Read the information to the children, empha-
sizing the fact that if a system does the same thing over and over again it is
called a repeating system.

3. Ask the children to take their light' systems and show how they can make it a re-
peating system.

4. Give one child a jump rope. Ask the child to make a repeating system with the rope.
Discuss the actions of the child.

$. Have the children look at page 55. Relate their experience with the jump rope to
the girl In the picture. Ask them to name the objects in that system.

6. Then ask the children to look at the picture of the boy. Have the children,dis-
cuss what the boy is doing. Ask if they have ever had to do work such as this.

7. Discuss variation within these systems. Emphasize that neither of the two systems
shows much variation:

bISIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to discuss the interaction ex-
, pected in a repeating system; and to name the parts of those

systems.
******************************************************************************f**********



DEVELOPMENT: ,Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Variation in Systems
. Page T-110/S-56 Similar Systems (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept of variation in systerris.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - one teaspoon flour,
- one teaspoon sugar
- two saucers

- one bottle of tincture
of iodine

- two glasses of half-
filled milk

- one glass half-filled
with vinegar

- one glass with lemon juice
- medicine dropper
- *If possible, have one
set of these materials
for each two students.

Language Cards/Key Signs
iodine

sugar
flour
milk
vinegar
lemon juice

alike
different

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Pass out the materials to the children. 14ve them open their textbooks to page 56.
Tell them the children that they will be doing these experiments. Give the chil
dren instructions on how to perform the fi'rst experiment.

2.- After the children have done the experiment and observed and discussed the results,
read. page 56 and answer the questions.

3. Now pass out the materials for the experiments op page 57. Explain the procedures
to the children. Do on9 experiment at a time, discussing the results of the first
before going on to the next..

4. Then have the children look in their books. Read the page with the children and
discuss their answers to the questions.

5. Before you pour the pairs of systems together, have the children make predictions
as to what kind of interactions they think will take place.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to compare interactions in.
systems and to make cautious predictions as to their out-
come

*********************************************************************f****************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Variation in Systems
Page,T-107 A Bean Bag Contest (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of variation in systems to systems involving people.

PgREQUISITES: The ability to make a histogram and to follow rules of a game.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - bean bags
- tape
- _centimeter rulers

- two histogram forms
(transparency/board)

- playing area

Use masking tape to mark. a goal line on the floor.
The line should be about 2 meters long, and a limit
line about the same length. The lines should be
parallel and spaced about 5 meters apart.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language CardKey Signs
a bean bag V.
the limit mark
the'goal mark
the player
a histggrem (review)
a centimeter ruler
fo take turns
range

Identification Cards

1. The bean bog contest is one of a number of suitable games
that can be played in the classroom. Begin the game (as you should any of these
lessons) by guiding the class in defining the system. As in defining any inter-
action system, only the essential, parts need be included.

2. The Bean Bag System may be defined, for example, as the floor, the limit mark, th9
goal mark, the bean bag, and the player.' Emphasize that each time the player is
changed, a new "although similar, system is formed.

3. Explain and demonstrate the, rules of the game:
A. The object ot.-the game is to get the bean bag as near the iine designated as

the goal line as possfb-Fe.

B. 'The player must throw the bag so that is slides toward the goal line. (Some-

what like a bowling ball is thrown.) 4
C. The player canno stet; over the limit line. If the player does, a turn is Jost.

4. When the children un rstaAd the rules, have them take turns trying their skill.
Measure, to the nearest centimeter, the distance of the bag from the goal line

each time. Have a couple of children help you and make a histogram on the chalk-
board. When all have had a turn, note the least and greatest measurements (range).

5. Now choose one of the winners of the above game and have him or her throw the bag
several times. Explain that he or she is,to make the best possible throw each, time.
Measure and record each distance on a-chalkboard-histogram.

6, Conclude the legion by discussing and comparir9 the range in the first histogram
with the rangeNO the second one. Remind the children that,the first histogram
shows variation of similar but different systems. The second histogram shows
variation in a repeating interaction ofthe same system, because the player was
not changed.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to discuss the expected differ-
. ences in variation between similatiand repeating systems.

**********************************f**********************A****************************

' APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster, 1C-1 Variation in. Systems
Page T-1,12/5 -58 People and Systems (25-30 'min.)

PURPOSE: To reinforce the concept of variation in systems to systems involving people.
-N/
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PREREQUISITES: Beanbag Game (or other siM4,16r system).

" ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials any available musical- in-
struments, preferably a
drum and a piano.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Show the musical instruments to the chiJdren. Have the
children play the instruments. Find out which they
can hear, which they cannot, and how loud it had to
be.

Language Cards/Key Signs
Musical instruments
a drum
a piano (or other

available instrument's)
sound

Identification Cards

2. Read page 58 to the children. Explain that musical instruments are systems involv-
ing people. Ask if the systems are repeating. Ask the children to show you a re-
peating system on their musical instrument. ar

3. Do not do page 59. This materials was covered in the game.

'DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to discuss the role of people
in causing variation in certain interaction systems.

x**********************************************f*************************t************
4

EVALUATION: Lesson Mister 1C-1 Variation in Systems
Page T-114/S-60 Find the Systems (20-25-min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate ffie children's performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Identifying the objects that form a system.
2. Observing and discussing examples of interaction systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - student answer sheet.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place all of the-language cards for this lesson in
front of the Children, or write the words on the board
(in no particular order).

2. Discuss each picture with the children, asking which
swords go with each picture. Refer to the words on
the board, but do not list the words to go with each
picture.

3. Read the other questions with the children, to make -

sure that they understand-what is required. To make
answering easier construct the answer sheet so the
child only has to circle the correct answers, or.list
items (except for 5 and 6),

4. Pass out the student answer paper and ask the children to read and answer the
questions themselves.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a driver
a bumper car
a ferris wheel
people
a washer
a guitar
to strum
a pencil
string
a table
a hand
tape

Identification Cards
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5. When the children have finished writing their responses, discuss their answers
with them.

6. If a child correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.

****************************************************46*********************************
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Level 3 Unit 1 Variation in Objects

Part C Variation in Interaction, Lesson Cluster 1C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

...,,, .

Teaching Strategies
. .

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

SuggestedPage--

T-120
T-122
T-123
T-124
T-125

i

Introduction
Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

Galileo's Prediction ,

What is a Prediction?
. How Sure Are You?

Using Predictions
Making Predictions

35-40 min.
20-30 min.
20-25 min.
20-25 min.
20-25 min.

/

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-117. /

.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XI, Variation, is appropriate for use in
this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1C-2. Predicting
. Page T-120/S-62 Galileo's Prediction (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the proceSs of pf-edicting.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - For each pair of chil-
dren have:

- two balls of different
weights

- three books
- tape

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children look at page 62 in the textbook.
Explain the ideas of Galileo, using the language cards where appropriate. (All of
the vocabulary from the story need not be included in the discussion.)

2. Point out that Galileo's belief that heavy and light objects would fall at the same
speed was a prediction and not a guess, because it was based on observations and a
lot of thought.

Language Cards/Key Signs

prediction
a scientist
an idea_
speed

Identification Cards

3. Now have the children set up and test one way to check out Galileo's prediction, as
shown on page 63. (Use balls of the same size but of different weights.)

4. Explain that the children will have to watch the floor closely sincvthe distance
froh the table to to the floor is short, and the results might notcconvjnce
everyone. Several trials are essential, since it is critical that the balls leave
the table at the same instant and it is difficult to observe them hit the floor.

72
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5. Suggest that the children get down on the floor to watch more closely as the
balls fall from the table. It is interesting that often children see what they
expect to see in such experiments. In this case it is hard for some children to
believe that the heavier ball does not fall faster and hit first.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to use the term prediction
correctly in discussions.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Predicting
Page T-122/S-64 What is a Prediction? (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To continue development of the concept and process of prediction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials pot with soil
- bean seeds

-gEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
Fa

1. Place the pot on a table. Fill it with soil. . Place
a bean seed in the pot. Ask the children what will
happen. After they -have-responded, tell them that
they were making predictions.

Language Cards/Key Signs
prediction
a guess

Identification Cards

2. Have the children look at page 64. Read the text with the children explaining any
concepts that they do'not understand. Read and discuss the predictions under each
picture.

3. Be sure the children realise that some predictions such as 'the sun is about VP
set' are more certain than others. The sun has never failed to set. On the
other hand, sometimes bean seeds fail to grow, and even the best tasketball
players miss a basket once in a while.

4. During the discussion, be sure to differentiate between a prediction and a guess,
and tnat a prediction is based on past experience.

5. At the conclusion of the lesson, ask the children to make predictions such as what
their next class is, or what they will have for lunch.

DE'S1RED LEARNING OUTCOME: The Children should be able to explain that predictions can
be based on familiar past experiences.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Predicting
Page T-123/S-65 How Sure Are You? (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept and process of prediction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children study page 65. Read the text with
the children. Discuss the predictions. Write the pre-
dictions on the board.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
to be stare

pretty sure
explain

Identification Cards



2. Include in the discussion the information on which their predictions are based.
Again refer to the difference between a guess and a prediction.

3. Note that the children's' predictions can vary since the objects can interact in
different ways.

4. Point out that the prediction one balloon is going to burst is pretty likely to
occur.

5. Predictions will vary for how much of the building will crumble when struck. Such
predictions are dependent upon the data available to the children on the subject.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be.able to make predictions and discuss
the probability that the predicted events will occur.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Predicting
Page T-124/S-66 Using Predictions (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the process6f prediction to the decisions of daily life.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children look at page 66. Read the text with
the children, including the vocabulary connected with
each picture.

2. Discuss the children's predictions for each situation.
In the discussion, include a statement, prediction and
basis for each prediction for each interaction.

.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a stop light
to brush your teeth
a stove

Identification Cards

3. Point out the importance of prediction in the decisions we make in our daily
living. We constantly make predictions as we think about the things that we see
and do.

4. As an additional activity, you may wish to have the children collect pictures
illustrating the importance of prediction to-the decisions made in daily living.
Or, the children could write a short story on an experience that they had where
prediction was necessary. All of these things could be displayed on a bulletin
board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: e children should be able to discuss the predictions behind
ev -Akday decisions.

*************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 'Pr\pdicting
Page T-125/S-67 Making Predictions120-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's erformance in relation to the following objectives;
1. Describing and discussing the basis of given predictions.
2. Making predictions.
3. Discussing and judging the chances that predictions are correct.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - student answer papers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children look at page 67. Look at each pic-
ture. Discuss the vocabulary within each picture.

2. Read and explain the text to the children. Ask them
to write their predictions about the pictures on the
student answer paper. If this is too difficult for
1.)w-children, go to each child individually and ask
for their answers.

Language Cards/Key Signs
sand

a, sand castle

a tennis raquet
clouds
a storm

Identification Cards

3. When the children have completed their responses, discuss the possible predictions
for each system (pictured) with them. Note that the predictions do not have to be

identifical for each picture.

4. If a child correctly makes most of the responses, you may assume that he/she has,,
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

**************************************************************************************
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Level 3 Unit 2 Space and Motion

Part A Space, Lesson Cluster 2A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page
_ ___

Teaching-Strategies
.

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T -136

T-138
T-140
T-144

T-142
T-143
T-145

Introduction
Development
Development
Enrichment
Development
Application

/Evaluation

_

Exploring Space
Out in Space
Our Solar System ,

Marbles and'Space
A Space for Everything
A Place in Space
Find the Space . /

35-40 min.
30-35 min.
35-40 min.
35-40 min.

15-20 min.

30-35 min.

15-20 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-133.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets Vii, Place and Motion, and XI, Motion and
Changes, are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Space Everywhere
Page T-138/S-70 Exploring Space (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE': To initiate development of the concept of space.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - reference books

children's books on space.
travel
planets

= models of the solar system
and/or pictops of the
planets

- NASA will supply a teacher
with a great deal of ID-
formation on space, space
travel and' the solar4system

- also have a globe avail-
able

Lan ua e Cards/Kb Si ns
space
the sun
the moon
the stars
to explore
air

a problem

a powerful machine
a rocket
the surface
gravity

Idedtification Cards

Background Information - Most children are fascinated
by the subject of space beyond the Earth. Many will want to tell What they know -
or think they know. Many of their ideas about space in terms of travel to other ,

planets or other solar systems are, of course, inaccurate and quite fanciful. The
influence of television and movie science fiction will be quitb apparent. It is
well" to let the children express their ideas without too much concern at this time
for separating fantasy from fact. Such'separation is a,gradual process that we can
begin but not complete at this level. The ability of most children to gragp the idea
of the vastness of space beyond the Earth, and the immense distances involves, will
only be rudimentary. These concepts can only be introduced, not completely assimi-
lated at this level.
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1. A bulletin board display could be set up on space and our solar, system.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS.:

1. This cluster could be introduced in two ways. One,p recent movie about space
travel could be shown to the children. Or, you couNtaks: the children on an
imaginary ride into space by telling them a stoy,:ai?out Ce travel. These two
things should be used to begin imaginative thoughtibou'r t .ideas of space travel
and what is out beyond the earth.

2. Have the children look at page 70. Explain the information on this page, using the
language cards as necessary. Discuss each of the points on this page with them.

3. Emphasize that the air gets thinner and thinner as,one gets farther and farther
above the Earth. All but one percent of the Earth's atmosphere lies around the
Earth 4-11,a 'layer about 30 km thick. From about 320 km beyond Earth there is al-
most no matter in space except planets, stars, and solar dust.

4. Have the children look at page 71. .Explain the information on this page. Discuss
the problems that were faced ip space exploration.

5. Explain to the children that there is a force holding us on the earth. Use a globe,
and ask the children why people do not fall off the earth. Discuss the problems_of
space travel in relation to gravity'.

6. Use as many* additional materials as possible to help the children to-be able to
discuss Space and space travel.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to discuss some aspects of space
beyond the Earth.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Soace Everywhere
Page T- 138/$ -72 Out in Space (30-35 min.)

IPWRPOSE: To further develop the concept of space beYdnd the Earth.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials additional pictures
- models

Background Information - In photos of galaxies the
stars look close together because of the great dis-

-tances these stars are from the Earth. Within the
universe there are countless gala es_and billions
upon billions of*stars.

t

TEACklINQ SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the-cnildrenlook pages 72 and 73.: Paraphrase the text 0n--hese pages, ex-

Language Cards/Key Signs
a telescope
billions of stars
a galaxy

Identification Cards

'

plaining the important details to the childrerf.'

a

2. Ask whether anyone can tell the rest of the class something about the telescope
show4 on page 72.
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3. As you discuss thee two pages with the children, make certain that they under-
stand that the sun is a star.much like the countless others that can be seen, you
may need to explain to the children that the reason for the difference in appea'r-
ance between the sun and other stars is that the sun is much closer to the Earth
than any of the ,other stars. Therefore it appears brighter and larger.

4. You may wish tca state again that the sun is a very great distance away from the
Earth and that there are great distances between stars. Also, there are even
greater distances between galaxies (groups of stars).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to briefly discuss some objects,
in space, specifically stars and galaxies.

************ ************************************************************************

DEVELOPME : Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Space Everywhere
Page T- 1'40/S -74 Our Solar System (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept of space beyond the Earth.

PREREQUISITES: Previous exposure to the idea of our being part of a solar system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - model of our solar system 1 1

and/or picturesof the I Language Cards/Key Signs
. \',... planets la planet

- (bulletin board display) the solar system
an orbit

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: I farthest

closest
1. Show the children the model of the solar system. (the names of the other

Have the chi.ldren look in their books on page 74. 1 planets)

Ask them to name each. planet.
I Idenfificatioh Cards

2. Exvjain'the information on page 74 to the class. Ask
questions to see if the children have any previous
knowledge of the planets.

3. Have the children look at page 75. Explain the info;-mation to the children. Use.

photographs which you have obtained from NASA to supplement these practices.

4. Discuss the possiblitieS for life on the planets. As an additional activity, during
language class have each cffild write a short story of what they think life would be
like on one planet. Display the stories on the bulletin board about the solar
system.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be ab.le to briefly discuss the solar
system, some of its members.

****************************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Space Everywhere
Page T-144 Marbles and Space (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept orthe space occupied by objects.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials For each pair of students
have:

- two cans of different
sizes ,

some marbles
a tray
a container filled
with water
one pd

,
tional can

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

-Lang age Cards/Key Signs
a ma le
a tra

Identification Cards

1. Have two children working together. Pass out the materials.

2. Have the children fill the small can to the top with water. They then drop marbles
gently into the can,

3. Discuss with each group what happened. Try to bring out the'following ideas: mar-
bles pushed water out of the can; there is only so much space in the can; every-
thing takes up space; marbles took up space at the same. time.

4. Have each group repeat the experiment with the larger can (fill to top withlwd+er-,
add marbles).

5. Now have each group take a can that has not been filled with water. Marbles are
to be dropped gently into the ran. Ideas to be brought out this time: what was
in the can before the marbles were added? Many children will say "Nothing," but
some will make the observation that the can was filled with air; something is
being pushed out of-the can (air); all objects take up space; two objects cannot
occupy the same space at the same time.

DESIRED' LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify objects displaced
by others and discuss what happened.

*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson *Cluster 2A -1 Space Everywhere
Page T-142/S-76 A'Spabe for Everything

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of space to include the space occupied by objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials a can
-- a rock
- a tray

- a container of water
- textbook

Background Information - In this lesson the word
objects is used for any, unit of matter: solid, liquid,
or gas. Solids generally displace liquids and gases, liquids displace gases, and
heavier gases displace lighter ones.

.06

Language Cards/Key Signs
a rock

Identification Cards
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1. Place,the can, rock and tray on a table in front of the class. Ask one child to
fill the can to the top with water., Then tell the,calss that you wi It puff the
rock into the water.

2. Discuss with the children what they thia will happen. Relate it to their pre-
vious lesson with the marbles. Stress that all objects take up a certain amount
of space and that only one object can be in a specific space ai any one time. An
object may push another object out of its space.

3. Place the rock in the water. Have the children observe what happened. Ask the
children to explain why the water came out of the can.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be ablto identify objects displaced
by others and discuss what happened.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Space Everywhere
Page T-143/S-77v A Place in Space (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To reinforce the concept that two objects cannot occupy -the same time.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - two playground balls

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: .%

1. Show the children the two playground balls. Place one
ball on the floor. Have one of the children roll the
other ball so that it hits the first ball. Ask the
children what has happened and why.

2. After discussing the activity, have the children look
at page 77. Discuss each picture, giving the appropriate
vocabulary as needed. With each picture, ask a child to describe the situation and
then to explain what has 64pened and why.

3. Some children may wish to volunteer further examples of objects competing for the
esame space. The children could draw pictures of these examples and display them

on the bulletin board.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a football player
a doorway

a basketball hoop
a basketball player

Identification Cards

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to, identify objects displaced
by others and discuss what happened.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Space Everywhere
H.

Page T-145/S-78 Find the Space (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Discussing space beyond the Earth and some of the objects to be found

in it.

, 2. Stating that every object occupies space.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials = student answersheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children look at page 78. Discuss each pic-
ture including the appropriate vocabulary. Write the
words on the board /transparency. Pass out the
answer papers.

2. Read the questions to the children one by one. Have
them"write their answers on the answer paper.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a rocket
a goldfish bowl

the Earth
a galaxy

Identification Cards

3. When the children have finished discuss each question with them.

4. If a child correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he/she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

***********************************************4**************************************

`1641~---
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Level 3 Unit 2 Space and Motion-

Part A Space, Lesson Cluster 2A-2
0

A. ACLUSTER OUTLINE

Page
.

Teaching, Strategies
.

,..

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested-.

T-150 _

T-152
T-154
T-155
T-156

Introduction

Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

Closing in Space
Comparing Space .

Measuring Volume 0

Find the Volumes

Finding the Space Inside

_

35-40 min.
35-40 min.

25-30 min.
30-35 min.'

15-20 min.

C
NOTE: Omit Rectangle forms (see Appendix C, page T-485).'

.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T -147.'
-- --

F)LMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets VII, Place and Motion, and XI, Motion and '
Change, are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-2 The Space Inside
'Page T-150/S-79 Closing in Space (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To begin development of the concept of volume.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - one copy of the cube form
(Apgetdix 8, page T-484)
for each child

- scissors
- transparent tape

'40:0?

...-

a balloon
- a ball

- 'a bag

- a pencil
a plant

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
space
hollow

Identification Cards

S

1. Pass out the Cube Form. (It is suggested that you use a variety of paper coidrs
if available.) Have the children make the, cube. Tell them that they will be
making a box, but then let them discover how..to put the box together, on their own.

r
After the children have completed their cubes, ask them .to explain how they put
them together. Ask them what is inside the cube.

50
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3. Have the children look at page 79. DisCuss the information wi't'h the children.*
Ask them to give o her examples of things that take up space. Discuss the cube
again, Explain th t the paper ih the cube takes up space and encloses a certain
amount of-space..
*Stress that space is everywhere.

4

4. Place the other objects (listed in materials) on a table. Ask the children which
objects are hollow like the boX. Make a list of -these objects on the board. Then
list those objects in the group that are not hollow. Stress that all of these ob-
jects take'Up space. Air fills 41.r-1y spaces that appear to be empty. The form of
then object closes in space.

DESIRED LEARNING,OyTCOME: The children should beable to discus's and describe objects
in terms of their e5 and the space inside.

******************t************************* *************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-2 The Space Inside
Page T-152/5 -80 Comparing Space (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To continue development of the concept of volume and begin the comparison of
f

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Matjlals - textbook
a variety of cans and

"boxes
play sand
a tray for each pair of
children
a student worksheet

- marbles

volumes

1. Have'the students number their containers.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: r

Language Cards/Key Signs
volume

Identification Cards

1. Pass out the MaterialS to each pair of children and tell the children that they,
will be comparing tne containers. Have the chiaren choose two'containers to

-c m are.

2.4 Ask ,the childm/which they fhidk will hole more sand. Have them put the informa-.
°', tionron the student worksheet,'WhiChshould look like the following:

is 4

Which cohtainer will hold MORE?

Prediction Test

3. .Then have the children try and find out which container holds more sand. Instruct
them--ewrife thenumber of thecontaiAer that holds more am their paper. Ask if
-theicp diction was 'correct.. Have them,test a few more pairsof containers. Cir-
cutalter g,the children to see that they are experiencinglaodifficulties.

e

I-

I
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4. When'the children have completed this, have them open to page 80. Discuss the
pictures and the questions with the children, relatirig them to what they did p

.viously. Tell the children that the amount of space inside a container is cep
its volume. Write the word'on the chalkboard.

5, Have the children look at page 81. Discuss the page with them. Make sure they
understand how marbles were used to compare volumes. Tell the children the volu
of a container can be given a number. One way to do this is to count the number
objects it takes to fill up the pace. Emphasize that marbles used.for such a
purpose should be of the same size, so that each marble takes up the same space.

6. Have various children find the volumes of each of several containers in terms of
the number of marbles they will hold.

7. Have them fill the containers a second time to find out if they get nearly fse sara
number. , .

8. Have the children mark the number of marbles on each container and then line up the
containers in order of volume from smellest to largest.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to compare the volumes of
different containers.

****************%*4****A************************************-6***********************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-2 The_Space Inside
Page T-154/S-82 Measuring Volume (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To measure volume 17Ni using a standard unit of measure:-

PREREQUrSITES: The ability to count objects and use standard units of measurement.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials centimeter cubes
rectangle forths (Appendix
C, page T-485) modified,
student answersheet

1. Take the rectangle sheet and construct the
rectangles so that they have sides measuring
one centimeter.

1111."

I

Language Cards/Key Signs
a dubic centimeter
volume
a shape

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Pa$5 out the 'boxes' to thechildreA Show them the cubic Centimeters. Ask them
to find the volume of each box using the centimeter cubes. t9

2. Have the children write their answers on the student answersheet. Pass the boxes
around so each child has a chance of measuring each box.-
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3. When all of the children have completed their measurements, compere and discuss
their answers.

4. Asit the children to look at page 82. Explain to them that the blocks they were
using are called cubic centimeters. Show the children that when they record
their answers, they should write the number, and then write 'cubic centimeters'.

,

Have the children add these words to their answers on the answersheet.

5: Ask the children to find the volume of the three shapes at the bottom of the page.
Tell them to write their answers on their answer paper. Emphasize that they should
use 'cubic centimeters'.

0
6. Discuss thedhilln's answers. If any children have made mistakes on this part,

make some other shapes with the cubic, centimeters and ask the children to tell you-
the volume.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to measure volume by using a
standard unit of measure the cubic centimeter.

*************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2A-2 The Space Inside
Page T-155/S-83 Find the Volumes (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To find the volumes in cubic centimeters of several rectangular shapes.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - centimeter cubes
- student answersheet

1. Make up the shapes as shown On page 83.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place 4the-shapes (from page 83) ona table. Have the
children sit around the table. Ask them to look at
the shapes. Have the children tell you the volume
of each shape.

2. Ask the children to .look at pa ge 183. Ask Them to find the volume of each shape, and
write it on their answersheet. cbmind them to use 'cubic centimeters''when viting
_their answers. (They should also be using this when giving answers orally.)

- .. .

3. Again have the children look at the shapes you hgvehide. Ask them if two differ-
ent shapes can have the same volume.' Ask which of the shapes have the same vol-
ume (q/c, d/e). . 44. N

4
. . ..-0

,
, f

12.,'

...4z, Ask _the "Oltdren^lhow the shapee,that have the same_voluite 'af-e.004fferent. They will

"% ;eei-hat'ille numbecsof roWs ie'different --oneshape.has two rows instead of one.;

5. Ask'the'chisCdren'to work i'n-00h,,. 'GiVe each pair 36-cubes. Asic them to make

three different shapes with the Adume aT L2 cc.' Discuss the Otsults of their

Language Cards/Key Signs
volume

shap%
cubic centimeters ,,.k.v

Identification Cards

p

efforts. .

f tk,

"
Yl

, I "

11%
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to use cubic centimeters to
find the volumes of a number of different rectangular
shapes.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: 'Lesson Cluiter 2A-2 The Space Inside
Page T-156/S-84 Find the Space Inside (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Discussing-and describing shapes that have the,same volume.
2. Identifying which of several-shapes has the largest yolume.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials,- student answersheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the children to look at page 84. Pass out the
student answersheets.

2. Read each question to the children. Have them write
their answers on the answersheet.

3.

Language Cards/Key Signs
largest

Identification Cards

After the children have finished, discuss each question with them. i/

4. If a child correctly responds to most of the gues:Mons, you can assume that he/she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and,:is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

*********************".**A**4********************************************************

I
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Level 3 Unit 2 Space and Motion

Part B Position, Lesson Cluster 2B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies. Lesson Title ,

..
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-162
T-164
T-166
T-168
T -169

T-170

.

Introduction
- . GevelOpment''

Development
Enrichment -

Application
s

Evaluation

.

Lost and Found.
Direction.
Distance ,
Game: Fixud.the.Object
Describing Positions
Find It!

35-40,min.
.35-40 min.
35-40 min.
35-40 min.
35-40 min.
20-25 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on'page T-159.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets VII. Place and Motion and XI Motion and
Change are appropriate for use iiithis unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 A Place in Space
Page T-162/S-86 Los-t and Found (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of position!and'ts description.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The positions of objects are always relative. The position
of one obAct alone in "empty" space..could not be described
because there would be nothing to use as a reference object.
Since.cheildren aee naturally egocentric; they tend to observe
and "sense" pos'it'ions relative to.ithemselves. Frequently,
this use of one's self as .the reference object is satisfactory
for everyllay purposes. Most scientific descriptions, however,
are stated in a specific and permanent manner.

ADVANCE PREPARATION - Materials: Ojbects in the room.

TEACHING SUGGESTION:

1. Without telling the children, choose an object in
the room as a reference object. Say a few state-
ments to the class about other objects in reference
to one object. Ask the children to join in, using
the same reference object.

Language Cards/Key Signs

:lost
found
a fisherman
a two-way'radio
position
reference object

2. Then choose another reference object (again not telling the children) and begin
the sentences again. Ask the children to join into the game.

3. Then write the words reference object on the board/transparency. List the things`
which were used as reference objects during the game.

4. gave the children- look at page 86. Tell them the story; using the language
cards to reinforce new vocabulary. Ask the children, Did the fisherman Kbve
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have reference objects?, Ask them to explain how the verbwere found. As you
discuss why 'the fisherman can't describe their position, point out that no
other objects were visible. Explain that the position of an object cannot be
described unless there is at least one other object is use for reference.

Atiftwo

5 Have the children look at page 87. Tell the story to the children. As you
discuss the story, contrast Carlos' situation with that of the fishermen.
Ask the children, Do you think Carlos' mother found hiM? 'Why or why not?
What did--eg-rlos' have that the fishermen did not have? If you were losi in
the city, how would you give directions for someone to find you?

6. Ask the children what the reference objects were for Carlos. List tnem witn
tne other objects (from beginning of lesson) on board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Tne children should be able to describe the positions of
objects relative to a designated reference object.

****************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster,28-1 A Place In Space
Page T-164/S-88 Direction (35-40 min.)

PUPPOSE: lo continue development by the concept of positive anc its description Dj
emphasis on direction.

,PREREQUISITES: Previous experience with the wyrcs of direction, ano a knowledge of
right and left.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials objects in the classroom
for use as reference
objects

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Demonstrate the six principal directions in space
relative to an object. In one hand hold some object,
such as a toy airplane, that has a distinct front, as
ThiS is tne reference object.' in the other hand hold

Language Carcs/Kev Signs
direction
in front of

behind

above
under
right
left

reference object

another object. Have the children name each of the six
positions (front, behind, above, below, right, left) as you illustrate them.

2. Write the vocabulary words on the board (or use the language cards), while
using the words in discussion. Explain that these words are often used TO
tell the direction of an object from a reference point. Print the word
direction on the board as a title over the other words.

3. Have the children look at page 88. Read the text to them, asking questions
as they are stated. Emphasize that to have meaning direction must always be
from some reference object.

4. Now ask the children to look at page 89,. Read the text with them, again
asking questions as they appear. If there is any confusion among the children,
ask for three volunteers and have them stand in front of the room. Ask the
same questions about the children that were asked in the book.

56
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5. Using objects with distinct fronts as reference objects in the classroom,
describe the locations of other objects in the room. Do this until the use
of direction and reference objects becomes clear to the children.

LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to locate and describe the positions
of objects in terms of direction from a reference object.

****************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:. Lesson Cluster 2B-4 A Place in Space
Page T-166/S-90 Distance (35-40 min.)

-PURPOSE:_ To fUrtber develop the concept of position and its description by emphasis
on distance.-

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:... Previous activities have stressed the use of qualitative
direction terms in describing position. Such descriptions
are sufficient only in simple situations. In this activity
the children solve the problem of how to designate a, specific
Abject when more-than one object is in the same direction.

PREREQUISITES: Previous experience with the words of distance..

ALWANE PREPARATION: Materials - objects to use as reference. Lanquage_Cards/Key Sign
objects distance

far

near
very far
very near

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Set up an arrangement of several objects around a reference object. Place two
objects in a.straight line in one direction - one near the_reference object.
Place two objecis-in a straignt line in one direction - one near the reference
object and the other farther away. Call on children to describe the positions
of the objects as you name them.' When the problem of the two objects in the .

sameldirection arises, let the children suggest ways to distingujsh between their
locations.

2. Write suggested terms on the chAboard, building the children as necessary to list
far, near, very far, and very near.

3. Now have the children look at pages 90 and 91. Read the text to the children,
explaining as you go through the information. Discuss the concept of distance.
Point out that the girl is the reference object in the other picture.

4. If there are children in class who still seem to have difficulty in using distance
and direction from a reference object,.make another room arrangement archind a
reference object. Work with those children that need help in using locator words.

LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to locate apd describe objects on the
basis of their distance and direction from a reference object.

******************************4********************************************************
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ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 A Place in Space e
.

.

Page T-168 Game: Find the Object (35-40 min.) (1 . .

. ' lik.

PURPOSE: To provide 'further practice in describing and loctibg relatiye po5iti
This lesson does not appear in the student text. -

ADVANCE PREPARATION: MaterialS - objects in the classroom

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: '

1. List all of the vocabulary words used for dire5tion and dil-ance on the'boacd.

2. One child is chosen to begin the game. This child secretly selects any object
visible to the chit.dren in the classroom (or through the'windows, if available).

The child states a reference object to be used, and then describes the position
of the mystery object in relation to the reference object.

3. The children who think they know the object raise their hands. Members of the
class ate called on until the mystery object is identlified. The person'correctly
identifying the mystery object then becomes "it".and chooses another mystery
object for the class to identify.

4. You probably will find it necessary to referee from time to time, and you may
wish to 'have the parson who is "it" whisper the name Of the mystery object. to
you.

LEARNING OUTCOME.:__The phi I dren should. be able to locate and describe objects on tithe

bast's of their directioh and distance from a referance object.
*********************1******tv***************************************************r*

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2B-I A Place in Space
Page T-169/S-92 Describing Pcssitions (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of position and its description to realistic situations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials

1. Locate a few places to visit in the school which
have an arrangementof objeGts that are easily
described using the direction/distance vocabulary
in the prevjous lessons.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Sign
an artist
(other objects found
in the school)

I. Take a walk through your school. Stop at the places which you have found previously
(fitting the above characteristics). Ask the childrpn to explain the position'of
objects in relation tq the reference object which you have stated.

2. In the second situation, have a child choose the reference object, and then
describe an object, in relation to that. Continue this activity through several
other situations.

3. Have the children look at page 92. Read the text to theM, and discuss what it
says. Ask them to give the statements describing positions of objects in the
clicture.
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- .4. Chbitenge the children to figure ou-t: way to describe' thel r *own positions in .,
the lassroom. Explain that ttie description must be' such that a stranger could
I ocafe them. , - ,

5: Fot further .reinforscement of theseigneepts; have the chi I dreg (Ouri.ng a-
lesson) explain thel r,posi-tion in the classroom.and write it on

paper. These cool cl -be displayed or$-a bul I eti Fr board.
a...

a: . .: * .. --DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: , The children should be able` to locate and describe "

positions re I at i ve to stand r'ere re nce objects. a******-**t**************** *******************************w******************************
0.-a . , . a

. EVALIJATIbN; Lesson tluster 2IEC-1 A Place in Space . .

* " Pagtd-T-170/S-93 Find It: (20-25 min.) t

PURPOSE: To evaluate e .1-he children's performake in relation to the to! I Ow i ng
objectives:
1. Describing pos) tionVin "teyfits of re Nati ve drstance and direction, from

a reference object. .. . ..._f, 4

IA'i . Locating and identifying objects on the basis of descriptions*.of positions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION.: Materials - student arfEWer"sh'eet

**CHING SUGGESTIONS:
4e.

A

1. 41a ve the children I ook. at the p i cttir- on page 93:4-
-"---.1-ieve them name the ob jec-q in the Picture. Write'

a

. A. the .names on the board. - . '4\/. ..
- ... 4 -0.2. pass out =fele stu,dept answ61\sheetS, R d the questiori4feto th? 611 i I dren,

have them write their answers on,-`the ans r sheet. -
A, ... f -,,,.1-

-a.,

3'. After the children h4 tromp I ate their &tyre rs , di scuWttlem.
.

4 '" fa.. , .1. .....-
*,.

4 . I f a. c h i l d 'correct! f responds to most of- the quett ions ,you may tOsume that he
or

s she has degonstrated the 'obieraive for-the cluster and is ready to go on to
Nthe ne,t clustea-, . t - a

a . a .-__Lt t*l***********4**************r********A********** * .**********************************

1

4

Lantivage Cards /Key Si gn
a sai4boate
a cload
a rowboat

'wand

and

v.1
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Level 3 Unit 2 Space and Motion

part B Position, Lesson Cluster 28-2

A.. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page
. .

Teaching Strategies

-

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested .

T-176 Introduction Place and Position . 35-40 min.
T-178 Development Position Pictures 20-25 min.
T479 Development * A Position Game -\ 35-40 min.
T-182 Application Your Own Position Finder

(construction only)
35-40 min.

,

T-180 Development Clockzpirection Finder 30-35 min.
T-181 Development Clock Position Finder 30-35 min.
T-182 Application Your Own ...(textbook) 20-,30 min.
T-183 . Evaluation Find the Positions 15-20 min.

-%
I

. , .

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-173. Also make the following adjustments
4bange yarn to seam binding

1 omit-meter stick ,

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2B-2 Position Finders
Page T-176/S-94 Place and Position (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the children to simple position finders.,

PREREQUISITES: Using a number line, counting, directions of up/across.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Position Finder Forms

(Appendix D, page T-486)
red, green, blue, yellow,
orange meriting pens
pencils or crayons

- transparencies of the
griids on page, 94 and 95

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Notef The textbook will not be used until the end of the
lesson where men ned.

1. Show the children the first transparency (page 94).
Explain that the, number line can be drawn opaper to
form systems that make it easi'er to locate any position in the system. Such systems
are useful in making records of positions.

IP .

Language Cards/Key Signs
Place
position
a circle
a square
a triangle
a star
across
a position finder

Identification Cards

a
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2. Discuss the number.lirie and figures Irom Oge94. Guide, the children to notice
that this'number-line and the position of the figures isInot clear: See if they
can develop a better way of writing it.

..

3. Then show the children the grid on page 95. (This can'be an overlay for the first
transparency.) Again ask the posLtions of the figures'on.the grid.

4. When the children have 'finished page 95, review the rectangular systemiwith them.
Draw a rectangular sytem on the board (or use a transparency) and demonV'rate how
to count across and up to locate and: mark positions. Draw'othershap on the
rectangular system, and ask tfte children for their positions.

5. Pass out the blank Pos.ition-Finder Forms, one to each chij,d. Also pass out the
colored pens or crayons. Ask each child to makefive circles on the- r,ectangvlar
system, one of eacn color. r

1

6. When the children have completed the circles, have them exchange papers, and fill
bottom portion of the worksheet. Discuss theft answers as'e.group.

7. As an additional activity, you could fill in various circles on the %octangular
system, and give one paper to each child. This could be done at a later time or
for homework.

DESIRED LEARNINGOUTCOME: The children should be able to locate objects with posi-
tion finde'rs...

**********#***************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-2 Position Finders
Page T-178/S-96 Position Picture (2045 mirl.)

PURPOSE: To continue development of the concept of%finding position.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials a transparency of the
clown picture*

*If it is not possible to make a transparency, cut
out a picture from a magazine, or use a poster
over which you have drawn the rectangular system.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Put a transparency of the clown picture on the board. Have the children look at
Page 96. Read the text with the children. Have them answer the questions.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a clown

Identification Cards

rt

2. Some children may be confused as to which of the clown's eyes is the right one.
Point out that tbereference object is the clown, and it is the clown's eye that
we are asked toOnd the position of.

3. Some children may4ish.to know if positions can be located by calling out the up
number first and then the across number. Point out that it doesn't matter which.
comes first as long as the direction across or up identified.

4: You may wish to draw a grid on the chalkboard on-which you draw a funny face for
additional-practice in finding parts.
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DESIRED:LEABN1NG OUTCOME: Children should be able to make use of simple position
efinders.

***************************v**********************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-2 Pesition Fiii8ers
Page 4-17'9/S-97 A Position Game (35-40 min.)

.ePURPOSE: To further 4pvelop the concept of finding position.

PREREQUISITES: Reading numbers from dice.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: MaJ'erials Position Game Forms
(Appendix E, Page T,487)**
a cup and dice (for each
pair of players)
markers

**This form should be modified. The numbers on the rec-
tangular system should be make larger and more prominent.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
dice

a marker
a partner
a straight row
the winner

Identification Cards

1.. Have the children look at page 97. Explain the rules of the game to them. Demon-
strate what a straight row looks like give several examples.

2. Ask the children to pick a partner. Pass out a game form and markers to each child,
and a cup and dice to each pair.

3. Players take turns throwing a pair of dice and marking the position indicated by
the numbers that turn up. A player chootes the number on either die for "across"
and the number on the other die for "up."

4. A marker is placed on that position.

5. Yhe player who gets four markers in any straight row first wins the game. The
markers do not have to be in four consecutive positions. All that is required is
that a straight line can be drawn through the four markers.

. 6. Emphasize that the number on'either of the dice can be chosen for "across", but
that the other must be used for "up." If children are alert, this factor may help
them to get "four-straight" sooner.

DESIRED,LEARNINQ OUTCOME: The children should be able to locate and mark specified
,

positions on simple rectangular position systems.

. 'APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2B-2 Position Finders
Page-1-182/S-100 Your Own Position Finder (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop a clock position finder for use in finding direction and distance
in pictures or with real objects.
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ADVANC5 PREPARATION: Materials - art paper-._
-.a clock face (Appendix

F,.page T-488)

seam-binding marked off
in centimeters

paper clips --
- glue_
- small objects

1. Make up one position finder before the lesson.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs.
a clock face
'a fastener

seam binding
a position finder

Identification Cards.

Note: At this point, the children will make the position finder. This will be used
in the next two lessons. However, the textbook page will not be used until
after the two lessons.

1. Show the children the position finder which you have made. Tell them that they
will make one and that it will 10e used to find the positions of objects.

2. Give each child the necessary materials, telling them the names fOr the materials
as they are passed out.

3. Have each child mount the clock face on fhe art paper with glue. You will need to
punch a hole at the center of each clock Face with a paper clip (or other object)
so that the brass fastener can'be placed there. Before putting the fastener through
the cardboard, the child strobld put the seam binding onto the brass fastener.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The child should successfully construct a position find*.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-2 Position Finders
Page T-140/S-98 Clock Direction Finder (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To tonfinue development of position finder and their use.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials clock position finders
(made in previous lesson)

- a large'sheet of paper
on which you have drawn
the pictures for each
student frOm page 98*

*The pictures should be drawn in such a way that the chil-
dren can place their position finder in'a specified place,
and have the objects be in the same positions as on pages
98 and 99.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a clock

an hour
the center
the direction

Identification Cards

0.
1. Have the children place their clock direction finder on their large sheet of paper,

so that it corresponds to the picture on page 98.
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2. Have the chifdrenslook at page 98. Discuss the page with them. Explain the

system of finding object positions in relation to the hours of the clock. Empha-

size that the reference point is the center of the Clock: Directions are indica-
ted by lines from the center of the clock and identified 5y the appropriate refer-
ence number. 1,

,'

3. ,Ask about the positions of the objects pictures on page 98. Have the children
place their seam I:kind...mg on the object anctell tie position of the cock.

4. You may wish to pose the following problem to your class. Take one of the chit-
dren's large sheets of paer and tape it tothe blackboard. Place one additional
object on the picture half way between two hours. Ask the children how they-would
identify the positioA of that object.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to use a clock system for find-
,

ing direction.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 28-2 Position Finders
Page T-181/S-99 Clock Position Finder (30-35 min.),

PURPOSE: To use a clock position finder to find both direction and distance.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - position finders (made
previously)

large sheets with pic-
tures of objects (made .

previously)
additional pictures of
objects to place on the
large picture

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
direction
distance
a centimeter

Identification Cards

1. Draw the clock and,objects from page 99 on +he board. Have the'children use their

position finders, and the large sheets with the pictures as in the previous lesson.

2'. Have the children look at page 99. Read the text with the children. Explain that

the tape, marked off in centimeters, can now be used to measure distance as well

as tell direction. Point out that distance from a reference point. to an object

' is generally measured to the center of the object to be located.

311; Place a few additional pictures okthe large picture on the blackboard_ Ask the

r children to tell you the position of each ofii,tbese objects. ,

1 .

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to use a clock"posAtion finder
to find both direction and distance.

*34******************************************4************* **f******i**************

A+LICATION: Lesson Cluster 28-2 Position Finders
Page T-182/S-100 Your Own Position Finder

,4*

-30 min.)

......0,PURPOSE: To use a position finder to find direction and distance:
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ADVANCE AERARATION: Materials - clock position finder

-'a variety of small
objects

- studeht Worksheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS':

1. Set up five or six areas around the room where real
objects are arranged. 'Specify where the chil4ren are tp place tileir position
finders in these'areas. Have the objects tap ad to the floor or table, so they
cannot be moved by the children. The -areas cou140 be labeled, A, B, etc.

2. Tell the children that they will be finding the position of different objects.
Explain that there are different areas around the room. They are to go to each
area, place their position finder im the appropriate spot, and find the direction
and distance for each of the objects.

Language Cards/Key Signs
names of objects used

Identification Cards

3. ' For vocabulary work, either go around to each area and gave 'the children name the
abjetts, and label theft', or have them labeled before the letson'begins.

4. Pass out 'an answer paper to each child. The paper should be headed as follows:

DirectiOn Distance

1.

2. etc.

5. Askthe children to go to each area aid make their recordings. When they have
completed their work, compare the 'results, and discuss them..

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to use a simple position finder
to determine and record the position of objects.

EVALUATION: LessOn Cluster 26-2 Position Finders
Page T-183/S-101 Find the Positions,(15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: ,To evaluate the children's perfotmencd in rerttion to the following objec-
tives:

1. Using linear measurement to determine position.
2. Using a rectangular position^fihder to determine position.
3. Using a clock position finder to determine direction and distance.

ADVANCE.PREPRATION: Materials - student answersheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children Ilk at page 1a1. Have the children
look at each object oh the page and name them., Write
the names on the board.

5

2. Pass out the student answersheet. Ask the children to
reach the questions themselves and write their answers on the paper.

3. After the children have completed their work, discusS all of their answers.

4. If a child correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he/she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on ti) the next
cluster.

.*************************************************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs
name of objects in the
pictures if necessary

Identification Cards

NOTE: Cluster 26-3 has beenrmitted.
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,Level 3 Unit 2 Space and Motion

.Part C Motion; Lesson Cluster 2C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Pa,ge Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-202 Introduction What is Motion? 35-40 min.
,T-204 DevelopMent Steps in Motion 25-3Q-min.
T-206 Application Making Flip Books 35-40 min.
T-208 Evaluation 1Look for Motion 15-20 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-199. Also make the following adjustments -
omit round hat box`

omit Flip Book Picture Blank Form Appendix H, page T-490
e, .

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets XII, Place and Motion, and XI, Motion and
Change, are appropriate for use in this unit.

.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Clusten%?C-1 Investigating Motion
Page T-202/S-110 What is Motion? (35-40min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of relative motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - a toy car
- a toy tree
- textbook
- colored paper..

poster board

TEACHING 6UGGESTIONS:

- 1. Set up the car and tree on a desk. Place the desfc
up next to the blackboard. Place a piece of colored
paper behind the desk to make a background for the objects.
Also have a piece of poster board which you can put in front of the desk when
changing the,objects.

Language Cards/Key 'qns
motion

changing position
reference object
a skier
a slide

Identification Cards

2. Ask the children to notice the position of the car. Place_the poster board in
front of the desk and move the car. Then ask the children about the position of
the car. Do this one more time but do not move the car. Again ask for information
from the children.

3. Have the children look at page 110. Write the word motion on the board. Discuss
what it means., Have the children look at the pictures on page 110 and discuss
what is happening in each picture.
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4. Have the children look'at*page 11. Read the text to th childre9. Discuss each
set of pictures, including the essential vocabulary. Write these words on the
board, or use the language cards. Assk the children about the objets in the pic-
tures.

)

' /
5. Put this chart on the board:

Moving Object Reference Object .

Have the children look again at each of the four pictures. Ask them to list the -

object in each picture that was, moving and the object that was used as a reference
object.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should.be able,to describe motion reLative to
reference objects.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Investigating Motion .

Page T-204/S-t12 Steps in Motion (25 -30 min.)

PURPOSE: -To continue developing the concept of relative motion and Its description.

PREREQUISITES: The ability to sequence 'pictures showing action.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - pictures showirig movement
of objects*
textbook

*if possible, ei-ther take photographs of moving ob-
jects, or objects that you have moved into differ-
ent positions; or draw such pictures, four pic-
tures to a set, three or four sets.

Background-Information - Change in thepositiOn of an
object is evidence that motion h6s occurred. The be-
ginning and end positions are part of the description
Af the motion. What happened to tHe object between these two positions is part of -
Nohe description also. The children consider this questi/5n by examining pictures
of objects

-

in intermediate positions in a motion sequence.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Take one of the sets of pictures which you have done. Mix the pictures up and tape
them to the" blackboard. (They should be large enough to be clearly visible to the
class. )

0,-

2. . Explain'to the children that these pictures show an object in motion. Ask one of
the children to come up tcrthe board and put the pictures in the correct order.
Ask the other children if thv ordering is correct-. Discuss the motion and the
reference object.

Language Cards/Key Signs
Which picture is misf,ing?
a row of pictures,
a fence
a sailboat
a bading

Identification Cards

A
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3. Put the next set of pictures on the board, keeping one picture out of the se-
quence. Have one child put the -pictures there in sequence. Explain to the

0 children that one picture has been left out. Show them the picture and have one
child place it in the correct position.

4. Do one or two sets of pictures like this. If possible, have one picture in the
last set that does not belong at all. See if the children can explain why this
picture does not fit.

5. Ask thit children to look at page 112. Again discuss the sequencing idea with
these pictures Have the children pick the picture that they think fits the se-,
quence. Ask for their reasons why the picture tits. Ask what the moving object
and re:Rrence object are.

'6. Have the children look at page 113. Do the same as with the previous page. Dis-
cuss their answers. Ask the children to tell you what helps them to tell how far
the sailboat has moved in each photograph and what reference object was used.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify and discuss motion
relative to reference objects.

********************************************************4**********4****************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Investigating Motion
, Page T-206/S-114 Making Flip Books (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE To-apply the concept of relative motion by using cnange in position' to create
the illusion of motion. 40.

PREREQUISITES: Placing pictures in order according to position of objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 19 pieces of white con-
, struction paper 100 mm x

77

a ditto with a sequence of.
pictures (to be made into
a .flip book)

- staplers
colored pencils or crayons
glue

Language Cards/Key Signs
a flip book
to staple
to flip smoothly

Identification Cards

f'.

,

Background InforNafion - Flip books provide excellent manipulative.experience with
the basic principles of relative motion. Flip books clearly illustrate change in
pcisition, reference, objects, and path traveled. These boieks are particularly in- '

teresting to children because the illusion of motion is created in the same basic
manner as in movies.

TEACHING SUGGEWIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having the children look at page 114. Explain that they will
be making some flip books that show motion of one object, using another object as
the reference object.
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2. Pass out the ditto on which you have drawn a sequence of pictures (the flower and
bUtterfly, from page 114 would be good). Tell the children to cut out the squares
and glue them'onto the white 'paper. Have the children put the pictures in order
one end to make the book.

0
3. Ask the children to flip the oages'smoothly and look at what happens to the objects.

Ask them which is the moving object and which is the reference object.
-)

4, Have the children look at page 115 Discuss the sequence of the pictures and
answer the questions.

5. Then instruct the children t take the other nine piece of paper and to draw their
own flip book pictures`. Te them 1-p.make sure one object does not move, while
tnelother object moves with ight cnanges in position.

6. After the children have completed their flip books, have them pass the books to
other children to try out. Discuss their books. Ask them to explain why we
see 'the objects as.moving.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOvE: Children should be able to make flip books and discuss
tne illusion of motion they create.

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Investigating Motion
Page T-208/S-116 Look for Mcifion (15-20 min.)

2UPPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following objec-
tives: '

1. Iferring motion from change in relative position.
2. Describing motion relative to reference objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: !laterials - student answersheet

TEACHING S6GGESTIONS:

i. Have the children look at the pictures on page 116.
Discuss each picture and list all of the vocabulary
words from the pictures on the board. -

2. ass out the students answersheet. It should 1000
like this:

B

, Moving Object

Language Cards/Key Signs
a school bus
a swing
a net

Identification Cards

Reference Object

E ,
1

,

3: Have the children look at the pictures and fill in the chart wits the appropriate
words. When the children have completed the chart, discuss their answers.

4

4. If a child correctly fills in most of the answers on the chart, you may assume that
. he or she has demonstrated the objects for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.

********4******************i4********************************4************************
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Level 3 Unit 2 Space and Motion

- Part C Motion, Lesson Cluster 2C-2
.

A4,-CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page
/---`

Teaching Strategies
-,

Lesson and Title
.

Teaching Time
Suggested

.

T-214
T-215
1-216
T-218
T-220
1-222

T -223

4

, Introduction
Development

Development
Development
Development

...

Application
Evaluatipn

,

Motion Blurs
What Moved?
You Can Be Fooled
Tracks
'Interaction Clues
Which Parts Moved?
Find the Clues

35-40 min.
15-20 min.

20-25 min.
'35-40 min.
35-40 min.
25-30 min.

15-20 min.

,

.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-211. .---N

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster '2C-2 Mies of Motion
Page T- 214/S-117 motiph Blurs (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To increase awareness of'evidence of motion to be found in photographs.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:- Materials - Instant-developing camera,

a small car, string, old

magazines, scissors,
bulletin board space.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Show the children the car. Place it on a desk.

Place another* object on the desk as a reference object.

Take a picture of the car. Then ask one child to put

the car with the'String. Take another picture. Ask

another child to pull the car faster and take a picture of

44,
that. Compare and discuss.the three photographs.

A

Lan ua e Cards/Kb Si ns

a blur
a clue
a camera
a' photograph

Identification Cards

2. To increase the children's awareness of motion in photographs,

pass out the old magazines:- Have the childre'n look for pictures

which show evidence of motion. Have them cut out the pictures

and glue them on a piece of paper, Then ask the children to write
a sentence about the moving object in the picture. The moving

object(s) can be circled with a crayon.

3. Have the children look at page 11/. Discuss the pictures as before

Discuss the moving and non-moving objects.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to interpret and describe
,

blurs in photographs as evidence of motion.
**********************************************#************************1(***********

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-2 Clues of Motion
Page T-215/S-118 Whaf Moved? (15 -20` min.)

PURPOSE: To continue development.of the ability to interpret evidence of motion
from photographs.

111

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - textbook

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Refer the children to page 118 and have them
identify the moving objects in each picture.
Then discuss each picture with them.

. Language Cards/Key Signs

Identification Cards

2. Point out to the children that in the second picture distance from the
camera as wall as speed affeCts the amount of blur. Of course the kind
of lens used, shutter speed, and other factors also effect the amount of blur,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Children should be alile to.-interpret motion blurs in

photographs.
*************** ***************************************;*****************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-2 Clues of Motion
Page T-216/S-119 You Can Be Fooled (20-25 min.)

r.

PURPOSE: Jo continue development of the ability to interpret evidence of motion
from photographs.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Camera.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Tell the children that they will be.discussing
more about motion. Take some pictures with
the camera. Have the children move around
(dancing is a good activity) while you take,
the pictures. With one or two pictures move
the camera as you are taking the pictures. Try to
do this without the children noticing.

e

2. Take all of the photographs. Have the children compare them.
Ask them which things in the photographs were moving. See if

they will develop the idea that the camera moved. If this

idea does nbt come out, take two more pictures, one where the
children move and one where the camera moves. Again have them
compare the pictures.

Language Cards/Key Signs
to be fooled
a camera

Identification Cards

3. Have the children look at page 119. Read the text with the children and
discuss the pictures.
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4._ Ask the children to block out the people and the car in the bottom picture.
hat remains are such objects as trees, the house, fence, -etc. HoW can

t se objects be used to show that the camera did indeed move? The obvious
. .

answer is that the houses, etc. cannot move.
n

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME': The children should be able to determine whether blurs
in a,photograph are the result of movement of the object
or of the camera.

**********************t**********f*************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:, Lesson Cluster, 2C-2 Clues of Motion
Page T-218/S-120 Tracks (25-40 min.)

I

PURPOSE: To continue development of ability to interpret and describe evidence
of.motion.

PREREQUISITES: Exposure to the concept that objects make tracks.

ADVANCE PREPARATIQN: Materials - Locate various tracks
outside the school buildiKg
for field trip.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Tell the children 'that you will be taking a walk. You
wilt be looking tor. things outside on the ground. Walk

outside to the places which you have already found as
having tracks. Show the tracks to the children and ask
what they are. Try and find tire tracks, footprints,

and animal prints if possible.

Language,Oards/Key Signs
tracks
a mark
a clue of motion
a bike tire
a paw print
direction

Identification Cards

2. Have the children look at page 120. Discuss the text and the
pictures. Ask a child to explain the tracks in each picture.
Question the children about the motion shown by the tracks`.

3. Have the children look at page 121. Explain that tracks can show
motion and direction. Have the children discuss these pictures with
those things in mind.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe motion and infer
diredtion from tracks.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-2 Clues of Motion
Page T-220/S-122 Interaction Clues (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concepts of position and motion in interpreting evidence
of motion. .

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materiats two toy cars
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Language Cards/Key Signs
interaction
clues of motion
a windshield
a hammer
a branch
an ax
a stump

Identification Cards



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Remind the children that two objects cannot occupy the same space at the rime

time, Demonstrate what can happen if one.object tries to occupy the same

. position as another. The following are\some suggested demonstrations using

two toy cars.

2. Gently_nudge one car°With the other. The change in position is evidence of

motion. ,

3. Crash'one car into thother. The evidence of motion is change of position
-Nand damage to one or both cars.

4. Crash the tv,, cars together. Here the eyidence is change of position and

damage to one or both cars.

5., Sideswipe (scrape) one car with the other. Evidence of motion

and scraped paint.

6. Summarize*by noting that when objects collide they may leave evidence in the

form of changes in position and changes in propertids (dents, ,cratches,

crumpling,' tearing, breaking,,and so on). Objects can collide without damage,

however, as with a bouncir29.,A,all,bowling andpins, football players,.

and so on.

be scratches

7. Have the children look at pages 122-123. DiscuS each picture including vocabulary

words. Have the children explain what the interaction was, and between which

objects.
/

8. Emphasize that some interactions involving moving objects are less obvious.

Moving wind and water, for exam le, can interact with soil and rock to

gradua I I y weatia"

9. If the childreh have any diffdcUlties with the aspect of interaction,then

theycould try to perform the interaction, hammering wood, dropping stones

into a bowl of water, etc.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to discuss, and interpret

evidence of interactions involving motion.
*************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson-Cluster 2C-2 -Clues of Motion

Page T-222/S-124 Which Parts Moved? (25 -30 min.)

PURPOSE: To further apply the concepts of position rd motion in interpreting"

evidence of motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials textbook Language Cards/Key Signs

a clock a clock

a timer a bicycle
a pedal

a reflector
a timer
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TEACHING,,,SUGGESTIONS:

1. Show the 4hildren,a cloc . Ask them to look carefully at the clock. Then

turn around and change the time on the'clock. Again show it to the

children. Ask'if,anything was moved. Discuss their answers.

2. Show the children a timer. Again show it to them in two positions. .Ask'

what has moved, if anything:

3. Have the children turn to page 124. Discuss each set of pictures with them.

'AsIC them which part has moved. Also ask them'how they know the part has

moved. Ask them to identify the moving object and the reference object for

each set of pictures.

DESIRED, LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to discuss and interpret
evidence of interactions involving motion.

*************************************************(*************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2C-2 Clues of Motion
Page T-223/S-125 Find the Clues (15 -20 min.)

PURPOSE: TO evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following

objectives:
1. Descriging an -interpreting evidence of motion from drawings and

photographs.
2. Describing and interpreting tracks as evidence of motnnn.-----
3. 'Describing and interpretirig the effects of interactions as evidence

of motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - student answer paper.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the children to look at page 125. Discuss

each of the pictures. Write the vocabulary words

. from the pictures on the board. Ask the children
to.explain the terms blur, track, and interaction.

.2. Have the children fill in the answers on the stu-

dent answer paper. When they have finished,

discuss their answers.

Language Cards/Key, Cards

a runner
a motorcycle
bowling
pins

a bowling ball

Identification Cards

3. If a child correchly makes all of the matches, you may assume that he
or.she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go

on to ,the next cluster.

***********************************************************************************4***
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.A. CLUSTER OUTLINE'.

Udit 2 Space and Motion

Part C .P,Ition, Lesson Cluster 2C -3

%

Page
/ ,

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-,230

T-228
T-231
T-232
T-233

Development
Introduction

Development
Application
Evaluation

Study the Tracks
Paths of Motion
Viewing Paths
Draw the Paths
Find the'Motion

25-30 min;
30-35 min.

, 15-20 min.

20-25 min.
15-20 min.

MATERIALS: See list on page T-125. ,
.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrips Sets VII, Place and Motion, andXI, Motion
and Change, are appropriate far use in thissunit.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-3 Describing_Mbtion
Page T-230/S-128 Study_the Tracks (25-30' min.)

,PURPOSE: To develop the ability to describe the paths of moving objects.

ADVANCePREPARATION: Materials - lids to cardboard boxes

-"wind-up toys for each
pair of students

-- plain white paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: *

1. Pass out the materials to each group of two children.
Have them set up the box as shown: Explain that theyfare. to observe the paths'of
the objects.

Language Cards/Key Sins
a cardboard box
flour

Identification Cards

2. Tell the children that they are to wind up each toy. They put the toy into the box
and observe its path in the flour. After each toy has made a path, they are to copy
the path on a piece of white paper. Then they can cover up the path and try the
next toy,

3. After the children have completed the task, put their drawings on the board. Dis-
cuss the paths that the toys have taken. See if the children have any words for
the paths.

/

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be ab, le to observe and tell about the
motion of self-Propelled objects.

****4*********************************************4***************************i*******
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INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2C-3 Describing Motion
Page T-228/S-126 Paths of Motion (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To reinforce the concept of paths of motion', and add terminology to the paths
previously observed.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials large cards showing'the
four paths
a tcld

- a sink with water
- a plastic ball tied to

a string
- a washer tied to a

string

TEACHING SpGGESTIONS:

i. Place the language cards and the picture cards for the four movements on the board.
'Ask one child to walk from point A to point B (which is a straight linel. Ask the
class which path the child took.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a circular path
a straight-loath

a swinging path
a spiral path
direction
arrow

Identification Cards

2. Use a washer hung from a string. .Have one child hold'the string and another.child
swing the washer. Again ask which path of movement is being shown.

Go to a sink. Put water in tre sink and watch it go down the drain. Again ask
about the path of motion.

4. Give one child the ball tied to the string. Ask the chilthto spin around. Ask

the other children to watch the movement of the ball. Have them identify the
path of motion.

A

5. Each time a path of motion is discussed, see, if-the chjidren can give other ex-
amples of that type of motion.

;

6. Have the children look a)/ pages 126 and 127. Discuss each picture and the path of
motion. Explain that these four paths are only examples.' All the paths can vary
in size and many other paths are possible. See if the children canthink of other
possible paths.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be ably to describe several different
paths of motion.'

**************************************************************************************

bEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster, 2C-3 Describing Motion
Page T-231/S-129 Viewing_Paths (1,57-20 Min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the ability to describe the motion of bjects from more than one
viewpoint.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials textbook
a yo-yo \
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Using.a yo-yo, demonstrate whirling it in various
positions in front of the children. First face the
children as you whirl the yo-yo.

2. Turn, your body sideways relative to the front of the
' class and whirl the yo-yo again. Have the class dis-

cuss how the paths look different and why they look
different. Ask what the reference object is - each
child, or you and the yo-yo. In the demonstFations each
child is the reference object thatdoesmIt move. You and the yo-yo change positions
from one demonstration to the next.

3".cIaapeat the two demonstrations and have the children draw th
,...yo-yo as seen from two different views.

Language Cards/Key Signs
different\views
a yo-yo
a front view
a side view

AP

Identification Cards

paths' taken by the

J. Rave the children read and discuss page 129. Have them draw the paths taken by
the object shown in _the two different views.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe the motion of ob.,
jects as seem from more than one viewpoint.

***********4**************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster C-3 Describing Moon
. Page T-232/S 130 Draw the Path 20 -25 min.)

PURPOSE: To reinforce the ab lity,,IQ,Obscribe the motion of objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: ,Materials'-'Ian-gbage cards from pre-
vious lesson on paths of
movement

- studant answersheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place the-language cards and the pictures, of the four
paths of movement on the board. Review each path.

2. Have the children look at page 130. Ask them to look
at each pict6re and decide which path of movement
is shown.' Have *6em draw their answers 'on the answer
sheet. Ask them to label. their drawings with the correct term.'

Language Cards/Kby Signs
a circular path
a straight path
`a swinging path
a spiral path
.d Erection

arrow

Identification Cards

3. Wherhe children have completed their answers, discuss them as a group:

4. These drawings, along witho the' language cards and pictures, and piCtures from the
book could be used as a bulletin board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME;: The children should be. able to describe the motion of ob-
. jects'bY drawing their,paths.

**************A*********************************************************************



t 4

AMC
EVALUATION: sson Cluster 2 3 Describing Motion `1

1111,)
Page T-233/S-131 Find the Motion (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performanCe in describing,some of the kindg of
paths taken by movirig objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - student ansWersheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. 4ave the children look at the pictures on page 131. Pass out the answersheets.
Ask the children to fill in the correct letter for each question.

2. When the children have completed the questions: discuss their a swers,

3. If a child correctly identifies all of the paths, you may assume that he or she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
,next cluster.

*******************************************************************4******************
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Level Unit 3 Interaction and Energy

Part A Interaction, Lesson Cluster 3A-1

A: CLUSTER OUTLINE

Teaching Time

Page Teaching Strategies, Les§On Title Suggested

T-244 Introduction Interacting Objects 40-45 min.

T-246 Development Pick a System 35-40 min.

T-248 Application Naming Systems 20-25 min.,

T-250 Enrichment* Picture This 40-45 min.

T-252 Evaluation Many Systems 15-20 min.

Note: Only if the children's language level'includes many verbs.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on-page T-241 r
- hammer, nail, wood

cream, electric mixer, bowl, knife, crackers
saw

cloth (scraps).
scissors
thread
needle

- paper

,- pencil
pencil sharpener

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: FilMstrip Set VIII, Moving and Mixing, is appropriate

for use in this unit.

INTRQDUOTION: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Interaction and Systems
Page T- 24'4/S -134' Interacting Objects (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To review the concepts of interaction and system, and to provide practice in

identifying interactions.

PREREQUISITES: Previous experience with concepts of interaction and systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Nthterials cream, bowl, mixer, etc.
(to make butter)

- hammer
-.nails

wood
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:'

1. To remind the students about interaction/systems
concepts - write the two words on the board.

2. Proceed to show children the materials for making
butter. -Name the materials using the Language Cards.

, 3. Have,the children take turns whipping the cream. As

they are doing this, ask lie children What is the
.interaction, and Which objects make up the system?

I.

4. While the students are eating their crackers and
butter (or it could be saved for a later time) bring
out the hammer, nails, and wood. Hamner the nail
innthe wood and ask the same questions again.

5, On a transparency (orboard) using the words syslem and 'interaction, have the
children list each of the systems' objects and-the interactions which occurred.

6

Language Cards/Key Signs
interaction
system
cream
butter
a cracker
lawn mower .

a grass collector
a puddle
a curb

Identification Cards
same as Language Cards

System Interaction Change

6. Have the children look at page 134 -135. Firpt discuss and list the objects in

each system (on chart), Then discuss and record the interaction. Emphasize tAirl-

change is an indication that an interaction has taken place.

7. Islcthe children to look for interactions of systems within the classroOm. (Possi-

bilities are turning off lights, opening door)'. 'Discuss the change that occurred

as a result of the interaction.

,ef DESIREDLEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify the objects in a
System and describe the interactions that took place in
the system in Arms of the changes they observe;

**************************************************************************1**********
4

"t DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Interaction and Systems

Page T-246/S-136 Pick a System (35-40 01-1.).-

PURPOSE To further reylibw the concepts of interaction and system, and to-provide
practice in grouping objects into systems and describing hem these objects

might interact.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials cloth
scissors
thread

--needle

112

hammer
nails
wood
pencil

saw sharpener
- textbook pencil
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ti student worksheet:

System Possible klteraction

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place all of the objects on a table, in no particular
order. Again,-write the words, system and interaction
on the board.

2. Have the children name the objects. yr-Up the names
..

. 1'on the board.
.

,4

Language Cards/Key Signs
Cloth
scjssors
a needle
chalk
thread
a pencil sharpner
a rake
a trowel

soil ti

a system lit
interaction'

Identification Cards

same 49 Language Cards

. Ask the children to choose objects that could make a system. Discuss the system
and the possible interactions.

4. Pass out the student worksheets. InStruct the children how to fill them out using
the objects on the.table. EmphasiZe that there are many possible answers. Also
remind the class that people may be part of a system and that more than, one inter-
action can occur in a sysVm.

5. Move around the room while the children work, provide additional answers:and check
to see that everyone understand the concepts of interaction and system. Help with
spelling and/or vocabulary when necessary.

'6. When the children complete their worksheets (allow about 10 min.), discuss their
answers.

. 7. Have the children look at page 137. Have them name the objects, and discuss the 41

possible systems and interactions.

8. Conclude the lesson b asking the children to find objects in their desks or room
that might form a system. Ask them to,explain how interaction might take place in

' the sy;tem.

DESIRED .LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify objects that might
form syStems and predict how they will interact.

4*****t*****************-4**********************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3A -1 Interaction and Sy-Stems
Page T -248/S -138 Naming Systems (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the idea that systems can be named for the interactions that
take place within them. '

PREREQUISITES,: Experience with a variety of verbs, especial'ly'those included in the
lesson. (These could be included in a previous language lesson.)

81
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - hammer
- nail

- wood
- textbook

TEACHING' SUGGESTIONS:

1. Again, hammer a nail into a piece of wood. Ask the
children to name the objects in the systems, and the
interaction. Tell the children that the system could
have a name. The name would be a verb that describes
the interaction. See if the children can develop a
name for the system.

2. Have the children look at page 138. Have them name
each object on the page. Write the names on the
board (or use Language Cards).

Language Cards/Key?' Signs

a camera
a sled
a brick
a window
a flash cube
a baseball
flashing,
crushing
hitting.
a bat

Identification Cards

3. Then ask the children to make systems with the object. If Language Cardg are used,
a child could be asked to pick the cardsland place them tbgether.

4. Continue the lesson on page 139. Have the children look at the words. Write the
verbs on the board and discuss the meaning of .each.

5. Have the children place the correct word with the previously developechsystem.

6.. For further practice, have the children think of other systems of objects. Have
-_---them think of a name for the system.

7. Point out that many different systems may have the same name, and ask the children
to give examples.- (i.e. hitting systeths: ball/bat, hammer/nail)

atr

8. Extend the 'concept of naming systems by poing out that a single system in which
several interactions occur, may have more than one name. (i.e. swinging a bat/
hitting a bail)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to match objects to form systems
andto match these systems to names based on their inter-
actions.

**************i**i**********************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: LqSson Cluster 3A-1 Interactions and Systems
Page T-250 Picture This (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept that systems can be named for the interactions that
take place within them and to provide practice in naming systems and identi-
fying the ihteractions'takirg place. This lesson d,oes not appear in the
student text.

PREREPUISITES1 Previous experience with verbs "used in lesson. This could be done in
-if a language lesson.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - construction paper
- pens or crayons
- 10-15 pictures of inier-

acting objects- *,

1. Collect 10-15 pictures of interacting objects
from magazines or newspaper's. Choose only those
pictures which show actions with which the children
are familiar. Mount the pictures on heavy cardboard.

..(1°

4

-Language Cards/Key Signs
e:those verbs used iA

pictures

Identification Cards

2. Make large Lards on which are printed t4 vocabulary words from T -250 that the
;children already know.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: `

1. To enable the children to oixtend their skills in naming systems, divide the class
into pairs and have each pair Choose two of the pictures you have prepared. n

2. .,Begin the activity by explaining to the class that the job of each pair, is to
create p name card (using construction paper) that names their system. Give each

pair a piece of construction paper and a crayon. r.

3. Challenge the children to be .imaginative. Encourage tn pairs to portray the names
of their systems as action words. They should fry to write the names in ways that
effectively represent what took place. Some examples of names are shown in Figure

3-1. You may want to copy these names on the chalkboard as examples for the chil-
dren.

4. ,Use the pictures and the children's work to create a bulletin board display on
interaction- and systems.

. DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to name systeks in terms of
the interactions that take place wit ,iin them and write the
names in a way that depicts the action taking place.

**************************************************************************************
fJ

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Interaction and Systems
PageT-252/S-140 Many Systems (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following objec-,
tives:

11. Describing evidence of interaction in a system.
2. Naming_systems in terms of the interactions of their parts.

ADVANCE PREPARATION; Materials textbook
- students answersheet

1)

2)

41

This leaves room if the child uses more than one verb.

83
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Language Cards/Key Signs
'hitting
throwing
shooting
swinging 41P

Iden+ification Cards

p
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1.: Begin the lesson by asking the children to turn -to pages 140-141.

2. Discuss each picture. Have the children name the objects in each system.

3. lell children that they must identify the system name(s) that go with each
picture. Instruct them to write the woras next to the number of the appropriate
picture. Tell the children that they may choose more than one name for a picture.
The'student answer sheet should incloate this.

4. When the children hat finished, discuss their answers with them.

t 5. If a child correctly matches most of the names of the,systems, you may assume that
he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go,on to
the next cluster.

**************************************************************************************
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Unit 3 Interaction and Energy

Part A Interaction, Lesson Cluster Outline 3A-2 ,

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page , Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-258
T-260
T-262
T-263

T-264

Introduction
Development
Enrichment
Application.
Evaluation

Change in a System
Working with Variables
More Wobble Systems
Sports Variables
Name the Variables

, 35-40 min.
./.

35-40 min.
40-45 min.
20-25 min.
15-20 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-255.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: FilWrip Set VIII, Moving and Mixing, is appropriate for
use in this unit.

.

INTRODUCTION: ,Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Variables in Systems
Page T-258/S-142 Change in a System (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of variable and to demonstrate how changes occur
within a system when a variable is manipulated.

PREREQUISITES: Exposure to the concept of nr aflection of light.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - For each pair of students
have:

flashlights (make sure they
produce a focuged spot,of
light)

mirrors
- clay

balls'
- textbook

Background Information There are many different
, meanings of tile term variable. In 'this unit, variable

refers to any quantity or qiralAy of objects,that'can be
changed.' Vdriable often referl to the properties that are changed in a system from
one experiment to another. Objects themselves are not the variables invbstigated.
Rather, the properties of objects are the yariables studied.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a flashlight
a mirror
clay
a ball

a variable
to reflect

Identification Cards

Jr-
TEAWINGIFSUGGESTIONS:

1. To begin the lesson, digplaythe materials on'a table. Ask ti5el-C'hildren to name
the objects. Tell them that thds 61b4AJd be a system. Show the children how to .put
the mirror into the clay to make it stand. Dive each pair of children a flashlight,
mirror, clay, and ball.

';;I35
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2, Give the children about 10 mOutes to "play" with the objects, Circulate among
them,'-1-ying to guide them towards the concepts of reflection,.and placement of
objects. Discuss their findings,

3, Then ask the children to watch as you do &bemonstration. Show the system as

pictured on page 142, column 1. then show the second system from page 142. Ask

what has changed._

41 Write the word variable on the board. Tell the children that a variable is some-
thingnin a s4stem tat can change. Write this definition on the board. Emphasize

that when you change the variable, the interaction in a system is aifferent.

15. Have the children look at page '143, Ask them to place their objects as in Posi-

tion A. Ask them the quettions on page 143, column 1.

6, Then have the children change the objects to Position B. Again ask the questions

listed on'page 143, column 2.

7. Ask the chiJdrento manipulate the objects and demonstrate other variations in the

system. Haveeach.pair of children take turns doing this.

8. Ask the children what the term variable means,

DESIRED LEARNING OK,COME: The children should be able to explain the term variable
and demonstrate how to manipulate a variable in a systemc-

.. to proddce change.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Variables in Systems

Page T-260/S-144 Working With Variables (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that many variables may exist in a system and to

provide practice in manipulating variables in order to produce changes in

a system.).., -

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials A chart with directions
for making A Wobble SO-
tem, (including drawings
if necessary),, in langOge

4 appropriate for the
children.

- For each pair of students
have :'N.

- a long piece of string
(1.5 meters)

- 4 pieces of string of.

various lengths
- 4 washers
- 2 chairs from classroom

TEACHING SUQGESTIONS:

1, Write The terms'A Wobble System
0
on'the board. Display.the materials on a table.

Explain'to the children that they will be using the materials make a wobble

system,

Language Card's /Key SLgns

a variable
a wobble system
a washer
string
fastest
slowest

Identification Cards
same as Language Cards

1
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2. Display the previously prepared chart. Have the children read the directions.
Ha \e the children, working jn pairs, set up their own wobble systems.

3. After they have set /yo the systems, have theni try out their systems. calk among
the children, and encourage them 'Ab discoyer the best way to swing the pendulum
and, how the pendulums swing in comparison.

4. After about -10 minutes of "guided play" ask the children, What is the best way to
'swing the washers? If they have not discovered the best way, show them the appro-
priate method. Point out the importance of avoiding contact with the other pendu-
lums. (They must be swung at right angles to the cord connecting the two chairs.)

5. Ask the children what they noticed about the speed of the swinging washers. Ask
them which washer swung the fastest, and which swung the slowest.

6. Ask them 'to swing only one washer. Discuss the results.

7. Ask them to hold all cif. the washers at one end, near one chair and then swing them.
Discuss the results.

8. HaVe the_child50 list (on the board) some variables in the wobble system (i.e.
length of string between chairs, tautness of string). It is also important to/-
suggest variables.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. The children should be able to identify a few variables in
a system, and discuss the changes resulting in their mani-
pulation.

*******************************4*******m*********************************************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Variables in Systems
Page T-262 More Wobble Systems (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept 1-kat-manipulation of variables produces changes
in a system. This lesson does riot appear in the student text.

Wobble systems from the
previous lesson
additional washers
string,available for
the students' use

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials

Background Information - Omit the last 2 sentences of
the text.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

,Lanquage Cards/Key Signs
variables

Identification Cards

1. Have the children reconstruct the basic wobble system. Have them work in fhe same
pairs as before. 4

2. Have a brief discussion of a variable. Discuss how variables can be changed in a
system.

3.' Tell the children that this time they may add more variables to their systems. Give
them the additional washers and string.
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4. Ask the children to try out various changes, and then choose one system to show
the class at the end of the lessdllr.

54. Give the children 10-15 minutes to develop their system. Walk among the 4roups to
see how they are doing.

Have each pair explain the variables in their system and how the system wAks (i.e
compaFing speed of movement). Discuss the differences among the different Systems.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to construct their own systems
and manipulate the variables in their systems.

.N,

6.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Variables in Systems
Page T-263/5 -146 Sports Variables (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide practice in identifying variables in a system and to apply the.,
. concept of variable to an everyday situation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials textbook

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:p

1. Have the childre/lo k at page 146% Discuss the
page, including the vocabulary listed 'above.

2. DiS)uss the different ways a softball can be thrown
and hit. Emphasize that these are variables because
they are not alwayS the same.

3.. Ask the children -to explain what is happening in the pictures of Sally and Margaret.
Ask them the questions listed then and diScuss their answers.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a team
a softball game
sports
variable

Identification Cards

same as Language Cards

4. Ask the children, to name their favorite activity or sport. Write them on the board.

5. Fb r each activity listed, have.the children try to identify the variables that make
a difference in one's likelihood of performing well. You might point out the vari-

ables that the children may overlook: physical conditions of players, weather,
conditions of playing area.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify variables in a
Sports activity and predict how variables may affect the
outcome of the activity.

***************:L************************************************************4******

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Variables in Systems
Page T-264/S-147 Name the Variables (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Identifying a variable in a system.

2. Determinirig the effect of a variable in a system.

88 -
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - textbook

objects
in system

variable

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

studentanswersheet
A

Picture 1 2

1. Ask the children to look at the pictures on page 147.
Have the children name the various objects in both systems (in no particular order),
Write these on the board.

2. Pass out the student answersheet. Explain how it is to be filled in. Ask-the
children to look at page041 acid fill in the chart.

language Cards/Key Signs
a pond

lilly pads
frog

ice

snow

Identiflilation Cards

3. ,titer the children have completed their papers, discuss their. answers.

4. If a child correctly answers the questions, you may 4surrie that he or she has demon-
strated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the.next cluster.

**************************************'**************************************************i*
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Unit 3 Interaction and Energy

Part A Interaction, Lesson Cluster 3A-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE
Is

.11

Page Teaching Strategies
. .

.

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggestbd

T-270
T-272
T-274

T-275

T-276

Introduction 4
Development
Development -

Application
,

Ev4luation

Energy
.

Moving Systems
Energy Givers You Cannot
Moving Systems in Your
Classroom
Energy Givers and Receivers

,

35-40 min.
20-25 min.
20-25Nain.

, 25-30 min.

'i-.-0-25 min.

. -..

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the materials list on page 1-267
. - show box full of heavy objects

- 2 ping pong bal:
.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VIII, Moving and Mixing, is.appropriate for
use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: :Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Energy in Systems
Page T-270/S-148 Energy (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of energy in systems
identifyingmoving systems.

PREREQUISITES: Exposure to the concept of energy.

and to provide practice in

ADVANCE PREPARATION; Materials - a shoebox full of heavy
objects like rocks

- textbook
large cards with words:
"a hitting system,"
"a crashing system,"
"a throwing system,"
"a pushing system,"
"a swinging system,"
"a cutting system"

- tape

Background Information Energy is all around us. But

energy is not an object and cannot be observed direct-
ly. We can only infer the existence of energy by observing
the changes in systems that are brought about by the interactions

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy
interaction

crashing
sliding
hitting
moving systems

Identification Cards

energy 4

interaction
crashing
sliding
hitting
moving systems
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Energy is usally defined as the .ability to do wor*, but 1445".definition
is too abstract for children at this level. In this lesson; the children come to
understand one form-of energy 'through a classification teghnique. Interktions
are grouped according to a similar effect occurring in each one. By grouping these
interactions, a common form of energy becomes apparent. The group is named accord-
ing to the form' of energy involved. / a

effectHitting, crashing, and sliding sys ems all have the effect of movement. There-
fore, they all involve energy Of motion (kinetic energy).; These and other systems
with motion energy may be called moving systems to indicate the form off energy in-

volved.
.

, , i

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place the shoe box on one end of,a table in fi-ont of the class. Place a pie'e of
0 tape in front of the box and ariotker piece at the other end of the table.

2. Ask the children how you could get the box from one mark to the other without tak-
ing it off the table. (Sliding, pushing, moving). Ask them the name of the sys--
,tem.

3. Write the vii rd energy on the board. Ask the children to tell you about energy.
Encourage the children to describe energy in terms of the movement of objects.
Relate the discussion of energy to the pushing system which they were using.

4. Have the children look at pages-148-149. Read the text to the children (page 148)
fusing the language cards as the words appeag

5. Ask `the children to name the systems pictured on these two pages. Then ask them
to'describe the effect energy has had in each system.

6. Ask the children what is the same about the three systems. If necessary, explain

that all objects are moving in the system. Write the words moving systems on the
board.

7. Read the text from page 149 o the children. Relate the idea of energy/moving
systems.

a. Ask the children to think of other moving systems. To encourage their thinking,

display thelarge cards one by one.

9. After't-he completion of the (esson, make a bulletin board with the large cards and
rany pictures that the children can find in magazines or draw themselves (possjbly
as'homework.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to explain how objects may have
motion energy and identify moving systems.

*****************************************v********************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Energy in Systems
Page T-272/S-150 Moving Systems (20-25 min.)

RJR SE: To introduce the concept of energy transfer from an energy giver to an energy
receiver in a moving system.
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PREREQUISITES: The ability to write/understand sentences - noun and verb and direct
object.

Note: Similar pictures used in this lesson could be used in a previous language lesson,
to help students develop skill in writing N +'V + DO (noun + verb and direct
object sentences). This could then be reinforced in the science fesson by having
the students write a sentence about the picture, and then note who is the energy
receiver and who is the energy giver.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - shoebox filled,with heavy
objects ready
textbook

- pictures from magazines
showing energy givers
and receivers mounted
on heavy cardboard

- title for bulletin ,

board - Energy Givers and Energy Receivers

be

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cardsikey Signs
the energy giver
the energy receiver

Identification Cards,

V

1. Place the shoebox on the table again. Ask the children what system they used pre-

viously. Ask a child to demonstrate.

2. Holdup thd language cards the energy giver and the energy receiver. Ask the

children if they can guess what they mean. Explain the two terms in relation to

the box and child.

/ .

3. Have the children-look at pages 150-151. Read the-text on 150 to them. Ask the

children to think of a sentence about the boy and the ball. Write it on the board.

Ask who is the energy receiver/energy giver. Underline or circle each one.

4. Go through the other pictures in the same way, asking for a sentence first, then
asking who the giver/receiver is.

5. (The following activity could be done as a-continuation of the lesson, or as a re-
view of the language esson.) Group the children in *rs. Give each pairr4 or 5

pictures, and a piects*f paper. Have the following directions. "Write a sentence

for each picture. U er line the energy giver. Circle the energy receiver."
r

(Directions could b4
j
modified according to their language level.) Use these papers

and pictures alone/ ith the title as a bulletin board.

OIESIRED LEARNING 0 E: The children should be able to identify the energy givers
and energy receivers in moving systems.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Energy in Systems
Page 7-274/S-152 Energy Givers You Cannot See (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop, the concept of energy transfer in moving systems by pro-
viding practice in inferring the identify of energy givers.

ADVANCE' PREPARATION: Materials - ping pong ball(s)
textbook

1 2 4. 9 2

Language Card /Key Signs
sailboat' 4,



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: Language Cards 1'

1. Place one or two ping pong balls on.a table. Have the
children sit around the table, placing their arms under
the table.

2, Tell them that, they are going to play a game. They will blow on the ball and try
to.keep it on the table. The person whO lets the, ball go off the table is out.
Play this for a few minutes.

3. Stop the game and ask the children to name the energy giver/receiver.

4. Have,the children look at page 152. Read the text to them. Ask them to i-Aeritify

the giver/receiver. Be sure that they understand tharthe wind and not the child
is the energy giver.

5. With the sailboat picture, a child might name the water as an energy giver. Agree

that this may also be an energy giver, but point out that the class should name
an energy givet- that they cannot see (wind).

6. The idea of inferred energy givers may be difficult for some children. If this

happens, more hands-on examples might help (pinwheel, etc.).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to name an ener y giver that
they cannot see in a system.

********************************************************************* *************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Energy in Systems
Page T-275/S7g53 Moving Systems in Your Classroom (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To:apply the concepts ofmoying system and energy-giver,and energy receiver
to systems in the classroom.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - textbook

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: b

1. Have the childrenlook at page.153. Discuss each
picture. Ask what/who is the giver/receiver.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a shade

Identification Cards

2. Ask ,the children to look in fheir_classroom and fjnd energy systems -and to describe
the system and the energy givers and receiver.

3. Write their ideas on the board using a format- like this

Moving System Energy Giver _Energy Receiver
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' 4. Discuss the childrens' ideas, as they are written on the board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify the energy givers
and energy rveivers in moving systems in their classroom.

******** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** *************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * **

1

o

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Energy in Systems
Page T-276/S-154 Energy Givers and Receivers (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in identifying energy givers and
- energy receivers in moving systems.

IM§VANCEPREPARATION: Materials - textbook
- student answersheet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the children that they will be asked to.
identify energy givers and energy receivers as they did before.

2. Give each child the materials to be used in completing the lesson.

3. Discuss the directions on page 154. Answer any questions which the students have.

4. Be sure they understand what to do before you allow them to begin working.

5. Move around the room, checking the children's work and offering suggestions when

necessary.

6. When everyone has finished or when you feel sufficient time has elapSed, collect

the papers and review the answers.

7. If a child correctly identifies most of the energy givers and energy receivers,

you may assume that he or she has demonstrated the objective for the cluster and

is ready to go on to the next cluster.

B. For further information evaluation, have the children turn back to page 133 and

look at the picture that introduces Part A. Ask them why they think that particu-

lar picture was used to introduce the part that-they have just completed. Suggest

that they look for Oues in the part title and in the cluster titles on pages 134,

142 and 148. The children should be able to

a. identify the picture as a system;

b. list the objects in the system (children, ball, net);

c. describe interactions in the system (hitting the ball);

(F.: describe variables in the system (how hard the ball is hit, how high the ball

is hit, the height of the -net, the height of the children, whether-the ball

hits the net, how fast the children move or how high they jdhp);

e. identify the syStem as a moving system;

f. identify energy givers and energy receivers in the system (energy giver:

childreo energy receiver: ball).
***************t********************************************************************f*
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Level 3 Jnit 3 Interaction and Energy

Part B Energy, Les.son Cluster 3B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Outline
Teaching -Time

Suggested

T-782 Introduc Many Kinds of Energy 35-40 min.
T-284 Developmellif Magnetic Energy 25-30 Min.
T-285 ' Development More About Magnetic 25-30 min..

Energy
T-286 Development Motion - How Far? 35-40 min.
T-268 Application Where is the energy 35-40 min.

NOTE: Delete Wrap-up

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the materials list on page T-279:
- flashlight
- toy drum
- matches
shoe box (used in Cluster A-3)

- various shapes of magnets

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Kinds of Energy
Page T-282/S-156 Many Kinds of Energy (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept that energy has many forms besides motion.

PREREQUISITES: Previous experience with the various forms of energy...

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - shoebox from A-3
flashlight
matches
toy drum
a magnet
a textbook
pictures cut from

/ magazines showing forms
of energy
lettering for bulletin
board: Kinds of Energy

Language Cards/Key Cards'
motion
heat
electricity
magnetic
sound
energy
light

Identification Cards

,TEACH1NQ SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place the objects on a table in front of the class. Ask a child to explain'the
"shoebox system." Remind them that was an energy system of motion. Write motion,
on the board.

4
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2. Tell the class that energy has different forms. Ask them to look at the flash-
light. Ask what type of energy system is this? Write their response on the
board. Do this for the 'other metals.

3. +hen ask the children to look at page 156-157. Discuss each picture; name theme
type of energy.

.

4. Ask the class the questions on page 15/.. Write the name of the object next to
the energy type.

5. Show the children the pictures one at a time. Ask them which objects are in
the pictur6 and which energy system is shown. Put the pictures on the board
next to the energy type.

6. In conclusion, tell ;the children that they are going to study magnetic energy.
You may wish to encourage them to bring to class magnets or other interesting
objects to test withtmagnets.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The chileStr should be able to identify several forms
of energy in different systems.

************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Kinds of En qy

. Page T-284/5 -158 Magnetic Energy (25-30 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materiajs - a variety of magnets
2 bar magnets
10 paper clips for

each student
tektbook (optional)

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Magnets attract iron, steel, and
some other metals. So magnets can make objects contajning
these metals move. Such objects are magnetic.materialst.,

The ends of aar magnet are known as the north and sguth
poles. The north pole of one magnet attracts the souifi
pole of another, like poles repel.
Magnetic attraction is usually referred to as a force

(magnetic force field), but this concept is too abstract
for children at this level. lh this cluster, the children
come to understand magnetic attraction (force) by
observing motion of objects that are attracted by magnets. The motion of these objects
implies energy in the magnetic,systems. This type of motion energy is referred to as
magnetic energy throughout this cluster, to indicate that magnets can cause visible
moVement of objects.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a magnet to attract
a horseshoe to,nrel
a rectangle
round magnetic energy
a bar magnet

Identification Cards
a magnet to attract
a horseshoe to repel

rectangle
nd magnetic energy

a b. magnet

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Write the words a magnet and magnetic energy on the board. Ask if any of the
children know what a magnet is.

2. Display the various magnets on a table. Have the children sit around the
table. Place some paperclips on the table. Allow the children to explore the
various kinds of Magnets.

3. After the children have used the magnets, or during their exploration, give them
0-he name for each type of magnet.

4
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4. Then put those magnets away, and give a pair of bar magnets to each:child,
along with 0 paperclips.

5. Ask the chijdren to use one magnet and some paperclips. Discuss the result.

6. Then ask all the children to use two magnets. Have them place one magnet on the
table, and move the other magnet toward the first. Then have them change ends:
(Note: This can be done as ah exploration, without any explanation from the
teacher.) Discuss these results. During the discussiftAmphasize the words
attract and repel. Have the children use them in the diCussion.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should'be able to describe the efect of a
magnet placed near a paperclip and the effect of two
magnets placed near each other.

**************************************************************************************

'DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B -1 Kinds of Energy
Page T-285/S-159 More About Magnetic Energy (25 -30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop, the concept that, only certain kinds of objects are attracted by
a magnet

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials common household objects*
one bar magnet for each

child
student worksheet
copy of student worksheet
on chart paper - with
enough spaces for many

,objects (tape it on board)
textbook (optidnal)

s-tray,and bar magnet for each
child

*Ask the children to bring in some small, common household objects such%es those
..shown on page 159. Emphasize that they should bring several,different kinds of
materials (plastic, wood, metal, fabric, glass, paper, etc.).

Language Cards/Key Signs
(Names for objects
collected by students)

Identification Cards

STUDENT WORKSHEET

Object Interacts with magriet
-IN

yes no

/

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1, Have a few of the children's objects and a magnet on actable in front of the
class. Write the word interact on the board. Tell the children that they are
going to find out if objects intact with a magnet.

4-
Pass out the student worksheet, treys and magnets. Explain the worksheet to

e class. Ask the children to place their objects in their trays.
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3. As the children are working on the worksheet, move around the room to help with
naming or spelling the names of their objects. As each child finishes, have
them write a few of their Objects from each column, on the large chart paper.

4. When all the children have completed the work, discuss the results.

5. Encourage the children to make a generalization about the objects magnets attract.
(Magnets do not attract non-metal objects, and magnets attract only certain metal
metal objects, such as iron or steel.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe the kinds of ,

objects that magnets attract and do'ngt attract.
**************************************************************4***********************

DEVELOPMENT :- Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Kinds of Energy
Page T-286/5-160 Motion-How Far? (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide Oactice,in identifying and manipulating
system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Make up a worksheet on
which are four centimeter
distance testers as on
page 160. Cut up the
sheets. Give four to
each child.

one magnet and one paper
clip for each student,
and crayons

textbook (optional)
draw a cm distance tester
on the board or
transparency

ACKGROUND 1NGORMATION: A magnet can attract magnetic materials without touching
them. This is possible because the magnetic attraction extends throughout an area
around the magnet, called the magnetic field. Generally, magnetic materials will
be attracted most strongly by certain parts of a magnet. For example, the ends
(poles) of a bar magnet attract objects more strongly than the middle.

TEACHING SUtGESTIONS:

1. Show the children the magnet, paperclip and distance faster. Ask'the children
if this could be a system, and if they could tell you what type of_system it
is \anerv,/ *stem, motion system, magnetic system).
*Explain 't4 .use of the distance tester.

2. Write the word variable on the board. Review this concept. Ask the children to
suggest possible variables in this system. Guide them to make suggestions
similar to those tests on.pages 160-161.

3. As an Idea is expressed, write or draw it on the board and number it. Encourage
them to develop at least. four tests.

variables in a magnetic

Language Cards/Key Signs.
a variable
a distance tester

Identification Cards
a variable
a distance tester

4. Pass out a magnet, paperclip, four distance testers and crayons to each child.
Ask them to try each test, making sure they number their papers according to
what is on the board. Move around the room to check their progress.
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5. After the children have finished their testing, have them share their 'results.

Discuss any differences that may have arisen among the results. Ask them the

auestions listed on page 161.

6. Ask the children to speculate on the reasons for the difference (if any) created

when the position of the paper clip is changed. Also ask what might be the

reason for the difference created when the position of the magnet is changed

but do not explain the answer at this time. This will be investigated in the

next lesson.

7. To extend the concept that magnets can move objects without touching teem, you

may want, to demonstrate how a paper clip moves about on a sheet of paper when

a magnet is moved against the underside of the paper. Have two children hold

the ends of a sheet of paper to suspend it in the air so you can do the

demonstrailon. a

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify variables in a
magnetic system and describe the effects of manipulating

the variables.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Kinds of Energy

Page T-228/S-161 Where is the'Energy (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply what the children learned about variables in a magnetic system to

the study of the strength of the magnetic field of a bar magnet.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials salt shakers with iron
filings

textbook
paper, 2 sheets for each

child
drawing paper (optional:

see TS-11)

\BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The greatest amount of energy is found when either pole of

\,bar magnet interacts with a magnetic object. In.the previous lesson, the children

r ceived an introduction to the differenOes in attraction along a bar magnet when

they manipulated variables in the magnetic system. This lesson develops the concept

of magnetic field as the children investigate how a bar magnet interacts with iron

filings. The children then relate what they know about the variables in the system

to the results of their investigation.

When a bar magnet is placed over or under 6 sheet of paper sprinkled with iron

filings (a magnetic material), the filings will arrange themselves in a pattern

that reflects the magnetic field of the magnet. The concentration of iron filings

will be thick at the poles of the magnet and thin near middle of the magnet.

Figure 3-2 shows what the patterns should look like.

Language Cards/Key Signs
iron filings

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. Introduce the lesson by reminding the class of the variable they investigated

in the previous lesson. In particular,.review the results of the tests per-

'formed with the magnet in two different positions, referring the class to the

-pictures on pages 160-161. You may want to show the children the marks made

on one ol their centimeter distance testers.

/ /
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2. Have the children look at page 162. Discuss the materials that rill be used
during the experiments. Ask them to predict what will happen when the magnet
is moved toward the iron filings based on their previous investigation. Do
not tell them the answer.

3. Give each child a magnet and a sheet of unl ned paper. You may also want to
distri,pute pieces of plastic food wrap an instruct the children to wrap the
magnets in them. (The plastic wrap makes it easy to remove the iron filings
from tl?e magnets later.)

4. Give the salt shakers filled with. iron filings on their papers and pass the 4'

shakers on to the next children until everyone is finished. Also tell the
children to keep their magnets away from the filings until the experiment
begins.

5. Explain the directions for the activity. You may want to demonstrate the pro-
cedure as you are explaining it. Then have the children do the activity
themselves.

6. Discuss the answers to the questions on page 162. Have them compare their
results with their predictions made at the beginning of the lesson.

7. Collect all the magnets (still wrapped in plastic wrap, with the iron filings),
the sheets of paper, and the salt shakers.

8. To extend this lesson, you could put a magnet (without plastic wrap) under
a sheet of paper sprinkled with iron filings to demonstrate the pattern
formed by the filings (see Figure 3-2). You may need to tap the paper or table
to get the filings to move. Have the children compare the result with the
results of their previous experiment. Explain that magnetic attraction operates
even through certain materials, and remind the children of the previous demon-
stration witha paper clip. Likewise, a magnet wrapped in plastic wrap still
attradts iron filings.

8. Continue the demonstration by sprinkling iron filings on two more sheets
of paper and then placing two magnets under each sheet. For one sheet, the
magents should have like ends facing each other but not touching. For the
other -sheet, unlike ends should face each other but not touch. Ask the
childrien to describe the resulting patterns. Sample patterns made with two
magnets are shown in Figure 3-3. Remind the children of their findings with
two magnets in lesson (2) on page 158.

10. To familiarize yourself with the possible ofitcomes, you may want.to experiment
with the magnets before you do these demonstrations with the children.

11. This demonstration may be further extended by having the Children draw the
different patterns formed on the paper by the magnets and iron filings. You

may want to display the drawings in the classroom.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe differences in
amount of energy in a bar magnet system.

***********************************4*******************************************.*******
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'Level 3 Unit 3 Interaction and Energy

Part Energy, Lesson Cluster 3B-2

.14

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Ti+le
Teaching Time
Suggested

T-296
T-299
1-300
T-301

T-302

Introduction
'Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

.

Controlling Energy
More and More Energy
Target the Energy
Giving Energy
Energy Control

..

40-45 min.
30-40 min.
35-40 min.
20-25 min.
20-25 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T -293.

,

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VIII, Moving and Mixing, is appropriate
for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Making Energy Changes
Page T-296/5-164 Controlling Energy (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of control of the amount of energy transferred in
a moving system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: A pendulum is usually a weight
suspended from a :fixed point by a thread or wire. If

this weight is pulled to one side and released, gravity
causes it to swing back and forth at a regular rate.
In this lesson, the children make a pendulum by attach-
ing one end of a string to a plastic filmstrip case
(small weight) and tying the other end to a pencil
taped to a table top (fixed point).

Language Cards/Key Signs
string
a pencil
tape

a filmstrip case
a centimeter
a pendulum
an energy giver

an energy receiver

Materials -make a chart (transparency) on directions for making the pendulum in

language the children can read
- for 411Fh pair of children:

- filmstrip case

-pencil

-tape
- centimeter scale (T491-492)
- string

Note: See teacher's guide (T296) for directions on construction.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce The lesson by writing the term pendulum on the chalkboard. Help the
children with the pronunciation. Ask if anyone knows what a pendulum is.

I Explain that a pendulum is usually a string with a veight hanging on it and thkk,
a pendulum can swing back and forth. Show the children the kind of pendulum
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they wilt be using. You may want to mention some examples of where a pendulum.
may be found in a home (in a clock, for example).

2. Review the concept of energy giver and-energy receiver (energy goes from an
energy giver to an energy receiver in an interaction). Remind the children of
their study of energy givers and energy receivers in moving systems. Ask them
to give examples, so you can be sure they recarl and understand the Concept.
Also review the concept of variable (something in a system that can change).

3. Divide the class into pairs. Have the children turn to page 164 as you distri-
bute the materials for Step A (filmstrip cases, string; and tape).

4. Have the children open their books to page 164. Hand up the directions for the
pendulum (chart) on the board. Have the children take turns reading the direc-
tions. Demonstrate the procedure for knotting or taping the string. Make your
model pendulum available for examihation by the children. As the children con-
struct their pendulums, move around the-loom providing help and making sure the
strings are attached properly.

5. Pass out n index card and centimeter_scale CApoen 1)-. Have the children read
the direc ons for these two things from the charm Have the children put the
materials gether.

6. Distribut three pencils to each pair of children.

7. After making sure tht the cards and scales are completed correctly, distribute
more tape, and have the children set up the system on a table as shown under
step C. If the pencils are sharpened, tell the children to turn the points to
face the table tops rather than away from the table edges. This should prevent

injury. Emphasize that when the children tie the pendulums to the pencils, the
pendulums should hang so that they almost but do not quite Vouch the floor.
Point out that after the centimeter scale is placed on the floor under the
pendulum, the folded edge of the index card should be positioned to align with
the "0" on the scale. The pendulum should then almost touch the fold, as shown

in the photograph. You may want to have the children tape the centimeter scales
to the floor to prevent them from shifting during experimentation. Check each

group's set up before you allow the children to experiment with it.

8. Allow the children time to explore this system. Remind the children to re-
lease and not push the pendulum. After they have had time to explore, have the
children look at page 165. Read the directions to the children. Tell the children
to do step D and mark clearly their results on the centimeter scale. Instruct

them to label the mark with the letter A.

9. Read the next set of directions to the children. Haye them follow the directions

and label that mark B.

10. Have the children discuss the answers to the numbered questions. Ask them to

identify the energy giver and energy receiver in this moving system (the pendulum
is the energy giver and the card is4he energy receiver). Some children may

name the hand (or person) as the energy giver and the peridulum as the energy

receiver. This is also correct, but encourage them to think of the interaction
between the pendulum and card instead, and then name the energy giver and energy
receiver. Also ask the children to describe what happened in terms of variables
(the variable they changed was how far they pulled the pendulum before releasing
it).
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11. Since the pendulums will be used again in this cluster, you may want the chit-
dren to put their names on tape and affix it to the outside of the filmstrip
cases. Have the pairs write,the names of both partners on the index cards
and on the back of the centimeter scales.

0

12. Collect the materials and save them for the next lesson. Leave the pendulums
attached to the pencils, so the children only have to tape the pencils to the
'tables to set up the systems again.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to construct a moving system
and demonstrate how to control the amount of energy
transferred in the system.

**************************************************************************,***********

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Making Energy Changes
Page T-299/S-166 More and More Energy (30-40 min.)

0

PURPOSE:, To develop the concept that manipulation of variables allows one to control
the amount of energy transferred in a mpving system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -textbook (optional)
5-6 washers for each pair
of children

-chart (transparency) with
directions for, experi-

ments
pendulum and card from
previous lesson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a washer
a pendulum
energy
to control

energy
a variable

1. Ask the children to set up their pendulums as before. Write the word energy on
the board. Tell the children that they will be learning about "more and more
energy." Pass out the washers.

2. Tell the children they will be able to use the washers in their pendulum system.
Do not give them specific directions on how to use the washers. Allow the
children to experiment with their pendulum systems. Move around the room
guiding the activity.

3. After the children have explored their new system, ask them to do the specific'
activities ,listed on page 166. The children can read the directions from the
chart.

4. After the children have completed the tests, discuss the results, using the
questions on page 166 as a guide., Discuss how Changing the variables of distance
and weight affect the amount of energy transferred.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify variables in a
moving system and demonstrate how to contra.' 'the amount
of energy transferred by changing the variables.

**************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Making Energy Changes
Page 1-300/S-167 Target the Energy (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide practice in controlling energy transfer in order to control the
outcome of an interaction.

r

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -a piece ofoconstruction
paper and crayons for
each child

-te

-pendulu set-up from
previous esson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signe
a target
a variable

1. Again have the children get into pairs and set up their pendulum systems. Pass

out the construction paper and crayons. 'Ask the children to look at page 167.'

2. Read the text with the children. Have them make,"Smirk," and putthe picture,.
into 'their pendulum system. Make sure that these items are correctly positioned.

3. Tell the children in each pair to take turns trying to hit Smirk's eye or nose
with'the card. Remind them to reposition the card on Smirk's mouth after each
turn. Review the variables that can bechanged to hit the target (how far
pendulum is pulled back, weight of pendulum).

4. If any children are unsuccessful, you may want to give them some assistance by
suggesting different ways to manipulate the pendulum.

5. Have the children discuss the questions on page 167.

6. Help the children see how the concept of energy control applies to everyday
situations. (e.g., baseball player controlling energy transferred from bat to
ball.) ,Ask thechildren to describe other examples.

7. This is the first lesson in the cluster that uses these-materials. However,
you may Ken,t to make the materials available for a few more days so that the
children can experiment with them in ttieir spare time.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to control the outcome of an
interaction by controlling the amount of energy transferred.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Making Energy Changes
Page T-301/S-168 Giving Energy (20-25 min.)

,PURPOSE: To apply the children's knowledge of energy control to problem solving in
relation to a moving system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -text116ok

AW
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a prize,

a hammer

1. Begin the lesson by having the children look at page 168.
Ask them to tell you what they think is happening in the two pictures, and what
is the difference between them. Explain the story about Alice.
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12. Ask-the ch tren to identify the energy giver and energy receiver in this sys-
'tem (the giver is the hander and the energy receiver is the ball).
(A chil also be correct in naming Alice as an energy giver and the
hammer ergy receiver, in the swinging interaction.) Also ask the
chlidre name the variable that changed to this system (the weight of the
hammer) .

3. Hold a'discussion with the class based on the answers to the numbered questions
on page 168. There are several possible answers to question 2. Alice was able
to ring the bell Oy using the heavier hammer, but she may have hit the platform
harder or held-the Kammer farther 'aaCi*before she hit, as well. These.are all .

variables in the system. Ask the children to compare, this system and its variables
to. the pendulum system of the previous lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children sWbuld be able to describe the solution to
a problem in terms of methods of controlling the amount of
energy, transferred in a moving systems.

********************f*****************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Making Energy Changes
Page T-302/S-169 Energy Control (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE; To evaluate fhe children's performance in relation to the following
objectives: ,

1. Identifying differences in the amount of energy transferred in a
system.

2. Describing how emergy trangThr mayobe controlled Ln a system.
4

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Mate ials -copy of chart from gage 169 on board (ransparency)

di -student answer sheet for the three questions
Reword the question according to the language level of the students.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin by telling the children that they will be reviewin%wheAtley learned
about controlling energy.

2. Discuss the chart on the board. Explain that this was idett Ja another class.
Pass out the student answer sheets.

3. Ask each question. Give the children time to fill in the anver before going
on to the next queAtism.

4. Wheh the children have finished, cdllect their papers and discuss their answers.

jr. If a child cOrrectty answers the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cruster.

*******************9***************************************************************
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Unit 3 Ine)ection and Energy

Part B Energy, Lesson Cluster 3B-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-308 Introduction The Millie McPherson 35-40 min.
System

T-310 Development Willyts System ' 25-40 min.
T-313 Enrichment Don't Break the Chain 20-25 min.
T-314 Evaluation Complete the Chain 15-20 min.

OTE: Lesson 3 Energy Chain Mural, has been omitted.
Enrichment lesson, Don't Break the Chain, is included in the cluster.

MATERIALS: See the list on pageJ-305
Since Energy Chain Mural has been omitted the following materials
are no )onger needed.

poster paper
small jars
brown wrapping paper
scissors
tape
newspapers-

paint brushes
rags

paper towels

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VIII. Moving and Mixing, is appropriate
for use in this unit.

a

INTRODUCTION: Lesion Cluster 3B-3 Energy Chains
Page T-308/S-,170 The Millie McPherson System (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the idea that energy receivers become.energy givers in a

system cbntalning several linked interactions.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - small cards ready 5-6
of each saying "energy
receiver", "an energy
giver ", pins (to pin to
students)

cut out *pictures of
items in Milrie's srstem,
cut out arrows (that can
be taped on botrd)

make transparency of page
170

Language Cards/Key Signs
a chute
a slide
to spill

to dump

Identification Cards

*These pictures can be made by making a transparency of the page, putting
it on the board and having the picture on a piece of 8 x 11" paper..

Background Information - A system may have a series.of connecting interactions in
which the energy received by an object in one interaction is passed on to an
object in another interaction in the system. This makes the first object change

from an energy receiver to an energy giver. In such a system, an object can

be part of more,than one interaction. The "Rube Goldberg" set-ups illustrated

in this cluster are amusing examples of this idea.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Write the words 'an energy giver' and 'an energy receiver' on the board. Ask

the children what the terms mean.

2. Ask the children to line up across the front of the room shoulder to shoulder.
Have the small cards and pins ready. Explain to the children that they will--

be doing an experiment. Tell them that they will have to decide on who is the

giver/receiver.

3. Stand next to the first person in the. line. Nudge the person with your shoulder,
so that person nudges the next in line, and so on. Ask the children if you were
a giver or receiver. Pin the appropriate label on yourself. .

4. Go through each person, guide the children to the conclusion that you can be
an energy giver and receiver in the same system. Pin the labels on the children

as you go along. Put the transparency on page 170 on the board.

5. Have the children look at page 170. Ask them what they think is happening in

the picture. Read and explain the story about Millie and using the transparency
when talking about they system, remind the children that it can have more than

one interaction. Explain all new vocabulary words to the children.

6. Have the children describe each part of the sy.s..tom and how it effects the rest

part, e.g. the bird hit the ball. Write these sentences on the board. Review

thb interactions again to ensure that all the children understand how the system

works.

7. Take out the cutouts of Millte's system. Put the clock and ball on the board.

Ask the.children what the interaction is between the two objects. Add the

arrow to the previous object.' Ask which is the energy giver and which is the
energy receiver. Write the words below the appropriate pictures.
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8. Then put the picture of the dog on the board. Again ask about the interaction
and add the arrow. Then ask about the energy giver, receiver. Write these-on
the board, under the appropriate picture. Continue this until you have gone
through the entire system.

4. 9. 'Emphasize that the energy receiver in the first interaction is also the energy
giver in the second interaction. Make sure that everyone.understands this
:before concluding the lesson.

10. Have thp-children answer the questions on page 171. 'Repeat question #2, sub-
stituting the following words for balF: dog, string, water, repeat #2 sub-
stituting clock for for Millie.

t

11. Use the cutouts and arrows (with labels) as a bulletin board to be referred to
in the next lesson. .

. .

DEWED LEARNING OUTCQME:' The Liildren should be able to describe the transfer of
energy through several linked interactions and identify

/* energy receivers that become energy givers in the'system.
* *********************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Energy Chains
Page 7-310/S-172 Willy's System (25-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of an energy rain as a system in which energy
receivers become energy givers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Cut out pictures of Willlie's
system, arrows, energy-
labels, energy giver/
energy receiver Labels

transparency of page 172
student worksheet (energy
chain for Millie's
system

'

g

Language Cards /Key Signs
an ehergy ditin

Identification Cards

4

Background Information - An energy chain is a system made up of a series of
. interactions in which' the energy receiver in one interaction becomes the
energy giver in the next one. Willy's System is similar to Millie McPherson's
system of the previcts lesson in that both systems are examples of energy
chains. Energy/oainS-Can be diagrammed to showthe flow of energy from one
object to another. The objects are shown connected by arrows that indicate
energy trarrsivir.

V

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have fhe'children look at page 310. Put the transparency on the board. First
-ask them what they think is Kbppening in Willie's System.' Then explain the
System to them.

2. Ask- the children to explain the,system, object 'by,oWect. Have them develop a
sentence for each interaction, e.g. Willie throws the bail. Write these on the
board.
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3. As 0 the previous lesson, use the cut out pictures.. Begin,with Wiliie and the
ball. Ask the chioltdren,where to place the arrow, and 'who is the energy giver/
receiver. Write those terms under'these the appropriate picture. Continue
this through the whole system. '

4. Have the children look at page 173. Ask them to complete Willie's Sawing.
Discuss their answers.

. 5. Have the children look, at the picture at the bottom of page )73. Write the
term Energy Chain above the pictures on the board. Tell the children that an
energy-chain diagram helps you trace the movement of energy from one object to
another in a system. Explain that these arrows represent the energy. Wite
the word energy under each arrows (ilt the completion of the lesson, those
materials can be placed on a bulletin board.)-

6. Ask the children the questions on page 173. Discuss their answers.

7. You can extend this lesson and further reinforce-the oncept of-energy chain by
applying to Millie's system in the previous lesson. Pass out the student work-
sheet. On the worksheet have a list and/or pictUr of the objects in Millie's,
system. Ask the children to put the objects in o der, and to make an energy
"chain, using arroWS.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify function of
objects in an energy chain, label a system as an energy
chain, and draw.that system.

**************************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Energy Chains
Page T-313 Don't Break the ChaiA (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide further practice in constructing energy chains derived from
the children's imagination. This lesson does not appear in the student
text.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: NONE.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. (Last sentence should be:. Write the
energy chain, as it is created, and the inter-
actions on the board.)

2. No modification.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a=chain

!dent' icat'on Cards,

IPP

3. Each child in turn must add to the chain, describing an interactflon and identi-
fying the energy giver and energy receiver.- The children may b= as fanciful or
as serious as they like.

,/

4. When the story getS back to the first person, he or she must think a way
to end the chain.

5. After a chain has been completed, read through the chain.andthe interactions.

An eager or artistic child might offer to draw the energy chain at home to hang
in the classroom for everyone to see.
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DES1REDIEARN1NG OUTCOME:, The children should be able to construct an energy chain
and identify the energy receivers that become energy
givers.

***************************IktIT*****************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Energy Chains
Page Ti4/S-175 Complete the Chain (15-20 min.)
e

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following Objec-
tives: 1. Completing an unfinished energy chain. 2. Identifying the

objectives in a system that change from energy receivers to energy
givers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

1. Student answersheet See following example.
2. Textbook.

Student Answersheet
An Energy Chain

.a window a bone
a dog rope

Make an.energy chain:

List the energy givers:
1.

2.

3.

List the energy' receivers:
1.

2.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the children look at the energy system on page 175. Discuss the system if
there are any questions-

. %
2.- Pass out the :student answersheet. Explain it to the children. Ask them to work

on it independently. Move among the children to give assistance.

3. When the children have completed their papers, discuss theft answers.

4. If a child correctly completes this paper, you may assume that he or she 4 demon-
,

*****iIitte4 the objectivee for the cluster and is ready to go on to the rest clugter.
***********************************************************************
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Level 3 Unit 3 Interaction and Energy

Part C Looking for Energy, Lesson Cluster 3C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page 'reaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-320 The Popcorn System 35-40 min.Introduction
T-323 Development How Many Trips 25-30 min.
T-322 Development Variables in the System 35-40 mid.
T-324 Application Using Gas Movers 20 -25 min.
T-325 Evaluation Find the Energy Givers 15-20 min.

B. MATERIALS LIST: Add the following to the materials list on T-317:
-small aquarium
-heavy object
-balloons

-string

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VIII, Moving and Mixing, is appropriate
for use in this cluster.

41
INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Finding Energy Givers

Page T-320/S-176 The Popcorn System (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept that gas bubbles maybe an energy giver and to
provide practice in identifying the energy giver and energy receiver in
a moving system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: In this leson, the children
will experiment with a system made .up of baking soda,
vinegar, and unpopped popcorn. When these ingredients
are combined,-chemical and physical reactions occur
that cause the popcorn to rise and fall in the liquid.
When baking soda is mixed with an acid, such as vine-
gar, carbon dioxide is formed. The gas appears as
bubbles, which attach to the popcorn kernels. Since
the gas-kernel system is lighter than water, the ker-
nels rise to the surface. There the bubbles escape
and the kernels sink to the bottom.

Other heavy objects, such as shelled peanuts or rice grains, may also be
tested. Some objects may be so heavy.that no'amount of bubble formation will
cause them to rise. Other may simply float on the surface and never drop to
the bottom of the cup.

Language Cards/Key Signs
baking soda
vinegar
a spoon
popcorn
to rise
a gas
bubbles
a system



Materials -Have the following for each pair of students:
- plastic cup half full of water
- another cup one-quarter full of vinegar

- third cup one-quarter full of baking soda
- 2 measuring spoons

- 5-7 kernels of unpopped popcorn, rice, shelled peanuts or prher objects
(plus one tray of materials for demonstration)**

-chart with directions for experiment as follows:
- pictures of energy forms from Introduction Lesson 8-1,

The Popcorn System*
1. Take the cup of water.

2. Add one teaspoon (5 mi.) of vinegar.
3. Drop the popcorn into the qp.
4. Slowly_ add one teaspoon (5fmL) of baking soda.
5. Observe what happens.

*Modify Language dependij9 on level of students.
**It would'be a good idea to try out the system yourself before using it in
class.-

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Take out the pictures of forms pa energy studies.ir1 Cluster 8-1 (motion, heat,
' light, sound, magnetic, electric energy). Discuss these with the class. Then
'have the children turn to page 176, and look at the picture. Ask them to try
and name the energy form on that syetem (light energy). Tell the children that
the energy giver is not shown ill the picture, and that energy givers are some-
times hard to find in systems.

2. Have the children look at page 177. At the same time, take out the materials
for the experiment and put the chart upon the board. Ask the children what they
think will happen.

3. Tell the children that they will set up a moving system called the popcorn system.
In this system they will have.to find the energy giver. Challenge the children
to be good detectives and observe the systeM carefully to discover the energy
giver.

4. Use your demonstration tray. ,Ask the children to identify each item, providing
the word if it is not known. List the materials on the board.

5. Have the children take turns reading the directions for the experiment. Demon-

strate what to do, without really doing the experiment.

6. Divide the children into pairs and pass out the materials. Have them do the
experiment. Move among the children, helping when necessary. Tell the children
to observe the interaction.

7. Ask the children to describe what they see., Tell them that the bubbles are a
kind of gas, and review the concept of gas.

8. As a group, answer the questions on page 177. Discuss the results of their
experiments.

9. To extend this lesson, let the children experiment with the other items on their
trays. Di,scuss what happens.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to set up and experiment
with a moving system and identify the energy giver and
energy receiver in. the system.

*****i*4**/***************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Finding./Energy Givers
Page T-323/S-179 How Many.Trips (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept that gas bubbles may be an energy giver in
a moving system and to provide practice in observing their effect.

PREREQUISITES: Counting movements, marking on a paper,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -sane, materials as intro-
duction

-only one kernel of popcorn
and no other objects.
(rice, etc.) plus paper

-textbook (optional)
-chart (from previous
lesson) modified to fit
this lesson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a trip
vinegar
baking soda
a spoon

6 kernel of popcorn
a variable

1. Pass out the materials and a piece, of paper to pairs of students. Have the
students read the directions again, noting the changes in the experiment.

2. Tell the students that they will not change any variables but keep them exactly
the same as the last experiment.

3. When all of the systems are set up and the kernels are moving, you may be the
time keeper, telling the pairs when to start counting and where to stop. Have
one child put in the baking soda and the other make marks on paper, to count the
trips. Have them total the marks at the end. Watch the children for accurate

counting.

4. At the conclusion of the experiment, write the resulfs of each team on the board.
Compare the answers. Ask the children to account for difference between the
teams. Their explanations might include: size of kernels are different, children
may have added baking soda differently, or the counter could have made a mistake.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children shou1d be able to describe the effect of an

7 energy giver in a moving system.
******************************************************************4*4**************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Finding Energy Givers
Page T-322/S-178 Variables in the System (35-40-min.)

PURPOSE: To pnovide practice in controlling the time,an interation takes by manipu-
lating the variables in a moving system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -same as for Lesson II

(make sure each pair is
given one corn kernel)

- recording sheet as follows:
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a larger time
variables



The Popcorn_ System

Variables. First System
. (no change)

;

How many times
did the popcorn
move? -

,

-transparency of recording sheet

TEACH I NG .SUGGEST IONS :

1. Using the demonstration tray, mix the popcorn system as in Lesson 1. Tell the
childi-en to count how many trips the popcorn makes. Have the children look at
page 178.

2. Explain the test from that page. Discuss the concept of variables. Ask them
what the'variables are in this system.

3. Put the recording sheet on the board. Fill in the variables as they are given
by the class. Have one pair volunteer to try each system.

4. Pass out the materials and the recording sheet. Have the students copy the
variables from the board. Have them mix their popcorn systems and count the
tripS'of the popcorn kernel.

5. When all the children have completed their part of the experiment,_ask for their
data and put it on the recording sheet. The students can then copy this onto
their sheet.

6. Discuss the results of the experiment, by answering the questions on page 178.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe how to control
the time an interaction takes by changing variables.

****************************************************It********************************

APPLICATIbN: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Finding Energy Givers
Page T-324/S-180 Using Gas Movers (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide practice in identifying gas as an energy giver and to apply the
concept to a new - situation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: The picture on page 180 shows
the ute of a set of lightweight salvage bags designed
to recover small ships from the ocean floor. The bags
-are deflated when they are attached to the ship and then
pumped full of air. As they expand, they push (displace)
water out of the way. When the weight of the water displaced exceeds the weight
of the ship, the ship rises to the surface. The force that 06hes the ship up-
ward is called buoyancy. Most children at this level probably would not understand
.

ow' .

Language Cards/Key Signs
an air bag
a ship

the surface of the water
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the concept of buoyancy, but they probably have a feet for it from their experi-

ences with bathtub and beach toys. Because the addition of air to the bags

causes the ship to float, the air functions as the energy giver.

Materials -a small aquarium filled with water
-a heavy object
-four balloons blown up slightly and tied in pairs with string
(this system should lift the object out of the water. Test it

before using it.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Set up the system in front of the class. Tell them tlibt the object is treasure

in the bottom of the ocean. Ask if they know how to get the treasure out. Then

use the balloons - attached to the object, to raise it up. Discuss the energy

giver/receiver.

0 2. Have the children look at page 180. Explain that the bags surrounding the ship

are attached to it and filled with air. Remind the children, as they saw pre- .

viously, that air is a_gas and is lighter than water: The air bags float, and

pull the ship up to the surface. Have the children answer the questions.

3. 'Ask the children to compare the airbag/ship system to the popcorn system of the

previous lessons. They should realize that these moving systems are similar. In

the popcorn system, the bubbles of gas moved the popcorn kernels up to the surface
of the liquid.

4. Have the children discuss other moving systems that have gas.as the energy Bier
(blimps, balloons, sailboats, kites, windmills, weather vanes, blowing leaves,
blowing curtains, and other objects blowing in the wind):

5. Delete.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify gas as an energy

giver in a moving system.
**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 30-1, Finding Energy, Givers

Page 1-325/S-181 Find the Energy Givers (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. ,Identifying gas as the energy giver'in a moving system.
2. Identifying energy giver and energy receiver in a moving system.

3. Identifying variable in a moving system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -student answer sheets

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
4

1. Have the children look at page 181. Have them name the
objects pictured there and the objects in the popcorn
system.

Lansuae Cards/Ke Si

gas

a pinwheel
vinegar
baking soda
popcorn kernels
variables

ns

2. Ask the questions and have the children write their answers on theWis.wer sheet.
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3. When the children have finished, collect their papers and discuss the answers
with them.

-4. If a child correctly answers most of the questions, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to

44499*WifilVaff44*****44444**********************************#444*****444A.444*
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Level 3 Interaction and Energy

Part C Looking for Energy, Lesion Cluster 3C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies

-

.-- Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-330
T-332
T-334
T-338

_...,

Introduction
Development
Development
Evaluation

What Makes It Move?
Which Place? .

Which Way?
Find the Pointers

35-40 min.
25-30 min.
25-35 min.
15-20 min.

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-327.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VIII, Moving and Mixing, is appropriate for
use in this unit. -

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Mystery Movers
Page T-,330/S-182 What Makes it Move? (35-40 min.)

;&POSE:" To introduce the concept that heat energy can make
and that the sun or a light can be a heat source.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials chart with direttions
for making and /Using the

paper pointer (in Ian-
guage.appropriate to
your studenrts)

- scissors
- ipdex cards Cunlined)
- ta.pe for each pair of
students

- a light or sunny location

certain objects move

4

The inner foil liners from certain food packages, such
as those containing powdered milk, toaster Dairies, cereals,
and breakfAt drinks, are made of aluminum foil bonded to paper. Collect enough
liners so that each pair of children will have one pointer measuring about 2cm by
10 cm (.3/4 in. by 4 in.). Wrappers from gum, cigarette, or candy packages will,
not work because the foil and paper are not completely bonded, and the wrappers
are.too flimsy. Since each pair of children will need two pointers later in this
cluster and existing ones may wear out, be sure to have extra foil liners on hand.
You can make the pointers ahead of time according to the ph. :n page 182.

Or you can cut tfte"liners into premeasured strips and allow the children to make
their own pointers. It would be a good idea to make a mod _I of the pointer and
experiment with it before 'class.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a paper pointer
a card
aluminum foil
straight
energy transfer
to bend
heat

Identification Cards
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Background Information - In this lesson the children will see evidence of energy
transfer, but the energy giver and the form of energy involved will not be obvious
at first. The children work with a pointer made of aluminum foil bbnded to paper.
and attached to a sppport (index card). The pointer responds to temperature change
by bending when heated and straightening when cooled. This.occurs because the'
,aluminum side expands more than the paper side when heated, causing the pointer
to bend. When placed in or removed from the sunlight, therefore, the pointer should
move (in response to-temperature. changes, not light changes). This lesson should
be done on a sunny day, since the pointer is designed to respond to the heat of
the sun. However, It will also work if placed within 30 cm (1 ft.) of an incan-
descent (not fluorescent) lamp.

Not only does the aluminum foil side expand when the pointer gets hot, the paper
side may expand due to absorption of water. So the pointer may move in response to
changes in hdmidity, as well. Therefore, you may expect unusual results on some
occasions.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. At the beginning of the lesson, review the terms: energy, a moving system, anAenergy
giver and an energy receiver.

2. Have the children look at page 182-183. Display your model of the pointer and put
the chart with directions on the board.

3. Have the children take turns reading the directions. Refer to the model as the
directions are read. Discuss all new vocabulary.

4. Pass out the materials to each pair of children. Have them cohstruct the pointers,
helping them when necessary. Tell the children that the line they make (with
black crayons) on the card under the pointer will serve as a reference mark that
they can use to compare positions of the pointer.

5. The last direction on MA chart should be for the children to place their pointers
in a sunny location and -1\ape them there. Have the children do this.

6. Tell the children that they are experimenting with an energy giver and a form of
energy that is not obvio4 at first. Ask someone to predict what will happen.

I

7. Write the term 'energy tr4nsfer' on the board. Explain the term to the children.
Tell the children that they will be able to see energy transfer, in-their system.

8. Allow the pairs to observe their pointers several times. Tell them to use a pen-
cil to mark the.positionof the pointer on the card at different times.

9. At the end of the day, or during the next morning, have the children compare their
results. Then have them discuss the numbered quesfions on page 183. They may
not yet realige that heat makes the pointer move.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe the responses of a
paper.pointer when it is placed in sunlight or near a light.

***********************************************************************************4**
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Mystery Movers
Page T- 332/SF -183 Which Place (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the covicept that the sun or a light can be a source of heat energy

and that heat energy can make certain objects move.
Ile. I

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Material; - teach lesson on sunny day Language Cards/Key Signs

or use a light a different place

additional foil liners by a door

from food packages if under a light

pointers from lesson (1) in the dark

are worn-out, and cut the near awindow
premeasured strips in the sunshine

A* - copies of the pointer neat

-position forms (Appen- (Could be done first in

dix J), One for each a language lesson)

studeht
pointer diagram on Identification Cards

board or transparency
paper pointers from
previous lesson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS..

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the children that they wilt investigate responses

of their paper pointers in different

2. Arrange the children in pairs. Distribute t e pointer set-ups from the previous

%lesson. If the paper pointers are worn out, distribute the materials and have the
children make new ones and attach them to the index cards.

3.. Have the childfen look at page 184. Read the text with them, explaining anything

they do not understand. Explain that the pictures represent overhead views of the

index cards that support the paper pointers. Each diagram shows the line the chil-

dren made under the end of the pointer as a reference mark. The pointers are
omitted on these diagrams to indidate that they must be drawn by the children (on

their own copies)So show their positions. The labels on the pointer tell where

the children should place their pointer set-ups:
a

*4. Explain -0Rat each pair will place their pointer in a different place. Your model

could be used if necessary. Remind the children to tap71 down the pointers.

5. While the children are waiting for the pointers to resp nd, distribqte the copies

of Appendix J. Demonstrate how to mark the pointer using the model diagram on the

chalkboard.

6. Allow at least ten.minutes for the pointers to respond before the children examine

them. If there is no change in the pointers after ten minutes, you may want the

chi4dren to,leav them in place longer.

7. When the pointerS are ready, have the children examine poihters five

locations and draw the pointers on the corresponding diagrams on their papers. Each

child should complete all five diagrams.

8. Have the children compare their observations and discuss the answers to the numbered

questions on page 184. You may wish to summarize the results by combining the class

observations onto five diagrams on the chalkboard.
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9.- The pointer should have moved most when the set-up was placed in direct sunlight.
However, wind or drafts from an open window or door may cause the pointer to move
dramatically. To keepithe emphasis on temperature-related movement, ask the chil-
dren in which location the pointer would move if there,were no air movement.

10. A comparison of the children's results should clarify the primary cause of the
pointer's movement (heat energy). If they understand this, ask them to'name the
energy giver and energy receiver in the system (energy giver - the sun or light;
energy receiver - the pointerl. the children-still do not realize that -heat-
makes the pointer move, they will have more opportunities later in this cluster.'

11. This activity may raise questions concerning how heat makes the pointer move. En-
courage the children to hypothesize answers to these questions. TOl themLthat
further investigation through activities in,this cluster may provide some answers.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe the locations in
which a paper pointer moves and tell how they are differ-
ent from locations in which it does not mgye.

-

**********************************************************************v*************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Mystery Movers
Page T -334/S -185 Which. Way C25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept hat heating an object may cause movement and that
the position of the obje t can affect the direction of the movement.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:. Mat

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

materials to make:
paper pointers, one set
for each pair of students
(additional pointers
will be necessary)
a light or a sunny loca-
tion

,chart with directions for
making the other pointers
models of the two
pointer systems

Language Cards/Key Signs
aluminum foil
a pointer
heat,

place (position)

Identification Cards

1. Have the children look at page 185. Display the models of the two different sys-
tems. Put up the chart/with directions.

2. Have the children take turns reading theAirections for making the other pointer.
Show your model as the pointer is discussed. Have the children compare the two
systems.

3. Pass out the first pointer system and materials to make the second system. Have
the pairs of children make the additional pointers following the directions on
the chart. Give assistance where necessary.

4. As stated in the last direction of the chart, have the children place t4ir point-
ers under a light or in a,sunny location. Make sure they tape the pointer to the
surface.



5. Wait ten minutes before the children examine fhb pointers711 necessary, allow
extra.tape for the pointers to respond. When the pointers are ready, have the
children check them and mark the positions on the cards.

6. Have the children discuss the answers to the questions on page 185. They should
begin to realize that the aluminum has special properties that cause it to respond
to heat diffe ntly from the paper.- Some children may want,to know more about how
the pointer ved. (See Background Information: T-330, T-334). ,

DESIRED LEANING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe the effect of
position on the direction of movement of a paper pointer.

*************************************************&**********4***********************t*
45.

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Mystery Movers
Page T-338/S-188 Find the Pointers (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Describing evidence of energy transfer in a system.
2. Identifying heat as the form of energy involved in the interaction.
3. Identifying the sun and a light as heat sources and thus energy givers

in the systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials textbook
student answersheet

TEACHING 6UGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having the children look at page 188. Explain that the pic-

tures are similar to those on 184. They represent overhead views of pointer set
ttps and include the paper pointers (shown in red). Point out the labels under
the pictures and explain that they tell where each set up was located when it was

drawn.

2. Pass-out the student answersheet. Ask each question, changing the language if
necessary. Have the students answer each question on their answersheet.

3. To make sure that the children fully underitand the idea of motion caused by heat
energy and what the energy givers are, ask them to tell how they know energy is
involved in the system, to name the energy giver in each picture, and to describe

'what kind of energy makes the pointers move. (The movement of the pointers shows

that energy is transferred. The energy givers are as follows: top picture - light
or bulb; second picture - none; third picture - the sun; bottom picture - the sun.

Heat energy makes the pointers move. The energy givers are all sources of heat.)

4. When the children have finished, collect their papers and discuss the answers with

them. 4

5. If a child correctly answers most of the questions, you may assume that he or she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and, is ready to go on to the next

cluster.
*************************************************************4************************
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Unit 3 Interaction and Energy

Part C Looking for Energy, Lesson Cluster 3C-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE'

r

Page
.

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title ', .

Teaching Time
Suggested-

1-344 /Introduction Light Is Energy 30-35 min.
T-345 60evelopment Light and Color 15-20 min. .

T-346 Development Mirrors 30-35 min.
T-348 Development Find the Changes .25-30 min.

T-350 Development Light Stoppers 35-45 min.
T-351 'Application Using Light Energy 25-35 min.
T-352 Evaluation All About Light

)1 15-20 min.

. .

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the materials list on page T-341 -
- flashlights . .

,- candle/matches
A - lamp

. a solar cell .

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VIII, Moving and Mixing is appropriate for
. use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Light Energy
Page T-344/S-189 Light is Energy (30-35 in.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of light as a form of ener and to provide practice
in identifying sources of light.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - pictures used in B-1 Intro-
duction lesson

- flashlight
- candles and matches
- lamp

-'title for bulletin board
Light Energy (Note: this
bupetin board w* I be

developed and ad
tg, throughout the Clus-
ter.)

Language Cards/Key Signs
a flashlight

/a lamp
a candle
light energy

Identification Cards

Bulletin Board-Section 1

Place the title at the top of the bulletin board. Have a student copy the list
of objects from this lesson on a piece of paper. Make a subtitle Objects That Make
Light - place this and the list' on the bulletin board.

NOTE: Do not use the text on page 189. Use the picture only.
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BackgroUnd Information - Light is a form of energy. Light is both absorbed and
reflected by an object. You can see only light that is reflected. Although light
can be seen, the concept of light as energy may be difficult for some children.
The lespns in.this cluster should help them understand how light affects objects
and people's perceptions of objects:

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Display the pictures of forms of energy, for review. Ask the children which form
is represented in each picture. Tell the children that the next lessons will be
on light energy.

2. Place the objects noted in'Advance Preparation on a table in front of the class.
Have the children name the objects. Discuss each object and its energy form.
Allow the children to turn the objects on/off. Light the candle for them.

3. ''Have them look at the picture on page 189. Ask the children to name the objects
that produce light. Write the names of the objects on the board. Encourage the
children to think of other objects which produce light, add them to the list.

4. .Conclude'the lesson by reminding the children that light is energy and without it
they could not see.

r
DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify sources of light

energy and explain how light energy enables people to see
objects.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Light Energy
Page T-345/S-190 Light and Color (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: lo develop the concept of absorption and reflection of difference colors of
light by objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - several prisms
- flashlight with spot
bean or filmstrip pro-
jector

- piece of white construc-
tion paper

- piece of red,'yellow,
blue, green, orange,
vidlet, black, colored
paper
colored chalk

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a prism
an energy giver
an energy receiver
to absorb
to reflect

Identification Cards

1. Display the prisms on a table. Ask the children if they know what they are for.
Tell them that they will find out something about light.
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2. Take out the filmstrip projector and/or flashlight. Pass out the prisms. Turn
the most of the lights out in the room. Let the children use the prisms. Give
assistance when' necessary. It may be necessary for you to adjust the distances
between the light source and prism and paper before the color image is in focus.

3. When the children have seen the spectrum,-turn on the lights. Have them list the
colors, in order. Write them on the board. Explain to the children that light is
made up of these colors. Then ask, why don't we see all of the colors when we look
at objects.,

4. Have the children look at page 190. Read the first paragraph to the class. Then
show them a piece of red paper. Ask them why they. see the paper as red. Remind
them that light is made of many colors. If they develop a correct response, dis-.
cuss it. If not, then explain that some colors go into the paper and some comp
back out of it to our eyes.

5. To make this concept clearer, use the colored chalk on the board. .Show that the
i

spectrum of colors goes to the red paper, but only the red color is reflected.
Write the words absorbed and reflected on the board, and explain them as you draw
the picture.

Hold up a piece-of blue paper. Ask why we see blue. Discuss their answers. Make
sure they name all of the absorbed colors. Encourage them to use the proper words
(absorVreflec:1-).,,Do this with several other pieces. oA,paper: ,Have them identify
the energy giver/receiver.

7. Show the class a piece of black paper and white paper. AslOghy they see black/
white. Discdss their answers. Ask the children why dark colored clothes are
warmer on a sunny day than light colored clothes.

8. Discuss the questions-on page 190:

9. Bulletin Board - Section 2. Have a child color a picture of the spdctrum and label
the colors. Place this sentence below the picture. Lioltt is made of many colors.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME The children should be able to explain the terms absorbed
and reflected and describe colors objects absorb and reflect.

***********************4****************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 'Lesson ClUster 3C-3 Light Energy
Page T -356/S -191 Mirrors (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that mirrors reftect light energy in a way that images
can be seen and to provide practice in identifying other objects that also
reflect images.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials flexible mirrors (or heavy-
duty aluminum foil) one
for each student

- magnifier
- bulletin board - place
a small mirror on the
bulletin board. Dis-
play the subtitle Mirrors
Reflect Light above the
mirror.
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Lahguage Cards/Key Signs
a mirror
(an image)*
to reflect
to absorb

*Depending on language
level of students.
Identification Cards



Background Information Objects with very shiny,smooth surfaces, such as Mirrors,
pools of still water, and polished metals, reflect images when they reflect light.
If a surface is rough or even slightly textured (as seen through a magnifier) it ,

does not reflect an image. 'Instead, the color, shape, and texture of the surface.
is seen. Surfaces that seem smooth, such as a sheet of paper, do not reflect images
because the surface snot smooth at all when examined through a magnifier.
A smooth surface must also be flat for an undistorted image to be seen. Reflec-

tions from "fun house" mirrors and curved shiny objects, such as polished spoons,
are distorted because the surfaces are curved, not flat.,

If your children teed Level 2 of this program, they studied properties of sur-
faces (in Unit 7). If not, yob may wish to introduce the concept that surfaces
can be rough or smooth.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS>

'la Arrange the children in pairs and give each pair a magnifier, a sheet of unlined
white paper, and two mirrors. Review the terms reflected and absorbed.

2. Ask the children what they have recently learneljapout white objects and light
energy, (white objects reflect most of the lighttrergy that strikes them). Write

this on the chalkboard. Then askthe children what they know about mirrors and
light energy from the previous lesson (Mirrors reflect most of the light energy
that strikes them.) Write this on the chalkboard, also.

3. Ask;the children whatc^property white objects and mirrors have in common (both
mirrors and white objects reflect most of the light that strikes them). Tell

them that they will now learn why they see an image when they looik in a mirror
and why the do not see one when they look at a piece of white paper.

4. Remind the children that last year they may have studied surAaces. One property
of surfaces is that they may be rough or smooth. Point out that sometimes' a sur-
face appears smooth, but when it is examined through a magnifier bumps and ridges
can be seen.

5. Tell the children to look at the surfaces of the mirror and white sheet of paper
(through the magnifier) and decide whether they are rough or smooth (The mirror
has a smooth surface; the paper has a rough surface.) Summarize by writing on
the chalkboard another property of surfaces: Smooth surfaces reflect images rough
surfaces may reflect light but do not reflect images.

6. Have the children open to page 191. Have them read the directions for the mirror
experiment. Have them work with the mirrors as instructed. Provide assistance as

necessary.

7. Discuss the children's observations with them. Ask them what their reflections in
the mirrors indicate (the mirror has a smooth surface and reflects almost all the
light energy that strikes it). Then ask the children to explain what happens to
light energy when they use two mirrors to look at their backs. (Light energy is

reflected from a child's back to the mirror behind the child. It is then reflected
from this mirror to the mirror in front of the child.

8. Have the children read the next set of directions. (With assistance) Have them
follow the directions. Tell them not to bend the mirrors too much.
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9. Ask what happened when 'the children
bent the mirrors -in and out (The images appeareddistorted.). Ask if anyone can explaim the distorted image. (A smooth surface

must be completely flat -for an undistorted image to be seen.) Collect all mirrors.

10. Discuss other objects that are like mirrors. Have the children look at the picture.
Discuss the idea of reflection. Have the children answer the question.

11. Conclude the lesson by asking th children to explain how the mirrors in a "fun
house"-work. (They are curve in many ways so the images appear distorted.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify and exRlain'pro-
perties of mirrors and other objects that reflect images.

********************:******************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Liqat Energy
Page T-348/S-192' Find the Changes (25 -30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that a flat mirror reflects an image that is identi-
cal, but is the reverse of the actual object.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Take the words from page
192 (and other words) and
write them on cards.

Make one set for each
pair of students.

Daper,Cunlined)
bulletin board - Sec-
tion 4 Have a sentence

written.in "mirror writing" -h e a title, "Can
you read this?" Have a mirror near the bulletin

Language Cards/Key Signs
a mirror
symmetrical

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

board.

1. Ask the children to sit in pairs. Pass out a set of cards and two mirrors to each
child. Ask them to look at the words using the mirror. Do not tell them what they
will find. While the children are working, encourage them to classify the words
that are the same and different when -0.en in a mirror.

2. Have the children look at,page 192. They will notice that the words are similar,
Discuss what they have found. List on the board, in two columns, the words that
were the same and, those that were different.

3. Encourage them to make a generalization about flat mirrors. (A flat mirror reflects
the reverse image.)

4. As suggested in question 4, encourage the children to experiment with other words
to try to find some that look the same in a mirror."Tistribute paper, pencils, and
rulers. Have the children write the words in large capital letters on a sheet of
unlined paper and draw a line above each word. Provide help in choosing words, as
necessary. Some that look the same in a mirror are BOX, BIKE, BOB, DOCKi,. BIB,
DECK, OX, BED, KICK, DICK, CHICK, CHECK, HI, CODE, and OK.

1-2o
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5. You may wish to review (or introduce) the concept of symmetry as an extension of
the questions. Point out that symmetrical objects look the same in a"mirror.

6. You may want to further extend this leSson by suggesting that the children place
the mirrors to the sides of capital letters they have written, and discuss the
results. Ask them to find letters that look the same in the mirror from this angle
(A, H, I, M, 0, T, U?V, W, X, Y). Ask which ones look the same when a mirror
placed above them, but not to the side (B, C, D, E, K). The children should real-
ize that objects may be symmetrical in different ways.

7. For interested children, you may want to suggest that they write messages that can
be introduced only by placing the mirror next to them. Provide examples (The sen-
tences and letters should be written backwards). These messages can be placed on
the bulletin board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to explain the differences be-
tween an object and its image reflected in the mirror.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Light Energy
Page 7-350/S-194 Light Stoppers (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that light energy can pass through certain objects
and not others.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Material's ."?

Prepare 12 pieces of cardboard (2 for each group of
5 children), 23 cm by 30.5 cm (9 in. by 12 in.). Use
Thin, sturdy cardboard. Cut a small, vertical opening,
1 cm by 3 cm (0.4 in. by 1.2 in.) in the center of 6
pieces. Obtain 12 soft wooden blocks, 23 cm by 7.6
cm by 5.x cm (9 in. by 3 in. by 2 in.), to serve as
stands for the pieces of cardboard. Tack the edge of
each piece to a wooden block as shown on page 194. Set up the solid cardboard
and the cardboard with the hole for each group as shown. The solid cardboard serves
as a screen, while the piece with the hole narrows the light to a small beam. The
flashlight should be held so that its light shines through the opening onto the
screen.

Language Cards/Key-Signs
(those objects used in
lesson.)

to pass through

Identification Cards

Gather a variety of objects as suggested on page 194. You might want to include
some that will produce interesting patterns, such as old lace, doilies, or other
fabrics.

Draw a chart on the chalkboard with three columns containing eadings Object,
Lets Light Through, Does Not Let Light Through, for use during- lesson.

In addition to the above you will need bulletin board sec-
student worksheet - of the chart,
one for each child
change: make one set of materials for
each pair of students

Bulletin Board - Section 6
Have a child copy the chart on°Objects That Let Light Throughhand Objects That Do
Not: Label each list and place on blackboard. Display apparatus. and materials on
.a table under the bulletin board.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Display the objects that will be used for the lesson. Have the children name each
object. Point to the word on the chart as it is named. Explain the other headings
on the chart.

2. Set up one set of equipment. Show the children how to use the set up. Explain .

that they must place a check in the appropriate box on their chart.

3. -Pass out the materials. Have the children set them up. Check each pair of childrep,
Pass out all of the test materials.

4. Darken the room and demonstrate how to shine light through the hole onto the screen,
and how to test the objects. Have the children record their results on their papers.

5. Have the children discuss their observations by answering the numbered questions on
page 194. You may wish to 'summarize their results on the chalkboard.,

...DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify objects that allow
light energy to pass through and objects that do not.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Light Energy
Page T-351/S-195 Using Light Energy (25-35 min.)

'PURPOSE: To apply the concept of light energy to practical uses of light.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials variety of magazines
catalogues and news-
papers that contain
various uses of light
find out whether there
are any buildings
with solar heating
in the vacinity of
your school

- 'scissors for each child
- Bulletin Board (see #5)

Language Cards/Key Signs
solar energy

Identification Cards

- a solar cell connected to something (optional)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1, Pass out the magazines and newspapers. Tell the children that they are to find uses
of light: Before they start to look for pictures, have each child, name one use.
give assistance while they are working. Include magazines with pictures about
solar energy. If the students do not cut them out, then you do, and explain them
to the class.

2. Have each child show and explain his or her pictures to the class you explain any
pictures you have found.

3. Have the children look at page 195. Discuss each picture. Write the words solar
energy on the board. Discuss the concept. Show the students the solar cell if you
can get one. Show them how the object works on solar energy.
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4. If there are any buildings with solar heating in the neighborhood, mention this
to the children. You may want to take them to see the buildings. Have the chil-
dren observe other Lies of light as they walk there.

5.* Place their pictures on the bulletin boar'd under the subtitle "Uses of Light
Energy."

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to descri6e several practical
_uses of light energy.

EVALUATION:, Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Light Energy
Page T-352/S-196 All About Light (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following objet=
tives:

1. Identifying the colors of light that an object absorbs and reflects.
2. Describing reflections in mirrors.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials textbook
mirrors for each student
student answersheet

CHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. 'Pass out the mirrors and answer sheets, Have the students look at page 196..

2. Read each question to the class. Have them write their answers on the answersheet.

3. When all of the children have completed their work, discuss their answers.

4. If a child correctly answers the questions correctly, you may assume that he/she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

5. As a final review of the cluster, discuss each section of the bulletin board.
**************************************************************************************
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Lever 3 Unit 4 Population Interaction

Part A Interactions-Within a Population, Lesson Cluter 4A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title .

Teaching Time,
Suggested

- ,

T-362 Introduction Interacting Organisms '20-35 min.

T-363 Development Helpful Interactions 20-25 min.'

T-365 Develqpment Some AnimalS' Fight 20-30 min.

T-366 Development Animals on the Move 20-25 min.

T-368 Application
.

People on the Move 15-20 min.

T-369 Evaluation Many interactions 15-20 min.
6

\---

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the Materials list on page T-359:
-pictures of various animals (interacting, fighting, migrating)

.A -teacher-made map of North America .

,

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction in a Population, is
appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Interactions

Page 1-362/S-k99 Interacting Organisms (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the term organism and the concept of interaction between
organisms.

PREREQUISITES:- Observation of interacting organisms.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Interaction has previously

keen defined as what happens when objects do something
to each other,, or the action that produces change in
one or more objects. In this unit the definition is
expanded to apply to living objects. Organisms inter-

act both when they do something to each other and when
they do something together (cooperate). Cooperation
usually involves communication, often without physical

contact between organisms. Communication is considered

a part of interaction. Interaction between organisms

Language Cards/Key Signs
organism
a plant
an animal
interaction

Identification Cards
an organism
a plant
an animal

may produce change in one or more of them, but often it
does not.
The term organism usually includes microorganisms in addition to plants and

animals. However, the definition on page 199 is simplified for the chiicir .

Materials -Begin this unit by visiting a zoo or pet store, or both. Have the

students observe the interactions between animals and record them by
taking a photograph or by writing down information.

-Have various pictures of organisms interacting. Mount these on heavy

cardboard. These could be displayed at-the completion of the lesson.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

NOTE': Before this unit is begun, take a trip as stated above or bring organisms
into the classroom for the students to observe. Choose a few representative
organisms to st4dy. Begin to make a mural with a picture of each organism.
As this clusterleis continued, this chart will also be developed.

CHART (Mural)
(A-1)

Organ i sms

.

.1

0

'

1. Write the word interaction on the board. Show the students pictures of inter-
actingiprganisms. Have them discuss how these animals are interacting. Relate
these pictures to the trip or animals observed previously.

2. Have the students look at page 199. Write the word organism on the board. Ex-
plain its meaning. Ask the students if they can point to the organisms on that
page, and in some of the pictures which you have shown.

3. Read and explain the text to the students. Ask the question at the end of the
page.

4. Review the concepts of interaction and organisms.
4

5. 'Display the pictures and vocaburary used on a bulletin board.

6. Place certain organisms on the large mural (chart) and discuss them.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to explain-the term organism
and describe' examples of interation between organisms.

***********************************************************************************x**

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Interactions
Page T-363/S-200 Helpful Interactions (20-25 min'.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of population and to develop the concept of inter-
action between members of one population; using examples of cooperation
(helpful interaction).

PREREQUISITES: Previous experience observing interactions.between.pets or animals
in the classroom.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: If your children used Level 2 of this program, they
studied the concept of population (in Unit 4). If not, you should spend some
-time teaching this concept, as it is essential that the children fully understand
it before they attempt the lesSons in the rest of this unit.
A population is.a group of organisms of the same species (kind) living in the

same place. When naming population, particular kinds must be stated, rather than
categories. For example, it is incorrect to say "the population of trees-in the
park" because there may be more than one kind of tree there. One must instead
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refer to the "population of sugar maples" or the "population of red oaks."

Interaction within'a population consists of any interaction between members of
the same population. This cluster introduces various animal behaviors as exam-
ples of this concept. Interactions within pla"nt populations are not covered in
Part A because they are too complex for children at this level.

Interaction between animals in a population are usually helpful in that they
contribute toward trte health and safety of the participants, the production of
healthy offspring, and the learning of survival skills by young animals. The
interactions studied in Part A usually contribute toward the survival of popu-
lations (species) as groups.

The term helpful interactions in this lesson refers to peaceful, cooperative
behaviors that may occur among members of a population. Cooperative betr_svior

Usually permits a population to perform necessary functions that may nof be,
possible for any one member to accomplish alone. For example, helpful (coopera-
tive) interactions, enable some animals to maintain healthy skin (grooming inter-
actions), to secure appropriate shelter (home-building interactions), to obtain
food (group-hunting interactions), to produce offspring (ritualized courtship
behaviors), to care for young (parent-offspring interactions), and to avoid
enemies (giving warning signals). _

Aggressive interactions (the opposite of cooperative behaiors) are covered in
the next lesson. Aggression, too, can be helpful for the survival of the indi-
vidual (keeping or seizing a feeding territory, for example) and for the survival
of the species (protecting the young; for example).

Materials -Collect a variety of-pictures-of popula-
tions of organiSms. Mount these on heavy
cardboard, to be displayed at the comple-
tion of the lesson.
-Place the word populations on the chart,
and find pictures of populations on these
representative Organisms.

-A transparency or chart with the title Population of Organisms.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a population
helpful wayS'

to play
to clean

1. Begin the lesson by showing the pictures of various populations. Ask the students
what is the same in each picture. (The type of organisms are the, same.)

2. Write the word population on the board. Ask the students if they know what that
word means. Explain the word to the students, using the pictures to reinforce
what is being said.

Emphasize that a population is a group of the same kind of organisMs riving in
the same place. Ask the students to list some examples of populations. Write
these on the transparency. Make sure they list kinds rather than categories (for
example, 'mosquitoes' rather than insects). Encourage the students to name plant
populations as well as animal populations.

4. Have the students look at page 200. Write the,title of the,lesson on the board.
Ask the students how these organisms are helping each other.

5. Read and explain the text to the students. Ask the questions at the bottom of
the page. Discuss their answers. Encourage the students to think in terms of
helpful human interactions as well as interactions among other animals. Examples'
might include interactions between doctor and patient, teacher and students, etc.
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6. Display the pictures used in the lesson, with a title of Populations of Organisms.
The'information on the transparency_ could also be copied on a piece of chart paper

, and displayed in the classroom. 41.

7. Place the pictures of the representative populations on the mural and discuss them
\with the class.

DESIRED-LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to explain tte term population
and describe helpful (cooperative) interactions between
members of a population.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 InteractinsN
Page T-365/S-201 Some Animals Fight (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of interaction betWeen members of one population by
studying aggressive interactions.

PREREQUISITES: Observation of animals fighting, either pets, classroom animals or
animals at the zoo.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
packground Information: Sometimes members of a popula-
tion, who may show cooperative behavior in many ways,
appear to fight. These Aggressive interactions are
usually associated with_terLitoriality (protection of
-mating, nesting, and feeding territories) and social
hierarchy (dominance). Dogs guard theirAterritories
from other dogs, mice protect their litters from other
mice, and chickens have a pecking or er.
Many aggressive interactions betwe members of a population appear to be fights

when in actuality they are only threw eninD movements. These ritualized inter-
actions usually intimidate one opponent into fteeing. Threatening movements
enable an animal to try to get what it wants (or keep what it has) often without

. actually fighting or risking physical injury. However, the children may have
observed fights in domestic animals, such as dogs and cats, that have resulted in
injury. Any aggressive interaction is referred to as "fighting" in this lesson,
to simplify the concept.

, Language Cards/Key Signs
to fight
to harm
a sea gull
a stickleback
fighting

The,fish shown on page 201 are sticklebacks. Unlike other fish species that
leave the hatching of their eggs to chance, th male stickleback builds a nest

I in the sand and cares for the eggs and, later the young. He drives off allnt
Lintrifars-7-including other sticklebacks (eve the mother), until the young fAsh

<ry cafe survive on their own.

Materiqs -Collect pictures of animals fi ting. Mount these on heavy cardboard.
-Continue the chart by adding t e title Fighting. Find pictures to
include or have the students draw pictures.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Show the students pictures of the animals fighting. Ask the students what is
happening in the pictures. Also ask them why they think it is happening.

2. Have the students look at page 201. Read the text to them and .xplain as you

go along. Tell them the names for the organisms in the pictu es. Write these
names on the board.
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a
3. Have the students observe the pictures and describe what they see.

4. Ask the questions at the bottom-of the page. Discuss their answers.

L

5. Discuss the fighting behavior of the organisms that you have listed on the chart.
If no pictures are available of fighting behavior, have the students draw pic-
tures for the chart.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify fighting inter-
actions within a population and reasons why animals fight.

*************************************************************4************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Interactions
Page T-366/S-202 Animals on the Move (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: . To further develop the concept of interaction within a population by
studying migration in different populations. ,

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: The periodic movement of a
population back and forth between one place and another
is called migration. Many familiar migratory patterns
occur twice a year and appear to be seasonal, changing.
with temperature and light conditions. Migratory birds
are familiar examples. They leav'e0an area and return
at predictable times. Other examples of migration
occur in Alaskan fur seals, sea turtles, eels, salmon
and other fish, and many insects (such as monarch
butterf l Los).

. Migration helps populations survive by allowing them
to move to areas of good food supply, and by allowing
them to move' to the best areat for breeding and
raising young.

Migration is an interaction between members of a pop-
ulation in which they communicate and cooperate (do
something together) without doing something to each
other.

Materials -Have a large map of North America to display
in the room. It would be best to make your
own map, without any labels, and then place
the labels on the map.as the lesson pro-
gresses.

-Collect pictures of animals that migrate.
Mount these on heavy cardboard.

Language Cards/Key Signs
spring

winter
fall

*simmer .

to, migrate

a group
a population
a place

Canada
a reindeer
a whale
North America
California
Alaska
a forest
a coast

Identification Cards
Canada
North America
Ca4ifornia-
an ocean
a coast

(These labels will be
used on a map.)

-Make cutouts of reindeer and whales that can
be placed on the map during the lesson.
-Using a ditto, make copies of the map, two for each student.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1.°'Ask the students if they know what happens to some animals in the winter time.
Ask them if they see various birds, etc! during the winter months. Discuss the
possible reasons for their disappearance.
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2. Have the students look at pages 202-203. Write the words move - migration on
the board. Also display the map of North America.

3. Read through the text with the students. Explain each concept as they occur.
When talking about each plate on the map, place the appropriate label on it.
After you have explained about the reindeer, have a student take a reindeer
cutout and show the movement.

4. Read through the information about the whale. Label the map and have the stu-
dents shOw the movement of thq whales, using the cutouts.

5. Have the students answer the questions on page 233. Discuss their answers.

6. To review the map, remove all of the labels and have the students replace them.
Also have them place the cutouts of the animals on the map for one season and
then the other.

7. Pass out the ditto copy of the maps, two to each student. Ask them to label one
summer and one winter. Then ask them to draw the positions of the two animals
during these seasons. They can also label the areas on t )ie map.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to explain that some popula-
tions interact by moving in groups arid describe how this
helps the populations survive.

****************************************************************)**********************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Interactions
Page 7-368/S-204 People on the Move (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply to people the concept of migration as an interaction between
members of one population.

PREREQUISITES: 'Use of the map of North America, and study about Eskimos.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: Despite harsh conditioAs,
Eskimos live in the northern-most part of North America.
They survive in the severe environment by hunting ani-
mals that supply them with food, fuel, clothing, 'and
tools. The Eskimos move in response to the migratory
patterns of the animals they depend on. In winter,
when the reindeer migrate south from the tundra to the
forests, the Eskimos travel from the tundra to the far
north to hut walruses and seals that migrate there.
In spring, he reindeer go back north to the tundra and
the Eskimos move back south to the tundra to hunt them.

Other groups of people who move in response to food
supply are the Bedouins, who travel in the desert, and
shepherds, who alternate between high mountain pastures in summer and warmer low-
lands in winter. Other people move in differe1t seasons for economic reasons.
Migrant farm workers in the United States, for example, move where the crops are
in season. In India and Pakistan, a peasant may migrate to'the city to work,
leaving the family in the village. Periodically, the peasant returns to the
village with money and goods. Families in North America often move when a parent
is transferred or gets a job in another city.

Language Cards/Key Signs
an Eskimo
a seal

a walrus
a reindeer

Identification Cards
Alaska
Canada.
the Pacific Ocean
the Arctic Ocean
Hudson Bay
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Materials -Use the same map as in the previous lesson, but remove the labels
and animals.

-Ditto maps of North America for the student, two each.
-Cutout pictures of seals, walruses, anal Eskimos.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students look at page 204. Display the map and have the labels and
cutouts ready.

2. Read the text to the students. Use the map and labels to explain as you go
through the information.

3. Xsk the students to place the cutout picturtes on the map first for summer, then
for winter.

4. Remove the labels from the map and have the students put them on again.

5. Ask one student to explain the.migration of the Eskimos, another the walrus,
another the reindeer.

. Pass out the ditto maps, two to each student. Ask them to label one summer and
one winter. Have them draw the positioris of the Eskimos, seals, walruses, and
reindeer. Have them label these and label the parts of the map.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Tbe children should be able to describe an example of
human migration and explain reasons people migrate.

************************************************************4*************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Interactions
Page T-369/S-205 Many Interactions (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Describing evidence of interaction between organisms in a population.
2. Identifying ways animals in a population interact.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -make student answer sheets

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students look at page 205. Discuss the names
of the animals in'each picture. Review the vocabulary.

2. Pass out the answer sheet to each student. Ask each question, paraphrasing
where necessary, and have them write tneir answers on the answer sheet.

Language Cards/Key Signs
cleaning
fighting

playing

interacting

3. When the students have completed their answers, discuss them.

4. You may wish to ask the children to describe other examnles of interaction within
a population, such as feeding, cleaning, or migrating.

5. If a child correctly answers all of the questions, you may assume that he or she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
c'l uster.

*************************************1********************s*****************************
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Level 3 Unit 4'Population Interaction

Part A Interactions Within a Population, Lesson Cluster 4A-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T7375

T-374
1-380

T-381

Development
Introduction
Application

-Evaluation

A Mous Home
Anim s That Build Homes
Peo le Build Homes
Building Homes

40-45 min.
k 20-25 min.

25-30 min.
15-20 min.

NOTE: The first lesson is the development lesson, the introduction comes
- An Aunt Home has been omitted.

. .

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to Materials List on page T-371
pictures of animals homes and people homes

second.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Home-Buildi-ng Interactions'
Page T-375/S-207 A Mouse Home (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of home-building interactions through observation of
nest building in mice. Lesson (2b) may be done instead of this lesson
both may be done. f#

a
BACKGROUND I NFORMAT I ON:

Mice are active nest builders. If they are given suitable materials, they will
build a nest, even if a pregnant female is not h the cage. Mice use their nests
for sleeping, hiding, and raising young. Since mice like dark places for sleeping
and hidtng, they may take advantage of the inverted cardboard box and build their
nest in it. If.this happens, lift the box gently to observe the nest, being care-
ful not to disturb it. Replace the box when observation is finished. Keep in mind
that the nest, not the cage, is the "mouse home." The cage is the environment in
which the mice build their home.

Mice are easy to care for but should be handled gently. The more they are handled,
however, the tamer they become. The children should be taught correct handling and
the proper way to approach ,the mice to avoid frightening them and to prevent being
bitten.

Be sure to change the bedding (sawdust or shavings) and clean the cage regularly.
Also change the play objects periodically for variety. Do not place the cage near
drafts or in direct sunlight. Keep the food dish filled with more than the _mice
need. A mouse eats about 5 g (weighing 0.2 oz.) of food per day.

Keep a reference on hand for further information. Inexpensive guides for care of
small animals can be found in most pet shops. Libraries also can provide good re-
ferences. One excellent animal-care guide is Animal Car From Protozoa to Small
Mammals by Barbara Orlans, Addison-Wesley, Menlo Park, lifornia, 1977. You may
wish to appoint a "Mouse Patrol" to take turns caring f r the mice and post a
tchedule of duties for the children to follow.
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Mice are curious and playful animals. They are sure to delight your children.
At the end of the year, you will probably have several anxious volunteers to care
for the class pets over the summer. Before you give the mice to children to take
home, make sure that their interest in caring for them is genuine, that they have
the proper equipment, that they have no cats at home, and that they have their
par:wits' permission.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

Note: Use all female or all male mice for the house.

1. See Teacher's Manual - Advance Preparation.
2.. Make a chart with the labels listed under

identification cards, and the objects listed.
Make the labels removeable so that the students
can place the label next to the appropriate ob-
ject, as vocabulary practice.

3. Make a chart listing the steps in making a
mouse home. Use language which your students
can read.

4, Have a large sheet of chart paper ready.

*Display the objects tcbe included in the home.

TEACHING'SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a mouse
mice

cardboard
cotton
a home

Identification Cards
a mouse
cotton
a box
a stick
cedar chips
an exercise wheel

1. Display the mouse home on a table in front of the class.* Display the chart of the'
various objects, Have tFie labels ready. As you discuss each object, place the
label next to it on the chart.

2. Ask the students to look at page 207. Display the cnart listing the directions for
making the mouse home. Have the students read the directions and do each thing.

Explain your rules for the care and handling of mice. Demonstrate the proper method
for picking up a mouse and caution the children not to pick one uo finless it is

really necessary. Yob may want to post your rules in the room or write them on the
chalkboard as a reminder. Place the mice in the cage and have the children observe
their behavibr as the mice explore their new environment.

4. Explain to the students that they will be observing the mouse home every day ano
that they will be writing down what they see.

5. Take the largi sheet of chart paper and write these titles: Interactions With Ob-
jects, Changes in Cage, and Food Eaten. Each day, observe the mouse home and ask
the students note the changes. Then you write these changes on the chart,
dating each entr

6. After about a week, tl'eve the children discuss thenswers to thelquestions, using
the observations recorded on the large chart.

7. Asi, the children to na e other animals which build homes. This will lead into the
next lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe home building and
other interactions in a population of mice.

**********************************.********************************-******************
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INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4A.1.:2 Home-Building Interactions
Page T-374/S-206 Animals That Build Homes (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept that animals build homes.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials

i. Display the mouse home, to be referred to during
the lesson.

2. Collect pictures of animals and their homes.
Continue the mural started in Cluster A-1 by

. adding the title Homes and adding pictures of
homes of the representative organisms.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
an object
building a home
a beaver
a gannet
a home

-Identification Cards

1. show the students pictures of animals and their homes.
Discuss each picture with the students,'placing special emphasis on the materials
of the homes.

2. Have the students look at oage.206. Read the text to them and explain it.

3. After you explain that'the animals interact with objects, return to the pictures
shown previously and ask the students which objects each animal used.

4. On the board, make a list of the animals and the objects interacted with.

5. Discuss the pictures on page 206 in the same way. Use the questions as a guide
for discussion.

OESIHED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to name objects that an
0
imals

interact with when building their homes.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Home-Building Interactions
cage T-380/S-210 ,People Build Homes (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To aooly to people the concept of home-building interactions.

PREREQUISITES: Study of homes, possibly during a Social Studies Lesson.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

1, Collect pictures of a wide variety of homes. Mount
14-rem on heavy cardboard. Label each picture.

2. Prepare a bulletin board with the title Home

Building Interactions. The-pictures of animal
and people homes will be Placed here after the
lesson is completed.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
a farm house
an dportment
an adobe pueblo

Identification Cards
(Labels for homes in
Pictures you have
colleefed
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the students where people live. Show them the various pictures of people -
homes. Discuss each ohe. Include in the discussion the objects that people.
interacted with to make the home.

2. Have the students look at page 210. Read the text to them. Discuss each picture
and the tiuestions on that page. Use thd questions to stimulate class discussion
of home building by people.

3. When the children consider different places where homes are found, emphasize that
they should describe general geographic areas (the city, the suburbs, the country,
the desert) rather than name specific places (New York Ontario, Arizona). Help

the children determine the relationship between type of home and environment. For
'example, the availability of materials,and technology in a particular area may be
reflected in the kind of structure built there. Also, population density and other
buildings may affect the type of home built.

4. Point out that unlike other animals, most people in developed countries do not build
their own homes. Other people build the homes.for them. In less develleed areas,
however, people often do build their own homes.

5. Have the children discuss the numbered questions.

6. Arrange the pictures from the lesson on the bulletin board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe home-building inter-
, actions of people and kinds of homes people build.

***************************************************4************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster-4A-2 Home-Building Interactions
Page T-381/S-211 Building Homes (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: 1. Identify homes built by certain. animals.

2. Describe the Objects that animals interact with to build the home.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

1. Choose five pictures of animals and their homes
used in the Introduction Lesson.

2. Make a student answersheet as follows:

2.

3.

4.

5.

Organism Home' Objects Used

Language Caf-ds/Key Signs
(names of organism used
in lesson)

Identification Cards

NOTE: Do not use the page from the textbook., These organisms were pever discussed pre-

.. viously and thus would be confusing to the students. Use only those pictures on
animals that have been used in previous lesson.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Pass out 'the student answersheet and explain how it is to be filled out.

2. Show each picture and have the students write their answers in the appropriate
spaces. These five pictures can be displayed on the board. Write the name of the
organism under the picture.

3. As the students are working, check their work and hei with anyi*vOCabulary or
spelling problems.

4. After the students have completed their work, take each picture t41d discuss theanswers.

**************************************************************************************

A
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Level 3-Unit'4 Population Interaction

Part A Interactions Within a Population, Lesson Cluster 4A-3 *j

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page i. Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

1-387
T-386
T-590
T- 1

T-39

Development
introduction

..

Development
Application
Evaluation

A Mouse Family
Caring for Young
On Their Own
Children's Needs
Different Young Animals

45-50 min.
20-25 mrn.
20-25 min.
20-25 min.
20-25 min.

NOTE: The first lesson is the development lesson, the introduction comes second.

B. MA ERLALS: See list on page T-383.

FI MSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction in a Population, is
.

appropriate for use in this unit.

._,

DEVELO MENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 Young and 014:N,nteract
Page T-387/S-213 A Mouse Family (45-50 min.)

"«4

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that sqe animals heed care from their parents
through observation of interactions between a mouse and her litter.

,LeSson (2b) may be done instea.,8 of this lesson, or both may be done.

ADVANC PREPARATION:
Ba kground I-Information: The mother mouse will most
li ely build the nest within the inverted box (nest box)
and give birth inside. In addition, the nest may be
somewhat buried in the bedding. As a result, you may
have to lift the nest box and even move aside bedding
in order.to see the litter and their interactions with
the mother. (The nest box was removed in the photo-
graph on .page 213 to show the litter with the mother.)
Try to do this with a minimum of disruption of the
mother and her young, since they should not be disturbed for the first ten days,.
Always replace the nest box when observation is finiShed. The young should not
be touched directly by anyone during this period, because the protective mother
may bite someone or eat..her young due to foreign odor on them. If the young

, must be handled later (to clean the cage) bedding should be rubbed on the hands to
pick up the-Mother's scent and to avoid transferring human odor to the young.
An average mouse litter consists of six to nine babies that are born hairless,

deaf, and blind. Record the birth date so you can keep track of their age. Hair

begins to appear at about 3 days, hearing begins at about 11 days and the babies
open 'their eyes and discover solid food at 14 days. The babies should be separated
from their mother when they are three to,four weeks old and the sexes should be
separated to prevent breeding. In giving away the young mice, follow the listed

Language Cards/Key Signs
a litter
a baby

to nurse
-milk

to mate
male
female-
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precautions on page T-376. For further information on care and handling of mice
and ways to determine sex, refer to an animal-care guide (available at pet stores
and in libraries). An excellent one is Animal Care From Protozoa to Small
Mammals by F. Barbara Orlans, Addison-Wesley, Menlo Park, California, 1977.

If mice are unavailable, you may use hamsters or other small rodents for this
lesson.

Materials: 1. Four weeks' previous to this lesso67-`purchase a male and a female
mouse: (Not the same used on the mouse house.) Make a cage for
them, as stated in the lesson on the mouse house. Keep them in
the classroom, but do not make specific reference to them until
the mouse house is developed. Then the students can also observe
interactions in this second mouse house. Discuss the sex of the
animals and mating behavior.

2. Modifications to mouse house for breeding - provide additional
bedding, remove exercise wheels, provide extra greens, and milk-
soaked bread to be continued when the mother is nursing. The
gestation period is 22-29 days. Before the babies are born, the
father should be removed from the cage.

3. Have a piece of chart paper ready.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Display the cage of mice on a table in front of the class. Explain the t4Jles for
observing the mouse and her litter and the reasons for the rules. You could post
the rules in the classroom.

2. Have the students look at page 213. Read the text to the students. Explain to
them what things they should be observing.

3. Take the chart paper. Write the following titles on it: Behavior of Mother and
Young, Interactions, Food Eaten By. Young. Explain to the class that they will be
observing the mice each day. You will write down their observations on the chart,
dating each entry.

4. After about .four weeks of observation (when the litter is weaned) have the students
discuss the questions on 213. Discuss the fact that mice are babies only for a
short time, as compared with humans. You could also discuss the life span of the
mouse.

5. Ask the children to predict what would hppen if the mother mouse did not care
for her young.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able toexplain.that young mice
need parental care and descrive how a mouse cares for
her young.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 Young and Old Interact
Page T-386/S-212 Caring for Young (20-25 min.)

RURPOSE: -7ointr.oduce the concept of caring for young as an example of interaction
between members of a population.

PREREQUISITES: ThS ability to match an adult animal with its young.
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- ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Materials - 1. Collect pictures of animals with their
young. Label the animals, Also write
a sentence to go with each picture
telling about one aspect_of care, e.g.
the mother is cleping the baby's fur.

2. Paper, for the students to write sen-
tences about the pictures.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
to care for
to feed

to protect
a monkey
a raccoon
to carry
young

1. Have the students look at page 212. Read the text to them, explaining how ani-
mals care for their young. Point out that caring for young is an example of
intraction within a populaztiOn.

2. No modification.

3. No modification.

4. No modification.

5. Show the pictures of the animals with their young. Discuss each picture and how
the adult is caring for the young.

6. Pass out paper to each student. Have the students choose one or two pictures.
Ask them to write a sentence about each picture. Display these in,the classroom
when completed.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to explain how members of some
populations care for their young.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 Young and Old Interact
Page T-390/S-215 On Their Own (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that some animals are independent of their parents
at birth.

PREREQUISITES: Experience with the development of frogs (egg, tadpole, frog).

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Materials: 1. Collect pictures of animals that take care

of themselves, and animals that need mo-
thering. Mount these on heavy cardboard.
Thes'e will be used for a bulletin board
at the end of this lesson.

2 If possible, collect frog eggs, or start
a population of mealworms.

3. Titles for the bulletin board, These
Animals Need Parents, These Animals Do
Not Need Parents. Place these on the
bulletin board before the start of the
lesson.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
a tortoise
a tadpole
a frog
(any other names of ani-
mals used in lesson)
to take care of

themselves



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students look at page 215. Read the text to them and explain the con-
cept. Discuss each of the pictures.

2. Have the. students answer the questions at the bottom of the page. Explain that
many young animals need no parental help; they are able to move about, feed them-
selves and find a place to live as soon as they are born.

3. Have the students read the titles on the bulletin board. Show them the pictui-es
of the animals. Have them label each animal and then place it in the appropriate
place on the bulletin board. Discuss the behavior/abilities of each animal 'as
they are placed on the board.

DESIRED LEARN)NG OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe some animals
that are independent of their parents at birth and explain
how they are able to survive on their own.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 Young and Old Interact

Page T-391/S-216 Children's Needs (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply to people the concept of caring for young as an interaction within
a population.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

r.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a child

children

1. Have the students look at page 216. Read the text to them.

2. Have the children look at the photographs and discuss the interactions shown in
each one.

3. Ask the children to suggest other et§tapi-es,of child-parent interaction and list
them on the chalkboard.

4. Have the children discuss the answers to the numbered questions on page 216. Asir

them what important skills their parents teach them. Make sure they understand
that the -teaching-learning process is also an interaction. Ask the children what
else their parents give them that is important but cannot be seen or measured
(love, affection, and attentiop are necessary for a child's healthy emotional
growth). 4-16

5. YQU might want to point out that human parents care for their children for a longer
time than any other animal. However, people usuallyAlve birth to only one, off-

spring at a time, while other animals more often have. multiple births. Also,

people have a longer life span 'than most other animals.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to describe how human parents
care for their children.

**************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 Young and Old Interact
Page T -393/S -217 Different Young Animals (20-25 min.>

PURPOSE: To evaluate the children's performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Distinguishing between animals that need care from their parents and

those that do not.
2. Describing how an animal interacts with its young.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Materials: 1. Remove ten pictures from the bulletin board of the last develop-

ment lesson.. Keep the labels on the pictures. Mix them up and
tape them to the board.

2. Make a student answersheet. It should include the following:
a. a chart for sorting animals into two groups, using titles from
bulletin board; b. a list of four'of thp animals that interact
with parents, with space for the student to explain how they
interact.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

NOTE: The textbook page should not be used for the evaluation. It could be used-as
a discussion to follow up the evaluation listed above.

1. Tape the pictures to the beard. Pass out the answer sheets. Explain how they are
to be filled out.

2. Help the students with any problems in'answering the questions.

3. When all of the students have completed their answers, discuss them.

4. As a further follow up to this cluster, have the students look at page 217. They
should Iliscuss the pictures and answer the questions as a,group.

5. If the student has correctly answered most of the questions, then you can assume
that he or she has completid the objectives for the cluster.

***************************************************************************************
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Level 3 Unit 4 Population Interaction

Part 8 Two Populations lnteradt, Lesson Cluster 48-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page ,Teaching Strategies Lesson Title-
Teaching-Time

Suggested

,

T-400

T-402
T-406
T-409

Introduction

°development

Application
.

Evaluation

. .

-Some Animals Eat Plants
,

Start an Aphid Population
vorite Foods

lc Interactions

20-25 min.

60-75 min.
50-60 min.
.20-25 min.

8. MATERIALS: -See list on pages T-396-397.
.

, .

a

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: _Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction in a Population is appro-
priate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 48-1 Plant-Eating Interactions
Page T-400/S-219 Some Animals Eat Plants (20-'25 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of eating as an interaction between two populations
and to introduce the concept of plant eater.

ADVANCE PREWATI'ON:
Background Information: Eating is the most obvious and
common form of interaction between- populations. Many

naimals eat only plants. These animals are known as
herbivores. Some. herbivores eat only particular plant
parts opproducts, such as sap, stems, fruits, seeds,-
leaves, and roots, rather than whole plants, Many

plant eaters are considered destructive and threaten
crops, 'trees, and flowers. Potato beetles are one
example. Other plant eaters are considered helpful.
The bee, for example, Wilinates flowers and makes
honey.

Materials -Collect Samples of organisms eating plants, -
such as woims,on corn, caterpillars loil,leaves,
etc., or collect pictures df these things.
-Make a display of the oFgaisms/pictures in the
class. The title for the display could be Do
these organisms eat plants?

Language Cards/Key Signs
to eat
Interaction
a population
a beetle
sheep
herbivore
an organism

Identification Cards
Labels ;For any organisms

or pictures Used in
lesson

'TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. .Begin the lesson by having the stud nts look at the picture on page 218. Discuss
the fact that there arAtwo populations there. Ask if the populations are Jnter-

acting. Have the stAbnts describ the interaction. Explain that they will be

p
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lear'ning about populations inteiCting.

2. Have the s-tudents look at the organisms /pictures which you have on display in
the classroom. Label each organism, and ask the students what they think it
eats. Explain what they eat, and have the students look at the proof (holes in
leaves, etc.).

3. Have the students look at page 219. Read the text to the students.. Have them
look at the two pictures and discuss what is.happening in each.

4

4. Introduce the term herbivore to the students by writing it on.the board and ex-
plaining it to them. Encourage them to use it in their discussions.

5. Have the students answer the questions on the bottom of the page. Emphasize that -
thesethese animals eat only plants,,but may eat more than one kind of iplant.

Turn to pages 222-223. Have the students look at the pictures on thee pages. .

Discuss,each picture, what the organism is and what it is eating. Ask the stu-
dents to name other organisms that they know eat plants.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to explain the term plant
eater and describe animals that are plant eaters and
their food. -

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Plant Eating Interactions
Page T-402/S-220 Start an Aphid Population (60-75 min-.)-

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of a plant eater population Ad the effect it may
have on a plant population, through observation of aphids and plants.
Lesson (2b) may be done instead of this lesson, or both may be done.

PREREQUISITES: Exposure to the concept that plants make food in the leaves.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Aphids have a complex life
cycle consisting of four distinct forms. One or both
types of adults, winged and wingless may be present
on your plants, and it may be difficult for the chil-
dren to distinguish between young aphids and wingless
adults. Consequefly, do not emphasize accurate and
comprOensive identification of the aphid stages.
Just make sure the children understand that there are
differenl forms of aphids, so they can identify aphids
on the,plants.'
There are thousand'Of varieties of aphids that range

in 'color from brown to green to white. They may be smooth
or woolly. As.a result, your aphids may not exactly resemble those illustrated
on pages 220 and 221. Aphids settle on plant stems and leaves and-feed by sucking-'N
the plant juices from within rather than by chewing, as some other insects do.
Aphids multiply rapidly if no-104controlled, and inflict severe damage to plants.
Ideally, this lesson should result in diseased or dead plants arq increased num-

, bers of aphids, kept alive by tAg ampl.food supply.. 'The initial symptoms-of
plant disease should be wilting of leaves and stems caused by loss of fluids. If

you do not obtain the desired results with this activity, it is4suggested that you
complete Lesson (2b) in this cluster.

Language Cards/Key Signs
an aphid
a population
an experiment

Identification Cards
an aphid
an egg
a young 'aphid
a wingless adult
a_winged adult
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.1f you plan to do Lesson (2a), Aphids and Ladybugs, in Cluster B-2, you should
save the aphid-infested plants' for use in that Lesson.

Materials: 1. Obtain six plants infested with aphids. Use three plants for this
lesson and save the other three for a lesson in B-2. There should
be more than one plaAt in each pot to have a population. Put

three stakes or dowels in each pot to support the cheesecloth
without crushing the plants. Have ready enough cheesecloth to

cover all six plants.
2. Have a hand lense for each .student.
3. Make a bulletin board showing the four stages of the aphid. "Copy

the pictures from the book.and label them.
4. You will need a piece of cheesecloth, three sticks and a rubberband

for each pot.
5. Student Worksheet (explained below).

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Sh the students the infested plants. Pass out the hand lenses. Ask them what

the see on the plants. Tell them that the name of the organism is an aphid.

21 Have the students open their books to page 220. Explain to the students that'

e aphid goes through different stages. Discuss each stage frOm the pictures.

--""°'Refer to the bulletin board.

. Have the students took at the aphids_on_the plants. Ask them to describe the

aphids. Write their descriptions on the board.

4. Have the students look at page 221. Explain that they will be doing an gxperi-

, ment. Explain the directiohs to the students. As you explain what should be

done, write it on the board.

1. Count the aphids.
2 Write down the number and the date, etc.

'V

fr
5. Have the students work in pairs. Pass out the plants, materials and a piece of

paper. The paper should have a heading: Date/Number of Aphids. Have the stu-

dents count the aphids and write the information on the paper. Then have them-,

follow the other directions, covering 'the'plant. Use masking tape to label the
..

pots with their names. e

-.6.- Allow tin% each week for the students to 'count their populations.' They should
w record this informeioh on their papers. These could be posted next to the

--Q..

plant. Suggest that the studente.look for signs of disease Ln the plants. Make

'sure they replace the cheesecloth each time. ,

, -.: . ,,_

. 4.k. .

. N

so: 6
l'

7.,,Wh40.110ropriate, have 1" .ttudents answer the questiopS'on page 221. ,

DESIRED LEARNING,DUJCONIE: The shiTAr* Should,be able to describe the effect of an

3 1
- <. .,.,riped'population- on a plant population and identify dif-

- ". ..7... .fere stages of aphid development. . ...,

******Ait*******#******t******* A************-A*****************t****************4
Nat.
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Plant-Eating Interactions
Page T-406/S-224 Favorite Foods (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: Tp apply the concept of plant eater popuNtions to the study of certain
insects and +heir food preferences.

. ,

ADVANCE-PREPARATION:
' Background Information: This lesson provides the

children with ah opportunity to discover the food pre-,

ferences of different herbivorous insects% Each insect
population will be given the same set of plant popu-,
Jations to feed on. The children may observe different
effects of the insects in the different terrariums.
This,is one form of evidence of the insects' food pre-
ferences. Or, the children may actually observe the
insects feeding on particular plant populations.
As suggested in.question 3 on page 225, however, some (dent ication Cards

insects may not feed on any plants at all. YoU should a net
be prepared for a possible high death rate among the a jar
insects, such as- some kinds of beetles, are carnivorous corn plant
(they eat other insects), and will not eat plants. bean plant
Some insects may prefer plants other than those you have grass
provided. a radish plant
Many herbivorous insects feed on a variety of plants. seeds

As a result, the children may not be able to detect a terrarium
special, food preferences of insects that do eat plants
and remain healthy. In addition, even if aril-insect

prefers certain food, it may be difficult to observe
exactly what it is eating.

If you do not obtain the desired results with this activity, for any of the
reasons just mentioned, this lesson would'make an excellent research project
instead, with each group of children s dying a different kind of insect. En-

courage the children not to be disappoin d by the results of their experiment.
Use the opportunity to explain to the chit ren that experiments do not always
work.

Language Cards /Key Signs

a grasshopper
a cricket
a caterpillar
a beetle
a terrarium
d° population

a plant eater (Herbivore)
Javorite.

I f any of your insect poPitions con'sist of caterpillars, be:awaTe that they_
wil.1 soon pupate and eventually become moths or butterflies. Watching the adults

"emerge is an exciting experience, but the adults will serve no use in this lesson.
As soon as ykur caterpillars show signs of becoming Inactive or begin spinning
cocoons, you may'wishto'take them back outside. Cocoons dd not eat or move
`around.

Materials - see teacher's manual advancer preparation.
,..

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1% Have the students look at page 224. Explain that they will be going out to find
" these organisms. (If you have already completed this, then skip to #6.)

2, If you have not stocked the terrarium with insects in advance, divide the class
into four groups anddassign each group a kind of insect to look for. (One kind

must be crickets.) You may wish to vary the list of insects on page 224 to
accommodate your geographical region.

3. Distribute,the.insect nets and plastic jars with lids.
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4. Take the children outdoors to collect their insect specimens. Demonstrate the
Use of the insect net. (Once an insect is caught, the net should be turned
over so the netting hangs over the rim and the insect is trapped inside.)
Children without nets can try to catch insects directly with the jars and lids.
Caution the children not to try to catch insects with their hands, as certain
ones might sting or bite.

5. Return to the classroom. Have the class identify the insects. Show the students
the four terrariums. 'Explain how they will be used. Identify the plants inside
the terrariums. Label them. Tell the students that they will try and discover
the favorite foods of each plant eater population.

-
6. 1:io modification.

7. Pass out rulers. Have the students dopy the chart from page 225. Explain how
this chart will be 'filled in.

8. Have several students volunteer to observe each terrarium. Then as the data is
collected, they ca- 'Fill in the other sections of Their chart. Have them observe
Tne terrariums ±,-*ree times a seek.

9. No modification.

10. After two weeks, have the groups compare their observations, using the information
recorded in their charts. You may wish to summarize the results On the chalk-
board. Then have the children discuss the answers to the-numbered questions on
page 225. Ask then now they could tel plants were eaten, and whether
.the insects necessarily ate the plants that they crawled about on. Ask the
children whetner fne sizes of The plant populations changed. If the sizes de-
creased, ask Tne children what this means for the plant eater populations (they
may also eVentually decrease in size due to dimr4Shed food supply).

11. Save the large terrarium conUining circkets fo,r use in the next cluster. Return
4 all tile other insects to their natural environment.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to collect and identify plant
eating insect populations and describe each population's
food preferences

EVALUATION: °Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Plant Eating Interactions
Page T-409/S-226 Park Interactions (20-25'min.)

PURPOSE; 1. Identify animals that are plant eaters.
2. Describe what these animals eat.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -paper and pencils
1. Prepare a student answer sheet for questions 1 and

2. -The answer sheet should look like the following:

Plant Eater Plants Eaten

2. etc.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
a bird
a squirrel
a caterpillar

a grasshopper



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS4

1. Have the students look at page 226. Name the organisms on the page. Write each
name on the board.

2. Pass out the student answer sheet. Ask the students to look at the picture and
fill in the chart.

3. WJa .te the students are wroking, move among them to help with vocabulary/
spelling problems.

4. When the students have completed their answers, discuss them.

5. Use question #3 as a class discussion question. This should not be used as part
of the test.

6. If the students have correctly filled in the chart, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objectives for this cluster ana is ready to go on to
the next cluster.

7. Ask the children which animal snown is not a plant eater. Ask The cniidren how
they would classify these animals (animal eaters). Tell me cnildren tney ail!
learn about animal eaters in The next cluster.

********************4*****************************************************************
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Level 3 Unit ql PoPulaVon InterLtion

Part B Two Populations Interact, Lesson Cluster 4B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-416
T-414
T-419
T-420
T-423

.----

Development
Introduction
Development
Application
Evaluation

Aphids and Ladybugs
Some Animals Eat Animals
Plant-and-Animal Eaters
,Add Animals Eaters
Find the Animal Eaters

.

45-50 min.
20-25 min.
25-30 min.
40-60 min.
20-25 min.

_

t
.._ ,

.NOTE: The first development lesson, is done before the introduction.

B. MATERIALS: See lijst on page T-411.

FILMSTRIP iNFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction in a Population, is appro-
priate for use in this unit. ,

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 48-2 Animal-Eating Interactions
Page T-416/S-228 Aphids and Ladybugs (45-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of an animal-eater population and the effect it may
have on another animal population, through observation of aphids and lady-
bugs. Lesson (2b) may be done instead of this lesson, or both may be done.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - The ladybug i -s actually a ladybird beetle. The females
lay their eggs in smell clusters from which larvae emerge in about a week. The
larvae molt several times before becoming pupae. From the pupa the last stage
emerges - the adult ladybug. The entire process takes about three to four weeks.
The children may observe some of the early life stages of 1;dybugs after adding
adults to the plants.'

There are several varieties of ladybugs: yours may not exactly resemble the one
shown on page 229. Gardeners often introduce ladybugs into their gardens as a
natural pest control, since the adults and larvae feed on aphids, spider mites,
mealybugs, and other harmful insects. Ideally, during this lesson the children
should notice a steady decline in the aphid population. Howeve.E6 this may not
occur for a variety of reasons. You may have obtained a varigy of ladybug that
does not feed on aphids. Or, your aphids may reproduce at spch a high rate during
the observation period that no change or even an increase in the aphid population
may be observed, even if the ladybugs do eat the aphids. If you do not obtain
the desired results with this activity, it is suggested that you complete Letson
(2b) in this cluster.
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Materials -

1. Use the three plants with aohids that were b.ut
aside from Cluster B -1. Ladybugs" tah be caught or
ordered,several weeks in advance from Mellingers,
2310 West South Range Road, North time, OH, 4A520.
Request a variety of ladybug that-is known to 'feed
on aphids.

2. Have a hand tense for each student,. .

3. Paper, pencils, and rulers should be aveilable-
4. Write the chart (explained below)-6h a transparency..

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place the plants (which were previously covered with
cheesecloth) on the table in front of the classroom.
(Note: These are not the plants used in the preivious
experiment, but tne ones that were set aside.)

r

sLanguAe CardS/Key Signs
an aphid
a ladifug 44"11

population
To interact
to compare
nu&elr
a chart ;

Ideot,ifiWion Cards
a chart ' _

an aphid
a ladybug

cheesecloth
I,

2. Ask the students about the apnid population on The plants. TeIrtheM,Ihat-they,
will be learning more about the aphid population..---

3. Show the students the ladybugs. Ask them what they ,think would happen .if the lady-
bugs Were 6dded to the aphid population.

thestudentsAgroup... in.pairs, with one plan; for each pair. GCvt each grow deP..._ --
some ladybugs in a jar. Tell the students to first count the aphids on the *ant,
and write the number on a piece of paper. Then tell them to add The ladybugs to
the population, and using.Ihe hand lense, observe what happens.

5. Discuss what has happened between the aphids during that time. Then They will be
writing the information on a chart. Place a Transparency of. the chart on the
board. Ask the students to copy the chart on Their paper. That day they should
fill in the number of aphids on the plant. The chart should look-as follows-..

Date

Number of
Aphids

. ti

G. Have the students count the aphids every two days, write in the date and the number
of aphid. Also have the students record any interactions between aphids and Lady-
bugs.

. After two weeks, show the students the chart from page 229 (but revise it to look
like their chart). This can be done on a trarksparency. Tell the students that ,
these results were from another class. Ask them what the chart shows and why,
there isan increase of aphids at the end. Compare this chart to their charts.

Ask the students to look.at page 229. Show them the picture Of the ladybug and
ached. Ask them what isbhappening in the picture. Ask the students the questions
on-:page 229. For question 3, explain that 'spray crops' means to use poisonous
chemical' sprays that kill pests. ExplAn why someone might not want to use chemicals.
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. TIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: he chkidien should be able to describe the d'ffeet of a
ladybug population op an aphid population and state that-.

. . animal:- eaters often feed: on plant eaters..

1 . . -. *I . lid
. , 1 ,

...

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster: 4B-2 Animal..gEatin0 Interactions
Page T-i14/S-227 Some Animals Eat Apfmals (20-25 Min.")

-.,
. , ,

PURPOSE: To further develop the concept of.animat-eafer as an extension of the concept
of eating as an interaction between two,p0pulations. .

.

.

.. . . ,

-
ADVAt;ICE PREPARATION:

.

, .
.

. A .

. t
.

.nd Information - Many arrimal are carpi Mores - that Cs, they eat only other
animals.' fhe concept of carnivore -`is not limited to the eating of mammels, birds,

e

and fish, as many people think. An.animal that eatssny other animal, _whether it
is a6 insect, ,iorm,.or vIai1, iis an animal eater'. This shbuld be made clear to the
childreh. It is not dYclood idea to use the term meat eater to mean animal eaters
because the idea of "meat" ust::a4lyllimits one's thinking to marriblarS or birds, io
the exclusion of ocher animal food. .

. .
.

Any 6rymol that kilNs and eatswathec animals is called a predator,. The animal,
that a predator kills and eats is called prey.

...

Materials -
A , Alt.

1. Collect diCiiires of animals eating other animals.
National Wild14fe, Ranger Rick, or Internatqoa4,/
Wildlife have excellent photographt- 15.punt4he.

..pictures on c board as d label the animalg in
each-picture. - .4t

2. Make lettp jor a ,Aletin boaed- Animal- no
inteVion. At Fie completion 'of the lesson the
pictuces(6'n be displayed on-helboard..,

3. Ch6r+ paper with 4e6dtrigs: Organisms Animals Eaten.`

TEACHrNG SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by askirip estudents tf l'Key know what kind of food an owl eats.
Discuss the possibilities. Then show the students the collection of pictures, dis-
cussing each one and-the4nimals involved in the interaction.

2. Ask the students if they can name other animals that are animals 'eaters.eaters. Write
these on a piece of chart paper specified above.

Languaq rds/Key Signs
a,starfl,

mussel

antNowl

a mouse
(other animals u d in
lesson)

an animal eat

Identification Cards
(Labels for pOctures
Of anijnals used in les-,
?on)

3. Have the students look at page 227. Explain that these are some More examples of
animal-eaters. Discuss the owl and what it is eating. Read the text to the stu-
dents, explaining the concept of interaction. Refer to their experiment with the
aphids/ladybugs.

4. At the end of the lessbm, you could discuss animals that eat both plants and ani-
mals if the students have sufficient'knowledge in this area.
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5. Display the Pictures used in the lesson and the chart on the previously prepared

10
'bulletin board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to name animal eaters and the
animals which they eat,

*************************************************************'*************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Animal-eating Interactions
Page T-419/S-231 Plant-and-Animal Eaters-(25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of an animal that eats both plants and animals.

PREREQUISITES: Knowing where basic -foods come from.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials

1. Collect pictures of animals that eat both plants
and animals (e.g. cardinal, raccoon, baboon, bear,
skunk).

2. Prepare a student worksheet with these titles:
Foods I Ate Plant or Animal

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
(Names of animals used
in lesson)

a plant-and-animal- eater
an omnivore

Identification Cards
(Labels for pictures,
used in lesson)

1. Explain the students that some animals eat both plants nicl animals. Show them
the pictures, and discuss the animals and their foods. Explain that these plant
and animal eaters are also called omnivores. Write the word on the board.

2. Have the students look at page 231. Read the text to them and discuss it,

3. Have the students answer the numbered questions. When They get to the third ques-
tion, pass out The student worksheet. 'Have them fill it in. He the students witn
identification and spelling of items.

4 When the students have comoleted their papers, discuss their answers. Make two
lists on tne Doara of plant foods and animal foods. Have tne students place their
foods in the appropriate place. You could add a category to your list of 'both',
for those foods that could De a combination.

47
DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Tne children should De able To explain the term plant-and-

animal eater and describe animals That eat both plants and
animals and describe their food.

4/1t4*s********4****-******************************************************************

AFILICATION: Lesson Cluster 43-2 Animal,-Eating Interactions
-Page T-420/S-232 Add Animal Eaters 1P-60 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept that PI animal-eater population may affect a blant-
eater population to include the possible, effect, in turn, on a plant popu-
lation.



ADANCE-PREPARATION;,
C

7

Background Information 7 The toads or chameleons are to be placed in i,de A of
the terrarium, the "experimental" side, to see their effect on the plant-eater
(cricket) population and, ultimately, on the plant population. Side-B is to be
left unchanged as the "control" side, to show what happens when there are no
animal eaters. Chameleons an etoads readily'feed on Crickets. Ideally, the
children should observe a decrease in the number of plant eatet-s(crickets) in
Side A but little or no change in Side B. In addition, the children mays eventually
notice that .the plants on Side A are healthier than thipe,on Side B due to the de-
crease in plant eaters. -If you do not obtain the Vesired results with this lesson,
discuss with the children that should have happened and the possible reasons why
it did not happen.

Toads and chamdle6ns should not be handled except'When absolutely necessary.,
Never pick up a chameleon by the tail; itie tail may break off or.ftle skin may
tear. Since toads secrete a fluid that irritates' the eyes and lips, always wash
your hands after handlihg toads.

Materials

1. See teacner's manual advance preparation.
2. Have pictures of the toad, chameleOn and cricket

to,be labeled and displayed near the terrarium.
3. Make a student answersheet (chart) similar to the

one on page 233.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Display the terrarium in the front of the r
the students that the terrarium has. been di
Pring out the animal eater population.

Show
. Then

Language Cards/Key Signs
I a to

a charrTe lebn

a cricket

an animal eater
Ian experiment

we

Identification Cards
a toad
a chameleon

cricket

2. Ask the students what they think would happen if the animal were put into one side
of the terrarium. Tell the students that they will find out by doing an experiment.

3. Pass out the answersheets and explain how they are to be filled out. Have the stu-
dents count the crickets on each side and write the numbers on their papers.

4. Then place the animal eater in side A. Have the students observe the interaction
for'about five minutes. Then have them continue their observations as specified
on the chart. Have them fill in the numbers each day that they observe.

5. At the end of one week, discuss the results of the experiment. Also have the stu-
dents ansder the numbered questions on page 233. For questions 1 and 2 the students
should use the data from their charts. For questions 3 and 4 they should observe
the terrarium directly. Ask the students to compare their results with the pre-
dictions made at the'beginning of the week.

6. Emphasize that the animal eaters are eating plant eaters in.this lesson. Help the
children understand the effect that animal eaters may have on several populations -
Plant -eater populations, and plant populations. (Plant-eater populations may de-
crease while plant Populations may increase.) 'Discuss the idea of biological pest
control through the use of natural predators. If you did Lesson (2a) in this clus-

. ter, remind the children of their discussion of this topic (question 3 on page 229),
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Ask the children how toads and chameleons could be helpful to people (they help
eliminate plant-eater nuisances). Ask what other animals help people (ow)s eat
rodents, snakes eat rodents, birds eat insects, for example).

7. Release the crickets and toads to theLr natural environment and give away the
chameleons to ',,good homes!'

DESIRED LEARNING 6UTCOME: The children'shoul4 be able to describe the effect of an
animal-er population on a plant-eater Population and
on a.plant population, and state why some animal-eating
interactions are considered helpful by people.

**********************************4k************************************************ ,

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Animal-Eatcha Interactions
Page T-423/S-234 Finding the Animal- Eaters (20-25 min,)

PURPOSE: To evaluefe the children's performance in relation to the following objec-
tives:

1. Identifying animals that are animal eaters.
2. Describing animal eaters' food preferences.
3. Identifying animals that eat both plants and animals. .

4. Describing the effect of an animal eater population on a plant-eater
Population.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materils - 1, Prepare a student answersheet for the four
questions.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:.

1. Have the students look at page 234. Refer to each animal and to the name listed
underneath.

2. Pass out the answersheets. Ask the questions and have the students write their
answers on the answersheets.

3 When the students have completed their answers, discuss them.

4. If a student correctly answers the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for this cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

5. For further informal evaluation, have the children turn back to Page 218 and look
at the picture that introduces Part B. Ask them why they think that particular
picture was Used to introduce this part. Suogest that they look for clues in the
part title and in the cluster titles on pages 21'9 and 227. The children should be
able to:
a. s3ate'that the picture shows two interacti'ng populations (-brown pelicans and

fish);

b. describe how the populations are interacting (one eats the other);
c. identrlythe kind of eating interaction shown (animal-eating or carnivorous);
d.- identity the animal eaters (pelicans) and their food (fish);
e, describe how the pelican population might affect the fish population (cause it

to decrease in size).
*************************************************************************************
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Level 3 Unit 4 Population JnteractLon

A. CLUSTER

Part 8 Two Populations Interact, Lesson Cluster 46 -3

OUTLINE

Teachjng Time
Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggested

T-429 I Introduction What are Decomposers? 45-50 min.
T-430 Development Underground 50-60 min.
T-432

; Development Kinds ol Decomposers 35-45 min.
T-428 I Introduction Scavengers 15-20 min.
T-434 1 Application Helpful and' Harmful 25-35 min.
T-436 I Evaluation Dead Organisms Change 20=25 min.

NOTE: The order of the lessons has been changed.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-425 -
addition (for T-429) wood that is decomposing (various stages)

- leaves or other material that is dpcomposing (in various stages)

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interactions in a Population, is appro-'
briate for use in this unit.

4
INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 After Organisms Die

Page T-429/S-236 What are Decomposers? (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of decomposers and their actions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: Decomposers are organisms that break down (decompose)
dead plant or animal matter into simpler materials while they feed on it. They
cause dead matter to decay (rot). Most decomposers are bacteria or funguses.
Decomposers not only feed on bodies of dead organisms, they also feed on wastes
and discarded parts of living organisms, such as feces, skin that was molted,
lost feathers, and'dead leaves.

Decomposers have an important function in the environment - they return,
esseatial minerals and elements to the soil, water, and air, which are then used
by new plants and animals. Decomposers remove the bodies of dead organisms that
would otherwise litter the ground and'water.

Materials:
1. Go to the forest and collect samples of decomposing;

wood and leaves. Try_and get samples in-various
stages of decomposition, to show the process. If

there is an area close to the school that shows
decomposinumaterial, take the students on a walk
and show them these things. k
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Language Cards/Key Signs
a dead animal
a decomposer
to decompose
to rot
tiny pieces
soil



2. At the completion of the lesson, make a display
of the materials with labels on a table in the

classrdom. Make.not of the stages of decom-

N, position that are shown.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

.1dent)fication'Cards
(Labels' for materials

brought into e crass-

room)

1.. Display the materials found in the forest (or take the walk to a similar area).

Ask the students what they think is happening to the wood and leaves.

2. Write a word -'to'decompose' on the board. Explain what it mean

decompose.

or something to

3. Have the students look at page 236. Read and explain the text to the students.

Explain that decomposers feed on wastes and discarded parts of living organisms

as well as on dead bodies. Make sure everyone understand the actions or decomposers.

The results are crumpled remains of dead matter.

4. Have the students discuss the answers to the questions on page 236. Also use

these questions with the materials which you have collected.

5. Set up the display of materials. Ask the students to help you put the materials

in the proper order to show decomposition.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The student should be able to explain what decomposition is

and what helps it to decompose.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 After Organisms Die
Page T-430/S-237 Underground (50-60 min.)

P(RPOSE: To develop the concept of decomposers and thelr actions and importance through

observation of decomposition of different objects in soil. lesson (3b) may

be done instead of this lesson, oi= both may be done.
I

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: in this lesson, the children are introduced to two types

of decomposers. The tiny organisms referred to, though not named, are bacteria.

Funguses are classified as plants, but are not green and, for the most part,

cannot make their own food. (They get food from the objects they decompose.)
Decomposition by both kinds of organisms should take place during this investigation.

Bacteria will not be visible, though. present, but funguses should be.visible in

the form of mold.

Materjals:

1. Have enough clear plasticThoxes for each
pair of students. The soil should be moist,
and should be collected from an area that
has dark, rich soil. (Note: do not use
potting soil bought from a store.) Have
leaves, cooked beans, dead worms and meat
ready. for the lesson. Also have tongue
depressors to use as labels.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
a decOmposer
a leaf

a bean
a wo50
meat
size/color'

shape/smell
a fungus
to decompose

//
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2. Set up'one box as a .display, and label each
part of ,the experiment.

3. Make a student worksheet With the following

chart..

Iden+ification Cards

"a leaf

a bean

a worm
meat
a plastic box
soil

Object

CHANGES
, 1

Size ! Color Smell !Shape i Feel

Have a 'hand lens for each student.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

C

1. Display all of the materials on a table. Have the students discUss the materials
and name them.

2. Have the students look at page 237. Tell them that they will be finding out more
about decomposers. Again,write the word on the board.

3., Read and explain the text to the students. Discuss the experiment. After you have

explained the experiment, ask the students .0at they will do. List the steps on

the board.

4. Ask the students to sit in pairs. Pass out the materials and have the students
set up the experiment. When they have completed it, pass vauft the worksheet. Explain

how they will record information on the paper. Save these papers until later.

5. During the three-week waiting period, have the students moisten the soil periodically
to keep it damp but not soggy.

.6. After 3 weeks have the students take out their papers. 4plc them to look at the

materials, using a hand lense, and record the information on their papers. Discuss

their results. If mold is present on any of the materials, point it ()Lit. Explain

that mold is a type of fungus and that it decomposes dead objects.

7. Piave the students answer the numbered questions. Explain that the changes they
recorded on their charts are all evidence of interaction with decomposers.

8. If the students show further interest in the decomposers, they could bury the
materials for a longer time and observe them again.

DESIRED LEARNING 0 TCOME: The tudenA should be able to describe how decomposers
affect dead objects.

***************** **********************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 After Orcianisms,Die

(Page T-432/S-238 Kinds of Decomposers (5-45 min.)

PURPOSE,: To develop the.concept of decomposers and their actions and importance through
observation of decomposition of different objects in soil. Lesson (3b) May

be done instead of this lesson or both may be done.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: This lesson introduces two kinds of decomposers -
bacteria (not named as such) and funguses. Bacteria are referred to as tiny
organisms in air, soil, and water. Funguses are non-green plants that cannot
make their own food and receive nourishment from the material they decompose,
Mushrooms, mold, cup fungus', and bracket fungus are examples of funguses that
are decomposers.

An excellent film for children on the life and death of a mouse is discussed
on'page T-430, and instructions for ordering it are given.

Materials:
1. Collect samples.of decomposing substances,Tespecially

wood with fungus on it. Or, if a forest area is
nearby, take your crass on a,trip to observe the
decomposing organisms. Bring back samples of the
materials observed.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. Either take a trip to visit a forest area, or bring
in samples from a forest area showing decomposition..
Display the samples in the classroom, and label them.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a decomposer

a tiny organism
a racc?on
a fungus

Identifibation Cards
Labels for materials
brought into the crass-.
room

2. Have the students look at the materials and discuss what
is happening to them and what is causing the change. Ask
which things are interacting to have this type of a result.

3. Have the students look at page 238. Read the text to them. Discuss the

photographs. Make sure that they understand the word fungus.

4. Have the students an'wer the numbered questions, etc. (no mod.).

5. Display the materials in the classroom. If the class has gone on a field trip,
bring back samples of decomposition and label and display these in the class-
room.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children sfyuld be able to describe how decomposers
`affect dead objects and explain the importanqe of de-.
composers in the environment.

*34***f*******************************************************************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 After Organisms Die
Page T-428/S-235 ScdAtengers (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of scavenger.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

(

Background Information: Some animals feed almost entirely on Other animals that
have died. These.are scavengers. They usually do not chase- or hunt food. They

wait until another animal has been killed or has died of other causes. A few
scavengers feed on decaying plant materials (snails, raccoons, and earthworms,
for example).
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Materials:

1. Collect pictures Of scavenger animals such as:

crows, rats, lobsters, crabs, Vultures, cray-

fish, opossums, etc. Mount these on card-

board and label them.

2. Prepare a bulletin board for the pictures

of scavengers. Use the word ScavengerS

for the title. Add a definition of a

scavenger to the bulletin board.- (See

Glossary.)

`TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs.

a scavenger
a sea gull

a lion
a hyena

Identification Cards
(Labels for pictures
used in lesson)

1. Have the students look at page X135. Write the word scavenger on the board. Read

the text to the students. As you do this, explain the meaning of the word

scavenger.

2. Have the students look at the two pictures. Have them name the animals and explain

what they are doing.

3. Show the pictures of scavengers which you have collected. The students may not

know that they are scavengers. Explain the environment *of each animal and bow

and what they feed on.

4. Ask the students if they have ever seen scavengers feeding on anything.

(Question Q:)

5. Display the pictures on the bulletin board. As you do this, ask the stmdents to

explain what a scavenger is and what they eat.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The chligyen'should be able to explain the term scavenger

"' and name animals that are scavengers.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 After Organisms Die

Page T-434/S-239 Helpful and Harmful (25- 35,min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concepts of scavenger and decomposers to- their effects on

people.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Materials:
1. See teachers manual.

2. Make a display of the materials which you-bring to

class. Label the object and the decomposer.
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Language Cards/Kew Signs

a scavenger
adecomposer
an opossum
a snail

a mushroom
mold
fungus

wheat



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Remind the students -flat they hive been discussing

both scavengers and decomposers.. 'Havel:hem explain

the meanings of these terms. Ask' them what is a

. fungus. Tell them that a fungus can be. involved

in a good interaction.

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials

"_brought to class)

2. Place-the food samples on the table. Explain what eaceis, name it, and tell

how a fungus is involved. Have the students taste the various things.

3. Have the studdnts look at page 239-.240. Name The objects/organisms in each

picture and discuss the interactions. Write the terms A Helpful Interaction

and A Harmful Interaction on the board. Have the students decide there each

object/organism should be placed.

4. Display other examples of funguses on the table. Label and.discuss each one.

5. Have the students answer the questions on page 24O. Encourage them to explain-

why scavengers and decomposev are generally imrtant to people.
. 1 i

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Thechildren should be able to identify scavengers and
deocimposers that are helpful or harmful to peoOe and

describe Their effects.
4(*******;********************t*************t*N******************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4B -3 After Organisms Die

Page T-436/S-241 Dead Organisms Change (20 -25 min.)

ww

PURPOSE: To evaluate tne children's pekormance in relation to tne followina objectives:

1. Distinguish between a scavenger and an animal eater (predator).

-2. Identifying eating interactions of decomposers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Materials:
1. Prepare a studept answersheet for the two

`questions.

Language Cards/Knt signs

a decomposer
a scavenger
being decomposed

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. First review the terms usZd in this cluster. Include a discussion of the

difference between a decomposer and something that is being decomposed.

2." Have thePstudents look at page 241. Discuss thepictures.

3. Pass out the answersheet. -Ask the questions and have the student write their

answers on the paper.

4. When the students have finished their papers, discuss the answers. Informally

discuss how scavengers and decomposers are helpful or harmful.

5. If a child answers correctly the questions you may assume that he or she has

demolstrated the objectives for the cluster and is read\kto go on to the next

cluster.
....
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.Level 3 Unit 4 Population Interaction

Part C Many Populations Interact, Lesson Cluster 4C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page

,

Teaching Strategiq

,
.

Leksf Title . .

Teaching Time
Suggested

. .

1-442 . Introduction Energy in Food 35-40 min.
T=444 .introduction Energy Chains in Eating 35-40 min.
T-446 Development Food Chains End 25730'min.
T-447 _Development Food-Chain Interactions 40-45 min.
T-448 Application People in Food Chains 40-45 min.
1-449. Evaluation elassrooM Food Chain 20-25 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-439.

FIMTRIP INFORtIAT-ION: Filinstitrio Set XIM, Interactions in a Population, is aporo-
. oriateNfor use in this unit.

. .

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Clu'Iter 4C-I Food Chains
Page T-442/S-243 Energy in Food (35-40 min.)

PuRPOSE: To identify the sun as an energy giver and slants as energy receivers.
Also to state that animals get energy from otper organisms.

.
-

PREREOUISITES: ExposCire to the. concept that plants make food using energy from the
sun.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background InfOrmation - All life debends on energy for its continued existence.
This energy comes in the form of chemical energy stored in food. Organisms use the
energy for all internal aroiexternal (obvious) activities, such as digestion, growth,

'speech, and movemerif. 6
Although energy was covered in Unit 3, the concept ofchemical energy is too

abstract for children at this level.' in this cluster, the childrerCshould be en-
couraged to, think of energy foc-liWng as a form of energy-celled "food energy."
This energy from food enables organisms to do everything they do, voluntary or in-
voluntary, and thus stay alive.

The 'sun is the original source of food energ (in the fa f light energy). All
animal and nongreen plants rely on green plants dire ' or in ectly for their
food. his is becau e greerp plants are the -only organisms that can convert light
energy Pliorn'the sun' d certain chemicals into food. They-do this through a pro-
cess known as photosyn heSis. Ch6Mical energy is stored in tile food produced'dur-

_jng photosynthesis. PI n15 use the food they make to obtain energy for vital func-
tions Plant eaters get energy from the food stored in the green plants they eat.
Animal eaters get energy from plant eaters they eaf of from other animal eaters.
An animal eater's food energy can be traced backthrliugh several eating inerac-

5'
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Ions tojloreen plants, and ultimately to the sun.
This lesson applies to photosynthesis the concept of energy giver and energy

receiver that was developed in Unit 3, Interaction and Energy. If introduces the
idea that the sun is ari energy giver and a*green plant an energy receiver when-Sun-
light strikes it. The interact.ion is photosynthesis (food production). Energy is
transferred from the sun to the food produced and stored within The plant.

Materials

l Language Cards/Key Signs
1. Go back to T-313 Enrichment Lesson, 'Don't Break Ian energy cnain

ithe Chain' and reread the rules-of this game. Ian energy giver
2. Make out out pictures of a sun, a tree, other an energy receiver

plants, arrows anq labels for these Things. the sun
IMake a title: An Energy Chain. At the end of la plant

tne lesson these things can be out up on a an organism
bulletin board. _ 'interaction

3. Take out one set of cutouts from the inergy
chains of section B-3 (unit 3), To be used as a Identification Cards
review. .

an energy c'T'air
; ,,..

TEACHIG SUGGESTIONS: energy
a plant

- 1. Write.Tne words An Energy Chain on The board. Ask I an energy giver
The students if they remember what Show 1 an energy receiver

rOtnecutout pictures and arrows from thlesson in
unit 3. Ask one student To OUT Them in order and
explain what an energy chain is.

2. Tell the students that they are going to play tne energy game again. Write tne
words: interaction, an energy giver and an energy receiver on tne-board. Have
different students explain the terms. Review the rules of tne game. Play the
game for five to ten minutes.

3. Have thestudents look at page 243. Explain to them that they will be talking
about another kind of energy chain. Take out the cutout pictures. First place
the sun on the blackboard. Ask the students to name it. Then place the tree on
the blackboard. Ask the students if these two things could make up an energy
chain. Add the arrows to snow the direction of the energy. Also ask a student
to label the energy giver/receiver,

4. Read the text to the students. Reminding them that plants make food using energy.
Show the other cutouts of other plants. Make an energy cnain from these'things.

. Explain that animals get energy in two ways. They can eat plants or they can eat
animals that eat plants. 'Ask the students to give examples of -Mese two types of
animals.

6. Ask the students question #3 on page 243. Discuss their answers.

7. Have the students help ydu set up the bulletin board at the completion of the lesson.,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain th\at the sun and
plants make up an energy chain and that animals get energy
from plants or animals that eat plants.

***************************************************************************************
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INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Food Chains
Page T-444/S-244 Energy Chains in Eating (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of energy.transfer during eating interactions and the
concept of food chain as a type of energy chain mad up of eating interactions.

$
ADVANCE PREPARATION:

BlItkg1-ound Information - This cluster applies to eating interactions the concept of
energy chain that was developed in Unit 3. A food chain is 6n energy chain made. up
of a series of linked eating Interactions. It always begins with the sun (the
original source of energy for all life), followed by a green plant. In each eating
interaction, energy is passed from one oraanism (the food) to another (the eater)
This energy transfer is represented by an arrow going from the energy giver to the

. energy receiver. In a food chain, the energy receiver in one eatifig interaction
becomes the energy giver in another (when it is eaten).. A food-chain diagram shows
(with arrows) the movement of the sun's energy from one organism ta, another. The
diagram Ailso shows what organism is food for what other organism. Keep In mind that
the arrows indicate energy transfer ween organiSms. ,lake sure you dc not reverse

\1the arrows, they should always point awa from the sun from left to right. A food
chain'may also be thought of as showing interactions betty .several populations,

. with each illustrated oraanism representing a population. ,

materials -

1. Make cutout picturles of: sun, grass, cricket, toad,
arrows, and the labels to go with them.

2. NOTE: The textbook need not be used for this les-
son because there is too much reading materials.
it can be more clearly exalained using class dis-
cussion and the cutouts put on the board.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that they will be learning
about energy chains in'eating. First show the students
the various cutouts (in,go particular orde,c) and have
them name them.

2. Ask the students if they could make an energy cahin with
these things Allow a student to try this by taping
the cutouts on the board. Have the other students
decide if it is correct.\

Language Cards/Key Signs
a food chain
an energy giver
an energy receiver
grass
a cricket
ad4ad

Identification Cards
a food chain
an energy giver
an energy receiver
the sun

grass
a cricket
a toad
energy

3. When you have the correct chain, tell the students that this is an energy chain,-_
hut, it also can be called a food chain. Write the words Food Chain above the cut-
outs.

,r

4. Talk through the chain, discussing each interaction. When you have completed your
explanation, ask several students to do the same thing, explaining the interactions
in the chain. During the discussion, be sure to emphasize the use of the terms
energy giver and energy receiver.



5. Emphasize that a'food chain always begins with the sun, followed by a green plant.
This is because the sun is the original-source of energy for all life, and plants
are the only organisms that can change the sun's energy to food energy. Animals
'get energy by eating other organisms. Tell the students that the food chain dia-
gram helps you to trace the movement of energy from'one organism to another, and
shows what organism eats what other organism.

6. Ask the students the questions from page 245. Discuss their apswers.

7. Display the food chAin on a bulletin board or wall-k in the classroom.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:, The children should be able ko explain what,a foodchain
is and describe'how to construct one.

**********************)4***4***********************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Food Chains
Page T-446/S-246 Food Chains End (25-30.n1in.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that food chains end with decomposers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Informatiorfi - Decomposer5, such as bacteria and funguses, end every
food chair; when an animal or plant dies (and is decomposed). This can occur at
any level of a food chains As a result, food chains vary in length (number of
elements). Decomposers are represented in Part C by a labeled pox, because they
are too varied and too small to be illustrated.

Decomposers return to the s1,11 Important materials that are re-used by living
green plants in other food chains. However, energy cannot be re-used. Green olarills
must get their energy directly from the sun%o

Materials 1. Use the cutouts from the previous lesson,
adding a snake, and a sign saying
decomposers.

TEACHING ,SUGGESTIONS:

1 Have the studtnts look at page 246. Explain that a
food chain will end. Read the text to the students,
asking what will happen to.the toad's body.

2 Ask the students what is a decomposer. wing the cut-
out

..

pictures have a student construct the food chain up
to the toad. Then introduce the snake. Ask what would
happen to the toad. Then ask what could happen to the

Language Cards/ Key Signs
a food chain
a decomposer
a snake
"a dead organism

Identific(ation Cards
the sun
grass
a cricket
a toad
a snake
decomposers

.7"

snake. ,(1t could dies leaving its body for the decomposers.)

3. Explain that a food chain may endat any point if an organism (even !plant) dies
and is decomposed before being eaten. Use the cutout to help explain this.' Points
out that materials from the dead organisms are returned to the soil and re-used by
liv g green plants, but the energy is not re-used.

4. Ha V e students answer the numbered questions.
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- 5. Again, use this food chain as a display in-the classroom.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:' The children should be able to explain that a food chain
always ends with decomposers.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C11 Food Chains
Page T-447/S-247 Food-Chain 'Interactions (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To further develop the Concept of food chain and to provide practice in con -.

structing a food chain.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials

1. Make cutout pictures of: the sun, algae, daphina,
minnow, bass, ?house, owl, CorrOant, and decom-.
'Posers label. Also make labels for all of these
things.

2. Prepare a w sheet for the students which has
pictures of he sun, mouse, owl, cornplant, and.)
decomposes label which they can cut out and glue
to the paper in the proper order. (The students
should draw ,the arrows.) c,

3. On another worksheet, have a chart headed with:
Energy Giver, Eneray Receiver, for the students
to fill in after completing the chain.

4. Have glue and scissors for each student.

TEAIHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the Students look'at pape,247 Explain tlat they
are going to learn about two other food chains. Place

Language Cards/Key Signs
a food chain
an interactio

0

a tiny green plant
a water fl

a minnow (\,_

a bass
a decOMposer

Identification Cards
the sun
a tiny green plant
a water flea
a minnow
a bass
a mouse
an owl

a corn plant
decomposers

the cutouts /n the board one by onl,.asking the students
to identify the organism, and which; is the energy giver/energy receiver.

2. Make a chart on the board titled: ner. Giver and Energy Receiver. Ask tffe stu-

dents to tell you what the pairs a e from this food chain.

3. Pass out the worksheets. Place the cutouts of the new 'food chain on the board in
no particular order. Ask the students to name each thing.' Then explain that they
will be making their own food chain. Tell them that they must cut out the pictures
and place them in the correct order. Also tell them that they must add the arrows
in the pictures and label each thing. Explain the second worksheet and how they
are to fill in the chart.

4. Help the students if necessary with their work. Whenthey have completed their
Papers, have one student, using the cutouts, show the food chain on.the board. Have

the other students .comment on it. Discuss the chart, writing it on the board if
4ecessary. .

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to construct a food chain that
shows how certain orgartisms interact and identify the pairs
of energy givers and erf y receivers in the food chain.

*************************************************** **********************************
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-APPLICATION: bessfon Cluster 4C-1 Food Chains
Pwe T-448/S-248 People in Food Chains (40-45 min.).

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of food chain to include people.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information In the food chains on page 248, decomposers were omitted
to avoid the possibility of upsetting the children. As a result, the food'chains
are incomplete. To be precise, decomposers should be shown ending the food chains.
You may wish to mention this in class.

Materials -

1. Prepare.a student worksheet where they can draw
the different food chains. Have room for six
different chains,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a fold chain
a person
an apple tree
an orange tree
lettuce-

a hamburger

\ L

Identification Ca ds

1

A

1. Introduce the lesson by pointing out that an organism

(in this case a person) can be part of .more than one
food chain't

2. Have the students look at page 248. Discuss the two food chains. Explain that they

show that people eat more than one kind of food. Remind the students that animals
often eat plant parts or products rather than the whole plant. If a child pointS

out the lack of decomposers, indicate that he or she is incorrect.

3. Have the studentS look at the picture of the lunch tray. Have the students name

each obj,eci.. Write the'dames on the board. Then ask the students if they could
tell you where these things came from. Write that after the name. Give help or

explanation where necessary.

'4. Pass out the worksheets.. Explain what the students are to do. Have them Make up

. the rood chains. When they have finished, display their papers and discuss -their

answers.

5. You may wish to have the students construct other food chains for food that they
had for breakt65t or dinner the day before,

f.%

`6. Have the students discuss the numbered questions.
-mg*

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to tell how people are parts of
food chains and construct food chains that include people:1

**********)t***************************4************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Food Chains
Page T-449/S-249 Classroom Food Chains (20-25emin.)

PURPOSE: 1. To construct a food chain tbat shows how a given set of organisms inter-
act.

2. Identify the sun as the beginning of the food chain and the decomposers
as the end.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Marrials

1. NOTE: The textbook page 249 need not be used for this evaluation.
2. Prepare a student worksheet including: pictures of a toad, cricket, grass,

sun, decomposers sign, all that can be cut out and glued onto another ndrf
of the worksheet, to fill-in questions 1. The first thing in the food chain
is . The last thing in the food chain is

3. Have scissors and glue for each student.

TEACHIND'SUGGESTIONS:

1. Pass out the ..work'sheet. Explain that the/ are to cut out the pictures, place them
on the paper in a food chain and add the arrows.. Also tell them that they should
label the pictures, and that you will help with spelling.

2. When the students have completed the worksheet, discuss their answers.

3. If a student correctly, answers the uestions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the"clusteriand is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

**************************************************************************************

A
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Level 3 Unit 4 Population Interaction

Part C Many Populations Interact, Les;on Cluster 4C-2

A. CLUSTER ,OUTL I NE

Teaching Time
'; Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggestd

T -,454

T-456 i

Introduction

Development
Several Food Chains
Farm Food Web

35-40 Min,
35-40 min.

T-457 : Development Make a Food Web 35-40 min.
T7461 Evaluation, Stream Food Web 30-35 min.

NOTE: The application lesson has been deleted.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T7451.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction in a Population, is appro
priate for use in this unit. '

INTRODUCTION; Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Food WeloS .

Page T-454/S-250 Several Food Chains '(35-40 min.)

Purpose: To introduce the concept that a population is usually part of severer food
chains and the concept of food web as a combination oft-several food chains
that have some ofthe same populations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: A food chain usually shows one kind'of plant being eaten
by one kind of animal that it ea en in turn by another kind of animal, and so on.
This represents one pofsible- se,uence of eating interactions isolated from a

myriad of overlapping eating interaction among many populatLoos in one area.
-Usually, different kinds of,animals feed on the same plant of animal population.
Al,so, one animal population usually feeds on a variety of plants or animals. le.
This means that members of a population can be part of more than one food chain,
and that different food chains may contain. members of the same populations.
These food chains may be combined (overlapped) to form what is known as a food
web.

A food web begins with the sun and consists of organisms connected by arrows.
Each organism represents an entire population rather than an individual. A food-
web, diagram Shows the-wayf various populations In a particular area interact
with each other (by eating). ,

To make a food web complete, decomposers should be included with an arrow
going to them from every population. This,is-because some members in every popu-
lation die before being eaten and are decomposed. Decomposers were omitted from
the 3Zild webs here to aVbid the complexity that the additional arrows would pro-

.
duce. You may wish toiadd decomposers and'their arrows to food webs on the chalk-
board. Note th't decomposers do not "end" food web*, because populations as a
whole renew themselves; whoe populations usually are not decomposed at once.
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Food web' represent repeating interactions are usually do not end.

k

Language Cards/KeykSiqns
a food chain

,

Materials:
1. NOTE: Do not6use page 250, the pictures are

confusing.
2. Make cutoutT.of the things pictuhad on page 251.

!Make severartiutouts of each picture. Also make ,

enough arrows to make the food chains and wee.
. Make letters for a bulletin board: A Fobd Web,

and a definition for a "food web.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson With the cutouts. Place the sun onthe board. Add a lettuce plant. Ask the students
which is the energy giver/energy receiver. Have one
.student add the arrow. Show the other pictures, askwhat should be nect in the chain., You should get
different answers (mice, rabbits). Then tell the
students that they can make two chains. Make the
chains on the board.

a food web '

a lettuce plant
a mouse
a rabbit

a wheat plant
a population

Identification Cards
a lettuce plant
a wheat plant
the sun
mice

rabbits
owls
cats

. Let the students look"at the chains. Tell them thait there is a way tOdt you canput the chains together.
Tell them that it would make a food web. Write thesewords on the board..

3. Encourage the students to develop a way to form a foillweb. Do not tel! t the,answer unless they are having a great deal of difficulty.

4. Once they have begun to get the idea of a food,web, have them look at Sage 251.' Explain thdt this is a food web using all of the organisms.

5. Make the food web on the board, by havingthe students place the,cutouts andarrows in the appropriate places. Discuss'each part of the web.

Read the text from page 251 to the class. Have the students answer the numberedquestions.

:4 7. From the food web, have the students identify the food chains by tracing them onthe board.

8; Place the food web on a bulletin board in the classroom.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME.., The children should-be able to describe how a population
is part of several food chains and explain what a food
web is and how it is formed

******************************************.**********************4**********t* *******

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Food Wel2s. .

Page T-456/S-252' Farm Food Web (35-40 Mit

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of fold web and to provide.practice in identifyingfood chains in a food web.

-1

-113
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. ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Materials:

1. Make cutoutsof all of the things in the'food web on
page 252. Also make labels for the pictures.

2. ,Make a, student workwheet with spaces foi- them to

list the eight food chains in this food web:

y
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Tell the class that they will be lo6king at a Farm.
Food Web. Begin placing the cutouts on the board,
one by one. Discuss each - interaction before placing

the. next cutout on the board. Be sure that the
students understand the' interaction before going
okto the next.

2. Ask several ' tudents to place'the labels under the pictures in the food web.

3. Pass out the worksheets. Tell the students that this food web is made up of

eight food chains. Ask them to be detectives and find all eight. They should

write the names of the organisms on their papers in the spaces provided. -Remind
them to add the arrows.

r

Language Cards/Key Signs
a food web

a population

Identification C,ards

corn plants
the sun

cabbage plants
grassk

.chickens
, people
caterpillars'

bilkds

cows

4. When the students have completed their papers, discuss their answers. Have

each student give one food chain. They could be listed on the board.

5. Ask the students to look at the food chains and tell you which things interact
the most, i.e., which are listed most often in the chains. Ask which plant.

populations and which animal populations are listed the most often.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to identify food chains that
'make up a food web and state which populations interact
the most in the food web.

*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Food Webs

Page T-457/S-253 Make a Food Web (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of foodweb and to provide practice in constructing
a food web from several given food chains.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Materials:
1. Take 3x5 index cards and cut them in half. Make a

set of pictures (from page 253) for each student.
2:---'.Have large- sheets of paper, magic markers, and glue

ready for each student.

(Th
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Language Cards/Key Signs

chrysanthemums
aphids

Ladybugs
praying mantises
grasshoppers
a food web



TEACHING lirGESTPANS:

1. Have the students look at page 253. Read the text to them. Discuss each-one
of the food chains.

2. Pass out the cards. Ask the students to label each picture: Tell them that
they will be taking the pictures and making a food web from them.

3. Pass out the large sheets of paper, markers and glue. 'Ask the students to write
a title on their paper - A Food Web. Ask them to take the pictures, and using
heir book as a guide, make the food web. Tell them not to glue the pictures

(I( nto the paper until you have checked their work.o

4 Make sure that you check each student. If they have mistakes, refer them to the
textbook to find their error. When their web is correct, allow them to glue the
cards onto the paper.

"St

5. Have the students answer the questions from page 253. Dis,cuss their answers.
AIO For question 2, remind them to cqunt the arrows that go to and from each

population.
4r.

\,.

6. Discuss question 3 with the students. It should be clear that the animal eaters
would lose all of their food. Ask how this wouldtaffect the size of the remaining
popUlations'(plants would increase, animals would die off).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children should be able to construct a food web from,
several given food chains and describe the possible effect
when certain populations are removed from the food web.

*************************4*********************************************iv************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Food Webs
Page T-461/S-255 Stream Food Web (30-35 min.)

PURPOS: 1. Telling how many food chains make up a food web.
4 2. Listing the populations in the food chains.

L 3. Tellihg,which populations interact the most in the web.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Materials:

r.C.

1. Prepare a student answer sheet with the following: at the top of the page,
. draw the food web from page 255, label each picture, have spaces for 8 food

chains to be written in (there are only five), leave additional space for
' 'answers at the bottom of the page.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Pass out the student answer sheet. Discuss the food web, identifying the
populations andinteractions.

S.

2. Tell the students that,they must find out how many food chains are in the web(
Ask them to place the names of the populations in the spaces provided and to
add the arrows.

3. When ,the students have completed that part of the evaluation, ask one more
question. Which populations are in more than one food chain? Have the 'students
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:or

list them on their papers.
f

4. After the students have completed their work, discuss their answers.

5, As an informal discussion question, ask the students what makes food chains join
together into a food web?

6. If the students have correctly filled in their,answer sheets, then you can assume
that they have demonstrated the objective for the cluster and are t'eady to go on
to'the next cluster.

*************************************************************************************

00°.
01.4

DELETE the whole next cluster. l'he materials need, too much pre teaching and are

abstract for this level cit student.

Vt
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LEVEL 3 .4"

SFH,I

SIGNED VOCABULARY AND LANG4GE INDEX
FOR

SCIENCE FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

1.

Ael,f,A,
VOIVJP4f4!"

Instructions for use of this index with the afico5panyi-ng signed videotapts
are found in the Introduction to the Program. This index should be used as a'.
script when viewing the signed videotapes for the specific SFHI cluster or
section of interest.

S

Each,part of the videotape is preceded by an indication of the specific
location (level, unit, part, Cluster and Lesson) of the item presenteg,'Each
item within a lesson is first presented inmerican Sign Language (ASL) followed
by a Manually Coded English (MCE/SEE) presentation of the same item. WhEn a
lesson list is completed the title of the next lesson is given, followed by
a presentation of each new lesson Item in ASL and MCE.

Teachers should view the videotape in planning for each new cluster (2-5
minutes per cluster).\ It is also suggested that teachers view and practice the
signs prdsented with their classes following less6Q experiences or as a review.,
The videotape can be used as a viswa4 dictionary when the children have for-
gotten the sign.

The Signed VocabuPary and Language Videotapes are available for purchase
and/or copying by writing

Dennis W. Sunal or
Cynthia Szymanski Sunal
Science for the Hearing Impaired .

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506,
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Science For The Hearing Impaired

Signed Vocabulary Level 3

Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1A-1 Sampling and Estimates 3(cont) butterfly
1 The World of Objects snake

samples/sampling rabbit "-
estimating cactus
objects alarm clock
contents
variation 4 Alike in - Several Ways
any lump of matter to belong
alike an insect
different
property

2 §2E21./
samples
insects
property
moths
common property

3' Estimating/How Many Marbles?
estimate

4 Estimating Size
size
giraffe

5 SamplesandeOmates

\
bank
pennies

Cluster 1A-2 Grouping Objects

1 ( Sorting Collections
property sort

2 Grouping by Properties -
group /groups

property
a button /buttons

3 The Two Big Groups
living
non-living
scientist
flash light
lock
airplant
lizard

210,
178

5

6

feelers (antennae)

Sample Group
reel oak

:whit oak
shingle, oak

sample

Find The Groups
to notice
rough
hard

striped

Cluster 1A-3 Variation in Groups

1 What is Variation?
exactly alike
variation
size

color
shape
pattern

2 Variation Collections

3

4

Finding Variation
surface
bolts
shells,

rocks
Smooth
bumpy

Variation Everywhere
everywhere
somewhat alike
hairy

5 Find The Variation



Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson - Title and Key Signs

Cldster 1A-4 Describing Variation 1(cont) glass
plastic

I Order and Range What is the. object made of?
order
light green 2 What Are Objects Made Of?
dark green 0 matter

, lightest'
darkest 3 Properties of Matter
range to compare
pea pods an example
smallest' light
largest heavy

hard
2 Histogram Practices soft

histogram bend
number of seeds break

wire
3 Making a Histogram to number

kind over and over
a shaded block
lima bean 4 Variation in Wood
sunflower seed pine
corn redwood
pea sand pape'r
squash to rub
kidney beans hardness
a block
the smallest
the most

5 Raw Materials

raw materials
coal

4 Measuring Variation iron ore
to measure the earth
the eye 6r-a potatoe steel
a piece of string lumber
dittance paper
a centimeter ruler
a washer
variation
a centimeter

6 Choose The Matter

Cluster 1B-2 Phases of Matter

5 Variation in Your Class
height

1 Changing Matter
solid

to describe liquid
gas

6 Find the Variation t c pnge N.

length at is happening?,
p se

Clueter4B-1 The,Matter of Objects ,. phases of matter
g

ice
1 Collecting Samples of Matter water vapor

metal
wood
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Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1B-2 (cont) 3(cont) lemon juice

alike-
2 Heat Changes The Phase different

to melt

butter 4 A Bean Bag
taken away a bean bag
a freezer the limit mark /
to condense the goal mark
drops of water the player

the histogram (review)
3 Thermometers a centimeter ruler

Thermometer to take turns
a celsius thermometer range
degree
temperature 5 People and Systems-

musical instruments
4 Temperature and Change a drum

a thermometer a piano (or other available
degrees Celsius instruments)
compare sound

5 A Burning Candle 6 Find The Systems
a candle, a driver
to burn a bumper car
wax a ferris wheel
an arrow people

a washer
6 Find The-Phase a guitar

to strum
Cluster 1C-1 Variation in Systems a pencil

string
1 Interaction Systems ' a table

a dry cell (battery) a hand
wire tape

2

a bulb
tape

interaction
a system
to touch

Repeating Systems
to repeat

repeating systems
over and over again
variation'

Taller Systems
min e
sugar
flour

milk
vinegar

212
180

Cluster 1C-2 Prediction

1

3

Galileo's Prediction
prediction
a scientist
an idea
speed

What is a Prediction?
a guess

4111;

4 How Sure Are You?
to be sure
pretty sure
explain



. Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1C-2 (cont)

4 m Using Predictions
a stop light
to brush your teeth
a stove

5 Making Predictions
sand
a sand castle
a tennis raquet
clouds
a storm

Clusters2A-1 Space Everywhere

1 Exploring Space
space

the sun

the moon
.the stars

to explore
air

a'problem
a powerful machine
a rocket
the surface\
gravity

s--

2 Out in.S21.k
a teleaeOpe

billions of stars
a galaxy

3 Our Solar System
a planet
the. solar system

; 7 an orbit

farthest
closest

4 Marbles and Svc!
a marble
a tray

5 A Space For Everything
a rock

181

Lesson Title and Key Signs.

6

7

A Place in Space
a football player
a doorway
a basketball hoop
a basketball player

,Find The Space
-a goldfish bowl
the Earth

Cluster 2A-2 The Space Inside

1,

2

3

4

5

Cluster

1

Closing in Space
space

hollow

Comparing Space
volume

Measuring Volume
. a cubic centimeter
a shape

J
Find The Volume

Finding the Space Inside
largest

2B-I A Place In Space

Lost and Found
lost

found
a fisherman
a two-way radi
pOsition
reierence object

Direption
in front of
behind
above
under

_ right
left

Distance
far

near
very fat
very
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,Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2B-1 (cont)

4 .Describing Positions
an artist

5 Find It
A sailboat
a cloug,

a rowboat
land

Cluster 2B-2 Position Finders

1 Place and Position
place
position
a circle

q4a square

a triangle:
a star
across

a position finder

Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2C-1 Investigating Motion

1

2

rti

What is Motion?
motion'

changing position
reference object
a skier
a slide

Steps in Motion
Which picture is missing?
a row of pictures
a' fence

a sailboat
a building

s Making Flip Books

a flip book
to stage
to flip smoothly

4 Look for Motion
a school bus

2 Position Pcitture a swing
a clown a net

3 A Position Game
dice
marker
partner
straight row
the winner

A Your Own Position Finder
a clock face
a fastener
seam bindihg
a position- finder.

5 Clock Direction Finder
a clock
an hour
the center.

the direction

6 Clock Position Finder
direction
distance .

a centimeter

7 Find the Positions\

214 182

Cluster 2C-2 Clues of Motion

1 Motion Blurs'
a blur
a clue

a camera
a photographer

2 What Moved?

3 You Can Be Fooled
to be fooled
d camera

4 Tracks
a mark
a clue of motion
a bike tire
a paw print
direction



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2C-2 (coot)

5 Interaction Clues
interaction
clues of motion
a windshield
a hammer,_

a bracket; '''`Z

6 Which Parts Moved?
'a clock
a bicycle
a pedal
a reflector
a timer

7 Find the Clues
a runner
a mototaygle
bowling
pins
a bowling ball

r

Cluster 2C-3 Describing Motion

1 .Study the Tracks
a cardboard box
flour

2 Paths of Motion
a circular path
a straight path
e swinging path
a spiral path
direction
arrow

3

4

5

Viewing Paths
different views
a yo-yo

a front view
a side view

Draw the Paths

Find the Motion

Lesson 'Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3A-1 Interaction and Systems

1 Interaction Objects
interaction
system
cream
butter,

(a cracker
lawn mower

a grass collector
a puddle
a curb

2 Pick a System
cloth

41. scissors
a needle

g.6halk

thread
a pencil sharpener
a rake
a trowel
soil

a system

183

3 Naming System
a camera
a sled
a brick
a window
a flash cube
a baseball

flashing
crashing
hitting
a bat

4 Picture This

5 Many Systems
throwing
shooting'.
swinging

a

Cluster 3A-2 Variables inSystems

'1 Change in a System
a flashlight .

a mirror
clay



Less Title and Key Sign,

Clu ter 3A -2 (cont)

1(co t) a ball
a variable
to reflect

2 Working With Variables'
a wobble system
a washer
string
fastest
slowest

, Lesson Title and Key Signs

1(cont) magnetic
sound
energy
light

2 Magnetic Energy
a magnet to attract
a horseshoe to repel
a rectangle
round magnetic energy
a bar magnet

3 More About Magnetic Energy
3 More Wobble Systems

4 Sports Variables

5 Name the Variables
a pond
lilly pad
'frog

: ice

Low

Motiot -How Far?

a variable
a distance tester

Where is the Energy?
iron filings

Cluster 3B-2 Making Energy Changes

1 Controlling Energy
Cluster 3A-3 Energy in Systems

string

1 Energy'
a pencil
tape

energy
interaction

a filmstrip case

crashiAg
a centimeter
a pendulum

sliding
an energy giver'

hitting
an energy receiver

Ting syster9s

'2 More and More Energy
2 Moving Systems

a washer
the energy giver

a pendulum
the energy receiver

energy

to control
Energy Givers You Cannot See

a variable
sailboat

4 Moving SSystems in Your Class Room
3

a stiede

5 Energy Givers and.Receivers

Cluster 3B-1 Kinds of Energy

1 Many Kinds of Energy
motion
heat

electricity

4

Target the Energy
a target

Giving Energy
a prize
a hammer 64

5 Energy Control
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3B-3 Energy Chair's

1 The Millie McPherson System
a chute
a slide,
to spill
to dump

2 Wil3T's System
an energy chain

3 Don't Break the Chain
a chain

4 Complete the Chain

Cluster 3C-1 Finding Energy Givers

1 The Popcorn;System
baking soda 3-11

vinegar
spoon.

popcorn
'to rise
a gas

bubbles
a system

How Many Tri
a trip

vinegar
bAing sod

ta'spoon
a kernel of corn
a variable'

Variables in.a System
a larger time
variables

4 Using'Gas Movers
an air bag
a'ship

the surface of the water

5 . Find the Energy Givers
gas

a, pinwheel

popcorg,kernals
variables
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

A
Cluster 3C-2 Mystery Movers

1 0 . What Makes it Move
a paper pointer
a card
aluminum foil
straight
t9 bend

energy transfer,
heat

2 Which Place
a different place
by a door
under a light
in the dark
near a window
in the sunshine
heat

'3 Which Way
aluminum foil
a pointer
heat ""
place

4 Find the Pointer

Cluster 3C-3 Light Energy

1 Light is Energy
a flashlight
a lamp
a candle
light energy

2, Light and Color
a prism
an energy giver '

an energy receiver
to absorb
to reflect

3

4

Mirrors
a mirror
an image

Find the Changes
symmFtrical

I

.



Lesson ,Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3C-3 (cont)

5 Light Stoppers
to pass thrOugh

6 Using Li t Energy
solar ergy

7 All Abouti.ght.____

Cluster 4A -l'Interactions

1 Imteracting Organisms
organism '

a plant 1 A Mouse Home
an animal- a mouse
interaction mice

cardboard
2 Helpful Interactions cotton

a population a house
helpful ways a box
to play

a stick
to clean

cedar chips

am exercLse wheel
3 Some.Animals Fight

to fight 2' Animals That Build Homes'
to harm

an object
a seagull

building a home
a stickleback a beaver
fighting i,gannet

,

Lesson Title and Key Signs

5(cOnt) a seal
a walrus

the Pacific Ocean
the Artic Ocean
Hudson 'Bay

6 Many. Interactions
cleaning
figtIting

playing
interacting

7

Cluster 4A -2 Home-Building Interactions

Animals onthe Move
spring
winter
fall
summer

tomigrate

a home

3 People Build domes
a farm house
an apartment
an adobe pueblo

a group 4 Building_Homes
a population
a place

Cluster 4A-3 Young and Old Interact
Canada
,a reindeer 1 A Mouse Family
ka whale a litter
North America a baby
California to nurse
Alaska milk
a forest to mate
a coast male
an ocean female

5. People on the Move
an Eskimo
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

'Cluster 4A -3 (cont)

2 Caring for Yodhg
to care for
to feed
to protect
a monkey
a racoon
to carry
young

4

On Their Own,
a tortoise
a tadpole
a frog

Children's Needs
a child
children

5 Different Young Animals

Cluster 4B-1 .Plant Eating Interactions

1

2

3

. Some Animals Eat Plants
to eat

interaction
a population
a beetle
sheep

herbivore
an.organistii

Start an Aphid Population
aaphid

experiement
an egg
a young aphid
a wingless adult
ta winged adult

Favorite Foods
a grasshopper
a cricket
a caterpillar
a beetle
a terrarium

a population

lanteater (haebivore)
vorite

a net
ajar

a

Lesson Title and Key Signs

3(cont) corn plant °

bean plant
grass

a radish plant
seeds

4 Park Interactions
a bird\
a squirrel

Cluster 4-B2 Animal Eating, Interactions
o

1 Aphids,and Ladybugs
an aphid
a ladybug
a population
to interact
to compare
number

.a chart

ID card-cheesecloth

2

3

4

Lesson

4(cont)

5

k
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,Some Animals Eat Animals
a starfish

**missal
an owl
a mouse
an animal eater

Plant-and-Animal Eaters
a plant and animal eater
an omnivore

Odd Animal Eaters
a toad

a chameleon
a cricket

Title and Key Signs

an animal eater
an experiment

Find the Animal Eaters,



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 4B-3 After Organisms Die

1

2

3

4

5

What are Decomposers?
a dead animal
a decomposer
to decompose
to rot
tiny piece
soil

Underground
e40.eaf

a bean
a worm
meat

size /color

shape /small'

a' fungus

a plastic box

Kinds of Decomposers
a tiny organism
a racoon
a fungus

Scavengers
a scavenger
a sea gull
a lion
a hyena

11

Helpful and Harmful
an opossum
a snail
a mushroom
mold
wheat

6 Dead Organisms Ch
being decompose

,Clitster 4C-1 Food Chains

1 Energy-in Food
an energy chain
an energy gives
an energy receives
the sun

a` plant

an organism
interaction
energy

188

Lesson Title and Key Signs

2 Energy Chains in Eating,
a food chain
grass
a cricket
a toad

3

4

5

6

Cluster 4C-2 , Food Webs

1 Several Food Chains
a food chain
a food web
a lettuce plant
a mouse
a rabbit
a wheat plant
a population
mice
owls

cats ...

the sari

Food Chains End
a food chain
a decomposer
a snal&
a dead organism
decomposers

Food-Chain Interactions
an interaction
a tiny green plant
amater flea
a minnow
a bass
a water flea
a mouse
an owl
a corn plant

People ln'Food Chains
a person
an apple tree
an orange tree
lettuce
a hamburger

Classroom Food Chains

2 Farm Food Web
food web

/population
corn plants



Lesson Title and Key, Signs

Cluster 4C-2 (cont)

2(eont) cabbage plants
grass
chickens
people
caterpillars
birds
cows

3 Make a Food Web
chrysanthemums
aphids

lady bugs
praying mantises
grasshoppers
a food web

4 Stream Food Web

189 221
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Introduction
Many teachers and administrators have long been concerned with the lack

of appropriate science materials and aids for teaching hearing impaired youth.
This disadvantage is most critical for the middle ,childhood aged student in
special hearing impaired classrooms or Joined with their hearing peers in
regular classrooms. Many'students have been denied adequate access to science
as a discipline because it was foó difficult or because ways to_present it to
hearing impaired youth beyond traditional methods could not be envisioned.

To meet this concern the Science for the Hearing Impaired (SFH)project
was proposed. Its primary atm was to make available, 'for the first time, a
complete sequenced science_program for the hearing impaired which would foster
the development of abilities and attitudes in the sciences in hearing impaired
youths at this critical age.

This volume represents two years of planning, development, classroom
testing, evaluating, and rewriting to produce a science program'effective for
hearing impaired middle childhood youths. To date, the. success of these
materials with teachers and students has been assuring. The SFHI introductory
guide which describes the program materials, teaching strategTeTand use of
program components, along with the individual program teacher's guides pre-
sents all essential information needed for maximizing learning for this
special population of youth. 3



Level 4 Unit 1 EnVironments'

Part A Ititeractions In An Environment, Lesson Cluster 1A-2.
k

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page ;Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time
Suggested

1-41/43

T-38
T-39
T-44

T -42

.

" Development

Introduction
Development

.

Application
Enrichment

StartA Fruit Fly Population
and Germinate Bean Seeds
Start a Bean Population
Start Other'Bean Plants
Bean Plant Growth
A Cricket Environment

40 min.

'40 min.

25-35 min.
40 min.

30-40 min.

B. MATERIALS,: See list onepages T33, 34, 35.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction in a Population, is
appropriate for use in this unit.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Preparing for Later
Page T-41/S-12 Start a Fruit Fly PoOlation and Germinate Bean

Seeds (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of environmental factors best suited to the growth
of a population of fruit flies.

PREREQUISITES: Fine motor skills.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - very ripe banana
large jar or bottle
rubber bands

gauze
dry .grass

sugar

1. Use the appropriate determiners for the identifi-
cation cards. Matching cards to objects could

_ be done to test recording learning.
2. Develop simple graphs for recording days and

numbers of fruit flies.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Distribute the student books. Allow'time.for the
students to browse through them and discuss points
of interest with their classmates. Take notes of which
students focus on which areas of the book.

1

Language Cards/Key Signs
egg
pupa

larva'

adult
stages
population
glossary

Identification Cards
fruit fly
banana
guaze
container
dry yeast
masking tape
food mix

rubber bands

228



4.

2. Point out tgat-the'book-is-divi-ded-Thio-4-bnifs. List the units on the board and
have the children discuss what they think they will learn about.

3. Point out the ;glossary. Make use of the glossary throughout all aspects of teaching.

4. Introduce the lesson by explaining that the class will be starting a fruit fly popu-
lation. Demonstrate the preparation of the food mix (T-42). Allow the children to
make their own food mix and place it in'the containers. Discuss the need to keep
things moist. Havethe children label their containers.

5. Allow the students to place their containers where they think the fruit flies will
grow best. These should be placed out of the sun, and away from drafts.

6. Assist the children in daily observations of their containers, with the use of
magnifying glasses. Bring attention to eggs, larva, pupa, and adult flies whenever
possible. Have the children draw their observations and label. These maybe used
later for sequencing activities.

7. Have students daily record the number of observed fruit flies per container. Dis-
cuss why some bottles have fruit fly, populations and others don't, in terms of en-
vironmental factors.

8. Read "Start a Fruit Fly Population," and "Fruit Fly Growth" or teacher may para-
phrase. Discuss the procedures and the questions. Language and identification
cards may be used to facilitate communication.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to:
1. place containers where environmental factors (light,

air; and temperature) are best suited for fruit fly
growth.

2. identify, describe, and list growth stages of fruit
fly population.

***************************************************************************************
4

INTRODUCTION: Lessor;Cluster 1A-2- Preparing for Later
Page T-381S-10 Start a Bean Population (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of environmental factors best suited to the growth
of bean seeds.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - bush
- string
- lima bean seeds (enough

for every child with
some, left over to supple-
ment ones that didn't grow)
soil

small pebbles
- pot (styrofoam cups will

do)

- pans (frozen food pans
etc.) to hold potted
plants

- centimeter sticks to
measure plant growth

Language Cards/Key Signs

factor
bean name

centimeter stick
weeds
pebbles



4.

r
. 1. Preparg simple graphs by-centimeter and day, for the children to record

'growth.

2. Have children describe changes in bean growth from drawings made of germinat-
ing bean seeds over the past 3 days. Have the children read "Bean Plant

Growth" student page 14. Discuss the growth of bean plants in terms of

'structures and stages.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:'

1. Display all of the materials to the students. Have each student write identifi-

cation cards (with appropriate determiners) as the materials are introduced.

2. Have the students read the dtrecttons from "Start a Been Population" or teacher

may paraph se. The teacher should follow the instr ctions as they are read,

demonstrati correct procedure.

3. Distribute t e materials to the students and have them plant 3 cups of seeds each.

Have tee% dents level their cups.

4. Upon completion, allow the students to place their cups where tliey think the beans

will grow best. Ask them to explain why: use the language cards,to facilitate

the discussion. List factors that may affect bean plant growth on the board.

'5. Record the planting data on the class calendar.

6. Re-read "Start a Bean Population" as a class and discuss the questions. Ask the

students to predict what day the plants will appear. Make a prediction chart

(students, name and prediction) and hang in room.

7. Record growth of plants in pots on a daily basis for 7 days. If no growth, record

0 centimeters until plants begin to appear.

8. Have children list changes in bean growth from drawings made of germinating bean

seeds over the past 3 days. List on board.

9. Have students look at the pictures on page 14. Look at each picture and observe

growth of bean plants. Have students identify the different parts of the bean

plants and list on board.

10. Have students read page 14 or teacher may paraphrase. Discuss growth of bean plants

in terms of structure and stages.

11. Record the appearance data of plant above soil on the class calendar.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students shobld be able to:

1. plant bean seeds,
2. place the cups where they think the plants vill grow

best

3. plain the placement of their cups,

4. list some factors affecting bean plant growth.
*********************************************************************k********4*******
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Preparing for Later
Page T-39/S-11 Start Other Bean Plants (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the students'knowledge of general environmental factors to an
investigation of heat.

To introduce the students to organized experimentation of the variable of
heat and its affects on the growth of bean seeds.

PREREQUISITES: 1. A concept of temperature (determined by teacher observed use of
temperature words,.i.e. hot, cold, etc.)

2. An ability to appropriately plant seeds.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - aluminum foil
- bean seeds

metal Celcius ther-
mometer (three more
than children in'cibss)

1. Arrange for class'access to a stove and a
refrigerator.

2. Develop simple-graphs, in centimeter and days
for the children to record growth.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Sixe
degree Celcius
heat
temperature
experiment

Identification Cards
graph

aluminum foil

1. Have students make daily record of flies and bean
growth from previous days activities.

2. Inti-oduce the lesson by explaining what an experiment is. Explain that the class
1011 experiment with heat and bean seeds.

3. Have the children select bean seeds and wrap them in aluminum foil, for a total
of three packages.

4.. Retire to the school cafeteria. Place a thermometer and packages of bean seeds,in
Whe freezer. Place a thermometer and packages of beans on a table. Place a ther-
kometer and packages of beans in the oven (set for 212° F).

5. D ring the thirty minute wait, allow the children to experiment with other ther-
ter, reading temyeratures in degrees Celcius in the sun, shade, under their

ar , and other ways invented by the children.

6. After thirty minutes, retrieve the seeds, and record the temperature under which
they have been placed.

7. Return to the classroom, plant the seeds. Be careful to distinguish which seeds
underwent which temperatures by labeling the pots.

8. Record planting data on the class calendar. Record growth on the daily graph,
in centimeter.

1

9. When it becomes apparent as to which seeds will grow., read and discuss "Start Other
Bean Plants." (approximately 2-3 weeks)

4

231
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The studs s should be able to 1. plant seeds; 2. observe,
measure, an record growth, and 3. explain why some seeds
didn't grow Tkterms of heat.

************************************************************************,************

.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster IA -2 Preparing for later
Page T- 44/S -14 Bean Plant Growth (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the children to the concepts of stages of growth,through observ-
ing-bean plants.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - lima beans
- clear containers
- water

4'

1. Allow the children to develop identification cards
as they observe the structures.

2. Soakiseeds.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
growth
cycle stages
structures (parts)
sprout,

Identification Cards

1. Discuss with the children about observing the growth of bean plants.

2. Have each child fill their container with water and place seeds in it over night.

3. Allow the root of the beans to germinate and sprout. Observe the daily changes
of the seeds, discussing theshanges with the children.

4. Have the children take a part one seed per day for 3 days band draw the different
stages and label the structures.

LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to:
1. "identify bean plant` structures, and
2. describe the growth of bean plants.

***************************************************A**********************************

ARICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Preparing for Later
. Page T-42 A Cricket Environment (30-40 mini..)

PURPOSE: To provide further opportunities for observation of environmental factOr for
animal and plant growth.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - a terrarium
- cover screen
- soil (representing sub-
strate layering)

- terrarium plants
- crickets-
- apples (or oatmeal-

moistened)
- jar lid (for water)
- pebbles

5

2 `) 9

Lan ua e Cards/Ke Signs

moisture
stages

heat
egg

nymph

adult
crickets
layers



TEACHING 6UGESTIONS:
41,

1. Have students make
growth from previo6

ecords of flies and bean
ys activities.

2. Display the materials, using identification cards
and matchffig to attach names.

:Discus's the procedure of setting up a terrarium.

lik
4., Allow the children to assist: -.

a. pouring irCTh soil (labeling layers of composition) pebbles, end, humas (peat)
soil

-

b. plant the plants and water them
c. put the jar lid in and fill it with water
d. place the moistened oatmeal in
e. putthe crickets in
f. cover the terrarium
g. pace it in the classroom.

identl!fication Cards
terrarium
plant names
humas (peat)
coyer,screen
pebbles

A4(//5. Discuss the procedures with the class. Ask them to predict what will happ to
the crickets.

6. Assist in daily observations of the status of the cricket population, pointing out
eggs, .nyMphs, young crickets, and adults. Have students draw observations and
label. These may be used-later for sequencing aglivitieg.

7. Discuss factors in the cricketsle vironment (light, water, Sir, temperature, food
plants, etc.). -Li*st on board.

8. Discuss the behavior of the crickets (drinking, hopping, eating, breeding,.mating).

9. Encourage weekly observation, with the use of magnifying glasses, o terrarium.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to:
V. describe the procedure of setting up a terrarium,
2. name factors in the environment of the crgkets', an
3. describe the life cycle of crickets. tr.,

*********ii****************************************************************4*M**.
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Levei 4 Unit 4 Environments

Part A Interactions In An Environment, Lesson Cluster 1A-3

CLUSTER OUTLINE
9

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-52
-T-50
T-54
T-56
T-60

T-45

Development.
Introduction ,

Development
Development
Evaluation

Evaluation

Seeds and Heat
Bean Piants and Water
Fruit Flies and Heat
Another Kind of Record
Recognizing Environmental
Factors
Keeping Track

15-25 min.

20 -30 min.

20-30 min.
30-35 min.
20-30 min.

45 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-47.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATiON: Filmstrip Set X111, Interaction in a Population, is
appropriate for, use in this unit.

DEVELOPMENT: 'Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Observing Factors
Page T-52/5 -18 Seeds and Heat (15-25 min.)

PURP4(: To review the :concept of the effects of heat on the growth of bean plants.

PREREQUISITES: Completion of "Start Other Bean Plants."

ADVANCE PREPARATION: 1. Draw a chart on the board with
temperatures froM "Start Other
Bean Plants" across the top and
centimeters don the side.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have children make daily record of number flies and bean

growth experiments.

2. Have students bring their graphs from "Start Other Bean Piants" to a group in front

of the board.

3. Have each student record the last growth measurement of his/her seeds in the appro-

priate column. by writing his/her name'.

4.. Discuss the effects of temperature differences on the seeds and the growth of bean
plants, deciding which is most suited for bean piant growth.

Language Cards/Key Signs
the bean plants
temperature

Identification Cards

5. Read and discuss "Seeds andiHeat" or teacher may 'paraphrase.

7



DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to state the heat factor best
suited to the growth of bean seeds.

**************************************************************************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Obi-ng Factorssery
Page T-50/S-16 Bean Plants and Water (20-30\ .)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of volume and the concept f measurement of water
as an environmental factor affecting growth of bean plants.

EFIpR EQUISITES: Completion of "Start a Bean Population". '
Understanding of the concept of volume.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - graduate cylinder
- milliliter (ml)
- cubic centimeter,
- liter

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students make daily record of number flies and
bean growth from previous days activities.

2. Allow the children time to play with the graduated
cylinders, measuring different volumes.- Use the
identification and language cards to assist the
children in using measurement vocabulary.

3. Give each student a number of mL. (example 52 mL.)
Using colored water, have student correctly fill the graduated
cylinder to that number to check understanding of the use of a graduated cylinder.

4. Have the children bring their bean plants from "Start a Bean POpulation" to a
central table. Explain that they will be conducting an experiment with beans
and water.

Language.Cards/Key Signs
the bean plants
make observations
experiment
graph paper
measure
volume
measurement

Identification Cards
graduated cylinder
milliliter (ml)
cubic centimeter
liter

5. Have the children decide on three volumes of water (one for each cup) that they
will use to water their plants. Have the students write this amount on each cup.

6. Distribute graphs, one for each water volume (3 per child) for daily recording al
growth. Keep ongoing o ry ons and record daily the,growth of the plants.

7, Discuss the effects of varying amounts of water on bean plants with the class.

8. Read and discuss "Bean Plants and Water" oriteacher may paqaphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to:
1. measure different volumes of water, and
2. determine the amount of-water best suited for bean growth.

******************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Observing Factors
Page T-54/S-19 Fruit Flies and Heat (2-30 min.)
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PURPOSE: To extend the concept.of heat as an environmental factor on fruit fly
activity.

PREREQUISITES: Completion of "Start a Pruit Fly Population" and "Fruit Fly Growth"
(as a combined lesson).
Concept of light as a.heat producer.,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materialt - 3 desk lamps

- 3 Celcius thermometers

'1. Inform custodial staff not to move or turn off
the desk lamps as they are part of an experiment.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. 'Haim students make records of number flies and bean
growth from previous days activities.

Language Cards/Key Signs

fruit flies
vial

Identification Cards
desk lamps
Celcius thermometer.
experiment

2111kave children measure temperature at varying distances fromHthe desk lamps.

A
3. Have the children place the maps and thermometers such that the thermometers read

Room temperature and a higher temperature 24-30° C.

4. f?..eace the one fruit fly vial at each temperature and observe the activity of the
.fruit flies over a series of, days.

5.' Discuss the effects of heat on the activity'of the fruit flies.

6. Read and discuss "Fruit Flies and Heat" at a later

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able
effects,of heat on fruit fly
factors best suited to fruit

*******************************************************

time or teacher may paraphrase.

to observe and describe the
behavior, and determine heat
fly activity.

*************,*****************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Observing Factors
Page T-56/S-20 Another Kind of Record (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce 1.1.1(0 students to representation of population growth on a
histogram.

Conjunction of this lesson with Lesson
Population" and "Fruit Fly Growth."

ION: 1.' Obtain graph paper and record
"weeks" on the abscissa and
"numbers of fruit flies" on
the ordinate.

PREREQUISITES:

ADVANCE PREPARAT

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students make daily record of number flies and
bean, growth from previous days activities.

. 9

Cluster 1A-2 "Start a Fruit Fly

f;

Language Cards /Key Signs

graph
histogram
range

record (noun/verb)

Identification Cards
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2. Introduce the histograM to the students. Explai hem the parts-of the graph.
Explain that they will be counting the number of fruit flies once a week.

3. Assist the children in'counting and recording the numbers of fruit flies in, theft
containers, once a week, for six weeks. Demonstrate the recording on the histogram
on the board. As the children are able to perform by themselves, serve only a5416
monitor.

4., Discuss the histograms in ter,* of the rise and decliie of the population. Point
cutithe low and high population points. DemOnstrate how to find the range on the
teacher's histogram.

5. Have the children determine their own popOation ranges.

6. Read and discuss "Another Kind of Record" or teacher may par,aphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to record and int rpret data
they have gathered on the histogram.

******************************************************************** *****************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Observing Factors
Page T-60/S-23 Recognizing Environmental Factors (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in relation to:
1. identifying the environmental factors,
2. making a histogram and recording growth,
3. listing environmental factors that affect the growth of a population.

PREREQUISITES: Completion of Lesson Clusteri1A-3.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - graph paper

Write the following on the board to replace question #2 in the text:

Mrs. Smifhs' class had a fruit fly population also. Here is what happened
with-John's fruit'flies.

Weeks # of fruit flies
Week I 0
Week II 4

Week III 9

Week IV 15

Week V 10

Week VI 7

Directions: 1. Make a histogram for John.
2. What is the range of John's population (fruit fly)?
3. List 2 factors,that might have changed John's fruit fly population.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students make record of number of flies and bean growth from previous days
activities.

10



3.4. Assist the students in reading the "Wrap-Up," and question #1. Teacher may
paraphrase. Have students look at each picture and find the environmental factor
that changed the picture. List on answer sheet.

3. Distribute graph paper.

4. Have students read #2 from blackboard (see advanced preparation) or teacher may
paraphrase.

5. Allow students time to complete required work.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lessoh Cluster 1A-2 Preparing for Later
Page T-45/S-15 'Keeping Track (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance:
1. Ilsting environmental factors affecting bean plant rowth,
2. listing environmental factors affecting fruit fly owth,
3. making a record of bean plant growth, and
4. makilg a record of fruit fly growth.

ADVANCE PREPARATIOh:

1. Previous assistance in recording plant and animal growth.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students Make records of # flies and bean growth from previous days activities.

2. Have the students read page 15, number 1 (or teacher.may paraphrase) and perform
the task. Illustrate how to set up their papers on the board.

3. Through days of previous observing of the children and assisting their recording
(graphing) of plant and animal growth, discuss with each child and record on their
test paper how well they are able to record by themselves.

4. Further opportunity for data recording will be make available, Communicate this
to children still having problems with this task, and reinforce those children who
have mastered it.

**************************************************************************************

I
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Level 4'Unit 1 Environments

Part A Interactions in an Environment, Lesson Cluster, 1A-1

A. AUSTER OUTLINE

Teaching TimePage Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggested

Preparation Activity Planting Goss 30 min.
T -24-26 introductiop A Factor Search-Finding

Factors
20-30 min,

T-28 Development Adding up the Factors 20-30 min.
T-27 Development Factors for People. 15-25 min.
1-29-30 Application/Enrichment Environments Everywhere/ 30 -40 min.-. Special Factor Search .

1-31 Evaluation Recognizing Environments 20-0

NOTE: Introduction - both to and 113 have been collapsed into an introduction activity.
Development - the two development lessons have been reversed.
Application and Enrichment - both have been collapsed into an extended lesson

where the Enrichment becomes a mandatory part of
42 the application.

Evaluation - some modification to allow the children some practice samples.

B.- MATERIALS: Add the following to list on page T-21:
- bottom half of plastic gallon containers
- soil

- grass seed
- water
- newspaper
- pencils
- measuring containers

'FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction in a Population,, is
appropriate for use in this unit.

PREPARATION ACTIVITY: Thisfis needed'for_lp§son T-83 Plants and Erosion. Must
plant grass now so it will be ready when needed 10 days from now.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Mpterlals - bottom half of a plastic bleach bottle
- soil

- pencil

grass seed
- water

- newspaper
- measuring containers



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1, Explain to the students that they need to plant some grass for a future lesson.

2. Divide class into pairs. Distribute 2 planters and a pencil to each group.

'3. Have the students poke 10, evenly spaced holes in the bottom of each planter with
a pencil.

4. Have students put 3 cups of soil in each planter. They are to label one planter
GRASS and then plant grass in it. Have them sprinkle a lot of grass seeds so a
lot of grass will grow. Have them put their names on the planters.

5: Show the student where to put the containers.

_6. Explain to the students they will need to water their seeds everyday - Demonstrate
how to sprinkle water gently over seeds.

****************************************************************************4**********

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 What Is An Environment?
Page T-24-26/S-3-5 A Factor Search (20-30 min.)-

PURPOSE': To introduce: the term factor in relation to environments and concept of
interactions of ofganisms with their surroundings.

PREREQUISITES: concept of "part and whole"
concept of "same and different"

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - five plants
- five animals

1. Place plants and animals where conditions will be
favorable to their life and growth. Try to rep-
resent variety in selection of organisms.

2. Insure that the students are capable of using the
terms property, organism, surrounding, and object
appropriately, either through modeling or direct
instruction.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students make daily record of number flies and
bean growth from previous activities.

2. Discuss the first unit of study in terms of plants, animals, and their interaction
with their surroundings. Tie-the discussion to the children and how they interact
with their surroundings. Define interaction as something that happens to make a
change in one or more objects or organiSms. Have students look at the pictures on
page 3 and identify organisms, and factors in the pictuee.

3. Observe the collected plants and animals. Discuss their properties. List on board.
Discuss their interaction with the environment in terms of their needs and list on
boird. Have students read over their discoveries on the board.

Language Cards/Key Signs
factor
environment
property.
interact
glossary '.

organism
surrounding
object

Identification Cards
(with appropriate deter-
miners, should be attached
close to the organisms.)
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4. Observe living organisms around the schoolyard. Discuss their interaction as inAY.

5. Have the students read "A Factor Search" or teachelp may paraphrase. Make a liston the board of "Same Factors" and "Different Faciorg." Discuss organisms chosenby the children.

6. Conduct a discussion of the questions on page 4 of their books.

7. Assign page 5 for homework. Teacher` should first paraphrase the lesson and help
students to name factors found in the pictures. Then assign for homework.

8. Discuss the childrens' homework
papers the following day, as 15 #4 and #5 above.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should identify the following factorsi
light air cold
dark heat other organisms

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 What Is An Environment?
Page T-281S,7 Adding Up The-Factors-(20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop an operational definition of the term environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Mounted pictures of
various environments.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students make daily record of number flies from
previous activities.

ait2. Have the students observe pictures of various envir-
onments in terms of the environmental factors. Use
the Identification and Language Cards to facilitate
a class discussion.

4

3. Encourage careful observation. Upon completion of the
discussion, have the students plan and put up a
bulletin board on environmental factOrs and environ-
ments.

4. Have the students read "Adding up the Factors" or
teacher may paraphrase.

S

5. Conduct a class iscussion of the questions, and develop a class definition of
environment. PI ce this definition on the sentence strip on the bulletin board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The
\
students should be able to identify factor" whINst, an

organism interacts as its environment.

*****4*****************************i***************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs
environment
organism
factor
interact

Identification Cards
heat
organisms
light
air

water
dark
sun

shade
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 What Is An Environment?
Page T-27/S-6 Factors for People (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To relate interaction of organisms with factors in their surrounding to
human beings.

To evaluate factors as "helpfulfl_or "harmful."

PREREQUISITES: classification of variables
understanding of the term "factor"

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - old magazines
- drawing paper
- scissors

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students make daily 'record of number flies from
previous activi-ties.

Language Cards/Key Signs
helpful

harmful
factors

Identification Cards
(make one card for each
factor the children
identify)

2. Introduce the lesson by observing people interacting with their environment.

3. As each student identifies ejector have him/her make an identification card.

4. In the classroom, discuss factors you and the children have identified as helpful
or harmful to people. Add more factors, with identification cards, should more be
necessary.

5. Distribute old magazines and drawing paper. Have the children cut out pictures, or
draw them, depicting environments. Have each student discuss his/her, pictures and
the "helpful" or "harmful" factors that can be identified. List these on the back
of the picture.

6. DISCUSS' "harMful" and "helpful" factors in terms of other plants and animals.

7. Have the students read "Factors for People" or teacher may paraphrase. Use class
discussion for the questions.

8. Have children describe changes in fruit fly populations at the two temperatures
recorded on previous days. Have the children read "Fruit Flies and Heat" on page
19 or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify helpful and harmful
factors in their surroundings.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 What Is An Environment?
Page T-29/S-8 Environments Everywhere (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To allow the students an opportunity to view special environments and envir-
Onmental factors suited to the unique needs of particular organiwts.

15
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

1. Make films, filmstrips, books, magazines and
pictures of ayariety of environments available
for student viewing. Include samples from all
major environments.

2. Develop identification cards for those environ
ments and environmental factors of particular
student interest.

Language Cards/Key Signs

Identification Cards
(see Advance Preparation)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow the students sufficient time to view the materials (e.g. arctic, tropic;
desert, temperate, shallow ocean, deep ocean, atmosphere). The social studies
teacher may be helpful with materials.

2. Allow each student time to explain his/her choices to the class in terms of environ-
mental factors present.

3. Lead a discussion of similar and different environmental factors between the
variety of environments discussed.

4. Discuss common factors for all living objects and make a list on the board.

5. Have the students read "Environments Everywhere" or teacher may paraphrase and
answer the questions on their own.

6. Conduct a class discussion of the reading and questions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify the environmental
factors suited to the special needs of particular organisms.

***********************************************************************************x***

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 What Is An Environment?
Page T-31 Recognizing Environments (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: T9 evaluate student performance in relation to:
It finding environmental' factors hidden in a puzzle,
2. drawing pictures of their home environment, and listing environmental

factors,
3. listing common environmental factors,
4. listing environmental factors helpful to organisms in as deep sea environ-

ment. I

PREREQUISITES: Competence in finding words hidden in a word puzzle.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

1. Develop two or three word puzzles and allow the children an opportunity to find
hidden words.

2. 'Copy the puzzle, in Appendix A; page T-474 to provide each student a copy for the
evaluation.

.243
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS;

1. Distribute copies of the word puzzle. Have the students open their books to page
9. Explain that they are to find environmental factors and circle that word in
the puzzle.

2. Teacher should paraphrase #2.

3. Omit Evaluation question #3 - students may be unable to list factors that help a
diver due to language (ex. helmet, mask, oxygen tank, flippers - students do not
'know these terms).

Teacher may substitute a picture fro6 a magazine of an environment with organisms.
Students would still need to list factors in the picture.

a
4. Allow students time to complete the evaluation.

5. Mark correct answers only, while the student watches.

6. Make sure all students respond appropHately to most of the questions before
proceeding:"

Lesson 4 may be repeated if the teacher feels the students need more instruction.
'**************************************************************************************

%IV

NI.

S

t
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Level 4 Unit 1 Environments

Part B Populations Change Environments, Lesson Cluster 18-1

A.- CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time
4' Suggested

1-68 Introduction Mealworms and Air 20-30 m n.1-70 Development Changes That Help 20-30 m n.T-71 Development Changes That Harm 15-25 m n.T-?2 Application Starfish Attack 15-25 m n.T-74 Enrichment Mealworm Growth - 20-30 m n.T-75 Evaluation Animals Change Environments 20-30 m n.
,

.

NOTE: Changes that Help and Changes That Harm have been combined into one lesson.

B. MATERIALS: See.ist on page T-65.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set kill, Interaction In a Population, is appro-
priate for use In this unit.

...,.

INTRODUCTION: LessOgn CitiSter 1B-1 Animals Cause Changes
PageT-68/S-26 Mealworms and Air (20-30 min.)-

PURPOSE: To introduce the concepts of environmental change caused by the interaction
of animals and factors in their environment:

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1 vial for each child

- water based brom thymol
blue (BTB), approximately
300 milliliters

- 50 mealworms
- tape
- cardboard
- newspaper

- Directions for construc-
ting vial with mealworms
on the board.

Store the mealworms in a refrigerator, and the BTB
in a safe place away from the children.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
measure
change
handle
danger
chemical
safety

Identification Cards
bromthymol blue (BIB)

mealworms
vial

cardboard
masking tape

graduated cyli der
1. Begin the lesson by having the students look at the

picture on page 25. Explain that we have been learning
about'how plants and animals can change the environment. Ask the ques
being changed in this environment?

245
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2. Have students turn to page 26. Introduce theelesson by explaining that the children
will be conducting an experiment and they must observe carefully. Display the
materials, naming them (use identification cards) and describing that BTB is a dan-
gerous chemical and students must be careful. Stress tafety.

3. Distribyte the newspapers, and have the students cover their desks with ,it.

4. Mix 20 drops of BTB into 250 mL oi water. Have the students describe what they see.
Have students half fiti their vials with BTB. Stress safety.

5. Refer class to the picture on page 26. Demonstrate how to make the vial referring
to directions on the board as you go along.

6. Allow students to construct vial. Help when necessary.

7. When vial is completely constructed, have the students place several mealworms
inside the vial on top of the cardboard. Put cap back on vial.

8. Have students observe their vials for about 10 minutes. Discuss their observations.

9. Help students to understand that it had been the mealworms that caused a change in
the color of the BTB. Get them to determine that air is the changed factor.

10. Have students clean up and wash their hands.

11. Read and discuss page 26 or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to observe evidence of a change in the air factor
of mealworms caused by the interaction of the mealworms and
the air In their environment.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1p-1 Animals Cause Changes
Page T-70/S-27 'Changes That Help and Rage T-71/S-28 Changes That
Harm (55 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend student learning about environmental changes caused by animals to
specific changes that are helpful to other populations in the same environment.

PREREQUISITES: Outside observations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

1. See Lesson 3 and combibe it with this Lesson 2.
2. Conduct a field trip around the school pginting

out animals carrying out their daily activities.'
3. Have the students describe what they are doing.

Allow the children to determine for themselves If
they have positive or negative feelings about what
animals are doing. Help the children to translate
these feelings into the idea 0 "helpfui" or "harmful"
aspects.

Language Cards/Key Signs
an animal
helpful

harmful

Identification Cards
(Various animals observed)
(activities observed)

19
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONt:

J. Have the students. look at the picturekon? page 27. Discuss each picture through
teacher paraphrasing of the questions.

2. Have the 'students read the first paragraph on page 27 or teacher may paraphrase.

3. FolloW teaching suggestions #1 and 2 for page 28.
A

4. Have students help make a chart on the board listing some changes animals make that
help/harm other populations. Encourage students to think of different examples
other than those illustrated in the book.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should identify,environmental changes made by
animals that are helpful to other populations in the same
environment.

***************************************************************************************'

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Animals Cause Changes
Page T-72 Starfish Attack

PURPOSE: To enable students to apply what they have learned about environmental changes
caused by animals to the study of a problem crea by such a change.

PREREQUISITE: Exposure to fresh and preferably pet shop salt water aquaria.

ADVANCE PREPAATION: Materials - films*

- filmstrips and books about
the ocean, reffs in spe-
cific

1. Allow the children at least 2 or 3 Class periods
to watch and discuss the films/strips and browse
through and discuss the books/pictures.

44;lotet This lesson is very hard to get across with-
out the help9of some visual media (i.e. films
or filmstrips).

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards /Key Signs
a marine biologist .

a reef
some coral polyps

the Great Barrier Reef
Some coral

a, crown -of- thorns

Identification Cards
(variety d pending on the

inter t of the kreq
globe

Australi

1. After viewing the films/strips, reading the books,
1pcating reefs around the world (Australia/Great 8arrier4IReef in particular), have
the students turn to,page 29 and look at the picture on. the left.

2. Point to the word Marine bi logist on the board. Explain that the man they see in
the picture is a Marine biol gist. His job is to study organisms in salt,rter en-
vironment.

3. Refer to the picture on the right on page 29. Explain how coral reefs are made.
Teacher may now paraphrase the text on page 29.

4. Refer to the picture on page 30._ Explain the battle between the coral polyps and
starfish. Be sure students understand the interactions between the 2 organisms.
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Teacher may now paraphrase the text on page 29.

5. Have students decide whict organism causes a harmful change and which causes a
helpfu1 change.

6. Discuss the questions on page 30 through teacher paraphrasing.

DESIRED LEARNING-OUTCOME: Students should be able to apply what they have learned about
helpful and harmful environmental changes to a current pro=.
blem created by an animal, population.

**************************************************************#***********************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Closter 1B-I Animals Cause Changes
Page T-74 Mealworm Growth (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide an opportunity for on-going observation of a specific population
and its interaction in and with its environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - mealworms

- magnifying glass for each
student

- 1 shallow glass container
- cheesecloth
- dry cereal
- containers

- paper
- apple slice

1. Allow the students to transfer their mealworms
from lesson 1, along with the food to this
central container.

2. Place two vials of BTB solution (one green one copper) into the container.
Cover the container'with cheesecloth (to retard evaporation).

3. Place a crumpled piece of paper in the container.. Eggs will be laid on this.

Language Cards/Key Signs
growth

a grain beetle
development
stages
cheesecloth

Identification Cards
a larvae

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Review the growth stages of the fruit flies. Explain the mealworm; also have growth
stage*.

2. Have the students set up their mealwort environment. Have the directions On the
board.

'a) Get a container from the supply table.
b) Half fill the container with dry cereal.
c) Add 1 slice of apple.
d) Get mealworms from central container and place 5 to 10 in your container.
e) Cover container with cheesecloth.
f) Place your container in a warm dark place.
g) When adult beetles hatch, crumple up paper towel and place in container.

21
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3. Expla[n each step, and that the class will observe changes over time. Keep a log
next to the coptatner and several magnifying glasses.A

4. Each time a child observes a change in the environment, allow the child to record
(in original language) what is observed, their name and the.date.

5. Periodically pull the ass together and read through the log of changes. Allow
the children to discove the pattern of the grain beetles' life cycle.,

Explain long term assignment - As students observe a change in the mealworm growth -
havb them draw their observations on paper in their notebook. Haye them label any
stages they observe. All notebooks will be collected after mealworms go through *
all stages. ,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students will be able to identify changes in the envir-
onment caused by larvae, pupae, adults, and eggs of the
grain beetle. The students should also be able to describe
the life cycle of the grain beetle.

***************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Animals Cause Changes
Page T-75/S-31 Animals Change Environments (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate students' performance in relation to
1. listing helpful/harmful changes animals make in their environment;
2. drawing pictures of how animals change their environments. ,

PREREQUISITE: Extensive outside otiservation of a variety of environments/habitats.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

1. Mak\e\a ditto of Helpful/Harmful columns for the children to write their response.
on

2. Produce pictures of the rat, cockroach, pigeon, and raccoon in their environment.
The children can draw on or indicate the changes the animals make.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Sbad through the evaluation, and describe what the children are to do. The teach-
er should-paraphrase question #1 as follows: Explain that the list you will sign
,are ways that animals can change their environment. After reading each phrase ask
student if this helps or harms other population. Have students put their responses
under the appropriate column.

2. Paraphrase question #2 to suit language, level of child. If necessary do an exapiern.,
on the board to show students what is necessary. Then have students think of
another example and illustrate on their paper.

3. Allow the chil.dren time to take the evaluation.

4. Correct each paper with the individual student, marking only correct responses.

5. Record the number correct.
***************************************************************************************
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Level 4 Olt 1 Environments

Part,B Populations Change Environments, Lesson Cluster 1B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page
.

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title ,

Teaching Time
Suggested

1-80 Introduction Plants and Water 30 -40 min.
T-81 PEnrichment Plants and Air 25-35 min.
T-83 Application Plants and Erosion 30-40 min.
T-85 Application Soil Erosion '20-30 min.4
T-82 Development Changes by Plants 20-30 min.
T-86 Evaluation Plants Change Environmentg 20-30 min.

NOTE: Development Changes by Plants is moved before the evaluation as a culmination
activity.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page 1-77.

F1LMST4 IP'INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction In a Population, is appro-
priate for use in this unit.

.4INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluste B-2 Plants Cause Changes
Page T-80/S- 2 Plants and Water '(30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concepts related to environmental
action of plants in their environments.

PREREQUISITES: Cluster A, ability to measure in centimeters

ADVANCE PREPARAtION: Materials newspaper
soil

- collecting Jars (2 for each
pair of children

- graduated cylinder (1 for
each pair of children)

- '131ant pots (cups) (3 for

each pair of children)
- bean plants from Cluster
2'Part A

changes caused by inter-

and centiliters.

23

Language Cards/Key Signs
an experiment
constant variable
a centiliter
measurement
same

different

Identification Cards
cup (pot)

some soil
a graduated cylinder
a collecting Jar

2
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1. A two column, ."with plant ", "without plant" bar graph should be drawn on the
board.

Example: BAR GRAPH

Note: A chart could be
used insfead of a
graph-.

cm
with plant without plant

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have all materials placed on a table. Divide the students in pairs. Have them
collect 1 cup full of soil, their bean plant, a graduated cylinder, two empty cups,
two collecting jars, and some newspaper. Allow set up time. Have the students fill
the 2 empty cups with the equal amounts of water.

2. Have students make drainage holes in the cup filled with soil that are exactly the
same as the holes in the cup with the bean plant.

3. One student should hold the bean plant and soil cups over the separate collecting
jars while the partner pores the water throLigh both at the same time.*
*Place the cup of soil over 1 collecting jar and the bean plant over the other.

4. Have the'students measure and report centimeter differences in the heights.of water
in the collecting jars.

5. Write the heading "Without Plants" and "With Plants" on the board. Check under
the appropriate column as each group reports which cup more water went through.

6. Discuss the findings with the class after everything is cleaned up.

7. Read and discuss "Plants and Water" or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe that more water
runs through soil without plants than with plants as an
environmental factor.

***************************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster IB-2 Plants Cause Chanqes
Page T -81 Plants and Air (25-35 min.) s

PURPOSE: To provide an opportunity to investigate changes caused by plant interaction
with air as an environmental factor.

PREREQUISITE: Understanding of what an "indicator" is.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION': 'Materials - 10 drops: 110mL solution
pf BTB

- clear plastic bags (big
enough to put over bean
Plants)

- one petri dish-per.plant
(can be done with bean
sprouts and Lesson 8-1
set-up)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
environmental factor
to investigate

"I
Identification Cards
apparatus cards

1. Discuss with the students that they will be investigating the .interaction of plants
with the environmental factor of air.

2. Place the BTB solution into the petri dishes and place the plants and the petri
dish in the plastic bag. Seal the bag.

3. Observe changes in the BTB.

4. Discuss the reaction of BTB as an indication of plant interaction with air, after
the children have cleaned up and washed.

,DESIREDLEARNING OUTCOME: The students should, describe evidence of change in,the
factor caused by sprouting beans in terms of color changes
in BIB.

***********************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lessori Cluste'r 18-2 Plants Cause Changes
Page T-83/S-34 Plants and Erosion (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply student knowledge of wind (air) and water as'environmental factors/
variables to Soil erosion.

PREREQUISITES: Investigation of hillside gullies/ravines and open tilled fields.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - For each child have:
- sod (or have. children

plant their own grass)
- tray
- newspaper
= measuring cups
- planters with grdss and
soil (from previous lesson)

- water
Make sure the prerequisites are fulfilled for 611 children. First hand observation
or pictures may be used.

Language Cards/Key Signs
erosion

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Cover desk with newspaper. Place a Planter with grass on one tray; the planter with
only soil on another tray.
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2.° Set the erosion trays at a tilt, one tray will have grass plants, the other only
soil.

A

3. Pour 1 cup of water over both trays so that it creates a run-off. Measure how
much soil is washed away from each one.

4. Discuss the results with the children. Write the term erosion on the board. Dis-cuss the definition.

5. Repeat the experiment when the soil is dry, outside on a windy day, using no water.

6. Discuss the results with the children:

7. Read and discuss the text, Plants and Erosion, page 34 or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The student should be able to discuss the effects of water
and wind (air) on planted and unplanted soil.

******4********************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Plants Cause Changes
Page T-85/S-35 Soil Erosion (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To enable the students to apply their knowledge about the environmental
factors of wind and water on soil to a variety of situations.

.'' .: 4^ T

ADVANCE PREPARATION: View filmstrips or films on erosion.

-,,..

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. View media on erosion.

2. Review the term erosion.

3. Have the students look at the pictures on page 38. Discuss each picture through
teacher paraphrasing questions on page 35.

4. Read and discuss first paragraph on page 35 or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should describe the amount of wind/water erosion
evidence in the pictures as a function of the existence of
plants.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Plants Cause Changes
Page T-82/S-33 Changes By Plants (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend student learning to specific changes caused by plants as helpful
or harmful to other populations.

PREREQUISITE: Extensive outdOor experience/field trips: dry ground, wet ground, shade
and a variety of plants.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Spend 3 or 4'class times observing the variety of
plants outdoors and discussing them with the children.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow time for students to observe pictures on page
33. Discuss what they see through teacher para-
phrasing of questions.

2. Discuss the questions and answers within the class.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able
to identify' some helpful and
harmful environmental aspects
of interaction of plants and
the environment.

***************************************************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs
some plants
helpful

.harmful

some environmental fac-
tors

temperature
air
rainfall

Identification Cards -

(variety of plant
names/types as seen
on outdoor excursions)

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Plants Cause Changes
Page T-86/S-36 Plants Change Environments (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in relation to:
1. Drawing plants in a picture to best improve an environment.
2. Developing..a_plan to.prevent erosion.
3. Identifying/drawing examples of erosion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Delete the last 4 sentences of student text page 86.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the evaluation and explain what the questions ar'e asking for.

2. Allow students the time to complete the evaluation.

3. Correct each paper individually and mark and record the correct response.

4. Use the activity defined in the last 4 sentences of student text page 36 for an
additional activity students show problems.

***************************************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 1 Environments

Part,B Populations Change Environments, Lesson Cluster 1B-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies
. -

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-92
T-94
T-95
T-96
T-98
T-100
T-102

Introduction

Development
Development
DevelOpment
Development
Development
Evaluation

You and Air
People Change Air
How People Change Land
Changing the Water Factor
Changing Other Populations
Noise in the Neighborhood
What Do You,Think?

35-45 min.
15-25 min.
15-25 min.

15-25 min.
25-35 min.
15-25 min.

20-30 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-89.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interaction In a Population is appro-
priate for use In this unit.

'INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1B-3 People %ause Changes
Page T- 92/S -37 You and Air (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concepts related to environmental changes caused when people
interact with factors in the environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Two of the following for
each student:

- plastic bags
- rubber bands or tape
- straws
- paper clips
- vials of BTB soluti-on
- black crayons
newspapers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Tell the,,eudents you will be investigating air and
people. Allow each student to collect a -set of
apparatus identifying everything. Caution the children
on BTB.

Language Cards/Key Signs
air
BTB

to investigate
to change
indicator

Identification Cards
Iplastic bag
vial

BTB

2. Allow each student to construct their bags according to the picture in student text
page 37. Teacher may paraphrase the instructions on page 37. First and/or write
directions on board.

3. Have the students collect room air in one bag-, and blow into the other.
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4. Empty.the contents of each bag (squeeze through the straw) into the BTB, one at
a time.

5. Discuss the change in the BTB,'clean up, and wash up. Review term indicator:

6. Read and discuss You and Air or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should describe, evidence of change in the air,
factor caused by exhaling in terms of color change of BTB.'

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-3 People Cause Changes
Page T-94/S-39 People Change Air (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To further investigate air changes caused by people.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - tape and 5 strips of card-
board for each child

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1.. Explain that the students will be investigating
effects of people and machines on the environment
factor of air.

2. Have students make loops of tape and attack them (sticky
side out) to the strips of cardboard.

Language Cards/Key Signs
pollution
smoke
air

Identification Cards

3. Hang one strip outside, in front or an exhaust pipe of a car while engine is run-
ning, in front of the mouth of a person exhaling smoke, in the smoke of a candle,
over a fire, and in the room.

4. After one week (for the two hanging ones) compare all strips. Discuss the differ-
ences in terms of degree of harm.

5. Read and discuss page 39 in text or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should describe evidence of harmful changes in
air factors caused by people.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-3 People Cause Changes
Page T-95/S-40 How People Change Land (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend what the students have learned about the changes in the air factor
caused by people to the changes they cause in land.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - a variety of pictures of
the surrounding community
through its history

- poster board

markers

29

Language Cardg/Key Signs
some trash
some litter
some garbage

Identification Carr
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students observe the qctuces of their community. Ask them to sequence
the pictures from oldest to newest.

2. Discuss the changes made by man on the community.

3. Take one or two class periods to walk around the community observing trash, pave-ment, buildings, construction, etc.

4. Return to the class and discuss the changes and changing they obServed. Discussthe changes in terms of "helpful" and "harmful" to humans and other animals. HaVestudents make a poster with helpful and harmful change listed on it.

5. Read and discuss page 40 in text or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify changes and whether
they are helpful or harmful to humans and other

*

animals.
************.***************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:

PURPOSE: T

PREREQUISITE:

Lesson Cluster 1B-3 People Cause Changes
Page T-96/S-41 Changing the Water Factor (15-25 min.)

nvestigate changes caused by people on the environmental factor of water.

Field trips to the river, water treatment plants, and factories discharg-
ing waste material.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencils

1. Fulfill the prerequisites for all children.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin lesson by asking students how importantothey
think the water factor in their environment is.

Language Cards/Key Signs
pollution
clean
dirty

Identification Cards

2. Explain to'S4judents they will have a race. Distritute paper and pencils to all
students. Explain that each person will have 5 minutes to list on his paper all
of the different ways plants and animals depend on Cneed) water. After 5 minutes
stop the race. The person with the most ways is the winner. Discuss all student
responses. Stress that without water, plants and animals cannot live.

3. Have students look at the pictures on page 41. Discuss each picture through teach-
er paraphrasing of the questions on page 41.

4, Have students name helpful and harmful changes in water through picture discussion.

5. Read first paragraph on page 41 or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED.LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify helpful and harmful
changes in water from the pictures in the text.

**************i************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster18-3 People Cause Changes
Page T48/S-42 Changing Other Populations (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: to extend'the concepts of environmental hange to an introduction-of the ,

concepts surrounding endangered species.,

ADVANCE PREPARATION:- Materials - movies

- books
- filmstrips
- polar bears
- sea otters

- bald eagles
- yellow lady's slippers
- shooting stars (plants)
- redw000t trees

- brochures and information about endangered species
of the home community

Optional: Past Weekly Reader articles on endangered Aniamsl.

Language Cards/Key Signs
endangered species

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce and discuss the term "endangered" species/population." Have the chil-
dren write to national and international organizations to obtain information on
endangered species.

2. Discuss th films, filmstrips and \books.

3.' Have the stu nts read the returned literature in conjunction with the text, page
42-43. Discuss the questions and their answers).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The children sho d be able to name several endangered
species (animal a plant) and site reasons why each
population is endangered.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson.Cluster 1B-3 People Cause Changes
Page T-100/S-44 Noise in the Neighborhood (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the terms "pollution" in regards to excessive noise levels in
the environment, caused by people.

PREREQUISITE: Auditory training in environmental, noise.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: I*

Take flaid trips around the community, and'point
out instances of loud noises.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs-
pollution

Identification Cards

1. Have the students look at the picture on page 44. Have them tell you all the differ-
ent 'noises' that are happening in the picture. List three under 'Noise Pollution'
on the Ward.
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2. Define pollution as something harmful added to the environment. Explain thatpollution'happens in 3 different'places - air, water, andriand.

3. Refer back to list on board. Have students classify as to air, water or landpollution.

4. Have the students read the text page 44 or teacher paraphrase after their field ,trip.

5. Have students discuss questions on page 44 through teacher paraphrasing. Alsodiscuss noises discovered on field trip. Classify as to whether they happened onair, land or water.

6. As an additional activity have the student find from a magazine and cutout 1 pic-a
tune showing not e pollution on land, 1 in water and 1 in the air.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify objects and in-
stances,of noise pollution in their community.

***************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-3 People Cause Changes
Page T-102/S-46 What Do You Think? (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance by listi6gsreasons for decisions made as to
helpful and harmful changes people make in the environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Add a statement to student text page 46 to describe environmental changes made inthe picture on student text page 25.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students how they are to respond to the evaluation. If students need-
more help, sign each phrase to them and ask Does this help or harm the environment?

2. Allow time for students to complete reading and answering the questions.

3. Discuss score and record answers with each individual studeht.

********************************************************************,*******************
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Level 4 Unit 1 Environments

Part C Interaction in an Environment,-Lesson Cluster 1C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

t4.

Teaching Time
Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Cluster' Suggested

T-120 In Cause a Sudden Change 20-30 fiin.
T-121 Development Disasters 60 min.
1-124 Evaluation Recognizing Sudden 20-30 min.

Changes

NOTE: Disasters, T-121; Water and,_$_udden Changes, T-122; and Sudden%Chpnges Around
the World, T-123 have been combined into one lesson.

MATERIALS:: Add the following to the list_on T-117:

- films, filmstrips, and pictures about disasters. (i.e. floods,
earthquakes, tornadoes, etc.)

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, Interactions in a Population, isappro-
priate for use In this unit. .

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster IC-2 Sudden Changes
Page T-120/S-55 Cause "a Sudden Change (20-30 min.)

1

PURPOSE: To introduce the children to the effecil)suddan changes' Rtve on populatibns.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Determine areas of the local environ-
ment that have rocks, boards, or logs
the students will be 'able to move
and look under.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that they are going to cause
sudden changes in small environments. Tell them they
will have to observe quickly and closely the effects
of that sudden change.

Language Cards /Key Signs
change
sudden
moist

Identification Cards

2. Have students look under rocks, old boards, etc. and observe what happens with
animals underneath. Caution the children as they look under things, especially
If your area has poisonous animals.

:ivai 1g . ,J.,.....-r 3. Return to the classroom and discusS the results. Stress thalrisudden changes In-theA,
P. environment cause sudden changes in populations. Have studeS-name the sudden

J.J , changes they saw occur when they looked under rocks, logs, etc. 4
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should cause sudden changespn soij environ-
ments and be able to describe the results in terms of
their effect on animal populations:

*******ii*******************************************************************************

DEVELONNT: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Sudden Changes
,Page T-121/S-56 Disasters (60 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend student knowledge to the sudden changes of natural disasters.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - films/filmstrips and books
about earthquakefires,,
tornadoes, volcanoes,
hurricanes, blizzards,
lightning, dust storms,.
floods, etc.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow the children time to view all the medial Alert
them to the danger signals your area has for Natural
disasters, civil defense, weather bulletins, etc.

2. Have the children draw pictures of the results of
disasters.

Language Cards/Key Signs
disaster's

sudden change
blizzard
flood
volcano

earthquake
fire

predict
banks

Identification Cards

3. Invite" outside'spec4a1 people from fire stations; etc. to speak to the class on
safety precautions. 4

4. Look at the pictures on page 56.- Discuss What the students think might have happened
in the pictures. Discuss the questions on page 56.

5. Read and discuss "Water and Sudden Changes," T-123 or teacher may paraphrase.

7. Have students name as many disasters as they can and list on the board. Instruct
them to pick one and have students write a paragraph on a disaster and what happens
to the populations after the disaster happened. (real or imaginary) On the bottom,
half of the paper students can draw a picture to illustrate their disaster. (Ex.
volcano, blizzard, earthquake, flgod, fire, lightning, tornado, hurridane.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:, The students should be able to name two kinds of natural
disasters and describe their affects on populations.

****************************440*******************f*************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Sudden Changes
Ppge T-124/S-54 Recognizing Sudden Changes (20,30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student perofrmance in ability to identify eifectS of sudden
changes in populations.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the evaluation with the students and describe the necessary responses.

2. Allow students time to work on their own.

3. Grade and record c6rrect answers with the individual student.
*********************** ***************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 1 Environment

Part C Environments,Chanqe, Lesson Cluster 1C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Stragegies Lesson Title
Teaching Time A

Suggested

T-114 Enrichment A Field or Forest Trip ; 60-70 min.
T-108 Introduction From Field to Forest 30-40 min.
T-110 Development Capes and Beaches 20-30 min.
T-112 Application The Grand Canyon 20-30 min.
T-115 Evaluation Recognizing Slow.Changes 20-30 min.

.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following materials to the list on T-105:
- at least one vial or small Jar for each child
- films, filmstrips and/or books showing geological changes caused py
_moving water_ .

.
.

, - films, filmstrips about canyons especially the Grand Canyon
FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIII, WeraCtionS in a'Population, is appropri-

ate for use in this unit.
t NI. Lesson cluster 1C:-T very ow Lnanges

Page T -114 A Field or Forest Trip (60-70 min.)

PURPOSE: To enable4he students to observe local plant succession.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Locate an area that displays one or more stages of plant succession. Take a hike
through the area first, yourself. It is helpful to carry a field guide to aid in
plant identification. Make a note of representative plants to later name for the
students. You may wish to solicit the aid of a naturalist to accompany your class
on the trip.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin lessori by explaining that the students will be learning about slow changes
, that take more than a lifetime to finish. Have students be thinking about the

questions How is a forest made? How long does it take for a forest to change
from a field to a forest? Go on hike.

2. Explain to the students that environmental factors such as sunlight, temperature,
rainfall, and soil conditions may vary in different parts of the world; therefore,
the kinds of plants that represent each stage may vary depending on location. If

you live in a region in which vegetation varies greatly from that pictured on pages
48 and 49, you may want to discuss reasons for the differences in great detail.

3. Ask the students if they can think of any local plants that they might encounter
on their hike. You may want to write a list of suggested plants on the chalkboard
for which the students can look.
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4. Explain to the students that when taking the trip, they should look for stagesfrom field to forest an& types of plants that represent each stage.

5. Caution the students against needless picking of plants and breaking of branches.You may wish to review how such harmful changes have caused populations to becomeendangered.

6. Go on the trip. Ask the students tip observe the area and look for different stages.Help them to identify representative plant populations in each stage.

7. Have the students, when they have returned to the classroom, discuss what they-observed on the trip.' As a follow-up you may have the students draw pictures ofplantS, trees, etc. that they saw on their trip and label them according to stage.
***************************************************************************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Very Slow Changes
Page T-108/S-48 From Field to Forest (30-40 min.)

i:URPOSE: To introduce the concept of slow-change by examining stages of plant life
in becoming a forest.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Inforination ,- Succession is a terra used to described the sequential
steges. through which plant populations take the place of otber populations until
a/stable forest is produced. By relating two- concepts previously developed.intihi$ unit - plants live best where the environment is suited to their needs, and
plants change factors in their environment - it-is:possible to infer- reasonsofor
/the occurrence of plant succession.

_! The diagram on _page'48 shows the succession leading fo'a maple forest. Weeds/that grow in stage 2 of the succession are best suited to an environment that hasa lot of sunlight, little nutrients in the soil, varying temperatures, and a tol-
erance to very wet or dry soil. Those plants in turn change the factors in-their
environment by shading the surface thus reducing evaporation, and adding nutrientsto the soil by decomposition of their remains. The changed environment is thensuitable for other kinds of vegetation that characterizes-stage 3: bushes, shrubs,and evergreens. As the new populations grow, their roots and branches expand,
crowding and shading the pioneer plants. Moisture is taken from the soil and addi-tional nutrients are added. In stage 4, the evergreens grow tall and shade the newmaple seedlings: When the maple trees reach maturity, stage 5, they forl a ceiling,blocking out much sun. Only the plants that areable to adapt to the shady envir-onment remain. At this point, in stage 6, a balance is achieved and the popula-
tions become stable, unless disturbed by a sudden change in the environment.
The example of plant succession presented on page 48 is only one type of succession,

that is, succession resulting in a maple forest. Variances in factors such as sun-light, temperature, rainfall, and soil conditions may cause the types of vegetation
to vary. it is advisable to find examples of plant succession with vegetation nativeto your region. Aquatic succession, which commonly precedes the stages shown on
ve 48, may be of special interest to students living near ponds or lakes.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students look at the picture on pages 48-49.
Discuss each stage and the time period involved.
--Peferback to yesterday's field trip.

2. Have students read and discuss pages 48-49 or teacher
___ody paraphrase. Answer questions concerning the,

0,cture.

3. 'AV students to think of other examples of slow
changes and discuss.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The student should be able to describe stages of succession
of forests, recognize stages by population, and predict
future stages.

***************************************************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs
show change
stage
maple forest
environment

forest
ages

Identification Cards

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Very Slow Changes
Page T-110/S-50 Capes and Beaches (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of slow changes to the formation of capes and beaches.

PREREQUISITES: Experience with a variety of moving bodies of water of different sizes.
Preferred experience with an ocean.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - vials for collecting water
- films

-! filmstrips
- books on geological
changes caused by
moving water

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

`1. Have the students collect water samples from river,
stream, creek, brook, or bayou. Label each. Observe
the differences of sediment of each (record the
speed of current of each in terms of flast or slow).

2. Have the students read or teacher may paraphrase and
answer the questions in "Capes and Beaches".

3. Discuss the readings with the class.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to
describe Slow changes in land
caused by water.

******************************************************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs
cape
bay

sediment
movement
fast/slow

Identification Cards

river water
stream water
bay water
ocean water
creek water
cape
lake water

brook water
island

bayou
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Very Slow Changes
Page T-112/S7.52 The Grand Canyon (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply what the students have learned to changes in the Grand Canyon.

PREREQUISITE: Exploration of one or more of the following: rivers, valleys, gullies,
ravines, streams, brooks, creeks, canyons.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - films about canyons (the
Grand Canyon), books and
filmstrips

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow the children to view the films /filmstrips
and browse through the books. Allow time for discussion.
Make sure the children understand what a canyon is.

Language Cards/Key Signs
plateau
Grand Canyon

Identification Cards

2. Read "The grand Canyon" and discuss the questions and answers. Teacher may para-
phrase.

3. Have students explain (orally or written) iow the Grand Canyon was formed.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the formation of the
Grand Canyon.

***********************************************************************ww4*************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Vary Slow Changes
Page T-115/S-54 Recognizing Slow Changes (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in: 1) identifying events that,change slowly,
and 2) calculating the length of time for change of-*he _townpictured.

PREREQUISITE: Subtraction with 4 digit figures, no re-groupt4.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students what is required of each item. Clarify question by para-
phrasing each.

2. Allow students time to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record each evaluation with the individual student, correcting and re-
cording only correct responses. -

***************************************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 1 Environments

Part C Interaction In An EVironment, Lesson Cluster 1C-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Teaching Time
Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggested

T-130 Introduction Sunrise-Sunset 20-30 min.
T-131 Development Seasons 20-30 min.
T-133 Application Jobs and Changes 20-30 min.
T-134 Evaluation Recognizing Fl9gular Changes 20-30 min.

NOTE: Sunrise-Sunset, T-130; and Seasons, T-131 have been combined into one lesson.
High-Tide Low-Tide, T-132 has been eliminated.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following materials to the list on T-127:
- pictures of farmers and migrant workers

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set Xill, Interaction in a Population , appro-
priate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster IC-3 Regular Changes
Page T-130/S-60 and T-131/S-61 Sunrise-Sunset and Seasons (60 min.)-

PURPOSE: To introduce the concepts around regular rising and setting of the sun.

PREREQUISITE: Elementary graphing and weather observation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
5

1. Set up a calendar/graph to record sunrise and
sunset throughout the year (search the daily
newspaper/television.)

2. Determine one area of the school year incorpor-
ating a variety of plants/animals. Take a pic-
ture of the area on the first day of each month
(for one year)./

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

be1. Discuss the differences tween slow and

2. Define regular changes as Apmething that
length of time. Have studs is name some
students are having a hard time starting.

Language Cards/Key Signs
sunrise
sunset
seasons
winter
summer
spring
fall,

Identification Cards

sudden changes with the students.

happens again and again after the same
regular changes. (Give a few examples if

4. Describe to the children how the prepared graphs will be used. Begin and continue
to fill in the data.
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5. At the And of the year, discuss the changes occuring over time.

6. Have students read and discuss page 60-61 or teacher may paraphrase. Be sure to
discuss the pictures and questions on page 61 concerning season. Stress that
changes in seasons cause changes in populations.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe changes in seasons
and how those changes cause changes In populations.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICAT1,9N: Lesson Cluster 1C-3 Regular Changes
Page T- 133/S -63 Jobs and' Changes (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate careers affected. by regular changes in weather.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

1. Include the farmer and migrant worker by. obtaining
pictures before reading "Jobs and Changes".

'2. Contact various workers, whose occupations ace
affected by weather, to come and speak to the
class.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allbw various speakers to discuss with the children
the affects weather has on their occupational regularity.

2. Have the students read and discuss "Jobs and Change."

Language Cards/Key Signs
career
job

seasonal
evidence
clues

Identification Cards

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe a wallety of jobs
in terms of environmental effects on activities of the job.

***************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-3 Regular Changes
Page T-134/S-64 Recognizing Regular Changes (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student ability to list sudden, slow, and regular environmental
changes and their effects on people.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

1.. Produce a three columned paper with sudden, slow, and regular changes as headings.
Omit picture C from the choices since the lesson on tides was omitted.

2. Explain the evaluation and how the students are to respond.

3. Allow time for the students to complete the evaluation.

4. Grade and record correct responses with the student.
*************************************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 2 Exploring Matter

Part C Matter and Light, Lesson Cluster 2C -1

. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-216 Introduction Objects and Light 15-25 min.
T-218 Development, Objects and Shadows 20-30 min.
T-220 Development What Does a Shadow Show 15=35 min.
T-222 Development Shapes and Light 15-25 min.
T-223 Development- Looking Through Liquids 20-30 min.
T-224 Development Making Light Bend 15-25 min.
T-225 Development Light Changes Directions 15-25 min.
T-226 Application Light and Shadows 15-25 min.
T-227 Evaluation Light Through Objects 15-25 min.

NOTE: Lessons Making Light Bend, T-224 and Light Changes Directions, T-225 have been
combined into one lesson.

B. MATERIALS: See the Materials list on T-213. .

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION:,. Filmstrip'Set II Materials, and X Structural Systems, are
appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 2C-4 1.tpt Through. Matter
Page 7-2.16/S-366 OhjeCts and Light C.15-25 min.I

,
PURPOSE: To Introduce translucent, transparent, and

acting with matter in objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - plastic vial
- white paper
- pencil

opaque in relation to light Inter-

Borrow a copy of the third level Teacher's Guide to,
read through the Teaching Strategy Charts for the
lesson clusters in Unit 4 that pertain to light. This
will enable you either to review with the students
what they have previously learned about,light or to
introduce some of the concepts relating to the re-
flection of light that they haVe not investigated.

Language Cards/Key Signs
translucent
transparent
opaque
properties
mat*

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTICING:

J. Write the words translucent, transparent, and opaque on the board. Explain to the
students they w(11,be learning about these words. DeVrie each if. terms of.. light,
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2. Distribute a vial, paper and pencil to students. Have them hold them up to a
light and look through them. Ask them the questions on page 106.

3. Have one student pick any Of the 3 terms and all on another student to pick an ob-
ject in the classroom that fits the term. Repeat this procedure until all students
have had a turn.

4. Read or paraphrase "Objects and Light" with students. When Students have finished
have them look at the picture on page 107. Ask them the questions on page 107.

5. Additional Activity - Aiic students the following questions:
If an object allows no light to pass through, the object is
Give one example

If an object allows some light to pass through, the object is
Give one example .

If an object allows all light to pass through, the object is
Give one example

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify transparent, trans-
lucent, and opaque objects.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-1 Light Throuqh Matter,
Page T-218/S-108 Objectp and Shadows (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the knowledge of transparent, translucent, and opaque objects to
the type of shadow cast.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - prepare a collection of
vials or pill bottles like
the ones on page 108, for
each group

- fill half 04 the tran s-

parent vials with water,
to capacity. Leave, the

other transparent vials
empty.

1

If it is difficult to obtain translucent vials, you can
make vials translucent by ,rubbing them with sandpaper.
To make transparent vials opaque either paint the vials black or fill them with ink.
Set up the overhead projector and pull down the screen.

Language Cards/Key Signs
transparent
translucent
shadow
opaque
objects

Identification Cards
vial

paint

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:'

11 Begin the less; 6n by making sure that the students understand the term shadow.

2, Allow the childcem the opportunity to mix paint and water in theif vials to varying
.degrees of opaqueness. Number all vials* so th.41- no one vial ia-'"the same.

3. Have the studQnts'oredict the type of shadow each vial will cast. Write predictions
on the-board-

Jib

#
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4. Allow time for the students to test their predictions by placing the vials on the
overhead projector. Compare results to predictions.

5. Read the discuss, "Objects and Shadows" or teacher may paraphrase. Have stuants
look at the picture on page 109. Teacher should read or paraphrase questions on
page 109 for students to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to match transparent, translucent,
and opaque vials to the type of shadow cast.

**************'*************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-1 Light Through Matter
Page T-220/S-110 What Does a Shadow Show (15-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To increase student skill in observing and describing properties of shadows.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - various geometric solids
-.overhead projector

Geometric solids can be obtained from Math teacher if

none are available in your classroom.

1$ackground Information - -Inferences about the size and -

shape of an object, from evidence in shadows, depend
on the relative positions of the object and the source
of light We often take it for granted that we can
identify an object from the shadow it casks. It

only when a discrepency occurs that we realize that our judgment has been fooled by
one of our senses.

Language Cards/Key Signs
shadow
cast
shadow cast

Identification Cards
(geometric solid names)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow the children to experiment with shadow play, and to experiment with shadows
cast by the geometric shapes. Make sure students see that one object can cast
different shadows and that more.than 1 object can cast the same shadow.

2. Read "What Does a Shadow Show?" or teacher may paraphrase. Have the students do
the activities on both pages.

3. Additional Activity Set up the overhead in such a way that the students can not
see the'object on the overhead but can see the shadow it casts. Place 4-6 geometric
shapes on a table in front of the room. Show a shadow and have the students guess
from which object (shape) or objects could this shadow have been cast from.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:* Students should be able to identify objects from their
shadows and predict the type and size (dep nding on place-

, ment of light) of shadow's cast.
******************************************************************** ******************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C -1 Light Through Matter
Page T-222/S-112 Shapes and Light (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate transparent.objects having curved and flat surfaces.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION:

For jars with curved surfaces, gather the ones that
you saved from Observing-Crystals, on page T-204, or
ask the students to bring in small relish, mustard,
jelly, or peanut butter jars.
For jars with flat surfaces, gather or ask the

students to bring in well-washed transparent nail
polish remover or flavor extract bottles. Empty

Language Cards/Key Signs
curved
flat
pattern

Identification Cards

salad*dressing bottles may be used, but be certain
that they are unbeveled and actually flat. At least one brand comes in a bottle.with a portion of flat surface under the labels.

Optional - Direction chart

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that glass can be flat or curved. Show them an exampleof each. Then have the students go to the supply table and obtain one of each.

2. Explain to the students that they will be learning about light and how it can
interact with transparent objects in different ways.

3. Have a chart of the directions the students are to follow on the board or student
read from text. Go through each and have the students perform each direction asyou go along.

4. Circulate around the room as the students work making certain they are correctlyfollowing the directions.

5. When students are finished the activity, teacher should paraphrase the questions
on the bottom of page 112 for students to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe the effects of curved
and flat surfaces on light.

**********************x***************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-1 Light Through Objects
Page 1-223/S-113 Looking Through Liquid (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend lessons on curved/flat surfaced transparent objects and light to
water/air filled.

PREREQUISITES: Completion of previous lesson.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Collect enough vials with caps so that
each student will have two. Trans-
parent pill bottles with caps that
do not leak when they are filled to
capacity and laid flat can be used.

Optional -:DC;ection chart
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Language Cards/Key Signs
liquid

enlarge

Identification Cards



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that they are going to find out
more about the interaction of light and transparent objects.

2. Have students go to the supply table and'get 2 vials. Explain to them they are
to fill 1 vial to the top with water and then return to their seats.

3. Have a chart of the, directions the students are to follow on the board or students
may read directions from student text. Go through each and have the students per-
form each direction as you go along.

4. Circulate around the room as the students work making certain they are correctly
following the directions.

5; Have students read the first paragraph on page 113. Then teacher should paraphrase.
thei questions on page 113 for students to resond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should describe that water-filled curved trans-
parent objects enldrge viewed through it.

*******A******************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-1 Light Through Objects
Page T-224/S-114 Making Light Bend (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate refraction of light through water.

41)
PREREQUISITES:' Experience with an aquarium.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - pencils

Collect enough vials so that every student will have
one. Use transparent pill bottles or small glass jars

. if you do not have vials. Fill the vials with water,
leaving enough room at the top to prevent an overflow
when pencils are placed in them.

Optional - Direction Chart

0.

Language Cards/Key Signs

bent
refraction
refract

Identification Cards
(objects used)

Background Information - Refraction, or the bending of light, occurs when light
travels at different rates through different kinds of matter. A measure of the
rate at which light travels through a particulAr kind of matter is called the
refractive index of that kind of matter. The following are the refractive indices
of the three kinds of matter most dealt with in this cluster.

Glass 1.5-1.9
Water 1.33
Air 1.00

The higher the refractive index, the more light is slowed down. Of the three kinds
of matter given in the list, ligh is slowed most in the glass, less in water, and
least in air.

Evidence of refraction is best;bserved where the light travels from one kind of
matter to the other because tKat Os where light sharply changes direction.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Distribute the water filled vials and pencils to the stuents.

2. Have a chart of the directioni7the students are to follow on the board or students
can read directions from stude text. Go through each and have the s*udents per-
form each direction as you go long.

3. When students have finished the activity, write the term refraction on the board.
Discuss the definition.

4. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 114. Then teacher should para-
phrase the questions at the end of page 114 for the students to respond to.

5. Have students look at the pictures onNpage 115. Teacher shouid paraphrase the
italicized questions for the students to respond to.

6. Have students read the first paragraph on page 115. Then answer the question at
the end of the page.

7. Review definition of refraction. Help students to understand that the refraction,
or bending, of light is best observed at the surface of thevater. This is because
the light changes direction when it goes from air to water, Gr from water to air.
Also refraction occured where light went from air to glass (or plastic) or from
glass (or plastic) to air.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should infer the bending of light on the surface
of watert

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 2C -1 Light Through Objects
Page T-226/S-116 Light and Shadows (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To allow the students an opportunity loy their knowledge of shadows and
refraction to everyday situations.

PREREQUISITES.: Trip to the doctor.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:_ Materials - various examples of x-ray
photographs from local
hospii51 or clinic

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
x-ray
aquarium

Identification Canis

1. Begin the. lesson by reviewing the definition of refraction.

2. Have the students view the pictures on page 116. Teacher should paraphrase the
italicized questions for students to respond to.

3. Have students take turns viewing an aquarium from different positions to observe
evidence of refraction.

4. Have the students count the fish in the classroom aquarium in the same 3 positions
shown on page 116.

2 7 9s.)
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5. Ask the students if they have ever had x-rays taken of them. Explain that
doctors use x-rays to tell whether a bone is broken.

6. If you have obtained x-rays, tape them to the classroom windows so the students can
observe them. Have students find broken vs. whole,bones. See if students can guess
which bone in a body the x-ray was taken of.

7. Answer questions on the bottom of page 116.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify areas of viewing an
aquarium Where refraction.will not distort the contents,
and identify whole, broken, and types of bones, from x-rays.

-********************************************4*****************************************

EVALUATION: 2C-1 Light Through Objects
Page T-227/S-117 Light Through Objects (15-25 min.f

PURPOSE: To measure student performance in 1) matching objects to transparent,
translucent, opaque, 2) identifying refraction, and 3) drawing/predicting
shadows by objects.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the evaluation with the children, describing the responses sought.
If necessary, teacher should paraphrase each question, allowing time for the
student to respond between questions.

2. Allow time for each student to complete the evaluation.

'3. Grade and record correct responses with the individuallmtudent.

*****4********************************************************************************
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A.

Level 4 Unit 2 Exploring Matter

Part C Looking Through Lenses, Lesson Cluster 2C-2

CLUSTER OUTLLNE .

Page Teaching Stragegies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

1-234
1=236
T-238
T-240
T-242
T-244

'Introduction

Development
Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

Exploring With Lenses
Bringing Light Together,
Focus a Vial

Look Bigger
Imag .

All About Lenses

20-30 min.
15-25 min.

15-25 min.
25-35 min.
20-30 min.
10-20. min.

B. MATERIALS: Materials List on page 1-230.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set II, Materials and X, Structural Systems,
vare appropriate for use, in this unit.

eit

INTRODUCTION: 2C-2 Looking Through Lenses
Page T-234/S-118 Exploring With Lenses (20-30 min.)

4
PURPOSE: To introduce +he term lens and the concepts related to the magnifying pro-

perties of lenses.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Obtain or have the students bring in newspapers and
pieceS of cardboard and plastic wrap.
Cut the newspaper, cardboard, and plastit wrap into

pieces of the specified sizes.
,.,fiver each piece of cardboard with a piece of news-
paper. 4InclUde'the picture of a person's face in each
newspaper piece so that the students observe the tiny dots.
Tape the newspaper to the back of the cardboard. Then cover

the plastic wrap and tape i,,t to the back of the cardboard.
Cut each of the straws in'half and fill the containers.with water.
Gather the magnifiers and put them with all of the other materials.

Language Cards/Key Signs
lens

curved
viewed

Identification Cards

the newspaper ,with

Optional Z Direction chart

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:.

4 - 2 (

00 1. Have all materials needed for the lessOn on 'the supply table. Waye the term 'lens'
krd the 64recilifns for the activity written on the board orstudent may read direc-

\fiion.fromittudant text. tb

4/<;..

()
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2. Begin lesson by asking studenti if they know what a 'lens' is. Explain that they
are curved transparent objects. Point out several lenses in the room (magnifying
glasses, lens in filmstrip projector or movie projctor, contact lens etc.)
Explain that they will be learning more about lenses.

3. Have students obtain all materials necessary for activity. Following the directions
from the board have them cut their picture from newspaper, cover the cardboard,
securing it with tape and plastic wrap.

4. Have the student do the lesson on pages 118 and 119. (Through readipg on their
own or teacher paraphrased directions on the board.)

5. Explain to the students that a lens is curved so that light passing from the arr to
that object will refract or bend making the objects viewed through the Jens seem
'larger.

6. Have students ead the first 2 paragraphs on page 119 and then teacher should para-
phrase questions et the end of page 119 for students to respond to.

7. When students have finished, ask them what a lens is, what it does and to name
several examples of a lens.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should make liquid and gellatin lenses of varying
sizes and shapes and describe by comparing the effects on
objects viewed through them.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-2 Looking Through Lenses
N-

Page T-236/S-119 Bringing Light Together (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE:,To allow students the opportunity to experime"nt with magnifying glasses.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to measure by centimeters.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Cut pieces of white construction paper or other stiff
paper to size, if file cards are not available.
Collect the magnifiers and metric rulers. Plug in

the filmstrip projector, or a lamp without a shade, in
a corner of the room real, to turn on. If you are
using a flashlight instead, put it in a corner of
the room ready to ,turn on.
Draw the shades so that the room is as dark as

possible whem the lights ara turned off. The lesson
will not go' well unless the room is dark and the
light source bright.

_TEACHING SUGGEST-IONS:

Language Cards /Key Signs
focal point"
light

safety

fire

measure
centimeter
angle
focus

distance
focal length

Identification Cards
magnifying glass

. .

1. On a sunny day, take the students outside armed with magnifying glasses' Circulate
and discuss observations With the chilgfen.

2. Stress s fety when they discover that9rognifying glasses can start firs /burn things.
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3. Return to the classroom. Distribute materials to the students. Write the term
-'focus, foC61 point, and focal length' on the board.

.

4. Explain that'when lesn brings all the light together they focus light. Demonstratewi.,th a filmstrip projector by focusing 6 frame of a filmstrip.

:5 Have students practice focusing 'light. Turn on the projector lamp or flashlight,
turn off all room lights. Using magnifying-glass and card, have students take
turns focusing light. Help when necessary.

6. Turn on lights and discuss focal point. Explain the place where the lens-focuses
light into the clearest and brightest possible spot is called the focal point.

0 Turn off lights and have all students find the focal point on'their cards. Circulatearound the room making sure the students are doing it correctly..

7. Turn on lights, Have the students measure with their cm rulers the distance from
the focal point to their lens. Write down how many cm it is on a small piece of
paper. Turn off lights circulate around the room providng help as it is needed.
Be sure to tell students -to measure from the-center of the focal point to the cen
ter of the lens,

8. Turn on lights. Explain to the students what they have just done was to find the
focal length. Focal length is the distance from the focal point to the lens. Ask
each student what the focal length of their lens is?

91 -B4s# bute different- tens sTuUenft-findthe focal point and focal length.

10. Have students read page 120 or teacher may paraphrase and then answer the gugtions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to find the focal, point of a lens
and mark its length.

************444444*444444******************w******************************************

DEVELOPMENT: -2C-2 Looking Through Lenses
Page T-238/S-121 Focus a Vial (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of focal points by utilizing vials.
,,, ...

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Optional ..-- Direction Chart'

Gather the file cards or pieces of whitapaper'and
d the rulers.

,

Fill the vials or pill bottles with water tai
capacity. Plug i.A the filmstrip projector or lamp .

in a corner of the room all ready to turn on.41f you
. ,4are ushig vflashlight, nsfeeol.put it in a corner

of tht rOOtIteadto turn on. ::_ ' -
- -4 .Dr"aW the'shades,s4 that the room wilt be-as. dark as

possible when lighfs -are'tprgedAoff. The lesson will
not go well,,,,UnlesS thR rog/il l!'bark and'the light
source is bright. . . ,

, ,

° ., -. ," . -,-...,4.
- .... ,

,.

3

1. res

a. -"'

Language Cards/Key 'Signs,
focal point
focus

arrow
vial

-focal .length

Iden44fic4tion Cards
vial

paper

S



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by telling students that they are going to focus light through
water filled, transparent.vials. Because of the shape of the vial., they will find
'the focal line of the vial instead of its focal point.

. Have directions on making cards and what the students are to do on the board,or
students can read from student text. Go over the directions with them.

3. Distribute the materials. Turn on the projector or flastilight, turn off the room
lights and then have students begin. . ,

4. Circulate'arouhd the room providing help as needed. Make sure the students point
the arrows on their cards directly toward the bright light.'

4
5. Record the focal lengths on the chalkboard when the students have completed their

measurements.

6. Record beside each focal lengths on the chalkboard "large" or "small", if vials
of different sizes have been used.

7. Have the students then determine whether large or small vials have long or short
focal lengths.

8. Collect materials. Review terms focus, focal length, and focal point.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to focus a vial and measure its
focal length, and compare lenses and focusing.

*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-2 Looking Through Lenses
Page T-2405 -122 Making Objectslook Bigger (25-35 min.)

. ,

PURPOSE: To further examine magnifIcat,ion by formal methods.
.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to multiply.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:' Materials - lined paper
- rulers
- pencils

4 . - index cards

Make sufficiwt. copies of the Magnification Mask in the
appendix, so that each student will have one. Have
students help yotf cut out the masks and each of zthe

...small squares on the masks. The masks will work
with lenses that have a magnification of 2x, 3x, 4x, and 5x. The magnification of
many lenses is marked somewhere on them. -

'Plug in the projector, og lamp in a corner of the room ready. to turn on. If you

are using a flashlight, instead put it in a corner ready to turn on.

4

Language Cards/Key Signs
magnify
magnification

power.of magnification
magnifying glass
times

Identification Cards

Draw the shades so the room will be as dark as possible when the lights are turned
off. The lesson will not go well unless the room is dark and the light source is
bright.
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Optional - Direction Chart

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

'1. Begin the lesson by having the students read the first paragraph on page 122 to
find out what a magnifier is.

2. Explain to the students than they must first make a paper and a card to use like
the one in the picture on page 122.

3. Distribute lined paper and a card. Have students follow the directions on the
board tO:make-their paper and card or students can read from student text. Encour-
age students to use the pictures on page 122 for help.

4. Next pass out copies. of the Magnification-Mask in the appendix. Have students cut
out the squarA. Provide help as needed. When finished, ask students to put aside
for later use.

5. Have students read,the directions on the top of 123 and look at top picture or
teacher may paraphrase. Distribute hand lens. Have students tell you what they
are going to do. When everyone understands, begin the'activity.

6. Turn on the projector lama or flashlight, turn off the room lights. Have students
view their drawn square on the index card. through magnifiers (Do not use Magnifi-
cation Masks yet). Discuss what happens to the square.

7. Turn on lights. Have student look at-bottom picture on page 123 and read the di-
4. rectioas that go wit that-picture or teacher may paraphrase. Have students tell

you what they are going to do. When everyone understand, turn off lights and
begin the activity.

8. At the-end of the lesson,.have-studerits respond to the questions at the bottom
of page 123.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to focus objects in a magnifier
and determine power of magnification of objects.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 2C-2 Looking Through Lenses
Pan T-242/S-124 images (20 -30 min.)

PURpOSE:, To relate a focusing of lensesto the human eye.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - an anatomical chart and
model of tae eye

- magnifying glasses
- paper
- a'sunny day

Otional - Direction Chart
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Language Cards/Key Signs
image

spot

picture

Identification Cards
retina
optic nerve
iris

lens
pupil

cornea



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by reminding the students -of the lesson in which they focused a
bright spot of light on a file card through a lens. Tell the students that today
they are going to focus pictures through-a lens.

2. Distrillt4e the materials. Draw all the shades but one and have the students begin
the activity. Students should either read the directions on page 124 or follow
a direction chart prepared by teacher ahead of time.

3. Encourage the students to experiment.with the focusing of images on their papers,
both near to and far from the light source.-

4. When all, students have successfully focused an image on the paper, ask them what
they saw on their paper. Explain that this picture they saw on their paper is
called an image.

5. Write the word image on the board. Have students read first paragraph on page 124
to find a definition of image. Now ask the italicized auestions on page 124.
If students are unable to answer have them repeat the activity.

6. Have students read page 125 or teacher may paraphrase. Go over the different
parts of an eye. Use model if possible. Label all parts with identification cards.

7. Illustrate on the board how the lens of an eye works. -Compare-the lensof-eye to
magnifying glass.

8. Students should respond to the question on the bottom of page 125.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to focus images with a magnifier,
and compare its structure of function with that of the eye.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: 2C- 2 Looking Through Lenses
Page T-2441S-126 All About Lenses (10-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in: 1) listing properties of magnifier,
2) focusing, 3) predicting focusing by drawing, and 4) judging power of
magnification.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the evaluation describing responses students should make. If necessary
teacher should paraphrase each question, allowing time for the student to respond
between questions.

2. Allow time for students to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each student.
**********f***************************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 2 Exploring Matter

Part A Properties of Matter, Lesson Cluster 2A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

I.

Rage Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

.._

T -144 Introduction Getting Ready 20-30 min.
Tn145 Introduction Placing Objects by 20-40 min.

Properties
T-146 Introduction Describing the Missing 15-25 min.

Object
-T-148 Development Many Kinds of Matter 25-35 min.
T-150
T7152

--Application
Evaluations

4 __Useful Metals ,

Recognizing Properties
20-30 min.
15-25 min.

.

. ,

B. 'MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-141.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set II, Materials and X, Structural Systems, are
appropriate for use in this unit.

- - _-_-__
-------

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Kinds of Matter
Page T-144/S-67 Getting Ready (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To allow student practice with metric linear7measurement in the preparation
of specified shapes.

PREREQUISITES: Knowledge of shapes and experience with centimeter sticks.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the following for

each child:
scissors

- metric ruler
- paper clip
- pencil

- construction paper,
assorted colors

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. 'Have the students turn to their text page 67. Explain
that they will be making the shapes they see on the
page (four of each shape, each a different color). Review
the terms square, rectangle and triangle.

2. Allow students time to read and discuss the page. Go over the directions for
making the paper objects with them.

3. Allow students time to make the shapes. Walk around the room helping where neces-
sary.

Language Cards/Key Signs
measure
size

centimeter
square
triangle
rectangle
circle

Identification Cards
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able toeperform metric li ar measure-
ment and make paper shapes of specified siz s. .

*************************************************************************V******a*****.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Kinds of M;fter 41101.1

Page T-145/S-68 Placing Objects by Properties (20 -40 min.)

PURPOSE: To review the term property and to introduce the +erm to new,students'.

PREREQUISITES: Description of objects by properties.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper objects from
"Getting Ready"

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
shape identi-fy

property

1. Review the term property. Explain to the students that all objects have proper-
ties. Color, shape, and size are all properties. Be sure students understand
that properties describe objects. (Ex. small, large, red, yellow, square, tri-
angle, etc..)

2. Tell the students they are going to play a game. Haile the students spread sets of
paper objects in front of them and mix up the objects.

3. Place an object (paper shape) in view of the students. Explain to the students
that the first player must put another object beside it. The object must have 2
properti,es .the..same as theJane_already placed and one property different.8

4. Practice until all students understand the game. The teacher should go firsIt-,.
Explain that when an object is played, the students must say how it is same and
how it is different.

5. Example: Teacher: My object has the same shape and the same color but different
size.

Student: (lays next object dowh and says) My object has the same size
and the same color, but different shape.

6. Have students play the game.

7. When finished have students respond' to the questions at the bottom of the page.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe two paper objects
having two alike properties and one different in terms of
shape, size, and color.

**************************************************************************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Kinds of Matter
Page T-146/S467; Describe the Missing Object 45-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To review the term property.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: ,Materials -paper objects from
"Getting Ready"
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Language Cards/Key Signs
missing object
property identify

Identification Cards .
rectangle gquare
triangle
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TEAGHI.NG SUGGESTIONS:

1. Divide the students into groups of four or five to play the game. Each Player
in each group should, to the extent ppssible, have 6 set of paper Objects of a
.different color. 0 .*

,

I

2. Explain to the students that they
of the sets of paper objects that

3. Have the students turn 'to page 69

are_going-to p[ay a"garre based on the
.

they previously made.,

and read the brief introduction to the activity.
.

. 4
. 4. Review or introduce the term property before going further: .Mage certain that the

studerits ungerstand-thaf. properties are charaeteristics.df objects ty.having them.devribe,som9;of the properties of paper46,jects, such. as 4lue, -green', square,
.large, and sgill. Encourage thestudents *to use -the term when describing objects.-

5. Have the students read the directions foF the game. Go overAe-idirectiens, usingthe pictute on text page.694ito bejure that the students understand what they
.:-- ,

','

6. Haylthe students play the game.bA
11* -s.

4. F
%

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME': -Students 'should be able to identifymissing shapes by
. ,:... '-4

. the'pirocess of elimination, and describe paper objects
.44.

r by
********4***************4****

their properties.
**4****ic*t!*********** ..*****v********1*****)L********

.

.

_

_y1-1-1.,
,-

. DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-1, MatterKinds'oi Matte ' .,--- :6
Page T.- 148 /S -70 Maw Kiads ofTatTer (25-35 min.?

PURPOSE: To expand the mee!in O ,tht word property to,6ther objects.

are to do.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: nits - iallet
v- eraser

- plastic 'scoop

- emery board
= 51:Toon

-:'Watch

.6%

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

- pencil

othe'r .objects

Waken from the
when needed

1. Review the term matter - make sure students-understand
that matter is what objects are made of. Hold up
several objects, one at a time, telling the students
for example, "This paper clip is made of matter" or
"This pencil is made of matter."

2. Explain that the students will be naming and describ-
ing objects (ideal for a lariguage lesson). Allow

- each student to select an object and to spend some
time manipulating it.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
describe

sie
shape

matter'
property

object
heavy

light

leather

rubber
metal

plastic
wood

transparent
opaque
translucent
flexible
pliable
colors
shiny
dull



3.- Allow children time to write sentences describing
an object of their choice, and-display the written work
next to the object. Introduce some new terms for the
students to use in describing kinds of matter: trans-
parent, opaque, translucent, flexible, pliable, shiny,
dull etc.

4. Read and discuss "Many Kinds of Matter," or teacher
may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to

Identification Cards
wallet
eraser
plastic scoop
emery board
spoon
watch

(various other objects)

name a variety of kinds of
matter and describe it in terms of observable properties.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Kinds of Matter
Page T-150/S-72 Useful Metals (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the student's ability to describe objects to the group of metals,
and to illustrate the use of metals in everyday life.

ADVANCE'PREPARAT1ON: You may want to collect the objects
shown on page 72 or as many other
metal objects as possible to circu-
late among the students. By hand-
ling the objects, the students can
observe properties of the Various
metals that cannot be observed in
the pictures.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain the term metal,. Have the students, in turn
locate a metal object. Have that student name and
describe the object. Assist the student in the use
of proper use of property terminology. Teacher may
describe a metal first so students know what is
expected of them.

4
2. Continue the activity until all students are des-

cribing metal objects, and naming them with little or
no assistance from the teacher.

3. Read and discuss "Useful Metals," or teacher may paraphrase. Teacher should para-
phrase numbered questions for student to respond to.

Language Cards/Key Signs
describe
properties
metal

aluminum
copper
gold
silver
zinc

brass
chrome
nickel

pewter
iron

Identification Cards
(names of objects used)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to relate"broperties to various
metals and their uses.

it**************************************************************************************



EVALUATIM: ,Lesson Cluster 2A.-,1 Kinds of Matter
. Page T-152/S-73' Recognizing Properties (15225 min.)

PURPOSE; To evaluate student ability to:'1) measure objects in metric"linear units;2) match objects and properties, and 3) name kinds-of matter,--

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - each student will need:
- paper
- pencil
- text

- ,metric-ruler

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
<

.1. Read through the evaluation, describing to the'studentsthe type of answers hooked,for. If necessary, teacher should
paraphrase each-quedtion alloiving time for stu-dents to respond bgtween ques'tions.

_

2. -Allow time for students to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with the individual -student.

**********************************************4***************************************
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. Level 4 Unit 2 Exploring Meier

Part A Properties of Matter, Lesson Cluster 2A-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

"Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-158 Introduction Matter Has Phases 15-25 min.
T-60 Development Some Mysterious Matter 25-45 min.
T-162 Development Describing Quicksand 15-25 min.
T-164 Development -

Gases 15-25 min.
T-166 Application Phases of Foods 20-30 min.
'T-167 Evaluation Solids, Liquids, and 2G-30 min.

Gases ,
l

B. MATERIALS: See list on 1-155.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set II, Materials and X, Structural Systems, are
approp.riate for use in this unit.

.11,

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-2 Phases of Matter
Page T-158/S-74 Matter Has Phases (15-25 min.)

PURPOSES: To review or introduce the concept of phases of matter.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - collect examples of (2 each
- solids, .) iqui ds';' and gases

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the definition of matter. Explain to the stu-
dents that you will be discussing phates of matter, n-
traduce the terms phases of matter, solid, liquid and
gas either through the students or teacher.

2. Present objects representing the three phases'. Allow
students time to generate examples of each phase.

)t
Language Cards/Key Signs
phase
phases of matter
matter
solid
liquid

gas

Identification Cards

3. Read and,discuss "Matter Has Phases" or teacher may paraphrase.

4. Walk around the room, pointing to obects. Students must respond as solid, liquid,
or gas. As an additional activity, have students make 3 columns on a piece of
piper. (solid,-liquid,gas ) Students can go through the dlphabet,,find a solid
or liquid or gas for-A. Then B and so on.
Example: Solid Liquid Gas ANOMH11

Ball Juice , Air
Car Fumes

'Dirt
Elephant etc.
Ice
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should identify solids, Liquids, and gases
as three phases of matter, and_ describe the phaSe of

. matter of objects in their environment.
************************************1-************************************************4*

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-2 Phases of Matter
Page T-160/S-75 Some Mysterious Matter (25-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend student learning about phases of matter to properties that disc
tingulsn solids and liquids.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - The following will make

enough Capguage Cards
"Umlik" for 15

.- 1 large bowl or con-
tainer for mixing

- 13 drops of cologne, any
water (178 mL or 6 oz.)

- 10 drops of red, blue or green food coloring
f box of starch

- 1 mixing spoon

- 15 pieces of plastic wrap, 18 cm x 18 cm (7 in. x 7 in.)
Direction chart on how to make "Umlik" - see Teaching
Suggestions

Language Cards/Key Signs

Identification Cards

1. Put on display so students can read it.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow students to help make Umlik by using the following directions.

Instructions for Making "Umlik"

Begin to make the mixture by adding-the food coloring and cologne to the water:
Then place the starch in a bowl and slowly add the mixed liquids.. You will find
that "JJnilik" becomes increasingly difficult to mix. This necessitates a folding
in of th4ingredieats.

Cut up the plastic wrap into squares. Because.it is difficult to spoon "Umlik"
you will only be able to put approximate amounts of it on each square. Just be
sure that each student will have enough " Umlik" to observe all of its properties.

2. Collect cologne, food coloring, starch, and water. Mix 13 drops of cologne with
10 drops of food coloring. To that add 178' mL of water,'and 1/2 box starch. Place

.the %milk" on the wax paper.

3. Caution the children not to eat the Umlik, and demonstrate the correct way to test
for odor. Be sure no students. are allergic to starch,- cologne, or food coloring.

4. Allow students opportunity to play with their Umlik. Store it in wax paper, inside
ornewspaper.

'2S? 60
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5. Ask the students'the.properties of Umlik. List on chalkboard.

6. Read and discuss "Some Mysterlous'Mbtter" or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should,0,0.able to identify some properties of
-soliq,and liquids.

********************************t**************4***************************************

DEVELCTMENT.:-.1.esSon u111sr 2A-1 Phases of 14ttter tft

-'Page T-1.62/S-77 Describing Quicksand (15-25

PURPOSE:, To extend studentlearping of phaseS of matter tothe specific example of
.quicksand.'

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - any media dealing with

)quicksand

Background Information - Quicksand is a mixture of
loose sand and water in which heavy objects sink. It
is usually found in a mass on the bottom of streams,
on sand flats, or near the mouths Of large rivers.
The underlying layers of these streams and shores are
usually of stiff clay or of other impenetrable materi-
als that prevent the drainage of water from currents
and tides. As a result, the collected water is forced upward-
through the sand, separating and lifting its grains. The mixture becomes too un-
stable to support heavy objects.

Language Cards/Key Signs
safety
danger
Panic
properties
quicksand

Identification Cards

Quicksand is dangerous because it looks like ordinary sand, appearing at sight to
be solid. Someone caught in deep quicksand should remelt' calm and should not
stru le. The danger of sinking can be lessened by falling flat on the back. It
also helps to stretch out'the arms at right angles to the body. In this position
it i possible to float on top of the quicksand to firm ground nearby and then slow-
ly roll off the quicksand onto the firm ground.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. View media on quicksand. Discuss the safety/danger of it, and what to do' if one
gets caught.. Discuss the properties of quicksand and the phase of matter.

2. Read and discuss "DeSOribing Quicksand" or teacher may paraphrase:.

3. Develop a list of solids, liquids, and gases in and around the school and home.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be atite-to identify some properties of solids
and liquids.

****16************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster2A-2 Phases of Matter
Page T-164/S-78. Gases (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To,extend student knowledge of phases of matter to specific properties of

61
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Obtain dry ice, perfume/

cologne (can also use a

rotten egg to intro] ce
sulfur)
jar

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Write.the words carbon dioxide and oxygen ondthe
board. Explain'that the students will be investi-
gating gases-and their properties. Introduce the
Lesson by pouring CO2 out of a bowl coQtaining dry
ice (caution the children not to touch the ice). Have the children describe CO2.

2. Position the children around the room, unstop a bottle of .cologne in one corner,and time how long it takes for all students to smell the cologne. Discuss the
change of cologne from qliquid to a gas (evaporation) and the time it took for the
gas to travel (dissipate) throughout the room.

3. Have the students look at the 3 gases on page 79. Ask questions about size, shape,
and color of the gases.

Language Cards/Key Signs
air
oxygen
carbon dioxide

'Identification Cards
dry ice
perfume
cologne

4. Teacher should paraphrase questions on page 79 for the students to respond to.

5. Help the students to understand that: somOgases have color; gases fill all of the
spacei'n a closed container; gases lighter than air will escape when container lidsare removed.

6. Show the students a covered glass jar and ask them what they think is in the jar.
They will p-roba6ly, say !!air" or ':gas". Ask those students who say *thing" if
something may have entered the jar before the lid was put On.

7. Ask the students to describe the air in the jar and-the air around them in terms
of shape, size, and color. Help the students to understand that gases can

go anywhere

- take up all the space around
- are invisible.

8. Read and discuss "Gases" or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARN1NG/OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify some properties of gases
and -distinguishfamong gasds, solids, and liquids on the
basis of their properties. -

*********************x*******,**********************************************************

APPLICATFON:7 Lesson Cluster 242 Phases of Matter
Page T-166/S-80 Phases of Foods (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the identification of phases of matter to the preparation of food.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencil for each student

2 ,99 62-
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TEACHING SUqGESTIONS
,/

1. /Have the students name foods and cl.as'si fy them

under $olid, liquid or gas (smell the food).
, .

2. Discuss Aow foods are used ,and stored based on their
phase of matter.

.3. Have student look at the picture on page 80.
Name the different kinds of foods.and the phases of
matter each are in.

A

Language Cards/Key,Signs
cafeteria
solid.
liquid

gas

phase of matter

Identification Cards
(food names)

4. Read and discuss "Phases of Foods" or teacher may paraphrase.

(DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able todentify phases in which foods
pre found. and relate these phases to the use and appearance
of the food.

**********t*********************************************4E******************************

EVALUATION:' Lesson CI-uster 27;72 Phases of Matter
Page' T-167/S-81 Solids, Liquids, an8 Gases (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student learning in the identificatjoplof phases of matter.-

TEACSING SUGGESTIONS:

1. ReadRead through the evaluation, describing how the students are to respond. If

necessary, teacher should paraphrase each,queg'tion allowing time for students tb

respond between questions.
,

2. Allow each student time.to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and'Pecord correct answers with the individual student:
***************************ic****************.****************A*******1-**********,********
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Leyel 4_ Unit 2 Exploring Matter

Part A Properties of Matter, Lesson Cluster 2A-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Teaching TimePage Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggested

,T-124 beveloPhent

N)

What is Structure?, 70 min.T-178 ApplcatiOn Functions Your Way 50 min.T-172 Introduction Parts of Properties 30,Htin.T-179 Evaluation Structure and Function 20 min.I

'NO L: What is Structure?.and The Structure of Objects have been combined into one
. lesson. What is Function?and Function Your Way, have been combihed into one.resson.'

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-169.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets 11, Materials and X, Structural Systems,
are appropriate for use in this unit,

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-3 Arrangement of Matter
Ptge T-174/S-84 What is Structure? (70 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate-the external and internal structures

PREREQUISITES: Well developed

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

TEACH1130SUGGESTIONS:

1. bplain to the students that they will be investigating the structure of fruits
and vegetables.

411

Materials

hand-eye coordination.

- several plastic
- 1 paring knife,

use

- newspaper

,variety of

vegetables
- knives and newspaper

orange, pickle, cucu4er,
carrot, tomato, radish,
lemon, onion, beet, po-
tato, apples, strawberry-
arid watermelonare good
examples
paper and pencils,

knives

teacher's

fruits and

of objects.

Language Cards/Key Signs
investigate
describe
structure
properties
arrange
external
internal

Identificati.on Cards
inside structure
(heading for bulletin
board)

a
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. Have the students wash the food and their hands and cover their desks with news-
paper. Demonstrate the proper'' use oricnives.

3. Have the students observe and'feel the outside structure of the fruits and vege-
,

tables. Compare and contrast drffereht external 1tructures.

4. Have, students look at the pictures on page 8-4.- Explain that they will be observing
the internal structure. Illustrate how to cut in both directions. Have students
jcut their fruits and vegetable obtaining slices from end to end and slices cut
across. a

5. Allow plenty of time for the students to ?peke drawing$ of their slices. Suggest
that they first draw fhe shape of the slices and then add the inside structures.

6. Have the students make a bulletin board display about structure. The students.
drawings of structure can be placed on the bulletin board. r

7. Read and discuss "Okat is Structure," "The Structure of Objects," and the intividual
student exploration. Teacher should paraphrase questions for students to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe and compare external
and internal structures of fruits-nd vegetables in terms.
of how they are arranged.

00***004.0*000000*0000*000**********000000*000*00*000000***00*00*000000000000**0,4**00***
.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2A-3 Arrartaerent of Mdtter
PageT-178/S-88 Function_Your Way (59 min.)

PURPOSE: To discuss the structure and rfunction of everyday-objects ana o-f the'various
parts of plants.

PREREQUISITES: COmpletion of. lesson ctuSfer and knowtg-dge of plot structure.

ADVANCE PREPARAT1ZA Materials screwdriver
- glass

4 - toothpick
- shoe
- straw

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the term fu- nction. Be sure that.students
understgnd that(th'e function of a parf of an object
is whatrthe,yart does or how the part acts because
of its.Structyre.

2. Have!the student look at the pictuf.es on page 87,
Teacher should paraphrase the questions.

3. Discuss functions of the different parts of a plant.
Ask students what is the function (or job) of the
stem of a plant? (seeds, roots, leaves, and fruit)

65

%a. Language Cards/Key Signs
function

structure

identification Cards
fruit names, .

vegetable names
screwdriver

toothpick
tongue depressor
'stem

seed
root
leaves

frdlt
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4. Have students read the first paragraph on pag
.et

5. Hold up a screwdriver and ask students what the function of e screwdriver is/'"`(Pass screwdriver, around' for students to observe.) Ask-students to-ihink ofthe different functions a screwdriver could have.

6. Follow above procedure for other items,

7. Have students read page 88 and discuss the questions.
AP

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify fruit and vegetables
skin, their structure and function, and'identify intended
functions of various objects used by people, and relate
function to stri42Iure.

**********.*f******************************************************************t****i*

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-3 Arrangement of Matter
Page T-/172/S-62 Pa s' and Properties (30 min.)

`PURPOSE: In roduce the concept that properties of objects are determined by the
rcind of matter in them and + e arrangement. of their `parts.

PREREQUISITES:' Description of objects:

ADVANCE PREPARATION:.

:TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1, ,Hold up various objects in the classrom and ask the.
students to describe how the parts of the object are
arranged (put). Review definition of structure and
function. .*

ljanquage Cards/Key Signs
arrangement e

parts
structure.

IdentificationsCard

.....2. Have the .students look at the picturesaon page 82. The teacher/ould ask the
italicized questions fOr the students to respone tq..

'
.

4
t C

3. Next have the students look at the pictures on Age 83. The - teacher should ask
. the questions (paraphrasing-may be necessary) for the students to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify some properties than are.

4'deterMined by the arrangement of matter in the object.*********w,
*********************************************4**************************

,-,-EIALUANON: /Lesson Clutter 2A-3 Arrangement of Matter'
t.,, Page-T-)79/S-89 Structure and Function

':-.,

PURPOSE: 112 evaltate student performance in 1) naming exterpal,and internal struc'tCres,
2) matching structure to function, and 3) naming structural properties relatednaming

14

/ to-their function.
, ., .

r

'ADVANCE PREPARATION:' Materials ?. paper,

, TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
.

pencil
..,

/- textbook

1.2_Read through the eval kin with the students explaining how -Whey are to respond.A Be sae students unde Jed that they can use each letter.more than once. .If''necessary teacher should paaPhrase'each question, allowirg time for the students
to rillispon between questionS%

. ,

2. Allow time for each student to complete the evaluation.
.

. r
. .

.

3. Grade and record correct responses with the individuaf student.
*******.*************1****************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 2 Exploring Matter

'Part B Earth Matter; Lesson Cluster, 2B-1 .

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE
(

Teaching,Tiv,
Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Ti*tle SUggested

T-188 Development Making Layers 25-45 min.
T-187 .Introduction What is a Layer? 15-25 min.
T-190 'Development. A Kind of Layered Rock 15-25 min.
T-192 Application Layers in Trees .15-25 min:
T-193 Evaluation Lots of Layers 20-30 min.

. MATERIALS: Materials' list on page T-183 as well as the following:
films or filrlistrip on sedimentary rocks, rivers, river mouths,
delta areas
picturgs of layered items such as beds, sandwiches,` lasagna, clothing
and rack layers,

FINSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip SeiVII, Materials and X, Structural SysteTs are
appropriate for-use in this unit.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cjuster 2B-I Looking At Layers
Page T-188/S-92 Making Layers (25-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To allow students the opportunity.to maRe and observe layering.
rr

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Obtain covered glass jars
for each chil.d

- small stones

N - garden soil
00 - find sand

- newspaper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS;

6

1. Demonstrate for students hoot much of each substarice
they should put in the jars but do not shake the jar.
Emphasize that only 1/3-Of the jar should be filled
with solids.

2. Remind students to.put on the tops (lids) of their jars
tightly to avoid spills.

-Language Cards/Key Signs
layers

settle
layering,

sediment

Identification Cards
stone/pebble
soil

sand

jar
lid

3. 'Have students go to the supply table and fill their jars. Also have studerVtover
their desks with newspaper.
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\
. .

4. Have the' students pla'pe.a layer'o4 each of sand, soil, and pebbles in their Jar

(the children determine'tile,ordr). Fill each jar with water and cap it. Nave

the student draw a 4 .before" pidture.

5. Allow the stUdent*Ao vigo us y shake theirjars.and observe the settling /sediments

in the jar. Once everything has sett red (fine particles may remain floating), have

.."' -the students draw an "after" picture. Allow the jars to stand overnight. Compare

the drawings' and the settled jar. '.
1

,
.

6. Provide .tiffe for students to compare their drawings. Be sure students understand
thg concept of Layers.

4

7. lead and discuss "Making Layers". Teacher should paraphrase;

8. Show filmstrip on ' "Layered Structures".

.DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify youngest and
oldest layers that s0tle out of the mixture and'61ate
properties of solids to the order in which they settle.

******************4*4*************t********************************4*;**4*************

L
4

.
INTRODUCTION: 2B1 Looking At Layers

1

Page T-187/S-91 What Is a Layer? (15 -25 min.)

PURPOSE: To -introduce the term layer
some matter.

ADVANCE PREPARATION .Material's - pictures of beds, sand-
wiches, foods (like
lasagna), clothes, and
rock layers
magazines
poster board

- glue
- scissors

and concepts related to.the layered structure of

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to thechildyn that they will be

Language Cards/Key Sign,s
layer

properties
Wed
lint

collage

Identification.Cards

investig'ating the structurersor-layers.

2. Have the children observe the collectedpictui-es and count layers. Discuss-the con-
cept of "oldest" and "youngest" layers, and how it-can be determined.

3. Make certain that the students understand that a layer is a thickness of matter
over or udder another thickness.

4. Read and discuss "What Is a Layer?" or teacher may paraphrase:

--.1
5. Pass 60 maga2ines. Have students find pictures of objects that have layers. Whip

finished introduce the term 'collage'. Have students make a collage of layered
structures on poster board.

O

-DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able .to identify layered objects,
determine the numbgr of layers, and describeethe order in
which the layers were formed.

)6************p*************************************************************************
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NDEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B -1 Looking at Layers
,

Page T-190/S-94 A Kind of Layered Rock (15-25 mts).)

PURPOSE: Tb extendfwhat has been learned about the settling'out of solid layers from
a mixture of solids and water in a jar to the formation of sedimentary rock
as'it occurs in materials,At -the mouth of a river'.

'PREREQUISITES:. Experienie with dirt 'in moving bodies of water:

ADVANCE PREPARAT4ON: 'Materials'- films or filmstrips on
sedimentary rocks, rivers,
civer mouth, delta areas

- samples of shale, 'lime-

stone, sandstone,
conglomerate

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow VI dents time to view films, read books; and
filmstrips on sedimentary rock's-,-ri4rs, delta areas,
(riyee-,mouths).

'tot

2. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the4students
that the layers theyksaw form in their jars are
similar to a way a certain" kind of rock forms.

Language Cards/Key Signs
delta
river
mouth
Sediment
bits

sedimentary
rocks

IdeiVtication Cards
sandstone
shale
cl4nglemerate
Iimesfioie

) 3. Explain what sediment is (solid matter that,settles to the bottom of a hiqUid).
Ask students if they have even seen sediment before? (Refer back to jar.)

4. Through the use of illustrations, show it students how sedimentary rpck is formed.
Be certain students understand that sediment can build up on the tiottom of a river
or at its mouth. ,(Definompunl of river as the place where the river meets the
ocean:r

5 Circulate some samples of sedimentary rock and magn,ifiers for students to observe.

6. Read and discuss pages 94-95. :leacher should paraphrase questions for students
to respdnd to. '

A .

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe sedimentary rock
and how it forms.

***x.*************************************************************************4********

APPLICATIONf Lesson Cluster 28-1 Looking at Layers
Page T-192/S-96 Layers in Trees (15-25 min.)-

PURPOSE: To apply student knowledge of .4-avers and growth rings in trees.

PRffREQUIS1TES: Field trips,o arboretums,or nature trails ;T:ciOng cross sections of
trees.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Material's - Obtain cross sectional
slices of a variety of
trees, arid films on

the growth of trees.

TEACHING.SUGGESTIONS:
.

1. Allow students 1-iMe'to view the media and samplAs
of the growth, of trees.

R. Have students count growth rims and compare the
size of growth rings amongst Samples. Have studenj
decide which are the youngest and oldest rings.

'Read and discuss "Layers in Threes." Teacher should paraphrase

Language Cards/Key Signs
rings
growth

Identification Cards
(names of trees)
(name of fruits:

and vegetables with
rings/layers)

pil-udents to respond to.
stions for

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students.should be able to.couht growth ings in trees an
letermine.the younget and oldest rings.

**************************************************************4**************4********

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Looking at Layers
.Page T- 193/.S -97 Lots of Layers (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in (.1) drawing layered objects, (2)'identify-
ing river flow and location of sediment and build-up, and ..(3) Jisting proper-
ties of sedimentary rock.

4ZACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the evaluation with the children, describing the responses they-are
ft-expected to make. If necessary techer should paraphrase each question, allowing
time for the 'students to respond between questions.

2: Allow pcb child time.to finish the evaluation:

3. Grade and record correct responses with each individual child.
ti

***************************************************************************4**********

I-
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Level 4 Unit 2 Exploring Matter

Part B Earth Matter; Lesson Cluster 2B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE/

Page Teaaing Strategies.
,

-.

. Lesson Title

.

Teaching Time
Suggested

.

.

T-202
T-200
T-206
T-204
Y-208
T-210

.

-Development
Introduction

Development
t'

.--

Development
Application. '

Evaluation
'

Rock Particles
.

Kinds.of Rocks
(Crystals

Observing Crystals.
Ores -

Rocks and Minerals,

.

15-25 min.
,- 20750 min.

15-25 min.

30-45 min.
% 15-25 min.

15-25 min.

.

.

.

B. MATERIALS: Materials list on T-196 and 197.
,

,

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set II, Materials and X, Structural Systems, are
. appropriate for use in this unit.

i

''.

DEVELOPMEN 2B,2 Looking Inside Rocks
ge T-202/S-99 Rock Particles (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate the composition of rocks (minerals). ,

ADVANCE PREWATION: Materials - white paper
*-- magnifying glasses

For instructions on how to prepare bags of mineral par-i
titles, see Materials List for Cluster B-2.,

Place the prepared bags of crushed rock, the white
paper, and the toothpcks'on a centrally-located table
where the students' may easily obtain them durafg class.

If you have not already collected some rock and mineral
books, obtir'ssome at this timq to aid the students' in

their investigation o *minerals. Find some children's
books about minerals. Also look for some books about
minerals in the adqt section of the library.. Some them
photographs of minera4ls that the students an enjoy and
is above their.ievel,

Language Cards/Key Signs-
composition
safety
mineral

Identification taros
sand

'mineral names
hammer

safety goggles
plastic logs

will have excellent colored
learn from even if the text

Background Information Minerls the basic content of rocks
contain a variety of'minerals. A mineral possesses a unique
aszhardness and color. Distinctive propertiessof minerals a
thd Ay in which a mineral' reflects light, specific gravity,
weight in relation to the weight of\tje Same volume of water
way in which a mineral usually splits along planes proithfcing
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. A single rock may
set of properties such
Iso -include luster, or
or the mineral's

, and cleavage, or the
sugoth surfaces,,,



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:-

I

1. Introduce the lesson by, reviewing with thestudctnts that parts of an object and how
they are arranged is called structure of an'object. Remind the students that, '.

befbreithey observed the outside and inside structure of fruits, and vegetables.
AlsO remind the studdhts that inlearrier lessons they observed the outside (ex-
ternal),structure of rocks.

2. Explain that in this lesson, they will observe the inside (internal)ostructure of
rocks.

3. Tell Nthe students they w141 be investigating minerals that compose rocks. Stress
that particles of minerals are found in rocifs., The particles always show the same
properties. '

4.' 3Ilow.the students time to observe their rock samples._ Have them separate out the
mineral's into piles. Discuss the properties of the piles.

'5. Have the student bag individual piles into a elass bagjof'similar minerals (have
them try to search books to idbntify the minerals).

6. Read and discuss "Rock Particles." Teacher should paraphrase questions for students
to respond to:

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:f Students should be able to distinguish among several minerals
-

by comparing their observable properties.

it

INTRODUCTION:. 28 -2 Looking Inside Rocks
' Page T-200/S-98 Kinds of Rocks (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To review formation Of sedimentary rooks and to introduce igneous and /beta-
morphic rocks.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information Rocks are divided into three major groups based on how the
rocks formed: sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic,

Sedimentary rocks form.from layers of Sediment that are cemented under 'great
pressure.

t

Shale, an example of a smooth, finely-textured sedimentary rock, is primarily cam-
posed'of cpnsolidated clay layers. Conglomerate, another sedimentary rock', can be
recognized by its rounded pebbles embedded in'thg4..fine sandy matter. Limestone,

,whose layers are raefy visible in samples'k is usually formed in asea ehleironment.
Li- forms either from the remains of small animarS that contained calcite or from
dissolved 'calcite that has come out of the watif.

Igneous'rocks form fcom Magma, or the hot liquid mingral matter t is inside the
ear-th. Igneous rocks may be divided into two groups based on where the magma from
whichthey, formed solidified. '-

Igneous rocks formed from magma that slowly cooled and hardened beneath the earth'
surface are-called intrusive igneous roCks,. They may be identified by their observ-
able mineral ,particles and large crystals. Granite is the most common idWrusive
igneoUs rock.



.Extrusive igneous rocks are those formed from magmazIhatquickly cooled after
reaching the earth's surface through volcanoes or narrow cracks. *These rocks have
.microscopic crystals. cRhyolite is an example at an extrusive igneous rock. It has
the same composition as granite, but differs from granite in the size of its mineral
particles.

Metamorphic rocks were originally igneous or sedimentary rocks buried deep in the
earth. Due to tremendous pressure and heat within the earth, the rocks changed.

Materials - a variety of rock samples and media related
' to rocks ik

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. AllOw-the students ample time to browse throughthe
rock 'media and samples. Discuss the observations

1 ''of the children.

2. Allow the students time to group the rock samples
into three sets. Discuss the grouping of the roclis
and propertjes of each groyp.

3. Go outside and ,Ilave the children collect a variety
of rocks. Visit a rock shop, quarry', cement company.

-4.. Have students read pages §8-99 or teacher may
paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able
to distinguish the three major
categories of rock on the basis
of how it was formed.

**************************************************************************************

'Language Cards/Key Signs
formation
deposited'pressure
sedimentary
igneous

metamorphic
properties'

Identification Cards
limestone
granite.
slate
shist
quartz
shiny

striped
rough

smooth

DEVELOPMENT: 2a-2 Looking Inside Rocks

Page T-204/S-101 'Observing Crystals (30-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend investigation of minerals.to the exploration of crystals.

ADVANCE.PREPARATION: Buy a small box of bOrax in the-laundry detergent section of the
supermarket. There are at least two nationally advertised brands available. Read
the label on the box 4 make sure that you purchase pike borax rather than a deter-
gent that contains borax. Also read the precautions on -Hie box. '

Put one-half cup of borax into each of the plastic sandwich bags and close each
bag with a twist-tie. Then wash your hands. Gather small jars from among those
that you saved from Making Layers or ask students to bring in the Jars from home.
Small relish, mustard, jelly, or peanut butter jars with a 226 to 330 gram capacity

'are of sufficient size for the quantities of borax and hot water that are given.
If urger jars are used, more of each materials will be required for crystal for-c
mation.

Cut 12 cm lengths of string. If ciass time is limited, you can tie the pencils
and paper clips to the strings as shown in the illustration on page 101, rather than
hav$ the students do it.

Collect the newspapers, paper clips, hand lenses, and plastic spoons:
Set up the hot plate in a safe place away from the students'where you can heat

the water. Fill the kettle with the designated amount of water and place it nearby.
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Clear spaces around the classroom where 'the filled jars may be NaCed at
the end of the lesson. Choose locations that are out of the general traffic pat-
terns, but thatare .easily accessible to the students when they observe their jars.

To prepare fol-.the demonstration part of the lesson, set up the projector. Put
one spoonful of-salol in the dish on the stage of the projector,

)

If you have not already collected some rock and' miperahl books, obtain some at
this time to aid the'students in their investigation of crystals. ribd some chil-
dren's books about crystals. Also, look for some books about crystatS in the adult
section of the, library. SoNof them will have excellent colored photographs of
crystals that the students can enjoy and learn from even if the text is above their
leyel.

Materials Direction- chart, newspaper, pencils, string, spoons, bags of borax,
hand lens, paper /

SAFETY ALERTS:

1. Caution the students who bring in grass jars to wrapthem in- paper toweling or
cloth before bringing, them to school. Also, advise them not to run while they
are carrying the jars.

,

1

2. Provide aspecial place in the room where the jars may be keptopntil the stu-
dents ruse them. Do not permit the students to keep glass jars in their desks
where the jars may get broken and cause cuts.

3. Read the caution or warning on the box of bore Do not permit the udents to
touch the borax with their hands*. Allow them only to 'use a spoon t ansfer
borax to the jars. Warn the students of the danger df putting their hands near
their eyes or mouths or on their faces during the activity. Pwvide time for
them to wash their hands as soon as they have completed the lesson. Be sure
that you wash your hands, too.

4. Warn the students against touching the hot jars while they are edding borax
to the water.

5. Do not permit the students to pour hot water into jars or to carry hot jars to
the places where the jars will be left to cool. You should be the only one to
do either of these things, using pot holders.

Background Information - Some minerals are in the form of crystalss. Crystal faces,
or surfaces, form Where they have room to grow, such as in a rock cavity. Crystal
faces that occur, naturally should not be confused with the cleavagd faces, or flat
"reflective surfaces, that result when minerals split.

`Crystals can usually be identified by their shapes. They may bec4assified into
' six basic systems.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce tie lesson by explaining that they
making crystals: Name all apparatus and caution the
children on the handling of borax. Make Sure that
students understand that minerals are sometimes in the
form of crystals and that they are aware Of the proper-
ties of all crystals.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
safety

solution
saturated
crystals

*es
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2. Go over the safety factors concerning Making of
Crystals.

3. Place direction chart for students to view. Go over
direotions*with students. Make certain all students
understand clearly what they are to do.

4. Hold up a plastic bag of borax and a spoon and caution
the students to use a spoon -when they take borax out
of the bag. .Demonstrate the procedure.

5. Remind students to keep hands away from their faces
and not4fo touch the jaH of hot water.

6. Fill the jars with 3/4 cup of hot water and deliver to
'children.

identification Cal .

borax,

paper clip

Pencil
string,
hand'Iens/magnjfying

glass
pla-gfic sp000n

port holders

jar
newspaper
water heater
salol

7. Have the students set up their apparatus (the string and,cliprgo in the water last).
AIlOw them to stir in the borax. Students should use picture on page 101 as a
guide and fat4ow direction chart fiRr making crystals.

8. When borax begins to settle to the bottom (solution is satuAted), put the paper

clip in and allow the solution to sit undisturbed. Crystals will form as the

water cools, allow children to observe and draw their crystal formation.

9. Caution students about.distarbig the jars when they observe with hand lenses.

. ,

10. Show how salol crystals melt and reform when cooled.

11. Read and discuss "Observing Crystals". Have sfudentS list several properties of
their crystal formations on the board. Discuss.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe the foOnation and pro-
perties of borax and sa10.4 crystals.

********************************4*************************************t****************

DEVELOPMENT: 2B-2 Looking Inside Rocks
Page T-206/S-102 Crystals (15-25 min.)1

PURPOSE: To extend the exploration of crystals to Imineralsthat are in the form of

crystals.

PREREQUISITES: Experience with rock shapes.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Fulfill .the prerequisite
for all students.

- media about crystals,
including actual samples
o4 a variety oi crystals

- black construction paper
hand lenses
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Language Cards/Key Signs
symmetrical,
surfaces
crystal clumps

Identification Cards

303
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow students ample time to view the media and interact with the samples. Black
constructioQ,paper and'hand lenses will best allow visibility of salt crystals.
Discuss crystals with the children. Stress that crystals have smooth, flat sur-
faces and straight edges.

2. Read and discuss "Crystals". Teacher Should papraphrase qUestions for students to
respond to.

At

3. Retain crystalg for the buPilding (A a collection.
1

DESIREP/tEARNINO OUTCOME: Students should tble to describe crystals by, comparing
color, texture, fla ss, symmetry, and straight edges.

*4*************************************************************************************

VP'

APPLICATION: 2B-2 Loo King Inside Rocks
Page T-208/S-103 Ores (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To..introduce and expand to minerals containing large amounts of metal ores.

PREREQUISITES: Experience With minas and metals.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

of

obtain samples of ores, and
-media on mining, processing
and use of metals

1. Allow students ample time to interact with the media
and ore samples. Discuss question and observation.

Read and discuss, "Ores" or teacher may paraphrase.
Stress that metals are found in some minerals, that
they are mined deep in the earthor near the earth's
surface.

3. Tour the school and identify metals and the ores they
came from.

,DESIRED'LEARNINGOUTCOME: 'StUdents should be able to
identify metals and the ores
they came from, as well as to
describe the mining and processing of some ores into useful
objects.

***************************************************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs
metal

mineral

0
mines
pits

Identification Cards
copper
gold
iron

mercury
uranium
nickel

platinum
silver
zinc

aluminum
lead

EVALUATION: ,2B-2 Looking Inside Rocks
Page T-210/S-104 Rocks and Minerals (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in (1) matching rocks and minerals to their
properties, and (2) list properties of rocks, minerals, ores, and crystals.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the evaluation and describe the type of responses required. If

necessary teacher should paraphrase each question, allowing time for the students
to respond between questions. ,

- 2. Allow each student time to complete the evaluation.

ilk
3. Grad d record correct responses with each indlx04dual student.
******** ******************$*********** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
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Level 4 Unit 3 Patterns

Part-JA Recognizing Patterns, Lesson Cluster 3A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

...

Page

.

Teaching Strateglop LessoH Title
Teaching Time,'

Suggested

T-260
T-259
T-257
T-262
T-258

J-256:
T-263-

Enrichment '

Development
Development
Application .

Development
Introduction,
Evaluation

.

Rhythm Patterns
Patterns of Motion
Making Patterns
People-Use Patterns
Symmetrical Patterns
A Look at Patterns
Recognizing Patterns

20-35 min.. '

15-25 min.
20 -30 min.

,) 15-25 min.

0"' 15-25 min. .

20-30 min.
30-45 min.

NOTE.: Enrichment lesson is optional.
.

. .. ,

,

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-253. Lide:)
.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets X, Structural Systems and XI, Motion and
Change, are appropriate for use in this unit.

i de

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A -1 What is a Pattern? Optional
Page T-260 Rhythm Patterns (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Tot'expand the students study of patterns to the rhythm patterns of usic.

PREREQUISITES: Enough usable hearing to discriminate between rhythmic patterns.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

1. Obtain rhythm instruments and a metronome.
2.- Obtain rock music and a record player (headsets

for all-the children will help.) Select records
with an easily detected rhythm in the chorus or
refrain if you plan to use recorded music for
this lesson. Use, if-possible, Popular songs with

. which the students are familiar. If not possible,
try to get a recording Of Raveltsv"Bolero."

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the musical 'Instruments by name. Allow
children the choice of instrument.

2. Explain the musical staff and how to recognize and
coun3 beats. The teacher or the metronome can serve
as%the pace setter.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
music
pattern
beat

rhythm
instrument
notes

Identification Cards_
instrument

blocks

cymbals
tambourine
metronome



3.

4.

\Practice followin the beat in various patterns of rhythm.
4

Listen to rock records and allow the Idi-en time to discover the beat and followit with their instruments.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to recognize and reproduce rhythmic
. 'patterns.

*********************************************I*****************************************
- -

.,* . ... ..., ...

° DEVELOPMENT: 3A-1 What Is a Pattern?
!' sPage T -259/S -133 Patterns of MotiOn',(20-30 min.)

.
lifrPURPOSE: TO introduce students to patterns of motion and the record tracks they,leave.

PREREQUISITES: Observation of footprints of a variety of animals.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1 Takela.trip around fhe r, m, school,-and schoolyard
/4t, looking for records of patterns of motion. Explain

that the way objects ar4 put (positioned) in group
makes (forms) a pattern.

2. Return to the classroom and list records and the type
of object leaving the record of the pattern of motion.

A. - Have students look at the pictures on page 133. 'Ask
students what moving object made each pattern of
motion? 'What happened again and again to made:the pattern?

4. Make sure students understand the distrnotions between patterns of motion that
leave records and patterns of motion that do not leave a record.

Language Cards/Key Signs
trafk
footprint
record

Identification Car
highway tire tracks
erosion
windshield wipers
animal tracks
(examples of other

findings)
ft

5. Have students read page 133. Teacher should paraphrase the 2 fast questions on.
the page.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOMEc students should be able to identify and describe patterns
of motion and the records they leave.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3Ar1 What Is a Pattern?

Page T-257/S-131 Making Patterns (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To allow t4cn;libren an tIpportunity to make their own patterns.

PREREQUISITES: Sequencing ability.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

1. Obtain 2 tipi shapes, 2 circles, 2 parallelograms,
2 pentagonal shapes per child, (see student text
page 131) of varying colors.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
arrange shape.
pattern

relative
related
size



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: P identification Cards.

1. Show students your set of shapes. Ins uct your
students to make a set for themselves. They are
to use.2 different colors and cut out 5 shapes. Stress that the shapes can be all
the same or all different. They dad vary in size. Encourage imagination.

2. Allow-time for the children to create patterns.
when 'necessary. Review definition of pattern.

Circulate around the room and help

3. Allow for more than One student to work together, combining their shapes into more
intricate patterns.

4. Have, the children describe their patterns to the rest of the class. As one child
describes the pattern, see if the.other studentscan make the Ottern from their
shapes add his/her description.

5. Read and discuss, "Making Patterns" or teacher may paraphrase. Ny

DEIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: 1/4 Studehts should recognize positions of objects are related
to forming patterns. They should be able to make and des-
cribe patterns.

APPLICATION: 3A-1 What Is a Pattern?
Page T-262/S-134 People Use Patterns (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: TO apply student knowledge of patterns of daily life.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:' None.

TEACHING SUGGEStIONi;

.

1. Read and biscuss "Peoplia Use Patterns" or students
should look at pictures and while teacher paraphrases
guetions for students.to respond to.

2. Allow the children.tige to invent/remember patterns they
have.seen'im the home, school, etc. List these on the board.

%
3. Allow students the choice of patterns'to draw and have than draVr'an example of

patterns they have developed.

DESIRED,LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify patterns in their daily
life.

-

DEVEOPMENT: 3A-1 What Is a Pattern?
Page T-258/S-132 Symmetrical Pattern.(t5-25,min.)

PURPOSE: To enable students to discriminate between patterns that 8174 symmetrical and
asymmetrical.

Language Cards/Key Signs
daily
pattern

Identification Cards
types of patterns
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PREREQUISITES: Same and bifferent - concept of f.
. .

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - construction paper c
different colors

TEACING SUGGEST I

1. Introduce and explain the words symmdtrical and
asymmetrical. Illustrate on board.

2. Read and discuss "Symmetrical Patterns" or teacher
may paraphrase. Have students decide which patterns
are symmetrical and which are asymmetrical.

Language Cards/Key Signs
symmetry

asymmetrical
patterns
symketry

Identification Cards
(objects used)
butterfly

3. Tour the room and school searching for symmetrical patterns.

4. Returh to the classroQm and lisf,'in two columns, examples of symmetrical and
symmetrical patterns.

5.: Additional Activity - Using construction paper, have students cut out various-
shapes end glue onto another piece of construction paper in a symmetrical pattern.
Repeat activity for asymmetrical battern.
Example:

o 0

0 A 0

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: 'Students should be able to discriminate between symmetrical
and 'asymmetrical patterns.

************4************************************************ *1(44********************** .

INTRODUCTION: 3A-1 What Is a Pattern
Page T-256/S-130 A Loo4c fit Patterns (20-30 min.)

A ,

PURPOSE: To introduce the students to the concept of patterns and-some significant
properp.es of patterns.

PREREQUISITES: Sequencing of events, time, objects.

\ADVAN PREPARATION:

Eta ground Information This lesson is designed to
start the students thinking abclut a pattern as an
orderly :arrangement of events or objeCts in time or
,pace. An arrangement need not be syhmetrical to form
a pattern, it is the posAlrloning of the objects iri44
relation to one anothe'e that forms a pattern.
The position of an object can be described only in

relation to other objects. The term "relative to" is
used to describe an object's position in relation to other

Materials - None.

Language Cards/Key Signs
relative to /

relation\to)
pattern
arrange

Identification Cards
patternsiof objects in

the classroom and.
school

I
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TEACHING SUGUSTIONS: '%%m

1. Explain to the studentS' that they will be looking for pat-Tens around the class-
. ! roomLand school.

2. Take a field trip around the room and school daarching for patterns.

3. Come back to theNMII. andlist the patterns found on the board. Have.each child
describe the patterns they saw.

4. Read "A Look at Patterns". Teacher may paraphrase thequestions concerning the
picture on; age 130 for students to respond to.

. f
DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to'recOgnize, through experience,

how-patterns are found.
*****************************i***************4****************************************

EVALUATION:, 3A-1 What is a- Pattera

- Page T-263/S-135, Recognizing Patterns (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in recognizing patterns in object arrangement
and identifying kinds oftpatterns.

iADVANNE PREPARATION: None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read "Recognizing Patterns" and explain the type of responses' expected from the
children. If necessary, teacher should paraphrase each quest*, allowing time
for the students to respond to.

1,

,2. Allow the students time to complete the evaluation.
-,xsf.. fr.°,

41. ii, Viv
.04 7

3. Grade and, record correct responses with each tuddnt-indivi ually. ,

************************************************o**********************Imia************

r
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Level 4 Unit 3 Patterns

Part A Recognizing Patterns, Lesson Cluster 3A-2

A. 'CVUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-270
T-268
T-269
1-271
1-272

Development
Introduction
Development
Application
Evaluation '

.

.

. Flip Book Patterns.

Looking for Story Clues
Tracks and Facts

Pattern Startles Everywhere
Stories and Patterns

. .
)

,' '35-45 min.
35-45min.
20-30 min.
20-35 min.
30-40 min.

----.
B. MkTERIALS: tee Materials List on page T-265.

-

-..
.....,

FILMSTRIP- INF9RMATION: Filmstrip Sets.X, Structural Systems, and XI, Motion and
, Change, are appropriate for use in this unit. .

DEVELOPMENT: 31/42 P,spterns Tell Series
age T-270/S-138 Flip Book Patterns ( 1-45 min.)

4

PURPOSE: To extend the students learning of patterns to gathering pattern clues froni '

a series of pictures.

ADVANdE PREPARATION: Material's 7 duplicate page 7-4794 one
for every student and
teacher

- develop as demonstration

,model of the flip book
- several staplers, scissors

r- pIncils and crayons

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: A

j14
1. Distribute the, flip book piCtured. Demonstrate the

teacher model by allowing the students to flip
through.

Language Cards/Key Signs
`pattern
picture
series
sequence
flip book

dentification Cards
film
reel

frame

2. Have students examine the reel of film, frame by frame t determine sequencing.

3. Ask the students for examples of objects that move and'make patterns: animals, people,
ships, insects, etc. Then pass out lesson materials.

4, Circulate around the room providing help when necessary. Remind thgstudents that
their art work is loss important than showing an object in motion.

4
5. Allow the students time to put together their flip books and draw pictures on them.

Exchange flip books and discuss each one.
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6. Allow the students time to devise other flip books.

7. Read'the dicus's 44p Book Patterns" or teacher may paraphrase.`

1. Teacher should ask the numbered questions for'S'tudents to respond to!

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should y.tble to recognize pattern clues:al)td
demonstralb how heywev al a story.

***************************************************
************************4**********"

""Ata

%".
INTRODUCTION: 3A-2 'Patterns Tell Stdries

r- g,

Page T-268/S-136 Looking for Story Clues (35-45-min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce students to observing and describing pattern clues and events
they evidence.

PREREQUISITES: Observing tracks.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

BackgroyndInforri'lation - A cle is a bit of evidence, or information, that hetps
piece together a story. In this-lesson, the patterns are the clues an event
or story. Students may be faml.Iiar with the concept of clues as evi. once and of
clue gathering.as detective work, and you may want to refer to -1-4is lesson as a
form of detective work. The point to stress in this lesson and in the onesthat
follow is the usefulness of pattern recognition.

Materials - paper allb pencil for each student

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students study the picture on page 136 of
the student text. Ask students What the/ ttink hap-
pened' in the picture. Encourage students to use their
imagination to invent what happened in the picture.
Allow tine for each student to tell his story. Then
read the italicized story.

a

2. Have students draw their own pictures.

Language Cards/Key Signs
clue
events

Identification Cards

f
ti

3. 'Ha*e the students write in original lqpguage descriptions of their pictures, under
the picture. The:teacher may re-write into English under the driginal Ignguage.

4. Discuss the student responses,. rein-forcing the children for creative thinking.

5. 'Read and discuss "Looking for Story Clues." Teacher may paraphrase questions'for
students.to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to recognize, draw, and describe
events as interpreted from pattern clues.

***************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT:. 3A-2 .Patterns Tell Store
Page T-269/S-137 Tracks and pacts (20-30 min.)

16 I

PURPOSE: To extend student learning about pattern clues. To entlence student observe-
none! skills. s

ADVANCE, PREPARAT) ON :
4

, .. ' J j-
Background-Information - Inferring is the process of making a judgment on what .

happened based on collected evidence. In the previous lesson, Students were in-
ferri,ng events from pattern clues., In this lesson the students will not only make
inferences, -they will also discover that in some cases not enough evidence is pro-'
vided to make valid inferences.

Mate rials - None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: *.

1. Introduce the, lesson by' explaining to' the class that
some patterns provide enough evidence in a single
picture to te14-a story, but that-sometimes you 'heed
many patterns to infer an event. Review if nece sary,
term's such as infer, evidence, and event.

Language Cards/Key Signs
'infer

evidence
observe

iIde ification Cards

.i.

4.r

2. Read and discuss the pictures in "Tracks and Fa ." Allow the students time to
infer events from the evidence they see. Teac r should ask the questions (para-
phrase if necessary) for students to respond o.

3. Discuss causes of events in the pictures distinguishing between what they can and
cannot infer fror9 the evidence.

4. Allow students time to read "Tracks and Facts' or teacher may paraphrase.

5. Have The students pick any I of the 3 picture and identify in writing the story

they see in that picture.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be abl to relate pattern clues to evidence
of events, judging the amount of evidence required to make
accurate inferences.

********************************************x******************4***********************

APPLICATION: 3A-2 Patterns Tell Stories ti

Page T-271/S-139 -Pattern Stories Everywhere (20-35 min.)

PURPOSE: -To apply wh students have learned about pattern clues and patterns to
everyday e.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1.' Tour the, oom, school, and schoolyard lookihg for
patterns and pattern ctues. Discuss their findings

. in terms of clues, evidence, and inferences.

84

Language Cards/'Key Signs

evidence
inference

clue 1

pattern

Identification Cards



.4
2. Read and discuss ;'Pattern Stories Everywhere." Have students respond to questions

through picture obser,yation (page. 139):

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify and describe patterns
and relate clues to actual events.

*****************************************************4*********it***********************

EVALUATION: '.3A-2 Patterns-Tell Stories
Page T-p2/S-140 Stories and Patterns (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in inferring a,story from pattern clues and
deducing patterns from a story.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
.1_,

1. Reid through "Stories and Patterns" describing what responses are being called for)
If ecessary, teacher should paraphrase each question allowing time for students
to'respond between each question.

2. Allow the students time to'complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each individual student.

****************************i**********************************************************
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level 4 Unit 3 Patterns.

Part A Recognizing Patterns, Lesson Cluster 3A-3'

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

.

T-278
T-280
T-282

le

T-284
T -285 .

.

Introduction
Development
Application

Enrichment
Evaluation

,

,

Counting on Patterns
Bouncing Ball Patterns
Predictions About the`

.

Environment

Predictions About the Moon
Predicting From Patterns

. e .

,

45-55 min.
35-45 min.
20-30 min.

.

20-30 min.
20-30 min.

. .

NOTE: The application and enrichment lessons have been combined.
/

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on pag T-275.
. --..-.4-

,,,,Nt-,4:' 4 e
FILMSTRIPI INEOROATION: Filmstrip S s X, Structural Systems and XI, Motion and

Change, are appropriate foruse in this unit.
.

1

INTRODUCTION: 3A-3 Patterns and Predictions
Page T-278/S-I42 Counting on Patterns (45-55 Min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce fie process of prediction by having students interpret patterns
of shado0s.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Back round inforf ion In the last cluster, students made inferences on the basis
of Oattern clues they observed. Because they have learned to interpret the clues
provided by patterns, they can now begin to rely on the information that a pattern
gives. On this basis, students can stap td make predictions about pat;1-erns,they
know. Insthis -lesson, the students use shadow patterns to make predittions.
You may wantto tell the students about some traditional uses of patterns for pre-

diction makirlgOne such method is a sundial. Another is that in very old houses
marks are sometimes found cut into the window sills and numbered with the hours of
the day. Explain that this shows that sun shadows are predictable enough to tell
time.

Materials transparent tape
- Direction Chart,- (optional)
- unlined paper and pencil for each student
- butcher paper
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Language Cards /Key Signs

predict
record
safety

window frame
casts



obat surface areas near classroom windows where the
window frames case shadows. if the classroom does not '

1 receive sufficient sunshine, use shadow-casting objects
such as poles, trees, or parallel bars in the school

Identification Cards
apparatus
pencil'
paperyard.

Remember that this lesson has three fifteen-thinute
intervals between steps: Plan t fill those intervals With other activities suchas discussion of experiences wiIi1=-abadows.

TEAOHING'SUGGESTIONS:

o'
/ 1. Review how ShadcAs are cast; using windowframe and shaded surface (or a shadow castby an object outside) to illustrate the cbncept. Explain'to students they will beobserving sun shadow patterns and, using evidence that they collect to predictshadow movement.

k

ke?.11.-
2. Read and follow the directions in "Conting on Patterns" or students can read di-. rections from direction chart. Have students-mark on the paper every 15 minutes.

3. After *3,m&kings (45 min.) ask student which way the shadow moved? (right or left)Then have the students predict where the next mark will be after. 15 more minutes.
4. Teacher should paraphrase questions on page 143 for students to respond, to afterthey make predictions on the actual shadow movement.

5. Addition Activity - Construct a sundial - Have students compare the pattern theymade with the one on the sundial.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to predict shadow movement by
interpreting sun shadow patterns;**************** **

*************************4*****************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3A-3 Patterns and Predictions
P ge T-280/S-144 Bouncing Ball Patterns (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend student learning about pattern-based noadictions.

PREREQUISITES: Measurement by Centimeters; ability to record data.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - a meter stick

basketball
- baseball 9

- tennis ball.

pingpong ball
- stop watch

large sheet of butcher
paper

Duplicate the graph in student text 144 on the board.
Duplicate the graph a second time,substituting
for "cm" under the three "tls." Pass duplicates fo
the class for prediction.

Optional - Direction Chart

87

Language-Cards/Kay Signs
record

predict
observe
bounce

Identification Cards
meter stick
basketball

pingpong ball
*baseball
tennis ball

315



,TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1, Explain to the students th6y,,w111 be testing patterns of ball behavior and pre-
.

dicting based on their observation.

2. Have students read page 144-145 or go over the directions on the direction cart.
Make sure students understand what they are to'do.

3. Explain that all measurements will be made by sighting,Rast the top of the-ball to
the meter stick when it is dropped and when it bounces up again.- Circulate around
the room providing help when necessary.

4. Test all four balls at 30 cm. Have the students predict prior to testing on 50,
:70, 90 cm. Compare the predictions and the results. Emphasize that they will have
to observe quickly and carefully to measure the height the ball was bounced.

5. Using the second graph, 'time the various balls until they come to rest from being
dropped at 30 cm. Have the students predict time from 50, 70, and 90 cm. Discuss
the predictions and results.

6. Place the butcher paper next to the wall. Mark a target on the wall. Roll each
ball at varying angles to the wall. Plot their paths on the paper. Have the stu-
dents predict the path and compare the results.

7. Read and discuss "Bouncing'Ball Predictions." Teacher may paraphrase questions for
students to respond to

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be-able to collect data and make predictions
on the basis of gathered information.

******4********************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 3A-3 Patterns andPredictions
Page T-282-284 Predictions About the Environment and Predictions

About the Moon (60 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply data gathering and prediction making based on patterns to the envir-
onment:

4 '

PREREQUISITES: Ability to record and graph data.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - daily newspapers

t

Record in lesson plans a once a month revisit to
this lesson.

TEACHING SUGGESTION :

1. Begin having the students record sunrise, sunset,
phases of the moon and temper-a re daily.

,saera.."."051
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Language Cards/Key Signs
moon
season
sunrise
sunset
phase
record

Identification Cards
graph



2. Develop and make the following graphs:

.. ordinate abscissa
sunrise
sunset
temperature

4AM-8AM
4PM -8PM

0-100

month/day
month/day
month/day

have the students graph the information daily. ,Discuss any changes on the calendar
moon phases and the graphs.

k

,3. Once a month re-read and discuss "Predictions About tKe Environment."

DESIRWR LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to make 'predictions, about the moon

and seasonal changes based on changes based on gathered data.
*****************************4**************4********,**********************************

EVALUATION: 3A-3 PaVerns and Predictions
Page T-285/S-148' Predicting From Patterns. (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance, observing, organizing, interpreting data,
and making predictions based on data.

TEACHING,SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read and discuss the student text in terms of responses desired. If necessary,
teacher should paraphrase each question for students to respond to.

2. Allow the students time to complete the evaluation.

Ok 3. Grade and record responses with each student.

***************************************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 3 %cognizing Patterns

Part B Patterns of Structure, Lesson Cluster 3B -1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

t-292
T-294
T-296
T-298
T-3d0

Introduction
Development
Application
Application
Evaluation

Build a Strong Bridge
PapertSupports
Using Support Patterns

Natural Support Patterns
Structures That Support

35-45 min.
. 35-45 min.

20-30 min.
20-30 min.
15-25 min.

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-289.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets X, Structural Systems, and XI, Motion and
Change, are appropriate for usp in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 3B-1 Patterns of Support
Page T-292/S-150 Building a Strong Bridge (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concepts around patterns of, structural support.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background. Information From the tiniest insect to the larges elephant and fromthe most simple toy to the most complex bridge, all objects have some sort of struc-tural system that supports them.. As students observe structural patterns within ,asystem, they realize that it's not only the specific 1$roperties of size, shape, andmaterial but also the arrangement of the materials in particular patterns that givea structural system strength.
Sometimes these structural patterns of support are easily observed; other timesthe system must be observed carefully to recognize the structural pattern. By ""building soda straw bridges, the student learns operationally h6w structural pat-terns are retated to the design of the structural system.

Materials - media-about bridges
- large number of straws, pins and washers
- books to support straw bridges

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Place two books on each student's desk,. far enough
apart so one straw does not bridge the gap. Ha;/e
students read the first two paragraphs on structure
and strengths Review the concept that strength of'a
structure depends on the kind and arrangement of parts.

3 1 90

°Language Cards/Key Signs
weak
strong
sag

pattern
structure

Identification Cards



2. Draw the first bridge on page_150 on chalkboard for easy reference during the
lesson. 04tribute materials and begin.

3. Circulate around the room providing assistance. Have students stack washers'on,
their'bridges. Instruct students to write on paper how many washers their bridge
can support before It sags-- then falls..

4. Review the concept that the strength of a structure depends on the kind and arrange-
ment of parts. Have students look at pictures on page 151. Allow them to experi-
ment by making more bridges with more support. Prdvide help when necessary.

5. Allow time forstudentsto view and question the media on bridges.

IV. Read and discuss "Building a Strong Bridge."

7. Conclude by asking students to search magazines for pictures,of bridges. Mhen
finished compere bridges in terms of support.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to construct bridges and identify
suppoft patterns.

***********************************,****************************t**********************

DEVELOPMENT: 3B-1 Patterns of Support
Page T-294/S-152 Paper Supports (35 -45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of structural strength to shape strength.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Shape is an important property of any structure. Students
discover the relationship between shape and strength by building objects from half
sheets of construction paper. Although the material remains the same, the students
find, that different shaped objects can support differing amounts of weight without'
crushing. Generally, circular supports are strongest and the more the object's shape
approaChes a circle, the stronger it should be. Therefore, a many-sided object is
usually stronger than an object with fewer sides. Since fair tests are difficult
to conduct, don't be surprised if your students do not obtain these results. , These
specific results are not necessary to meet the purpose,Ohi4s lesson.

Materials - construction paper and
)
tape lr

Collect enough pieces of colored construction-paper,
24 cm x 32 cm (9 in. x 12 in.), so that each student
will have three half-pieces of different color 'paper
and additional white pieces for further supports. Cut
some of the pieces in half length-wise so that the
height of the first batch of paper supports will be
12 cm (4/ in.).

Language Cards/Key Signs
shape
cylinder
triangle

*circle
square
rectangle

Identification Cards



with suggestions from the students, set limits on the, kind of construction theymay make. For example, .(1) choose a uniform weight and s(ze of the book theywill be supporting. (2) The book must'rest on.the support unaided. (3) Ohly ahalf sheet of construction paper and three small pieces of tape can be used. (4)Tape edges cannot overlap.
You may want to construct the three different kinds of supports for the students°'-'to examine before beginning the lesson.

- Direction -Mort

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. 'Explain to the students how shape is important in structures used for support.Have student view pictures on pages 152-153.

. Paraphrase directions from student text or chart. Go over directions and limitswith students. Distribute materials.

3. Allow the students time to experiment with the paper supporting books. Have stu-dents record number of books supported by each structure.

4. . Question students as to which was strongest and weakest support.

5. Read and discuss the results of "Paper Supports" or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe the relationship of
shape to strength and distinguish between more and Less
supportive shapes.

************************************************)E**4********************************;**APPLICATION: 38-1 Patterns of Support
Page T-296/S-154 Using Support Patterns (20-30 min.)

4PURPDSE: To investigate the use of simple supports in everyday life.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

Collect illustrations of bridges, buildings, and other
objects for students to look at for further discuss.on,
Use pictures the students may have brought in, an if
possible, pictures of nearby structures the student
can-further examine outside of class. The school or
municipal library should carry books on building de-

\ sign that might interest students.

\ - A k an architect to speak to the class.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
geodesic dome
architect
design
support

identification Cards
(types of buildings used

in examples)

1. If possible, let the architect discuss building design with the children.

2. Introduce the lesson by reviewing the major ideas from the last two lessons. Empha-size the structural arrangements of straw bridges and paper supports that gave themost support.
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3. View the media and dikuss it in terms of structural support patterns.

4. Have students look at the pictures on page 154. Teacher should ask the itali-
tized questions on page 154 for students to respond to.

5. Have students read pages 154-155 or teacher may paraphrase. Have students respond
toAquestion on Page 155.

6. Examine objects in the classroom lgr their patterns of support and to determine
how these support patterns relate to the function of each object.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify andAescribe simple
support patterns in complex structures.

****************:*****************x*****************************************************

APPLICATION: 3B-1 Patterns of Support
Page T-298/S-156 Natural Support Patterns (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of support patterns to those found in nature.

PREREQUISITES: Completion of previous lessons.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - In this lesson, the students will be examining the parallels
between the support structure in manufactured objects and those in nature. In addi-
tion, the students.will discover how certain natural structures such as external
skeletons, often serve to protect the living organisms from predators and from in
jury.

A skeleton determines -an organism's habits and growth. Emphasize that the struc-
tural support patterns, internal and external, of organisms provide clues.to their
strength and function, just as the structural support.,patterns of a manufactured
'object provide clues to its strength and functiOn.

Materials -media on skeletons and plant support systems
duplicate,.or draw on the chalkboard,., the
illustration shown on page '157. This pic-
ture can serve as an effective illustration
of the concepts explored in this lesson.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1:7 Review the term skeleton and introduce the terms in-
ternal and exter0.

2: Pass out the4'pictures duplicated from the teachers text page 157 (dog, ship). Help
students to relate the concept of support patteHis in manufactured objects to sup-
port patterns found in nature.

Language Cards/Key Signs
skeleton
rings

external

internal

support

Identification Cards

3. Ask students What support pattern the dog's is similar to? What support pattern
is the back similar to?
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4. Have students look at pictures on page 156. Teacher-should ask the italicizedquestions for students to respond to.

5.. Repeat step 4 for page 157.

6. Have students read page 156, 157 or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:
Students should be able to identify and describe simplesupport systems in nature. a

*********************************************,*****A************************************
EVANIATION: 3B-1 Patterns of Support

Page T-300/S-158 Structures That Support (15-25 min.)
PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in determining support systems in animateand inanimate objects and identifying

properties of strength in supportsystems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - duplicate T-480, Ie copy for each student
,

aTEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the lesson describing the, types of response the students are tomake.If necessary, teacher should paraphrase each question,
allowing time -for studentsto respond between each question.

2. Allow students time to complete their evaluation.

3. Grade anti record correct responses with each student.

***************************************************************************************
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Leve14 Unit 3 Recognizing,Patterns

Part B Patterns of Structure, Lesson Cluster 3B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page -.'
.

Teaching Strategies ' Lesson Titie
Teaching Time

Suggested

.

1-306'
T-308
T -310

T -312

T-314

Introduction
Development
Development
Development
Evaluation

1
.

Find the Balance Point
Balancing Different Weights
A Balance Beam
Balance and Shape
Structures That Balance

.
35-45 min.

,, 20-30 min.
35-45 min.
25-35 min.
20-30 min.

D

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on page 1-303. .

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set X, Structural Systems and XI, Motion and
Change, are appropriate for use in this cluster.

INTRODUCTION: 3B-2 Patterns of Balance
Page T-306/S-160 Find the Balance Point (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of balance point arlylibNg.balance points.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - In this lesson the students will discover that all objects
have a balance point and that there is a relationship between the weight and the
balance point of an object. Predictions about the structure of an objeCt can be
inferred from the way it balances.
The balance point is the place on every object from which the object can be

supported or hung and remain stable.. Most of the weight of an object must be at
or below the balance point if the object is to remain stable and balanced. The
shape of an object and the internal distribution of weight influence its point of
balance.

Materials - meter sticks and weights, enough for each
student

- Direction Chart
- tape, pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that "balance point" is/ the
plbce wiere an object can be most easily supported.
D monstfate.

Language Cards/Key Signs
balance
balance point

Identification Cards
meter stick
weight

2. 'Par rase directions from student text (page 160) on direction chart. Place onboard. Go overAlrections with students. Distribute materials.
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3. Circulate around the room providing help during the
balancing actin4t.i-es.--Discuss'findingt.

4. Follow teaching suggestions number 2 and 3 for page 161. E)plain that studentsnow be working with bal:ance points for an object in which the weight is notput (distributed).

5. Read and discuss the results of "Find the Balance Point" or teacher MiCparbabrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to predict and determine balance
points.

****************************************i**********************************************

'DEVELOPMENT: 3B-2 Patterns of Balance
Page T-302(S-162 Balancing Different Weights (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of balance point shift depending on weight distribution.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Y'file cards
- tape

- *weights (such as
washers or pennies)

- metric rulers
- scissors

*Each student or pair of students will need at least
4 weights.

9

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Direction Chart

Language)ards/Key Signs
balance,

cylinde/\

balance point

Identification Cards
file card
weight

seesaw

1. Paraphrase directions from student text (page 162) on direction chatt. Place onboard. Go over directions.with students. Distribute materials.

2. Allow
are fo

for students to construct their cylinders. Check to see that students
lowing directions properly.

3. Circulai\.4 around room asking question; concerning balance.

4. Read and discuss "Balancing Different Weights"..

5. Additional ActiVity - If time permits, experiment with different cylindrical widthsand heights.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to determine balance point shifts
based on weight use and distribution.

******************************************************************************0*******

DEVELOPMENT: 3B-2 Patterns of Balance,
Page T-310/5-164 A Balance Beam (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To further investigate the relationship between weight and balance point.o

9§
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper puncher

1. Dup.licate the chart in student text page
165'. Obtain file cardS, Making a model from
student text page 164, guide, string and paper

Make copies of Appendix H, page T-481. Collect
enough construction paper, string or wire, and
straws or sticks for each group of students to make
a mobile. ,Find pictures of simple mobiles students
can use as models. All pictures of moblies should

-show the mobiles balanced, with the support sticks horizontal.
Optional - Direction Chart

Language Cards/Key Signs
balance*
weight
balance point

Identification Cards

'TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase directions from student text (pages 164-165) on direction chart or
students may read from text. Place on board. Go over direction 2 with students.

2. Demonstrate hOw to follow chart on page 165 by following the first few chart di-
rections until students understand what they are to do. Distribute materials.

3. Circulate around the room assisting students with problems and posing different
problems (use-of 2 weights, etc.) to others.

4. When students have finished, discuss their findings.

5. Read and discuss the results in "A Balance Beam" or teacher may paraphrase:

DES'ilrf) gARN1NG OUTCOME: Students should demonstrte.,,undertanding of the relation-
, ship between balance point and weight.

************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3B.2 Patterns of Balance
Page T-312/S-166 Balance and Shape (25 -35 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of balance points to apply to shapes.

ADVANCE'PREPARAT1ON: Materials - file cards

- scissors

- Optional Direction Chart

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase directions from student text (page 166) on
a direction chart or students may read directions from
text. P,lece on board. Go over directions with stu-
dents. ,

2. Demonstrate the procedure to follow and bow to me ure
from uncut edge of card to the balance point.

97

Language,Cards/Key Signs
balance
shape
square
rectangle.
triangle
circle

Identification Cards
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3. Distribute materials. Circulate around the room providng help where needed% Make
sure students understand the card must be completely horizontal if it is to bebalanced.

4. After students have completed the lesson, a histogram of the distances can be drawn
on the chalkboard and discussed.

5. Have students read page 166 or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: gtudents,should demonstrate an understanding of balance
point shift dependent on shape.

**********4*****************************it**********************************************

APPLICATION: 38-2 Patterns of Balance
Page T,312/S-167 Mobiles (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply student knowledge of balance points to the construction of mobiles.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - straws
- string

- construction paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students look at pictures on page 167. Define
balance points. Discuss what patterns of balance
are found in the picturedtmobiles.

Language Cards/Key Signs
balance points
mobiles decoration

Identification Cards
mobile

string

construction paper

2. Distribute materials. Have students read the text
and construct their mobiles. _ Allow time for students to be creative.

3. Circulate around room providing help where necessary. Make sure the students und -
stand that art is not that important.

4. Discuss the patterns of balance the students used.

5. Read and dis uss "Mobiles" with the class or teacher may paraphrase.

4r
DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: -Students should be able to construct balanced mobiles.

*************************************************************4*
***************f****

EVALUATION: 3842 Pa*ferns of Balance-
Page,T7314/S-168 Structures That Balance (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE To evaluate student performance determining asymmetrical, symmetrical balance
points and weight.equivalents for balanced systems.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read the text and describe the student *responses desired. If necessary, the teacher
should paraphrase each question allowing time for students to respond between each'
question.

2. Allow students time to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each student.
***************************************************************************************0
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Level 4 Unit 3 Patterns

Part C Patterns That Repeat, Lesson Cluster 3C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Strategies. Lesson Title
Teaching Timeft
' Suggested

1(e 14" \.AIAPM .
.

T-324 Development , 4#endulum Cycles. 35-45 min.
T-326 Development . Body Cycles

//7

40-50, min.
T-328 Development Life,.Cycles 20-30 min.
T-330 * Development . Schoioll4y Cycles . 30-40 min. .

T-332 Enrichment Sound Cycles 20-30 min.
T-332 Enrichment Exercise Cycles 20-30 mih..
T-322 Introduction What Is a Cycle 12-25,min.
1-334 plication Working With ycles 25-35 min.
T-336 E luation . Recognizing ycles 20-30 min:

NOTE: Soun Cycles is optional.
.

B. MATE IALS: See Materials List on page 1-319.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets X, Structural Systems and Xi, Motion and
Change, are appropriate for use in this unit.

DEVELOPMENT: 3C-1 All Sorts of Cycles
Page T7324/S-173 Pendulum Cycles (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To enable students to predict cycles based on pendulum behavior.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - A pendulum is an object suspended from a fixed point so
it can swing freely under the action of gravity. The pendulum is most commonly
used to regulate the movement of clockworks and other machinery. By constructing
and observing a simple pendulum, the students learn to recognize and predict cycle
patterns of motion in objects.

Materials - string
- washers
- rulers, any, to support pendulumS
- books, to support pendulums
- wrist or stop watches or clock with second

hands
7 paper and pencils
- illustrations of simple pendulums

99

Language Cards/Key Signs
pendulum
arc

cycles,

series

'Identification Cards
string
weight
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Define a pendulum. Have students look at the picture on page 173. Show illustra-tions of simple pendulums.

2. Distribute materials. Allow students time to set up their-pendulums according tothe picture on page 173.

3. Allow them time to experiment varying the length of string and height of starting-position.

Read and follow the directions in the student text. Demonstrate on chalkbOard howto average the number of cycles per minutes.

5. Read and discuss "Pendulum Cycles" or teacher may paraphrase. ...-->--

'6. Be sure qudents understind that a cycle is a series of events that is repeated.

DESIREW% LEMONG OUTCOME: Students should be able to predict patterns of motion in
pendulum cycles.

************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3C-1 All Sorts of'Cycles
Page T-326/S-174 Body Cycles (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To.extend the concept of cycles to include natural patterns.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to record data.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information'- To get an accurate reading of a pulse,"place your finers(not your thumb) oh the wris-r' neck, or under the jaw. The average, pulse rateranges from 64 to,75 beats a minute. Usually a reading is attained by taking thepulse for 30 seconds and multiplying the count by two. Students who have diffi-
culty finding' and following their pulse may want to count for one, minute ratherthan Mr 30 seconds.

Materials - stop watches

wrist watches or clocks with second hands

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Show the children how to find their pulse. Have stu-.
dents count the number Of times per minute their
pulse throbs. Explain that it is the heart pumping
blood through their body.

2. &unt the number of times the children breathe per minute.
Discuss and record breathing and pulse under the conditions described in the text.

Language Cards/Key Signs
pulse

breath(e)
lungs

-swell

heart beat

blood
Identification.-Cards
stop watch

3. Read and discuss the results of experimentation in "Body Cycles" oT-4teacher mayparaphrase.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Student's should be able to recognize some cycles in nature
and predict natural changes.

************************4*************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3C-1 "All Sorts of Cycles
Page T-328/S-176 life Cycles l'20,--301'min.)

PURPOSE: To recognize patterns of change in the life cycles of plants and animals.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students -rook at pictures on page 176. Place
following list46n chalkboard. It is best to mix up
the

a
order.

Seeds

Young Plant

Larger'PlaRt with Blossoms
Plant With Green Tomatoes
Plant With Red Tomatoes

Language Cards/Key Siqns
life cycle
growth cycle

Monarch butterfly
stages

blossoms

Identification Cards
(varying plants and

animals)

2. Have students match pharases'to pictures. Define life
cycles.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for piicture on page 177. (Chart egg, larva, pupla, adult
butterfly, egg)

4. Read and discuss "Life Cycles" or teacher may paraphrase the questions for students
to respond to.

5. Have the students describe the life cycles of the plants or animal of their choice
and draw it.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe a variety of li.. e cycles
of plants and animals.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3C-1 All Sorts of Cycles
Page,T-330/S-178 School Day Cycles (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Tovpxtend the cycle concept to patterns of behavior during the day.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to sequence.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have each student describe his/her day. Help the stu-
dent list the things he/she does.

2. Ask the students to put times to their activities.
Discuss the cycle of everyone's activities.

ufn

4

Language Cards/Key Signs
cycle
daily
ehavior
activities
events'
cyclic
non-cyclic

Identification Cards
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3. Read end discuss, 'I Day Cycles" or teacher may paraphrase.

4. Have students wri,
per entitled "The Cycle of My Day, Ask students to rtart41, with' getting up i e morning and finishing with getting up the next morning.

5. Have students read their stories to each other. Ask students how their- school daycycle is like the cycle of other school students.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be ablelo'describe cyclic and non-cyclic
events in their school d7y routine.

***********;*********t******************************************k***********************

ENRICHMENT: 3C -i_ All Sorts of Cycles
Page T-332 Sound Cycles - Optional (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To expand the concept of cycles to music.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Teach the children songs such as This Old Man, Row
Row Row Your Boat,

I am Sleeping; etc.

2. Describe the cyclic pattern of the songs. Combine with
a couple of other classes and try singing in rounds. 0

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Student ould be able to identify patterns in songs by
exampl

**********************************
****************************************v*********o

Language Cards/Key Signs
round
song
cycle

Identification Cards

ENRICHMENT: 30 -1, All Sorts of Cycles
Page T-332 Exercise Cycles (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Reinforce understanding of cycles by identifying cycles in familiar, physical
exercises.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Meterials,- ask the physical.education
teacher to come to the
room with a stop watch

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS;

1. Have theDstudents list exercises they perform in gym
classy .4(Examples: toe touches, rope skipping, chin-ups, push ups, etc.) ,

2. Time t:tbdents on the number of exercise cy les they can complete in a minute. Havethe P.E. teacher as judge.

Language Cards/Key Signs
cycles

Identification Cards
names of exercises

3. Discuss other cycles with the students. Challenge them to think of other cycles andlist them.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to recognize patterns of movement as
cycles and identify.cycles involved.

************************************************************************************4t**
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INTRODUCTION: 3C-1 All Sorts of Cycles

Page T-322/S-171 What Is a Cycle? (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the Concept-e44ycle as a repeating pattern.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materialse- None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students look'at pictures on page 171. Discuss

the first 2 questions on page 171. Review that a

cycle is a series of events that is repeated.

2. Repeat step 1 for the questions on page 172.

3. Have students read pages 171-172 or teacher may paraphrase. Teacher should ask

numbered questions for students to,respond to.

DESIRED .LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be.'able to recognize and,describe cycles.

***************************************************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs

cycle
events

Identification Cards

hour glass

APPLICATION: 3C-1 All Sorts of Cycles
PageT-334/S-180 Working With Cycles (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply student knowledge of cyOles to occupational cyCles,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - obatain media of factories
and automated systems

{ou may want to collect some illustrations of cycle

usage for reference during this lesson. Fun and

recognizable pictures Could show bicycles; amusement

park rides that repeat in a recognizable pattern, and

even a child's pinwheel toy.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

work

cycle
factory

Identification Cards

1. Allow students time to view and discuss the media. Ask studentt to note cycles

in meal cycles, sleep and waking cycles and household cycles.

2. Read and discuss-Norking With Cycles". Challenge the students to discuss their

own work cycles and those of people they know. Teacher may need to paraphrase

questions for students to respond to.

3. Discuss cycles of work in the home.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify work schedules as cycles.

****************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: 3C -1 All Sorts of Cycles
Page T.-;336/S-182 Recognizing Cycles (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance In discriminating between cycles and non-
cycles, applying properties of cycles to determine patterns of motion, and
idehtifying cycles.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I.' Read through'and describe the student responses to they evaluation. If necessary,teacher should paraphrase each question allowing time for students to respond
between each question.

2. Allow students time to complete the evaluation.

A.
3. Grade and record correct responses with each student.

***************************************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 3 Patterns

Part C Patterns That Repeat, Lesson.Cluster 3C-Z

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page

. dry

Teaching Strategies ,

,

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

,

T-342 Introduction A Change of Phase 35-45 min.

T-344 Development Water Comes Out of Air 20-30tmin.
T-345 Development Water Goes Into Air

. See it Yourself 25-35'min.
T-346 Development Putting the Cycle Together- 20-30 min.
T=348 Application Cycle in a Cycle 25-35 min.

510 Evaluation Make a Cycle 25-35.min.

\
..

NOTE: Lessons What Goes Into Air and See It Yourself have been combined.

B. MATERIALS: See Materials
,
List on page T-339.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets X, Structural Systems and Xt, Motif:di and

Change, are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 3C-2 The Water Cycle
Page T-342/5-184 A Change of Phase (35-45 min.)

'PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of the cyclic nature of changes In the phasCs of
matter.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - water heater
- pans Cone filled with ice)
- ice

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

6 1. Review matter'

they can recal
from last year

2. Allow the chil

ice to liquid.

3.. Bolf'the liquid and-watch the change from liquid to
gas. Review the term evaporate.

4. Hold a pan over the steam and have the childrien observe the change to liquid.
Rdveiw the term condensation. Explain that whansatter changes to the phase that

.1t first was, this is a cycle.

as what objects are made of. See if

I the 3 phases of matter "they learned

Alt
dren to watch the change of phase froWr

LanpAge Cards/Key Signs
phase
liquid

solid

gas
evaporate
boil

condense

Identification CaU rds

water
pan
heater

ice

105
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5. Read and discuss "A Change of Phase" or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe changes in the phase
of water as cyclic.

***************************************************************************t*****f*****

%IV
DEVELOPMENT: 3C-2 The Water Cycle

Page J-344/S-186 Water Comes Out of Air (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE:,'To extend the concept of the cyclic phase change of water to condensation.

ADVANCE. PREPARATION: Ma+erials - ice

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Have students observe condensation of water on cold
glaises, breathing on cold windows, and dew. Stress
that water condenses on cool surfaces. Review defi-
nition condensation - a gas changing to liquid.

2. Have students look at the pictures on page 186. Point
out that in all the pictures, the surface where water
droplets have fromed is colder than the surrounding
air.

Language Cards/Key Signs
liquid

solid
gas,

conde ses
conde sation
dew

1 entification Cards
ice

3. Read and discuss "Water comes Out of Air" or teacher may paraphrase.,

4. Review the water cycle process discussed in yesterday's lesson. Ask students to
name the phase they are observing in, this lesson. .

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students sho Id be able to describe condensation as the
change of a as to liquid.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3C-2 The Water Cycle'
Page T-345-347/5 -187 Water Goes Into Air - See It yourself

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of the cyclic, change of water to the concept of
evaporation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - water heater
- pan Of water

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Have the students wet objects and set them out to dry,
In the shade and the sun. Discuss the speed of evap-
oration. Stress that evaporation occurs more rapidly
on warm surfaces. Explain evaporation as a liquid
changing to a gas.

106

Language Cards/Key Signs
evaporate
liquid
solid
gas
dew

steam
humid

Identification Cards
water 4
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2. Observe dew in the morning and lack of dew later in the day.

3. ?Observe steam rising boilrng water.

4. ,tReport to the students the humidity of the air (if it is a factor).

5. Observe the effects, over time, as a specific spot during and after rain.
*

6. Read and discuss "Water Goes Into Air" as a function of evapofion or teacher:\
may-paraphrase.

O. Review the water cycje process discussed in the first cluster lesSon. Ask students
to name the phase they Are observing in-tfils lesson. Make surd students use the
terms evaporation, condensation and water cycle.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Stddents should identify evaporation in the water cycle,
and define it a liquid changing to a gas.

****************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT,: 3C-2 The Water Cycle
Page T-346/S-188 Putting the Cycle Together (20-30 min.)

PURPO> To the water cycle.

ADVANCE PREPX TiON: Materials - none.

TEACHING.SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have-the students look at picture on page 188. ,Ask
them to explain hoW,water goes into and comes out of
the air. if students are having difficulty, illustrate
the water cycle on the board.

2. Read and discuss "Putting the Cycle Together" or teacher may paraphrdse.

*

Language Cards/Key Signs
evaporate
condensation
water cycle

Identification Cards

3. Make a Water Cycle bulletin board using ptcturds of lakes, rivers, etc.' if possible
use pictures from the local environment.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe the water cycle in terms
evaporation and condensation.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 3C-2 The Water Cycle (
Page T -348/S -189 Cycle in a Cycle

,e?"PURPOSE: 4repply the students knowledge of the water cycle to different cycles in
tkat process.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - films and filmstrips about
rain and rivers

107

Language Cards/Key Slqps
cycle
rain

Identification:Cards
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Background Information - At this point the students are familiar with the basic
evaporation and condensation phases of the water cycle. However, not all of the
liquid in this process follows that basic order step by step. Rainwater in a city

'runs down storm drains into sewers that ultimately drain off into large bodies of
water. Similarly, rainfalls in a country environment do not necessarily undergo
a process of evaporation that leads to a redepositflon on that same country area.
Country rain can run downhill into streams, or can be soaked through the ground
into streams below the surface. That water ultimately drains off into large
bodies of water where the evaporation phase of the water cycle begins again.
Evaporation takes place most often from large bodies of water, such as lakes

and oceans. This evaporated water is carried as clouds until it is redeposited
on various locations. In Phis way, country rain -can go through a cycle that
leads to redeposition on a city, just as city rain goes through a process that
leads to rainfall in the country.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow the students to view and discuss the rain media.

2. Read and discuss "Cycle in a Cycle" or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe cycles within the
process of rain.

...;*************************** ***********************************************************

EVALUATION: 3C-2 The Aker Cycle.
Page r-350/S-191 Make a Cycle (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in drawing and identifying phases0 the
water cycle.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the directions and describe desired responses.

2. Allow students time to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each student. If necessary teacher should
paraphrase each question allowing time for students to respond between each question.
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Level 4 Unit 4 Exploring Energy

Part A What Is Energy?, Lesson Cluster 4A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time
Suggested

T-360
T-362
T-363
T-364

T-365

Introduction

Development
Development
Application
Evaluation'

Interacting Systems
Systems and Enqrgy
Energy Transfe0
Energy Everywhere
EVidence of Energy

20-30 min.
20-30 min.
15-25 min.
15 -23 min.

20-30 min. _

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-357.

FILMSTBIR INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XII, Conduction Systerps is appropriate for use
in this unit.'

iNfRODUCTION: 4A-1 What is Energy? T''

Page T-360/S-194 Interacting -Systems (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of interaction, evidence of interaction and system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - hammer
- wood
- nail

- paper
- ruler
- pencil
- scissors
- cloth
- thread

- needie

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
interact,

evidence
system
properties

Identification Cards
(each for objects used
in Advance ration){

1. Piece all objects on a table in no particular order. ,Ask students to choose objects
that could make a system. Discuss.each system and the possible interactions.

2. Have students look at the pictures on page 194. Discuss what evidence of inter--
action can be seen in each-picture.

3. Make sure students understand the meaning Of the rms interaction and evidence.

4. Distribute paper to each student. Instruct the students. to- interaction in some way
--with the paper. (Be as ambiguous as possible.)
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5. Have one student tell how another student interacts with his paper and_what evi-
dence of interaction he saw. Evidence may Include Such interactions as rumpling,
tearing, forteing, footmarks, or perhaps even an object wrapped inside +he paperitself.

6. Continue step 5 until all students have a turn.

r.

7. wave students look at pictures on page 195. Instruct them to find systems. They
should list the objects for each system and a name for the system above each list.
Students can compare lists and names.

8. Have student read page 194-195 or teacher may paraphrase.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should start to use the terms' interaction, evidence
of interaction and system in describing evidence of inter-

,

action.
***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 4A-1 What is Energy?
Page T-362/S-196 Systems and Energy (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept of energy, including energy givers and receivers, and
to relate energy to systems of interaction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials an object (book, ball,
box, etc.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Beg.I.0 lesson by pushing an object across the table.
As1 students what moved the box? Accept all responses.

43 2. Have students read the first paragraph on page 196.- Make sure that students under-
stand that energy is necessary for interactions to take place in any system.

3. Write the terms energy giver and energy receiver on the chalkboard. Ask the stu-
dents to infer the meanings of the terms.

4. Have students look at the pictures on page 196. Ask the italicized and numbered
questions.

5. Ask each student to think of a system that may be found at school. Ask one student
to name their system then call onlbnother student to tell which object in the sys-
tem is an energy giver and which is the energy receiver. .Let the second student
then name a system and call on another student to name the energy giver and re-
ceiver. Continue until the students can readily identify energy givers and energy
receivers.

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy
energy giver
energy receiver

Identification Cards

6. Repeat teaching suggestion #1. Have students name energy giver and,energy receiver.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Abilitj, toridentify the energy givers and receiver in a
system.

**********************************************************i******************************
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DEVELOPMENT: 4A-1 What is Energy?
Page T-363/S-197 Energy Transfer (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of energy in systems to energy transfer and evidence of
- energy transfer,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - small lamp

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the terms energy, eqiergy giver, and energy
receiver, and evidence.

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy transfer

Identification Cards

2. Begin lesson by plugging in a lamp and turning it on. Ask student what is the
energy giler and what is the energy receiver.

3. Explain transfer of energy as the traveling of energy through a system from energy
giver to energy receiver. When the object changes this is the evidence of energy
transfer. Ask students what the evidence of energy transfer is in the lamp.

4. Check students understanding by naming systems in the classroom and having students
describe the evidence of energy transfer shown by those systems.

5. Have each student name a system In the classroom or at home and name energy giver,
energy receiver and evidence of energy transfer.

6. Have:students look at pictures on page 197 and name energy giver, energy receiver,
and evidence of energy transfer.

7. Have students read the first paragraph on page 197. Then teacher should ask
numbered questions for students to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify evidence of energy transfer in
specific systems and name the energy givers and energy
receivers.

************************************************************************i*************
4

APPLICATION: 4A-1 What is Energy?
Page T-363/S-198 Energy Everywhere (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply what has been learned about energy transfer to energy transfer in a
subway system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - scissors
- magazines
- paper
- pencil

Picture-cut from magazine evidence of transfer.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explai-n to students they are to find 2 or 3 pictures of syliems showing evidence of
transfer. They are to number the picture and then list energy giver, energy receiv-
er, and evidence of transfer on paper corresponding to number. D4.stribute materials_

Language Cards/Key Signs
subway

Identification Cards

4
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and allow ane for students to complete the activity.

2. When students have completed, have them Share their pictures and responses with
other class members. The pictures can then be used as a bulletin board arrange-
ment.'

3. Begin a discussion by asking the students Wany of them have ridden on a subway ,

train. (Refer to picture on page:198.) Have them relate their various experiences.

4. Have students look at picture on page 198 and ask them for evidence of transfer and
to describe the evidence.

5. HaVe students read the first paragraph on page 198.

6. As an additional activity, pass out paper and have students make two columns on
their paper.. Label home and classroom (this activity can be set up as a race, the
winner being, the student with the most responses).

7. Explain to students they are to think of the evidence of transfer in various system
in the classroom and at home and write them on their paper. Allow 10 to 15 minutes
to answer. When completed, have each student read their lists to each other.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe energy transfer in a subway system.
***********1*************************************************************************

04.c_

%VALUATION: 4A-1 What is Energy?
Page T-365/5 -199 Evidence of Energy' (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student performance in identifying objects in a system, the
energy giver, the energy receiver and evidence of energy transfer.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read "Knowing Aborut Energy" and explain the type of responses expected from the
children. If necessary, the teacher should paraphrase each question, allowing
time between each for students to respond to.

2. Allow the students time to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each student individually.
************************************************t**************************************
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NOTE: Clusters 4A-2, 4A-3 and 4A-4 have been omitted since they require normal
hearing and are therefore not appropriate for a hearing impaired and deaf
population. Activities in the following clusters relate to the same
1,9argy concepts.

Level 4 Unit 4 Exploring Energy

Part B Heat Transfer, Lesson Cluster 4B -1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page
.

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested
.

T-406
T-408
T-409
T-412

T-413-
T-414

.

Introduction
Development
Development
Application
Application
Evaluation

Thermometers
Evidence of Heat Transfer
Conductors of Heat
The Celsius Scale
Saving Heat

Recognizing Heat Systems

20-30 min.
15-25 min.

90-100 min.
15-25 min.

15-25 min.

20-30 min.

..,

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-403.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XII, Conductive Systems
use in this unit. .

is appropriate for

INTRODUCTION: 4B-1 Heat Transfer
Page T-406/S-220 Thermometers (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the thermometer as a means of measuring temperature.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - a thermometer
- unmarked thermometers
- paper with narrow

lines

Language Cards/Key Signs
temperature
thermometers
bulb

- file cards

transpareht tape
- pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Hold up a thermometer and ask the students what it is and what it is for. ,Explainthat a thermometer Is used to measure temperatures. Temperature is how cold.orhotqin object is. Be sure students understand the difference between the twoterms.
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2. Go over the caution with the students, explaining that the thermOmeters are
made of glass and may break. You may have a student demonstrate the proper
way to hold a thermometer.

3. Have students read page 220 or teacher may paraphrase. Go over directions w4th
students. Distribute the unmarked thermometers. Ask students how they will
know if a spot is hot or cold. Will the red (mercury) go up or down for hot
places? Cold places?

4. Have students go about the room finding hot and cold spots. Discuss where warm
and cold spots are located.

5. Have students read the directiols for the activity on page 221 or teacher may
paraphrase. Demonstrate the procedure for numbering the thermometer with the
students. Distrib -ute materials.

6. Let the students begin the activity providing help when necessary. They should
b allowed to explore fully the area around their desks to collect data.

7. W en everyone is finished, have each student name the warmest and coolest spots
n ar them. When comparing temperature readings, discuss variables that affect
them. (The placement of the paper on the card, where the thermometer is taped
and space between the lines on the cards).

8.- Teacher should ask numbered questions for students to respond to.

9. Have students write their names on the cards. Collect them and store for a
later lesson.

LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to devise a technique for measuring and comparing
temperature at different locations.

************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 4B-1 Heat Transfer.

Page T-408/S-222- Evidence of Heat Transfer (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce heat as a form of energy and the Concept

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - candle
- matches

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

heat transfer system.

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy
source

1. .Begid the lesson with a quick review of system, energy giver, energy receiver,
and energy transfer.

2. Light a candle. Ask the students which is warmer, the flame of the candle or
their hands. Explain that heat can transfer from a energy giver to an energy
receiver. Also heat transfers from a warmer object to a cooler object.

3. The teacher,.not students, should put his/her hands near the flame s if trying
to warm hands. Ask the students what is the energy giver and what is the energy.
receiver. (candle-hands)

4. Illustrate on blackboard how the warmer object is the energy glv r and the cooler
one it the energy receiver.
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flame hands
warm 2 cool

energy giver. 'energy receiver

5. Explain that when ehergy transfers, a change in temperatureAtlappens. Let
students feel the teacher's warm hands.

6. Have students look at the picture's on page 222. Ask students to name the heat
energy source and which is ther5nergy giver and the energy receiver in each,

7. Have students read the first two paragraphs on page 222. Teacher should ask
numbered questionsor students to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability.to describe heat as a form of energy, evidence of
heat transfer in a system, and tell which of object in a

system is the heat energy giver and which is the heat
energy receiver.

****************************************************************************i*******

DEVELOPMENT: 4B-1 Heat Transfer
Pages T-409/S-223 Conductors of Heat (90-100 min.)

(I(PURPOSE: Extend the concept of energy conductors to conductors of heat energy through
the testing of phases of matter for heat conduction.

ADVANCED-PREPARATION: Materials - thermometers
- clock or watch
- vials
- sand
- soil

- sugar
cooking oil

- syrup
- plastic wrap
-scissors

rubber bands
- 3 direction charts
Answer sheets as follow

temp. with
vials only

sand
Solid

sugarsoil

temp. with
hands around
vials

temp. with
vials only

sand*
Liquid

sugar

.?

soil

temp. with

hands around
Vials
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sand
temp. with
vials only
temp. with

hands. around °
vials

soil

Gas

sugar _

You may wish to teach_this lesson over a period of days since the recording of
the three,phrases of matter will take at least 25 minutes each.

Read over the directions in the student text. Paraphrase these directions Onto
three separate charts - one for solid - liquid - gas activities.

.0

Sample Direction Chart
1. Fill 1 vial f full with sand, 1 Vial i full of soil, and 1 vial full of

sugar.
2. CAREFULLY push a thermometer into the vial. Look at picture in your book.

DO NOT push too hard.
3. Now fill the vials to the top. The bulb of the thermometer should be

covered.
4. Malt 3 minutes. Look at 'the thermometer and write d the temperatures of

each solid.
5. Put both of your hands around 1 vial.
6. Witt 8 minutes. Look at the thermometer and write down the temperature of

the soi-id.

7. 'Dc.the same thing again for the other 2 vials. Don't forget to write down
the temperatures*

TEACHING /SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review matter and its 3 phrases -

liquid, and gas. .

2. Place the word conductor on the board.
Explain that matter Vrough which energy
can travel called a conductor. If

heat energy can go through an object,
then that object is a conductor. Have
students read first two paragraphs on
page 223.

3. Place Solid Direction Chart in view of all
students. Go Over the directions with the students making sure they understand
what they are to do.

Language Cards/Key Signs
matter
solid

liquid

gas

conductor
vial

slit

lo4
Identification Cards

(one for each material
listed in advanced prep-
arSlon )

4. Distribute answer sheets, pencils, 3 thermometers, clocks or watches, and.5
vials to each group of 2.

5. Have the students begin the activity following the direction chart carefully.
Explain that students should share duties. Circulate around the room providing
help when necessary.

6. Let the students test the solids and record their results. At this point, the
activity may be stopped and

k
the lessonlcontinued another day. Collect answer
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sheets and have students clean up.

Repeat steps 3, 4, 5, 6 using liquid direction chart and cooking oil. water,

and, syrup instead of theesolids.

8. Repeat steps 3, 4, 5, 6 using gas direction chart, phastic wrap, rubber bands andvial.
9. Discuss with the students the results of their tests.. You may wish to use the

numbered questions as a guide. Place class results on the chalkboard. Compare

their results by type of conductor, solids, liquids, and gases. Expect wide
variations because students have different body temperatures and their hands
differ as energy givers.

DESIREO 'EARNING OUTCOME: Abhlity to compare the conductivity of solids, liquids and
gases

ie*******************************k*****************************************************

APPLICATION: 4B-1 Heat Transfer
Page: T-412/S-226 The Celsius Scale (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply what has been learned about temperature scale to introduce the
celsius scale.

ADVANCED PREPARATION: Materials celsius thermometers
- rulers

- measuring cups
thermometers for lesson 4B-1 p. 220

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: Language Cards/Key Signs
celsius

1. Place materials on a table in front of theroom. scale
Explain to the students that all the objects on marks
the table are the same in some way. See if internationally
students can come up with how they are the
same.

2. Place the word scale on the board. Explain that a scale is a system of marks.
(S,how Students the marks on-all the objects) That the marks have the same
amount of space between them and are numbered in order. (Show to students)

4,

3. Have the students read page 226 or teacher may paraphrase. (You may need to
explain that internationally means world wide)

4. Let the students take turns reading aloud the temperatures on the pictured
thermometers:

5. Disfribute celsius thermometers. Have the students go about the room finding hot
and cold spot and recording the celsius temperature.

6. Conclude lesson by asking students the numbered questions on-page 226. Encourage

the use of the term celsius- when students report temperatures in the celsius

scale.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to read temperature on a celslyscale thermometer.
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APPLICATION: _46,1 Heat Transfer

Page T-413/S-227 Saving Heat (15-25 min.)

A

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of insulators to heat energy insulators, and to apply

that concept to heat insulation used in buildings.

ADVANCED PREPARATION: Mater

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

- blanket fiberglass

1. Place the word insulator on the board.

Explain that matter through which energy

can not travel is called an insulator.

If heat energy can not go through an

object then the object is an insulator.

Lan.uae Cards/Ke ins

Insulator
blanket fiberglass

cellulose
lining.

2. Show students some blanket fiberglass. Explain that heat can not go through

it so therefore it is an insulator. Pass around for students to observe.

3. Have students read the first paragraph on page 227.

4. Have students look at the pictures on page 227. Ask the students where and why

the insulation is being put in the homes.

5. Ask the numbered questions for students to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe how insulation is used to keep object

warm or cool.

***********************************************************************************

EVALUATION: 4B- 1 Heat Transfer
Page T-414/S-228 Recognizing Heat Systems (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in identifying insulated objects,

energy givers and energy receivers, conductors in a heat energy system

and translating numerical temperatures into words.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read "Recognizing Heat Systems" and explain the type of responses expected from

the children. Go over all vocabulary. If necessary the teacher should para-

phrase each question, allowing.time between each for student to respond.

2. Allow the students time to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each student individually.

*************************************************************************************



Level 4 Unit 4 Exploring Energy

Part B Heat Variables, Lesson Cluster 4B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page _

.

Teaching Strategies 'Lesson Title ,,-

Teaching Time
- Suggested

ae

T-421

T-422
T-424
T-425
T-426

Introductionp Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

Kinds of Matter -

Color
Amount of Matter
Choosing Clothes
Finding Variables

20;30 min.'
20-30 min.
30-40 min.
15-25 min.
15-25 min

B. MATERIALS; See Materia

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION:

List on page-T-417.

Filmstrip Set XII, Conduction Systems, is appropriate for
use in this unit.

a,
. .

INTRODUbTPON: " 4B-2 Heat Variabies
Page-T -421/S -229 Kinds of Matter (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce kind of matter as variable in aetleat energy system.

PREREQUISITE: Exposure to the-ter variable

ADVANCED PREPARATION: Materials - books (with dark covers)
celsiuS thermometers

Direct sunlight is needed for this lesson. Therefore you'will need to schedule
this lesson on,,a sunny day and at a time when erect sunlight shines into, or near,
your room.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson with a brief review of the'
term variable. (A variable is something
in a system that can change. When a
variable changes, the interaction
changes). Explain to the students
that, in this cluster, they will be investigating variables in heat systems.

Language Cards/Key Signs
variable

2. Have the students read page 229. GO ovpr the directions
making sure they understand what to do.

3. Explain to the students that they are to record high and
objects. Draw an example of a chart on the chalkboard.
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4. DiStribute the materials and have the students do the activity. Use books with
dart covers for best results. Have students choose other objects from the
classroom to test.

5. Circulate around the room providing help as needed.

6. Draw a large chart on the chalkboard and have the students supply the data when
they have tested all of the objects.

7. Teacher should ask numbered questions for students to respond to.

8. Write the heading "Varieble in Heat Transfer" on the chalkboard. Ask students
what variable changed during testing (kind of matter). Record the variable under
the heading. Add other variables to the list as the students procede through
this cluster.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify kind ofMatter as being a variable in
a heat system and to describe its effect using temperature
readings.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 4B-2 Heat Variables
'Page T-422/S-230 Color (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce color as a,variable in a. heat energy system.

ADVANCED PREPARATION: Materials - vials
- thermometers
- water

food coloring
- ink'

OPTIONAL: Direction Chart Language Cards/Key Signs
permanent

Direct sunlight is needed for this lesson.
Theirefore you will need to schedule this lesson
on a sunny day and at a time when direct sunlight
shines into or nears your room. You can teach lesson (3) Amounts of Matter, prior

to this lesson becaUse of weather conditions.
Liquids used in this,lesson may be prepared in advance allowing the solutions to

reach room temperature at the same time, thereby eliminatiig one variable with which

students might be concerned.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to students that in this lesson they will be testing to see If color has
aneffect on temperature.

2. Have students read page 230-231 or go over directions on direction chart with

students. Be sure studen+s understand what they are to do.

3. Ask students to predict whet will happen to varying cojors of water both in and

out of the sun. Record predictions on board.
4



-4,14stribute the materials and have the students begin the lesson. While students

are waiting the 15 minutes, ask, them to record their temperatures next o their
predictions on the chalk board. Compare the two temperatures.

5. Circulate around the room providing help as needed.

6. Record the remainder of the data on the chalkboard when students have completed
the lesson. Go over data with students.

. Teacher should ask numbered questions for students to respond to.

8. Ask the student what variable changed during testing (color). Record the
variable under the heading, "Variable in Heat Transfer."

DESIRED LEARNING OLJTCOME: Ability to describe the changes that color causes in a '
heat energy system.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:' 48-2 Heat Variables
Page T-424/S7232 Amount of Matter (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce %mount of ter as a variable in a heat energy system.

oNaVANOED,PREARATION: Materials - hot and cold water

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

,

- glasses or cups different sizes
- celsius thermometers

optional - direction chart

1. HaVe the students read the title of the lesson
"Amounts of Matter." Ask the students what it
means. Be sure students understand the term
'amount.'

Language Cards /Key Signs

amount

2. Have the students read page 232 or go over directions on direction chart. Make
sure students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the materials and have the students begin the lesson. Caution students
to be carefUl with the hot water.

4. Circulate around thd room providing help where needed.

5. Discuss results when students have finished. Using student data, draw a chart on
the chalkboard showing fhe temperature differences.

6. Teacher should ask the numbered questions for students to respond to.

7. Ask the student what variable changed during testing (amount of matter). Record the
variable under the heading "Variables in Heat Transfer."

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify amount of matter as a variable in a,heat
system.

****************************************************************************************
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APPLICATION: 4B-2 Heat Variables
Page T-425/S-233 Choosing Clothes (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the knowledge of variables in a heat energy system to choosing clothing
in hot or Cold weather.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - list.of variables from three previous lessons

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having-e+udents review the three heat variables, kind of
matter, color, and amounts of matter. Refer to chart you begin in Lesson 1 of
this cluster.

2. Have students read the first paragraph on page 233. Ask students how knowing
aboutvariables in heat energy can help them to decide what clothe6to wear.

lk
3. Have students read through the directions and do the activity. Tell students to

keep in mind the list of heat variables while doing the activity.

4. Go over the student resp6nses with them when they have finished the activity.
Teacher should ask numbered questions for Students to respond to.

5. Extend the lesson by asking the students to design a piece of clothing for one
of the following weather conditions.

a. snoii storm 0 PC

b. hot, dry, sunny, 33°C
c. Windy, 2I°C'

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to determine what kind of clothing is suitable to
wear on hot and cold days by using variables in heat transfer.

***********************************************************************t*****************

' EVALUATION: 48 -2 Heat Transfer
Page T-426/S-234 Finding Variables (15-20 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance listing variables that would cause
temperature changes in heat systems.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read "Finding Variables" andexpOin the type of responses expected from the
child*. If necessary, the teacher should paraphrase each questions, allowing
time between each for student to respond to.

2. Allow the students time to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each student individually.

***************************************************************************************
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Level 4 Unit 4 Exploring Energy

Part.0 ,glectric,EnerOy, Lesson Cluster 4C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page- Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-432
T-435
T-436
T-438
T-439
.

Introduction
Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

Electricity
Electric Circuits

0 Connecting Circuits
Using circuits
Knowing About circuits

20-30 min.
15-25 min.
20-30 min.
20-30 min.
15-25 min.

B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-429.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set X11, Conduction Systems, is appropriate for
use in this unit.

INTRODUCTJON: 4C-I 'Transfer of Electricity
Page T -432/S -236 Electricity C20-50 min.)

PURPOSE: 'Introduce tile concepts of electric, energy transfer and of a circuit.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - batteries
- bulbs
- wire C30 cm C12 in.) pieces)

Use uninsulated aluminum wire. Copper is also accept
'able but not iron or steel wire.

Background Information - As with other energy systems,
an electrical energy system must have an energy giver
and an energy receiver. An electrical energy giver can be a battery.
Unlike many forms of energy, electrical energy requires a complete path or cir-

cuit from energy giver through ,energy receiver and back to the energy giver. This
additional path from energy receiver back to the energy giver makes electrical
conduction both exciting and frustrating for the students. They generally believe
that a wire connected from the battery to the bulb should cause the bulb to light.
The discovery that an extra pathiis needed is not really internalized by some stu-
dents until many activities have been completed.

Lan ua e Cards /Ke Si ns
electricity

Identification Cards
bulb

battery
wire

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to recall the forms of energy they know.
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2. Explain to the students that they will now be learning about electricity. -Write
the term on the board. Explain that electricity is another form of energy. It
is electrical energy and it can transfer through a system from energy giver to
energy receiver.

3. Have the students read the directions and do the activity. Distribute materials.
--ort

4. Circulate around the room, encouraging the students to look for many ways tcrlightthe bulb. Attempting to,find several patterns to light the bulb is very important
as students will begin to'make generalizations about the Connections.

5. When students have finished, have them look at their drawings.' Ask which objects
they drew are the energy givers, energy receivers and what evidence of transfer of
electricity did they see.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to cause a bulb to light by connecting a battery,
wire, and bulb.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 4C-1 Transfer of Electricity
Page T-435/S-237 Electric Circuits (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of the transfer of electricity to circuits that are com-
plete and not complete.

ADVANCE-PREPARATION: Materials batteries
bulbs

- wire (30 cm or 12 in.
pieces)

- masking tape
Y

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Write the term circuit on the board. Explain that
a circuit is a path that electricity travels through.

Language Cards/Key Signs"
path

,circuit
trace
source

Identification Cards
bulb
battery
wire

2. Have the students read the first 2 paragraphs. If

students are unfamiliar with the term energy source, explain that an energy source
is an energy giver.

3. Make sure the students understand the meaning of circuit and that electrical energy
can only travel through a complete circuit.

4. Have the students look at the pictures on page 237, Ask students which c
are complete and which are not complete.

5. Allow the students time to test the circuits. Demonstrate how to use mas tape
to hold the wire in place.

6. Ask the students how their complete circuits are the same. Help students to realize
that a wire from one end of the cell must go to the side of the light bulb, and a
wire from the opposite end must connect to the base of the light bulb; and that it
is not necessary for one end of the battery to go to a specific location - the bulb
will lightjf either end is used.
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7. Conclude the lesson by asking the numbered questions for the students to respond
to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to generalize about the connections needed to com-
plete a circuit and relate their work to electrical energy
transfer.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 4C-1 Transfer of Electricity
Page T-436/S=238 Connecting Circuits (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of a circuit to circuits connected in series and parallel.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - batteries
wire
bulbs

- paper
- pencils

Optional: cards with drawings of parallel and.
series circuits.

Language Cards/Key Signs
series
parallel
circuits

Identification Cards

Background Information - Basically, there are just 2
ways in which an electrical energy giver can be connected to an electrical energy
receiver. These 2 ways are called parallel and series circuits.

In a series circuit, the energy must flow in a series from 1 receiver to the next
until it returns to the energy giver. There is just one path the energy can follow
in a series circuit. Thus if the circuit is broken, all parts of the. circuit will
not function.

In a parallel circuit there are many paths ,from energy giver to receivers. Thus,
if the circuit is broken, the other receivers will continue to function.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Write the words series and parallel on the board. Point out that the word series
refers to things or events that occur one after another. The word parallel refers
to things or events that happen together.

2. Have students read the first par raph on page 238. Ask students how the lieteries
are connected in a series circul a parallel circuit.

3. Have the students look at the pictures on page 238. Ask the students the italicized
questions. If students are having difficulty, illustrate on the chalkboard the 2
different series.

4. Distribute materials and have the students set up 1 circuit in series and 1 in
parallel. Circulate around the room providing help when necessary.

5. Ask the students to draW the circuit they made. Tell them to mark on their drawing
where they plan to disconnect their circuits and then record the result after they
do it.

6. Have each student draw his successful circuits on the board. Go over the results
of the activity.
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7. Repeat gteps2, 3, 4, 5, 6 for page 239 (insert word bulb for battery).

8. Teacher may ask numbered questions for student to respond to.

9. For more practice, teacher should prepare ahead of time, cards with drawings of
series and parallel circuits. 'Cards may be used in several ways:
1. hold up and student must identify the kind of series
2. pass out and student must set up the circuit
3. hold up and student must identify if it is the batteries or the bulbs that

are in a series or parallel circuit
4. play a card game similar to 'fish' where students must get"3 of the same kind

of circuit before they can lay them down.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify and draw series and parallel circuits.
***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 4C-1 Transfer of Energy
Page T-438/S-240 Using Circuits (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply a knowledge of energy givers, energy receivers and circui.ts in
examining battery-operated objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - answersheets with itali-
cized questions on and
room for students to
answer

- flashlights

- transistor radios
battery operated games
or toys

Language Cards/Key Signs
transistor radio

Identification Cards
transistor radio
flashlight

Perhaps the students could bring in some of the materials. The ideal amount would
be one of each for each pair of students. However, the minimum equipment is one
flashlight and one battery.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain -f the students that they will be observing ways in which batteries are
connected in battery operated objects.

2. Have students read the first paragraph on page 240. Divide class into groups of 2.

3. If you have enough, distribute the flashlights and transistor radios so that each
group of 2 'will have one each. Otherwise set up places in the room wherestudents
can manipulate and observe-the materials. Distribute answersheets.

4. Have students do the activity. Explain to them they are to find the answers to
the questions on their papers. Circulate around the r=66 providing help where
needed.

5. Go.over the students' responses with them when they have completed the activity.
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6. Point out to the students where the battery operated toys and games area Ask
the students to pick one and draw a picture of the circuit in that game. Label
as to series or parallel.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe how batteries in battery-operated
objects are connected.

****************************************************************4**********************

EVALUATION':-- 4C-1 -Transfer of Energy
Page T-439/S-241 Knowing About Circuits (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate performance in reference to the following objectives:,
1. Identifying circuits that are complete.
2. Recognizing selected, circuits connected in series.
3: Recognizing selected circuits connected in parallel.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read "Knowing About Circuits" and explain,the type offesponses expected from the
childreR. If necessary, the teacher shotild paraphcase each question, allowing
time between each for student to respond.

2. A.Ilow the students time to complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each student individual Y.
*************************************,****************************** *******************
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Level 4 Unit 4 Exploring Energy'

4 Part C Electric Energy, Lesson Cluster 4C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

4 '

Page

I
Teaching Strategies , Lesson Title,

Teaching Time
Suggested

T.-444

1-445
1-446
T-448
T-450

Introduction - .

_Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

TheEnergy Receiver
The Energy Giver
Conductors and Insulators
Electricity and Safety
Knowing About Electricity

15-25 min.

15-25 min.

30-40 min.
15-25 min.

15-25 min.

.

B. MATERIALS: See Materials Litt on page T-441.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XII, Conduction Systems, is appropriate for
use in this unit. g

.

.

INTRODUCTION: 4C-2 Variables In Circuits
Page T-444/S- 242 The Energy Receiver (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of variable in an energy system by introducing the energy
receiver as a variable in an electrical energy system.

, ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials = batteries
- bulbs
- wire (30 cm)
- masking tape

,TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the term variable. You may have the students
recall.the variables that affected heat. (amount of matter, color, kinds of matter,

. size)
f

Language Cards/Key Signs
variable

Identification Cards

2. Have students read page 242 and theibute materials.

4* 3. First instruct students to use 1 battery, 1 bulb and I wire and connect so the
bulb lights. Circulate around the room providing help where needed. Ask the
firtt italicized question,in the book.

4. Now ask the students to ftedict what will happen when they use 2 bulbs.

5. Next, have the students use .1 hatterys, 2 bulbs, and I wire and connect so the bulbs
Vight. Ask. the 2nd Italtcized question.
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6.. Discuss the results of the activity. Teacher should ask the numbered questions
for the students to respond to.

7. Have students test the circuits discus d tn the numbered questions.

8. Ask students what the var"table in the circuit Was. (bulbs)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to show how an energy receiver can be a variable
in the transfer of electrical energy.

*****************************************t*********************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 4C-2 Variables in Circuits
Page T-445/S-243 The Energy Giver (15-25 min,)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of a variable in electrical energy systems by introducing
the energy-giver as a variable.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials batteries
- bulbs
- wire
- masking tape

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Languahe Cards/Key Signs

Identification Cards

1. Have the students read page 243. Ask students to name the energy giver im the
circuits-with which they have been working (battery). Then-ask the students how
they think the energy giver could be a variable. Keep this question open ended.

2.. Distribute materials. First instruct the students to use 1 battery, 1 bulb, and 1

wire and connect so the bulb lights. Circulate around the room providing help
where needed.

3. Now ask the students to predict what will happen when they use 2 batteries.

-4. Next have the 'students use 2 batteries, 1 bulb, and 1 wire and connect so the bulbs
light. Ask,the italicized question:

5. Discuss the results of the activity. Teacher should ask the numbered qUestions for
the students to respond to. Have the students test the circuits discussed in the
numbered questions.

6. Conci-ude the lesson by asking the students to -name 2 variables on which the trans-
fer of energy depends (energy giver and energy receiver).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to show how an energy giver can be a variable in
the transfer of electrical energy.

******4********************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 4C-2 Variables In Circuits
Page T-446/S-244 Conductors and insulators (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: ,Extend the concept of conductors and insulators-to an electric energy'system.



4KAD1RNCE PREPARATION: "Materials - student answersheet (see
sample)

- batteries

- bulbs
- wire

Ns% - masking tape
-L pencils with erasers
- paper clips
- plastic
- rulers
- metal washe-rs

- paper
Optional - direCITN) chart

Language Cards/Key Signs
conductor ( Qr.

insulator

Identification Cards
objects used

Sample Answer Sheet - Have students place checks in appropriate columns.

Matter
pencil eraser
metal

color'ed part
poiht
paper clip
pastic, ruler

metal +Washer

paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:.,

Conductor

'

se°

Insulator
V

1. Review the terms°, conductor and insulator. Remind the students of conductors and
insulators in lessons cleating with heat transfer.,

2. Have students read the first 2 paragraphs on page 244.

3. Have students read the remainder of the lesson or go over the directions on the
direction chart with the students. Be sure students understand what they are to do.

4. Stress the importance of making sure that the circuit works each time before using
it as a tester. Distribute materials and answersheet.

5. Have students do the lesson. Circulate around the room providng help where needed.
Stress that students test each object separate4y and then mark answersheet.

6., Go over the results of the test when the students have completed it.

7. Write the headings "Conductors" and "Insulators" on the board. Using students da*a,
record the tested objects under the appropriate heading.

8. TeaCher should ask numbered questions for students to respond mho.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to construct an electrical tester and test objects
for conducti,onior-insulation.

*************************************1********************************************i****
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APPLICATION: 4C-2 Variables in Circuits
Page T-448/S-246 Electricity and Safety (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To increase the students' awareness of the dangers of electricity and to
apply it to ways in which objects in an electric energy system are made safe.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - variety of insulated wires
(non insulated)

- small battery .

- large battery

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the first 3 paragraphs on
page 246. .Show students the difference between insu-
lated and non-insulated wires.

2. Show the students a very small and a large battery. Ask them what thetifference
between the amount of electrical energy in them.

Language Cards/Key Signs
insulators
condtktors

Identification Cards

3. Have the students read the remainder of 246. Pass out the insulated wires thqt
you have collected. Have_the students describe the similarities and differences
of the insulation.

4. Have the students read page 247. Have them Idok at the picture while teacher asks
the italicized questions for them to respond to.

5. Teacher should ask the numbered questions for students to respond to.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe the insulation used to make electric
objects safe and to name circumstances in which electric
objects could be dangerous.

************************************************************************************A**

EVALUATION: 4C-2 Variables in Circuits
Page T-450/S-248 Knowing About Electricity (15-25 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate performance in reference to the folloWing objectives:
1. Identifying objects that are conductors of electric energy.
2. Identifying objects that are insulators of electric energy.
3, Naming the safety covering on wires.
4. Identifying'in which of several circuits a light would shine brightest.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read "Knowing About Electricity" and explain the type of responses expected from
the,ehildren. If necessary, the teacher should paraphrase each question, allowing
time between each question for student to respond to.

2. Allow,the students time to'complete the evaluation.

3. Grade and record correct responses with each Student individually.
**************************************************************************************w
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Level 4 Unit 4 Exploring Energy

Part C Electric Energy, Lesson Cluster 4C-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

,

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-457
T-458
T-460
T-461

Introduction
Development
Application
Evaluation

One Form to Another
Energy Chains
Static Electricity
Energy Transformation

20-30 min.
25-35 min.
25-35 min.
20-30 min.

B. MATERIALS: See Materia l List on page T-453.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filbstrip Set XII, Condudtion Systems; is appropriate for
use in this unit.

.
- ,

INTRODUCTION! 4C-3 More About Energy Transfer
Page T-457/S-249 One Form to Anoher (20 -30 min.)

PURPOSE: Intfroducft
?' ttlisitconcept of energy transtOmatiowo,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - None. ."t1

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students name all the different forms of
energy they know (light, motion, sound, heat, electric,
magnetic).

2. Place their response's on the board then ask the students
to come up with 2 or 45 examples of each and write under appropriate heading on
the board.

Language Cards/Key Signs
transferred
interacts

transform
energy transformation

Identification Cards

3. Have the students read page 249 or teacher may paraphrase. Be sure students under-
stand Energy Transformation - (when an energy receiver becomes an energy giver it

transform or changes the kind of energy it receives).

4. Have students rub their hands together fast. Ask the 2 italicized questio'ns on

page 249.

5. Next have students clap their hands together. Ask the 2 italicized questions on

page 249. Repeat step 4 onlyr his time have the students run. 0

6. eview definition of energy transformation.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to demonstrate and describe an energy transforma-

,tion.
***************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: 4C-3 More About Energy Transfer
Page T-458/S-250 Energy Chains (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of energy transformation to energy chains.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper
- pencils
- textbook-

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. place a book and a pencil an a table. Push the book
into the pencil. Ask the students what objects were
involved in the system. Write responses on board in
form of chain (hand -4 book --It pencil).

2. Next ask the students what kind of energy was involved between the hand and the
book. (motion) Write response under the ? terms. Then ask what kind of energy
was involved between the book and the pencil. (motion) Write the response under
the 2 terms.

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy chain
energy transformation

Identification Cards

hand -* book -4 pencil
motion motion

3. Explain to students that this is called an energy chain (point fo board). When
energy is transferred more than once in a system, it is called an energy chain.
Ask the students how many times energy was transferred in this system (2).

4. Ask students to read first 2 paragraphs on page 250. Have them look at the pic-
tures while you ask the italicized questions. Write the energy chains on the
board.

5. Be sure students understand how to write an energy chain. If more examples are
necessary, set up various systems for students to write energy chains to.

6. Have students read page 251.and do the activity. Have students take turns drawing
energy chains on the chalkboard and reading the energy chains in words.

7. Teacher should ask the numbered questions for students to respond to.

8. Additional practice of setting up systems and having the students write and read
energy chains may be necessary.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to write energy chains using words and arrows.
***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 4C-3 More About Energy Transfer
Page T-460/S-252 Static Electricity (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the concept of energy transformation to situations where static elec-
tricity is produced.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - piper
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Background Information - The relative humidity on the
day you do this activity will have a great deal to do
with how sucdessful it is. It works best during peri-
ods of low humidity, esoecially in a heated room
during the winter.

If you find that the paper-desk activity does not
/ work as dramatically as you would like, have the

students try rubbing an inflected ballon on a wool or
Polyester shirt or blouse. Afterwards have them try to "stick" the balloon on
the shirt and then on a classroom wall.

Language Cards/Key Signs
static electricity

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having students take turns scuffing their feet on a rug and then
touching a doorknob.

2. Write the word 'static electricity' on the board. Ask students what they think it
.mean. Guide students to form definition of 'static electricity'.

3. Have students read page 252 and do the activity. .Instruct them to draw an energy
chain .for both activities.

Write the 2 energy chains on the board.

Teacher should ask numbered questions for students to respond to.

DE LEARNING OUTCOmE: Ability to make an energy chain using static electricity and
themselves.

********************************************************************************.***119

EVALUATION: 4C-3 More About Energy. Transfer
Page T-461/S-253 E5ergy Transformation (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate performaiice ±rnnTrelation to the following objectives:
1. Identifying the energy transformations present in energy systems.
2. Identifying several energy chains.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students tell what objects-they see in each picture. Ex. 1. electric oven,
light, cake baking. If necessary the teacher should paraphrase each question,
allowing-time between each for students to respond to.

2. Have students read "Energy Transformation" and explain the type of response expec-
ted from the children.

3. Allow the students time to complete the evaluation.

4. Grade and record correct responses with each student individually.
*********************************************************If*****************************
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SFH

14VEL 4

SIGNED VOCABULARY AND LANGUAGE INDEX
FOR .

SCIENCE FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

Instructions for use of this index with the accompanying signed videotapes
are found in the Introduction to the Program. This index should be used as a
script when viewing the signed videotapes for the specific SFHI cluster or
section of interest.

Each part of the videotape is preceded by an indication of the specific
location (level, unit, part, CluSter and Lesson) of the item presented. Each
item within 0 lesson is first presented in American Sign Language (ASL) followed
by a Manually Coded English (MCE/SEE) presentation of the same item. When a
lesson list is completed the title of the next lesson is given, followed by
a presentation of each new lesson item in ASL and MCE.

Teachers should view the videotape'in planning for each new cluster (2-5
minutes per cluster). .It is also Suggested that teachers view and practice the
signs presented with their classes following lesson experiences or as a review.
The videotape can be used as a visual dictionary when the children have for-
gotten the sign.

The.Signed Vocabulary and Language Videbtapes are available for purchase
and/or copying by writing

Depnis W. Sunal or
Cynthia Szymanski Sunal
Science for the Hearing Impaired

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506.
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SCIENCE FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

Signed Vocabulary for Level 4

Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1A-3 Observing Factors

Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1A-2 Preparing for Later

Start a Fruit Fly Population
egg
pupa
larva
adult

stages
population

Fruit Fly
banana
gauze
container
dry yeast

masking tape
food mix
rubber bands

2 Start A Bean Population
factor
bean name
centimeter stick
weeds
pebbles

1

2

3

Seeds and Heat
temperature

the bean plants

Bean Plants and Water
make observations
experiment
graph paper
measure
volume
measurement
graduated cylinders
milliliter (ml)
cubin centimeter
liter

Fruit Flies and Heat
Fruit Flies
desk lamps.
Celcius thermometer
experiment
vial

3 Start Other Bean Plants 4 Another Kind of Record
degree celcius graph
heat histogram
temperature range
experiment record (noun/verb)

-- graph

aluminum foil 5 Recognizing Environmental
Factors

4 Bean Plant Growth
growth
cycle stagep
structures (parts)

A Cricket Environment
moisture
nymph
crickets
layers

terrarium
plant names
humas (peat)
cover screen

364

6 Keeping Track

Cluster 1A-1 What Is An Environment

1 A Factor Search
factor
environment
property
glossary
organism
surrounding
object

interact



Lesson Title and Key Signs
lk

Cluster 1A-1 (cant)

2

3

4

5

Adding Up the Factors
heat
light
air
water
dark
sun

shade

Factors for People
helpful
harmful
factors

Environments Everywhere

Recognizing Environments

Cluster 1B-1 Animals Cause.Changss

1

2

3

Mealworms and Air
measure
change
handle
danger
chemical
safety
brom thymol Blue (BTB)
mealworms
vial
cardboard
masking tape
graduated cylinder

Changes That Help
an animal
helpful
harmful

Changes That Harm

4 Starfish Attack
a marine biologist
a reef

some coral polyps
a crown-of-thorns
globe
Australia
The Great Barrier Reef

137

Lesson Title and Key Signs

5

6

Mealworm Growth
growth
a grain beetle
development
stages
a larvae

cheesecloth

Animals Change Environments

Cluster 1B-2 Plants Cause Changes

1

2

3

Plants and Water
an experiment
constant variable
a centiliter
measurement
same, different
cup (pot)

some soil
a graduated cylinder
a collecting jar

Plants and Air
environmental factor
to investigate
apparatus cards

Plants and Erosion
erosion

,4 r Soil Erosion

-5 Changes by Plants
some plants
helpful
harmful
some environmental factors
temperature

,air

rainfall
excursions'

Cluster 1B-3 People Cause Changes

1 You and Air
air

to investigate
to change
plastic bag
viaf

3 6



Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1B-3 (cont) 4 The Grand Canyon
plateau

1 (cont) BTB
indicator 5 Recognizing Slow Changes

2 People Change Air Cluster 1C-2 Sudden Changes
pollution
smoke 1 Cause a Sudden Change

change
3 How People Change Land sudden

..= some trash moist
some litter
some garbage 2 Disasters

disasters
ro

4 Changing the Water Factor sudden change
pollution blizzard
clean flood
dirty volcano

earthquake
5 Changing Other Populations

endangered species .

fire

6 Noise in the Neighborhood

7 'What Do You Think--

Cluster 1C-1 Very Slow Changes

1 A Field or Forest Trip

2 From Field to Forest
slow change
stage

maple forest
environment
forest
ages

3 Capes and Beaohes
cape

bay
sediment
"movement

fast/slow
river water

:;stream water
-bay water
.ocean wate
creek water
cape' .'

wlake water

Eirook'water

island
bayou

366--_
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3 Recognizing Sudden Changes

Cluster 1C-3 Regular Changes..

1 sunrise- Sunset
sunrise
sunset

seasons
winter
summer
spring
fall .

2 Jobs and
career
job
seasonal
evidence
clues

Changes

3 Recognizing Regular Changes



Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2C-1 Light Through Matter 2 (cont) distance

measure
1 Objects and Light' centimeter

translucent angle
transparent focal length
opaque magnifying glass
properties
matter 3 Focus A Vial

arrow
2 Objects and Shadows vial

shadow paper
objects
vial 4 Making Objects Look Bigger
paint magnify

magnification
3 What Does A Shadow Show? power of magnification

cast times
shadow -cast

5 Images
4 Shapes and Light image

curved spot
flat picture
pattern retina

optic nerve
5 Looking Through Liquids iris

liquid lens
enlarge pupil

cornea
6 Making Light Bend

bent 6 All About Lenses
refract

refraction Cluster 2A-1 Kinds of Matter

7 Light and Shadows 1 Getting Ready
X-ray mecIsure
aquarium size

centimeter
8 Light Through Objects square

triangle
Cluster 2C-2 Looking Through Lenses rectangle

circle
1' Exploring With Lenses

lens 2 Pacing Objects By Properties
curved shape
viewed identify

property
2 Bringing Light Together

focal point
light
safety
fire
focus

139

3 Describe The Missing Object
missing
object



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2A-1 (cont)

4 Many Kinds of Matter
describe

M,
matter
heavy
light
leather
rubber
metal
plastic
wood

transparent
'opaque

translucent
flexible
pliable
colors
shiny
dull
wallet'
eraser
plastic scoop
emery board
spoon
watch

5 Useful Metals
properties
aluminum
copper
gold
silver
zinc
brass
chrome
nickel
pewter
iron

6 Recognizing Properties

Cluster 2A- 2 Phases of Matter

Matter Has Phases
phase
phases of matter
matter
solid

liquid'
gas

I

363

Lesson Title and Key Signs

2 Some Mysterious Matter

3 Describiu Quicksand
safety ,
danger
panic

properties
quicksand

4 Gases
air

oxygen

carbon dioxide
dry ice
perfume
cologne

5 Phases of Foods
cafeteria
phase of matter

7

6 Solids, Liquids and Gases

Cluster 2A-3 Arrangement of Matter

1 What Is Structure?
investigate
describe
structure
properties
arrange
external
internal

2

. 140

Functions Your,i4ay
function

structure
fruit names

vegetable names
screwdriver
toothpick
tongue depressor
stem
seed
root
leaves
fruit



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2A-3 (cont)

3

4

, Parts and Properties
arrangement
parts

structure

Structure and Function

Cluster 2B-1 Looking At Layers

Making Layers
layers

settle
layering
sediment
stove/pebble
soil

sand
jar
lid

2 What Is A Layer?
layer
properties
piled

lint

collage

3 A Kind of Layered Rock
delta
river -

mouth
sediment
bits

sedimentary
rocks

sandstone
shale
conglomerate
limestone

4

5

Layers In Trees
rings
growth

Lots of Layers

Cluster 2B-2 Looking Inside Rocks

1 Rock Particles"
composition,

141

Lesson Title and Key Signs

1 (cont) safety
mineral`

sand

hammer
safety goggles
plastic logs

2

3

4

5

Kinds of Rocks

formation

deposited pressure
sedimentary
igneous
metamorphic
properties
limestone
granite
slate

schist
quartz'

shiny
striped

rough
smooth

Observing Crystals
safety
solution
saturated
crystals
borax
paper clip
pencil
hand lens/magnifying
glass

plastic spoon
pot holders
water heater
sllol

Crystals

symmetrical
surfaces
crystal clumps

Ores
metal
mineral
ore

mines
pits
copper
gold



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2B-2 (cont)

5 (cont) iron

mercury
uranium
nickel
platinum
silver
zinc

aluminum
lead

6 Rocks'ana Minerals

Cluster 3A-1 What IBA, Pattern?

1 Rhythm/Patterns
music
pattern
beat
rhythm
instrument
notes
cymbals
tambourine

metropome

2

5

Patterns of Motion
track

footprint
record
highway tire tracks
erosion

windshield wipers
animal tracks

Making Patterns
arrange
pattern
related
relative
size
shape

People Use Patterns
daily
pattern

Symmetrical Patterns
symmetry
asymmetrical

142

Lesson Title and Key Signs

5 (cont) patterns

butterfly

6 A Look At Patterns
relative
(in relation to)
pattern
arrange

7 Recognizing Patterns

Cluster 3A-2 Patterns Tell Stories

Flip Book Patterns
pattern
picture
series
sequence
flip book
film
reel
frame

2

3

Looking for Story Clues
clue

events

Tracks and Facts
infer

evidence
observe

4 Pattern Stories Everywhere
inference

5 Stories and"Patterns

Cluster 3A-3 Patterns and Predictions

1

2

Counting on Patterns
predict
record
casts

safety
window frame
apparatus

Bouncing.Ball Patterns
record
predict
observe
bounce

K
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Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3A-3 (cont)
Cluster 3B-2. Patterns of Structure

2 (cont) meter stick
1 Find the Balance Pointbasketball

balance
,ping Pang ball

balance pointbase ball
meter sticktennis ball 1 ' weight,

3 Predictions About The Environment 2
-Balancing Different Weights& Predictions About The Moon '' cylinder

sunrise 'A

4.
Weight

il

moon
season

seesaw
.

sunset
3 A Balance Beamphase

'record
-4 Balance and Shapegraph

shape .

square4 Predicting From Patterns
rectangle
triangleCluster 3B -1 Patterns of Support
circle

i Building A Strong Bridge
5 ' Mobilesweak

balance pointsstrong
mobiles decorationsag

'

mobileipattern
stringstructure
construction paper

2 Paper S*pports
6 Structures That Balanceshape

cylinder.
Cluster 3C -1 All Sorts of Cyclestriangle

circle
square
rectangle

3 Using Support Patterns
geodesic dome
architect,
design
support

4 Natural Support Patterns
skeleton
rings
external
internal
support

5 Structures That Support

143

1 Pendulum Cycles
pendulum
arc
cycles

series
string
weight

Body Cycles
pulse
breath(e)
lungs

blood
swell

heartbeat
stop watch

E
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

-At
Cluster 3C-1(cont)

4
3 Life Cycles

life cycle
growth cycle
stages

blosdoms ,

Monareh butterfly

4 School Day Cycles
cycle
daily evdnts
behavior
activities
cyclic
non-cyclic

0 Sound Cycles
round
song

6 Exercise Cycles,

7 What Is A Cycle?
events
hour glass

8 Working With. Cycles
work
factory

9 Recognizing Cycles

Cluster'cC-2, The Water Cycle

1 A Change of Phase
phase
liquid
solid
gas
evaporate
boil
condense
heater
ice

2 Water Comes Out of Air
condenses
corMensatioq
dewy

370
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Lesson Title and Rey Signs

3 Water Goes Into Air-See
It Yourself

evaporate
steam
humid

4

6

Putting the Cycle Together
evaporate
condensation
water cycle

Cycle In A Cycle
cycle
rain

Make A Cycle

Cluster 4A-1 What Is Energy?

2

Interacting Systems
interact
evidence
system
properties

Systems and Energy
energy
energy giver
energy receiver

3 Energy Transfer
energy transfer

4 Energy Everywhere
subway

5 Evidence of Energy

Cluster 48-1 Heat Transfer'

1

2

4.

Thermometers
tempdrature
thermometers
bulb

Evidence vf Het Transfer
energy
source

,f,



Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 4B-1 (cent) 2 (cont) source

3 Conductors of Heat
_
3 Connecting Circuits

matter series
solid parallel
liquid circuits
gas .

conduction 4 Using Circuits
vial transistor radio
slit flashlight

4 The Celsius Scale 5 Knowing About CircuitS
celsius - 2
scale Cluster 4C-2 Variables In ,Circuits
marks '

internationally 1 The Energy Receiver
variable

5 Saving Heat

insulator 2 The Energy Giver
blanket fiberglass
cellulose= 3 ConductOt and Insulators
lining conductor

insulator
6 Recognizing Heat Systems

4 Electricity ands Safety
', Cluster 4B-2 Heat Variables insulators

41
conductors

1 , Kinds of Matter

variable 5 Knowing About Electricity

2 Color Cluster 4C-3 More About Energy Transfer
permanent

1 One Form to Another
3 Amount of Matter transferred

amount interacts
transform

4_ Choosing Clothes energy transformation

5 Finding.Variables
/

2 Energy Chains
energy chain

Cluster 4C-1 Electric Energy energy transformation
. 0 .

1 Electricity 3 Static Electricity
It electricity static electricity

-bulb

battery - 4 Energy Transformation
,wire

A4

2 Electric Circuits
path
circuit
trace

t

4

its
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Introductlei
Many teachersteachers and administrators have long been concerned with thd lack

of appropriate science materials and aids for teaching heering impaired youth.
This disadvantage is most critical for the middle childhood'aged student in
special hearing impaired classrooms or joined with their hearing peers in

regular classrooms. Many students have been denied adequate access to science
as a discipline because it was too difficult or because ways to present it to
hearing impaired youth beyond traditional methods could not be envisioned.

To meet this concern the Science for the Hearing Impaired (SFHI) project
was proposed. Its primary aim was to make available, for the- :first time, a

complete sequenced science program for the hearing impaired which would foster
the development of abilities and attitudes in the sciences in hearing impaired -J
youths at this critical age.

This volume represents two years of planning, development, classroom . s

testing, evafulfrn-§,5ndreiirifTrig-jo produce a science program effective for
hearing impaired middle childhood youths. To date, the success of these
materials with teachers and students has been assuring. The SFH1 introductory
guide which describes the program materials, teaching strategies and use of
program components, along with the individual program teacher's guides pre-
sents ail essential information needed for maximizing learning for this
special- population of youth.

V
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- Levee 5'Unit I Adaptations

Part A Outside; Adaptations, Lessen tiuster1A-1.

CLUSTER OUTLINE:
11.

Page Teaching .Strgtegies

.1

Lesson Title
.

. .

Teaching Time
Suggested

.

T-25

Tr24 -.

T-26
T-28
T-30
T-3I

T-32 ,

T-33
TlIji4

.

Enrichment
.

lqiroduCtion

IriTrodaction

Deitelopment

Development
Development . t

APplication '1'... -'\

Application
Evaluation ,

,

t&

Toothpick Hunt "k

.

Structures Have Functions
--. SYuctures-ThWt Help

:Protective Color and Shape. '

.Defense Structure-, *-- ..

Protective Coverings" s'
-Plaat Protection

"
-

.

> & Numan Coverings
Finding Adaptations

,
.

40-45 min.
30-40 min.

45-50 min.
40-45 min.
30-35 min.
30-35 min.
40-45 min 31,

4,7
40-45 min.
40-45 min.

.

NOTE: The-enrichment lesOn has
v.

,
0

B. MATERIALS: Add the followin§,to
:Iiite.turtle. -

FILMSTRIP INFORMATIOW "Filmstrip
...

( -arA
.

It

been made-a definite part.of the chister.

.
.

the lion page( T -21 - a,Live
lit
Agmeleon, and a

XVII, AdaptationsSet.X;ltructgral Systems and
appropriate for uve'in thisgnit.

4 i
ENRICHIENT: Les) luster 1A-I Protiteeive ANc?f16'ons

Pag? T-25/- .Toothpick 'Hunt (40-45 min%),

PURPOSE: To demonstr"ete how color cap help to conceal objects in an environment.
'This lesson does'nbIlit appear in the student text.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to identify and name the colors red,syellow and green.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materioal;'- 50 red tithlfcks*
50 green toothpicks
50 yellow toothpicks*

- copy-of the following chart on board or transparency
- stopwatch or clock/watch with a second hand

*If colored toothpicks are not available, dye\other toothpicks.

Color number Predicted Number Found
red

yellow -o

green

1

A
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that they will be having a
toothpick hunt.

2. Show the class the colored toothpicks. Explain to them that the toothpicks will
be scattered on a lawn and that they are to try to find as many of them as they
can in 60 seconds.

3. Teacher asks the students to predict how many toothpicks the class will find. Re-
cord student predictions on the chart on the board. Make sure the students are
aware that there is a possible total of 50 toothpicks per color.

4. Take the. class outside and while students are not watching, the teacher scatters
toothpicks on the grass.

5. Explain to the students that the timer will say "go" to begin the hunt and "stop"
60 seconds later to end the hunt. The teacher may act as the timer.

6. Students begin the toothpick hunt.

7. Have the students bring the toothpicks they found into the class. The toothpicks
can be placed in tnree piles according to color. Students caikthen count the
toothpicks in each pile and record the numbers on the chart.

8. Discuss the results of the hunt with the students. They should find that the
toothpicks that were closest to the color of the grass were hardest to find and
the toothpicks with the greatest contrast were the easiest to find. The shape of
the toothpicks may also have helped to conceal them.

9. Conclude the lesson by asking the students why they think golf balls are white (so
that tney can be seen in a grass environment). Ask the students why hunters, often
wear red clothing (so that they can be seen by other hunters).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to explain that color can hide objects.,
******************************************************A*******************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Protective Adaptations
Page T-24/S-3 Structures Have Functions (30-45 min.)

141RPOSE: Introduce concept that organisms have structures that have special functions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - a chameleon*

Have a chameleon as a permanent "pet" in the class-
room. Use the identification card as a label.

Background Information - The adaptations described on
pages 3-5 apply to the true chameleon, primarily of
Africa. This is not the 4merican "chameleon," or anole,
of the western hemisphere, with which children may
be familiar. These are about 80 species of true chameleons.
This is why the pictured chameleons differ in appearances.

Language Cards/Key Signs
chameleon
structures
function

Identification Cards

364) 2



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to stare at a fixed spot in the front.
of fhe classroom. Wale they are staring at the spot, have them raise their hands
to either side of their faces, so that their hands are within their peripheral
vipion. Tell them to move their hands apart slOwly, until they can no longer see
them. The distance 6etween.their hands, while their eyes are still staring at the
front-of the room, determines the Jimits of their fields of v,ision.

2. Ask the studentS what they think it might be like to be able to look ia front of
themselves and behind themselves at the same time. 'After a brief discussion, ex-
plain that they will be' reading about an animal that can do just that.

3. Students look at the chameleon in the cl6ssroom. Help them to examine it care-
fully, making observations about the eyes, color, tohgue (if possible)., and tail.

4. Students read column I on page 3. Teacher-may paraphrase.

5. Have the students read the remainder of the page and answer,-the questions.

6. Allow the students to share their responses as they work. 1411).

7. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work. Make

sure the students understand that structures are special parts'and functions are
what the structures do.

s.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify 3 structures of a chameleon and
describe theft functions.

*********************************************************************4*****W**r****

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster Protectiyetaptations
Page T-26/S-4 Structures Th5t Halo C45-50 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the term adaptation and relate adaptations to structures and
functions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials a chameleon

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Begin the lesson with a brief review of structures and
functions by asking the students to name some chame-
leon structures and their functions (.eyes that can
move separately; skin that -can'change color and
blend in with leaves and twigs; long, sticky tongue
that can catch food.) *s

2. Introduce the term adaptation by using the language card.

3. Have the students read the first column on page,4 to find-out the meaning of
adaptation. Teacher may paraphrase text.

4. Students shOuld examine the picture on page 4 and discuss the special structures
they see the chameleon using.

I

Language Cardsl/Key Signs

chameleon
organism
environment
adaptation
function

structure

Identification Cards

4

3 3,91
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5. Discusstbe definition of adaptation with the students, Stress that adapt6tions
help organisms stay alive.

6. Have the students read and do pages 4 and 5 to learn more about chatheleon struc-
tures that'are adaptations, Teacher may paraphrase.

7. Allow the students to discuss their respondes with their neighbors as they work.

8. .Move around the room providing help as needed.

9. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work. You

may'wish to draw a chart on the chalkboard with the headings Structure, Function,
and Adaptation. Have a student name a cbameleon structure and write it under the
heading Structure. Have another student name the,dtructure's function and write
it under Function. Finally, have a third student tell whether the structure is
an adaptation for food or protection and write it under the heading Adaptation.
,Students may distover that an adaptation can both protect a chameleon and help it
get food. A chameleon's eyes and tongue, for example, can help a chameleon see
and catch food, They can also help it to look around and eat without moving.
This way animals that eat chameleons might not notice them.

10. Make sure the students understand that structural adaptations are not a conscious
effort, but rather a result of the inherited traits the animal possesses.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to-tell how chameleon structures are adaptations.
***********************************f*************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Protective'Adaptations
Page T-28/S-6 Protective Color and Shape (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE:- Develop the concept of protective adaptations by introducing animals that
have protective color and shape.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials a chameleon.

Background Information,- The animal adaptations dealt
with in this lesson are divided into two kinds, camou-
flage and mimitry., All of the animals on page 6 are
camouflaged as-their colors blend into their environ-

ments. These' animals on page 7 mimic, or resemble
objects in their ertViroriments. These animals can
easily be seen, but their mimicries allow them to '

be mistaken for.other, objects. Note that the word
mimic?y does not imply a conscious. effort on the part of an organism. it is in-

stead an inherited characteristic of which an organism may not be aware.

TEACHING SUGGESTION:

1. Demonstrate the chameleon's ability to change color and blend into its background

by placing it on a surface colored other than green. Brown it usually effective.

Language Cards/Key Signs
adaptation
color
shape
predators

protective

Identification Cards

2. Discuss this adaptive behavior with the class atking how it helps the chameleon.

4



3. Introduce the lesson by asking the class,whether.they can thirik.Of any animals
besides the-chameleon that blend into their backgrounds and are hard to see... Ttlp
fawn's dappled coat makes it hard to see agairist a forest background, and a'chip.'
munk is almost impossible to "see if it stand motionless at the base of a tree.

4. Students read the first paragraph on page 6. Teacher may.paraphras

5. Introduce the term predators by using the language card. Have fhe students dis-.
cuss its meaning. Check their understanding of the term by asking them to name
the predator in each of the following situations: -cat eating bird (_oat.); bird
eating chameleon (bird); chameleon eating insect Oehameleon).

.6. Students complete reading page 6 and 7 and answer italicized questions. Teacher
may paraphrase. These questions should be answered through discussions rather
than in writing.

7. Students answer numbered questions I, 2, and 3 either in writing or orally.

8. Discuss the numbered questions with the students when they have completed their
work. Also discuss the differences between the adaptations on page 6 and those on
page 7. You may want to include -information from BACKGROUND INFORMATION in your
discussion.

9. Make sure that the students understand that color and shape adaptations are not a
conscious- effort, but rather a result of the inherited traits the animal possesses.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe how color and shape -of some organisms
are adaptations.

**-4** *****************************************************************************

DEVE PMENT:, Lesson Cluster }A -I Protective Adaptations
Page T- 30/S -8 Defense Structures (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Further develop the concept of protective adaptationsby.introducing defense
structures.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Introduce the lesson wf,th a quick review of protective
adaptations in animals, such as color and shape. Write

these on the board or transparency.

2. Explain to the students. that another kind of protec-
tive adaptation an animal might -have is a defense

structure Introduce with the language card..

3. Students read the first paragraph on page*.8. Teacher

may paraphrase. Discuss when animals might use defense
.structures.-

4. Students read the remainder of page 8 to find out how some animals defend themselves

against predators.

.Language Cards/Key Signs
defense structure
protective structure
predatots
porCupihe
gu4Ils
skunk.

Identification Cards

.11
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5. Discuss the lesson with the students ,wheat they have finished.

6. Let the students share any experiences they may have had with skunks or porcupines.
ASk a etudent who had a'bad experience with a skunk or porcupine how they-could
avoid the same expePienee in the future. Epl.ain that predators will Often avoid
the animals after one or more ba44experiences:-

7. Discuss the numbered questions with the studentS. 'Some students may thi' k of, and
wish to discuss, other ediples Of animals that-havet'Elefense structures, uch

- rattlesnake with poisonous- venom.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe animal addptatIons used forfdefense.
*********************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 ProtectiveklaOtation
Page T-31/S-9 Rrotective Coverings (36-35'6in.)

PURPOSE:0 Extend the.cohcept.ofprotective adaptations ih animals to coverings that
protect animals from.environmental factors.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials a turtle.*
*Have a' turtle on hand in the class-

* room in order/to demonstrate the
function of a protective shell.
Label its habitat with en identi-
fication card.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
Protective covering
covering

Identification Cards

ti

1. Begin the lesson by briefly reviewing protective adaptations that help animals
hide fro predators or that animals might use for defense. Write these on the
board orrtransparency.

2. Let students examine the turtle. Discuss Show the shell series as its protection.

3. &tudents read the introduction to the lesson to find out about another kind of
protective'adaptation. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Encourage the students to discuss different kinds of animal coverings.

5. Have the students read the remainder of page 9 and answer the italici2ed questions.
Teacher may paraphrase the text and questions.

6. Allow the students to share their responses with their neighbors through discussion
as they work. Written answers are not necessary -

7. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have finished theii- work. 'Stress
that animals that live in different places might have different kinds of outside
coverings.

8. Conclude the lesson with a discussion of the numbered question's, You may wish to
extend4tejesson by having the students collect and display pictures of animals

t
with different outside coverings.

,

-DESIRED. LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify protective coverings of animals as adap-
tations.

******************4*t********************************************************t**f*****

384



APPLICATION: 'Lesson Clustep 1A-1 Protective Adaptations
Page T-32/S-10 Plant Protection (40-45 min.,

PURPOSE: Apply the concept of protective adaptipions to plants,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Mai-erial plants that have protect
tive coverings-such as
needles or thorns.*

4

*Label all plants with identification cards.

1. You may wish to take, your class on walk through a-
field where the students can observe various pro-
tedive coverings.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

. 1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing with the students animal protective.adaptations,
such as color, shape, defense'structures, and protective coverings.. Wri,te these
on the board or transparency.

Language Cards/Key Signs
protect
protective coverings

Identification Cards

2. Ask the students if they think that plants have protective adaptations. Allow

the students to discuss the questions.' Remind the students that most plants
don't have structures that allow them to jpve quickly away from plant eaters or
other environmental dangers.

3. Let students examine plants in the classroom or out of doors. Discuss their

protective adaptations.

4. Students read page 10 and answer the italicized questions. Teacher,may paraphrase

text and questions.

5. Allow the students.tO share their responses through discussion. Answers need not

be written.

DESIRED1EARNING OUTCOME: Abklity to describe protective adaptations of plants.
**A************4*********************************************************************

-APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 ,Protective Adaptations
Page T-33/S-11 Human Coverings C40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of protective adaptations .t6 human beings.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to recall
protective coverings in plants and animals (shells,
skin, fur, 'feathers, needles, thorns). Write these

on the board or transparency.

Language Cards/Key Signs

skin
fingernails
eyelashes
hair '

Identification Cards

3,8.5
,
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2.. Ask each student to look at the hands and.face of the nearest student in the

class. Ask them if they notice any, structures that might protect the person from

dust, cold, or heat., Let the class discuss the question but allow the question

to remain own-ended.

3. HaVe the students red the first paragraph on page 11 to find out about human .

coverittgs.

'4. Have the students read the rest of page 11 a.nd answer the questions. Teacher may

paraphrase the text and q6estions. Answers need not be written.

5. 'Allow students to share answers through discussion.

6. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work. DisctAs

what other animals have instead of fingernails (see BACKGROUND INFORMATION). Ask

the students how well they would be able to play or work if they had claws instead

of fingernails. Let the class discuss wAat Problems they might encounter if they

had no eyelashes or eyelids.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to name some human outside coverings and describe

how they are adaptations.
**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster IA-) Protective Adaptations

Page T-34/S-12 Filing Adaptations (40-45 min.)

. PURPOSE: To evaluate the.Ttudents' performance in relation to the following objectives:

1. -Listing outside structures that could help to protect organisms and de-s-

cribe how they are protective adaptations.

2. Describe an environment for which an organism's adaptationS would be

best suited.

3. Describe what makes a structure an adaptation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials pencils and paper for each student.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to pages 12 and 13 and read through the lesson. Teacher may

paraphrase text and questions.

2. Be certain ghat the students undertand what they are to do. If necessary the

teacher may explaihiath question as the students come to it.

3. Distribute paper and pencils and have the students do the lesson.

4. Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.

You may wish to let the students correct their own papers to enable them to eval-

uate their own progress.

5. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student

correctly responds to all or most of the questions, you may assume.that he or she

s demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next

luster.
**** *******************it*************************************************************

":386
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Level 5 Unit 1 Adaptations

Part A Outside Adaptations, LesSom Cluster 1A-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title '

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-40 Introduction How An Octopus Eats 40-45 mi.
T-42 Development Kinds of Teeth '' 45 min.

,T-43 Development Insects Mouth Parts 35-40 min:

,T-44 Development How Animals Move `45 min.

T-45 Development . Movement Structures 35-40 min.

T-46 Application Plant Str=uctures 45 min.

T-48 Evaluation Functions of StructUres . 40-45 min.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following items to the list on page T-37.

- pictures of octopi
- several. slices of apples
- model of human and animal teeth
- pictures of animlas such as elephants, worms, camels, birds

11,

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set X, Structural Systems and XVII, Adaptations
are appropriate for use in this unit.

.INTRODUCTION: Lesson,CItMter 1A-2 Getting Food
Page T-40/S-14 How An Octopus Eats (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that some outside structures are adaptations that help
organisms get or eat foods

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials pictures of octopi from
sources other than the
text.

Background Information - Octopuses (Octopi) live in
many oceans. The largest examples of the creature
have arms up to 4 meters (about 13 feet) length.

An octopus with its tentacles spread wide might achieve
a diameter of about 9 meters (about 28 feet). Most
octopi are, however, considerably smaller than this.
Of the 50 or soknown varieties, most kinds grow no
larger than the size of a volleyball.

9

Language Cards/Key Signs
octopus
protection,,
protective structures
predators ,

pmy
suckers

Identification Cards

1 R7
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:'

.1. 'Introduce the lesson by asking the students if they have ever seen an octopus.

They may t1,4ve in an aquaridm or zoo. , If someone has, ask that student to tell

the class.how large it was. It is important that the class of get the idea that

all octopi are huge animals. (Ste BACKGROUND iNFORMATION.),rhe pictured octopus

is quite small. Students shoulT4xamine the pictures *the text'and from other

sources.

.2. While examing the pictyres encourage the students -to describe the octopus. On the

board make notes of their observations concerning size, color, number arms, their

appearance, and any other features mentioned.

3. Students read the first Threeparagraphs on page 14. Teacher may parphrase.

4. Discuss the meaning of prey with them. -Ask toe students ..#1e name the - predator and

'the prey/in the following situations: a chameleon (predator) eats an insect (prey);

a bird (predator) eats a charIneon (prey); and a make (predator) eats a frog

(prey). It may be helpful to record TDiS Inform Tion on the board in chart form.

More familiar examples may be included, '.p. cat eats rouse, bird eats worms,'etc,

5. Stiedents continue to read Pages 14 and 15. Teacher may paraphrased Let The st:i-

dents respond to the Questions in a discussion. Written respoalses are optional.

6. You may wish to te4I The students That The balloon7like4 structure that helps an

octopus move is calNd a siphon Cor funnel). Demonstrate the quick movement of an

.octopus Through Ovate) by releasing an inflated balloon in the air. Tnis snould aid

the student' understanding of the description 3n page 15.
4..

P\

'7. Discuss the numbered Questions with The students. Point out that the octopus's

bea is located in the midst.of the eight tentacles and is very small. It is

retracted when the animal id not feeding.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to name-and describe outside adaptations-that help

an octopuS get or-eat food.
************************************11-***s***********4-*****************,*****************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Get.tind Food

Page T-42/S-16 Kinds of Teeth (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop conceptithat certain structures help animals to pat food.

-.ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials'- a piece of apple for each
P student, a model of human

1 teeth and animal teeth.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having the students feel the sur-

faces of their teeth with their tongues and:by exam-

ining a model of human and animal teeth. Ask them how

the teeth they feel differ in size and shape. Ask the

students to speculate on the functions of the different

.kin4 ccV teeth. Allow this question to be open-

ended.

10

Language Cards/Key Signs
teeth

structure
adaptation
predator
-wide and flat teeth
sharp and pointed teeth

Identification Cards



J

2. Students read page 16 up to the numbereq questions. Teacher may paraphrase`.

3. Students may respond to italicized questions in discussion. Written answers
are optional.

4. Discuss the lesson with the students. Ask the student why the arrangement of

sharp teeth in the front and flat teeth toward the 'back of the human mouth is
imOortant. Students should try to eat an apple or other crisp fobd entirely with
the sharp front teeth. Discuss the results with the class.

\--
5. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Generally, the students should

draw the conclusion that plant eaters use brpad flat teeth to grind and chew and
meat eaters use sharp pointed.teeth to pierce and tear. Humans, Who are both plant-

and meat eaters, have aA.ombination 'f both kinds of teeth. You may wish to dis-

cuss the impoitance of Claws in hell g to catch food.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to id tify teeth as an adaptation for chewing
food and describe the connection between type of food
and 'shape of teeth.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A -2 Getting Food
Page T-43/S-17 Insect Mouth Parts (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To further the concept tha't certain structures help animals eat their food.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - manifying glass, insect
) specimen*

*Such as ants, moths,)grasshoppers, etc. Label each
insect with an identification lard.

Background Information - The students might find it
interesting to learn that onlyithe female mosouito
bites. Females of some species have to sip.blood
before they can lay eggs that will hatch. Each

species of female prefers the blood of a different
type of animal. Spme prefer cold-blooded animals such
as frogs and snakes, others prefer; birds, while Some will bite only horses; cows,
or people.

Language Cards/Key Signs
mouth parts
insect

Harvester ants
mosquito
butterflies

Identification Cards
(label for insects)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by having the Students share their experiences with insect
bites.

Ask the students what structures might help insects eat food. For instance, do

they have teeth like people, or jaws 'like octopi? Allow students sufficient time

to offer their opinions. Explain that in this lesson they will be learning about
insect mouth parts.

P 3. Guide students in an e#amination of insect specimen with a magnifying glass. Help

them to pay particular attention to the mouth area of each insect, observing the
similarities and differences among them. Students may draw sketches of the insects'
mouth parts.

11



4, Students read page 17 and answer questions during discussion. Written answers are
optional. Encourage students to explain why'the mouth parts of each insect are
adaptions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify insect mouth parts a$ structures that
'help them eat their particular-foods,

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster'1A-2 Getting Food
'Page T-44/S-18 How Animals Move (45=min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept that structures that allow movement help animals get
their food.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: materials - a variety of animals in
clasSroom habjtats*,
crayons
reference books dealing
with classroom animals

*The chameleon and turtle used in previous :essons
should be usefol. In addition, toads, raDDITs, fish,
snakes, etc. may be used. Make sure each animal
is in its proper' home such as a cage, aquarium or
terrarium with food and water. Lapel each anima with an identification card.

Language Cards/Key Signs
environment
structure

Identification Cards
chameleon
turtle

4

. ',TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Introduce the lesson by reviewing, with The students how an octopus moves (water
is shot out of balloon-like structure). Explain to the students that in this les-
son they will be learning about structures-That other animals have that help them
move.

2. Have the students read the lesson page' 18 To find out what they are to,do. Teaeher
may paraphrase.

3. Discuss the directions for the activity with the students. You may wish to divide
the students into small grobps-for observing and drawing the animals.

4. Show the students the location of the animals. Stress that they should take care
not to frighten or touch the animals while observing them. -

5. Distribute the materials and have the students do the activities.

6. Let the.students share their drawings and research with the class when they have
completed their work. You mad want to have the students display their work on a
oulletin board.

7. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. You may wish to also discuss
structures that help animals stay in one ()lace, such as a chameleon's tail, suction
cups on a tree toad's feet, and feet that allow some insects to "stand" on the
ceiling,

, 4 .

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify movement structures of certain animals
and describe how these structures help the animals get food.'

**********J(************ w*************************************** *34***************** .
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DEVELOPMENT:- Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Getting Food
Page T-45/S-19 Movement Structures C35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept that structures that allow movement help animals get
their food.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials pictures of aniMaJS such
as elephants, worms,
camels, birds, etc..

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing with therstudents
how an octopus moves. (Water is shot out of balloon-
like structure.), Explain to the students that in this
lesson they will be learning about'structures that
other animals have that help them move. .

2. Have students examine pictures on page 19 and comment
on how they think each animal moves. This is an open ended discussion with no
"correct" answer required.

3. Students read page 19 up to numbered questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Discuss the questions with the students when they have finished their work. While

showing the students pictures of animals, you may want to discuss the movement
iistructures of other animals such as giraffes, camels, earthworms, and elephants.

Language Cards/Key Signs
outside adaptations
movement
structures
monkeys

`seals
flamingos
environment

Identification Cards

5. Ask the students if they can think of a structure that could help an animal stay
in one place instead of move (examples are a chameleon's tail, suction cups on
tree toad's feet, and feet thatt allow some insects to "stand" on ceilrngs).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify movement structures of certain animals
sand describe how those structures help the animals get food..

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Getting Food
Page T-46/S-20 Plant Structures (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the concept of outside adaptations to plants.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

Background Information Green plants manufacture
their own food in their leaves by a process called
photosynthesis. Photosynthesis combines water
and carbon dioxide in the presence of chlorophyll
(green matter that gives the plant its coloration) and
sunlight. Plants that are not green CsuCh as mushrooms
and other fungi) cannot male their own food, and so
must live on other organ matter Cliving or dead,
plant or animal).

13 ,
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Language:Cards/Key Signs
plants

roots
vines
seaweed
stem
I Hy, pad

tubes
plant structures

Identification Cards



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. IntrOduee. the le's§bn b asking the class whether animals are the only living things
that need food: Students should realize that anything tat is alive must have food
if it is to goon living.

2. Students read the first column on page 20... Teacher may paraphrase.

3. DiscuSs with the students habw green plants'get food. Make sire that they under-
stand that the roots do not get food. 'Instead, ftley get water and other materi-

e$ als that will' be changed into food in the plants' leaves.

...

4. Students complete reading'page 20 and 21. Teacher May paraphrase.

5. .Questions may be answered through class discussion. Written responses are optiOnal.

6. Ask the students if they think it would help a vine to have air pockets in its-."
leaves. Emphasize that 'a structure is an adaptation only if it helps an organism
stay alive in its environment.

7. Extend the lesson, it lou wish, by taking the students outside the school to ob-
serve rlants. Ask them to find plants with structures that help get unligh,,

water, and other materials to make food. Ask them to find structures that have
other functions, such as suppor-tol-r protection.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify Plant structures and describe how they
a

a re# adaptations.
***********;**************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 Getting Food
Page T-48/S-22 Functions of Structures,(40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluptethe students' performance in relation toithe following ob-
jectives:
1., Identifying teeth that belong to a plant eater and to a predator.

2. Matching mouth parts to their functions.'
. 3. Describing how an animal caLmove,' naming its movement structures,

ind explaining how the structures help an animal in its environment.

4. Describing how plant structures are adaptations.

ADVANCE PRCPARATION: Materials - paper and pencils.

TEACHING 3 6GGESTIO!9:

1. Have the students turn to pages 22 and 23 and 'read through the lesson. Teacher

may paraphrase,
0.4

Have the students proceed with the lesson when you are certain that they under -

stacd what. they are to do.

3% Go over the 8sponses with, the students when they have completed their work.

F

4. Let the s s correct their own papers, if you wish.

14
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5. Collect the papers so that
student correctly responds
he or she has demorrstrated
to the next cluster'.

*you can eraluate each individual's progress.
,

If a'
,, -

to all or most of the questions, youpay assume that
the objectives for.the cluster and is ready to go on

6. For further informal evaluation, have the students turn back to page 2 and look at
the picture ttiat introdudes Part A. Ask them why they think that particular pic-

_.ture was used to introduce the part that they have just completed. Suggest that
they look for clues in the part title, and in the cluster'tities.on pages 3 and
14. The students should be able to:

a. identify a,gieaffe neck as an adaptation that hetps the giraffe get food.
. b. identify.giraffe legs, as an adaptation that helps the giraffe move.
c. 'describe the giraffe tongue as a'structure that helps.the giraffe get

,

and chew food.

' d.. identify coloration as a protective adaptation.
e' describe environments in which giraffe structures would not b adaptations.

***************************1**************************************** **************
1\,_
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Level 5 Unit 1 Adaptations

Paft B Inside Adaptations, L4sori CluSfer 1B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T -56 Introduction On The Inside 20-35 Min,
T-57 Development A Chicken Skeleton 40-50 min.
T-60 Development 'Respiratory Systems 40-50 min.
T-62 Development Digestive Systems 40-45 min.
T-64 Development A Muscular System *See note below
T-65 Application Systems Interact in the Hands 40-45 min.
T-66 Evaluation Systems Have Parts .40-45 min.

*This lesson has been '':Nended into a'2 to 3 day lesson.

NOTE: Skeletal Systems T-58 has been eliminated..

B. MATERIALS See Advance Preparation on page T-57. Add the following materials to
the list on page T-53:
dittos of.human body Model Provided in this cluster,
large sheet of paper (5' x 2')
set of cut out models of inside structures Models provided in this
cLuster

several magic markers or crayons
glue or paste

picture showing internal anatomy of humans and other animals,
* preserved internal organs of animals

dittos of fish, cat and grasshopper (unlabeled) on from page 28- 29
live fish and grasshopper and/or cricket

z- dittos of pictures A, B, and C on p.'30 and 31 (unlabeled)
*- model of human skeletal system

paper punch

Each child will need: 2 8" lengths of string
- a 81" x 14" piece of mimeograph paper

2 12" rulers

a 8f" )c011" pjecd of construction paper

*Optional
O.(

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filillstrip Set X, Structural Systems, and XVII, Adaptations
are appropriate fqr use in this unite

-p
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, INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Systems
Page Tr56/S-5 On The Inside (20-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that organisms may have several inside systems with
different functions that help it stay alive.

'ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - One ofthe following for
each child:
di.tto of the human body
'showing the following in-

- side structures: stomach,
heart, lungs, leg bones,
brain, intestines. This

ditto can be made by'copy-
ing 'the diagram provided
with this lesson.

- large sheet of paper (5'
x 2'1. Blank newsprint or
'wrapping paper would be
ideal.

- I set qj cut out models
of insi.".b. structures.

Models are provided with

this lesson.'
scissors

- glue or paste
several magic markers, crayons, pencils

) - Picture showing the internal Oatomy ,of people
and other animals.

*2preserved heart, lungs, and any other ihternal
organs that you can 'get from a slaughter house or
other source.

Language Cards/Key Signs
-Inside structure
1stem
SWeton
stompch
lungs

hear+
interact

leg bone
brain , .

intestines
3

Identificatidn Cards
(labels for preserved

,organs if used)

a

*This material is,optional.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by'asking the students to name outside structures of organisms that
they have studied. Refer to pictures and examples usea in previous cluster.
Responses may include any ob.servable structures, such as skin, fur, eyes, legs,
leaves, roots, and mouth parts. Explain to the students that in this part they
will be learning about inside structures.

2. Introduce thJ term inside structures with the language card and ask tide students to
what inside structures may refer. Accept'all opinions.

3. Show the ,class pictures of the inside structures of humans and other animals. Point
out the heart, lungs-, stomach and intestines. o

4. Have students read the introduction to the lesson on page 25 or teacher may piira-
, phrase. Use the pictures already shown to reinforce the information.

5. If possible show the students -sample4 of preserved inside structures. Label each
with an identification card and display in the room for some period of time.

17
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6. Distribute dittos of the human body and have students label the inside structures.

). 7. Distribute. Large sheets of paper and divide students into pair's. .While one child-
lies on the paper the other should trace his or her outline. When complete they
may change roles. When outlines are complete students shAid cut them out.

8. Give each child a set of internal structures that have been cut out. If preferred
the students may cut out the structures.

go,

9. Have the students label each structure and paste them in the appropriate location
on their own body outline. The finished products can be displayed around the room

. or in one area labeled Inside Structures. 41,

10. Explain to the students that these structures work together or interact, and when
they do so they are called,a system. introduce the terms interact and system with
the language cards.

11. Have students'read the remainder of page 25 or teacher may paraphrase.

12. Students should answer questions either in writing or through class discussion.

13. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work.

DESARED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to name inside structures that interact in a
system.

*********************************************************************************f

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-la Systems
Page T-57/S-26 A Chicken Skeleton (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept of inside structural systems introducing a skeletal

system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials 2 pieces wi e (#18 To #24)
20 cm (8 i .) in. length

- 2 chicken Or turkey skele-
. lions see Advance Pre-

paration page T-57
paper towels
pictures or models of
human and other animal

skeletons. Pictures on

page 27 may be used.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the 16.sson by asking the students to turn to

page 26 and view the picture. Explain that it is the skeleton or the bones of an

animal. Use the language card to introduce these terms. Ask the students if they

N
I can infer from the pictured skeleton the animal to which the skeleton belongs (fowl).

Encourage the students,to explain why they think it's a particular skeleton.

o

2. Have students read introductory paragraph. Teacher may paraphrase.'

\Language Cards/Key Signs
skeleton
skeletal system
bones
joint

Identification Cards
label for chicken or
turkey

(skeleton, put on display)

labels for neck, legs,
wings and ribs

18
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3. Divide the students into two gropps.

4 Discuss the directions found on page 26 with the students.

5. Let-each group go to an 'area where there is a tray of bones from one skeleton and
do the activity. You may Wish to have the students lay out the bones of only one' .

skeletal part such as a wing, a leg, or the neck.

'6 After the students have iNtified the leg, wing, neck bones, and ribs and wire
the neck, discuss the italicized questions with the class.

7. Introduce the term joint and identify joints in the skeleton. Discuss their
fuhction.

8. Wrap a paper towel around a leg bone from each skeleton and break the bone in half.
Ask the students to describe the inside of the bone.

9. Have theettudents draw a picture of a chicken or turkey skeleton, which ever is
used in-class, and label the leg, wings, neck, ribs, and a joint.

10. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Use pictures or models of
skeletons of humans and other animals to stimulate discussion. 00 .

11. When lesson is completed, put the skeleton on display with identification dards
describing ice.,

DESIRED LEARNA OUTCOME: Ability to relate chicken bones to their functIllp and
identify a joint.

******A****************************************************************************-HE

DEVELOPMENT:: Lesson Cluster 18-1 Systems
Page T-601S-28 Respiratory Systems C40-50 min.1

PURPOSE: Develop the concept of inside sy;tems by introducing different respiratory
systems and their parts.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials One of the fol lowinQ_ for
. .

each child:
- ditto of-a fish showing

a gill
ditto of a cat showing ^
the nose, airjuhe and
lungs ,

- ditto of a grasshopper
showing air tubes and air

holes.

These dittds may be copies of the diagrams on pa De

28 and 29 but without the labels filled in. Lilb fish.

in a'fish. bOwl or aquarium. This may become a permanent

part of the classroom.
- live grasshopper and/or cricket

Language Cards/Key Signs
respiratory system
oxygen
breathe
gills
lungs

air holes
air tube

Identification Cards
(labels for worm and In-

sects)

19
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TtACHIN'SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin by_asking the class to watch you as you demonstrate breathing. Exaggerate
so that what you are doing will be obvious to the class.

2. Ask the students what you are doing (breathing) and what they think would 'happen
if you stopped breathing for along tlme, i.e. maybe 15 minutes.

3. Explain to the students that they are going to learn about an inside system that
helps people and animals "breathe."

A. Introduce'the term respiratory system with the language card. Explain that the
lungs, a part of the respiratory system, help people and some animals to breathe.

5. Let the students identify the lungs in picture B on page 28 and on the diagrams and
forms they made in a previous class.

6. Explaix that some animals do not have lungs. Instead other "structures help them
"breathewor get oxygen from the environment.

7. Use the fish as an example. Ask students to examine piCture A on gage 28 and see
if they can find lungs 'in the fish. Instead of lungs, what do they think fish have?
Can they "guess" from't001,gtute?

8. ExplagIl that" fidw you will riad and.talk about what the respiratory system is and
how it works in animals like fish and cats.

9. Students read page 28 and the fist paragraph on age 29. Teacher may paraphrase.
Use a line fisa to illustrate gills working agrwell as picture A. Discuss
_italicized questions.

10. Distribute dittos of the fish and cat and have students label the parts shown.,

11. Have the students look at the Insects (grasshopper, cricket) that you have brought
to class. Discuss with them how the insects look and how they "breathe" or get
oxygen from the air./ Do the insects have gills or lungs? Encourage the students
to explore and use their imaginations. All responses are accepftble.

12. After this exploration, the students read the second paragraph on page 29 or the
teacher may paraphrase. Use live examples for illustration. Compare the students'
original ideas with'how the insects really get oxygen from the air.

13. Discuss the italicized questions.

14. Have students label the ditto showing the grasshopper.

15. Explain to the students that People, cats and grasshoppers are air breathers. Fish

are not. Explain that air breathers drown under water because lungs cannot separate
oxygen' from water, as gills can.

16. Let students examine an earthworm, speculating on how it gets oxygen. Does the

earthworm have gills, lungs or holes?

-17. Have students read the last paragraph on page 29. Teacher may paraphrase. Encour-,

age them to compare their original! ideas with. what they have read.

20
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18. Exelain,to the students that because an earthworm has a small body the skin pro-
vides enough surface area for absorption'of oxygen into the bloodstream. There-
fore, an eartbworM does not require an actual respiratory system.

19. Aave students answer the numbered questions in writing or through discussion.

20. Explain to the students that in' polluted water there is ulually little oxygen.
Ask the students why a fish might have trouble living in polluted water (does
not get enough oxygen).

k

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to descr)be and compare 3 different kinds of
respiratory systems.

********************.*******************************************t**********************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Systems
Page T-62/S-30 Digestive System (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept of inside systems by introducing different systems and
their parts.

Aik

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - One of the following for
each students: .

ditto of pictures A, B
304 C on page 30 and 31
in text: Do not include
the labels on the dittos.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin by explaining to the students that another
inside system helps people and other animals to stay
alive.

2. Students read the first 2 paragraphs on page.30.
Teacher may paraphrase.

Language_Cards/Key Signs
digestion
digestive system
food-tube

'intestines
anus
crop
gizzard
stomach
cud

Identification Cards'

3. Introduce the'terms digestive system and digestion with the language cards.

4. Have the students read the remainder of the column. IntrAuce new terms with
language cards.

4

5. Remind the students of the different types of teeth discussed in Cluster A-2:
the wide flat teeth of plant eaters and the sharp pointed teeth of predators.

17 6. Discuss with the students how food travels frOm the moutjj+ to the blood. Explain

that the food pieces become so small that they move through the walls of the in-
_ testine and blood tubes.

7. ,Have students fill in the ditto of the digestive system of the dog.

8. Explain to the students that not all animals have the same kind of digestive sys-
tem. Compare pictures A and B and ask. how they are different and the same.

21
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9. Have the students teed the 1pcond column on page 30 and study picture B to find,
out about a chicken's digestive system. Teacher may paraphrase the text.

10, Introduce-new terms with the language cards. Discuss italicized questions.

11. Discuss the digestive- system with the students. Explain te.t sometimes birds
swallow pebbles and sand. While in the giz.z4rd they aid in grinding food. Stu-
dents that have a pet bird may be familiar with gravel that can be addedto a

,bird's food. Note that a chicken has an opening (cloaca) rather than an anus.

12. Have the students fill in the ditto of the digestive system of the chicken.

13.. By looking at picture C ask the students to compare the digestive system of the
cow to the chicken's.

14. Students read column one on pager3l or teacher may paraphrase the text. Introdue"e
new ferms with the. language cards,

.

:05. DiscuSS italicized questions.

16. Through discussion or in written form ha,ie the students answer the numbered ques-
tions.

.

DESIRED,LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe the function Of a digestive system and
compare the digestive systems of a"dog,chicken and cow.

.

************4****************************************************Q*******************

DEVELOPMENT: Lessqn Cluster 1B-1 Systems
Page T-64/S-32 A Muscular System (2-tb 3 days)

PURPOSE;. Tdd!further the concept of inside systems by introducing a muscular system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 2 rolls of masking tape
- 1 paper punch

Each child should have:
2 a". lengths of string
2 12" rulers
1 scissors
8i" x 11" piece of con-
struction paper

1 rubber, band,
8f" x 14 " memeograph

paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
muscular system
muscles
relax
contracts
biceps

Identification Cards

). Begin the lesson by having the students read the introduction to'the lesson on

page 32.

2. Introduce tke, wqrds contract and relaX with the language cards.

3. DeMonstrate the arm muscles contracting and relaxing by doing the activity'des-

cribed on page 32. 16 addition to activity have students examine pictures A and

B. '
"4
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4. Teacher should paraphrase the remainder of the text on page 32. 4

5. Make sure that the students understand that movement is caused by muscle pulling
on a bone. You might have students try to' move objects with a rubber.band,
ing one end only. They''wil discover that they can move objects only by pulling
not pushing the rubber band. Explain to the students that muscles can move bones
only as far as the joint allows.

6. ,Ask the students what might happen if both ends.of one muscle were attached to &Me
bone. Have them explain why thesmuscle could not move the bone. ti

7. Explain to the students that the muscles pictures on page 32 are muscles that they
caemake work. There are other muscles that are not under their control. You may
wish to discuss some of these involuntary muscles with the students. A heart, for
example, is a muscle not attached to a bone that works automatically. It puMps

blood by contracting. Students can squeeze an empty squeeze bottle td understand
-how the beating heart pumps. A food tube contains involuntary muscles that help
push food to the stomach automatically.

eleb
8. In order to more thoroughlNdemonstrtellow muscles work the students can make a

' "working. of the biceps muscle. ,

demonstration the teacher should fold the 8i" x 14" mimeograph paper as shown
in Diagram 1. The paper will appear fan-like. Fold the paper lengthwise in
halves, then quarters, and finally eighths to establish the fold lines. Then

reverse the folds asTneeded to produce an accordian-like model. Be sure the out-

- side.folds are in yte same direction.

10. Give each pair oT
pieces of.string.
with masking tape
tell the students

When your musc
in each end.

students a sheet of paper,Afw0,3-inch_pieces of tape, and two
Instruct the students in taping the ends of

raped

folded paper

or cloth tape. See Diagram 1., r-Hold up your model, and

le model is taped like this, bring it to me'and I will parch holes

11. After: the holes are punched in each end of the models the teacher should tell the
stadentsto place the strings-they were piveri through the holes punched in the ends
of their muscle model. Tie the ends of the*string together so that they have loops
like the model:

T2. Teacher holds up the completed model, and says:
Just like a real muscle,'this model must be used carefull , so as not to

-*tear it. See if you candiscover how it works.
0.,

13. When a student is observed pulling the sides of the model'in and out,. working the
model like n accordian, have Min demonstrate hoW It works to the class. 'Encour-

age student to work the muscle model several times.
Note: Models will work better with repeated use. ,

14. Place the model on the desk, and demonstrate as shown in Diagram 2. Ask the s

dents to work their models in a similar way. Ask the students: Whathappens
the length of the muscle model when you spread it out? How can y9u tell?

Show me how you can tell.it is shorter?
Now we know that the muscle model got shorter. What else hapfend t it as you

pulled out the sides? What two things would a muscle do whgn it orks?

23
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15. Teacher should hOld up your model in the contracted (short, fat) condition, and
say:

Show me what position your arm Would be in When your bicepsmuscle is like this.

Now put your model in the relaxed (long, narrow) condition by pulling on the ends.
Show me what position your arm would be in.when your biceps muscle is like
this.

16. Now call on each` pair of students todemonArate the two states of the biceps.
Have them use their muscle models and arms in approprlate positions.

17. Instruct the students to:
a. Feel again what happens to your arm muscles when you raise your handdrom

the desk top.
b. Place your model on the top of your leg as you sit in vour chair. Now use

the model to show me how yotr thigh muscle mighi act to move your,lower leg.
\-

THIS IS A GOOD PLACE TO BREAK. SAVE THE MUSCLE MODELS FOR THE NEXT DAY'S ACTIVITY.

1.. The continuation of --the previous activity includes yne construction of an arm
model that will illusthte muscle function and att4chment, their relationshiu
to bones, and the function of joints.

2. Prio'r to starting this activity, construct your own model of the arm as shown in
Diagram 3. Be sure you are familiar with how it- unctions. Do not display it,
.however, for in his activity the students will attempt to'design and construct
their own moqels. Student-made models may be as good as youTs. ll'on, student
model functiors properly you will not need to use your model at all"!

3. Teacher should ask the students hoWthey can tell one end of,theix arm from the
other? 4

'7 kl
4. Now tell the students to cut oui a Paper model of one of your hands. Have students

trace a han'd oh the sheet of paper provided, and cut out around the outline,

, 5. Teacher then asks':, :

What can you feel in Our arm besides muscles?
How many "bones" do yob think you.would need to make a model of the arm to go
with the' paper hand
.

6. Let's find .out how mad-ly'You would need. See if you can make a model of your arm.
Work in the same pairs.you did to make the muscle model, .

t7. Place the 1" x 1/8" x 12" Sticks and masking oregth tape on a table. _..Tell stu-
',, dents to-'use their=ffiuscle'models, han8 outlines, and whatever else they need rom

the supply tableto make a worting arm model.

8. Teacher tiottld keep previously constructed, functioning arm podel out of sight.

9. Student models vary in many ways, but students will p bably distover that:'
1. Two "bo esNsticlis) are required.
2. A.joint is needed.
3. Ta0ing t "Muscle" to the "bones" is reqUiTed.
4. Proper posi "oning of the "musile" is necessary for the "arm" to function

as a real arm.
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Encourage students to study how their own arms work as they make their models.

10. When most students have finished, discuss each Model. Have one student in each
pair dempionstrate how their model works. Have him point out similarities to the
real arm. Ask students to tell about any problems they have have had.

Now bring out your model and have students compare their models with yours. Some
of the student models will be very functional. Your'model can be used to reinforce
their good work. Other models will be less functional. These less functional
models can serve as a basis for a good discussion of why an arm built like their
model would not work very well.

Application - Extension

After eompleting the arm model the design can be utilized in constructing legs:

For reinforcementtask the students to use similar principles and constract a work-
ing leg model. This activity serves as a check to see if the principles have
transferred sufficiently from the models to their bodies.

DESIRED CEARNING OUTCOME: Ability td describe how muscles move parts of. the-body.

Diagram 1

Folded mete-

Tape

Diagram 2

7
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 18-1 Systems ,

PageT-65/S-33 Systems Interact -in the Hands (40-45 min.)
.

PURPOSE: Apply the.concept of the skeletal- and muscular systems to the human-Rand.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: 'Materials If possible, a model of the
human skeletal system,
otherwise a.picture may
be used.

/ - several (8-10) peanuts
in the shells for ea0

a nutAcnd bolt for each
student'

a roll of tape

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
skeletal system'
bones
thumb

interact

muscular system

Identification Cards
skeletal system

1. Using a model or picture of the human skeletal system, have students examine it.
Ask them what they think it is. Introduce the term skeletal system,,explaining
that it is made up of Many boneg that work together or interact.

2. Have the students-read the first paragraph on page 33. Teacher may paraphrase.
1.

3. Discuss fhe parAraph with the students. You may wish to review how each end of
a muscle is attached to a different bone and how the contraction of a muscle makes
bones move.

4. Have the students examine the x-ray piCture of the bones in a person's hand. Ask
them what part of the body it is. Can they find it on the 48,d'el or in the Picture
of the skeleton used earlier? Can they identify the thumb? 'Why do they think the
thumb is such an important adaptation? Use this'guestion for stitulating thinking
and discussion. At this point it is not important that they know the answer.

5. Have students compare their hand, to a dog's paw. Can peopte,qo things with their
hands that dogs cannot do with.'their pawS?

6. Explain to the students that they will try to do an activity without using their
thumbs.

7. Explain/the directions for the activities.

8. Discuss the directions with the students making sure they understand what they are
to do.

9. Divide'the class into groups of two and diStribute the materials.

10. Have the students begin the activity. Make sure that the students' thumbs are
taped as in the photograph on page 33. The tip of the thumb must be taped so it
is immovable. Another manipulative activity would be to have students try to screw
a nut'onto-a_ with their 'thumbs taped and.then untaped.

26
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11. Discuss the activity. with the students. Include the italicized questions in the
discussion. Ask them what an animal with paws might use to break peanuts (prob-
ably mouth parts). -ea

12. Have the students help you cleanlup the broken sh Ils. They can eat the peanuts if
yOuwish.

13. Have the students respond to and discuss the numbered questions. In discussing the
last question; ask the students if they can think of any'disadvantages of walking
on two legs. Because of the body weight being supported by two-feet rather thart
four, people sometimes have sore feet and fallen arches. The ,horizontal back of a
four-legged animal better supports weight. People often complain of backaches be-
cause most of thewweight of the upper half of the body rests on disks between the
back bones.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should describe how the thumb is an adaptation.
rt**********************34*************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Systems
Page T-66/S-34 Systems, Have Parts (40-45 min.)

'PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Describing how to tell if certain structures make up a system.
2. Identifying an animal by its skeletal system.
3. Describing how various systems Nteract and how they are adaptations.,
4. Matching systems to their names and naming one function for each system.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
O

Have the students turn to pages 34 and 35 and read hrough the lesson. Teacher may
paraphrase the text and questions. Rewrite the quetions on the' board if necessary.

2. Have.the students proceed with the lesson when you are certain that they understand'
what they are to do: Encourage the students to look atthe pictures carefully.

3. Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.

4. Let the students correct their= own papers to enable them to evaluate their own pro-
gress, if you wish.

5- Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to all or most of each questior. ,you may assume that he or she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.,

6. For further informal evaluation, have the students turn back to page 24,and look at
the picture that introduces Part B. Ask them why they think that particular pic-
ture was used to introduce the part that they have just completed. Suggest that
they look for clues in the part title and in the cluster title on Page 25. The
students should be able to:
a. identify snake bones as a skeletal system. ,
b. infer that a snake's skeleton gives it shape, and protects its soft parts.

********************************************4*****************************************
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Level 5 Unit 1 Adaptations

Part B Inside Adaptations, Lesson Cluster 1B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title -
A s

-
41,4

Teaching Time
Suggested

,

T-72,74 Introduction/ What Are Cells? 60 min. .

Development Looking at Cells
T-76 Development Cell, Structure 40 min.

T-77 Development Cells in Your Body 40 min.

T-78 Application One-Celled Organisms 45 min.

T-79 Evaluation Properties of Cells 40 min.

NOTE: First 2 lessons in the cluster have been combined in order to make the
introduction to a new concept more concrete. *

-

B. MATERIALS: Seelist on page T-69 -

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set X, Structural Systems, and XVII, Adaptations
are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION and DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Cells
Pages 7-72-75/S-36-38 What Are Cells? and Looking At Cells ,(60 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce and to develop the concept of cells by observing and comparing
plant and animal cells. Note: If microscopes and other materials are
not available, you may still do page 38 of this lesson.

'ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: There is an exception to the
definition of cells. Viruses are not made of cells.
They are particles much smaller than cells, arid are

not capable of any-metabolic life of their own. They
live within cells of other organisms. They cannot
even reproduce themselves without the aid of living
cells. There is also disagreement As to whether
viruses are alive.

Materials -1 box glass'microscope slides.
- 1 box cover slips, for slides
-1 onion1 cut into small pieces
-1'bottle of iodine
- newspaper, to cover desks
- 1 elodea plant, available at aquarium supply shops
-crayons
- commercially prepared slides of pignt and animsi cells (optional) -
-unlined paper, several sheets for each student

Language Cards/Key Signs
a cell
a microscope
a nucleus
a slide
a plant cell
an animal cell

Identification Cards
a microscope
some plant cells
same animal cells



Materials -2 containers, 118 mL (4 oz.), for each pair of students
-One of the following for each pair of students:
microscope, 25X-22X or 50X-200X
tcpth pick, ,flat, wooded

Collect 611 the materials and put them on a centrally-located supply table. Put
about- 1 mL of flukstaining solution into half ofthe containers and 1 mL of water
into the other half so that each pair of students has 2 containers, 1 of staining
solution and one of-water.

In addition to the slides that the students prepare: you may wish to prepare other
Rinds of plant cells for viewing. Using a single-edged razor blade, cut thin
translucent slices from a carrot, green pepper, celery, or radish. To mount,
follow the directions for an onion skin on page 37. You may also wish to borrow
some commercially prepared slides of plant and animal cells from a junior high or
high school sclance class.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that they are going to look at pieces of food, plants,
and themselves through the microscope. Explain that in order to do this they
must prepare slides which will hold these different things under the microscope.

2. Ask the class if anyone knows what a cell is. Accept all ideas. Tell the
students that they will learn about cells in this lesson.

3. Divide the class into groups of 2.

4. Have the students read the directions on page 37 for the activity, and stress
that they should examine the pictures carefully.

5. Discuss the directions with. the students when they,have completed their reading.
Choose one student in each group to scrape cells from.his or her mouth. Stress

that they should make sure to use the flat end of the toothpicks when scraping
cells from inside their mouths. Also stress that when preparing the slides,
there should be no air bubbles under the cover slip.

6. Caution the students against getting the iodine solution on their hands or faces
or in their mouths. Tell them that iodine can make them very sick. Also tell

them not to get the solution on their skill or clothes because it will stain.

7. DistributeAdhe materials.

8. Have -the students locate the
to find the magnifying lens,
or turns to adjust the focus
the students firrd the stage,
where the focusing knob is.
focuses light upward.

9. ,Let the students begin the activity after they have practiced using the

microscopes. It may be helpful to first demonstrate the activity or do

the activity along with the students.

10. Encourage the students to share their observations with one another as they

work and tto describe"whit they see.

main parts of thel.microscopes. AVi'thein first

usually mounted in a tube that moves up and down
of the image of whatever, is on a slide. Next have
or platform, where a slide is placed. Show them
Finally, have the students find the mirror that

416
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11. Explain to'the students that they are looking at plant and animal cells. Ask

them which of the samples are animal cells (mouth) and which are plant cells
(onion and leaf).

12. Have the students read page 36. Teacher may paraphrase the information.

13. Have the students turn to page 38 when they have finished viewing theii_slides.

14. Have the students read page 38. Teacher may paraphrase the'information.

15. Discuss the directions for drawing the cells with the students..

16. Let them proceed with their drawings when you ace certain they understand what
they are to do.

17. Discuss the students' drawings with them. You may wish to display the drawings
on a bulletin board for future reference. Use the identification cards to label
each area of the display.

18. Conclude the lesson with a discussioR,of the numbered questions on pages 36 and
38. Make sure that the students recognize leaf cells as having small green
structures in them and thicker cell coverings. Onion cells also have thicker
cell coverings, but no green structures.

6ESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe cells as tin), sections of living
matter found in all plants and animals. Abil4ty to draw
plant and animal cells, and describe how they are alike
and different.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 18-2 Cells
Page T-76/S-39 Cell Structures (40 min.)

PURPOS : Develop the concept of cells and their structures by introducin structures
andand functions of typical ,plant and animal cells. .....

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -drawings of cells made in
previous lesson

. s,

TEACHVNG SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by asking the students to recall
the cell structures that they have obser=ved in the
previous lekori (nucleus, outside covering, tiny
green structures).

Language Ca ds/Key Signs

cell stru/ures
a nucleus
a cell membrane
a cell wall

1

2. Explain to the students that they will be.abte to learn more about cell structures
in this lesson.

3. Have the students read the introductory paragraph and study the pictures on
page 39. Teacher may paraphrase information.

4. Ask the students how the pictures compare with the pictures that they drew ih
the previous lesson. The pictures on page 39 are generalized cells that the
students should be able to relate tp their drawings. -Help them to identify the
nucleus, cell wall and cell membrane in their drawings.

39
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Have the students read the remainder of the page and answer italicized questions

to find out about the cell structures. Teacher may paraphrase information.

6,. Discuss each structure with the students when thay have finished reading. Make

sure that the students understand the difference between a cell membrane and a

cell wall. When discussing the green structures, refer the students to the pic-

tures of the root cells on page 36 and the onion cells on page 38. Have them

relate the cells' lack of green structures to the plants' environments.
A

7. Answer numbered questions on page 39.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to name strucres in plant and animal cells and
describe their functios".

*****k************************************************************** ***************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 Cells

Page T-77/S-40 Cells in Your Body (40 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of cells and adaptation to specialized human body cells

and their functions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -picture of humelnerve
cells (optional)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

. Begin the lesson by aving*the students read the intro-

duction to the lesson on page 40. Teacher may para-

phrase information.

2. Explain to the students that the pictures on page 40
show human cells seen through a microscope. Ask them

to speculate What the functionS of the different. kinds

of cells might be.

Language Cards/Key Signs
human muscle cells
human skin cells
red blood cells
white blood cells

Identification Cards
human muscle cells
human skin cetls
human blood cells

3. Havb-the students read page 40 and answer the italicized questions. Teacher may

paraphrase information.

4. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work, making

sure that they can identify the kind of cell pictured in A, B, and C.

5. Have the students compare the skin cells shown in picture B with the mouth cells

shown on page 38. Students should find that the cells are alike because they

come from similar tissue.

6. Students may draw pictures of muscle, skin and blo9d cells and add them to the

bulletin board display. Use the identification Cards for labels.

7. Show a picture of human nerve cells to the students, if possible. Explain to the

students that nerve cells connect to each other to form long nerves. Further

explain that nerves reach all parts of the body and help them work. Ask the stu-

dents to find the nucleus in muscle and nerve cells. Have them compare muscle

and nerve cells.

8. Conclude the lesson by having the students respond to and discuss the numbered

40
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questions.. Make sure that the students understand that muscle cells, skin cells,
and blood cells are adaptations that help keep people alive.

DESIRED LEARNING *OUTCOME: Ability to name 3 kinds of body cells.and describe their
functions.

*********** **************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1B -2 Cells
Page 1-78/S-41 One=Celled Organisms (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply what students have learned about cells to various one-celled
organisms.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -pond water (see Advance
Preparation, page T-78)
crayons, several boxes

- paper, unlined.

-pencils
One of the following for
each pair of students:

- microscope

glass slide
cover slip
medicine dropper

-containers, 118 mL (4 oz.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
pond water

Identification Cards
one-celled organisms
from pond water

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to descri.bethe smallest plant or
animal that they have ever seen. After the students have had an opportunity to
discuss their responses, explain to them that they wiii. be learning about organisms
that can be seen only with a microscope.

2. Have the students read the first two paragraphs, if th4 are to do the activity.
Teacher paraphrase.

3. Encourag the students to examine the pictures carefully.

4. Discuss th8 directions for preparing the slides.with the students. Emphasize
that there should be no air bubbles under the cover slip.

5. Distribute the materials, and have the students do.the:activity. Allow sufficient
time for the students to draw several cells.

6. Drawings may be displayed using the identification card for a-label,

7. Have the students read the remainder of the lesson and answer the questions.

,8. Allow the students to share their responses with their neighbors as they work.

9. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Abilityil-o describe one-celled Organisms found in pond
water.

***************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson.Cluster 1B-2 Cells
Page T.A79/S-42 Properties of Cells (40 In.)

.4-

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:.
1. Identifying cells, distinguishing between plant and animal cells, and

identifying the structures within a plant cell that make food.
2. Identifying objects that are made of cells.

moo, 3. Naming organisms having more cells and fewer cells than a given
organism.

4. Explaining why you cannot see most cells and describing how you could
look at them.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 42 and read through the lesson., Teacher may
paraphrase the questions.

2. Have the students_ proceed with the lesson when you are certain that they
understand what they are to do.

3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed their work.

4. Let the students correct their own papers, if you wish.

5. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each indivdual;s progress. If a

student correctly responds to all or most of each question you may assume that
he orshe has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is /ready to go on
to the next cluster.

************************************************************************************
11**
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. Level 5 Unit 1 Adaptations

Part C Behavioral Adaptiflons,Lesson Cluster 1C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies

.

%Lesson Title
'Tekhing Time

Suggested

T-86 Introduction What is Behavior 25-35 min.
T-87 Development Eye Behavior 45 min.

T-88` Development Earthworm Behavior 50 min.

T-90 Development Behaviors Have Functions 35 min.
T-92 Development Inborn or Learned' 35-40 min.
T-93 Application Learn a Behavior 35-40 min.
T-95 Evaluation Behaving 30-40 min.

NOTE: Lesson A Maze, T-94, has been omitted.

,
B. MATERIALS - See list on T-83.

See Advance Preparation on page T-88 before beginning cluster.
See Advance Preparation on page T-102 for net cluster.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set X, Structural Systems, and XVII, Adaptations,
are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 1C-1 Animal Behavior
Page T-86/S-44 What is Behavior? (25-35 min.)

PURPOSE: T2 introduce the concept of behavior.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - several magazines with pic-
tures illustrating
animaand human behaviors

Enough of the following to
supply the entire class:
- scissors

paste
- unlined paper
- crayons

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Lapquaqe Card /Key Signs
behavior

Identification Cards
behaviors - use for

title of bulletin
board

J. Begin the lesson by asking the students to read the lesson title, What Is Behavior?
Ask the students if they can answer the question. You may find from their respon-
ses that students think of behavior, subjectively, as either pogitive or negative.
As you proceed through the part, encourage students to refer to behavior objective-
ly.

43
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2. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 44 to find out about behavior.
Teacher may paraphrase the text.

3. Discuss the term behavior with the students. Ask them if they can name any Pe-
haviois It may help to use behaviors in the classroom during discussion as ex-

Acceptarly responses that describe things organisms do, except internal
activities such as digesting food and breathing.

4. Have the students read the remainder of page 44 and answer the questions. Teacher
may paraphrase the text and questions.

4

5. Discbss the lesson with the studbnts when they have finished their work. If you

4P-

find that students have trouble identifying behaviors, you may wish to provide fur-
ther practice in a similar activity. You may cut pictures from magazines and use
the numbered questions with the pictures. This can be dohe as a class, or indi-
vidually.

7. Extend the lesson by haYing students make a bulletin beard display/entitled Be-
haviors as a class or free-time activity. Point out to them w re you have put
the materials that the may use for their pictures. They may e ther cut out pic-
tures from magazines or raw pictures of animal or human behaviors. As the stu-
dents proceed through t part, they can add pictures of animals and plants ex-
hibiting behaviors as w II as other information that they may gather.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to-name some behaviors and describe how ..they might
be responses to an organism's environment.

4*************************************************4*********************************

DEVELOPMENT: 1C-1 Animal Behavior
Page T-87/5 -45 Eye Behavior (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept that behavi.pr is often a response to the environment,
by observing the pupil in response to changing light conditions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials 1;pubil measuring card for
each student

(Duplicate and cut out enough pupil-measuring cards
from Appendix A, page T,532, so that each student or
pair of students will have one card. There are four
cards on the page, so you will only need to duplicate
one fourth of the number needed. You may wish to
have students help with cutting the cards apart.)

- at least one mirror

Language Cards/Key Signs
eye behavior
pupil

Identification Cards

1. Duplicate the chart on page 45 either on the board or a transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students if they can name an eye behavior. Stu-
dents may remember blinking from the previous lesson.

(14
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2. Ask' the students to read the introduction to the ctivity on page 45 to find out
about another kind of eye behavior. Teacher may pa hrase the text.

3. Discuss the term pupil with the students. Make sure that they can identify the
part of the eye to which the term refers. Have the students identify their class-
mates pupi,Isnd their own pupils by looking in a mirror.

4. Have the students read the directions to the activity. Teacher may par phrase.
Use a blackboard or transparency copy of the chart on page 45 to explain how it is
to be filled in.

5. Tell the students that to measure in bright light, the students being measured
should look out of a window or sit in sunlight. For shadow, they should just turn
off the light in the room. Finally, for dark, students should cover the eye %gip-
a hand for severarSinutes to give the pupil. time to open.

6. Distribute the materials to the students Ad let them examine tie pupil-measuring
cards.

7. Let them begin the activity when you are certain that they understa d what they
are to do.

8. Discuss the italicized questions with the students when they have finished the
activity. 4u may want to draw a large chart on the chalkboard and compute the
class average pupil size.

9. Have the students resoond to and discuss the numbered questions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to measure a classmate's pupil size in bright light,
shadow. and dark and identify the pupil's changing size as a
behavior.

****************************.*********************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: JC-J Animal Behavior
Page T-88/S-46 Eartliworm Behaviors (50 min.)

PURPOSE:. Develop the concept that behavior is often a response to the environment
and to introduce the concept that behaviors as well as structures can be
adaptations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: You may obtain earthworms from a bait shop or have students bring
them to Class. The earthworms should be stored in a container of soil. The soil
should be kept moist so that the earthworms won't dry out. You may use direct sun-
light as well as 6 lamp or flashlight for experiment A. It is advisable to have
some type of artificial light in case of cloudy weather. Just before class, add
soil and four worms to each box and fill the containers with water.

45

Language Cards/Key Signs
earthworm
adaptation

Identification Cards
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Materials - The class should be divided into groups of 4 students for this
lesson. Tfie following materials are needed for each group:
- soil, about 1 lb.

-'3 earthworms
- 1 box, such as a sweater box (2" x 8f" x 11")

1.flashlight or desk lamp
1 piece of ulacka paper (9" x 12")

- 1 container of water (8 oz.)
3 paper towels

- 1 dinner plate
- 3 ice cubes

Also have for the class:,
- 1 spray bottle of water
- 1 container of water for class supply

TEACHING'SUGGESTIONS:

1. Initiate a discussion 'by asking the students to describe earthworm behavior. Refer
the students to the photo of the earthworm on page 29. Many students may want to
share their experiences with earthworms when using them for bait, or when finding
them while digging in soil.

2. Have students read first paragraph on page 46. Teacher may paraphrase text.

3. Briefly review the term adaptation with the students.

4. Have students read the next 3 paragraphs. Teacher may paraphrase text.

5. Discuss the earthworm a its environment with the students.

6. Have the students read the next paragraph and:tile directiOns for experiment A. .

Stress that the pictures are examples of how tiley `will do each experiment. En-
courage them to examine the appropriate pictUre carefully.

7. Discuss the directions with the students. Explain-that the paper towel should be
moist, not soaked. They Can keep the towel and earthworms from drying out by
spraying the towel with water from a spray bottle,

8. Divide the students into groups of 4 to do the exppriments.

9. Show the students where the materials are located and let them to experiment A.

10. Discuss the related italicized questions with, the students when they have completed
experiment A. Note the results of the experiment on the chalkboard for future
reference.

'11. Have the students read the directions for experiments B and G on page 47. Again
stress the importance of the picture.

12. DiscusS the directions with them. Explain that they should work quickly so, that
the earthworms will not dry out. during the experiments.

46
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13. . Have them do the exp s when you are certain that they understand what they
are to do.

14. *Mow them to shard eir responses to the italicized questions as they work. Re-

cord the.results of.the two experiments on the chalkboard.

15. Have the students respond to and 'discuss the numbered questions.
a

16. Discuss earthworm behavior as an adaptation.: Make -sore the students understand that
behaviors; as well as structured, have,fuhctions4ind are adaptations.

17. Replace the earthworms intheVr natural environment.

18. Review the results of the 3 experiments that were recorded on the board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify and describe earthworm behavibr and
tell how they are adaptations.

***********************************************************************t**************

DEVELOPMENT: 1C-1 Animal Behavior
Page T-90/S-48 Behaviors Have Functions (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that-behavior is often a response to the environ-
ment and to introduce the concept that behaviors as well as structures can
be adaptations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: The pictures in this lesson may be
used for about different
animal behav, and their role as
an adaptation for survival.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Discuss each picture with the class by asking them
what the animals are doing, and how this behavior
helps them to survive.

4

2. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 48.
to find out about other kinds of adaptations. Teacher

may paraphrase.

3. Discuss behavior as an adaptation with the students: Make sure they understand

that behaviors, as'well as structures, have-functions and are adaptations.

4. Have illaistudenfskgad about the'animals pictured on pages 48 and 49.

Language Cards /Key Signs

deer
spider
monkeys
geese
racoon
rabbit,
bobcat
adaptation

Identification Cards

5. Discustthe pictures with the students using the italicized question as a guide.

6. Have the students respond to and discuss the numbered questions. Make sure the

st nts understand that structure and behavior are 'related.

SIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to idedtify behaviors and ex-
plain how they are adaptations.

***********4****************************i*4*******************If**********************
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DEVELOPMENT: 1C-1 An Behaviors
Page T-92/S250 144boin or Learned (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the conpt of behavior to the distinction between inborn and learned
behaviors.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Background Information - In practice
it is not always possible to tell whether a behavior
is% inborn or learned. A learnedbehabior always in-
volves inborn capabilities,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students read the
first sentence on page 50. Discuss this question with the students. Accept all
opinions and record some of them on the board. In order to stimulate discussion
have the students look at the first picture on page 50. Ask them what the birds
are doing, what behavior do they see. After everyoneunderstands what the birds -

are doing, return to the original question. Pictures from pages 48-49 may also
be useful.

4

2. Have the students read the rest of the paragraph. Teacher may paraphrase the text.

3. Ask the students to compare their original ideas.to what-they read.

Language Cards/Key Signs
inborn behaviors
learned behaviors

Identification Cards

4. Have the students read the next paragraph. Teacher may Paraphrase.

5. Write the term inborn on the chalkboard. Discuss the term with the students, making
sure they un rstand its meaning.

6. Have the students read the remainder of the lesson and.answer the numbered ques-
tions.

7. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work. You may
ask students to name animal behaviors and discuss whether the behaviors are inborn
or learned. Some possibilities for discussion are inborn behaviors such as cater-
pillars spinning cocoons, spiders spinning webs, and insects cooperating. ,Examples
of learned behavibrs might be young birds learning to fly, avoidance of food that
doesn't taste good, and oystercatcher birds teaching their young to break the shells
of mussels. Also discuss how. learned behavior may be partly inborn.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify behaviors as inborn or learned and
describe how it is an adaptat0f.

**************************************************x***********************************

APPLICATION: 1C-1 Animal Behaviors
Page T-93/S-51 Learn a Behavior (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the concept of learned behaviors to humans by learning a new behavior
in class through practice.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1 stop watch

48.
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LanguageCards/Key Signs
practice
learned behavior
trial
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that they, will have a new
learned behavior by the end of the lesson.

2, Have the students read the first four paragraphs on page 51 to find out what they
are to do. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Nave all members of the class except one stand around the periphery of the room
holding hands. The person on either end of the fine has a hand free. The person
not in the line will be the timer.

4. Have thestudents do the activity when you are certain they understand what they
are to do. Make sure that the student starting the squeezing is the one with his
or her right hand free.

5. Discuss the italicized questions with the students when they have finished the
activity. Stress that as you learn by practicing, speed increases. You may want
to graph the results on the board, or have students graph them. Plot time on the
vertical axis and the number of trials on the horizontal axis. Most graphs will
probably show a decrease in learning time for the first three or four trials and
then a leveling off.

6. Have the students respond to and discuss the numbered questions. Discuss how im-
proving reaction time can be advantageous_, such as avoiding danger or getting to
food.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to learn a behavior by practicing.
**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: 1C-1 Animal Behavior
Page T-95/S-53 Behaving C30-40 'min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in reference to the followingobjec-
tives:

1. Describing how given behaviors are adaptations.
2. Identifying animal behaviors as inborn or learned.
3. Identifying what information is needed to find out how a.behavior helps

an animal.
4. Describing bow an animal learns a behavior.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 53 and read through the lesson. Teacher may para-
phrase text and questions, and write the questions on the board-.

2. Have the students proceed with the lesson when you are certain that they understand
what they are to do.

3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed their work.

4. List the students correct their own papers,,,,if you wish.

5. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each individuals progress. If a stu-

dent correctly responds to all or most of the questions, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.

******i**************i**********************************************************4*****
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A. CLUSTER OUTLfl4E:

Level 5 Unit 1 Behavioral Adaptations

Part C Plant Behavior, Lesson Cluster 1C-2

Teaching Time

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title -

/?4

Y

Suggested

T-100

T-102
T-103
T-104
T-108

Introduction

Development
Enrichment
Development
Evaluation

.Responses'of Plants
Behavior in Light
Tendril Response .

Response to Gravity
Changes in Plants

40-45 min.

35-40 min.
40-45 min.
40-45 min.
35-40 min.

, .

NOTE: Lessons owing in the Right Direction, T-106, and Planning a Garden, T -407,,

have bedilltmmitted. .

8. MATERIALS: See list on T-97 and Advance PreparAtiOn on T-102..

FILMSTRIP,INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set X, Structural Systems, and XVII, Adaptations,
. are appropriatt for use in this unit.

_

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Plant Behavior
'Page T-100/S-54. ResponseSforPlants (40-45 min.)

PUKPOSE: Introduce the concept that plants as well as animals behave in response to
their environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -The following plants are
optional:

- Venus Fly Trap

- mimosa plant
- cucumber, squash or pea

- plant

You4may wish to obtain & Venus Fly Trap, a mimosa plant
and a plant with tendrils such as cucumber, squash or
pea plant for the students to observe. Having the
plar*s in the classroom will help the students to com-
pare the plants' properties and behaviors as well as
the speeds with which the plants can move. Use Identi-

fication cards to-label each plant.

Language Cards/KeysSigns
plant behavior
Venus Fly Trap

mimosa plant
cucumber, squash or pea

plant

Identification Cards
Venus Fly Trap
mimosa plant
cucumb squash or pea

plan

Background Information: .Venus Fly Traps,,grow naturally in a small coastal region

in North and South Carolina. The soil in Which the plants live lacks a sufficient

amount of nitrogen, A.plant gets the nitrogen it needs by 'digesting the soft parts

of insects. There are three sensitive hairs on each leaf that trigger the leaf to

close like a trap when an insect lands on-one of.them. Note that Venus Fly Trap ,

50
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is not spelled the Common way, Venus's-flytrap. This is done intentionally to .

aid in readability.

The mimosa is a very sensitive plant, whose leaves can move if they are touched:-

TEACHING SUGGEST16NS:

gin the lessoCibY- having the Studer-eft-read the first paft-graph on page 54:--NOr---
I(

Teacher may paraphrase text.

2r Ask the students if they have ever noticed a plant behave in acertain way. If

students mention plants moving with the wind as a behavior, explain to them that.

ti this motion is not a behavior because the plant is being moved rather than moving

by itself.

3.. Have the students read the remainder of,the page and study the photographs. If

you have a sample show it to the class.

4. Discuss the the Venus Fly Trap with the students. You may wish to share thedn-

formation in Background Information with them at this point. Have them describe

the outside structures of the plant.that they can observe in the pictures. Make

sure that the students realize that the pictures of the Venus Fly Trap are a

sequence of photos of the same plant, showing it trapping an insect.

5. Have the students turn to and read page 55. Teacher may paraphrase:

6. Allow the students to discuss the pictures. If you have real mimosa plants

and a plant with tendrils, let the children examine them.

7. Students should answer numbered questions and share their responses.

8. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have finished the page. When

discussing tendrils remind students of the application lesson in Cluster 1A-2

about plant structures that keep in certain positions. If there are plants in

your region that display similar behavior to those in this lesson, you may wish

to discuss them with the students. Also discuss other plant behavior such as

flowers that open and close.

9. Conclude the lesson by asking the students to name the outside structures that

allow a plant to.behave the way if does. Venus Fly Traps have leaves that can

close around insects; mimosa plants have leaves that can turn; and many vines
have tendrils that can wrap around objects.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe three plant behaviors.
***************************************************************************************

I
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Plant Behavior
Page T-102/S-56 Behavior in Light (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Develdp the concept that plants have behavioral adaptations by studying
growthi in the direction Of sunlight.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -seedlings that have to
be started roughly if weeks
earlier

-4 cartons (1 ft.) with 1

open side
-paper and pencil for each
child

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

Identification Cards
(labels for the seedlings)

1. Infroduce the lesson by asking the students to recall the plant they studied #
that behaved in response to sunlight (mimOsa). Explain to the students that
they will be able to observe behavior in response to light in other kiniprof
plants.

2. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 56. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Discuss the paragraph with the students. Check their understanding by asking
them to name environmental factors that, if changes, might cause plants to ow

behavior (heat, light, soil, air, water, etc:).

4. Have the students read the directions for the activity.

5. Discuss the directions with the students, pointing out the location of the
materials.

6. Choose several students to place the potted seedlings irn the cartons and arrange
the cartons pear the window. The same combination of plants should be in each
carfon.

' 7. Have the students, individually, or in groups, go up to the cartons, observe
the plants, and record the directions in which the plants are growing. A chart
like the one below may be used to record direction.

DIRECTION
Ai Open side toward windoW
B Open side toward blackboard
C Open side toward wall

D Open side tow4i0SWelt.wall

8. Ask the students to predict in which directions the plants will grow.

9. Appoint one or more students to be in charge of watering the plants for the
duration of the week.

10. Have the students again observe the plants after one week.

11. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. In discussing question 2, you
may have students dig up some of the plants and observe the direction in which
the roots have grown.
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. DESIRED LEARNIF16OUTCOME: Ability to identify plant growth toward sunlight as a
behavior.

***************************************************************************************

ENRICI5vIENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Plant Behavior
Page T-103 Tendril Response (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept that plants have behavioral adaptations by observing
tendril response to string, and comparing the heights of plants grown with
and without string supports. This lesson does not appear in the student
text.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -Have enough of the follow-
ing so each pair of stu-
dents will have:
2 foam. sups 237 mL (8 oz.)

-soil for each cup
pencils

-container of water
10 pea seeds

- 1 wooden dowel 35 cm (14 in)
-string 35 cm (14 in)
- scissors

-metric ruler

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

`Language Cards /Key Signs
tendrils
tendril response

Identification Cards
pea plants grown with

string

pea plants grown without
string

42
1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to recall the definition of a tendril

. (a thin shoot that can wrap around a thin object).

2. Explain to the students that they will be able to observe tendril behavior.

3. Divide the students into groups of 2 and distribute the materials.

4. Have each group poke small holes in the bottom of the cups and then plant five
pea seeds in each of two cups. The soil and cups should be the same for each

_population.

5. Have the students set a string for one of the two cups of plants. To do this
they should tie one end of a string securely to one end of a dowel, then push the
other end of the dowel into tfe soil near the rim of the cup. Next they should
tape the free end of the string to the side of the cup opposite the dowel.

6. Tell the students to be sure to place both cups i,p the same amount of light and
water them equally.

7. Write the following chart on the chalkboard for the students to copy.

Week Date
Heights of

Plants Grown
Heights of

'''Plants Grown
With String Without String

1 cm cm
2 cm cm
3 cm ,cm

4 CM cm
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8. Explain to the students that they should measure and record the average heights
in each cup every week for four weeks. Provide help in calculating the
averages.

9. Discuss the activity with the students when they have filled in the entire chart.
The students should find that the plants in the cups with the string are higher.

10. Ask the students how a tendril's response to a string ig an adaptation (keeps the
plant's leaves high and exposed to light).

ot

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe how tendril behavior is an adaptation.
***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:. Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Plant Behavior
Page T-104/5 -57 Response to Gravity (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop further the concept that plants have behavioral adaptations by
observing how sprouting seeds respond to being placed in different positions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Note Before gathering materials,
read the Teaching Suggestions and
decide whether the seed "sandwich"
will be made by the children or demon-,

strated by the teacher., Once you
have decided collect the following
materials for each seed "sandwich."
Materials -2 panes of glass, 20 cm x 25.5 cm (8 in. x 10 in.)

4 seeds, bean or corn
-2 paper towels
2 rubber bands, size 1133

- 1 bowl, with bottom 30 cm (1 ft.) in diameter,
18 cm x 28 cm x 4 cm ',(7 in. x. 11 in. x 11 in.) with
water 3 cm deep
- masking tape

Language Cards/Key Signs
gravity
roots
stem

The glass can be purchased and cut 1-o size at most hardware stores. Before dis-
tributing glass to the students, cover all the edges with masking tape to prevent
any possibility of cuts. If you are unable to obtain enough glass for the groups,
you may do the activity as a demonstration.

Bean or corn seeds work best in this lesson. The seeds should be soaked overnight
in water before the day they are to be used.

'TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: 4,0"?

1. Introduce the lesson by throwing an object into the air, and catching it. Ask
the children whether they were surprised that the object came back down. Have
them explain why. Most students will probably say that gravity is involved.
Offer no further explanation of gravity at this time because gravitational force
is introduced in Unit 2, FORCES.

2. Have the class road the first three paragraphs on page 57. Teacher may paraphrase.
Ask the students what effect they think gravity might have on a plant's growth.
Do not offer any opinions.
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3. Have the class read paragraph four.

4. Distribute the paper and let the students make their charts. Stress that they
should make theiY charts as large as possible to have room for their drawings.

5. Have the students read the instructions for making ar-Seed "sandwich."

6. Divide the class into groups of 2 to make the sandwich, or, make the sandwich
as directed on the text page, as the students look on. If students do the
activity themselves, caution them to handle the glass panes very carefully to
prevent breakage and cuts. Make certain that the four seeds are oriented dif-
ferently as shown. The water level should contact the edge of the towels in the
sandwich at all times.

7. Have the students make a drawing in box A of their charts to show the placement
of seeds.

8. Have the students read the remainder of the lesson. It will be necessary to wait
a few days before completing the drawing in box B. Each morning and afternoon the
roots qn each seed may be measured, and that measurement recorded in the students'
charts, as well as one that might be kept on one side of the chalkboard. It will

be necessary to wait two or three more days before completing diagram C. Addi-
tional time will also be required before the students are ready for box D, and
finally E. Nonetheless, have them continue to record the daily growth of the
seedlings, as well_as the changes in direction. They may read and discuss appro-
priate lines of text with each passing day.

9. Conclude the lesson with a discussion of the numbered questions. Have the stu-
dents discuss the difference in the way roots and stems respond to gravity.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to explain that no matter how a seed is oriented
when it is planted, the roots will grow downward and the
stems will grow,upward in response to gravity.

4**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION': Lesson-Cluster 1C-2 Plant Behavior
Page T- 108/S -61 Changes in Plants (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:

1. 'Matching environmental factors with responding plant behaviors.
2. Naming the environmental factor a pl'ant(s) responded to and describing

how its behavior is an adaptation.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
0

1. Have the students turn to page 61 and read through the lesson. Teacher may para-
phrase text and questions. Question 2 'should be omitted since it is based on a
lesson that was not done.

Z. Haye the students proceed with _the lesson when you are certain that they under-
stand what they are to do. Make'sure they can identify pictures A, 8 and C.

3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed their work.
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4. Let the students correct their ,own papers, if you. wish.

5. Collect the papers:so that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a
student correctly responds to all or most of the questions, you may assume that
he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on
to the next cluster.

6. For further inJormal evaluation, have the studentS-turn back to page 43 and look
at the picture that introduces Part C. Ask them why they think that particular
pictura...was used to introduce the part that they just completed. Suggest that they
look for clues in the part title and in the cluster titles on pages 44 and 54
The students should be able to:

a. identify plant' behaviors such as tendrils climbing up posts and columns and
morning glories all facing the same direction with some flowers open and some
closed;

b. identify sunlight, objects, and gravity as environmental factors to which
the plants are-'responding;

c. identify animal behaviors such as birds building a nest, a cat stalking birds,
and birds flying away;

d. describe how the plant and animal behaviors are adaptations.

************************************************************************************

p
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Level 5 Unit 1 Adaptations

Part D Animal Stages, Lesson Cluster 1D-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching-Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

'' Suggested

T-114 Introduction Growth in Organisms 30-40 min.
T -115 Development Stages'of Mealworms 40-45 min.
T-117 'Development A Chicken Egg 40-45 en.
T-120 Development Parents andOffspring 40-45 min.
T-122 Applicatton Human Stage's 25-30 min.
T-123 Evaluation Living in Stages 40-45 min.

NOTE: Lessons Stages of Frogs T-116 and.Egg Adaptations, T-118 have been omitted.

B. MATERIALS: See list on T-111. See A1vance Preparation on T-115, Stages of Meal-
worms.

INt!ORMATION: Filmstrik qpt.,,Structural Systems, and SVII, Adaptations,,FILMSTRIP

are appegpOate for use in this (init.

INTRODUCTION: 1D-1 Animal Stages
Page T-114/S-63 Growth in Organisms (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that organisms go through stages as they grow, and
that different stages have different adaptations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none:

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having the students read the
first paragraph on page 63. Teacher may paraphrase
the information.

Language Cards/Key Signs
stages

organisms
adaptations

Identification Cards

2. Check to make sure the students understand the answers
to the riddles.

3. Have the class rgad the next paragraph, and look at.the pictures. You may refer,
to pictures of tadpole and frog on page 65.

4. Ask the class if they would have been able to predict what a caterpillar would look
like when it grew into an adult.

5. Have the students read the third paragraph. Teacher may paraphrase.
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6. Explain to the students that adaptations for reproduction help populations rather
than single organisms. Ask them why this is true (Adaptations for reproduction
do not help an organism stay alive. Reproduction, however, helps keep populations
alive). This is an extension of the meaning of adaptation used until now in this
part of the unit. Until now, adaptation related only to individual survival.

7. Have the students read the remainder of the lesson and, answer the questions.

8. Let the students share their responses with their neighbors as they work.

9. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work. Make
sure that-the students understand that almost all living things go through life
stages and that each stage has ,different adaptations.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to state that organisms go through life stages, and
that organisms have different adaptations at each stage.

*****************4********************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:. 1D-1 Animal Stages
Page T-115/S-64 Stages of Mealworms (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: Xvelop the. concept of very different life stages in animals, and of differ-
ent stages having different adaptations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information Mealworms go through what is known as "metamorphosis."
Thelarval stage of a mealworm lasts between four to five months. Molting will
occur ten to twenty times. The pupa stage lasts two to three weeks. Two or
three weeks later a grain beetle will emerge.

Materials - For this activity the students will work in
pairs. Have enough of the following so that each team
has: several mealworms*

1 glass jar with screw-on lids, 473 ml (16 oz)
2 or 3 tbIsp.of bran flakes

- 1 slice of apple
1 finishing nail
1 hammer -'his could be shared among the groups

- 4 sheets of unlined paper

Language Cards/Key Signs
mealworms
life stages
egg

larva

pupa

beetle
molting

*You can obtain mealworms from pet shops or science supply houses in quantities of
fifty or one hundred. Because the larval stage lasts several months, you may wish
to request old mealworms.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 64 and carefully examine the
pictures of the three stages. Teacher may paraphrase information.

2. Have the students read the next paragraph to find out what they are going to do.

3. Discuss the directions with the studenA. Explain to them that mealworms cannot
hurt them. Further explain that they can gently touch them and pick them UD.
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4. Divide the students into groups of 2 and distribute the materials.

5. Have the students set up the mealworms in the jars. Help them to poke holes
in the jars carefully using hammers and nails.

6. Have the students read the next 3 paragraphs, describing the larva, pupa and
beetle stages.

7. Students should draw a picture of the mealworm as they observe it in the jar, and
provide time for them to make their drawings as the mealworms go through stages.
You may wish to discuss the questions with the students now, or wait until all
the stages have been seen, or both.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to name and describe four life stages of a meal-
worm and describe adaptations at each stage.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 1D-1 Animal Stages
Page T-117/S-66 A Chicken Egg (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE.: Develop the ooncept,of life stages in animals by introducing the life stages
of a chicken egg.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - For this activity the stu-
dents will work in pairs.
Have enough of the follow-
ing so that each team has:
- 1 egg

- 1 bowl

1 scissors
1 magnifier 3x

t. Each student should also have:
- 1 sheet of white,
unlined paper

- pencil

yellow, brown crayons

Language Cards/Key Signs
chicken egg

egg shell
yolk
egg white
properties

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Introduce tie lesson by holding up a chicken egg for the clams to see. Ask the

students to compare the egg with the egg stage in one of the previdus alternate
lessons. They should compare size, shape, color, and texture.

2. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 66. Teacher may paraphrase.

Ask them if they can remember what kind of behavior, inborn or learned, it is when
a chick pecks its way out of the shell (inborn).

3. Divide the students into groups of 2 and distribute the materials.

4. Have the students read the second paragraph and do this part of the ac ivity.

5. Move around the room making sure that the students are listing only t e Propertiev
of the eggs.
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6. .Discuss the properties` with thereWhen they havqfinished their ilsts. Have one
student write a class list of properties on the chalkboard so that students can
compare their observations with others. In-discussing the properties mention
that chicken eggs may be white Or brown; but other than color, they are `the same.

7. Have the students read the directions for,doing the second step of the activity,
in the third paragraph.

8. Discuss the directions with the students. Explain.to them that when opening the
eggs, they should try not to break the yolks. If a yoLk does break, put the egg
aside and have the students try.again with another egg.

9. Have the students do the activity.

10, Let each group share their observations with the rest of the class when they have
completed the activity. If a group broke a yolk, use their experience to empha-
size how the shell protects the fragile inside structures. If any group had a
growing thick on the yolk, have the rest of the students take turns observing i \.

11. Have the students respond to, and discuss the numbered questions. You may want to
begin a new list of chicken egg adaptations on the chalkboard.

12. Have each student draw a diagram of their egg, labeling as many parts as they can
see.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME; Ability to name and describe chicken egg adaptations.
******4*******************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 10-1 Animal Stages
Page T-120/S-68 Parents and Offspring (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that parent and offspring stages have their own sets
of behaviors that allow the parents to help the offspring.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. -Introduce the lesson by asking the students to read
the first two paragraphs on page 68. Teacher may
paraphrase, stressing that parent animals help their
offspring or babies to stay alive. The idea that,an
individual animal may sacrifice l'tsell for thee preser-
vation of the population may be too difficult for the
students to underStand and so need'. not be stressed. ,

Language Cards/Key Signs
parents
offspring
adaptations

Identification Cards

2. Encourage the children to discuss any behavioral adaptations that they can think of
that might help young animals get help from their parents. Ask the class what kind
of help. young animals might require from their parents. (Food and protection will
probably emerge as the two major areas of need.)

..
3. Ask the class whether they can think of any behavior, on the part of parent animals

th ight help the young to survive, even though it might cause the parents' de-
(Leading predators away from the nest, as was the case with the oystercat-
cussed in the last lesson; is one such example.)
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4. Teacher should paraphrase the remainder of the text, using the pictures to illus-
trate the animal behavior being described.

5. Have the studehts_respond to, and 'clisi4ssjhe numbered questions. During discussion
0 efilphaSize that behavioral adaptations of parents often help the population rather

than the individual parents.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify and desdribe behavioral adaptations
unique to parents and offspring.

**************t***********************************************************************

APPLICATION: .10--.1 Animal Stages

Page T- 122/S -70 Human' Stages (25 -30 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the concept of life stages and their adaptations to people.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

- 1. Begin the lesson by asking the children to read. the
first paragraph on 'page 70. Teacher may paraphrase.

2; Ask the class to describe how human life stages differ
from those of butterflies and frog . (.Butterflies
and frogs change 'a lot from one sta e to another, peop
change very little.)

1

3. Havthe students read through the lesson, view the pictures, and answer the ques-
tions. It may be helpful to record the first italicized question as follows:
"How does a human spend most of its time during each stage, infant, child, adult
and elderly?"

Language Cards/Key Signs

)
human stages
infant stages
child stage
adult stage
elderly stage

Identification Cards

4. Let the students share their responses as they work.

5. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work. Encour-
age the-students who have babies in their families to describe the babies' beha,
vior. Also, ask -HAM to describe things they do to help thrFairres. Have stu-
dents describe how they have helped people older than themselves and how tholip
people have helped them.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: AbtrItl to describe different life stages of people and
tell hoW behaviors at each stage are adaptations.

************************************************************4********************;(****

EVALUATION: 1D-1' Animal Stages

Page T-123/S-71 -Living in Stages (40715 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objec-
tives:

1. Naming the -adaptations of the adUlt stage of a given organism.
2. Explaining how a mobile life stage helps a sedentary animal population.
3. Identifying behavioral adaptations unique to grown animals and describ-

ing how it helps a population.
4. Comparing the life stages of 2 given organisms.

s
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TEACHING SUGGEST IONS:

A. Have the students turn to page 71 and read through the lesson. Teacher may para-
phrase text or questions.

2. Have the students proceed with' e lesson when You aee certain that they understand
what they are to do%

3. Go over the responses with the stadents when they have completed their work.

4. Let the students correct their own papers, if you wish.

5. ColleCt the papers so that.you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a stu-
dent correctly responds to all or most of each,question, you may assume that he or
she has,demopstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.

*****)f***************************************************t****************************

r'
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Level 5 Unit 1 Adaptations

Part D Adaptations of Life Stages, Lesson Cluster 1D-2

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-128
T-130
T-132

T-135
T-136

Introduction

Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

Stages of Pine Trees
Seed'Adaptations
Flower Adaptations
Scattering Seeds
Stages in Plant Growth

40-45 min.
*45-50 min.

'*50 min.
35 -40' min.

35-40 min.

*These lessons may be done in 2 parts: See Advance Preparations.

B. MATERIALS: All the items included on Materials List page T -125 plus pine cones.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set X, Structural Systems, and XVII, Adaptations,
are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 1D-2 Plant Stages
Page T-128/S-72 Stages of Pine Trees (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that plants as well as animals go through stages as
they grow and that full-grown plants hav adaptations that allow them to
reproduce.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Material - several fr pine twigs
and pine cones

If possible plan a walk in the'woods or a park so that
the children can make first hand observations of pine'
trees in their natural environment. During outdoor
walk help students to identify pine 'trees and cone§.
Look for a young tree and let the students examine it,
making special note of its flexibility. Compare young
and old trees by discussing how they are the same and
different. Make special note of the trees' trunks
and bark as it is discussed in text.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
stages

plants
pine tree
pine cones
bark
trunk

Identification Cards
pine cones
pine twigs
(use as labels for dis-

play)

1. After returning to the classroom have the students read the first paragraph on page
72.

2. Explain to the students that in this cluster they will be learning about life stages
in plants. In this lesson they will be learning about one plant, the pine tree.
Remind them of the pine trees they observed during their walk. Also have them ex-
amine the pictures on page 72.
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3. Have the dents read the remainder of page 72 and answer the italicized ques-
tions. T

students

to relate the questions and text to-the nature walk as much as possible.

4. Discuss the, page with the students. EAplain to them that pine trees need more sun
than oaks or beeches.

5. Circulate pine twigs among the students, if you were able to obtain them. En-
courage the students-to bend the twjgs. Explain to them that the twigs are flexible
like the trunk of a young tree.

6. 'Have the students read page 73 and answer all the italicized questions.

7. Discuss the italkized questions with the students. Ask the students how they
could tell the age of a pine tree if its bottom branches were gone. (Count the
circles of scars as well as branches). You may also want to discuss growth rings
in branches with the students. Explain that they are evidence of the tree's\re-
sponse to the environment (raoid growth in the spring; slow growth in the win'flr).

8. Point out to the students that the kind of pine tree shown lives about 50 years
and grows quite large-.

9. Explain to the students that as a pine cone matures, it turns brown,, its layers
open, and the seeds are blown out. By floe time that the cone reaches the ground,
all of its seeds have dispersed. Host of the seeds do not sprout because they
are eaten or they rot.

10. Ask the students if pine cones help the parent tree or the population (population).

11. Have the students respond to,and-discuss the numbered questions. Teacher may
paraphrase.

12. Ask the students to compare the life stages of plants and animals.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe the life stages of a pine tree and
describe adaptations of each stage.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 1D-2 Plant Stages
Page T-130/S-74 Seed Adaptations (45-50 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept of the first life stages of.some plants by observing the
adaptations of seeds and germinating seeds.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the following for
each student,:

- 2 bean seeds which have
been soaked overnight

- 2 bean seeds, dry
- 1 pea seed which has been
soaked overnight

- 1 pea seed, dry
- 1 paper cup
- 1 cup of soil
- 2 sheets of unlined

paper, pencil and crayons
- 1 metric ruler
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Language Lards/Key Signs
adaptations
seed
sprout
soaked
bean seed
pea seed

Identification Cards

(Make labels for the
above wordsil_____
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You may want to teach this lesson over a two day period doing page 74 one day and
75 the next day. It is best if page 75 is begun on a Friday afternoon, so that
the students will be able to dig up a seed on each of five.consecutive days. You
may then On Monday,_, plant two more cups of seeds so that the students can dig them
up on Tuesday and Wednesday, simulating what may have happened to the original
'seeds on Saturday and Sunday. Soak half of the bean seeds and half of the pea
seeds the'night before the lesson.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having the students read the first paragraph on page 74.
Teacher may paraphrase the text. If the students have done lesson (3a) in the
previous cluster, ask them how a chicken egg and a seed are alike (first stage
of life, small organisms surrounded by stored food, protective cover).

7. Distribute to each student one dry pea and bean seed and one soaked pea and bean
seed.

3. Have the students read through the directions for the activity on page 74. Teacher
may paraphrase.

4. Discuss the directions with the students making sure that they understand what
they are to'do.

5. Have the students do the act;4eity.

6. Encourage the students to compare their seeds.

7. Ask the students how they can tell that the tiny,plant does not make its own food
(not green, groWs in darkness). Ask' them how the seed cover is an adaptation.
(Protects tiny plant and its food.)

At.this point the lesson may end and be resumed on the next day.--

8. Have the students read the directions for the second part of the lesson page 75:
Teacher may paraphrase text.

9. Discuss the directions with the students. Explain that they are to plant three
seeds in each cup so that they can dig up another seed if one seed doesn't sprout.
Before planting the seeds, the students should poke small holes.in the bottom of
each cup for drainage. They should keep the seeds damp, not soaked. The cups of
soil should not be allowed to sit in water.

10. Diyide the students into groupsof 2 and have them do the activity. Use the iden-
tification card to label the plants while on display.

'11. Provide a period each day at the same time for the students to dig up a sprout,
draw it, and record its length. After five days you may want to have the students
compare a soaked seed, a sprout, and a-full grown plant,

'17. Have the students read the remainder of the lesson and answer the questions,
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13. Discuss the lesson with the students. Remind them of seed response to gravity
(Cluster C-2.). In discussing question 4, explain that seed companies provide
necessary dohlant perigds for seeds before selling them so it is unnecessary to-,

refrigerate'them before planting.

14. Explain to the students that some kinds of plants- live for only one summer. Ask
them where new plants of the same kind come from next spring (seeds).

QESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe the structures of a bean and pea seed
. and describe their adaptations, and describe changes in

sprouting bean seeds.
*************************************************************************************

A

DEVELOPMENT: ID-2 Plant Stages
' Page T-132/S-76 plower Adaptations (50 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of life stages of plants.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials 2 sheets of unlined paper
- scissors

- crayons and a pencil for
each studentC

Obtain some large flowers to dissect having both sta-
mens and a pistil. Avbid getting a compound flower,
such as a daisy. Tulips and gladioli are good to
work with. Often you can obtain wilted flowers from
a florist free of charge. If this is not possible use
the pictures in the text as examples. If this ap-
proach is taken an opaque projector may be used to
project and enlarge the image of the flower for use
during discussion.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

---You may wish to do this lesson in two days. Pages
76 and 77 may be taught one day and page 78 the next

' day.

Language Cards/Key Signs

flower

reproduce
sepals
petals
stamens
pistil
eggs,

pollen tube
fruits

pollen grains
pollen
nectar
wind-carried

Identification Cards

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students if they think flowers could be adap-
tations and why or why, not. Allow this question to remain open ended.

2. Have the students read the introduction to the lesson on page 76. Teacher may
paraphrase text'

3. Write the terms sepal, petal, stamen, and pistil on the chalkboard. Explain to them
that they will be learning their meanings as they examine flowers.

4. Distribute the materials to the students.

5. Ask the students to read the rest of page 76 End all of page 77. Teacher may para-
phrase.. Use the pictures in the text as illustrations of each flower part and if
real flowers are also being used. Explain to them that they should follow the di-
rections and answer the questions.
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6. Move around the room making sure that the students can successfully identify'the
harts of their flowers. Show students how to cut a pistil lengthwise for cross
section. Teacher demonstration of the process may be helpful.

7. Collect the materials when the,studemts have completed +his part of the activity.

8. Discuss' the function of a flower and term fruit with the students. The word
fruit is used here in a biological sense, not in a common sense. Explain to the
students that nuts with seeds inside are fruits, as are corn kernels and many
grains. Also mention that many fruits, such as burrs, are not eaten at all.

--At, this point the lesson may end and be resumed the following day.--

9. Have the students read page 78 and answer all the questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

10. Explain the students That pollen must fall on the pistil of a flower of the
same kind'far interaction to take place.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Identify-the major parts of a flower, describe how eggs
and pollen interact, and tell how pollen is carried to a
pistil.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICAIJON: 1D-2_ Plant .$tages
Page T-135/S-79 Scattering Seeds (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept that adaptations for +he dispersal of seeds help the
population rather than the individual parent plant.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin this lesson by having the students read' the
introduction to the lesson on page 79. Teacher may
paraphrase text.

2. Explain to the students that they will be learning
about some structures that help scatter seeds.

3. Have the students read the lesson paying special
attention to the pistures. Answer the italicized questions:

Language Cards/Key Signs
sprouts
scatter
wings
parachutes
burrs
structures

Identification Cards

4. bet the students share theft responses as they work.

5. Move around the room providing help as it is needed.

6. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work. Explain

to them that the color of-a fruit might be an adaptation because animals are attrac-
ted to the fruit by its bright color. Further explain that fruits that float some-
times help scatter seeds. The coconut is one of these fruits. Plants with these
fruits usually live near water.
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7. Have the students respond to and discuss the numbered questions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to iden+ify structures for seed scattering as
adaptations.

*******************************************44****************************************

'EVALUATION: ID-2 Plant Stages
Page T- 136/S -80 Stages in Plant Growth (35-40 min.)

PURSE To evaluate the students' performance in reference to the following objec-
tives:
1. Identifying the functions of a given scattering behavior of fruit.
2. Naming the plant structures of pine whose functions are reproducing and,

describing their functions.
' 3. Naming environmental factors that keep seeds from sprouting.

4. Telling whether a flower has a wind carrying pollen or insect carried
pollen and explain,ing how they know.

5. Describing how certain seeds are scattered and explaining how they know.

'TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Have the students turn to page 80 and read the lesson. Teacher may paraphrase the
text.

,2. Have the students proceed with the lesson when you are certain that they understand
what they are to do.

3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed their work.

4. Let the students correct theirown papers, if you wish.

5. Collect the papers so that yOu can evaluate each individual's progress. If a stu-
dent correctly'responds to all or most of'the questions, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next unit.

6 For further informal evaluation, have the students turn back to page 62 to look
at the picture that introduces Part D. Ask them why they think that particular
picture was used to introduce the part that was just completed. Suggest that they
look for clues in the part title and in the cluster titles on page 63 and 72. The

students should be able_to:
a. identify young and old life stage of oppossums;
b. identify the behavior of a female adult oppossum carrying young oppossums on

its back as an adaptation that helps the population rather than the individual
parent;

c, identify the behavior of young oppossums clinging to the adult oppossum as an
adaptation that helps the young oppossums get help from the parent;

d. identify the adult oppossum's tail as an adaptation that helps the oppossum
stay in one place;

e. identify an acorn as the first life stage of an oak tree;
f. identify an acorn producing tree as the last life stage of an oak tree.

*************************************************************************************
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Level 5 Unirt. 2 Forces

-
Part A Forces in Action, Lesson Cluster 2A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page- Teaching Strategies Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

_

T-148 Introduction What Is a Force? 30-35 n .

T-1.46 Introduction Energy,Causes Changes 30-35 in

T-150 Development Balanced-Forces 20-25 in.

. T-151 Development Art Introduction Game 30-35 min;

T-152 Development Three-Way Tug of War 30-35 min.

T-154 Application Showing Forces 30-35 min.

T-'156 Evaluation Understanding Forces 30-35 min.

NOTE: What is a Force? has been made the first lesson so that children will
concretely experience the concept before reading about it in Energy
Causes Changes.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-143:
- objects to deMonstrate force as push or pull, i.e., books, furniture

blocks) etc. .

- golf club and ball, bat and ballTand or,pencil an marble
- "rope triangles" and "rope/yarn circles" see Advanced Preparation

for Three-Way Tug of War

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVI, Pushes and Pulls, is appropriate for
use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Identifying Forces
Page T-148/S-84 What is a Force? (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept of force.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - objects in the classroom
used to demonstrate that
force is a push or pull.
These can be anything
that can be pushed or
pulled, i.e., books, fur-
niture, blocks, chalk, etc.

SAFETY ALERT: Caution the students against trying to push or pull objects th
big or heavy. Explain to them that they could seriously injure
themselves.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 84 and read the introduction to the lesson to.find
out what a force is. Teacher may paraphrase.
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2. -- Be -sure the - students understand that a force may be either a push or a pull.

3. Ask the students-what evidence they might observe as the result of a push'or
pull. They will probably name movement of an'object as the evidence. Empha-
size however, that sometimes when a force. is applied to a system,. nothing moves.

4. Demonstrate some examples of force using objects in the classroom. Ask the
students to demonstrate examples on their own.

5. Have the students do the lest of page 84 and 85 up to the numbered questions.
Teacher may paraphrase. Provide sufficient time for them to enjoy the pictures-
as well as answer the questions.

6. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Be sure that they base
their answers on evidence that they can see in or infer from the pictures.

7. Have the students give examples of pushes and pulls that they have used to make
objects move. They may think of such examples as pushing a lawn mower or vacuum
cleaner, pulling a rope to raise a flag on a pole, or pushing on the pedals of a
bicycle.'

8. Ask the students if they have ever tried to move something by pushing or pulling
only to find that it would not move no matter how hard they tried. Have the
students describe such situations and then explain why they think the objects
would not move. They may give such examples as trying to make a dog or a cat
go out when it is raining, trying to move a large rock, or two persons trying
to get a ball away when they catch it at the same time. The students will prob-
ably explain that whatever would not move was stronger than they are.

9. Ask the students if they- think that the rock between the two tractors in picture
B is doing any pushing or pulling (yes). Then ask what they think would happen

if the rock were changed to an orange crate (The crate would collapse, and the
tractors would collide.)

10., Have the students look again at the picture on page 85. Make certain they
realize that the donkey is exerting great force. Ask them if they think that
the task of the students in the picture would be easier if the donkey were
changed to a box that weighed just as much (Yes. Because a box could not resist./

11. Discuss the numbered questions with the cla

12. Conclude the lesson by making certain that the-students understand what a force

is. Have them now look at the picture of the golfer on page 83 to identify the
force that was involved when energy was transferred from the golf club to the
ball (The club "pushed" the ball.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify and describe forces in terms of
pushes and pulls.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1, Identifying Forces

Page T-146/S-83 Energy Causes Changes (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Review or introduce the terms interaction, system and evidence and the
concepts of energy and energy transfer.
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ADVANCED PREPARATIOW Materials - Objects which can be used to depionstrate that

energy causes change. For example:

- -gdif*club and ball

- bat and ball
- pencil and mprblA

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Write the terms interaction, system and evidence
on the chalkboard. Make certain that the stu-
-dents understand that interaction is what takes
place when objects do something to each other,
that a system is a group of objects that have
Interacted, are interacting, or could inteAct,
and that observable clues are evidence.

Language Cards/ Key Signs,

energy
interact
energy transfer

system
evidence

2. Ddmonstrate these concepts with objects on hand.

3. Explain that changes in the_properties of one or more objects in a system take

place when the objects interact. These changes are evidence of interaction.

4. Use the picture of the golfer hitting the golf ball on page 83 to make certain

that students understand the terms. Have the students identify the ball and the

golf club as the objects in the system that interacted. Have them describe the

change in the property of the ball (change in position from the golf tee to where

it is in picture) as evidence that interaction has happened.

5. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 83 to find out what energy

is and how it can affect interacting objects. Teacher may paraphrase.

6. Write the terms energy, energy transfer, and evidence in a horizontal Fine on the

chalkboard while the students read. (Leave the terms on the board for use later

in the lesson.)

7. Emphasize that energy is needed to make objects in a system interact and that the

passage of energy through a system is called energy transfer.

8. Have the students review forms of energy that can transfer through a system (light,

sound, heat, electricity, and motion). Write the list on the chalkboard under the

heading Forms of Energy. If the students are new to the program, provide the list

for them. (Leave the list on the board.for use later in the lesson.)
5

9. Explain to the students that a change in an object is evidence of energy transfer.

Then ask them to name the change resulting from energy transfer that they read
about (change in movement). '

10. Have the students read the second part of the lesson and answer the italicized

questions.

11. Write "hit golf ball" under energy transfer on the board and "ball moves" under

evidence.

12. Have the students read what you have written on the board. Then write "hit base-

ball" under energy transfer. Ask the students what you should write under evidence

(ball moves).
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13. Write "catch a bas.eball" in the, first list and ask the students what should be
written in the second list (ball stops). The students will probably know that
the ball stops, but may have difficulty in understanding that a ball stopping is
a change in movement of the ball and evidence of energy transfer.

14. Have the' students discuss the numbered question. Refer the students to the
list of forms of energy on the board and explain that they may use the various
forms in the examples that they give.

15. Add the descriptions of and the evidence for energy transfers that the students
think of to the lists already on the board. If they have difficulty starting,
help them get started by writing "cook food" under energy transfer and "food
changes color" or "food changes temperature" under evidence. Point out that
evidence.of heat transferring through a food-cooking system is a change of color,
temperature, or texture, not a change in movement.

16. Conclude the lesson when you are sure that the students understand evidence pf
energy transfer.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to give examples of energy transfer & describe
changes that result as evidence of the transfer.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-I Identifying Forces
Page T-150/S-86 Balanced Forces (20-25 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of forces to the study of balanced forces.

1

ADVANCED PREPARATION:

V

Background'Information - When forces that are acting against each other are of
the same amount, they are called balanced forces. Balanced forces produce no
motion or change irf motion. Pushing against a.wall is an example of balanced
forces. You exert a force on the wall and the wall exerts a force back on yoP.
Because the forces are balanced, the wall does not move.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students
read the first two paragraphs on page 86 to
find out what balanced forces are. Teacher
may paraphrase.

Language Cards/ Key Signs
balanced forces
movement

2. Be sure that the students understand that forces are balanced when two objects
exert a force (a push or a pull) against each other, but do not rove. Demonstrate
the concept by pushing against the wall or any other heavy object that will not
move. Ask the students for otter examples.

3. Have the students continue with the lesson as far as the numbered questions. Let
them discuss the pictures with their neighbors as they work.

4. Discuss the italicized questions with the class. In responding to the questions,
be sure that the students describe the evidence in the pictures on whiip they
based their answers.

5. Ask the students to turn back to pages 84 and 85 and determine whether-the forces
are balanced or unbalanced in each of the pictures (-They are all balanced).
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6. Have the students discuss the numbered questions. For question 2, Ft is un-

necessary to discuss the forces involved at this time.

7. Conclude the lesson by emphasizing that balanced forces, usually the resultof
pushes and pulls in opposite directions, cause no motion or change in motion.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe balanced forces in terms of physical
pushes and pulls in opposite directions that cause neither
motion nor change yin motion.-

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A -1 Identifying Forces
Page T-151/S-87 An Interaction Game (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of force to the changing of balanced forces to un-
balanced forces.

ADVANCED PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the introduction to the
lesson on page 87 to review,the difference
between forces that are balanced and those

that are unbalanced. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Explain to the students that they are going to play a game based on balanced

and unbalanced forces.

3. Have the students read the rest of the first co'umn to find out how to play he

game.

4. Go over the directions for the game when the students have finished eading.

Make certain that they understand what they are to do. Have them look at the

pictures to see hoW to place their hands Wand feet.

5. Divide the students into pairs. Try to match the pairs as closely as possible

by size.

6. Have the students play the game. After a while, remind the students to change the
game according to the directions on page 87. They will probably soon discover

that the changes in the game can result in unbalanced forces that cause one of

the partners to move.

7. Circulate among the students to determine if anyone has discovered how to win the
,game by deliberately changing the amount of force that he or she Exerts against,

the hand of a partner. If the students have not discovered the strategy, suggest

to one of them that he or-she push just hard enough to balance forces and then
suddenly stop pushing.

8. Provide time for the rest of the class to play the game by changing balanced
f ces to unbalanced forces. Caution the students against pushing against
a other person's hand as hard as they can and then suddenly releasing the force.
This could cause a student fall and get hurt. Explain that, to begin, they
must push hard enough to balance forces.
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.9. Discuss the numbered questions with the class. Use question 3 to stress the
point that people can control and manipulate force.

s.4

,DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describ at least one way to change balanced
forces that produc no motion to unbala ed forces that
cause motion.

******************** ************************* **************** *********************-

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson m uster 2A-1 Identifying Forces
Page T- 152/S-.88 Three-Way Tug of War (30-,35,,min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about forces to the achievement of balanced or
unbalanced forces by changes in the amount of fcioce exerted.

ADVANCED PREPARATION: Materials - Make a "rope triangle" for Language Cards/Kay Signs
every three children. This balanced
may be done by tying the 2 unbalanced
ends of a piece of rope

(about 3 ft. long) together.,
As each of the 3 children hold a section of the
circle and pull a triangle is made. Also make a
large circle of rope or yarn for every 3 children.
It should be large enough for 3 children to stand
in and play Three -Ways Tug of War. See page 88 in
Text.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the-students turn to page 88.

o . .

2. Explain to them that they are going to learn about a different kind of interaction
game.

t''

i. Have the students do thd whole lesson. Instead of only looking at the pictures
,

..

the students should actually do the activity.

.

4. Discuss the questions with the students when they have finished. Be sure that
they give reasons for their answers. (The multiple-choice.question at the end
of the lesson replaces the usual numbered questions.)

5. Ask the students what happened when they pushed harder or decreased the force that
they were exerting in the Interaction Game (Forces became unbalanced).

6. Ask the students how the game described on page 88 differs from the one that they
played (Two people can combine their "forces" to win the game on page 88).

7. Have-the students again look at the picture on page 85. Point out ttiaf two
students are tryihg to push the donkey from behind. Ask the students if they
think the donkey is pushing back. If some students say that the donkey "is just
si tang there," point out that the donkey is digging in its hooves to oppose
Mat' n.

8. Explain to the students that nonliving objects can push or exert force. If some-
one pushes against a well, the wall balances the 'person's force and no motion
results. In effect, 'the wall pushed back.

. .
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9. Ask the students if they have ever felt a lawn mower or vacuum cleaner "push

back." Have them name other nonliving objects that "push back."

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to give an example of how a balanced force ca be

changed to an unbalanced force by changing the amount1.11N

force that is exerted.
***************************************************************************************

Ns44

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2A -1 Identifying Forces

Page T-154/S-89 Showing Forces (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply what has been learned about forces to everyday situations-and to
use arrows to indicate the strength and direction of forces.

r '

ADVANCED PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencil Ior each
student.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
force

direction

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to name some
way in which they use forces. They will probably name such ways as closing doors,
moving chairs, pushing, someone on a swing, or seesawing.

2. Ask the students to distinguish between situations in which they have to think about
how much force to use,and those in which they use force without having to think
about it. They will probably say that they have to think about force when they
try to open a window that is'sfuck, push someone On a swing, or hammer a nail into

a board. They.wii,1 probably-g5V-that they do not think- about force when they open
a door Or carry a book.

3. Explain to the students that the lesson they are going to do is about forces in

everyday situations. Further explain that they will learn how to represent forces
with arrows.

4. Have the students turn to page 89 and do the lesson up to the numbered questions
on page 90. Teacher may paraphrase.

-`5. Distribute the paper and pencils while the students read.

6. Discuss the ,italicized questions with the students.

7. Ask the students why they think that the arrow in picture B is pointing in the
direction it is. (The direction of the arrow is in the direction of the force

8. Ask the students to sketch a picture on their papers that shows the e girl

pushing, the sled uphill. Explain that stick figures may be used the drawings
to sale time.

9. Have.the students add an arrow to their pictures to show the diirection of the
force. (The arrow should be drawn in the opposite direction). Help the students
to understand that the sled is pulling back in picture B and pushing back in the
picture that they draw.

10. Discuss the numbered que$tions with the students.

)



.11. Ask the students to draw pictures of some every day situations in which they use
forces. Suggest that they illustrate some of the examples they thought of at
the beginning of the lesson (See Teaching Suggestions 1 and 2). Have the
students use arrows to show the direction.and strength of the forces incak.)eir
pictures.

12. Collect the pictures when the students have finished them. Be sure that their
names are on their papers.

13. Tell the students that you are going to pin up the pictures on the bulletin
board later on. During their free time they are to look at the pictures.f They
are to'try to figure out- the strength and direction of the forces in each picture

4 from the arrows.

14. Provide time for the students to discuss the pictures on the bulletin board after
most of them have had an opportunity to look at them.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. Ability toji,v,e examples of how they use'forces in every-
day situations and to make their own simple illustrations t
or interpret the illustrations of others, in which arrows
are used to represent the strength and direction of a' force.

*********4*****************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 Identifying Forces
Page T-156/S-91 Understanding Forces (3015 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the student's understanding and performance relation to the
following objective:

1. Drawing arrow to illustrate the direction and amount of forces.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 91 and read through the lesson.

2. Be certain that they understand what they are to do. In order to clarify the

directions refer to pages 89 and 90 and review how the arrows were used to show
force direction.

3. Have them do the lesson.

4. Go over the students' reponses with them when they have completed the work. You

may want to let them correct their own papers so that they may evaluate their

own progress.

5. Collect the'papers so that you May evaluate each individual's progress. If a

student correctly draws arrows to illustrate the direction and strength of at
least four of the forces, you may assume that he or she has mastered the objective

for this cluster and is ready go on to the next.cluster.
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Level 5 Unit 2 Forces

Part A Forces in Action, Lesson Cluster 2A-Z,

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

...

Page Teaching Strategies

.,

Lesson Title Teaching Time
Suggested

T-162 Introduction A Force Measurer 35-40 min.

T-164 Development Units for Your Measurer 35-40 min.

T-166 Development Using your Measurer 35-40 min.

T-168 Development Checking your Measurer 35-40 min.

T-169 Development Using a Spring Scale 35-40 min.

T-170 Development Weight is Force 25 min.

T-171 Development Comparing Scales 30-35 min.
T-172 Development Combining Scales 40 min.

T-173 Application Everyday.Scales 30 min.

T-174 Evaluation Weighing In 35-40 min.

. .

8.
,

MATERIALS: Add the following to the Materials List on page T-159:
,

- 1 thermometer
.

- 1 ruler
- 1 coat hanger,

,

preferrably wooden
'44

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVI, Pushes ang Pulls is appropriate for use
in this unit. ....

...

...

INTRODUCTION: 2A-2 Measuring Forces

Page T-162/S-92 A Force Measurer (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the measurement of forces by having the students make a simple
force measurer. .

ADVANCE PREVARATION: Materials - have enough of the following
for each pair of students: Language Cards/ Key Signs

- 3 index cards
1 jumbo paper clip

- 1 scissors
1.rubber band
Also have on hand several:

staplers
paper punches
small objects from the classroom, i.e., erasers,
"pencils, etc.

- 1 piece of string (30 cm or 12 16.) for each student

force measurer

You may either staple the file cards together in sets of three before efass or have
the students do it during class. The measurers work best when they are made from three
file cards.

It is recommended that yob use one of the following brands of rubber bands:
Plymouth 33, B.F. Goodrich 19, or Revere 16. If these are not available, you will
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have to pretest bands to be sure that there ia sufficient stretch in them when
light objects are hung on the clip: Rubber bands do not stretch evenly. For

example, when three oblects are added, the amount of stretch will be greater than
the sum of the three separately.

Although most paper clips will work as.hooks, jumbo clips are recommended so
that the students can weigh a variety of objects. The students may have difficulty
if the paper-clip hook does not weigh enough to pull the rubber band straight. It

1161ps if the rubber band"is made to hang as straight as possible before the clip is
attached to

Collect small classroom objects such as erasers, pencils, and blunt scissors that
the students may use to find out how their fqkce measurers work.

Cut pieces of string 30 cm (12 in.) longlror the students to use to hang objects
on their force measurers. They will have to tie an object to,,one end of a string and
tie the other end of the string to the paper clip. Place all the materials on a

centrally-located table.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 92 and read the'title of the second cluster.
Explain to them that the amount of a force can be measured. They are going

to make measurers to measure forces themselves.

2. ,Divide the students into groups of 2.

3. Have the students read the lesson as far as the numbered questions to find out
how they are going to make force measurers. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Distribute the file cards, rubber bands, paper clips, staplers, and paper punches
to the groups as they read.

5. Explain to the students that these are the materials they will need to make their
force measurers.

6. Have the students do the lesson when you are sure that they understand what they
are to do. Remind them to use the picture on page 92 to help them make their

force measurers. Teacher may make his or her own force measurer for demonstration.

7. Help the students, as necessary, to fold and fasten file cards,. to adjust rubber

'bands so that they hang straight and to "bend open" paper clips.

. Explain to the students that they are now going to find out how to use their force

measurers. Point out where you have put the objects and strings that they are to

use..

9. Hold up the different objects that you have collected and explain that each group
will need three objects and three strings.

10. Explain to the-students that they are to test their measurers with one object, then

two objects, and then three objects.

1,1. Demonstrate how to tie one end of a string to an object and then how to tie the
other end of the string to a paper clip. Using a different string, also show

them how to tie two objects to the string.
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,
12. Tell the students that they should always hold their measurers at the top so

that the cards will remain straight when they hang objects on them.
4

13. Have one member of each group go to the supply table to choose three objects to

test and three pieces of string.

14. Have the. students discuss the numbered questions.

15. Ask the\s.Iudents in each group to write their names on their force measurers.

16. Store the measurers in a safe place because they will be used in several of the

lessons that follow this one.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to construct a simple force measurer and observe
that its rubber band stretches more when objects we
attached to it.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2A-2 Measuring Forces
Page T-164/S-93 Units for Yourilleasure (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Use washers as arbitrary units to make a scale for the force measurer.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the following for each
Language Cards/Keypair of students: Signs

-,8 washers, metal, 4.5 cm units

(1 3/4 in.) outside diameter force

- the Force Measurer from washer

previous lesson
Also have on hand:
1ehermometer
several rubber bands

ruler

ep
Collect the washers and place them with the students' force measurers and the

rubber bands that you previously collected on a centrally-located supply table. Each

group of three students will need eight washers. The rubber bands are to replace those

on the force measurers that may break.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students that they are going to add scales to
their force measurers., They will then be able to measure amounts of force that

objects hung on them exert,

2. Have the students look up the term scale in the Glossary. If the term is new to

them, give them examples of.scaled instruments, such as a Celsius thermometer or

metric ruler. Illustrate using a thermometer and/or ruler.

3. Divide the class into, the same groups of 2 that worked together in the lesson,

A Force Measurer, on page 924.,

4. Have the students turn to page 93 and read the introductory paragraph to find
out what units they are going to use to make scales for their force measurers.

Teachers may paraphrase.

r Ttip-
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5. Remind the students, when they have finished reading, that they probably used
arbitrary units such as paper clips when they first learned to measure length.
They will use washers to learn how to measure forces.

6. Have the students read the rest of page 93 to find out how they are going to'add a
washer-unit scale to their force measurers.

7. Go over the directions with the students when they have finished reading. Emphasize
that the "washer units" are to be added to their measurers one at a time, After
each washer is added, they are to mark how much the rubber band is pulled down.

8. Have the students look at the pictures on page 93 to see how the "washer unit"
scale will look.

9. Point out that In picture A the line at the top of the paper clip hasa zero next
to it to show that no force is applied when the measurer hangs with nothing attached
to it.

10. Point out that in Picture B one washer unit has been hung on the measurer. The
mark "1W" has been written next to the top of the paper clip to show the down-
ward force of one washer.

11. Caution the students always to mark the units at the top of the clip, where it
is attached to the rubber band.

12. Explain to the students that one member of each group should hold the card, the
second member should hold the clip in place when each line is marked, and the
third member should mark the card.

13. Pass out the force measurers and washers to each group. Point out where you have
put the extra rubber bands to replace any on the force measurers that break.

14. Have thq students mark their measurers.

12. Remind the students to take the washers off the paper clip, to add them again, one
at a time, and to mark their scales each time. ,

16. Have the students discuss the italicized question.

17. Ask the students to turn to page 94, read the directions in the first paragraph,
and then add washers to their measurers three or four more times.

18. Review or introduce the terar hge before going further. Explain that the marks
that they made on their force easurers show the range of readings for each
washer. Further explain that the "midpoint" of the range is the point that best
represents the range of readin s or:each load of washers.

19. Have the students read the rest of age 94 as -far as they numbered questions and
then draw boxes around their sets of\lines. Have the group members take turns
marking the midpoints of the boxes. The students may experience some difficulty
in drawing boxes and marking lines fo the. midpoints for the first one to three

l'

"washer" units because there will not be much ,distance between the units.
,

20. Discuss the numbered question with the students. Point out to the students that
their measurers do repeat measurements accurately within a certain range. No

measuring instruments, however, give precisely the'same result each time, no
matter how accurate the instrument may be.
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21. Store the students' force measurers where they will be readily available for

use in the next lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to make scales fqr their force measurers and ex-
plain why the readings vary within a certain range.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:, 2A-2 Measuring Forces
Page T-166/S-95 Using Your Measurer (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about force measurers to the measurement of the

downward force of familiar objects. This lesson may be correlated with a

math lesson or decimals.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to estimate distance between two. points and express the estimate

in fraction and decimal form.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - Decimals are introduced in this lesson
and are used throughout the rest of this unit. Usually fifth

level students know how to use simple decimals. Because

decimals are not taught in some school systems until after
fifth grade, decimals are related to fractions when they
are introduced.

Language Cards
downward force
washer units
decimal

If the students have not yet studied decimals, you may want to explain decimals

to them before they do this lesson. If the students are familiar with decimals

you may want to conduct a brief review.

Materials For each pair of students you will need:
1 scissors

- 1 Force Measurer
- 1 roll of tape, to test downward force
- 1 small, spiral notebook
Also, each student will need.

- 1 pencil

- paper

Collect the scissors, rolls of tape, and notebooks. If you are unable to obtain

these objects, or sufficient quantities of frem, it is all right to substitute

such objects as small pencil sharpeners, pencil cases, spoons, or other

available objects. Each group of students should have three objects to use.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1.''Introduce the lesson by telling the students that-they are going to compare the_

downward force, or pull, of different objects on their force measurers. _

2. Divide the class into the same groups of 2 that worked together in the last two

lessons.

3. Have the students turn to page 95 and read the first column as far as the next

to last paragraph to find out how to make the chart that they will need. Teacher

may paraphrase.
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5. Distribute three objects to each group while they work.

6. Have the students measure and record the downward force of the objects that you
have giveRkthem. Let them share their observations as they work.

7. Ask the students if all the forces come out exactly on "washer" units.

.8. Ask the students to read the rest of column one and the first paragraph at,the
top of the column two to find.out how they are going to record the downward
forces of the objects that they have listed on their charts.

9. Direct the students' attention to the picture. Explain that if the measurement
of the force of an object falls between two units, they will have to estimate or
try to figure out just how far the object is between the marks. Explain that they

are to imagine ten equal spaces between each pair of units. If the objects hangs
alfway between, they can estimate the distance as 5 of the 10 spaces, or 5/10.

10. view or introduce the term decimal. Write the term on the chalkboard.

11: Write the fraction 5/10 on the chalkboard. Beside it write 0.5 and explain that

this is how five-tenths is writfbn as a decimal. Write the fractions 3/20 and
7/10 on the chalkboard and ask the students to tell you how to write the fractions
in decimal form.

12. Have the students again measure the downward force of their objects. This time,

they are to record forces in decimals.

13. Discuss the charts with the students when they have completed them. Have the

groups that used similar objects compare their results.

14. Discuss the numbered questions with the students.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to measure the downward force of 3 objects and
estimate and record scale readings that fall between units
in decimals.

***********************************.****************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2A-2 Measuring Forces
Page T-168/S-96, Checking Your Measurer (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Determine how evenly a rubber band stretches in a force measurer.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to measure with a ruler.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Rubber bands stretch' unevenly. The students probably
-noted earlier that the amount of stretch between units greatly increased as they'
added more washers to their force measurers. EveQtually, the bands stretch out
of shape, lose their elasticity, and break. Because of this, rubber-band scales
are neither accurate nor reliable. The questions at the end of the lesson help
the students to reach this conclusion.
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Materials: For each pair of students you will need
- 1 Force Measurer
- 2 rulers

Also, for each student have -
- 1 pencil

- paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Divide the class into the same groups of 2 that have worked together in the
previous lessons.

2. Have the students turn to page 96 and read through the lesson as far as the
numbered questions to find out what they are going to do. Teachers may para-
phrase.

3. Make certain that the students understand that they are to measure the distance
between midpoint limes.

4. Pass out the paper, pencils, and rulers and have the students copy the chart ,

and measure and record distances between midpoints on their force measurers.

5. Circulate among the groups providing help as it is needed.

6. Have the students discuss the numbdred questions.

7. Ask he students what they think would have happenedto the rubber band if they
added more washers when they made the scale on their force measurers. (Rubber,

bands would stretch out of shape, lose their elasticity, and break.) Also ask
students if they think that their rubber band measurers would pe good for
measuring how much a person weights (No, the rubber bands would break). ,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to determine how evenly or unevenly the rubber
band stretches on a force measurer.

***********************************************************************A***************

DEVELOPMENT: 2A-2 Measuring Forces
Page T-.169/S-97 Using aSpriig Scale (35-40 min.)

1
PURPOSE: Measure forces in newtons on a standardized spring scale.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Language Cards/Key Signs
Background Information - In the metric system, spring scale

-newtons are units of force. One newton is equal newtons
to 1:224 lb. (4.45N=1 lb.). Whil:e..4 spring

scale is far more rel table than a rubber band -

force measurer, the force measurer is-superior in measuring the force of a light'
object. The spring scale.gs not sensitive enough to do so.

Materials: HaVe a spring scale and 8 4asherskfor. each 2 or 3(tfudents. Also
have -the following for .each studerit-
- .1 ruler

1 pencil
- paper
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students that they are now going to use a
measurer that is more exact than their rubber band measurers. This measurer
uses springs to measure forces.

2. Divide the class into groups of 2-3. Give each roup a spring scale. Tell

the students that the instrument is called a spr ng scale.

3. Have the students turn to page 97 and read the fi st three paragraphs to find out
how a spring scale is used. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Ask the students what scales they have used. They will probably name scales on
thermometers and on instruments on which they weigh themselves. Tell the students
that measurers are called scales when they have equal distances between the units.

5. Ask each group to look for the spring in the spring scale. Have them pull on
the hook of the spring scale and observe what happens to the spring.

6. Ask the students how they think the spring scale is like the force measurer that
they made. They will probably say that they both stretch, have numbers, and have
hooks on which objects can be hung.

7. Have each student make a chart like the one in the book.

8. Distribute eight washers to each group.

9. Have the groups complete the lesson.

10. Move among the student, providing help as needed.

11. Discuss the numbered question with the students. Be sure the students under-
stand that a Spring scale stretches much more evenly than a rubber band and is,
therefore, more reliable.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe a newton as on amount of force and
perform simple measurements using a standardized spring
scale.

*****************************************************************4********************

DEVELOPMENT: 2A-2 Measurinq Forces
Page T-170/S-98 Weight is a Force (25 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept of gravity and weight as a measurable force.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
. Background Information - There are two main

principles that explain gravity. Principal

1 states: Every mass (amount of matter in an

object) in the universe attracts every other mass
with a force proportional to the product of the

. masses. The first principle explains why people woul?i weigh less on the moon than

on Earth. The mass of the moon'is lesS' than the mas's of the Earth. In contrast

to weight, mass is a constant. It never changes. Weight is'relative.

Language Cards/Key Signs'
weight

force
gravity
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Principle 2 states; Every mass in the uni erse attracts every other mass with

a force inversely proportional to the square of the distance between their

centers of gravity. The second principle explains why the force of gravity

is less on top of a high mountain than down in a valley. You are farther from

the center of the Earth when you are on to of a high mountain. Only precise

instruments can detect the small decrease in weight.

Materials: - 1 spring scale and 1 coat hanger for demonstration
- objects in the classroom such as a book, pencisir desk and eraser

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by writing the term gravity on the chalkboard and asking the

students what they know about gravity. They will probably say that it holds them

down and makes things drop.

2. Have the students read the introduction on page 98. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Be sure the students understand that the force of gravity is the pulling force

of the Earth. Explain that an object hanging on a spring scale is actually being

pulled down by the Earth. Demonstrate the fake of gravity by dropping small

objects to the floor. Also use spring scale and hanger to demonstrate the ex-

ample in the book.

4. Ask the students why objects are not always falling to the ground. Students who

have studied patterA of support at Level 4, will probably be able to explain that

objects have support structures (stems, beams, or legs).

5. Have the students do the rest of page 98.

6. Discuss all of the questions with the students.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe the force of gravity as the pulling
force of the Earth and describe the weight of an object
both as a measure of the Earth's pull on the object and
the amount of downward force of the object when it hangs

on a spring scale.
***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2A-2 Measuring Forces
Page T-171/S-99 Comparing Scales (30=35 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about scales to the comparison of the readings

of 2 spring scales.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials 2 spring

scales for each 2
students

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/ Key Signs
compare

1. Introduce the lesson by reminding the students that the readings on their rubber
ba.nd force.meAsurers varied from group to group. Tell them that they are now

going to compare t'wo spring scales to see if the readings on them vary.
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2. Have the students turn to page 99 and read the first three paragraphs. Teacher

may paraphrase.

3. Explain to the students that they'are going to compare two spring scales
directly in this lesson.

4. Divide the students into groups of 2.

5. Give each group two spring scales.

6., If there are more than 2 students in a group, explain to the students that only
two members of each group will be able to test the spring scales at a time. How-

ever, they are to take turns so that, all group members have a chance to do the

tests.

. Circulate among the students, providing help as it is needed. Students are often

surprised to find that the pulls measure the same whether both scales are pulled
at the same time or one scale is held in place and the other one is pulled.

8. Encourage, the students to think of other ways to test the spring scales.

9. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. If they have difficulty with

question 2 ask them why an object on a scale does not keep pulling down until
the scale indicator hits the bottom. Also ask them if they think the force of

the object pulling down and the force of the spring pulling up are balanced.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to compare the readings on 2 spring scales.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2A-2 Measuring Forces
Page T-172/S-100 Combining Scales (40 min.)

PURPOSE: Measure the weight of large objects using 2 scales and adding the readings.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to add.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information If two scales

support an object, the force is shared
by the two scales. The readings on
the two scales must be added together
to find the total force.

Language Cards/Key Signs
combine

Materials: 2 spring scales for each pair of students
- several heavy objects (see below)

You will need to obtain at least six heavy objects for each of six groups. The

objects must be too heavy to weigh on a single spring scale and the students

must be able to attach the objects to two springscales. Try to collect wooden

hangers, shoes with laces that may be tied to the scales, notebooks or pads

with rings, spiral bindings, or holes punched in them, or empty pocketbooks

with handles. You can punch holes in old magazines or tie together stacks of

paper or large file cards in which you have punched holes. If you punch holes

in objects, be sure that they are on the opposite ends of the same Side, not

too far from the edge. Two opened paper clips, tq be used as hooks, can be

attached with masking tape to such objects as small books.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:-

1'. Explain to the students that they are going to use two scales to measure the

weight of one object.
ti

2. Divide the class into groups of 2.

3. Have the students turn to page 100 and read as far as the numbered questions.
Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Distribute two spring scales and one of the heavy objects to each group as they
read.

5. Make certain the students understand that when they weigh an object on two scales,
they must add together the forces pulling down on each of the scales. Make

sure the scales,,ard held vertically and not 6t an angle or the scales will be
alto pulling of each other causing an error.

. Have the students do the lesson.

SUggest that the students find out if the force of an object is the same on two
_Scales placed side-by-side and on two scales attached at opposite ends.

8. Have thl students discuss the numbered questions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to measure the weight of at least one heavy
object using two scales and adding the two readings.

**************************************************************************************
1

APPLICATION: 2A-2 Measuring Forces
Page T-173/S-101 Everyday Scales (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Enable the students to apply what they have learned about measuring forces
with scales to everyday uses of scales.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 101 and do the whole lesson.

2. Let the students discuss the lesson with their neighbors as they work.

3. Discuss all thellbestions with the students.

4. Ask the students what other types of scales they have seen in stores or at home.
They have probably seen scales in grocery stores that are similar to the one
pictured at the bottom of the first column on page 1,01. At home, some students
may have seen various food scales including small "diet" scales.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe at least 3 everyday uses of scales to
measure forces.

**************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: 2A-2 Measuring Forces

Page T-174/S-102 Weighing In (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE/ To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:

1. Identifying the force of gravity as the 'DUIl on an object on a scale.

2. Recording the weight on an object on a scale.
3. Comparing the weight of an object on a scale with a faulty spring and

its true weight.
4. Determining if true weights are more or less than scale readings from

pictures that illustrate forces acting in combination.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper
- pencil
- textbook

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 102 and read through the lesson. Point out
that the lesson is continued on page 103.

2. Make certain that they understand what they are fo do.

3. Have the students do the lesson.

4. Go over the students' responses with diem when they have completed their work.

5. You may wish to let the students correct their own papers so that they can
evaluate their progress.-

6. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each indivi s progress. If

a student correctly respon4s to all of most of each questi , you may assume
that he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready -

to go on to the next cluster.

7. For further` informal evaluation, have the students turn back to page 82 and
look at the picture thaf introduces Part A. Ask them why they tilt-1'1k that

particular picture was used to introduce the part. The students should be
able to infer that: /)forces applied to the balls by thq..trands,of the stu-
dents has pushed some balls Into the air. 2)the force of'g'ravity has pulled'
some balls back into the students' hands. 3) the motion of the balls is not
changing and, therefore,,the forces are balanced.

**********************************************************-i*************************
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Levelt Unit 2 Forces

Part B Liquids and Gases, Lesson Cluster 213-1v-
.

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

, Suggested

T-182 Introduction Objects in Water 25-30 min.
T-183 Development Welghingin Watgar 40-45 min.
T-184 . Development . Other Liquids . , 25-30 min.
T-185 Development' Buoyant Force 25-30 min.
T-186 DevelOpment Floating 40-45 min.
T-188 Development Making Boa s - . 40-45 min.
T-189 Development What is B .t Force? -30-35 min.
T-190 Development Weight and s'S 25-30 min.
T-191 Aplication Measuring Mass 25-30 min.
T-192 Evaluation Feeding the Fish 30-35 min.

. ,

B. MATERIALS: Materialslist on T-179.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVI, Pushes and Pulls, is appropriate for
use in this unit.

. .

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Forces in Liquids
Page T-182/S-105. Objects in-Water'(25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept of forces acting on objects immersed in water.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -2.3 buckets (depending on
the size of-the grOups you
prefer) or any similar con-
taineer that will hold about
1 gallon of water
s2veral large rocks and bricks

-n6wspaper to put under bucket

Fill the buckets with water. Place them on several folds of newspaper on the
floor away from classroom traffic. Put the rocks and bricks nearby.

.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
-

A

Language Cards/Key Signs

weight
objects
liquid

1. Remind the students that in -PTF:r-A they.learned to identify and measure forces
on objects.in air. Explain that in Part B they are going to investigate how

'forces act on objects immersed in liquids and in gases. Have the students look
' et theqartOpener on page 104. ...

. .
.. .

\.
. CP ; % .

.4

2. Introduce the first cluster by having te students' turn to page 105 to rep the

11111

title.

A1%.

i

4

4
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116
3. Divide the class into small groups so tha-t each group has a set of materials.

Point out the bucket of water and objects to the students. Explain to them
that they Will go, a small group at a time, to support the objects in and out
of the water and other kinds of splashing. Then send the groups to experiment.
Ask the children to notice if the objects change in any way as they are lifted
out of the water.

4. The teacher should guide the activity so that the children eventually conclude
that the objects seem lighter in the water.

5. Once the experiment is complete, have the students do the lesson. Teacher may

paraphrase.

6. Discuss all the questions with the students. Have them relate their experience

with lifting objects or moving objects under water. Many students will probably

rebate that they have even lifted a person in water.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to relate a firsthand experience in which they
found that an object seemed to weigh less in water than it
did in air.

************************************************* * ***********************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Forces in Liquids
Page T-1834S-'106 Weighing in Water (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the investigation of the forces acting upon objects in water to the
weighing of washers in an out of water.

4*

ADVANCE .1.1REPARATION: Materials -Have the following for
each group of 2-3 students
-1 spring scale
several sheets of newspaper
6 washers'

- paper

- pencil

-ruler
-water supply

1 8 oz. container for water

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

.
Introduce the lesson by telling the students that they are going to find out if

washers have the same or. different weights in and,out of water.

2. Divide the class into 4groUps of 2-3. . .

S. Distribute the newspapers and have the groups cover their desks.

4. -Have the studentrread page 106 to find out how they are going to weigh the

0 , washers. Teacher may paraphrase.

0"

5. Be sure' that the students understand what they ife to do. Explain that,all the

students in each group are to copy the chart on. page 106 before they test the

washers., Also explain that the members of each group are to take turns so that

everyone has an opportunity to do the experiment.

4
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6. Distribute the materials or have the groups get their materials from the-Supply
table-and begin to work. -

7. Have the students discuss question 1 in terms of the data that they recorded on
their charts:

8. Have each group return the materials to the supply table. They will need them
in the next lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to show by measurement that washers weigh less in
water than in air.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 28-1 Forces in Liquids
-Page T-184/S-107 Other Liquids (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about the weights of objects in water to the
weights of objects in other liquids.

PREREQUISITES: Understanding of decimal relationships.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: None

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that in this lesson they are
tafirrd-out about the-weight-of-obj-uLts i n tiquids

other than water.

Language Cards/Key Signs
liquids

evPdence

2. Have the students turn to page 107 and do the lesson. Teachqr may paraphras

3. Have the students discuss the italicized questions. Be sure tAt they give
reasons for their answers based on evidence in the chart. It should now be
clear to them that the weight of an object will appear to be less in any
liquidiathen in air.

4. Ask the students to look at the chart to find out if the weights of three washers
..differ from liquid to liquid (Yes).

...
. .

5. Encourage the students to express their owm ideas in, discussing the numbered
qdestions. They will probably be able to figure out that there is soMething
about liquids that causes objects to weigh less in them than in air. 'Emphasize

.tr -such words as "frosting". and "being held up" in anticipation of the introduction ........

to buoyant force in the next lesson. a

..) '. t.,

.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to'determine tile objects have diffqrent apparent
, T . .-

..6
9., weights in different liquids. a

.

,' VP , .
DEVELOPMENT: Lesson eltAfer 213-1 ,Ikorce's In Liquids

p:Rage'T-1P5/S-Idg.tuoyant Forces (25-20 min.) A.
.4' -.

-..ir

'0.
......4-"A --

.4_ -

.
PURPOSE:- Extehd the investigation of the weight of,544@ctS in tiquids.to the Concept

....

- -ot buoyant force.
...

. ., .

ADVANCE PREPARATION:, None. ::
, ....

..
.-

3

-

'91. ..

Language Cards/Key Signs
bu,pant ford
gravity

t 2 ,`
.

.._ .: .....
. .. _ ,...t. ... , - .. ..'44'



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS;

1. Introduce the lesson by writing the term buoyant force
on the, chalkboard.

2. Have the students read-the introductory paragraph on page 108. Be sure the
studentsunderstand.that both 14qulds and air exert buoyant force on objects,
but that the buoyant force of liquIds is greater.

3. Review the term gravity, the pulling force of the Earth, pulls down on an
object in liquid as well as in air.

4. Have the students do the lesson. Let them discusS*their observations with. their
neighbors as they work. ,

5. Discuss the first italicized question with the students. If the Students have
difficulty in interpreting the arrows in the illustration, refer them to the .4
lesson "Showing Forces" on page 89 in which the use of arrows to show the
direction and amount of force was introduced.

6. Check the students' understanding of the second Italicized question by assigning
specific values to the forces. Write "gravity = 2.0 N" and "Buoyant force =
0.2 N" on the chalkboard. Explain to the students that, in the example you have
written on the board, the force of gravity acting on an object being weighed in
water is 2.0 N. The buoyant force of the water is 0.2 N. Ask them what the
reading would be on the scale. (1.8N) Have the students tell you only the
process by which the scale reading can be determined from the data if they do not
know how to subtract decimals.

7. Have the students discuss the numbered questions. Helpthe students to under-
stand how the force of gravity and buoyant force are related to th9 apparent weight
of an object in a liquid. (One force is partially offset by the other.)

8. Ask the students why they think the buoyant force of liquids is greater than the
buoyant force of air. They wiik-probably say-pat liquids are "thicker" or
."heavier,"

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to explain why objects weigh less in liquids than
in ait on the basis of the strongest buoyant .force of
liquids.

*************************************************************f*************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Forces in Liquid
Pa'ge T-186/S-109 Floating (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE:. Use what has been.learqed about buoyant force to expltin why objects float.
4

%ADVANCE PREPARAT ION :

N. Background Information: A solid object floats if its

'weight is less than the weight of the water of other
liquid that is displaced when the object Is totally
immersed. The force of gravity pulls down on the object
with a force equal to the object's weight. The Water

or other liquid pushes up on the object with a buoyant
force equal to the weight of water or other liquid that

92,

Language Cards/Key Signs
'float
liquid

buoyant
aluminum foil

Identification Cards
Objects that Float
Objects that Sink



(1; the object displaces. If the object has a large volume and is relatively light,
the buoyant force is sufficient to keep the object afloat. A floating Abject
displaces a volume of water whose weight is exactly equal to the weight of the
object.

The aluminum objects that the students make in this lesson will sinkcr float
depending on how much volume of water the objects displace. Using the-same size
aluminum sheets, the students may wad one into a ball and fashion a watertight
box out of the other. The wad will sink because it does not displace enough
water to provide buoyant force greater than the weight of the aluminum. The box
will float because it dispPaces a volume of water whose weight equals the weight
of the aluminum when the box is partially immersed.

Materials.- Have the following for each 273 students:
-1 bucket or large container
-newspaper

-2 aluminum foil squares 20 cm'X 20 cm (7 in. x 7 in.) for each child

Cover five areas of the floor with newspapers. Fill the buckets with water and
put one in each area., Then cut enough aluminum foil squares to provi,de each
student with two of the same size. You may want to cut some extra squares for
students who think of more than two objects to make. Use the cardboard to make
two signs. Label one "Objects that Float" and the other "Objects that Sink."
Cigar a large space on a table of counter and put the signs there. After the
students test their aluminum objects, they can put each object next to the sign
that describes it.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

4. Have the students twrn-to page 109 and read the introductory paragraph to find
out why objects float. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Be sure the students underStand that` objects will floai'in water if the buoyant
fdrce,or upward push of the water i,s'great enough.

3. Nvide the'students into groups of 2-3.

4. Ask the students to read through the rest of the lesson to find out what they
will be doing. Teacher may paraphrase.

5. Distribute two aluminum foil squares to each student while they are reading.

6. Tell the students that they may begin to make their objects as soon as they have
finished reading. Encourage'the students to make the objects their own way. Avoid
limiting them to any particularldesign.

)

7. Assign each group to one of the buckets of water. Let individual members of each
group start testing their objects as soon as they have made them. Advise the
students to put their objects on the water gently. Caution them against pushing
the objects into the water.

8. Point out the area where you have put the signs and ask the students to place
each of their objects in front of the sign that describes it.

9. Have the students return to their seats and answer the italicized questions about
the picture on page 109 as soon as they have put their objects on the table or
counter. 6
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10. Have the groups go to observe the objects that have been grouped in front of the
signs. Then have them answer the numbered questions. Remind them to think about
the objects that are pictured on page 109 as well as the objects fill the class
made.

11. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Encourage them to explain in

their own words why objects float or sink. Be sure that the students understand
that the objects that they tested were of the same weight. They all were made

from pieces of arrr-ninum foil of the same size.

12. Leave the buckets of water where they are or push them to one side, out of the
path of classroom traffic. They will be used again in the next lesson. You may

want to encourage those students who are interested to experiment during their
free time with other aluminum objects or objects made of different materials.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to explain why aluminum objects that they make
either float or sink in terms of the shape and size of

the object.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Forces In Liquids
Page T-188/S-110 Making Boats (40-45 min.) -

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about buoyancy to the construction of boats

. that can carry a load.

ADVANCE PRERARATJON: Materials -Have enough of the frdlow-i.ng for each-group of

students:

buckets
-newspaper
-2 aluminum foil squares

-washers
tape and scissors

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students that they are going to use what
they learned about floating and sinking in the last lesson to make boats.

2. Divide the class into groups of 2-3.

3. Have the students turn to page 110 and read through the lesson to find out what

they are going to do. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Have each group get its materials.

5. Explain to the students that they should use only small pieces of tape on their

boats so that the tape adds very little extra weight.

6. Encourage them to make different kinds of boats.

7. Assign a bucket of water to each group and have the students go by groups to

test their boats. Ask them to find out which boat in the group can carry the

largest load of washers. Remind the students to "lay" their boats gently on

the water.
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8. Set up a competition to see which group can design the boat that holds the most
weight.

9. Have the students discuss all the questions. Be sure they understand that water
rushing through holes that are punched in the sides of boats is evidence that
water can push, sideways as well as upwards.

10. Ask the students some additional questions: Which boat dyes the water push up
on the most? (The one holding the greatest weight.) What happens when one
additional washer causes a boat to sink? (The force of gravity on the boat and
its load is greater than the buoyant force of the water.) How does the place-
ment of washers on a boat affect whether the boat floats or sinks? (The place-
ment of washers determines whether or not the forces on the boat are balanced,

, that is, whether the boat will float in a stable position.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to make a simple boat of aluminum foil that will
float while carrying a load of washers.

****************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Forces in Liquids
Page T-189/S-111 What is Buoyant Force? (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about floating objects to the relationship of
buoyant force to the volume of liquid displaced ty a floating object.

PREREQUISITE: Familiarity with the_concept of volume and the ability to compute a
volume-

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: This lesson requires that the
students use the mathematical formula for the-volume of
a solid to compute the volume of water displaced by
foil boats shown in pictures. Because most school
systems teach this formula at fifth level, the students'
familiarity with,it is assumed in this lesson.

The volume of solids is often measured in cubic centimeters, the volume for
wnich is cm3. (Students who have done the fouth-level Unit Environments, have
learned this measurement and the symbol for it.)

The formula for finding the volume of a solid is: length x width x height =.
volume. Be certain the students understand that to find a volume in cm3 they must
multiply three cm measurements.

The concept of volume is dealt with in detail in the third cluster of this
part (page 123). In this lesson, the students need only know and understand the
formula for finding the volume of a solid.

Language Cards/Key Signs

buoyant force
volume
displaced
displaces

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by writing displaces and displaced on the chalkboard.

2. Ask the students to turn to page 111 and read the introduction to find out what
the term means. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Discuss the meaning of displaced with the students.

4. Explain to the students that they are going to find out how much water the two
boats pictured on page 111 displaced.
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5. Review or introduce the term volume and the formula for finding the volume of/W
solid. (See Background Information.) -

N
6. Distribute the paper and pencils and have the students,do the rest of the lesso4.--:

on page 111.

7. Discuss all the questions with the students. Be sure the student understand
that the larger the amount of water displaced by boats or other objects., the ,0.,'
greater the buoyant force that pushes up on them.

DESHISD LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to find the volume of water displaced by 2 pictu'red
boats and determine that a greater buoy'ant force is exerted
on one of the boats.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B -1 Forces in Liquids
Page T-190/S-112 Weight and Mass (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: Relate what has been learned about the weight of objects in liquids and
in air to the mass of objects in liquid and in air.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: In this lesson, a simple.
definition of mass is.presented. The definition is

41P designed to distinguish mass from weight. Mass,

essentially, is how much matter there is in an object.

hT-direct contrast-to-we4ght-, the mass-ef-an object is
constant. The mass of an object does not change,
unless the amount of matter in the object changes.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Lanquagd,Cards/Key Signs
weight
mass
matter

buoyant force

1. Write the term mass on the chalkboard. Explain to the students that they will
learn about the term in the lesson they are going to do.

2. Have the students read the introduction on page 112 to find out what the mass of
an object is and how the mass of an object differs from the weight of an object.
Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Make certain that the students understand that mass is the amount of matter in an
object, and that mass changes only when the amount of matter changes.

4. Remind the students that they found in their experiments that washers weighed
less in a liquid than they did in air. Ask them if the mass of the washers

changes in a liquid. (no.)

5. Have the students do the rest of the lesson.

6. Discuss all the questions with the students. Emphasize that the weight of an

object can change, even though its mass stays the same.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe mass as the amount of matter in an
object, and state that the. mass of an object does not,

change even though its weight may change.
***********4*********************************************************************4****4
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APPLICATION: Lesson Crusteit 28 -1 Forces in Liquids

/ Page T-191/S-1t3 MeaSgrinq Mass (25-.30 rifini)1

PURPOSE:. Measure the mass of an object in kilograms and grams.

ADVAUCB PREF;ARATIO0 Materials -adesfabie balance with
'standard masses or ; .

.... A
"weight-s"

-objects to .ind mss ;of '
. .

a,

If.you,plan to pro)iide tfte students with firsthand

.0Aperience in using a balance with standard masses,
or "weights, ". obtain a balance and set it up -in a

ce.htrai. locpion.' Let the students .find the masses
of various *all objects in the.classrooM during -

their free time. Label the balance wLt6 identification
card.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1', troduce the lesson by telling the students that yOu can measure the mass of an
ct. ' .. . ti.

,... 1'

,LariquageCards/Key Signs
mass
kilograms
'grams -

balarice

.Identification Cards
b'dlance.(if balance is
left onlbisplay in
clasSroom)'

,. .',.2..... Wave the students read the introduction on-page 113.
..

3. Be 'sure the students underttand the symbols_land g.1 irr
:. . - ---

--------1-iave the students read the last paradraph in the firms ---lcor6mh -9-11:1 s +udy the A
-,pictures on page 313. ,.... et .

- .
.. .1 a' li,

5. Ask studentsthe folICNig.ques*ions to make sure That they.understand how a
balance is used: What'gr6- the instruments in le pictures called? (Balanc s.)

woman first rN-i: o'n7lie bal:nce? (The container of blue liquid) What is he

d(
For what are they jbedl- (Toipeasure tWmass ol" eb*Its.) _Which object d the ,

11,..4...

)---.4

6. Explain to the students'that th6' force of Iv acting on each pan of a balance
is the same. Each pap is lulled by the Earth with the same amount of force....

Masses on the pans of balance can, therefore, be compared.

A
woman doing in pci.clure A? (Adding objects of {shown mass to the other pan to
balance'them6ss of the container oblue liquid.) 'How can you tell a balance

',is "balanopd"? (When both sides of tKe balance are'onthe Same level.) How 041
the `,woman ffend out what the'crass of thilsCoptainer of blpe Piquid is? (She will
add up.the ffesses of the objects that balanced the container'of blue liquid.)

-4

7. Have the students do the remainder of the lesson.

8. Discuss the use of kilograms to measure the mass of large objects and the use of e
grams to measure the mass of small objects. Then discuss the numbered questions.

9. Point out to the students where you have put the balance if you have obtained
one for their use. Tell them that the objects of known mass that they will use
to balance classroom objects have their masses marked on them.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe how the mass of an object can be
found using a balance.

***************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Forces in Liquids
Page T-192/8-114 -Feeding the Fish (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation ,to the following
objectives:*

1. Describing why a box floats.
2. Determining whether the force of gravity or the buoyant force is

-greater on an object in water.
3. Comparing the apparent weight of an object in water and in air.
4. Comparing the mass of an object in water and in air.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -paper and pencils
-textbook

I

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 114 and read through the lesson. -"Teacher,may
paraphrase text and questions.

2. Have the students proceed with the lesson when you sure that they understand
what they are to do.

3. Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.
You may wish to let them correct their own papers so that they may evaluate
their own progress.

4. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a

student correctly responds to all or most of the questions, you may assume that
he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on
to the next cluster.

***************************************************************************************
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sat
Level 5 Unit 2 Forces

(

. Part B LiqUidnd Gases,Lesson Cluster 2E572

Page Teaching Strategies
.

Lesson Title .

. .

Teaching Time
Suggested

,.

T-198
T-199
T-200
T -201

T-203
T-204T-205T-206

.

Introduction
Development
Development
Development
Development . -

Development .<

Application
Evaluation .

.

I .

The Air Around Us
Air Can Cause Pushes -%,

,
MeaSuring PUshes I

\Making a* R5Icket

Adding a.Return Rocket
Carrying a Load
Rocket Action
Balloon Wkfching.

,,

(
4

25 mi-l.

40 min.
40 min.

- 45 min.
40..Min.

35,min.

;5
Virin.:

B. MATERIALS: Materials list on page T-195.
Vior

.

.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVI, Pushes and Pulls, is appropriate fo*r
use in'this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 2B -2 Forces in Gases
Page T-198/S-115. The Air Around Us (25 min.)

PURPOSE: Review the concept thatair is a mixture of gs and to introduce the con-cept that gases can cause forces.
*

17.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Any media about windmills,
such as pictures, film-
strips.

- If possible, a model of a
windmill or a pinwheel

to demonstrate the force
of air.

If you plan to have some or all the students look uo
information about windmills, obtainsome books from
the school or public library for them to use.
If you assign this project to all students, avoid having the entire class go to
the lib"rary for only a few books will probably be available at the elementary
level.

Language Cards/Key Signs
air

gases
windmill
force
liquid

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the cluster by having the students turn to_iage 115 to read the title ofthe cluster. Explain that gases can cause forces just as liquids can.

2. If a pinwheel or model windmill is available, demonstrate how air forces movementof the blades.
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3.' Show the class any pictures, etc. of windmills that are available.

4. Have the students_read page 315. Teacher may paraphrae.

5. Discuss the lesson with the students. Nf 'they have done the fourthlevel Unit,
Exploring Matter, they will probably remember that air is a mixture ofAases.
You may want to review from that Unit or introduce such prop erties of gases as
"lack of definite shape," "move freely," and "fill all the space in a container."

6. Ask the students what objects they have observed that have been knocked over by
the force of wind. Their answers will depend on experiences that they mi have
had with hurricanes or tornadoes or on pictures that they may have seen of severe
wind damage.

7. Extend the lesson, if you wish, by asking some or all students to do research on
windmills to find out some of the ways in which wind power can be used. Point out
to therri where you have placed the reference materials that you have gathered. Tell

the students whethdr the reports are to be or al or written and decide with them
4-

the-time limit for doing the reports. Provide time during a future class for the
students to share their reports.

r

2

8. Discuss the numbered questions with the students.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to give at least 2 examples of fores caused by
moving air.
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QEVELOPMENT,: 2B-2 Forces in Gases
Page T-199/S-116 Air Can Cause-Pushes (40 min:)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned aboUt forces caused by moving air to forces
caused by air that is not moving.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the'following for
each group of 2-3 stu7
dents:

- 1 bucket, 3.8L (1 gal.)
or large bowl or basin-
newspaper

- 1 plastic drinking glass
- 1 plastic drinking glass,

larger than the first

(optional)

Fill buckets with water and-place them on a suppply table with the drinking

glasses and folds of newspapers. Large bowls or basins may be used if buckets

are unavailable.

Language Cards/Key Signs

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the students to turn to page 116 and read the introduction to the lesson.
Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Explain to the students that in the pr 4ious lesson they learned about forces
caused by moving air. In this lesson, 4'lzey are going to do an experiment to find
out air can cause a force when it is n moving.

ivide t e class into groups of 2-3.

4. Have the students read the rest of column 1 and look at the picture to find out
how to do the experiment.-

5. Distribute the newspaper while they are reading.

6. Have the students cover their desks with newspaper.

7. Distribute a bucket of.water and a glass to each, group.

8. Explain to the students that -they are-to'i-ake turns working with the bucket of
water and glass so that everyone has an opportunity to do the experiment.

9. Have the students do the experiment and answer the questions.

10. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Be sure they understand that
the submerged cup is not empty. Wit filledtith air. Have them find other ob-
jects in the classroom that are filled with air.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Abjlity to describgithe upward push (buoyancyl. caused by
stationary air trapped in a submerged container.

*******************************************************4******************************

I

*
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' DEVELOPMENT: 2B 2 Forces in Gases
age T-200/S-177 Measuring Pushes (40 min.)

PURPOSE; Measur = force caused by air that does not 4719,ve.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -`Have the following'for
each group of 2-3 stu-
dgrts: 4

- ltucket or large bowl
or basin

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

- newspaper
IQ metal washers
1 §et of 3, different sized plastic or paper cups;
IV must be small, endugh to submerge the buckets
or bowls

- 2-3 sheets of paper
- 2-3 rulers
- 2-3 pencils

Language Cards/Key Signs
push

trtopped air

Identification Cards

1. Have the students turn to page 117 and read through the lesson and look at the pic-
ture to find out how they are going to measure the force caused by trapped air.
Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Divide the students into groups of 2 -3.
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'3. Distribute the paper and pencils and have each student copy the chart on page 117.

4. :Have each.gro0-get two folds of newspaper, a set of three containers, and ten
washers from the supply table.

5. Give a bucket'of water to each group.

6. Remind the students to test each contaiper twice.

7. Have the students do the experiment, record the results, and then answer the ques-.
tions.

8. Have the students discuss the questions.

9. Draw three containers on the chalkboard that are similar to a set used by the
students.

10. Ask the students Which container holds the largest, the next-largest, and small-
est volume of air. Write the numberi on the containers from largest (1) to small-
est (3). Then ask the students which container needed the largest number of
washers to hold it down, which the next largest number and which the smallest.
Write these numbers under each container from most washers (1) to least (3). Help
the students to understand that as the volume of air decreased, the push (buoyancy)
of air,also decreased and filler washers were needed.

11. Ask the students how many washers would be needed to hold down a container twice
as large as the largest container they used. (Twice as many.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to measure the upward forces caused by air
trapped in submerged containers and relate differences
in the forces to differences in the volume of trapped air.

********i****************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2B-2 Forces in Gases
Page T-201/S-118 Making a R(Seckgf (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about the force caused by moving air to the use
of that force to propel a balloon rocket.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information -,yhan a gas is under pressure, the force it exerts inside
its container is exerted equally'in all directions. When the air in a balloon is
allowed to. scape, force is still being exerted on the front and sides but not on
the rear where the gas is escapg,ng. .Taus, the balloon moves .forward in response
to the unbalanced force in that directlon'.

Materials Have the following for each pair of stu-
dents:

- 1 balloon*
- 1 'drinking straw

- twist-tie or paper clips, jumbo
- scissors
*All balloons must be same size; have
extra in case some break.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
rocket
rocket system
variable

Identification Cards



Also have on hand: masking tape
string, several yards

Collect the balloons, straws, rolls of tape, and scissors andput them on a supply
' table. Fifteen balloons will be needed in this lesson. Have the five extra bal-
loons available in case some break. If you collect double the number of balloons,
you will have enough for the next lesson, too.

Cut .15 pieces of string that are 5m (.5k yds.) long and-put them with the other
materials. Collect either the twist-ties or paper clips., You will find that
twist-ties work better and are easier for the students to use to close the ends
of the balloons than paper clips. Paper clips tend to cause the opening of the
balloon to stick fogether(and weaken during the activity. Also, the balloon is
more likely to be punctured by a paper clip than by a twist-tie. If you collect
double the number of twist-ties, you will have enough for the next lesson, too.
Clear an area in the room where the students can test their rockets.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to'page 1111 and read through the lesson to find out how
they are going to use the force tbgt moving air causes. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Divide the stAlents into pairs, and explain that each pair will mace a rocket system.

3. Send several pairs of students to the supply table to get their materials. rExplain
that they should cut off a piece of tape about 5 cm (2 in.) Jong and stick the end
of it to. their desk until they are ready to Use it.

4. Have the students make their rockets, but caution them to wait until everyone has
finished before testing them.

5. Caution the students against carelessly playing with the balloons. Remind them
that someone can get-hurt.

6.. %int out.the area that you have cleared for the students to test their rockets.
Make a chalkMark on the floor where the students are to stand when they release
their rockets.

7. Have one pair of students at a time test their rockets while the rest of the class
observes. The students will probably find that a rocket works best when one stu-
dentdent holds the balloon close just above the twist-tie while the other undoes the
twist-tie. The first student than releases the balloon.

8. Have each pair of students place an object such as a book to mark how fat- their
rocket traveled. The students will then be able to determine later whose rocket
went farthest.

9. Have the students discuss the italicized questions. Be sure they understand that
the pushing force caused by escaping air makes their rockets "fly."

10. Discuss the numbered questions with the students.

11. You may want to review or introduce the term variable at this time. .Students who
have done the fourth-level Unit Exploring Energy will probably remember that a
variable is something in a system that can or is likely to change. At fourth
level, the students learned about variables in sound and heat systems and in

9.
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electric circuits. The term is reviewed in the first cluster of Part C of this
unit, OR page 132.

12. Ask the students what variables)there are in their rocks* systems. -The variables
they isolate wI probably i.nclude: the tautness of the string;, the angle of
the string; the size of the inflated balloon; the width of,the balloon stem; the
length of the straw.

13. Have the students analyze the\Most successful long- distance rocket, systems.to
determine if the students who made them controlled the same variables. Have them
analyze the most reliable systems.dlso. Have the students test the variables they
can identify to find out if they, ca, by controlring the variables, make a rocket
go the Maximum distance possible and make it go'the same distance on every try.

14. Have the students store their rocket systems 'in a safe place. They will use them
again in the next lesson. The scissors and tape also will be used again in the
next lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to make a balloon rocket and describe how the
force caused by escaping air makes the rocket move.

*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2B -2 Forces in Gases

Page T-203/S-119 nding yReturn Rocket (40 min.)

V
PURPOSE: Use the force of escaping air to make a balloon rocket travel back to its

starting point.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the following for
each pair of students:

- 1 balloon

- twist -tie or paper clips,
jumbo

-scissors
Also have on hand:
masking tape

- rockets from Making A Rocket on page 118
extra balloons in case some break

Language Cards/Key.Signs
balloon rocket
return rocket

Identification Cards
V

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Divide the students into the same pairs as before.

2. Have the students turn to page 119, read through the lesson, and look at the
pictures. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Be sure fhe students observe where the strawand string and pieces of tape are
placed as well as the direction of the tied-end of each balloon.

4. Have the pairs of students get their rockots, a new balloon, a twist-tie', scissors,
and a piece of tape from the supply table and begin to work.

5. Caution the students against carelessly playing with le balloons. Remind them
that someone can get hurt.
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6. Have the students go a few'at a time to test their rockets. Be sure they know
they are to first observe 4h at hapPerf when'they release the air in one balloon-
at a time. Then they are to observe what happens when they release the air in
both balloons at the same time.

7. Explain that it will be difficult to release their rockets at the same time if ,

ttrey have to undo, the, twist-ties. It will be easier if they hold the balloons by
the stems and release them on signal. They should leave the twist -ties on only
while making the system.

A

8. Discuss the italicized question. Ask if-the results would be the same if the
rockets were positioned "nose to nose" ,(end without opening to end without opening).
(No, the balloons would n16.)- move.) . *.

'9. Discuss the numbered questions with the students.

10. Have each pair of students carefully separate the two balloons in their rocket
systems. Using the balloon that is in better condition, have them reconstruct
the original balloon rocket with a string. Store tne rockets for Ise in the next
lesson.

DESIRED-LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe how they used the fEmteof escaping
air tomake a rocket move back and forth or remain sta-
tionary.

*********************************************************************4***************

DEVELOPMENT) 2B-2 Forces rn Gases
Page T-204/S-120 Carrying A Load-1321min.)

PURPOSE: Find out how the addition of a load to a balloon rocket affects the motion
of the rocket.

a

ADVANCE PREPA5AT1ON: Materials 1 metal washer for each
pair of students

'- masking tape
--'--*rockets from .Making A

Rocket, page 118
a collection of small
objects such as paper clips, markers, erasers, coins,
Dencils or ballpoint Dens

Language Cards/Key Signs
load

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students that they changed their original
rocket systems by adding a second rocket. They will now change it by adding a
load.

, -

2. Divide the students into the same pairs that have been working _together.

3. Have the students turn toipage 120, read the lesson, and study the pictures. Teacher

may paraphrase.

4. Have the students get their' rockets and one washer.
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Am.
.45. Have t5e students do the lesson through the.first italicized question. Most stu-

dents will probably tape the washers flush onto the balloons. Some may think of
suspending the washers from the balloons,

V7
6. Send a few pairs of student's at a time to test the rockets.

f. Discuss the italiciz ed questions with the students. Their answers are likely to
vary.

8. Have each pair of students choose an object from the supp ly table and do the second
D6rt of the les.son as far.as.Th$ numbered questions.

9. Have students take Turns assembling a collection of objects equal in total weight
to one large washer. ye them use two spring scales to balance the objects and
the washer. Have some irs use bulky objects such'as folded paper shapes or
streamers and then comp e Their results with pairs that used marbles, erasers,
or other comdact objects:

10. Discuss the last italicized question and the nnbered questions with the students. .

Be certain to discuss all The variables That 'affected how well their rockets carried.
loads. Weight is clearly, a variable, but some students will also be able to con-
clude that bulky loads do not travel as far"because of greater resistance.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. Ability To desC'ri,be how the'weight, shape, and bulkiness of
the load and the way in which the load was attached affec-
ted the motion of their rockets.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: '2B-2 Forces in Gases
Page T-205/S-121 Rocket Action (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply what has been 19arrad ab6ut'the forces produced by escaping air to the
motion of rockets in--c' .Ir space.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

",aPerials:- none.

1: Have the studentstloolc at the ;5icture of the balloon
with arrows. Review the use of .arrows to show the
,direction and amount'of forces.

2. Reiew the concepts of balanced and unbalanced forces, making sure the students
understand that balanced forcesisd neither motion nor change of motion and un-
balanced forces may cause either. Ask the students whether balanced or unbalanced
forces caused their balloon rockets to move. ,(Unbalanced.)

Language Cards/Key Silgns'

balanced force
unbalanced force

Identification Cards

3. Have, the students turn to page 121 and do the lesson. Teacher may paraphrase.

o'
4. Discuss the italicied questions that deal with the balloon rockets in air.

5. Draw a diagram on the chalkboard - similar to the -one on page 121, omitting the
arrows and paper clip in the top-balloon.
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6. Ask a student to go to the board and draw arrows inside the balloon to show the
unbalanced forces in the balloon. Be sure that shorter arrows are used to shOw
air escaping from behind the balloon (open end) and that longer arrows are used
to show air pushing primarily on the "nose" of the balloon (other end).

7. Have the students discuss the rest of the rfalicizectquestions and the numbered
questions.

f.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to compare the dauseof motion in their balloon
rockets and rockets in space on the basis of the unbal-
anced forces of air inside both rockets.

**********************************************************t****************************

EVALUATION: 2B-2 Forces in Gases

Page T-206/S-122Balloon Watching (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Identifying which of 2 balloons of different volumes would be easier to

hold under water.
2. Identifying which of 2 balloons of different volumes would travel faster.

. 3. Identifying whiith of 2 balloons would travel farther onrthe basis of the
of the weight of their loads.

4. Identifying which of 2 ba oons would rise higher on the basis of their4

shapes and the Weight of eir loads.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper, benCil, textbook

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the Students turn to page 122 and read through the lesson. Teacher may para-
phrase text and questions.

2. Have the students proceed with the lesson when you are certain that they under-
stand what they are to do.

3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed their work.
A.400'

4. You may wish to let them correct their own papers so that they Aiyalvate their
own progress.

5. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a
student correctly responds to all or-most of the questions, you may assume that
he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to
the next cluster.

************************************************************************************t*
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--1Level 5 Unit 2 Forces

Part B Liquids and Gases, Lesson Cluster 28-3

Page
.

Teaching Strategies
.

, ,

i

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested
.

T-212 Introduction . What is Volume 30-35 min.
T-213 Development Liquid Volumes 35 min.
T-214 . Development Finding Volumes A., 45 min.
T-216 Development , Volumes of Solids* 30min./50 min.
T-218 Development Weighing Water "--,40 min.
T-219 Application Volume and Weight 20 min.
T-220 Evaluation*

...:0

NOTE: *Lesson Volumes of Solids may be done over a 2 day baskiod. Wrap Up has been,..

omitted from this cluster.

'B. MATERIALS: Add the following .to the Materials List on *page T-209
- I set of 30 cubes, 1 cm x 1 cm x 1 cm each
- copy of chart on page 129; can either be on a transparency ictr board

FILMSTRIP' INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVI, Pushes and Pulls is appropriate for
use in this

(u
nit.

.INTRODUCTION: ,Lesson Cluster 2B-3 -Volume
Page T-212/S-123 What is Volume? (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: Review or introduce the concept of volume as a measure of space occupied.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background' Informa'tion - Volume is the measure of the
amount of space that a solid, a liquid,"or a gas
occupies. In the metric system, volume is measured
in liters (L) or in milliliters (mL) and cubic centi-
meters (cm3). For all practical purposes, a mL is
equal to a cm3. See Background Information in What
is Buoyant Force? on page T-189.

MateriaIS-- 30 cubes 1 cm,x 1 cm x 1cm;
see picture on page 123.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
volume

cubic centimeters
cube

Identification Cards

_

I. Introduce the cluster by telling the students that they are going
about volume. Ask the studerits what the term means and how they used volume inprevious lessons., The students should remember that they Used the formula,for
volume to find the volume of water displaced by a floating object. Have them turnback to page 111 to What is Buoydnt Farce? if they cannot remember.

to learn more
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2. 'Ask the students what units of measurement they us d to figure out buoyant force.
Write cm3 on the board under volume as a reminder.

3. Use the set of 30 cubes to demonstrate volume as it was done on, pag: 123.
, .

4. Have the students turn to page 123 and do the lesson. Remind them o study the
. pictures carefullly.

e

5. Discuss the questions wit& the students.

6. Be certain the students understand that 1 cm3 equals 1 mL. They are obably
familiar with the former unit. Also 6e sure they understand that L is a ch

larger measure of volume: 1000 cm or 1000 mL = 1 L. ,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe volume as the amount of space that an
object occupies.

******************-********************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-3 Volume
Page T-213/S-124 Liquid Volumes C35 min./

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of volume to accurate measurement of the voluMe of water
in containers..

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background'Information - It is difficult to get an ah-
solUtely flat level of water in a glass container.
Looked at closely, the surface is curved. This curve
is called the meniscus. The correct way to read the
level of water i.n a glass container is at the bottom
of the curve. In a plastic container, there is
little or no meniscus.

Language Cards/ Key Signs

liquid volume
level

Identification Cards

Materials Have t9 following for each group of 2-3 student:
2 metric measuring containers, 30 mL and ,130 mL*

- newspaper ,

2-3 rulers
2-3 pencils

- 2-3 sheets of paper

*If you are unable to obtain containers of the specified sizes, others may be
used as long as the containers are calibrated and of two different sizes.

il

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 124 and read the fir4t column to find out how vol-
umes of liquids.are accurately measured. Teacher may paraphrase.

. Distribute the paper and pencil_s_and have each student copy the chart in the second

column.

. Ivide the students into new groups of 2-3.
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4. Have the students read the second column to findout what they are going to do.

5. Have the students cover their desks with newspapers.

6. Have the students practice mepsuring the volumes of liquidS in the containers be-
'fore they try to find the volume of the space above the marking on each container.

7. 'Let the students devise their own methods for measuring the volume above the mark-
ings on the containers. They may add M.FgrUred amounts of water from one container
to the top, or pour the Liquid above the top mark into the other container.

'8. Have the students discuss the numbered questions.

(-
9. Ask the students to return the calibrated containers to the supply table. The

containers should be emptied and left on the supply t Id ready for use in the
next lesson., ,

DESIRED'LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to measure the volu4of water in metric measuring
containers.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 28-3- Volume
Page T-214/S-125 Finding Volumes (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Measure the volume of uncalibrated containers in this lesson,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Ior each group of 2-3 stu-
dents have the following:
2 metric measuring con-
tainerS, 30 mL and 130 mt.

- containers assorted qn
size*

- 2-3 pencils
17 - 2-3 sheets of4paper

newspaper

Language Cards/Key Signs
unmarked containers
bstrMated
measured

Identification Cards

*The students will need a variety of uncalibrated containers in this lesson. Try

to collect five of each different container such as paper cups of different sizes,
filmstrip cans, vials or pill bottles, shallow dishes, and straws. Just be sure .

that the total. collection has avar/ety of shapes and sizes. Each group of 2-3
students should have a set of 2-3 containers.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: ) '

1. Have the students read the lesson on page 125. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Divide the class into groups of 2-3.

3. Distribute one measuring container and a set of uncalibrated containers to e h

group, as well as paper, pencils, and rulers.

4. Have the students copy the chart on page 125. have them write in the ?Tames of the
containers in their sets.
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5. Have someone from each group get newspapers from the supply table and cover the
group's worktng area. Have another student from each group get the group's supply'
of water.

6. Have the students do the lesson. If necessary, the teacher may work along with the
students and demonstrate what'is to be done. Sbmind them first to estimate the
volume of a container and then measure it.-

7. Let the students experiment with different methods of measuring volumes-of the
containers. Methods will probably include filling the containers with water from
a calibrated container. Students occasionally submerge containers upside-down in
a calibrated container partially filled with water and measure the change in the
water level.

8. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Have them compare volumes for
common containers using their charts. Also have them discuss how close their esti-
mated volumes were to their measurements.

DESIRED LEARNING OUIrs,QME: Ability to measure the volumes of several uncalibrated con-
tainers.

***********************************************************************************

/ DEVELOPMENT: Lesson.Cluster 2B-3 Volume
Page J-216/S-126' Volume of Solids (30 min./50 min.)

PURPOSE: Extena what has been learned about measuring volumps of liquids to the
measurement 'of volumes of solids.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to muliply 3 numbers together, aSI'in 2 x 6 x 4 = ?
Ability to subtract 2 and 3 digit numbers.
Ability to estimate volumes.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials For each group of 2-3
students have each of the
following:
set of 2 measuring con-

-tainers, 30 mL and 130mL
- newspaper

2-3 rulers
1 set of assorted objects*
2-3 small lumps of model-

.

ing clay

2-3 scissors'
- 2-3 pieces of paper and

pencils
also have masking tape on hand

Language Cards/Key Signs
solids
volume
displa'ces

length

width
height
regular solid

Identification Cards

*The students will need a variety of objects. Try to collect four each of such

objects as hard-boiled eggi, plastic and hollow table-tennis balls, marbles, and

small rocks. Try to provide the students with objects of variousshapes and sizes,.
some of. which will float. Each of the 2-3 groups of students should have four Ai-

jects.
Put the set of objects, paper, pencils, rulers, newspapers, tape, scissors, wash-

ers, and measuring containers on the supply table.
Divide the modeling clay into 30 lump's. The lumps should not be any particular

shape. The 'students form shapes with the clay in the lesson.
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TEACHING,SUGGESTIONS:

1. Wave the students turn to page 126 and read the introductory paragraph. Teacher
may paraphrase.

2. Explainl'to the students that they will first use pictures to find volumes of solids
in both ways discussed.

Have the students read the rest of page 126 and answer all the questions. Teacher
may paraphrase. Explain that a'regular solid has straight or flat sides and so it
can be measured with a ruler.

4. Discuss the first italicized qubstion with the students. Write the-formula length
x width x height = volume on the chalkboard. Ask the students if they could use
the formula for finding the volume of the rock in picture B. (The formula will
not work for irregularly shaped objects.) . t

.',

5. Have the students give their responses to the second italicized question. Be sure
they understand that, to find the volume of an object by water in the container
without the object in it from the volume of the water with the object in it.

6. Discuss the italicized question about findiing the volume of an object that floats.
The students-will probably i-emember that, in What is Buoyant Force? on page 111,
they used the formpla for volume. 1-1bwever, remind them that they used the formula
to find the volume of theiwater that was di*Splaced by floating boats, not to find
the volume of the bopts. They could use the formula because:the length and width
of the boats and how,far.they sank into the water could be measured.

7. Let the students give their opinions about finding the volume of t floating object.
Tell them that tiney will have an opportunity.to experiment with volumes of floating

t objects. If there isn't time now for experimentation, end today's lesson here.
r

.

8. Have the students read"page 127.

9.. Divide'the students into groups of 2 -3.

10. Distribute 2-3 lumps of clay, 2-3 washers, a set.ot tour other objects, paper, pen-
cils, and rulers to each group.

11. 'Have the students copy the chart on page 127 and write in the names of the objects
you have given them.

12. Pave someone from each group get newspapers from the supply table to cover the work-
ing area. Have others get a measuring container and the supply of water.

13. Have the students begin. Remind them,first to estimate the volume of a container
and then to measure it.

(

14. Let the students experiment with different methods of finding the volume of an Ob-
ject that floats. Help those who have difficulty with such questions as: What is
the problem that you are having with the object? (It floats.) What do you want
it to do? (Sink.) Could you use any of the other objects to solve the problem?
(Yes, add clay to make it sink.) Be sure the students understand that they must
subtract 1-4 volume of the clay from the volume of the object and clay to find the
volume of the object.
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15. Have the student use a small piece of tape to hold theclay on the object if the
clay will not stick to'it by itself.

.a , . -
16. Let the students experiment to find ways to find the'volume of small. objects that

do not'displace enough water to measure. Some will probably figure out that they
must measure the volume of several of the objects and then divide by the number -of
objects to get the *volume of one.
! .

117. Discuss the numbered questions with 1-4.0 students. Have them compare vol.imes for
common objects using their charts. Also have them discuss the accuracy of their
estimations. Be sure thetudents understan , in discussing question 3 that chang -,
ing the shape of a clay, object will change n ither its volume nor its mass.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to compute th volume of a regular so lid and

measure the volume of an irregular solid by,water dis-
placement. .

******************************************1*******************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-3 Volume
Page T-218/S-128 Weighing.Water (40' min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about measuring volume to the comparison of
different volumes and weights of water.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials For each group of 2-3 stu-
dentS, have the following:

2-3 pieces of paper
2-3 pencils
1 set of measuring con-
tainers, 30mL and 130 mL
2-3 rulers
newspaper
1 spring scare

/ 1 paper cup, 8 oz.
- 2 jumbo paper clips

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: 'w

Language Cards/Key Signs'
weighing
weight
volume
water
newtons

Identification Cards

t

J.

1. Write the term weight on the chalkboard and ask thb students what the meaning of
the term is. They will probably remember weight as the force of gravity on an
object.

2. Have the students read column one on page 128. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Divide the'class into groups of 2-3.

4. Have the groups get their materials at theiripPly table.

5., Let each'group make their weighing bucket, following the directions on page 128.

Ieqcher may demonstrate if necessary.

StudeRts should read the first paragraph in column 2 and adjust the spring scale
to zero. They may need assistajce at this point..
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7. Students should now read the next paragraph and complete the activity.

8, Have'the students return ail the materials to the-supply table'aS they complete
the measurements.

9. Have the members of each group compare their charts and discuss the questions.

10. Ask the students to look at their charts to see if they can find a rettionship
between the volume and weight of water. If the students do not discover the re-
lationship between the volume and weight of water, write the following on the
chalkboard to help them:

100 mL water weighs about 1 N

50 mL water weighs about 0.5N
Further their understanding by also copying the data from their c its on the
board. Let the students'analyze the relationship of the volumes and weights of
water.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability, to measure the volume and weight of different
amounts of water and describe the relationship between .

the volumes and weights.
******r****4**********************************************************************,***

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2B-3 Volume
Page T-219/S-129 Volume and Weight (20 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply what has been learned ut the proportional relationship of the
volume and weight of water t he proportional relqiNnship of Volumes and
weights of other liquids. .411

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Make a copy of the chant
on page 129 on a trans-
parency or the board.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the concept that equal amounts of water weigh
the same, but different volumes of water have differ-
ent weight. Also review the proportional rela-
tionship of the volumes and weights-of water.

2. Explain that in this lesson they are going to find out if the volumes and weights
of otherl liquids have the same relationship.

3. Have the students read column one" on page 129. Teacher may paraphrase.

Language Cards/Key Signs
volume
weight"
double
equal

Identification Cards

'4. Discdss the questions as a group, referring to the,chart on the transparency or
board:

ti
5. Have students who are interested me4ure and compare the volumes and weights of

different liquids R9 their'own. Tell them that theft results May vary depending
On the brands of liquids that`they use. Let the students borrow the necessary
equipment to do the tests at home or save them brtn9 in various liquids to do
the tests as a free-time activity.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to'State from data on a chart that when the volumes
k . of different liquids are, doubled, their weights are also

doubled. ,

.

*****************************4*************-x****************************************
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.,, Level 5 Unit 2 gorcet

Part C Simple Machines, Lesson Cluster 2C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page
.1

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time
Suggested

.c. .

T-226 Introduction e Making Things Move 40 min.
T-228 Deve)opment What Makes Things.,Move? 40,mia.
T-229 Development Friction . 35 min.

T7230 Development
%

Changing Direction 50 min.
T-232 DeveAopment The Inclined Plane 20 min.
T-233 Application Inclined Planes, 25 min.

T-254 Application Wedges 30 min.

T-235 Evaluation 'Comparing Forces 30 min.

. .,

40

B. MATERIALS: Add the following e Materials List on page T-223:
-2 blocks of woo , any ize will do

.

-magnifying gla 'e \

FILMSTRIP INFORMAT1DN: Filmstrip Set XVI, Pushes and Pulls, is appropriate for
tt. use in s` nit.

t

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 P ttin

Page T-226/S-132 Mak

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept th

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -For each group of 2-3
students have the, following:

-1 spring scale
- 2 or 3 jumbo paper clips

- 1 set of objects frtn the
classroom*
2-3 sheets of paper and '

pencils
1 scissoris

Forces to Work
Move (40 min.) .

t ctianges in variables can alter motion in systems.

Language Cards/Key Signs
variable
system
move
change
movement

*Each group should have 2 or 3 objects so that each student ha's an opportunity to
test one. Either collect sets of such objects as books, notebooks, staplers,

paper punches, large tape dispensers and small rocks or let the students in

each group experiment with objects of their own. choosing. The sets of objects

do not have to be the same.

--tifACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the cluster by telling the students that they are going to use forces
to move objects.

2. Have the students turn to page 132 and read the introduction to find out how

movement in a system can change. Teacher may paraphrase.
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Be sure the students understand that a variable is any property of a system
that can be changed. If a yariable changes, +he system-Changes.,

4. Have the students Read the rest of page 132 andanswer the questions about
the picture. Teacher may paraphrase.-

5. Discuss the questions with the students. Help them understgnd that changes
in such variables iin the bicycle system as the loaded basket or the surface
or incline of the road would change the amount of force needed to move the
bicycle system.

. 6. Introduce the second part of the lesson by telling the students that they are
going to measure forces needed to keep objects moving.

7. Have the students read through the directions on page 133 and make sure that
they understand what they are going to'do.

8. Divide the class into groups of or 3.

9. Have the groups go to the!sUpply table one at` a time to get a spring scale,
2-3 paper clips, a strip Of-tape, two sheets of paper and two pencils. Have
them either get a set of objects thaf you ected or let them choose their.
own.

Remind the students to copy the chart before beginning the experiments. Make
sure that they have a level surface on which to put the objects that they test.
Also make sure-the students understand that the rea'ding they want is of the
force required to keep the object moving at a constant speed.

li. It may be helpful to demonstrate the activity to the students before they begin.

12. Discuss the questions with the students. Have them compare the results of tests
for common objects using the information on their charts, The students should ,

not be expected to list every variable.

13. Commend any students who observe that the force needed to start an object
moving is greater that the force needed to keep it moving. Tell them that they
will experiment further with this idea in the next lesson.

14. Have the students'look at their charts to find which objects,required e for,0
of 1-2.5N to pull them. Collect one of these objects from each group and
put them in a special place for use in the next lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:" Abilit to name some variables in a moving system and'
measure t force necessary to move objects.

**************************************** *****ook*************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Putting Forces To Work
Page T-228/S-134 What Makes Things Move? (40 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the investigation of the variables that affect motion t
to

the concept
that it requires more force to set an object in motion than to keep it in
motion.

-4 1
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -Epch group of 2 or 3,,stu-
dents will need the
following:

-1 spring scale
- 1 jumbo paper clip'

. -scissors
-2 pieces of waxed 4er -

-2 -3 pieces of paper and pencils
- 1 object from Making Things Move
(See Teaching Suggestion 14 from that lesson)

-a piece of 'masking tape

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
variable ,

force
smoothness

1. Tell the students that they are going to learn more about how variables
affect moving objects.

2. Divide the class into groups of 2 or 3.

3. Have the students turn to page 134 and read to the end of the italicized
'questions, answering the questions when they come to them. Teacher may
paraphrase.

4. Let the students express their own opinions in discussing the questions.
Explain to them that they will have an opportunity to test their ideas in
the second part of the lesson.

5. Have each group go to the supply table to get materials: a spring scale, Alp

a paper clip, a strip of tape, 2-3 pencils, 23 sheets of paper, two pieceri
pf waxed paper, one pair of scissors, and 1 of the objects saved from the
preVious lesson.

6. Tell the students to copy the chart on pap 134 before doing th'e-experiment.
.Remind them to read the directions and explanations in their books carefully.

7. Provide help as it is needed. The students can tape the waxed paper to keep
,it around the obkscts during the experiment.

8. Have the students discuss their findings in terms of forces. A larger force
Is needed to start an object moving and to 'stop a moving system. Less force
is needed to keep an object moving at the same speed.

.9. If there is substantial disagreement about results, have students demonstrate
their methods of doing the experiment while the class watches. The class
may observe a variable that was inadvertently added to the.system.

10. Have the students save, their charts for use In Lesson 3.

DE IRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe4differenbes in the amount of force
needed to start an object moving and to keep it moving,
and to identify some variables affecting motion.

****4********************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Putting Forces to Work
Page T-229/S-135 Friction (35 min.)

4

PURPOSE: Extend the investigation of variables that affect motion to friction as
a force that opposes motion,

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: Friction is the force that
acts when two objects or surfaces are in contact or
rub against each other. On Earth, friction can keep
objects from moving or stop objects that are in motion.
In space, there is very little friction on the outer
surface of a space vehicle because there- is very little
matter opposing its motion. (Of course! friction would
still be produced by objects interacting inside a space
vehicle.) A force Ls needed to cause an object in space
to change directiOn; but no force is needed to keep the
object in motion.

Materials -2 blocks of wood, any size
- magnifying glass

11
-a piece of wax paper

TEACHING SUGGEST,lONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
friction
interact

ti

1. Use the 2 blocks of wood to demonstrate 2 objects interacting as is explainedOnlrAge 135:

Z. Use the magnifying glass to show the student the roughness of the surface.Explain that this roughness causes friction when the 2 objects interact.

3. Using the magnifying glass, compare the wood surface with the wax paper surface.

4. At this point, have the students read the introduction on page 135.-/

5. e sure the students understand that friction is a force that acts when objects
are in contact or r6b against each other. Friction can prevent or stop themotion ofthe objects.

6. Have the students read the rest of the lesson and answer the questions. Youmay want to demonstrate the interaction and friction again with the blocks.
qie

7. After they discuss the italicized questions, ask the students to take out thecharlts thattthey made in the previous lesson: Have them place thell charts-under the listed steps on page 134 so that they can easily refer to the steps.Then ask the students to describe the effect of friction in each of the steps.

8. Have the students describe the effect of fr(Ction on the objects-strawa-ao
.pages 132 and 133.

9. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. In the discussion.of
question 1, be sure the students realize that without fr'fe*-i-err -objects wouldslip and slide freely. Any objects that slid past the edges of their deskswould fall to the floor because of the force of gravity.

..0*"."4. '119
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe friction as a force that opposes
motion.

*****************************.********************************.***********A******

'DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Puttilhq Forces To Work
Page T-230/S-136' Changes Directions (50 min.)

PURPOSE: Extendthe investigation of the variables that affect notion to cOmparison
of forces needed to move objects in different directions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials.-Have the following for each group of 2-3 children:
-1 spring scale
-1 jumbo paper clip
-2-3 pieces of paper and pencils

1 scissors
6 metal washers -

transparent tape
-1 set of 3 thick books

1 large thin book
')

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 136 and read the introduction to find out

what the lesson is about. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Emphasize that they are going to investigate forces needed to move objects

in different directiOns.

3. Divide the class into groups of 2 or 3.

4. Distribute the paper and penc ils and have the students make a chart -according

to the'directivs in the' lesson.,

A

5. Distribute waters, paper clips, and a strip of tape to each group.

6. Have the groups make their packets of washers according to the direction

at the top of column 2, wfien they complete their charts. Tell them to be

certain that there is no tape sticking out over the edges of their packets

that could catch on a surface.

7. Distribute th'e.sprigg scales and piCture books and have the groups do steps

a, b, and c on page 136. If necessary paraphrase the steps.

8. Have each group get their set of three books, make their book "hills" according

to the directions on page 137, and complete the lesson. Be sure that the st ?dents

use their picture books for the "hill".

9: Have the students discuss their findings, step by step. The probable outcomes

are as foliows4
a. The" students. ill be unable to find a measurable difference between the

forces necessary to lift the-Packet and to keep it moving. "
b. The force measured, here should equal the weight of the packet. The students

should realize that tfie force of gravl,ty Cthe packets weight)icauses the

packet to move straight down.
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c. This experiment essentially repeats 'those in previous lessons. The students'
results will vary asAlie-textures of the books they used as surfaces differ.
Have the students discuss how friction prevented or stopped the motion of
the packet.

d. It regaires a lot of force to move the packet up the '.'hill." at a constant"
speed. - _ .

e. It requires less force to move the packet down the "hill" than, it did to
move it up trte "hill." .-.

10. Have the students.compare their'results in Step a and in Step d. This will ,

.1)ri.ngout the major learning of the lesson: it requires less force to move an
object uphill than 1+ does to lift it straight up.

.11. Discuss the numbered questions with the students.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:, Ability to compare the force needed to pull an object u

7. uphill and the force needed.to lift the object straight
up.

***********************************************4******A******v**4*********1*4*********

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster'2C-f Putting Forces To Work-
Page T-232/S-138 The' Inclined Plane (20 min.)

*4
PURPOSE: Extend fhe investigation of moving objects to the formal introduction of

the incl*ned plane.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: The inclined plane is a simple
machine becauSe it is a device to change the amount and
direction of force, in order to move an object more
eitily.S11ding or rolling an object up an inclined plane
is easier thin lifting kt straight Up. However, the use
Of an inclined plan reduires that the object be moved
a greater distance.

Materials - none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Sips
inclined plane
simple machine

1. Remind the students that they found i1 the previous lesson that it requires
less force to pull an object up a hilt than ft does to pull'(lift) it straight
up. Tefl them that knowing this can 1e very, useful when lare, heavy objects
have to be moved. '

2. Have the sttudents turn to page 138, read the lesson, and 'answer the question.
.Teacher may paraphrase. 4

.

3.' Discuss theme lesson with the students. EMphasize that a simple machine is any-
thing the makqs Ii' WaSier to Use a force to move something'. Stressthe conven-
ience ofeusing an inclined plane.

4. ,Be certain the student's understand that pulling an object up an inclined plane
meaps that the object must be pulled a greater distande. To pull the object the
extra distance, however, requires le s force. Ask the students why they think .,

it might be worth it to pullthe obj ct the extra distance.

1
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5. Discuss the numbered questions at, the end of the lesson. 'Do not be concerned if
the students cannot identify many inclined planes. The next lesson highlights
applications of the inclined plane.

r,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe an inclined plane as a useful simple
machine.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Putting Forces To Wo:),Ic
Page T-233/S-139 Inclined Planes (25 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the knowledge of inclined planes to everyday applications.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: None

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the inclined plane as a simple machine.

2. Have the students turn to page 139 and do the lesson. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. After they have studied the pictures, ask the students if they can think of
additional inclined planes in everyday life.

o 4. DiAcuss the'numbered questions_ with the students in the context of applying
force to move objec.fs.

5. You can extend the lesson by asking students to bring in pictures from magazindS"
I. that show inclined planes. If you prefer, they can draw pictures that show uses

of inclined planes. Make a bulletin board display....61.*he pictures that they bri9g
in or draw. Have a student make a sign "Simple Machines" to.pin above the pic-
tures.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe some examples of inclined plgnes in
everyday I4,fe.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Putting Forces To Work
Page T-234/S-140 Wedges (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply knowledge of simple machines to the wedge.'

ADVANCE PREPARATION: None

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that in this lesson they are
sgoing to learn about another simple machine. Have the students turn to page 140,
read thin lesson, and study the pictures.

Language Cards /Key Signs
wedges`
simple machines"

2. DisCuss the pictiires with the students. If they- have difficulty in identifying
the wedge shown in any picture, tell them to look carefully for a shape like
the wedge in the drawing.3

I
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3. 'Explain that a wedge is an inclined plane that is used as a moveable tool. It

used forces to push or press aside objects. (The wedge pushes the object at
about 90 to the direction of the movement Of the wedge.) A wedge is pushed
under or between two objects.

i

4. Have the students Book at the pictu es while you explain that it requires a com-
paratrWy long push (distance move ) of the wedge to cause a comparatively
smalii, side push (force) 'on the obje ts. Relate this to the greater distance an
objeet must be pulled up an inclined plane.

5. Ask the students to bring in pictures from magazines or to draw pictures that
show wedges. Add these pictures to the bulletin board display of simple
machines.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe a wedge as a simple machine that is
used to press or push, an object sideways.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2C-1 Putting Forces To Work
Page T-235/S-141 'Comparing Forces (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate the students' perfromance in relation to the following objective:,
1. Ordering, from greatest to least, the amount of force needed to keep

various objects moving.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Mater-ia'Is -paper

- pencil.

textbook

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: .

1. Have the students read through page 141.

2. Have le students proceed with the lesson wheh you are sure that they understand
what they are to do. It may be helpful to go over the picture with the students,
making sure'they see each number and know What each person is doing.

3. Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.
The students are not expected to get every ,single force in order. Much will
depend on such interpretation of the drawirlig as is the man going up or down the
ladder. The students should, however, be able to give reasons for their qhoices

4. Let the students correct their own papers, if you wish, so that they may evaluate
their own progress.

5. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a

student has correctly ordered all or most of the forces, you may assume that he
or she has demonstrated the objective for the clustersand is ready to go op to
the next cluster.

41
1**************************************************************************************
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Level 5 Unit 2 Forces

Part C Simple Machines, Lesson'Cluster 2C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page

.

Teaching Strategies
.,.

Lesson Title
.

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-240 Introduction Energy Transfer .- 30 min.
T-241 Development Energy Transfers with

T-242
..

Dpvelopment
, . Inclined Planes ,

A Paper Drpgon
25 min.
50 min.

T-244 Application Changing the Paper

T-246
.

*ligation
Dragon

Changing the Other
50 min.

Variables 40 min.
T-248- EValuation A Research Project 50 min.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the Materials List on Page T-237:
-several marbles or balls .

-1 set of 3 thick books and 1 thin large book for inclined
c plane structure. i

-1 ball
-1 block of wood

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVI, Pushes & PUIJs, is appropriate for use
in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 2C-2. Working with Inclinded Planes
Page T-240/S-142 Energy Transfer (30 min.)

PURPOSE:' Review the concepts of energy transfer, energy giver

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - When unbalanced
forces cause motion, the object(s) set in

motion acquires energy. When you lift an
object, you do so against the force of
gravity., Energy is stored in the object,
and is available for transfer when you release

the object.

Materials: - several marbles, balls or any other
demonstrating energy transfer.

502
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and energy receiver.

Language Cards/Kpy Sign
energy transfer
energy giver
energy receiver
transfer

objects suitable for



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: /-

1. Introduce the cluster by explaining to the students that they are going to
learn more about inclined planes and what can happen to energy in a system.

2. Have the students turn to page 142 and read the first 2 paragraphs. Teacher

may paraphrase.

3. Use the marbles, balls, etc. to.demonstrate energy transfer to the class.
Ekplain that the moving marble is the energy giver and those marbles that
were caused to move are the energy receivers.

4. Students should complete reading page 142 and answer the questions:

5. "Plan a, more thorough discussion if the concept of energy transfer from an '

,energy giver to an energy receiver is new to the students. Students who have

done the fourth-level unit Exploring Energy, will be familiar with these,
concepts.

6. Emphasize that energy is required in any interaction and that energy is
transferred during the interaction.

7. Discuss the questions with the class. In answering question 1, let the

students freely express their.opinions. It is all right if they cannot

trace the energy baok'to the original source. They will deal further with

sources of energy later in the cluster.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to descrlibe energy transfers from energy givers
to energy receivers.

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-2 Workingwith Inclined Planes .

Page T-241/S-143 Energy\Transfers With Inclined Planes (25 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that an inclined plane can be used to control the
direction and force of a rolling object.

ADVANCED PREPARATION:

.Background Information - When a ball rolls down
an ipcline, the force moving it is its weight.
'If the ball drops straight down, the force is at
a maximum. 1,rthe ball rolls down an incline,
some of the` cce is directed into the plane
that causes the bap to roll down. The closer
the incline isteJthe vertical, the greater the force causing it to move and the

1

Language Cards/ Key Sign

energy transfers
inclined planes ,

direction
force

faster it goes.
40

'
4)1:
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It might be useful to draw three inclines to visualize the situation.
Draw one as a vertical line, one at a 45 angle, and one as a horizontal
ling. A tall "rolling" down the vertical plane will have all of the force
on it pulling straight down and will travel at maximum speed. A ball on a
horizontal plane will have the total force directed into the plane and will
not rove. A ball on the 45 incline will have half the force directed into
the plane and half parallel. Thus the ball will achieve about one-half
the speed that a ball dropped straight down achieves. When the angle of the
,inclined plane changes, there is a corresponding change in speed.

Materials: - a set of 3 ilhick books and 1 think large book
- 1 block of wood
- 1 ball

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 143. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Use the books, ball and block to demonstrate the use of the inclined plane as
described in the text and picture on page 143.

3, Discuss the transfer of energy in the moving-ball system., Emphasize that the
ball'first must be lifted (be given energy) into a posTron from which it can
fall under the force of gravity.

4. Draw a parallel between dropping a ball and rolling a ball down an inclined
plane. Explain that the plane causes the ball to "drop" in a different
direction.

5. Discuss the numbered questions. In question 1, the hand supplies energy to the
ball. The ball also is an energy giver, because it supplies energy to the
block. The ball and block are both energy receivers.

6. Help the students understand, when discussing question'2,-that the ball exerts
less force rolling down the plane.

7. Emphasize that an inclined plane can be used to control the direction and force
of a "falling" object. Use playground slides as an example.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify the energy givers and receivers in
an Inclined plane system.

***********************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2K2 Working With Inclined Planes,
Page T-242/S-144 A Paper Dragon -MI'mjn.)

PURPOSE: Extend learning about energy transfer in moving systems to an investigation
of'the.variables that affect such a system.

126
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Language Cards/Key Sign:
paper dragon
variables
system
friction



ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -Have the following,for each pair of,

students:
- 1 file card 7.5 cm x412.5 cm

(3 in. x.5'ig.)
4

410% -s2 marbles

- 1 set of books
- 3 pieces of lined papery 23 cm x 30.5 cm

(9 in. x 12 in.)

scissors
- 2 pencils
crayons, assorted Cdlors'

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

. 1. Have the students turn to page 144 and read through the, lesson to find out

how they are going to make "paper dragon" systems. TeRacher may paraphr4e.,

#

2. Divide the studen ts into pairsand have them get'their mate rials. Then have

them set up the,dra9on systems.

3. 11(Ilow time for the students to practide rolling the marble down the center,
cease of the open book and observing how many lines the "paper dragon" mpves.

4. Have the students start the experiment. They will probably concekrate on
angle,and launch-position varia6Tes, but encourage them to look for others.

Stress that they are dealing wifil'a system that involves many factors.

5. Have the students discuss the numbered questions 4 page 145.

6. -List on the chalkboard the energy transfers that the students name in response
to question 1. The energy can be traced from the hand to the marble to the

"dragon" to the lined paper on the desk top. In each part of the transfer.

the firs object acts as energy giver and the second as energy receiver. Stu-

dents w have done the fourth-level'unit Exploring, Energy will probably

remembe that two or more energy transfers in a system'is called an energy
chain.

7. Ask the students if they remember how to write energy cheigp ing words and

arrows. Write or have a student write an energy chain for t paper dragon"

system on the chalkboard:

hand motion marble motion "dragon"

heat paper .

8. Review the term friction JJ the students have difficulty in answering question 2.

.

9. Review-kw introduce,fhe concept 01 enetty transformation when the students discuss

question 3. HellOhemIto understand that energy may be changed from one form
to another in an ipteraction. In the paper dragon'system, some of the energy
of motion was transformed to heat energy .because of friction. The book sUrface,

and the marble rubbed together and both became warmer.

10. Have the students save their "dragon" systems fOr use in the next 2 lessons.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe energy transfers that move an
object in an i lined-plane system and name at least

2 variables tha .affect the system.
**********************it***************** **t** ***********1110**********************.i*
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APPLICATION NC -2 Working With.Inclined Planesv
Page/T-244 Changing the Paper Dragon (50 min.)

4

'PURPOSE: Enable the studentd to apply'their.knowledge of variables to the effects of
changing +fie weight of the energy receiver in an inclined plane system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials For each pair of students
you will need:

- "paper dragon" systems
from previous )esson

- 3 pieces,of lined paper
- 2 pencils
4 paper clips, size N1

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Wanquage.Cards/Key Sign
variable
constant
reliable

a

.
Divide the class into the same pairs that worked together in the last lesson.

Have the students read page 146 to find out how they are going to change their

"paper dragon" systems. Teacher may parapftrate.

.'2. Ask the students what variable in the "dragon system" they will be changing

, by adding paper clips to the "dragon." Help them to understand that they are

changing the weight of the energy receiver and, therefore; the amount of

friction between the "dragon" and the paper surface it slides on'.

.3.. Ditribute three sheets of paper to each pair of students. Have them number

the lines on the sheet that will be used as the surface paper in the "dragon"

system. .

4. Have the students read as far as the numbered questions on p ge 147.

5. EXpiain to the slig;:fis that a variable that will not be changed is called a

constant. The Fist on page 147 is a list of the constants 0 the experiment.

6. Provide time for the students to copy Mb list of constants, at the top of the

second sheet of paper and the chart at the bottom. dhp save time, have one

student in eachepair copy the list of variables and the other copy the chart.

7. At an option, the teacher may paraphrase the_ list into simOer terms and write

it on the board or transparency. Explain to the class that these constants

simply mean that the inclined 'Plane 1,s not going to change in any way. After

this explanation is clear, have the students copy the chart on 147.

,
,

' 8. Be certain that the students understand that they are to keep all variables

the same except the weight of.dragon.

9. Have the students do the experiment.

10. introduce the term reliable before the numbered questions, are discussed.

Write the term on the chalkboard. Explain that reliable results in an experi-

ment are results that can be depended on because they appear over and over,

"try" after "try." Results that differ, most of the time are unreliable.

11. Have the students discuss the numbered questions.
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12. Have the students.save their lists of variables for u4e in the next lesson.

DES-I-RED.-LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability,4edetermine how changing the :weight of an

energy receiver in an inclined plane system affects
how far it will move when all other variables are
constant.

* * * * * * *44 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** ****** 4**************** * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

,$-

APPLICATION: 2C-2 Working With Inclined Planes
Pge T-246/S-148 Changing Other Variables (40 min.)

PURPOSE: Investigate two additional variables in an inclined plane system - the
distance a moving object must roll down a plane and of the angle of the

inclined plane.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the following for each pair of students:
"paper dragon" systems

- - lists of variables from previous lesson

- 1 metric ruler
- 2 pencils
- 2 pieces of lined paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Remind the students that in he previous lesson they changed the energy receiver.

In this lesson they will e eriment with the energy giver in their inclined plane

system. r.r

0

2.. Ask the students to take out their lists of variables from the last lesson.

3. Divide the class into pairs.

4. Have the students read page 148 to find out what variables they are going to change

in their experiment. Teacher may paraphrase.

5. Distribute sheets of paper to each pair of students.

6. Have one student in each pair revise the list of constants by crossing out "a"

(point on theplane at which the marble starts to and adding the variable

that will become a constant (the weight of the energy receiver) to the list of

variables. Have the other student copy the chart. Which ever Stpdent firiished

first can number the lines on the "surface" paper.

1. As an option, as in previous lesson; the teacher may write a list of constants
on the board rather than having the students write their own lists.

. Be certain that the students understand how to keep constant all the variables
but the distance that the marble roLls.

9. Have them do the experiment and record their results.

rd: Have the students go on to the second part Of the lesson as they are ready.
Remind them to revise their lists of constants before they begin the next
experiment, or the teacher should revise the list on the board. They should

cross out "b" on their lists and make "a" a constant again. Also remind them

to copy the chart.
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11. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Ask them how they could
tell that each variable they changed gave More energy to the marble. Help
them to understand that the "dragon" moved a greater dis4ance when it received
more energy. That increase in energy was transferred to the "dragon" by the
energy giver (the marble).

12. Have the students keep their "dragon" systems for use in the next lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to determine how changing the length and slope
of an inclined plane system affects the amount of ehergy
available for transfer in the system.

****************.*********************************************************************

EVALUATION: 2C-2 Working With Inclined Planes
Page T-248/S-150 A Research Project (50 min.)

Ni

PURPOSE To evaluate the student's perforynce in relation to the following objectives:

1. Constructing an inclined plape system to move an object.
2. Chahging and controlling variables in order to produce a predictable

and reliable system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - For each paii- of students have the following:
2 pieces of lined paper

- 2 pencils

- "paper dragon" systems
- 4 paper clips, size #1,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 150 and read through both pages of the lesson.
Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Be certain, thetothey understand what they are to do. Answer questions other
than those tharpertain to how to design the system.

3. Divide the class into pairs that are different from those that preViously worked
together:

4. Distribute the 9ate als and have them do the lesson.

5. Move among the st ents as they work. Informally observe individual contri-
butions to the pr ect. Evaluate the progress of students who may have had 7--

difficulty with r ier work in the cluster.

6. Announce the exact number of lines that the paper "dragon" is to move when most
of the students have succeeded in moving the "dragon" the required 15 lines,
Choose a number 9ther than 15.

7. Tell the students to stop when exactly five minutes _are up.

8. Tell the students that before you can "award the compant contralct," fhey have
to show you how reliable their inclined plane systems are. Have each pair of
students release the marble or marbles in their system just one time while you
Qbserve.
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9. Haye the students discuss the variables and constants in he systems that

they constructed.

.11

10. Determine individual progress from your observatiohs. If a student actively

participated in the construction the inclined plane system and in the
determination of the vartabl or constants in the system, you may assume that
he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go

'on to the next cluster. Students do not "fail" the cluster if they are unable
to Meet the requirements of the "research company" within five minutes.
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Level 5 Unit 2 Forces

Part C Simple Machines, Lesson Cftster 2C-3

. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teething Strategies
.

Lesson Title Teaching Time'
Suggested

7-254
T-256
7-258.

T-261

T-262
7-264

Introduction
Development
Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

r .

-C. Making a Lever
Measuring Level Action
Making a Balance
Balancing Forces

, Using Levers
Balancing Levers

' 45 min.

30 min. ,

50 min.

40 min.

30 min.

30 min.

B. MATERIALS -

FILMSTRIP I

Use Materials List on page 7-251.

ORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVI, Pushes & Pulls, is appropriate for

use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2C-3 Levers

Page T -254/S -152 Making a Lever (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept of lever.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - For each pair of Students
haVe the following:

- 2 pieces cardboard,
such as backs of pads of
paper (20 cm x 4 cm)
(8 in x II/ in)

- 1 metric ruler

- 1 pencil

- 1 scissors
1 piece of graph paper, 23 cm x 30.5 cm (9 in-x 12 in)

Also have on hand:
- several paper.hole punchers
- glue or paste

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

e Cards/Ke
lever

simple machine
fulcrum -

1. Introduce the Cluster by reminding the students that they have already studied

two kinds of 'simple machines - inclined planes and wedges. They -are now going

to construct and Work with another kind - levers.- ,

2. Have the students read the introduction on page 152' to review the concept of

simple machines. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Divide the class into pairs.
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. Have the students read the directions for making a lever on page 152.and the
first column of page 153.

5. Caution the students to work siowly and carefully, one step at a time. It is

important that the punched holes on both ca s. line up and are properly spaced.

6. Have the students get their materials and begin to -Make the levers.

7. If necessary, the teacher may make a lever during class (to help clarify
instructions) for demonstration.

8. Suggest that one student punch out half the'holes while, another holds the Card -
board steady and then switch positions. The students-may need assistant with
this step.

9. Allow the students sufficient time for making levers. Point out that the staples-
or glue used to hold the lever together must be evenly distributed on both sides
of the zero hole.

LIO. Check completed levers to see that the holes are aligned and numbered correctly.

11. Have the students read the directions at the top of the second column on page
153: If any of the students need additional time and help with constructing a
lever, work with them while the others go on with the rest of the lesson. (A

tighter fulcruhl with less play can be achieved by using the eraser end of the
pencil instead of the point.

12. Discuss the italicized questions. The students probably discoyered quickly that
the right end goes down when the left end is pushed up, and the right end goes
down a different distance when they put the pencil in a different hole.

13. Be sure that the students understand the term fulcrum. See Glossary for definition.

14. Discuss the numbered questions. Be certain the students understand that the ,

force in the lever system comes from pushing the'lever. Question 1 will help
the students to understand that the lever - a simple machine - changes the
direction of the force. Question 2 will help them to understand that changing
thefulcrum affects how the force changes.

15. Have the students save'theJevers and graph paper fo'r the next lesson.

!DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe and observe how a lever changes the
direction of a force.

*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 'Lesson Cluster 2C-3 Levers
Page T-256/S-154 Me&surinq Lever Action (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Measure how much a lever changes the direction of a force as well as how
much that change is increased by chang4ng the fulcrum.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the following for each
pair of students:

- ) pencil
- 1 piece of graph paper
- 1 piece of writing paper
- lever from Making a Lever
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TEACHING SUGGESTION:

r-1

4'1=
-
A

1. Have the-students, read page 154 to find out what they,are going to-do. Teacher

Alay paraphrase.

2. Explain that by using graph paper they will be able to measure the actual distance

one end of the lever moves when the other end is pushed..

3. Divide the students into pairs and have thp.-og their materials.

4. Suggest that one student in each pair copy the chart and the other number the graph

paper. - 7-
/

5. Have the students discuss their results and the numbered question. They should

sec immediately that the distance one end of the lever moves changes when the

fdicrum is changed.

6. Have the studerits who are interested experiment with placing the fulcrum in

different positions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to measure how much a lever changes the direction

of a force and also the change in amount of movement

caused by changing the fu4crum.
*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2C-3 Levers
Page T-258/S-155 Making a Balance (50 min.)

PURPOSE: Use a lever as a balance and to measure for different fulcrums, the force

needed to balance another force exerted in any given point on a lever.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - A lever can exert a
larger force over a small distance or a smaller
force over a greater distance, depending on where

the fulcrum is located. Moving large boulders ,

is an example of exerting a great force over a

small distance. Using a fly-casting fishing rod is an example of exerting a

small force over a great distance. The aim is to cast the lure a great distance

with a short motion of the hand.

Language Cards/Key Sign

balance
fulcrum
lever

The students will discover in this lesson and in the next one that a small force

exerted over a greater distance on a lever can balance a larger force exerted

over a short distance. In lesson 5, they will examine some practical-applications

of levers.

Materials: For each pair, of students have the following:

- 2 paper clips, jumbo

- 1 pencil
- lever

- 1 piece of writing paper

- 1 wire coat hanger
1.book

--4 metal washers
- 1 spring scale
- masking tape

o
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It is recommended that
(See picture Ayou prepare the hangers ahead of time,

on page 155.) Prepare one hanger and then determine if you want the 'students_
to bend their own or not. First bend the ends of the hanger. Then twist .the
hook in the opposite direction, bend it over, and then very slightly straighten.
it out.\ Tape over any exposed sharp points on the hanger as a safety measure.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students that they are going to use the
levers to'make balances.

2. Review the term balanCe. Balances were introduced earlier in this unit in
Measuring Mass (page 113). Students who have done the fourth-level unit patterns
are familiar with the concept of balance and have experimented with a balance
beam.

ik 3. Divide the students into pairs.

4. Have the students-Nad page 155 and look at the pictures to find out how they are
going to make a balance.' Teacher may paraphrase.

5. Have the students get their materials and begin to work. Tell the students to be
sure that the book is placed far enough back so it will not obstruct washers
hanging from the balance.

6. Check the washers first if the balance does not balance with washers at R9 and
L9. They can vary enough to throw off the balance. If that does not prove to
be the problem, check the spacing of the holes on the lever, the hanger, the
symmetry of the lever, and how the staples and/or glue are spaced.

7'. Have the students look at picture B and help them use the spring scale to
measure the amount of the force. Be certain the students understand that they
have to hold and read the scale upside down.

8. Discuss the italicized questions wit the students. Be sure the students under-
stand that with washers pulling do on one end of the lever, the force on the
other end is directed upward. This change in direction is one of the primary
functions of a simple machine.

9. Go over the directions for changing the fulcrum to R2 on fts bottom of page 155
and have the students do tb4-.experiment.

10. Discuss their responses to the italicized questions. Students will probably
observe immediately that it requires less force on the long end to balancethe lever. Ask the students if they think there is a connection between the
length of the long end of the lever and the force needed to balance the
force on the short end. Ask them to keep this question, in mind as they do
the next experiMent.

11!"Ifell them that in the next experiment they will measure how much changing the
fulcrum changes the size of the force.
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12. Have the students read thrbugh the directions on page 156 to make sure that
they know what to do.

13. Have the students'do the experiment. They should experiment freely/41th) the balances,
varying the fulcrums and the number of washers before they fill in the chart. 1

4. As an.option, this experiment may be done by the teacher with the entire class.
In this case, the chart should be copied on the board or transparency and one
balance will be used. The students can participate by manipulating the.balance,
making readings and recording them on the board.

15. They will be unable to get a reading for any number of washdrs with the fulcrum
at R8, or for one or two washers with the fulcrum at R5, or for one wash with
the fulcrum a1 R2.

16. Ask the students if they can observe a pattern emerging as they record their
readings: (The decreasing force necessary at L9 to balance the lever as the
fulcrum is moved farther to the right.) Again ask them about the relation
between the force necessary to balance on the long end (L9) and the distance from
the fulcrum. A force acting over a short distance from the fulcrum (the rightt,
end) can be balanced by a smeller force-acting over a long distance on the other
end of the lever.

17. Discuss the numbered questions with the students.

16. Dr& a balance on the board and indicate the forces with arrows when the students
discuss question 1. Ask if the arrows for pushes point in the same directions
as the arrows for pulls (Go back to previous page for #14.).

19. Discuss question 2 in some detail so that the students can begin to see the
practical application of this principle. Emphasize that the value of tt lever
as a simple machine is that by changing the fulcrum you can chooSe to exert less
force over a longer distance or more force over a shorter one, depending upon
what you want to balance or move.

20. Extend question 2 by substituting a large boulder for the heavy person. Draw a
diagram of the seesaw on the board, with the short end on the left. Then ask
"if you wanted to balance the boulder using as little force as possible, would
you put the boulder on the long or short end?" (The short end.)

21. Have the students store their balances in a safe place, ready for the next
lesson. Have them save their data charts for use in lesson 4,'as well. If

done as a class activity make a copy of the chart before erasing it from the
board, or save transparency.

DESIRED LEARNING.OUTCOME: Ability to use a lever as a balance to measure for
different fulcrums, how much force is needed to balance
another force exerted at any given point on the lever.

*********4*******************************************************************
****
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson_Cluster 2C-3 Levers
Page T-261/S-157 Balancing Forces (40 min.)

PURPOSE: Measure the force needed to balance another force on a lever with a
constant fulcrum.

,A

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - For each pair of

students have the
following:*

- 1 pencil and piece
of paper

- lever
-..- 1 paper clip, jumbo

4 metal washers

Language Cards/Key Signs
,balance

forces
fulcrum .

constant ,

- 1 spring scale'
- chart from previous lesson

*This experiment may also be done as a class activity as in the previous lesson. If

you choose this option, ozone set of the above materials will be needed.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Have the students turn to page 157 and read the introduction to find out what
they will do with their levers in this Ipsson.

2. This lesson may either be done in pairs or as a whole class acitivty as in
,previous lesson. If done as a class, the chart will be copied on the board
or transparency and only one set of materials will be used. Students will
participate by making measurements and recording results under the teacher's
direction.

3. If the students are going to work in pairs, have them take out the charts that
they saved from the last lesson.

r,,4. Have the students get their levers and other materials and do the lesson.

5. Discuss the students' responNses to the questions. The students will probably
have observed that, with a constant force on one end of a lever and'a constant
fulcrum, the size of the force required on the other end to balance the lever
decreases as the force is applied farther away from the fulcrum.

6. Ask the students where a small person would sit on a seesaw in order to balance
the seesaw if a heavy person were sitting close to the fulcrum on the other side.
Would the small person sit next to the fulcrum? In the center? On the end?
(On the end.) If there is a seesaw available (perhaps in a nearby playground)

. it would be helpful to demonstrate these' principles directly.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to measure the size of the force needed to balance
another force exerted on a lever with a constant fulcrum,
and determine that the size of the force depends on the
point at which the force is applied.

*************************************************************************************
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2C-3 Levers
c Page T-262/S-158 Using Levers (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the knowledge of levers to levers used in everyday activity.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - The following materials
'optional:

scissors
- nut cracker and nut

- bottle opener and bottle

Language Cards/Key Signs
levers'

fulcrum

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:.

1. Facilitate the students' understanding of how levers can be applied to everyday
tasks by reviewing,40f students have learned about levers:
a. As a simple machine, a lever can change the size and direction of forces.
b. When the fulcrum is near one end of a.lever, a large.force can act over the

short distance when a small force acts overthe long distance.

2. Draw simple diagram-of a seesaw and large boulder on the board withthe boulder
on the shorter end. Ask the students where on the longer end they would place a
small'boulder to balance the lever. Next to the fulcrum? In the center? On
the end? Ask them if the forces are then balanced. (They 'are.) Then ask on
which side a large force is acting over a short distance and on which side a small
force is acting over a larger distance.' Explain that th ame principle can be
used not only to balance objects but also to move them. As'k them if they wanted
to re4se or "lift" the large boulder, n which direecion they wouldmove the small
one. .Closer to the fulcrum? Farther away from the fulcruM?

3. Tell the students that there are many different kinds of levers. Where the fulcrum
of any lever is located depends on the-job it, is designed to do.

4. Have the students do page 158. Teacher may paraphrase.

5. In addition to the pictures, the teacher may find it helpful to demonstrate
with the actual levers, scissors, nut cracker, bottle opener.

6.t Have the students discuss all the questions. Remind the students, if they
have difficulty in identhfyind the short distance on the rutcracker, that in
theirexperiments with balances they placed the fulcrum almost at the very end
of the lever. The nutcracker situation is similar.

7. Have the students turn to page 159. and continue with-the lesson. Remind the
students-that the force..is supplied by the person in each picture. To locate
the fulcrum of each object the students must recognize that the fulcrum is the
pivot point of a lever. The lever may be supported or held in place at its
fulcrum.

8. Discuis page 159 with the students. Emphasize with the students that a lever
allows a person to move an object more easily by changing the size or direction
of a force. If they keep this function in mind,.'they should be able to focus
on that point of a lever that Adoes the job."

'DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to describe several everyday applications of the
lever as a simple machine.

********f***********4******4**********************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2C-3 Levers
Page T-264/S-160 Balancing Levers

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relatidn to the following objective:

\.., 1. Ordering a set of levers on the basis of the force advantages they

provide.

PREREQUISITE: Ability to sequence from most to least.

ADVANCED PREPARATION: Materials - paper, pencil and text

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 160 and read through the lesson. Teacher'may

paraphrase.

2. Have them proceed with the lesson when you are certain that they understand what

they are to do.

3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed their work. You

may wish to let the students correct their own papers so that they may evaluate

their own progress.

4. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progress: If a

student correctly-orders the levers on the basis of the force exerted on the

spring scale, you may assume that he or she has demonstrated the objective of
the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.

5. For further informal evaluation, have the students turn back to page 131'and look

at the picture that introduces Part C. Ask them why they think that particular

picture was used to introduce the part that they have just completed. Suggest

that they look for clues in the part title and in the cluster titles on pages

132, 142,, and 152. The students should be able to:

a. identify the launching ramp, the bow of the boat, and the oars as simple

machines.

b. identify the launching ramp as an inclined plane and the oars as levers.

c.' infer that friction occurs between the oars and oarlocks.

d. infer that energy is being transferred from the per4on to the oars.

-e, infer that the interaction between the oars and the water transfers energy

from the person to the board, causing the boat to move.

f. infer that the amount of force the person transmits to the oars determines

the speed of the boat.

***if******************************************************************4********4*****
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Level 5 Unit 3 Motion

Part A Relative Motion, Lesson Cluster 3A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-274 Introduction Evidence of Motion 20 min. .

T-275 Development Reference Objects 20"min.
T-276 Development Relative Motion 20 min.
T-278 Development Using Reference Objects 45 min.
T-277 Enrichment4 What Moved? 25 min.
T-280 Application What IS Movin ? 30 min.
T-281 Evaluation Identify,,the Vers 30 min.

B. MATERIAL : Add the following to the Materials List on page T-271 -
- 1 brightly colored object such as a ball or book

FIL RIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VII, Place and Motion,
.

and XV, Relative
Motion, are appropriate for use in t1.4 unit.

-INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Objects and Motion
Page T-274/S-163 Evidence of Motion (20 min.)

PURPOSE: Review Or introduce the concept of motion and the need for using reference
objects in describing motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: Motion is a continuous
change in position. The change in position is
evidence that an object has moved. The only way to determine if an object has
changed position is to compare its position to that_of other objects. StUdentS
who have studied Level 3 of the program should be familiar with this.

Language Cards/Key Signs
evidence
motion

Materials: 1 brightly colored object such as a ball or book

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:-
Ige

1. Select a brightly colored object, such as a ball or book, face the class and
slowly move the 9bject in front of you from left to right. Ask the students
it the object is moving and how they can tell if it is moving. After the
students have given their own opinions and explanations, tell them that it
is not always easy to determine'whether or not an object is moving. Continue
with the lesson without reaching_a definite conclusion.

2. Have the students turn to and read page 163. Teacher may paraphrase. Ask
them to study the pictures carefully and answer the italicized questions.
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3. Discuss the italicized and numbered questions with the students. They shoulg

be able to determine that the bicycle in picture B has moved compared to its
positlon\in picture A, but some students may have difficulty in explaining how

they knos4\ that the bicycle moved. Help them to realize they know that the only

way they can tell is that the position of the bicycle in relation to the,house
and tree tas changed from picture A to piCture B.

4. Repeat you\- earlier demonstration of moving an object from left to right, but
this time move the object over some vertical object such as a bookend on your

desk. Agai\in discuss with the students how they can tell that the object is

moving. The students should be able to recognize tite importance of a reference

object in describing motion.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:, Ability to determine wehther or not an object has moved
in relation to other objects.

******************************************************************t*******************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Objects and Motion
Page T-275/S-164 Reference Objects (20 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of motion by reviewing or introducing the term reference

object.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

reference objects
motion

1. Have the students read the introduction to the lesson on page 164 either to review'
or to find out what a reference object is. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Discuss with the class the importance of reference objects. Emphasize that the

motion of an object can be described only in relation to other subjects. En-

cou0age the students to use the term reference object in this lesson

and in the lessons throughout the cluster..

\3. Have the students look at he pictures on page 164 and answer the questions.

4. Go over the students' respo ses with them when they have completed the lesson.

5. Reinforce the use of reference objects to describe the motion by asking students
to move a series of objects in the room and challenging other students to

describe the motion.

. Ask the students how they would change pictures C and D on page 164 to show that

the girl and bicycle had moved.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: 'Ability to describe motion by using reference objects and
determine that motion cannot be desdribed without the use

of reference objects.
************************************************************************************41

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Objects and Motion
Page T-276/S-165 Relative Motion (20 min.)

PURPOSE: Increase the ability to describe motion by introducing.the term relative to.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that in this lesson
they will learn how to use the term relative to
to describe the relation of moving objects to
reference objects.

Language Cards/Key Sign

relative to
relative
motion
reference objects

2. Have the students read page 165 and answer the questions. Teacher may para-
phrase.

3. Let the students share their responses with their neighbors as they work.

4. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have completed their work.

5. Help the students use the term relative to by following 7trur example. Describe,
such motion as "the book is moving relative to the bookend" or describe lack of
motion as "the book 'is not moving relative to my hand."

6. Encourage student use of the term. Have one student walk past another or move
an object past another and describe the objects that are moving relative to
other objects. Have the students name the moving object and the reference objects
involved.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to use the term relative to in describing the
relations of moving objects to relerence.objects.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lessa Cluster 3A-1 Objects and Motion
Page T-278/S-166 Using Reference Objets (45,min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of.motion relative to one object to motion relative to
more than one object.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencil for
`each student

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

-Eanguage Cards/Key Signs
position
relative
reference objects'

1. Have a student sit on a chair in front of the class. Slowly push the seated
student and chair to the left and then back to the right.

2. Ask the class whether or not the student moved. Challenge the students to explain

their answers. Make sure that they describe the motion in terms of reference
objects and.that they use the term relative to. For example, the student -moved

",.. relative.to the floor, to the student desks, and to the wall of the room. The

student did not move relative to the chair because the student's position in the
chair did not change.

3. Piave the students turn to pages 66 and 167: Ask them to read the'pages and

record their answers to the estions on a separate piece of paper. Teacher may

paraphrase.

4. Discuss the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.4
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5. Take time t6 have the students verbally describe the motion of the objects in
the pic -': . This will help them to develop their skills in observing and,.

analy
"

....

4
,

uations involving motion. In the discussion of the pictures on
-;.page ip,i , you may find that a student insists that the moved'objects re-'..,?P.

marne onaryand everything else, including the walls of the room, moved.
Accep is answer because it is one possible explanation. Students usually
ha difficulty in observing that the table moved relative to the wail: Help

e y stressing the importance of reference objects.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to distinguish between objects that move and those
that do not move and describe the motion of objects.

***************i*****i*****************b*********************************************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Objects and Motion
Page T-277 What Moved? (25 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide further practice in identifying objects that move and describe their
position relative to other objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each pair of students will -need 1 set of 5 objects
such as:

scissors
- pencils

- rulers

-paper clips
- eraser

Teacher should copy the rules for the glAe on (the board or transparency so students
may refer to them.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:4100

1. Divide the class into pairs and distrfbute a Set of o to each pair.

2. Explain to the students that they are going to play a e in which they will
identify an object that has been moved and describe its new position relative

- to other objects.

3. Read the rules of the game to the students. Copy them on the board for reference.
You may wish to have two students demonstrate the game for the class as you read,
using the set of objects that you have given to them.

Rules
a. Arrange a set of objects on a desk.
b. Player 1 studies the position of each object relative to the other objects.
c. Player 1 shuts his or her eyes while'player 2 moves one object on the desk.
d. Player 1 'then opens his or her eyes. He or she mist identify the object

filet was moved and describe-Tts new position relative to the other objects.
e. Player -2 carefully listens 'to make sure that player 1 is correct.
f. Play the game several-times. 1a.6 turns being player 1 and player 2.

4. Have the pairs of students play the game.

5. Circulate around the room observing the students as they play the game. If
students show 'proficiency, you may suggest that twoobjects be moved Instead
one.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: identify an object that has moved and describe its
position relative to other objects.

*************************************************************************************

. APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Objects and Motion
Page T-280/S-168 What is Movj:no? (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that'objects are in motion when their positions are
changing.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:' Materials - paper and pencil for
each student

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
relative to
moved
reference object

1. Introduce the lesson by having a student walk back and forth in front of the class.

2. Challenge the class to describe the student's motion accurately in terms of various
reference objects. Encourage the students to use the term relative t9 In describing
the motion.

3. Walk back and forth in front of the class, While walking, ask the class, "Am
I moving?" Then ask, "How can you tell?" Stress that objects are In motion when
their positions are changing and that the only way to tell whether or not their
positions are changing is In relation_to reference objects.

4. Have the students tam to page 168 and read the introductory paragraph. Teacher
may paraphrase.

5. eck the students' understanding with a brief discussion, referring them to

eth
the previous demonstration.

,
.

6. Ha(ve the students read the remainder of the page and record their responses to
the questions.

7. Allow the students to discuss their responses with their neighbors as they work.

8. Discuss:the...students' responses with them when they have completed heir work.
The students shoOld be able to explain that the girl and umbrella are ving
relative to the fire hydrant and the tree. They should furthen explain a

the sidewalk is not moving relative to the tree, nor is the umbrella moving
relative to the girl.

9. Stress that simply saying that an object isfloving Is less useful than specifying
motion relative to another object Is. Also stress that objects are In motion
when they are undergoing a change in position.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Describe the motion of an object relative to various
reference objects and explain that an object is moving
if Its position Is, changing relative to a reference object.

***************A*****************4****************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 'Objects and Motion
Page T-280/S-169 Identify the'Movers (30 min.)

, PURPOSE: Evaluate students' performanCe in relation to the following objectives:
1. Identifying objects that have or have not moved. -

2. Naming reference.objects used to determine whether or not objects moved.
3. Stating whether or not an object moved relative to another object.
4. Explaining how they can tell if an object has moved.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper
pencil

text for each student,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 169 and read through the lesson. Teacher may
paraphrase.

2. Be certain the students understand whatIthey re to do.

3. Have the students do the lesson.

4. Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work:
If you wish, let the students correct their own papers to enable them to
evaluate their own progress.

5. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a

student correctly responds to all or most of the questions, you may assume
that he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready
to go on to the next cluster.

**************************************************************************************
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Level 5 Unit 3 Motion r

Part A Relatlye Motion, Lesson'auster 3A-2

CLUSTER OUTLINE

paie
IY

Teaching Strategids

.

Lesson Title
Teaching Time
Suggested

T-286 Introduction Before and After- 25 min.T-288 Development Blurred Pictures 20 min.T-290 Development Tracks and Objects 30 min.T-291 ,Enrichment Collect Some Tracts 60 min.T-292 Development Reading Tracks
, 30 min.1-294 Applicatign ' Motion Detective 30 min.T-295 Evaluation What's the Evidence? 30 min.

NOTE: Collect Some Tracks is oltional.

B. 'MATERIALS: 144fhe following to the Materials,List on page T-283:
rpm film ( °subject not important)

. FILMSTRIP INFORMA TON: Filmstrip Sets X11-, Place and Motion and XV Relative -

Motion, are-appropriate for use in this unit.
i

....
.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Records of Motion
Page T-286/S-170 Before and After (25 min.)

a

.PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that photographs can show evidence of the motion of
objects or of the camera.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing with the students
how they can tell Whether or not an object has moved.
Help them to remember that the motion of an object
can only be described relative to reference objects.

Language Cards/Key Signs
evidence
photograph
motion

Identification Cards

2. Explain to the students that when photographs are 016 to produce evidence of motion,
the evidence sometimes shows that an object moved and sometimes that the camera
moved.

3. Have the students read page 170 and answer the questions using the photographs on
page 171. -

4. Circulate"around the room providing help as it i5 ffeeded.

524 .
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5. Have students who have difficulty in determining whether or not the camera moved
.make a cylinder from a piece of paper and view a single setiof objects from at
least two different angles. You might also have them look through the cylinder,
at the same object up close and then farther away.' This can help them to...under-
stand what a camera "sees" from different positions.

tall
6. Discuss responses to the questions and the photographs with the students when they

have completed the lesson. -:-
.

s

7. Emphasize that photographs can be used,to determine evidence of motion.

8. Be sure the students understand that if an object changes position in "before" and
"after" photographs, it is evidence that the object moved. If the size of the ob-
jects or the angle at which they are viewed relative to oIher objects in the photo-
graph changes,y1- is evidence that the camera moved.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Explain whether an object or the camera moved in terms of
evidence in "before" and "after" photographs.

***************************************************************************** ******

DEVELOPMENT; Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Records of Motion
Page T-288/S-172 Blurred Pictures (20 min.)

PURPOSE: Develop the concept that blurred photographs show evidence of'motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - scissors for each'student
- paste
- several magazines (to be
cut up) which have pic
tures.showing motion

- paper, unlined, for
mounting pictures

- cardboard or oaktag,
30 cm x 5 cm (12 in. x
12 1n,..)

- felt tip pen

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
blur
evidence
relative to

Identification Cards
Evidence of Motion
(bulletin board head-
ing)

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that they are going to find more
evidence of motion in photographs.

2. Have the-students turn to page 172 and read the introduction to find out what can
cause a blur in a photograph. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Be sure the students understand-that fast movement can blur a photograph and that
the blur can be caused by fast:movement of the subject or fast movement of the
camera. Explain that a blurred photograph may result if the camera has not been
focused.

4. Have.the students turn to page 172. Tell them that the blur in the photograph on
that page and in the ones on page 173 are the result of motion and not the result
of a camera that has not been focused.
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5. Have the students read page 172 and answer the italicized questions.

6. Discuss the photograph with the students when they have finished reading.

7. Have the students reed page 173 and answer the italicized questions on that page
when you are sure they understand how to interpret blurs in photographs.

8. Let the s dents discuss the photographs with their neighbors as they work.

9. Di ss the questions with the students when they have finished the page. Insist
at they descrill all motion relative to reference objects.

10. Ask the students if any of them have taken picturesof fast moving objects that
resulted ih blurred photographs. Have them share their experiences. Some students
may be willing to bring in such pictures to share.

11. Discuss-the project described in question 1 with the stud ts. Show them where you
have put the materials that they are to ust. You may wiseto have the students do
the project as a free time activity.

12. Have the students pin up the photographs they find on the bulletin board. Ask one
student to make a title for the display - Evidence oft Motion.

13. Collect the magazines and save ,them for the students to use again in (3) Find the
Axis in the next cluster.

1)ESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Identify blurred objects in photographs as evidence
of motion.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Records and Motion
Page T-290/S-174 Tracks and Trails (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Review or Introduce tracks and trails as evidence of motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -'none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1'. Introduce the lesson by.challenging the students to
think of some objects that leave a record of their
motion. If the students have difficulty thinkingrof
an example, draw a line across the chalkboard to help
them get started.

2. Have the students read page 174 arid answer the questions
as they read. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Let the students discuss their responses with their neighbors as they vfork.

4. Discuss the lesson with the "Students'when they have completed their work. Insist
that the students state their evidence in terms of the motion of an object relative
to reference objects.

Language Cards/Key Signs
tracks
trails

motion
records

Ideri,Ification Cards

yrsSl/ Mme}

2
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5. Extend the lesson by asking the students for examples of.other objects that leave
records of their motion. Some students may think of a power boat leaving a wave
in water, a spider leaving a web, animals leaving tracks in snow, sand, or mud,
or raindrops leaving a pattern on a windowpane.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Infer motion from evidence in tracks and trails. Describe
the motion relative to reference objects.

***4****************************************************************************4******

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Records of Motion
Page T-291 Collect Some Tracks - Optional (60 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about evidence of motion iA photographs to the
use of plaster molds to preserve evidence of animal motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Search the area around the school for animal tracks. Try to find a place where
there are enough tracks for each group of threestudents to make a plaster mold
of ,several small tracks that are evidence of animal motion or one large animal
track. .You may probably locate tracks made by dogs or cats.
Fill each group container with 150 mL C5 oz.) of water. The plaster can be

added to each container and stirred just before the mixture is to be poured `by
the students outside. Take extra water in the milk jug to thin the plaster
mixtures as the need arises.
Cutille cardboard strips. Collect the mixing spoons and paper clips and put

them with` the rest of the materials on the supply table. Obtain reference books
showing pictures of animal tracks from the school or public 4ibrary. If you
assign the'tesk to students, avoid having the entire class go to the library to
get books on the particular topic when only a few books will probably be avail-
able at the elementary level. Clear a large table where the students may later
display their track molds.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students look once more at the pictures on..
page 174.

2. Explain to the students that tracks and trails similar to those pictured may not
last very long. Discuss how long it might take for each track or trail to dis-
appear and some possible causes for its disappearance. Emphasize that photographs
of tracks and'trails can be used to show evidence of motion long after the actual
tracks and trails have disappeared.

3. Tell the students/that they are gbing to use plaster molds to make another kind of
record that preserves evidence of motion. They will make their records of tracks
and trails near the school.

4. Divide'the class into groups of three.

5. Distribute the cardboard strips and paper clips to each group.
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6. Demonstrate how to bend a cardboard strip into a loop and fasten the ends to-
gether with a paper clip. Explain to them that they will use the loop as a frame
to help form the sides of the mold. Further explain that they wilj put the frame
around some small tracks or around a large track and then fill it with plaster to
make a mold. ,

7. Distribute a container of water and a mixing spoon to each group. Explain to the
students that they will mix the plaster outside so that the plaster does not
harden before they are read y to pour it.

8. Assign students to carry the jug of extra water and the two boxes of plaster.

9. Take the class outside to the area where you have located tracks and let each group
choose a place to work.

10. Suggest to the students thit they carefully remove any stones, leaves, or other
objects from the tracks.

11. Have one student from each group place the cardboard frame around several small
tracks or one large one and then wiggle it until it is about .5 cm (1/6 in.) into
the ground.

12.' Begin to add plaster to the group containers. Add the plaster a little at a time
while a student stirs. The mixtuc should look like thick cream when it is ready
to pour. If necessary, add more water or plaster until the desired consistency
is achieved.

13. Have two students in each group hold the frame while. the third student pours the
plaster.

14. Tell the students to etch their names or initials on the plaster before the plaster
hardens. When the plaster has completely hardened, tell the students to lift up
the cardboard frame with the mold in it and take it back to the classroom.

15. Let each group show' its mold to the class and challengd students to try to identify
the animal that made the tracks.

16. Have the students make a display of their track molds on a large table.

17. Extend the lesson, if you wish, by having the students look up their animal tracks
and draw pictures of the animal that made them. Point out where you have put the
reference books, crayons, and paper for them to use. Suggest that they write the
name of the animal at the top of their pictures and put the pictureson the table
beside their track molds. Some students may want to wrtie brief paragraphs about
the animals to add to the display.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Make molds of animal tracks and explain that track molds
may be used to preserve evidence of motion.

***************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Records of Motion

NJ Page T-292/S-175 Reading Tracks (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend what has been learned about tracks as evidence of motion to the
interpretation of tracks left by,rolling marbles.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the following for each pair of students:
- 2 pieces of white, unlined paper
- 1 marble, large, 2.5 cm (1 in.) in diameter

1 marble, small, 2 cm (3/4 in.) in diameter
- 1 piece ofsoft carbon paper
-.3 books
- 2 pencils

Collect the unlined paper and-the soft carbon paper. The softer the carbon paper,
the darker the marble tracks will be.

If you are unable to obtain marbles of IV specified sizes, you can use steel
spheres or other heavy spherical objects of similar sizes. Before using spheres
other than marbles or steel balls in class, make sure that they will work. Place
a white sheet of paper with a piece of carbon paper on top of it on the floor and
roll the sphere across the carbon paper. If the sphere makes a track on the white
paper dark enough for the students to see easily, the spheres may be used.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by waving a piece of chalk fn a zigzag motion and ask the
students to trace the motion of the chalk in the air with their fingers.. Then,
using a similar motion, make chalk marks on the chalkboard. femind the students
that some objects leave records of motion and other objects do not.

2. Roll a marble across a desk. Ask the students how they could make a record of the
marble's motion. They may suggest putting chalk or water on the marble.

3. Have the students read column one on page 175 to find out another way to record
the motion of a marble

4. Demonstrate for the students how to cover the-p lain piece of paper with a sheet
of carbon paper. EMphasize which side of the carbon paper is to be placed against
the plain paper.

5. Discuss the directions with the students to make sure they understarid what they are
to do. Refer the students to the ptcture on page 175. ,

6. Divide the students into pairs and distribute the materials.

7. Tell the students to write."large" or "small" beside each,track on the plain paper
after they roll each marble. Remind them to take turns rolling the marbles and
labeling the tracks.

8. :Have the students complete the lesson.
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9. Move from group to group to make sure the students are observing and comparing
the tracks of the marbles after they are made and not simply rolling the marbles
one after the other.

10. Give he groups',clean sheets of plain paper after they have had sufficient time to
pract'ce making 'and interpreting marble tracks. Ask each group to-make se3eral
sets of unlabeled marble tracks on the clean paper and then write the names of the
group members at they top of the paper.

11. Collect the marbles and carbon paper.

12. Ask each group to exchange its track paper with .a neighboring group to find out
the ofiher group can tell the sizes of the marbles that made the tracks and the di-
rection in which the marbles were rolled, and the spbeds of the marbles.

13. Conclude the lesson by having the students tell how they determined relative sizes
of marbles, relative speeds of marbles, and the direction in which the marbles
were rolled from tracks.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Record tracks of marbles on carbon paperand infer the rel-
ative sizes and speeds o the marbles and the direction in
which the marbles were ro from the tracks.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Records of Motion
-Page T-294/S-176 Motion Detective (30 min.)

PURPOSE: ;:Apply evidence of motion to motion picture film and to multiple images on
one photograph.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information Motion picture film consists of a strip of photographs
called frames. A motion picture projector flashes individual frames in rapid
succession on the screen. Silent projectors ordinarily flash 18 frames per second
and sound projectors flash 24 frames per second. The objects on motion picture
film change position only Slightly from frame io frame. However, when the plc-
tures are rapidly projected in the correct order on a screen, a viewer's eye and
mind perceive motion.

Materials -. paper for each student
- pencils for each student
crayons for each student
16 mm film (topic IS not important)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to recall how photographs may be used
to show evidence of motion. Explain that they will-now find out about other"ways
in which cameras can record motion.

Language Cards/Key Signs

Identification Cards

. Have the students read page 176 and answer the questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

117
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3. Use the 16mm film to Illustrate the example in the text.

4. Discuss ail the questions with the students when they have'compieted their work.
4, Insist that they describe all motion relative to reference objects.

5. Help the students to understand when they are discussing question 1 t if the
pictures were taken at a steady rate, the distances between the images in the
picture would indicate whether the speed of M6tion changed or not.

6. Discuss the activity described in item 2 at the bottom of page 176. Make sure
that the students understand what they are to do.

7. Distribute paper, pencils, and crayons and have the students draw and exchange,pic-
tures.

8. Extend the lesson, if you wish, to the operation of motion picture projectors.
Have students who are interested in the science of motion pictures look up the
topic at the school or public library and report to the other students during
a later class.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Identify evidence of motion on motion picture film and
in a multiple-image photograph.

***********************************************************4***************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-2 Records of Motion
Page T-295/S-177 What's the Evidence? (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Identifying objects or people that moved or did not move. --
2. Stating whether or not a camera was moved when a photograph was taken.
3. Naming which object or person in a photograph moved faster.
4. Identifying which two sets of tracks in a photograph was made first and

describing the evidence on which the identification was based.
5. Identifying the directions of motion in sets of tracks.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper, pencil and text for each student

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 177 and read through the lesson.

2. Be certain that the students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the paper and pencils and have the students do the lesson.

4, Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work. If

you wish, let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate
their own progress.

5. Coilect the papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a stu-
dent correctly responds to all or most of the questions, you may assume that he,or,
she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.

***************************************************************************************
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Level 5 Unit 3 Motion

Part A Circular and Rotary Motion, Lesson Cluster 3A-3

A. 'CLUSTER 'OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-300 Introduction Circular Motion 15 min.
T-301 Development Rotary Motiom 20 min.
T-302 Development Find the Axis 40 min.
T-304 Development . Clock and Counterclockwise 30 min.
T-305 Development The Earth's Rotation 20 min.
T-306 EnrIChment The Traveling Moon . 30 min.
T-307 Application Night and Day 30 min.
T-308 Evaluation Describing Circular and 25 min.

Rotary Motion

NOTE:_ The Traveling Moon is optional.

B. MATERIALS: Materials list on page T-297.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VII, Place and Motion and XV, Relative Motion
are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Circular and Rotary Motion
Page T-300/S-178 Circular Motion (15 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept of circular motion, which, like straight-line motion,
must be described in relation to other objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the, lesson by moving an object such
as a chair or a desk in the room. Ask student
to explain how they know that the object has
moved. Insist that they explain +he changed position of the object relative to a
reference object.

Language Cards/Key Signs
circular motion
reference object

straight-line motion

2. Have the students read and answer the questions on page 178.

3. Let the students discuss the page with their neighbors as they work.

4. Circulate around the room making sure that the students are able to answer the
questions.
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5. Discuss the lesscin with the students when they have completed their work.

6. Help the students ,to understand that they need,,a reference object to determine
circular motion a well as straight-line motion. Emphasize that both kinds of
motion can be desdribed only in relation to 9eference objects. 4' 4

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Identify circular motion and describe circular motion
relative to reference objects.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson ClUster 3A-3 Circular and Rotary Motion
Page T-301/S-179 Rotary Motion (20 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept of rotary motion around an axis.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1 wheel to demonstrate
rotation around an axis

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the first parapgraph on page
179 to find out what the term rotation means.

2. Discuss the term rotation with the students, making
sure they understand that rotation refers to the movement of a whole object. Use
the wheel to demonstrate rotation.

Language Cards/Key Signs
rotation
rotary motion'
axis
axis of rotation
sphere

3. Ask the students to read the rest of column 1. Discuss the picture of the bicycle
and the meaning of the term axis with the students. While turning the wheel,for
demonstration, ask a student to identify the axis of rotation.

4. Have the students read,the remainder of the page and answer the questions.

5. Discuss the questions with the students when they have completed their work. If

students have difficulty with the concepts, extend the lesson by having the
students rotate a variety of objects and identify their axes of rotation. For
example, a student could hold the dully-sharpened end of a pencil in one hand and
rotate the pencil with the other hand around an imaginary line through the pencil
lead as an axis. Other students could stand up and slowly rotate themselves'
around an imaginary vertical axis.

DESIREglEARNING OUTCOME: Identify rotating objects and their axes of rotation.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Circular and Rotary Motion
Page T-302/S-180 Find the Axis (40 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide further practice in'identifying the axes of rotating objects.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Piave the following for

each Student:
- 1 pencil

- colored pencil or
crayon

- 2 pieces of unlined
paper

- scissors
...:Smagazine

- colored paper for mounting
pictures (optional)

Also have glue, a felt-tip
pen, piece of oak tag, 30 cm,x
5 cm (12 in. x 2 in.)

Language Cards/Key Signs
-axi s of rotation

'axis

rotate

Look thrOugh the magazines you have saved from Blurred Pictures to make sure
that there are some pictures in them of objects that rotate or that have parts
that rotate. You maywant to collect additional magazines, newspaper advertise-
ments, or store catalogues. Put these materials with the scissors and paste,on
a supply table. If you plan to have the students mount their pictures, put the
paper that t,4ey are to use with the other materials.

/

fTEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the term aXie'Oith the students.making sure they understand that an axis
is an imaginary linelround whichan object rotates.

2. Have the iiudents read page 180.

3. Go over the directions for the lesson with the students, making sure that they
understand what they are to do.

4. Distribute the materials and let the students begin working.

5. Circulate arou d the room providing help as needed.

6. Have the students discuss and compare the pictures.

7. Disc ss the project described on page 181 With the students.
where you have put the materials that they are to use.

Have the students pin up their pictures on the bulletin board
to make a title for the display, Axis of R9tation.

Show the students

. Ask one stUdeht

I
DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Draw the axes of rotation on pictures of objects.
******f***4**************4******************A************************:****************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Circular and Rotary Motion'
Page T-304/S-182 Clockwise and Colinterclockwise (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of rotation by introducing the terms 'clockwise and
counterclockwise to describe direction of rotation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the following for each
pair of students:

-' 1 pencil
- 1 cardboard tube, such as

froM'paper towels
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Language Cards/Key Signs
clockwise
counterclockwise
rotate



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
.

1. Begin the lesson **holding the ends of an object and slowly rotating.it in one

direction. .

?. Ask the students to describe the direction in which the object is turning. Stu-

.
dents may suggest such descriptions as left, right, up, or down. If they do,

identify two points on opposite sides of the object and ask' the students to

observe the points as you again turn the object. Students should find that

i their deicription will not work for both points at the same time. Help the

students to understand'that it.is difficult to describe the direction of

rotation of objects without using somespecial terms.

,3. Have the students read the first column on page 182 to find out how to describe

direction of rotation more easily. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Discuss the terms clockwise and counterclockwise with the students when they '

have finished reading. Check the students' understanding'of the terms by ro-

tating an object and asking them to name the direction in which it is turring.

5. Have the students read the directions for the activity in the second column..

Teaching may paraphrase.

6. Discuss the direction'S with the students ing sure they understand what they are

to do.

. Divide the class into groups of two and distribute the materials.

8. Have the students do the activity.

9. Circulate around the room providing help as it is needed.

10. Discuss the numbered questions with the students when they have completed the

activity. Make sure they understand that-the terms clockwise and counterclock-

wise refer-to the rotation of an object that is level and is approximately at a

90 angle to the viewer's line of sight.

DESIRED LARNING OUTCOME: Use the terms clockwise and counterclockwise in describing

directions of rotation. -

******A***********************************************************A4(4**************
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DEVELOPMENT : Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Circular and Rotary Motion ,

-Page T-305/S-183 The Eolith's Rotation (20 min.)

PURPOSE: -Extend the conceit of rotation to the,roation of the Earth.

ADVANCE RRE Materials - 1'globe,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have.the students read page 183. 'Teaching may
paraphrase;

Language Cards/Key Signs
sphere
axis .

earth
rotation

'2. Use the globe to demonstrate the earth's rotation.

3. Let the students discuss the page with their neighbors as they work.

4. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Suggest that they observe
-a bright star at different times during one evening. Obtaining such direct
evidence from observation usually creates considerable interest. Provide time
during class on the following day for the students to discuss their observations.

5. Have the class discuss the numbered questions. Have the students take turns
spinning the globe and observing it first from the North Pole and then from the
South Pole.

6. The Enrichment Lesson on page T-306 may be done following this lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Identify the direction of the Earth's rotation.
**************************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: .Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Circular and Rotary Motion
Page T-306 The Traveling Moon - optional (30 min.),

PURPOSE: Determine from observation that the moon revelees around the Earth from
West to East.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

'Background Information: The noon revolves around the Earth in a plane that is
nearly the same as theplane of the Earth's path aroynd, the sun. As a result,
people who live in northern temperate latitudes always see'the path of the
moon in the southern half of the sky. They see the sun there, too. Because
of the rotation of the Earth from west to east, the moon, like the sun, appears
to move from east to west across our sky.

°AlthoUgh you can see the sun-and-the-other stars in nearly the same place in the
sky at a certain time on Wednesday as it wes on Monday, this Is not true of the
moon. Each day'the moon appears a little farther to the left relative to the
stars or other reference objects. That is, it appears a little farther to the
east, since you pre looking approximately to the south. From this observation,
you can conclude. that the moon is -moving eastward around the Earth. The motion,
like the rotation of the Earth, is counterclockwise, observed from the North Pole.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that_the moon travels around

the Earth.

2. Tell the students that they are going to make some observations to find out which
way the Toop travels around the Earth.

3. Remind the students that because the Earth rotates, the stars appear to move in

the sky. Because the Earth rotates once every 24 hours, they can look at a place

in the sky two days in a row and see the same stars in that place.

4. =Ask the students to obserie the moon for three nights at home, t exacly the same

time. Explain that they will determine the change in position f the moon relative

to such reference objects as a building, a tree, or a pole. FrSm these observations

they will be able to tell in which direction the moon seems to be traveling relative

to the Earth.

5. Emphasize with the students that they must use a reference object to observe the

position of the moon each night. Explain that the closer the moon is to the
reference object, the easier it will be for them to determine the moon's position.
They should try to make their observations of the moon early in the evening near

the time of the first crescent.

6. Ask the students to record the time and observe where they are standing the first

time they observe the moon. On the second day and third days, they should observe
the moon at the same time and from the same place as on the first day.

7. Tell the students that if clouds or bad weather prohibit their making observations

on successive nights, they can use observations that are made several nights apart.

You might use such observations as follows. Have the students describe the position

of the moon-observed,-for instance, on Monday and Thursday. Then ask where the

moon would have been seen on Tuesday and Wednesday if clouds had not hidden it.

C-
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8. Discuss the movement of the moon with the students when they have completed
their obserVations. Students shaild have discovered on the second and third

)nights that the moon moved to the left or from west to east relative to their
reference objects.

9. Draw a diagram of the Earth and the moon on the chalkboard. Ask a student to
deaW ,p curved arrow on the drawing of the Earth to show the direction in which
the Earth rotates. Then ask another student to draw an arrow to show'the
direction in which the moon travels around the Earth. (See Figure 1)

10. Conclude the 4esson by having the students describe the directions of the movement
of the Earth and the moon.

Earth

Figure"'l Earth and Wort

Moon

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Determine from their own observations that the moon
revolves around the Earth from west to east. ;

******************************************************** **************w************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Circular and Rotary Motion .

Page T-307/S-184 Night and Day (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the concept of the Earth's rotation to the cause of night and day.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - pencil and unlined paper
for each student

- 1 globe

- 1 flashlight
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Language Cards/Key Signs

night
day

rotation



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Using the globe and flashlight demonstrate night and day for the class;
Illustrate how the earth's rotation causes day and night.

2. Have 'the students read the first paragraph on page 184. Teaching may paraphra e.
Ask the students where the Earth's axis would be in the picture. (From the Nor h
Pole straight into the page.)

3. Have the students read the'directions for the activity in the next paragraph.

4. Go over the diredtions with the students making sure they understand what they are
to do.

5. Distribute the materials and have the students copy or trace the picture.

6. Tell the students that in drawing their pictures of the Earth, they do not have
to make the shapes-of the continents exact. It is important, however, that they,
accurately locate Denver and Guma as indicated by the cross and dot, respectively
in the picture in their books.

7. Discuss the activity and the first numbered question when the, students have com-
pleted their work. Ask a number of students to explain day and night in terms of
the Earth's rotation to be certain that the students understand the concept.

8. Have small groups of students take turns using the flashlight and globe or have
two students demonstrate night and day on the globe for the class. Put the flash-
light and globe in a central location where students may work with them during their
free time.

DESIRED LEARNtNG OUTCOME: Explain the occurrence of night and day in terms of the
rotation of the Earth and the relative position of the sun.

**********************************************************A**************************
/

EVAIJATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Circular and Rotary Motion
Page T-308/5-185 Describing Circular and Rotary Motion (25 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate students' performance in relation,to the following objectives:
1. Identifying which objects moved in the pictures that show circular or

rotary motion.
2. Determining whether a wheel' is turning Clockwise or counterclockwise.
3. Identifying the Iodation of the Earth's axis of rotation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: ,Materials - paper, pencils and text for each student

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to pages 185 and 186 and read through the lesson. Teacher
may paraphrase.

2. Be certain that the students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute paper and pencils and have the students do the lesson.

4. Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.
If' you wish, let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate
their own progress.
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5. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student

correctly responds to all or most of the queStions,.you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the 'objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the

next cluster.

.6. For further informal evaluation, have the students turn back to page 162 and look
at the picture that introduces Part A. Ask them why they think that particular
picture was used to introduce the part that they have Just compWed. Suggest

that they look for clues in the part title and in the cluster tifTes on text
pages 163, 170, and 178. The students should be abie to:
inferdhat the people on the ferris wheel are moving along a circular path;
infer that the ferris wheel is rotating;
determine that the axis of rotation of the ferris wheel is through its center;

observe that no record of motion is left by the ferris wheel.
*************************4*********f**************************************************
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Level 5 Unit 3 Motion

Part B Describing Position, Lesson Cluster 3B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

'

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-316 Introduction Meet Owl 45 min.
T-318 Development Name the Fruit 30 min.
T-319 Development Find the Objects -30 min.
T-320 Development Owl Describes Motion 1 30 min.
T-321 Development Owl References Frames 4 30 min.
T-322 Application A Treasure Hunt 30 min.
T-324 Evaluation Using More Than One Owl 20 min.

. ,

._,
B. MATERIALS: See Materials List on ',page T-313.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets VII, Place and Motion and XV, Relative
Motion are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3B-I Reference Frames
Page T-316/S-188 Wet Owl (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the owl figure as an ideal observer and a reference object.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - The constant orientation for the Owl figures used through-
out this cluster is as follows: The cross on Owl's. chest is the starting point.
Above is the area above the horizontal bar on the cross. Below is the area below
the horizontal bar of the cross. Front is the face side of the Owl. Back is the
nonface side of Owl. The lessons are clear in delineating the use of the
close and far relative to Owl.

P

Materials - 1 large figure for demonstratiOn front and

back of Owl figure from appendices C 8 E,
pages"T-534-535
glue, scissors, pencil, carboard 25 cm x
26"cm CIO in. x 8 in.)

Cut out front and back of large Owl. Trace if ohto
cardboard and cut out. Paste the front and back of
figure on the cardboard backing.

Each child will need: - 1 small owl figure, appendix
B, page T-533

- 1 pencil

- unlined paper
scissors

- variety of.crayons or colored

pencils

163

Language Cards/Key,Signs
owl

reference
reference object
right
left

above
below
in front
in back
observer
close

far

Identification Cards
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Be careful not to give human attributes to the Owl figure when referring to it. Set
the example for the students by referring to the figure as "Owl" or "it". Avoid let-
ting the students give their Owl figures gender identification. If you have the stu-
dents color their Owl figures, do not let them draw clothes on them: Allowing students
to conceptualize animals with human attributes can make it difficult for them In later
studies of animal behavior..,

1. Introduce Part B by having the students turn to page 187. Explain to the students
that in this part they will learn some new ways to describe the positions of ob-
jects.

2. Begin the lesson by baying the students read page 188. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Discuss the orientations above, below, left, and right with the students, using
the pictures in the book and the demonstration Owl. If children have difficulty,
use an object in the room as a reference object and discuss orientation.

4. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 189 to find out how they are
going to use the Owl figure.

5. Peke sure the stdtents understand +hat Owl's body Is the only reference object that
they will use ih describing the positions of objects.

1

6. Hold up various objects in different positions around the demonstration Owl figur67.
Have the students Ziecribe the positions of the objects using the terms above,
right, left, below, front and back relative to Owl. Then hold the Owl on its side
and have the students describe how Owl would report the positions of the obSects.

7. Ask the students to write their names on the Owl figures and to put them in their
desks ready for use in the following lessons.

DESIRED LEARNING'OUTCOME: Describe the position of an object in terms of front, back,
right, above, below, close, and far relative to an Owl
figure.

*****************************,**************4*******************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Reference Frames
Page T-3I8/ 190 Name the Fruit (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To.piovide practice i identifying objects whose positions are described ,

relative to the Owl figure.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1 large Owl figure
- paper and pencil for
each sfudent

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. .Introduce the lesson by reviewing how an object is
described relative to the demonstration Owl figure.
Hold the Owl figure upside down relative to your
body. Stress that the positions of objects must be
described relative to Owl's body no matter what
position it is in relative to other objects.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
above
close
right
left

below
far

Identification Cards



2. Have the students turn. to page 190 and read through.the lesson, to find out what
they are going to do. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Discuss the directions with the students to make sure that they understand.what they
are to do.

4.- Let the students 88 the lesson.

5. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have finished.

6. Help students who have had difficulty with the lesson by holding an object in
various positions near the Owl demonstration figure. .Ask them ko describe the
position of the object relative to Owl. You may want to assign the alternate
lesson, Find the Object, to students who need further practice.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Identify objects whose positions are described relative
to the Owl figure.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Reference Frames
Page T-319/S-191 Find the Objects (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide practice in identifying objects whose positions are described
relativeto the Owl figure.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1 large Owl figure

4.17 small Owl for each child
- pencils
- objects from classroom*

*Each student will need four objects in this lesson.
Begin the collection of objects with the pencils,
scissors, and crayons that you gathered for.lefter
lessons. Supplement the collection with such
objects as staplers, paper punches, rulers, paper
clips, or books. The sets of objects may vary
irom student to student.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
above
below
right
left

far
close

Identification Cards

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing how an object is described relative to the demon-
stration Owl figure. Hold the Owl figure upside down relative to your body. Stress
that the positionsSof objects must be described relative to Owl's body no matter
what position it is in relative to other objects.

2. Vave the students turn to page 191 and read through the les
hrase.

=Teacher may para-

3. Discuss the directions with the students to make sure that they under
they are to do.

4. Have the students take our their Owl figures.
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5, Distribute the objects that ,you have colleited and have the students begin to work.

6. Circulate around the room providing help as it is needed.

7. Discuss the lesson vath the students when they have finished.

8. Help students who have difficulty with the lesson by holding an object in, various
positions near the Owl demonstration figure. Ask them to_describe the positions
of the object relative to Owl.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Identify objects whose positions are described relative
to the Owl figure.

****4************************************1*********************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Reference Frames
Page T-320/S-192 Owl Describes Motion (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Extend the concept of relative motion by using Owl figures as reference
objects to describe moving objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 2 small owl figures
- paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

J. Place a small Owl figure In a prominent place in
front of the room. Have a student walk slowly in
front of the Owl. Ask the students how they would
describe the motion relative to the Owl figure.

Language Cards/Key Signs
relative to
moving

Identification Cards

2. Have the'same student carry a second Owl figure close to his or her body, and again
walk in front of the first Owl. Ask the other students how the motion would be

described relative to each Owl figure. The class should be able to see that the
student is not moving relative to the second Owl, but all the other students and
objects in the room are moving relative to it.

3. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 192. Teacher maY paraphrase.

4. Ask the students to look at the picture on the page. Call their attention to the

streakes in the picture that indicate the bicycle is moving. Explain that if this

were a photograph, the bicycle would be blurred. For the purposes of the lesson,

ask the students to treat the illustration as a blurred photograph.

5. Have the students ,read the italicized question and the directions' in the second

column,

6. Tell the students that they are going to have to study the picture carefully to

answer the questions. Emphasize that motion in the picture has to be described
differently relative to each Owl figure.

7. Have the students begin to work.

8. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have finished working. Some students

may have difficulty describing motion relative to the Owl figure is.mthe handle bar

of the bicycle. Have these students walk in front of the class carrying an Owl
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figure. This will enable them to observe that relative to the Owl figure they are
carryiRg, the-other students and objects in the room appear to be. moving.

9. Conclude the lesson by emphasizing that motion is a continuous,change in position
and that the motion of an object as well.as its position can be described only
in relation to reference objects.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Describe the motion of objects relative to three Owl
'figures.

*******4**************************************ii****************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B -1 Reference,Frames
Page T-32.1/S-193 Owl Reference Frames (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept,of reference frame using the Owl figure.

ADVANCE PREPARATiON: Materials - 1 large Ow1 figure
- paper and pencils
- metric rulers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

. Distribute metric rulers. --

Introduce the lesson by briefly reviewing how to
measure distance in centimeters (cm). Also review
the symbol cm.

Language Cards/Key Signs
reference frame
starting point
starting direction
direction
distance

Identification Cards

Explain to the students that they,are going to learn to use reference frames to
describe the position of objects more accurately.

4. Have the students read the first two paragraphs on page 193 to find out what a
reference grame is. Teacher may paraphrase.

4'

5. Discuss the term reference frame with the students using the demonstration Owl
figure. Explain that they have estimated the distance of objects relative to a
reference object in terms of close and far. They are now going to measure exact
distance in cm.

6. Have the students take out their Owl figures and read the directions at thebottom
of page.193.

7. Explain to the students that they are to use the same directions that they have been
using before: above, below, left, right, front, and back. They are, however, to
measure distance from the starting point to the object in cm.

8. Have the students begin to work.

9. Circulate around the room providing help as It is needed.
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10. Discuss the lesson with the students when they have finished. Using the demon-
stration Owl figure, ask the studehts such questions as "How would you measure
the distance from the Owl figure to the wall? Why is it necessary to use an exact
starting poi'nt? How is direction determined using the Owl figure? What is a
reference frame?" BecaUse tne.students probably have a firm understanding of
relative position at this time, I'ry to center the discussion on the concept of a
reference frame and its parts.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Describe the position of objects in terms of direction and
distance in reference frame such as the Owl figure.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Reference Frames
Page T-322/S-194 A Treasure Hunt (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Amity the concept of a refe6rence frame to, clues in a treasure hunt.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1 large owl figure
paper and pencils

A
metric rulers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
c

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing the concept of a reference frame. Use the
demonstration Owl figure to indicate how to find the starting point, the start-
ing direction, and the direction, and how to measure distances.

' 2. Tell the students that they are going to use their skill in using reference frames
to solve a problem.

3. Have the students read the directions for the lesfon on pages& 194 and 195. Teacher

may paraphrase.

4. Discuss the directions with the students. Delores should start with Owl C and George

with Owl B. Emphasize that they should not tell their neighbors when they have

found their answers. Stress that they should list the sequence of letters on a
separate paper indicating the path of each treasuyle hunter. Before the students
begin the lesson, you may wish to have them read the clues and predict which of the

two hunters find the treasure.

5, Let the students begin to work.

6. Circulate around the room to make sure that the students understand the directions
and can measure the distances.

7. Discuss the numbered question with the students when they have finished the activity.
Have them describe how they reached their conclusions in terms of Owl reference

frames.

B. Have Students use the demonstration Owl figure -1:o act Out parts of- the treasure
hunt with which they have difficulty.
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9. Extend the lesson, if you wish, by havig some students set up treasure hunts with
Owl figures for the rest of the class. This may be assigned as:a free-time
activity.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Follow clues in a treasure hunt by using Owl figures as
reference frames.

**1************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-1 Reference Frames
Page T-324/S-196 Using Moee Than One Owl (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate student's performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Measuring distances between objects within a reference frame.
2. Describing the relative positions of objects within a reference

frame.

3. Describing the relative motion of objects within a reference frame.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper
- pencil

- textbook
- metric rulers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 196 and 197 and read throug the lesson.

2. Be certain that the students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the materials and have the students do the lesson.

4. Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.
If you wish, let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate
their own progress.

5. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student

correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

**************************1******************************************************4******
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Level 5 Unit 3 Motion

Part B Describing Position, Lesson Cluster 3B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies
i

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

1-330

1-332
T-333
1-334
1-336
T-338

Introduction

Development
Development

.Development
Application
Evaluation

,

.

.

- Owl and Circles
A Helecopter View
Direction to Cities
A Reference Frame at Sea
Radar and Reference Frames
Locating Positions

l

.

.

30 min.

30 min.
30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

20 min.

NOTE: Radar and Reference Frames is
-...,

B. MATERIALS: rAdd the following to
- 1 large owl figure

..

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip
Motion

otionar.
.

,

,

Relative

the Materials LI t on page T-327:
-'

Sets VII, Place and tion and XV,
are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Using Numbered Circles
Page T-330/S-198 Owl and Circles (30 min.)

PURPOSE: introduce a numbered circle as a Zerence frame.

ADVANCE'PREPARATION: Materials - paper, pencil and metric
ruler for each student

- 1 large owl figure

- reproduction of the illu-
strations on page 198 and
199 on the blackboard; ,

tape the large owl on the
,board as the center of
of each illustration.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review with the students the elements in a reference
frame: a starting point, a starting direction, a
direction and a distance.

Language Cards/Key Signs,
numbered circles
reference 'frame

clock
clockwise
distance
degree
Circle
starting point
starting direction
direction /

Identification Cards

2. Have the students turn to page 198.

,'3. Introduce the cluster by telling the student%-that they are going to learn to
use pumbered circles as reference frames. /
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4., Have the students read the Introduction on page 198.

5. Use the clock system illustration on the board to clarify the -Wt.

E. Have students complete reading page 198 and begin the first part of the lesson.
It may help to do the first 2 items as a class.. Using the board illustration.

7. Have the students compare their results when they have completed their work.

8, Be sure the students understand that the starting direction on a clock is twelve
o'clock. It is understood that zero o'clock, which doe1 not appear on a clock is
actually the starting direction.

9. Discuse the italicized questions. Stress the inadequacy of using a clock face to
determine direction. It is not precise enough for many purposes. Point out that
it is difficult to tell just where the stioe is. Some students may give the direc-
tion to the:shoe as 7:30, but even that is not as precise as possible.

10. Ask the students if they can think of a way fo make a numbered circle more precise.

11. Use the degree system illustration on the board to introduce and explain page 199
of the text.

12. Have the students read page 199 and answer the italicized questions.

13. Discuss the page with the students when they have finished. Stress that the
system,moit ofte-fryted has 360 equal parts to a circle and the each part is called
a degree.

14. Be sure that the students understand how to record positions relative to a circle
in degrees. Remind them that the numbers on a clock increase clockwise and so do
the degrees on a circle.

15. End by discussing the numbered questions at the end of the cluster.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Describe tike positions of objects relative to a numbered
circle reference frame.

***************************************************************************************

, DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Using Numbered Circles
Page T-332/S-200 A Helicopter View (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce the polar grid as a special kind of reference frame. )

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper; pencils and metric
rulers ,for eact: student
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Language Cards/Key Signs
polar grid
degrees

Identification Cards
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Background Information A polar grid 1s 'a standard reference frame used to deter-
mine the Coordinates of a point. The polar grid consists oe,p set of concentric
circles 'around the central point from which a set of lines tardiates.
On a polar grid, direction is measured in degrees, starting at zero degrees, the

starting direction. Distance is measured from the center of the circle, the start-
ing point, to a second point. The two measurements of direction and distance are
the coordinates of apoint or object.
This lesson and the rent concentrate on determining direction with a polar grid.

A third lesson, k% Reference Frame at Sea, introduces the use of a polar grid in
determining distances.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

' 1. Begin the lesson by sketchilhg a numbered circle on the chalkboard. Review with the
studehts how to measure direction in degrees on a numbered-circle reference frame,
beginning at the starting direction and reading the degrees clockwise. Demonstrate
for the students how they can use the straight edge of a ruler to NOIR, them read
degrees on a circle more precisely. Using the circle on the board, show how to
line up the ruler with the starting point (the center of the circle) and an object.

2. Have the students turn to page 200 and read the first paragraph. Teacher may pare-,.
phrase.

3. Discuss the term polar grid with the students to make sure they understand how a
`polar grid differs from the other numbered circles'used previously. Have students
refer to the pictures on page 198, 199,and 200 to Ampare the. clock system, degree
system, and polar grid.

4. Have the students read the remainder of page 200 to find out how they are going to
use'a polar grid.

5. Discuss the directions with the students. Point out that each "landmark" on page
200 has a red dot on it.

6. Distribute the materials and have students begin. ,

7. Move among the students providing help as it is needed.'

8. Discuss the lesson with the. students when they have finished.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Measure direction in degrees on a polar grid.
**************4************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 38-2 Usinq Numbered Circles
Page T-333/S-201 Direction to Cities (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide additional practice in measuring direction in degrees on a polar grid.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper, pencil and metric
rulers
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson with a brief review of how to measure direction in degrees
on a polar grid.

2. Have the students read page 201. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Go over the directions with the students.

4. Review or introduce th' process of estimating. By fifth level, most of the stu-
dents will probably have had some experience, in math classes, in estimating by
rounding off numbers and in estimating measurements on rulers to the nearest cm.
However, be sure at this time that the students can estimate measurements to the
nearest ten degrees. Explain to the students that they can measure a direction
on A polar grid that falls between the marked off lines by first observing whether
the measurement fall half way or more between the two lines or less than half way
between the two lines. If they judge that the measurement tails half way or more
than half between lines, the measurement is read on the degree line that follows.
If the measurement falls less than half way between the lines, the measurement is
read on the previous degree line.

5: Let the students begin to work.

6. Go over the studentst responses with them.

7. Digcuss the numbered questions with the'studehts. Ask them how they listed the-
direction of a city when the degree measurement did not fall exactly on one of the
marked 'parts of the polar grid. In the discussion of question 2, most students will
probably say that, 360 parts to a circle are not always enough for giving directions.
Ask the students if they can think of a way in which they could peke a more accurate
guess, or estimation, of measurement on a numbered circle other than to the nearest
ten degrees. Some students may think of dividing each degree into ten parts and
then readihg the measurement to the nearest degree.

8. Have the students again find the directions to'the cities on the map on page 201,
this time estimating the measurements to the nearest degree. '(Optional)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Measure direction in degree on a polar grid.
***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Using Numbered Circles
Page T-334/S-202 A Reference Frame at Sea (30 min.)

PUAPOSE:', Extend the concept of a polar grid to the description of.coordinates on a
polar grid used as a reference grams.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper, pencil and metric
rulers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by briefly reviewing the
elements of a reference frame:.a starting point, a
starting direction, a direction and a distance.
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polar grid
reference frame
distance

direction
coordinates

Identification Cards



2. Cave the students read page 202 as far as the numbered activity. Teacher may
paraphrase.

3. Have the students read the directions for the numbered activity at the end of the
lesson.

4. Go over the directions with the students to make sure they understand what they
____/are to do. Make a chart with three columns on.the chalkboard to show the students

how to record coordinates. Number from 1 through 10 in'the first'column. Write
degree§ at the top of the sewnd column nd cm at the top of the third column.
Write the directions to the boat in .#

mn

picture onpage 202 in the second column,
and its distance in the third column.

5. Distribute the materials and have the students begin to work.

6. Circulate among the students making sure that they are recording coordinates in
the proper order: direction, then distance.

7.. Have the students compare and discuss their lists of coordinates when they have
completed their work. Emphasize that numbers that locate-a point in space are
called coordinates.

8. Stress that coordinates are very useful in mathematics and in science. They are

used-to describe the positions of ships at sea, aircraft in the air, rockets in
space, and other object§ that are away from fixed landmarks.

DESIRED LEARNJNG OUTCOME: Describe the coordinates-of a point on a polar grid used
as a reference frame.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Using Numbered Circles
Page T-336/S-203 Radar and Reference Frames Optional (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply what has been learned about polar grids to the use,of polar grids

in radar systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:'

Background Information - Radar uses echos to locate
objects The radar transmitter sends out pulses of
energy, receives them back when they are reflected,
and then interprets what it has received into a form
that the operator can use. Basically the apparatus

gives the operator three vital pieces of information: range,
direction, and altitude. The range is determined by timing the interval it takes

for the signal to travel from the antenna, be reflected, and return. Because the

speed of the signal is known, the distance can be calculated. The direction of the

plane is the same as the direction the signal takes to the aircraft. The altitude

can, and is, determined in two separate ways: A device on the aircraft, called a

radar altimeter determines height and transmits it to the radar on the.gound. The

second method is that the ground radar can determine the angle at which the signal

is being returned. This angle plus the distance to the aircraft can be converted

mathematically into the altitude of the plane.

Language Cards/Key Signs
radar
reference frames

Identification Cards
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° TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students if any of them know how an airplane
is able to I.and at an airport in fog or rain, or, ho4 the people in a control
tower at an airport keep track of the planes that land and take off. Most of
the students will probably know that radar is somehow involVed, but they will
probably not know how radar works.

2. Explain to the students that, in the lesson they are about to do, they will learn
how radar works and how. polar grids are used in radar systems.

3. Have the students read pages 203 and 204 and answer the gstions.

4. Discuss the pages with the students when they have finished reading and have had
an opportunity to think about the questions.

5. Stress that radar systems are used to determine the exact position of objects that
are .far from landmarks.

6. Explain to the students that a controller in the tower at an airport'is able to
determine the coordinates of the dot representing an airplane by using a polar
grid. Further explain that the motion and speed of the plane is determined by
locating the airplane at regular time intervals.

7. Extend the lesson by assigning special reports about radar and radar detection to
interested students. Suggest that they ask a librarian-in the school or public
library to help them find magazines and books with simple explanations of radar
systems.

0
109

8. Suggest to the students that they watch the weather report on the local television
sfation if the forecaster uses a polar'grid on a radar screen to describe the loca-
tion of particular storm centers.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Describe how polar grids are used in radar and how observing
the position of a moving object at regular intervals enables
one to determine its speed and direction.

*************
*************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-2 Using Numbered Circles
Page T-338/5 -205 Locating Positions (20 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate the students? performance in relation to the following objective: -4*

describing the position of objects using, the coordinates on a polar grid
as a reference.

ADVA fE PREPARATION: Materials - paper, pencils, metric rulers and textbooks
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 205 and read through the.lesson. Teacher may para,-
phrase.-

2. Be certain that the students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the materials and have the students do the lesson.

4. Go over the students' responses.with them when they have completed their work. If

you wish, let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate their
own progress.

5. Collect the papert-so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
has recorded all or most of the coordinates correctly, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objective for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.

***************************************************************************************
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Level 5 Unit 3 Motion

Part B Describing Motion, Lesson Cluster 3B-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page
,

Teaching Strategies
,

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-344 Introduction Map Reading 45 min.
T-346 Development Map of a School 45 min.
T-350 Enrichment Map of the Classroom 45 min.
T-347 Development In An Old Western Town 30 min.
T-348 Development Identify the Position' 45 min.
T-350 Enrichment Grid Game 30 min.
T-351 Application . Flip Books and Grids 35 min.
T-352 Evaluation Describing With Numbered Lines 30 min.

B. MATERIALS: Add the hillowing to the Materials List on page 1-341:
-,a large piece of white paper
- a copy of a map using letters and numbers for location for use on
board or transparency -

- 4optional) a copy of a simple map using letters and numbers for
'location for each student

. .

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets VII, Place and Motion and XV, Relative
Motion are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Using._Numbered Lines
Page T-344/S-206 Map Reading C45 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce a system of letters and numbers that is used to describe locations
on maps.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - A rectangular grid consists of two numbered lines at right
angles to each other. The starting point is at the intersection of the two numbered
lines. To describe the position of an object, distances are measured from the start-
ing point along each numbered line. These two distances are called rectangular "*.
coordinates., It is customary to write the horizontal distances first and then ver-
tical distance. The two numbers are separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses
(x,y).

Materials - Have the following for each pair of stu-
dents:

- paper and pencil

- map of state for each pair of students
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Language Cards/Key Signs
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Arso have:

- simple sketch of a map using letters and numbers Of loCation; put this on the
board or. transparency

- ditto copy of a simple map for each student if additio nal practice is necessary

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS :

1. Begin the lesson by,haVIng.the students read the first two paragraphs on page 206.

2., Discuss the paragraphs with the students when they have finished reading. Ask the
students to relate experiences that they and their families may have-had in using
a map to find their way to a landmark in an unfamiliar city.

3. Before the students continue reading, explain how to use the numbers and letters on
a map to find a location. Use the sample you have made as an illustration. Have
the students name the- letter-number locations for each item on the map.

4. If more practice is needed have the studentg,lcomplete a ditto of another simple
map.

5. Have the students read the next three paragraphs. Teacher may paraphrase.

6. Make sure the students understand that they start at the lower left-hand corner of
the map, move to the right until they-come to the desired letter, and then move
up until they come to the correct number.

7. Have the students read the directions for the activity. When they understand what,
they are.to dOthey ishould

8. Nave the students compare and discuss their lists when they have completed their
work. You may wish to copy the incomplete list on page 207 on the chalkboard and
then have students take turns going to the board to fill in the blanks.

9. Divide the students

10. Ask the students to
lesson on page 206.
city or town listed
and locating cities
cities on the board

into groups of 2 and distribute the maps that you have collected.

read the dtrectidns:to the numbered activity at the end of the
Explain to them that one member of each group is to name a .

on the map and"the others in the group are to take turns naming
and towns. As an.alternative the teacher may list several
for the students to locate.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Locate cities or towns on a map using Getters and numbers
to describe their positidhs.

***************************************************************4***********************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Using NOmbered Lines
Page T-346/S-208 Map of a School (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide additional practice in using letters and -numbers to describe locations
on a map.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Have the following for each student:
- pencil

copy of a lap of school from Appendix E.*, page T -536 '

at
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students
that in this lesson they will praCrice using the let-
ters and numbers on a map to locate objects.

2. Have the students read page 208. Teacher may para-
phrase.

Language Cards/Key Signs
map

landmark

Identification Cards

3, Go over the directions for the activity with the stu-
dents, and explain that they are to write the letter and then the number of each
location.

4. Distribute the maps and pencils and let the students begin to work. If necessary
find the location of the fire station as a Class.

5. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed.

6. Have the students compare and discuss their lists when they have completed them.
You may wish to copy the list of landmarks on page 208 on the chalkboard and then
have students take turns going to the board to fill in the locations.

7. Discuss the numbered questions with the students at a review.

8.- See page T-350 for the Enrichment (A) that follOws this lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Locate Landmarks on a map using letters and numbers to
describe their positions.'

***************************************************************************************

L

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Using Numbered Lines
Page T-350 Map of the Classroom (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide further practice in using letters and numbers to describe the loca-
tions of objects on a map.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencils
- crayons, colored pencils
a very large piece of white paper (see number 13
below)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by,Oxplaining to the students that they are going to draw maps
of the classroOm using,a system of letters and numbers.

2. Review, if necessary, the number and letter system used on maps.

3. Explain to the student p that they. may use as maw( letters and numbers on their maps

as they wish, lout theN,must star+ with the Letter,A and the numeral O. Ask-them to.

...1/4ave a space orrone side of their papers where they will later make a list of 'Land-
,marks" shown on their maps.

r.,

4. Zistribute the materials and have the students begin.
*1
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5. Discuss-with the students the maps that they have made and any difficulties that
they may have encountered while making them.

6. Have the students list on their mapsof the classroom, landmarks shown and the
letters and numbers that tell their locations. However, ask them to leave either
the name of the landmark of its location blank on each line of the list.

7. Have the student's exchange maps with their neighbors.

8. Explain to the stiret: that they are to fill in the blanks on the map they have
received. Caution them to write neatly in pencil and only in the blank spaces.

9. Ask the students to return the maps to their owners wheh they have finished filling
in the blanks. The owners should then check the lists to make sure that the blanks
have been correcfly filled in.

10. Ask the students if a location given for a specific object on their list would
necessarily match the location of the same object on another student's list. Have
one student name an object on his or her map and describe ifs location to the rest
of the class. Then have several other students who have the same object on their
maps tell how the object was described.

11.' Ask the students why the locations of objects may differ from map to map. They may
give such reasons as the objecfs are lettered or numbered differently, the distances
between the letters or between the numbers varied, the arrangement of the drawn ob-
jects may differ relative -to each other, and the shape and size of the maps may
vary.

12. Tell the students that it is all right if the locations of objects varied from map
to map. It is important only that objects on each particular map are located rela-
tive to each other.

13. A variation on this lesson would be to make one large map as a class. This map
IP% would be designed in the same way as the individual maps. It could be used as a

bulletin bc,rd display when finished.

AO
DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Draw a simple map of the classroom using letters and num-

ma bers to describe the locations of objects shown. .

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Using Numbered Lines
Page T-347/S-209 In An Old Western Town C30 min.)

'PURPOSE: Introducethp concept of rectangular coordinates.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information Until now, the students used
an informal systerrof recording coordinates in charts.
In this lesson, and in the rest of the lessons in the
cluster, they will use a transitional system that
differs from formai notation Cx,y) only in that the
parentheses around the coordinates are omitted.

1 t50
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Materials - textbooks

TEACHING'SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read through the lesSon on page 209 to find out what they are
going to do. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Refer the students to the way that the pairs of ordinates are written. Explain
to the class that in this lesson coordinates are written with a comma between them
rather than in columns in a chart. Do not discus which coordinate is written first
at this time because the order of the coordinates s the pattern that they are to
discover in the, lesson.

3. Review or introduce the concept of pattern with the class. Students who have done
the fourth,level Patterns will probably remember that patterns are formed when ob-
jects are placed in orderly positions relative to each other.

4, Have the students begin to work.

5. Circulate around the room providing help as needed. Caution the students to look
for the pattern in the old-timer's directions, not in the listed coordinates.

6. Have the students describe the pattern they found in the directionsiin their own
words. Accept such descriptions as, "Across, then up."

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Infer a directional pattern that explains the pairings of
coordinates ap011ed to a map grid.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Using Numbered Lines
Page T-348/5-210 identify the Position (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce, the use of coordinates to describe the position of a point on_a
rectangular grid reference frame.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. Ask the students to look at the picture'on page 210.
Be sure they understand that the evenly spaced hori-
zontal and vertical lines form the grid. Ask the stu-
dents why they think grids that look Jike this one are
called rectangular grids and why pairs of numbers used
to locate points on it are called rectangular coor-
dinates. If necessary, review the properties of rec-
tangles with the students.

2. Be sure the students understand how to use a rectangular
grid. Draw a rectangular grid or copy the one on page 210 on the chalkboard. Then

draw such shapes as a circle, triangle, and star at different places on the grid
iwherd The lines intersect. 'List the pairs of coordinates beside the grid that des-
cribe'rthe position of each shape. Point to each pair of coordinates and ask the stu-
dents to name the object whose positioh is described, by the partiCular pair. Empha-
size the "across, then up" directions in using, rectangular coordinates to locate a
position.
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3. Have the students read the first three paragraphs_on page 210. Teacher may para-
phrase.

4. Have the students read the directions at the bottom of page 210. Teacher may para-
phrase.

-5. Distribute the paper and pencils. Ask the students to fold the paper in half
lengthwise and write their answers on the left side of the fold. Explain that they
will use the other half later:

6. If the students are unfamiliar with the animals' names, it will help to copy the
grid on the board and write the name of each animal where its picture appeargs. This
can be used for reference.

7. Have the students compare and discuss their answers when they have finished working.

8. Use the same technique as in number 6 if necessary.

9. Have the students continue with the lesson on page 211 as far as the numbered ques-
tions. Ask them to write their answers on the right side of their papers.

10. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed.

11. Have the students discuss and compare their answers when they have completed their
work.

12. Divide the class into pairs.

13. Have the students read activity 3 at the bottom of page 211.

14. Go over the directions for the activity with the students.

15. Ask them to use the back of their papers for drawing and writing.

16. Have the students begin to work.

17. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed. Make sure the students
correctly number their grids starting with 0 in the bottom left-hand corner:

18. This may also be done as a class activity, drawing one grid with pictures and then
listing each pair of coordinates.

19. Discuss questiori 2 with the students. You may wish to draw a rectangular grid and
a polar grid on the chalkboard to aid the students In the comparison.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Locate objects on a rectangular grid using coordinates to
describe their positions.

***************************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Using Numbered Lines
Page T-350 Grid Game C30 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide additional practice In using coordinates to describe the positions
of objects on a rectangular grid reference frame.

560
ft.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. .Draw a grid on the chalkboard. Number the grid from zero to five both horizontally
and vertically.

2. Introdude the lesson by explaining to the students that they will be able to play
a game using rectangular grids and coordinates.

3. Divide the class into two teams. One team will be called the "X's" and the other
"Ols."

4. p<ptain that the teams are to take turns describing locations on the grid with pair
of coordinates. Each time a pair of coordinates is described, either an "X" or an
"0" will be put on the arid by a member of the appropriate team. Each team is to
try to be the first to describe five points in a row horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally.

5. Have volunteers record the "X's" and "0's" on the grid as their positions are
described by the teams.

6: Let the students begin to play.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Locate points on a rectangular grid using coordinates to
describe their positions.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-3 Using Numbered Lines
Page T-351/S-212 Flip Books and Grids

PURPOSE: Relate motion to change in position of objects.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materia10444ancils
- several staplers
- 1 scissors
- 2 pieces of grid paper
23 cm x 30.5 cm
0 in. x 12 in.)

Cut the sheets of grid paper into quarters with
gNssors or a paper cutter. It is important that
the quarters be of equal size. Stack each eight pieces
of grid paper separately, to be sure that the sheets in each stack are exactly the
same size. Each student will need eight one-quarter pieces of grid paper.

Language Cards/Key Signs
position
motion
grid paper
flip book
sphere

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the studentS read page 212 as fart as the numbered questions and study the pic-
tures. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Go over the directions with the studdhts making sure they understand what they are
to do. Students who have done the fourth level unit Patterns will probably remem-
ber making flip booksto show patterns of motion.
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3. Tell the students to draw colored-in circles to represent spheres on-their flip-
book pages. Suggest to them that after they number their grid sheets they thinsk
of the path along which they want their spheres to appear to move.

4. Explain to the students that they should draw spheres in exact positions on the
intersecting lines on the grids. They should show thOsame amount of change in the
sphere's position-from grid to grid.

5. Distribute eight small grid papers to each student.

. 6. Have the students write their names on the back of the flip books.

7. Let the students read their flip books.

8. Have the students draw a second series of spheres on'their,flip book pages as des-
cribed at the bottom of page 212. The students will probably have little diffi-
culty in showing a second sphere moving faster or flower-than they had on drawing
the first sequence.

9. Let the students again share their flip books with their neighbors.

10. Have the students discuss question 2. Ask the students to describe motion. Be

sure they understand that motion is a continuous change in position and that change-
in position is evidence of motion.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Describe motion in terms of the change in position of an
object on a, grid.

***************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 35-3 Using Numbered Lines
Page T-352/5 -213 Describing With Numbered Lines (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:

1. Identifying objects that are located on a rectangular grid using coor-

dinates to describeTheir positions.
2. Listing coordinates that describe the position of objects located on

a rectangular grid.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials paper, pencils and textbooks

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 213 and read through the lesson. Teacher may para-

.. phrase.

2. Be certain they understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the pencils and paper and have the students do'the lesson.

4. Go over the students' responses with them when they havecompleted their work. If

you wish, let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate their

own progress.

5. Collect the papers so you can evaluate-each individual's progress. If a student

correctly makes most of the responses, you may assume that he or she has demon-
strated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.
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6. For further Informal evaluation, have the studeNts turn back to page 187 and look
at the picture that introduces Part B. Ask them why they think that particular
picture was used to introduce the part that they have Just completed. Suggest
that they look for clues in the part title and in the cluster titles on pages 188,
198; and 206. The students should be able to:
a. Infer.that the boy in the foreground is despribing the direction in which the

group should go relative to their position using a compass as a reference frame.
b. Infer that the girl and the boy behind her are locating a city,or landmark on the

map using the letter and number system that describes its position.
**.*********************te**************************************************************
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A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Level 5 Unit 3 Motion'

Ptrt C Changing Directions, LessOh Cluster 3C-1

Page
°

. Teaching strategies
.

Lesson Title
...

Teaching Time1
Suggested

" .

T-358
T-360

T: 33:24

T-363
T-366
T-368

Introduction
Development
Development
Development
Enrichment
Appljcatjon
Evaluation

Who Has Seen the Wind?
Model A Pinwheel
Model B Pinwheel
String Power
Box Kites . .

Airplanes
Which Way Will It Move?

20 min.
50 min.
'50 min.

30 min.
50 min.

50 min.
25 min.

NOTE:

B. MATERIALS:

FILMSTRIP

Box Kites is optional.
.

.

.

..

on page T-355.
Lm ,

Sets VII, Place and Motion and XV, Relative
are appropriate for use in this unit:-

See the Materials .List
)

INFORMATION: Filmstrip
Motion

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Moving Air and Flying Objects
Page T-358/S-215 Who Has Seen the Wind? C20 min.)

PURPOSE:. Introduce or review the concept of balanced and unbalanced forces and relate
it to'motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Force and motidn 'are closely related. Balanced forces
on an object do not cause the object to move or to change its motion. An unbal-
anced force can Cause motion or a change in motion. The direction of the motion
may not be in yhq. sambdirecti as theof*Ce exerted. Motion or foce in one
direction1Tay produce 'Motion n another direction.

Materials - textbooks

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: (4-

1. Ask the students to describe evidence of the wind blowing that they haVe observed.
Stli'dents might describe their hair and.clothes moving", grass and.other plants..-

ripplingpapers flying, or water from sprinklers changing direction.
44

a 021 Have the students read page 215 and answer the questions. Tpacher may paraphrase.

3. Introduce or review the concept of farce. Be sure the students understand the
difference between a'balanced and an unbalanced force. Emphasize thgt an unbalanced
force causes* motion or a change in motion.

186
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4. :Discuss the italicized question with the students. Stress that there is sufficient
evidence in the picture on page 215to infer that the wind is exerting a force
on the cloth.tng even rf the wind cannot beseen.

5. Emphasize in the discussion of question 1 that the wind is blowing, across the land
but the clothes are moving'upward. Ask the students gn what direction the clothes
would blow tf they. were not attached to the clothesline.

6. Stress t6at motion or a change in the motion of an object is evidence of an unbal-
anced force acting on.the object. You mat want to have all or some of the students
review balanced and unbalanced forces on page 86 and 87 Of the unit FORCES.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Infer that a change in the motion of an object is evidence
of an unbalanced force airing on the object.

*.ir.***************i(*********************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Moving Air and 'Flying Object's
Page T-360/S-216 Model A Pinwheel C50 min.)'

PURPOSE: Introduce the concept that motion in one direction can produce motion in
another direction. ,

1

ADVANCE PREPARATION:'

Background Information Whoe-air strikes a slanted surface, part of the force is
directedalong_the surface._ However:, part of the force is deflected perpendicular
to the surface because slanted surfaces exert force on air -and change its direction.
Changes in the directions of force and motion may be determined by observing the
direction to which a surface slants relative to the direction of air. In the clus-
ter, the students observe the effects of the fohce of air onthe motion of pinwheels,
kites, and airplanes, enabling them-to determine that motion in one'direction can
cause motion in another direction.

Materials - Have the following for eacth student'or pair
of students:

- Model A pinwheel from Appendix F, page j'.-537
-.red crayon
- straight.pin, long, with head such as hat or

corsage pin .

- eraser
-.scissors

paper, lined
- bidecrayon
- glue orpaste

Language Cards/Key Signs
motion
direption
pinwheel
prediction
clockwise '

counterclockwise

Identification_Cards

4Decide'whether.you want each stNent or-parrs ol students to make one pinwheel. If

the students 'work .inn pairs, one student can A9Id the. parts of the pinwheel togetherJ
while thd'other blues-them. Duplicate enough cories-,of the rattern for the Model A
pinIfieof,so that each-sfuden1 ohpair of students will have one.

3
You may Wis,ateligVe a few students construct pinwheels in advance-0f class so

s.' that ydu.,cah.obterA).9. difficulties that the students encounter-in folllowing direc-

. tions or in constructing pinWheels. Dur.ina thelleseon those,studen.ts could help
. others. If jr6Uipreer to hpve aljAttdents make pinwheels at the same time, you

may 'wistjd-make kdemonstratIon pinwheel and predict difficulties that the class
%.

.may have.

/ . 147 . .
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Be sure that each student or pair of students has an eraser. When the pins
are not being used, they should be stuck into the erasers as a safety precaution.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce "the lesson by showing the students a pinwheel that has been made. Explain
that they are going to ,construct pinwheels like it.

2. Have the_students read the directions and study the pictures on page 216. Teacher
may paraphrase..

. 3. Discuss the steps in making a pinwheel with the students. Stress that the blades
should be cured as in the pictures, not folded in toward the center:.

4. Discuss the safety procedure for handling the pins, -Tell the Students that you will
give them/erasers before passing out the pinS. You will then sticky a pin in each
eraser. The piR is to remain in the eraser until hey are ready to use it. Cau-
tion them to handle the pins carefully becb4se the points are sharp and could hurt
them.

5. Divide the students into pairs if you have not planned to have each student make a
pinwheel.

6. Distribute the materials and have the students begin to write their names on the
pinwheel patterns before they cut them out.

7. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed.

8. The teacher may choose to make a pinwheel during class in order to demonstrate the
procedure.

9. Have each student or pair of students continue on to page 217 when they have finished
Making their Pinwheels.

10. Have the students -write down thel-r predictions and then test them.- A
.

11. H.ve the Students discuss and compare the accuracy of their predictions. Ask them
on what they based their predictions. Most students probably predicted that the
pinwheel would -turn clockwise in thivdirection of the slant of the pinwheel blades.

12. Help, the students to understand why the pinwheel turned counterclockwise in terms
of forces. Have them observe the direction of the curve of the blades on which
they blew. Explain that part of the force (air) directed to theblades "pushed"
along the surfaces of the blades. However, remind the students that the blades
"pushed back." Because the glades are curved, they directed Part of the force
sideways. Motion in one direction caused motion in the different direction - the
pinwheel moved counterclockwise instead of clockwise.10,

<

13. Have.all the materials except for the red crayons placed where they will be ready
fl5r use intheneXt lesson:: Collect and store'the pinwheels for use in lesson (4)
String Power.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Demonstrate with a pinwheel .that motion -in one direction can
produce motion in another direction.

***************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Moving Air and Flying Objects
Page T-362/S-218 Model B. Pinwheel (50 min.)

PURPOSE: Provide practice in observing that motion in one direction can produce
notion in another direction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Have enough of.the follOw-

4
'ing for each student or
pair of students:
straight pin

- _ eraser

glue or.paste
- scissors
- lined paper

pencil

blue crayon
- model B pinwheel from Appendix G, Page T-537

Language Cards/Key Signs

pinwheel

prediction
clockwise
counterclockwise

Identification Cards

Duplicate enough_ copies of the pattern for the Model B pinwheel so that each

student or pair of students will have a copy. If the studehts worked in pairs in

the previous lesson, have them again work- in pairs.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the Lesson by explaining to the students thal they are going to make a
Model B pinwheel and test it in the same way that they tested the Model A-pinwheel.

2. Have ttfe "Students read page 218 and study the pictures. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Review the stepsfor making the Model Bpipyheel.
..

4. Review the safety precdutions about handling the long pin and keeping it stuck in

an eraser when it is-oot.in use. Remind the students that the point is sharp aqd

could hurt them:

5. Divide the students into the same pairs that worked together previously or have
them work

6. Distribute the materials and have the students begin to make their pinwheels.

7. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed.

8. Have the students write down their predictions before testing them. Ask them to

observe the curve of the pinwheel blade carefully before they predict how it will

turn.

9. Have the students discuss and compare their predictions.

10. Discuss the,numbered questions with the students when they have completed testing .

their predictions. Make sure thestudents understand that the Model A and Model B
pinwheels-turn in opposite 31rections because their blades slope its opposite

rections.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Demonstrate with a pinwheel that motion in one direction can
produce motion ID another direction.

***w*************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: 'Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Moving Air and Flying Objects
Page T-364/S-219 String Power (30 min.)

PURPOSE: Enable the students to observeNdbat straight-line Motion can produce circular
motion.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each child will need:
- paper and pencils
- model A and B pinwheels
- string, 30 cm (1 ft.)
Also have:
- 1 fap, electric (optional)
- 1 piece of tissue paper

(optional)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
counterclockwise
unbalanced force
pinwheel
predict

Identification Cards

1. Begin the lesson by bifiefly discussing how a pinwheel can be used to show that
motion in one direction produces motion in another direction.

2. Have the students read pages 219 and 220 and study the Pictures. Teacher may
paraphrase.

3. Divide the class into the same pairs that worked together in the last lesson or
have them work.individuarly.

'4. Distribute the pinwheels and string to the students.

5. Discuss the directions With the students. Make sure that they understand how to
wind the string around the pinwheel shaft. Demonstrate the process if necessary.

6. Ask the students to write down their predictions before testing them.

7. If the students are not able to make the predictions independently, the lesson may
be done as a class activity. Have the students make predictions and record them
on the board. Then let each child test the predictions using their pinwheels.

8. Have the students begin to work. Emphasize that they shobld look directly at the
head of the pisn when they observe whether the pinwheel is moving clockwise or
counterclockwise.

9. Help students who have difficulty winding the string around the shaft of the pin-
wheel ot who tangle their strings.

10. Have the students test their Model B pinwheels is' described in the first numbered
question.

11. Discuss question 2 with the children. Help them to understand that if blowing on a
pinwheel turns it in one direction, then turning the pinwheel in the opposite di-
rection will cause the pinwheel to,blow air back at them. Also help them to under-
stand that pulling a string from the top of the shaft on both Model A and Model B
pinwheels will cause the blades to turn clockwise even if the two pinwheels blow

= air in opposite directions. If the students have difficulty in understanding this,
draw a diagram on the chalkboard to show the position of the string releative to
the saft and pinwheel blades. Use arrows to show the directions of motion.
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12.' Stress with the students that motion in one direction (pulling on string) causes
motion in another direction (turning pinwheel). To demonstrate the concept fur-
ther, have the students tape one end of the string to the pinwheel shaft and then
blow into the pinwheel: By- doing this, they should discover that a very small force
of air blowing on the pinwheel will cause the string to wind up.

13. Extend the lesson by demonstrating with an electric fan if you have one. First
caution the students about sticking their fingers or other objects into the fan.
Explain that it is dangerous to do this. Have only a few students go up to the
fan at a time so that you may closely supervise them.

14. Turn on the fan at low speed. Hold a strip of tissue paper in front of the fan.
Have the students infer the air flow' by observing the strip of tissue paper. 'Ex-

plain to the, students that the motor inside the fan acts like a continuous string
that turns blades. Emphasize that this is an everyday example of motion in one
direction producing motion in another direction.

--I 15. Have the students unwind the strings from their pinwheels. Store the string and
the "pinwheels in a safe place for Use in lesson 4 of the next cluster.

16. For the Enrichment Lesson that should be done following this lesson, turn to page
T-363.

DESIRED .LEARNING OUTCOME: Demonstrate with a pinwheel and string that straight-line
motion can produce circular motion.

*******/1*************MA*AX.*************************************t******************__

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Moving Air and Flying Objects
Page T-363 Box Kites = Optional C50 min.)

PURPOSE: Demonstrate the change from sideways motion to up motion when air strikes
the slanted surface of a box kite.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information Kites have been flown for at least 2200 years, butqt
wasn't until 1892, 11 years before the first powered flight, that an Australian,
Lawrence Hargrave, invented the box kite. The kite was able to fly at great heights
and remain stable. Hargrave flew a box kite as high as it could fly and then tied
another kite to fly even higher. Hargrave tied two more kites to the string, making
a train of four ties lifted 79 kg of weather forecasting equipment (weighing 175,
lbs.) 3400 m C11,000'ft.) into the air with kites.
Early aviators, including Wilbur and Orville Wright, experimented with box kites.

Alexander Graham Bell, who invented the telephone, designed an airplane using a
box-kite design. He also made a box kite that was large enough to carry an army
officer 53 m (175 ft.) off the ground.

Box kites were most often used by the weather bureau. Th-iirwere flown in trains
of three or more kites. The highest kite carried an instrument that could record
temperature, barometric pressure, wind velocity, and humidity. Because box kites
couid not be flown io all kinds of weather, they were later replaced by balloons
and airplanes.

Materials - 1 kite
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Obtain a box kite that the students can observe in flight. A stOsent may. have one
that he or sfie would be willing to bring to class.

Plan the kite flying on a clear and moderately windy day.- Make sure that the
area you choose to fly the kite-is free Of power lines and telepho4'porftl

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by briefly reviewing how air turns aPinwheek. Stress that
as air strikes a slanted surface the air changes direction. Air Wowing against
the slanted surface, therefore, pushes or exerts a f4ee on that slanted surface.

2. Have the students turn to page 215 and look at the picture. Ask the students if
they know the name of the'pictyred object (box kite).,

3. Share and discuss the Background Information with the students.

4. Explain that in the picture on page 215 the wind is blowing from behind the peop4e.
Relative to the people, the kite moves upward. The kite changes sideways motion to

upward motion.

5. Take, the class out to fly the box kite that you have,ob+ained. Ask the 54udents to

observe how the motion of the wind in one direction it changed to motion of the
kite in another direction.

6. Discuss the following questions with the students as they are flying the kite or
in.the_classroom after they_hove flown the kite. s

1. Why is it necessary to run into the wind to start the kite flying? (so that
air can push against the slanted surfaces of the kite)

2. What keeps the kite from flying away in the direction of the wind? (-6-e

3. How does a kite fly? (wind hitting the slanted surfaces of the kite exerts an

upward force on the kite)
4. Compare the downward'force to the upward force if:

a. the kite is falling toward the Earth (Downward force is greater.)
b. the kite is going higher (Upward force is greater.) -

c. The kite is still in mid-air. (The upward force and the downward force
are balanced.)

7. Extend the lesson if you wish by having students collect or draw pictures of
different kinds of kites for a bulletin board display.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Dqscribe how sideways motion is changed to upward motion
when air strikes the slanted surfaces of a box kite:

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3C -1 Moving Air and Flying Objects
Page T-366/S-221 Airplanes (50 min.)

PURPOSE: Apply the concepts of.force and motion to the lift on airplane wings.
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ADVANCE PREPARATICN:_

Background information 7 Put simply, an airplane'flies because it has an upward
. puce on It greateg,than, or equal to, its weight. It wu look at the cross sec-

tionof a wing, will see that the top 'surface iS curved, Usually the bottom
surface is flat or much.less curved -tharf the top. As the wing moves, the air
pasekigoveriithe top is forged to move faster than the alrAloving across the
bottom. This faster-moving air exerts less pressure. Thus, thee is less pre-
sure on the fop of the wing than on*tte bottom. If the, force caused by this pres-
surels equal to, or greater than, tbe weight of_the plane, the planeflies.

Materials. Have the following 'for each student:
...

V. - straight pins, with heads-and Ong :
- scisdors' .

. 4

- erasers
..

- paper airplane from Appendix H,.page-T-
:1,538'

- book,'"any

- paper
Also have:

te_
1 model airplaile-

,

- tape

Duplicate enoftugh copies of the paperpkane pattern
and.ipstructions sO-that each stutent wi4ri have ones
Obtain one or more-model. airplanes for the,st
to study.'" Some, of the students Tey have'lro Is,the.lk A

-ttley'wouldbe willing to -bring 9-o class,. ..

TEACHING SUGG.qtJON§.: 1 4
S

...e'

1. Introiloe the lison by as&ing the
N
Stlidelbts how they think al(planes aje able to

A4y._,,Have several students respond to the question to get a general idea of how

.. mudh the class-already linowt about.fl:ight.
,..,

Y . /
Ji..,Fleview the concepts the students have learned about the pinwheel . Stress that when

At

air strikes a slanted suAtice, part of theforce of the air pushes along the slanted
-surface and part

i

3. Have the students read the first feur paragraphs on page 221. Teacher may Para-
phrase.;

4,

Language Cards/Key Signs
airplane
forde

prediction
upward
lift

2f
slanted
balanced force.
.unbalanced force
downwar'd

Ordentification Cards

O

4. Distribute the scissors, etrplane,patterns, erasers, and pins to the students.

5. Have the students read the diredtions on the sheet for making the paper plane.
Teacher may paraphrase. The teacher may make a plane duting class fbr demonstration.

6. Discuss the directions with them to make sure that they understand how to make the
planes.

7. Have the students make the planes and then complete page 221.

8. Discu s the motion of the paper plane with the students when they have completed
page 21. Emphasize that they blew air across the book and the plane body and
wing went up. This is evidence that motion in one direction caused.motion in another
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direction. Have the students explain the evidence in terms of force.

9, Have the students read the first paragraph on page 222.

10. Discuss the term lift with the students.

11% Have the students read the directions for the next part of the lesson. Teacher
may paraphrase.

12. Distribute the books and paper: strips and have the students do the experiment.
Make sure that they predict what will happen before blowing across the paper.

13. Have the students read the remainder of The page.

14. Discuss the lesson with the students using the cross-,section of an airplane wing
shown on page 22. Help the students to.understand how air rushing around a wing
produces lift.

1

15. Show the class the model airplane. Have '-he students explain how the airplane can
be made to go up and down. If you have collected several models let the students
work the models in small groups.

16. Point out the elevators on the plane to the students. -.(See Figure 3-2). When the
elevators are moved up relative to the body of the airplane, air strikes the ele-
vators and pashes the tail section down. This causes the nose of the airplane to
drop. The elevators on a wing are adjusted during take off and descent. Be sure
to emphasize that air flow over the elevators is another example of motion in one
direction causing motion in another direction.

17. Assign the report on airplanes to the whole class or to a few individuals as a
free-time activity. Provide time for the.students to share their reports during
a later class.

DESIRE LEARNING OUTCOME: Describe how forces push on an airplane wing to produce
lift.

,
.

***** ********************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3C-1 Moving Air and Flying Objects
Page T-368/S-223 Which Waif Will It Move? (25 min.)

PURPOSE: Evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Describing cha ges in motion direction caused by forces acting on the

curved surface of a pinwheel.
2. Drawing arrows to show the direction and relative amounts of force push-

ing on the top nd bottom surfaces of an airplane wing.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materia, - Each student will need:
- paper, pencils and, textbooks
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS)

1. Haiie the students turn to page 223 and read through the lesson. T eacher rday-
paraphrase.

2. Be certain th,t the students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the mate4ats and have the students do the'le'sson.

4. Go .over-the students' responses with them when they have c6mpldted their work., If

you wish, let the students correct their own paper1 to enable them to evaluate their
own progress.

\
4

Y
i

--

5. Collect-FM-a papers so you can evaluate each'Lndividuays-progress. lif a student-
correctly responds to all or most of the questions, you/7w assume that he or she
has demonstrated the objectives for.the'cluster and is ready to,go on to the next
clugter. - . .

*******************)t**********************************##*******************************

I
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Level 5 Unit 3 Motion-.

Part C Changing Direction, Lesson Cluster 3C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-374 Introduction A Screw is a Simple Machine

.._

35 min.
T-376 D6elopment Paper Spirals 45 min.
T-378 Enrichment* The Archimedes Screw 45 min.
T-379 Development Wheel and ,Axle 30 min.
T-380 Development Cranks Change Motion ° 30 min.
T-381 Application Two in One 45 min.
T-382 Evaluation The Nuts and Bolts of It 45 min.

*This lesson does not appear in the student text.

B., MATERIALS: Add the following to the Materials List on page T-371
- 1 screw driver
- 1 large screw
= 1 piece of wood .

- example of a wheel and axle (door knob, nut and bolt, etc.)
- a hand drill, tricycle and clamp (see p. S-230)
- 1 paper spiral (see page S-231)

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Simple Machines
Page T-374/5-224 A Screw Is a Simple Machine (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the screw as a simple machine.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
. Background Information -,Simple machines can change the direction and the amount
of force. They can also change the direction and the amount of motion. When

simple machines increase or multiply force, there IS a corresponding change in
distance'or motion. Whatever is gained in force exerted through a short dis-
tance is balanced by the exertion of a smaller force through a longer distance

, a gain in force balanced by an increase in distance.,

Materials - Each student will need - scissors _4gaguLdge-ea-rdt/Key Signs
- unlined paper screw ,

- crayons simple machine
tape inclined plane

Also have - 1 screw df-iver motion

- 1 screw direction 1.1'
- 1 piece of.wood-

Identification Cards
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Beginthe lesson by introducing or reviewing the terms simple machine an in-
clined plane. You maywant to have student give examples of inclined planes and
describe how they work.

2. Have the students read the first two paragraph1*owpage224. Teacher may para-
phrase.

3. Discuss the paragraphs with the students when they have finished reading. Make
sure the students that a simple machine can change motion in one direction to motion
in another direction.

4. Have the students read the directions on pages 224 and 225. Teacher may paraphrase.

5. Discuss the directions with the students making sure that they understand what
they are to do.

6. Distribute the materials and have the students begin to work.

7. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed. Have the students
turn the "screw" they have made as if they were screwing it into their desks.

8. Teacher should paraphrase information on page 225 and use the screw and screw
driver for demonstration.

9. Have students answer the questionS.

10. Let the students share their. responses as they work.

11. Discuss the questions with the students. Emphasize that a screw is a simple
machine made of an inclined plane wound on a cylinder, and that screws change
motion in one direction to motion in another direction.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Be able to describe how a screw ch-nges motion in one di-
rection to motion in another direction.

**********************************************************************4***************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Simple Machines
Page T-376/S-227 Paper Spirals (45 min.)

PURPOSE: Reinforce concept that a screw changes motion in one direction to motion
in another direction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION :' Materials - Each student will need the
- 1 scissors
- paper spiral from Appen7
dix I, pages T-539 and
T-540

2.pencii

eraser
- straight pin, hung and

with head
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Lan9uige Cards/Key Signs
paper spiral
change
Motion -

direction
clockwise
counterclockwise

Identification Cards
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Prepare copie'of the paper Spiral from Appendix I, page T-539 and 540. The
pattern can be dittoed o,r phptocopied.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: .

0 -

I. Introduce the lesson by reviewing the effect of air blowing against a slanted,
sarfate.

,.

2. Ask the students'to'read the first paragraph on page 226. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Distribute the paper'spiral pattern&, erasers, pencils, and scissors to the
students.

4. Have the students read the directions for the spirals.

5. Discuss the directions with the students'.

6. Have ttle students make the spirals. Teacher may make one during class for
demonstration.

7. Make sure that the students have correctly labeled both sides Of their spirals.

8. Distribute the pins to the students. Stick the pins into the erasers that you
passed Out earlier. Caution the students about using the pins carefully.

9. Have the students proceed with the lesson on pages 226 9nd 227. Stress that they
should make their predictiont before doing each experiment.

10. Di cuss the lesson with the students when'they have completed their work. Go
o er each of the questions. If conflicting opinions arise, have student demon-,

rate with a paw. spiral to find out who is correct. Stress the comparison of
rick' and, Mart II. ,Have the students compare them pnd the two pinwheels that

they made earlier. .

. Stress th6t when air blows across a sianteesurface part of the force is deflected.
Also stress that the experiment with the paper spiral provides additional evidence
tqat motion in one direction can produce motion inantoher direction.

/ 12. Collect and store the paper spirals for use in-Convection Currents in the Air on
page 246.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability'to demonstrate with a paper spiral that motion in
- one direction causes, motion in another. 't J

***********t*******4****************************************A********4***************

':ENRICHMENT:: Lesson Cluster `3C -2 aimple Machines
Page T378 The Archimedes Screw C45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend what has been learned about screws to the Archimedes Screw.

. ADAMS PREPARATION.:
Background Information - Water enters the opening at the low e. end of an Archi-

medes screw-. As-the screw is turned-, water in the lower parNof each turn of the
coil gradually moves upWard along a line parallel to the axis of the screw.
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,When the Archimedes screw is' turned the same number of times as there are turns
in the tubing, the water reac tfte top of the screw.

Materials - Each pair of students will need the follow7
ing:
tubing, flexible, clear.plastic 2m (1 3/4

yards) long and 1 cm (3/8 in.) in diameter*

- 2 rubber bands #33
1 cylinder, plastic,'4citi x"45.5.cm (1

in. x 14 in.) or rolling pin
- 1 container, rectangular, flat, such as a shallow baking pan

- 1 cup, paper or Otic, 355 ml (12 oz.)

- water

lanai/hp Cards/Key'Sicns
ArcrOPRIes Screw -

c

Identification Cards

*You can purchase the clear plastic tubing at.a ftard*ard or aquarium supply store.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:.

1. Introduce the lesson by eblaining to the students that they are going to learn
about a special kind of screw that can lift water called an Archimedes Screw.

2. Explain to the students that the Archimedes screw is named After a Greek scientist
who invented'it over 2200 years ago. When Archimedes visited Egypt 'he saw
farmers carrying buckets of water from the Nile River to water their fields. He

thought that there must be anAtasier way t9 do the job. Archimedes had z car-
pentar make a big screw that turned inside z wide tube. The screw carried water
up the tube from the Nile to the fields. One man turning the screw could-do the
work of many men carrying buckets.

3. Tell the students that Archimedes screws are still used today lift water from

rivers and wells. They are also used in the Netherlands to mo Water from the .

lowlands up to the ocean.

4. Tell the students that they can make an Archimedes° screw. Then divide them into

pairs.'

5. Distribute the materials to each group.

6. Have the students put a rubber band loop around one end of they tubing as shown
in Figure 3-3 and then attach it to the end of the cylpler.

7. Have the students then wrap the tubing around the cylinder, making sure that
successive windings are close together. Have, them'use the other rubber band
to attach the loose end of the tubing to the cylinder using the same kind of
loop as they 'used before.

8. Have the students set bp the equipment as shown in Figure 3-4. The axis of the
cylinder must slope gently so that water,will stay in the bottom of each coil.

Have the students try to lift water from the basin using the Archimedes screw.
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10. Discuss the experiment with the students when they all have Lad a chance to lift
water to the top of the Archimedes screw.. Ask the students if it makes a differ-
ence which way they turn the cylinder (Yes, the open end at the bottom ol the
coi), must dip in and out of the water like a scoop.). Ask the students to des-
cribe the movement of the water relative to the ground (moves upward at an angle).
Then ask them to describe the movement of the water'relative to the axis of the
screw (moves parallel to the axis of the screw).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. Ability to describe the movement of water in an Archimedes
screw relative to,the ground and relatiVe to the axis of
the screw.

DEyELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Simple Machines
Page T-379/S-228 Wheel and Axle (3Q min..)

PbRPOSE: To introduce the wheel and axle' as a simple mo.chine.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - pinwheels from String
Power on page T-219

- string from String Power
concrete example of a
wheel and axle Cdoor
knob, wheel and axle of
of a toy car or ti-uck,
nut and bolt, etc.I

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language CardsiXey-Siqns
wheel

axle
simole machine
pin wheel

Identification Cards

1. Begin the lesson by having the students read the introductoryparagraph on
page 228. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Discuss the terms wheel and axle with the students making sure that they under-

stand their meaning. You may want to sketch a wheel and axle similar to those

in the text on the chalkboard and label the wheel and axle. Show the students

an actual example of a wheel and axle for demonstration.

3. Have the students read the paragraph and italicized question at the top of the

second column:

4. Distribute the pinwheels and strings to the students. Have students identify

the wheel and axle parts of the pinwheel.

5. Allow enough time for the students to manipulate the pinwheel and the string.

6. Discuss the italicized question,with the students. You may wish to have them

estimate the distance that the tips of the 'blades travel in one turn compared

to the distance the string travels in one turn. To do this the students can

lay a pinwheel down and circle the tops of the blades with a string. They

can then compare the length of the string that circles the pinwheel and the

length of string that is wrapped once around the axle.

7. Have the students read and answer the numbered questions. Teacher may pare-

--- phrase questions.



8. Let the students discuss their resoonseS with their neighbors as they work.

9. Discuss the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.
Stress that a small force moving a great distance can exert a larger force
moving a small distance. In other words, the blades of a pinwheel must move a
greater distance to wind up a smaller length. of stri9g. A small force on the
blades of a pinwheelproduces a larger force on the axle.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to identify the wheel and axle on a pinwheel and
explain how a smaller force moving a greater distance can
exert a Larger force moving a smaller distance.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Simple Machines
Page T-380/S-22g Cranks Change Motion (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the crank as a kind of wheel and axle.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Each student will need:
- one paper clip and a file-

t card
also have 25-30 addition-
al paper clips on hand

TEACHfNG SUGGESTIONS:

J. Introdute the lesson by reviewing the wheel and axle
with the students. -Explain to the students that in
this lesson they will learn about a kind of Wheel and
axle called the crank..

2. Have the students read the paragraph above the first picture to find out
how they will make the crank.

Language Cards/Key Signs
cranks
force
distance
circular motion
wheel and axle

IdentificatiohNCards

3. Discuss the directions with the students making sure they understand what
they are to do.

4. Distirbute the file cards and paper clips and let the students begin to work.

5. Circulate among the students providing help as needed.

6. Use pliers to help students who have difficulty bendinglhe paper clips..

7. Provide sufficient time for each student to manipulate his or her clank and
answer the first italicized question. Be sure that they observe the edge
of the file card from the side when answering the question.

8. Divide the class into pairs and have the students follow the direction in
the paragraph at the end of the first column on page 229.

4
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9. Another way for the students to observe the change from circular to up and down
motion is this:

'a. Have them replace the card wrtlh a chain of three to five paper clips.
b. Now have them hold their cranks between their thumbs and index fingers so that

the-bottom of the chain is at eye level.
c.- Have them slowly rotate their cranks: The bottom clip will move up and down as

the crank is turned.

10.. Have the students answer and discuss the numbered Questions.

DESIRED LEARNING 0(4TCOME: Ability to describe the crank as a kind of wheel and axle
and describe how cranks can change circular motion to mo-
tion that ia.N4p ant down relative to the ground:

*************************************************************:***********4**************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Simple Machines
Page T--381/S-230. Two in One C45 rorn.

_ PURPOSE: To apply what has teen learned about simple machines TO complex machines
that consist of 2 or more simple machines.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials a drill, clamp and tri-
, cycle as Pictured on

page -230

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the,d9ferent simple machine's that the students.
have studied so that they- will know wha4to look for
in the pictures. \\

Language Cards/.Key Signs
sqple machine
force

wheel and axle
crank
screw

Identificatjon Cards

2. Hay7iiestudents read the first ParagrapIl 'on page 230.

3. Teacher should write drill (A), tricycle (B) and clamp (C) on'the board.
Through discussion, manipulation of the 3 machines and examination of the
pictures the class should answer the first italicized quest_lon and record
the answers on the board. Thenproceed to the next two questions. Most of
the sudents_wijI have little difficulty with the brace and bit pictured in A
or C clamp pictured in C/ The tricycle, like.a bicycle, is designed to produce

a greater speed not a greater force. A greater force must, therefore, be
exerted on the pedals 4o turn the front wheel. The front wheel moves a greater
distance than the pedals and exerts a smaller force relative to the pedals. The

handlebar of the tricyo4 is another wheel and axle. The two back wheels may
not be whepl and axles because the wheelS are usually not attached rigidly to
the axle.

4. Have the students read and discuss the numbered questions. You may want to

list the machines that the students naMe on the chalkboard. If possible the

students should bring in small.machines, or the teachdr may do so. Set aside

an area to display the machines and ask the students to name the simple machines

that make up each one.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Ability to name some simple machines inside complex ones.
6 ***************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION; Lesson Cluster 3C-2 Simple Machines
0 Page T-382/S-231 The Nuts and-Bolts of It C45 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Naming the simple mactine'to which /the bolt is related.
2. Determine whether the distancea nut moves towards the end of a bolt,

or the distance it moves in a circle is greater.
3. Naming the direction a paper, spftal will move when a person blows on it.
4. Naming an object t42.-Lcan change motion in one direction to motion in

another.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Mater'ials Each student will need:
a nut and bolt as piCtured on page 231

- a paper spii-al as pictured on page 231
paper and pencil/-

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 231 and read through_ the lesson. Teacher may
paraphrase.

Distribute the materials and have the students do the lesson. Explain that they
may use the materials as they are used in the picture to help them find the answer.

3. 'Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work. If

you wish, let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate
their own progress.

4. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each ind'ividual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that'he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and it ready to go on to the next
cluster.

f**************************************************************************************
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Level 5 Unit 3 Motion

Part.0 Changing Directions, Lesson Cluster 3C-3

A. tLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies
.

Lesson.Title A

Teaching Time --:"

Suggested

.
.

T-388 Introduction
.

.

,Wheels That Touch

.-
-

60 min:
T-390 qtroduction Using Gears 45 min.
T-392 Development . The Pulley' .. ' 45 min.
T-394 Enrichment* More Pulleys 45 min.
T-396 Develoment Wheels That Don't Touch 30 min.
T-397
T-398

Application
Evaluation

. A Bicycle System
Know Your Machines

30 min.,

'30 min.

*This lesson does not appear in the student text.
.

N
.

.

.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the 4aterials List on page T-384:
-a model of 2 gears working togetner (as on page 235)

. .

-a model of a gear system (machine, toyt,clock)
.

- -10-speed bicycle ,..-

4

1

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set VII, Place an6 Motion and XV, Relative
Motion are approrpaite for use in this unit.

INTORDUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Motion and Machines
Page T -388/S -232 Wheels-That Touch (60 min.)

PURPOSE: Introduce gears as simple machines and reinforce the_concet that a wall
force moving a large distance can cause a large force to move a small
distance.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -Each pair of students
will need:* '

- scissors, -pair

-a circle,,10 cm in dia-
meter'as a model for
tracing their own card-
board-circle. A jar lid,
roll.of.masking tape or
cardboard form may be used.
1 pencil with an eraser

a-1 nail with flat head

2 15 cm squares of corrugated cardboard

Language Cards/Key Signs
wheels
gears
teeth

You may wish to put 1 set of materials together in advance to show the Class the
completed wheel. Also have a modal of 2 gears working together. (toy, machine,
clock) :% P
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

c

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to think of machinirs havirls wheels
that touch. Some students may be'familier with gears in building seta', or
wind-up toys,,clocks, or watches.,'After a brief discussion, tell the students
that they are going to learn about these kinds:of'wheels.

2. Have the students read the directions for the activity on pages 232 and 233.

* 3. Discuss the directions with the students. Stress the need to get the nail or
brad as close to the center of fhe circle is possible, for best results. If

you have ajreadymade one show the students finishedmodel

Divide the class itito groups of two and distribute the materials. -lave them
begin making ttie wheels.

5. After the wheel's are prepared, have the students proceed with the gctivity.
EZplain that one students can concentrate on turning the wheel with the-pencil
while the other counts the pencil turns. Stress the/ILI-he pencil should always
be kept in the same position while the wheel_is turning.

6. Ditrss with the class the number of pencil turns it took to turn the wheel one
turn. You may wish to chart the results on the chalkboard.

7. Assess the enthusiasm of the students at this point. If they are tired you may
wish to have them continue with the remainder of page 2.33 ahother day. ;

8. Have the studerits read column one-on page 233. The teacher may paraphi-ase the
directions anti demonstrate the procedure for the class.

9. Complete the lesson by readingard answering the questions in column two. Use
the model of gears to deMonstratkehow 2 gears work together.

10. Make sure the students understand that when gears or wheels are touch-144421'one
turns clockwise and the other turns counterclockwiseEmphaslie that gear
systeMs may be used to change direction, and to increase force or distance.
Gear systems can apply. a small force over a large distance to'exert a large
force over a small distance.

DESIRED LEARNING
/small

Ability to determine the number of revolutions a small
wheel makes in turning e large wheel one revolution,
determine the direction that One wheel will turn whenthe
direction of the other wheel is known, and describe how,_

goto use gears to increase for, and speed or distandef-

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 .Motion and Machines
Page T-390/S-234 Using Gears (45 min.)

- .

PURPOSE: Introduce gear systems. .4

ADVANCE PREPARAT10: Materials" -model of a year system
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Language Cards/Key Signs
gears motion
clockwise direction
sear system force
counter cloclvlse'



.6.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. 1-ntrodUce the lesson b'/,having the students tell about th experiences with
geat'systems in toys and machines.. Use the ,model of a gear system to demonstrate
how gears move.

2. Have students read introductory paragraph and study the pictures.- Teacher may
paraphrase and use the model for clarification.

3. Explain to the students that they will be iising two gear systems to answer
questions. Emphasize that in the second gear system, gears D and E are rigidly
connected; one gear cannot turn without turning the other.

O
4. Have the students read the page and answer the questions. This may be done as

a class discussion.

5. Emphasize that when one gear turns another, they go in opposite directions. The
third gear in a series goes in the same direction as the first gear. fit may dnelp
to sket8',.....ser.ies of f aetr or six gears on the chalkboard to` show this 'relation-

.
4 ship.

6. Stress that a-small force moving throUgh a large distance can exert a large
force through a small distance.

V. You may also wish to develop a bulletin board of pictures of machines that are
made of gears and wheels. Most. local car dealers have.brochures with pictures
of, transmissions and other auto parts.' .Pictures of bulldozers, power shovels,
and other power equipment that contain wheels and gear systems may be found in
'Magazine and newspaper advertisements.

You may also want to have student's draw pictures of gear systems of a real or
imagined machine. Stress that they do not have to draw teeth on the gears.
They need only draw arrows to indiCa-ie the direction of rotation of each of the
gears.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. Ability to determine the direction gears will turn in'a
gear system if the direction of one gear is known.

*****************************************************************************1*********

*4.
DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Motion, and Machines

Page T-392/S-235 The Pulley (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of simple machines by introducing the pulley, and
to demonstrate that a small force moving a large distance can exert a
large force through a small distance.

PREREQUISITES: Abillity to measure in cm.

,;"ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -2 sticks each about 30 cm

» long (pieces of a broom
4 handle would be fine)

-rope, about 3 m long

584 206

Language Cards/Key Signs
pulley We
force weight
frame directioh
whtael

prediction
pulley system



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. SePeCt three students; A, B, and C, to do the demonstration that is pictured.,
on pege 235: Before the demonstration the class should predict whether student
A can pull students $ and C.togethert Make sure that the students wear gloves
to prevent rope burn..

2. Have one of the-three students tie the end,of the rope `to one of the sticks.
Check to make sure the rope is secure.

3. Have the other twobstudents loop the rope around the sticks as illustrated.
Before they actually test the system, have Student A gently p71 the rope
several times as .the other students put just a small amount of force on the
system. Make sure the Students B and C hold their sticks parallel to each
other.

4. Have the students test their predictions, and then discuss ether or not their

vredictiogs were correct.
/.

5.4- Have the students read the remainder of page 235 to fihd jut how to take the
measurements. You may choose one student to measure the distance between
Students B and C and one student to measure,the 50 cm for Student A.

6. Discuss the measurements with the students, when they have completed this part of
the lesson. Be sure that the students understand that the small force exerted
40Student A over a large distance exerts a large force on the sticks oveF a

short distance.

7. Have the students read page 236 and answer the numbered question. Teacher may

paraphrase.

8. Discuss the lesson with the students. Stress that each of the loops of rope
around the stick acts like a pulley. Help students compare the demonstration
with the block and tackle pictured on page 236. Stress that the pulley is a-

. common simple machine. it is a device that changes-the amount or direction of

forces.'

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify a pulley as a
simple machine that can change the direction of a force
and permit a small force moving a large distance to exert
a larger force moving over a smaller distance.

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Motion and Machines
Page T-392/S- More Pulleys (45 min.r

PURPOSE: To furttitr extend the concept of pulleys by comparing seyeral pulley
systems for force and distance, and to introduce the terthsfixed pulley,
movable pulley, and block and tackle. We recommend this activity'for
students who can deal with more challenging tasks. The lesson may be
simplified by only'building the 3 pulleys and comparing them to a simple
pulley.

1'
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper clips
4 ' 'washers,

thread or fishing line

Instructions for Making a Pulley System
Place the spools on the board so that their centers are

about 10 cm (4 in.) apart. (See picture A, page T-396).

Put a nail through the center shaft of each spool and

harhmer the nails into the board. The spdOls should be

free to spin. Draw an arrow on the end of each spool from

the center shbft to the rim. Stretch a rubber band over the

spools. Turn one spool to make sure the other spool turn. If you'have

difficulty making both wheels torn, try using other rubber bands until both

spools turn easily.

Collect the paper clips and washers. If you are unable to obtain washers you ma'y

use other small objects with a 20-50 g mass (weighing 1 oz.-2 ot:). Make sure,

however, that any objects you choose can be easily attached to a line or paper

clip.
Cut monofilament thread or fishing line into sections so that each group of

three will have-two pieces 10 cm (4 in.) long and one piece 60 cm (24 in.) long.

For each group, package the three pieces of thread or Irrie, two paper clips and

a washer.

Language Cards
pulley

fixed pulley
movable pulley
block and tackle
distance'
force'

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to .

the students that they, will be making
three pulley systams to compare changes_
in force'and dis,tance.

2. Provide an area for those students do-
ing the activity to work. If -a num-

ber of students are involved, divide
them into groups of three and dis-
tribute materials.

3. Have the students attach, a washer to

the paper di() and line as shown in
Figure 3-5.

f
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4. Let the students in each group take turns holding the unattacheeend of the
line to feel the amount of force pulling downward., .If spring scales are
available, have the students measure and record the force.

5, Have the students make a fixed pulley.and tape it to the bottom of a desk, as
shown ia_Figure

00,

Figure 3-6. Fixed Pulley Attached to Desk

6. . Explain to the students that the fixed pulley they have made from a paper clip
will act as a pulley wheel.. Further explain that it is called a fixed pulley
ecause it remains in,,,ttle same position.

ave-the students make Pulley System 1 as shown in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7.'Pulley System I

8. Explain to the students that in the pulley system, the long line is separated
into two sections by the fiked pulley. The line section that connects the

'washer to the fixed pulley (left line section in FigUre 3-7) is called a support
line section because it supports the washer.
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I 9. Ask the students to move the'vosher up by pulling down on the opposite end of
the. line. Provide enought time for'all stud6nts to try thi=s.

10. Ask the'students if they think the force neededeto lift the washer has changed.
(Theoretically, the amount of force should not change, Put'due to friction the
actual force required increases.) )

11. Have the students measure the change in distance. One student should move the
free.end of the line 4 cm, whileanother student measures the distance the
washer travels (4 cm). Students should di4cover'that.the distance the washer
travels is equal to the distance they pull the line.

'12. Have the.student's make Pulley System il, as shown in Figure 3-8. To prevent
the line.from tangling, one student should hold a pencil between the line
sections.

Figure 3-8. Pulley System II

y

4

-'13. Explain to the students -that the paper clip attached to the, washer sevves as a
movable pulley. Have the students pull down on. the loose end of the-line, then

'challenge them to explain why the paper clip can be called,a moVble''pulley.
(ft can !rove up and down.)

14. ,Explain to the students that when two or more pulley wheels.connected with rope
or.line are used.in,a pulley system, the system is called a block and tackle. By
making Pulley Stem II, they have constructed a block and tackle.

15. Ask the students how many support lines are in Pulley System II (two, the two
Vines on'the left in Figure 3-8). If students have trouble identifying the
support line sections, ask them which line sections are attached to, and support,,
the washer.

16: Have the students take turns py)ling.the' loose end of the lirie tosleel the 'force
needeld to lift the.washqr. .1f spring scales are availaPlehave the students
measure and record the force. *Theoretically, only haff as much force is needed
to lift the. washer ,as compared to Pulley System I. Actually the force needed is

ABmore than half due to friction.
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4. Let the studEircits in each group take turns holding the unattached end-of the
line tofeel the'amount of force pulling downward.- If spring scales are
available, have the students measure and record the.force.

5. Have the students make a fixed pulley and tape it to the bottom of a desk, as
shown in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3 -6. Fixed Pulley Attached to Desk

6. Explain to the students that the fixed pulley they have made from a paper clip'
will act as a pulley wheel. Further, explain that it is called a fixed pulley
because it remains in the same position.

7. Have the students make Pulley System, as shown in Figure

Figure 3-7.: Pulley Syste%I

4
8. Explain to the,students that in .the pulley system, the long line is separated

into twc,sections by the fixed pulley. The line section-that connects the
washer to the fixed pulley (left line section in Figure 3-7) is called/6 support
line section ,because it supports the washer.
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9. Ask the students to move the.washer up by pulling down on the opposite end of .

the'ine. ,Provide enought time for all students to try this.

10. Ask the students.if they think the force needed to lift the washer has changed.
(Theoretically, the amount of force should not change, but due to friction the
actual force required increases.)

11. Have the students measure the change in distance. One student should move the
free end of the line 4 cm, while another student measures the distance the
washer travels, (4 cm) -. Studefits should discover that the distance the washer
travels-is equal to the distance they pull the line. 7

12. Have the students make Pulley System II, as shown in Figure 3-8. To prevent
the line from tangling, one student should hold a pencil between the line
sections.

Figure 3-8. Pulley System 1!

-.

13- Explain to the students that the paper clip attached to. the washer serves as a
movable pulley. Have the students pull down on the loose end of the line, then
challenge them to explain why the pacer clip can be Called a movable pulley.
(It can move up and down:)

14. Explain to the students that when two-or. more pulley wheels connected with rope
or line are used in a.pulley system, he system is called a block and tackle. By
making Pulley System II, they have constructed a block and tackle.

15. Ask the studentS how many support lines are in Pulley System II (two, the two
es on the left in Figure 3-8). If students hbve trouble identifying the
port line sections', ask them which ljne sections are attached to, and support,

the washer.

16. Have the students take turns pulling the loose end of the line to feet the force
needed to lift the washer. If spring scales are available have the s*udents .

measure and record the force. Theoretically, only half as much force is needed
to lift the washer as compared to Pulley System I. Actually the force needed is
more than half due to friction.
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17. Have one student in each group pull the loose end.of the Ilime 4 cm, while

another student measures the distance the washer travels (2 cm:). Have the

students repeat this, Moving the loose end of the line a different distance
each time. The students should conclude that the-washer willApove,phe-half
*he distance the line is pulled.

Nr

18. Discuss this part of the lesson with the students, having theist compare both
pulley systems, Pulley System , which has a fixed pulley wheel ang one support
line section, chan change the direction of a force and Can change'motion in-one
direction to motion in another direction. 'Pulley System II, which has a fixed
pulley wheel, a Movable pulley Ai-eel, and twO'suppbrt line sections, not only
can change the direction of force and motion, but can also change the amount
of force and corresponding distance or motion.

19. Have the students predict changes
in focy,e and distance in a pulley
'systemrhaving three supporting
line sections.

20. Have the students make Pulley System III,.
as shown in Figure 3-9, to test their
predictions. To prevent the' line from
tangling, students sho/Yd..4hold pen-

- cils between the line sections.

21. Have the students again measure changes
in force and distance needed to move
the washer. Theoretically, it takes
about one-third the force to move the
washer, but it is necessary to pull the
line three times the distance That the

washer moves.

22. Discuss the lesson with the students.
Remind the students that in Pulley
Systems II and III they had to thread
line around the paper clips more than ,I

once. Explain that in most blocks and
tackles, pulley wheels are added so that
a line or rope will 60- over each wheel

only once. Stress that when support
line sections and pulley-wheels are
added to a block and tacky, less
force is needed, but over-a greater
distance.-

Figure 3-9. Pulley System III

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identifya fixed pulley
wheel, a movable pulley wheel, and a block and tackle.

4***********#********************************-K*****************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson- Cluster 3C-3 Motion' and Machines
Page T-396/S-237 Wheels That Don't Touch (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the concept of simple machines by introduxing pulley systems
with belts and chains.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -2 spools, such as from
thread; must be of 2 dif-
ferent sizes

-2 ils, 64 cm 12f in.-
in.) long '

-1 rubber band, size #33
- 1 board,.10 cm x 20 cip
(4 in. x 8 in.)

- 1 haMmer
- 1 felt tipped pen to mark
spools

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having the students read the first two paragraphs on page
237.

2. Ask the students if they have ever seen machines in which pulleys with ropes,
. chains, or belts are used. Some students may be familiar with the belt on a

sewing machine, a fan belt 'in a car engine, or a bicycle

Language Cards/Key Signs
'pulley system
belts

chains
force
direction
motion
speed

.)

3. Show the class the pulley system you have made and name each part. Point out
the arrows used as markerS.

'4. Have a student turn the appropriate spool on the demonstration pulley syptem,
while the remainder of the class respoids to the related italic': d questions.
If several pulley systems are avilable,'have small groups rea ugh the

.dtrections and answer the questions. During discussion the gr an compare
NSats.

6. _Have'the students read the numbered questions at the bottom of the page.' Then
discuss the directions with the students and indicate whether they should make
or draw a pulley system. "'4

7. Discuss the students' responses with them when they have completed their work.

8. Conclude the lesson by asking students how the pUiley systems in pictures-A and
B can change the direction and the speed of motion.. Make sure'that the students
understand that in picture A the pulleys go in the saMe direction'-in picture
B they go in opposite directions. Also, the smaller of the two pulleys in each
picture makes more revolutions than the largerpulley.'

;S,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to.identify the direction
spools w0Aeturn in pulley systems with crossed and
uncrossed bands and explain that if the smaller of two
wheels in 'a pulley system makes one complete revolution,-
the larger whee.1, makes less than one revolution.

**************************************************************************************
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Motion and Machu
Page T-397/S-238 A Bicycle System min.)

PURPOSE: To apply what the students have learned about pulley 'systems to a bicycle
pulley system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -1 10-speed bicycle' Language Cards/Key Signs

pulley system
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: bicycle

cra$k

1. Have the students read the introductory paragraph on belt

page 238 and identify parts of the pulley system in the chain
picture.

2. Using the 10-speed bicyole in the classroom ask the students to count the number
Ot teeth on -the sprocket wheels and then predict how many times the back wheel
witl turn if the pedal makes one complete turn.

'Have the studenis6 test their predictions. Have several students lift the back
wheel while another students slowly turns the pedal. You may have to exert.a
slight pressure on the back wheel to stop .it from spinning after the pdat has
made a somplete turn.

4. Have a student demIVStrate how to shift gears while one student turns the pedal
and other students lift up the back of the bicycle. .Each time the student shifts
gears, have 9ther students describe what is happenidg:i

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be ableto explain how a bicycle ulley
'system changes speed or diStanui of motion and count t e
number of revolutions the 441- :sprocket wheel makes wile t

large sprocket wheel makesIane complete turn.
4

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3C-3 Motion and Machines
Page T-398/S-239 Know Your Machines (30 mini)

§URROSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation/to the following objectives:
1. Inferring the direction a gear and a, pulley wheel will turn.
2. Calculating the number of turns a large gear will make if a smaller gear

makes a known number of turns.
3. Identifying the gear to which a motor should be attached to increase

force; identifying the pulley wheel to which a motor should be attached
to increase speed or distance.

,01. Listing the names of pictured machines.
5. Estimating how far an object connected to a pulley system would move if

a person pulled the end of the rope a known distance.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
4P

I. Have the.students turn to pages 239 and 240 and read through the lesson. Teacher

may paraphrase.

2. Be certain that the students understand what they are to do and then let them
answer the questions.

3. Go over the students' responses with them when they have, completed their work.
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You marwant the students to correct their own papers to en6ble, them to evaluate
their own progress.

4. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

*************************************,**************************************************
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Lever 5 Unit 4 Matter and Energy

Part A Transfer of Energy, Lesson Cluster,4A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Air

,

Page .-Teaching Strategies

- -,.

Lesson Title :

,,

Teaching Time-
Suggested

. .

T-410
T-
-

411

1-412'
1-413%

T-414
T-416
T-417
T-418

Introduction .

Development 114

Enrichment
Development.

Development
.Development

1 Application
Evaluation.

Energy Transfer
Conductors and Insulators

Some Do, Some Don't
Conduction

_

Connection Currents in the fir

Connection Currents in Liquids
.Room Air Currents
Energy Movements '

.

A

'

30 min.

Part 1 35 min.

Part 2 35 min.

30 min.
25 min.
50 min.
30 min.
30 min.

35 min. ..

,,,

NOTE: Enrichment lesson is hot optional.

B. MATERIALS: Add the_following to the materials list on page T-407:

- 1 hot plate
1 sauce pan .,

.

t 1 can of soup or water
,

1 supply of riot and cold water, about 2 cups of each

INTRODUCTION: Lesson-Cluster 4A-1 Conduction and Connection

Page T-410' /S-243 Energy Transfer (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To review or introduce the concepts o f energy giver, energy receiver,

and energy transfer.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Mate ials prate.

sauce pan
soup og_.water

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. ,,Introduce the unit by explaining to the students that
in this unit they ire going to learn more about how
matter and energy are relat9d. Review the terms matter

and energy.
...1 ,

'2. Have the students read the title of Part A and look
at the picture dn page 242. ,Explain that'in this

part'theyare going to find, out tore, about energy

'''

transfer. ,

, .,.

Language Cards/Key Signs.

matter
energy
energy tran sfer

energy giver
energy receiver
connection
conduction

object
process

Identification Cards
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3.. Have the students read the title of the first lesson cluster on page 243. Tell
the students that they are'first going to study energy transfer by 'conduction
and convection.

4. Ask the students read the first two paragraphs on page 243 t9 review or find out
what the process of energy transfer is. Teacher may paraphrase.

5. Use the hot plate, pan and soup/water to demon rate the energy transfer that 4s
explained in the lesson.

6. Be sure that the students can distinguish between energy givers and receivers and
understand that a change in an object is evidence of energy transfer. Make sure
the students understand that energy givers and receivers are objects, while energy
transfer is a process.

7. Have the students read the remainder of page 243 and answer the questions. Teacher
may paraphrase.

8. Discuss the questions with the students, Write the headings Energy Giver, Energy
'1 Receiver and Evidence of Energy Transfer on the chalkboard. Ask a student to go

to the board and list the.energy and energy receiver in the soup-warming system.
Ask another student to write a'phase that describes the evidence of energy transfer
in the system, Have other students follow the same procedure for the Soup7cooling
system.`` Draw arrows between the energy givers and energy receivers listed on the .

board tob indicate energy transfer.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to icijntify the energy giVers
and energy receivers in systems and to .desc changes in
objects as evidence of energy transfer.

*****************A********************************************************************
04g,

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-1-, Conduction and Convection
Page 1-411/S-244 Conductors and Insulators (35 min. - 35 min.)

Ilk

PURPOSE: To review or introduce the concept of conductors and insulators.

PREREOUISJES: Ability to identify conductors and insuNtors in electrical systems,
These,concepts'are introduced in unit 4 of the fourth grade level.
if the students dd.ngt have these prerequisites they should dp Part
One of this lesson.

ADVAN CE PREPARATION: Each pair of students'will need the
following for Part One of lessdn:
- 1 flashlight battery, eize D, 1.5

volts
- 1 flashlight bulb, size 13
- 2 wires, aluminum, uninsulated,

20 guage, on 10 cm long and the
other 5 cm

- masking tape
- scissors
- pencil , with eraser

= parer clip
- ruler, plastic,

59 6
2-16

Language Cards/Kay Signs
conductors
insulators
energy
energy giver
energy receiver
energy transfer

Identification Cards



Materials for Part Two - battery, light bulb and 10 cm ol wire as'in Part One

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Part One

j. , Divide students into pairs and distribute* materials.

1 metal ruler
- 1 plastic drinking straw

2. Have students follow these direttions and answer the question:

Use one battery, one bulb, two wires, And tape to make a tester. Connect
the objects the wpy that the objects in picture A are connected%

Find out if your tester works. Touch the wires Ioget4pr. ThAlb shou ld light.
If your tester does not work, check tiara. wires. Make sure that t wires are tight-
ly connected. If the tester sjiII does not work, the bulb may be dead. Try a
new'bulb. then the tester works; you are'ready t test different kinds of matter
with it. You can find out'Which kinds of ter are conductors of electricity and
which kinds are irvidators. Use a pencil wi h an eraser, a paper clip, a plastic

- ruler, a metal washer, and pager. Test, each o ject by putting it between the
ends of the two wires. First test tile 'pe114i I. jest each kind of matter in the
,pencil separately. Test the part that holds the eraser. Place the end of one
wire on one side of it and the end of the other 4ire on the other side.,

Picture B shows, you how to arrange'the objects.
a'

6

13
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Be sure that both ends of the wire touch the part of thpencil that you are
testing. ,Is the part of the pencil thatholds the eraser a conductor a con-
ductor or an insulator.? A. Conductor. ao

What kind of matter is it made of? B. Metal
IN$w test the-point of the pencil.
Isit a conductor -or an insulator? C. ConductOr
What kind of matter iS'It made of? D. Graphite
Test th'e colored part of the pencil. Then test the eraser and the sharpened part
next to the point.
Which parts are conductors? E. None.
Which parts are insulators? F. Colored part; eraser;, sharpened part.
-What kind of matter is'eaCh,part made of? G.
Test the other objects. Test them in the same way. Find out if they arecon-
ductors or insulators. G. Colored part: paint.

- Erase): rubber.
Sharpened part: wood.

1. Name some 'kindg,of matter that are good conductors of electricity.
Metals; matter that has some metal in rt.

2. Name some_ kinds of matter that make good insulators:
Wood; paint; rubber.

3. What would you know about matter that makes the bulb 14ght brightly?
Excellent conductor; probably pure metal:

Pa EUID1

1. Introduce thd- lesson by reviewing the concepts Of energy glover, energy receiver,
and energy transfer. Be sure students remember that'energy,giyers and receivers 1,00;..L4D

are objects, whereas energy transfer is a process.

4

2. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 244_ Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Discuss the terms conductor and insulator with the students, making sure tha
they understand the meanings of the termst

4. Have the stude!ts read the rest of the lesson and answer the questions. Caution
them to observe each of the pictures carefully. Use the materials to demonstrate

. what the lesson describes.

5. Discuss the first question with the students. Ask them how they know the wire is
a conductor. Be sure that understand that the lighted bulb is evidence that
energy trahsferred through the wire from the battery.

6. Discuss the questions relating to pictures B and C. Be sure students understand
that in picture B the lighted bulb is evidence of energy,transfer between the
battery and the bulb through a conductor (the wire),'Vhd that the unlit bulb in
picture C is evidence that no energy.frabSferred from the battery to the bulb be-
cause the plaStic straw is an inSulafor.

7. Have the students discuss the numbered questions at the end of the lesson. Ask
students to name other materials of which Maria's-soup pan could have been made.
Ask them if beat energy would have been transferred in the soup-warming system if
a non-metalljc cooking pot had been used.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to distinguish between con-
ductors and insulators.

*********************w*************************************************************
' "

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Conduction and Convection
Page 7-4124 Some Do, Some Don't (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide further practice in, distinguishing between conductors and in-

sulators. This lesson does not appear in the student text. This lesson

should be done following (2) Conductors and Insulators.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:. Materials - Each pair of students
will need:

1 flashlight battery,

size D, 1.5 v

1 flashlight bulb,

size 13
10 cm of aluminum,
uninsulated wire, 20 gauge

1 set of conductors and
insulators such as metal

4
and plastic spctaas,, chalk,

a paper clips, paper, rubber
'bands, metal washers,
string, al'UminuM foil,

pencils
Refer to Teaching Suggestions in Part One of previous lesson fordirectic4=4:

on making the battery system.

Language eardsney Signs
conductors

insulators
predict

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing the capcepts of conductors andAnsulators.

2. Draw a three-column chart-on the chalkboard. Label the first column "Objects,"

the second coluMn "Conductor," and the.third column "Insulator." List the

objects in one of the sets that you have collected in the first.column of the

chart on the board. Ask the stude nts to predict which of the-objects are con-
ce a check in the proper column on the

ye the chart so that the students may
ductors and which are insulators.
board as they give their responses.
later check the accuracy of their predidtions.

3. Explain to the students that,they are going to test their predictions.

4. _Divide the class into groups off two.

5. Distribute a set of objects, a battery, a bulb, a piece of paper, and a pencil

to each pair of students.

\

6. Ask the students to list the objects do the paper..

7. Tell the students that after they test each object they are to write either "con-

ductor" or "insulator" beside each object listed on their papers.

8. Have the students begin to test'tbeir objects and record their results.
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9. Refer the students to the'chart on the chalkboard. Have them determine which of
their predictions were correct. Have them write "yeS" by correct prediction and
"no" by incorrect predictions.

10. Ask the students to name the conductors in their collections of objects. List
the conductors on the chalkboartft.

IF. Ask the students to name the conductors in their collections of objects. Most of,
them will probably be able to figure out that good conductors of electricity are

- made of)or contain metal.

DESIRED LEARNING OrJTCOME: The students should be able to distinguish between elec-
triiel conductors and insulators by testing them in an.
electric circuit.

********4t**************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Conduction and Convection
page T-413/S-245 Conduction (25 min.)

, PURPOSE: To'introduce the term conduction.

ADVANCE PNEPARATION: Material container of hot water
container of cold water

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the students to read the first two paragraphs of
the lesson oft page 245 to find out what conduction is.
Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Make sure the students understand that conduction is
the transfer of energy through or along a conductor
from an energy giver to an energy receiver. Use the

' hot,and cold water to demonstrate the transfer of,
energy as Idescr,Ibed 1-in paragraph one.

Language Cards /Key Signs
conduction
insulators

energy giver
energy receiver
energy transfer

Identificatidn Cards

4 3. Have t) students read the rest.of the lesson and answer all the questions.
Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Then ask the students how
electricity travels from power plants to iheir\homes. You might ask them to trace
the power lines from school to the power plant or 4 nearby. transformer station.
Be sure the Students, relate the concept of energy giver to the power plant and
the concept of energy receiver to their homes. Ask the students where they think
electric4ty would be transferred f,the power lines at a power plant touched the
towers (to the gnikund).

5. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. If they have difficulty in think-
,

ing of examples of energy transfers, suggest that they think about home appliances.
Ksk4helktudents how such appliances as toasters and refrigerators provide evi-
dence transfer from power lines to the appliances.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOMEO, The students should'be able to describe conduction in terms
of the transfer of electricity froma power plant to their
homes.

*************************************t************************************************
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'DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Conduction and Convection
Page T-414/S-246 Convection Currents in thi/Air (50 min.)

. .

PURPOSE: To eXtend the concept of energy transfer to convection currents.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:" Materials - Each group of three stu-
dents will need:

- 1 paper spiral from .

"Paper Spirals" on page
T-226

- 1 small lamp.

You will also need:
- 2 erasers" chalkboard,
with chalk dust

- 1 hot plate, 120 volts
- 1 slideor-facter11):"7f%'

projector

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

L n ua e Cards/Ke Si .n

co vection
energy transfer
conduction
convection current'
clockwise
counterclockwise

Identification Cards

, *

1. Ask the students to read the first two paragraphs on page 246 to find out how
energy can be transferred by convection currents.. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Be sure4e students understand that convection is a process by which ener6y,.
transfers through moving matter, or convection currents, and that moving air can
be a convection current. If the students are not901ng to do the experiments on
page 246, refer them to page 227 of MOTION now. Then continule with sugge§,tion 11.

3. Divide the class into groups of 3.

4. Have the students read through the rest of page 246, to find.out what they are going
to do.

5. Emphasize the ution on'page 246 with the students.

6. Assign each gr up to one of the small -lamps set up around the room and distribute
a spiral to:each group.

7. Have the groups begin to work. Remind them to answer the italicized questions
on page 246.

8. Discuss their results with, the students.

...

9. Collect and storthe paper spiralS for,use in lesson 6, Room Air Currents, on
'page 249.

,,,-

, 4 c''

I ° , e ;
10. Ask the students to read the first par4graph on pge 247. Teackgr yrlay paraphrase.

11. Turn on the projector and have a student clap the two chalk-filledrerasers in the
beam of light. Be sure that the erasers are clapped in a direction'away frOM where
the students are. '

12. Herp the students to relate the motion of the' chalk dust particles to energy trans-
fer through convection currents in air.
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13. Have the students read the rest of column 1 on page 247 and column 2 as far as
the numbefed questikns..

14, Ask a studentipo clap the erasers over the cold hot plate. Have the students
lt describe the motion of the dust.

15. Turn on the hot plate. While it is. heating, go over the Caution on page 247 with
the students.

16. Ask a 'student to clap the erasers above the heated hot dare-. Then turn off the
hot plate...,

17. Dicuss, theitalicized questions in column 2.

.-

18. Discuss the numbered questions with the-students. You may wish to have the stu-
dents take turns going over to the chalkboard to diagram the systems that they
tested.

DESIRED LEARI4ING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe'evidence of c'
vection currents in air.

******************t***********************4******************************************

DEVELOPMENT; Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Conduction and Confection
Wage T-7.416/S-248 Convection Liquids (39 min.)

'0 PURPOSE; To extend fheoncept of convection currents in liquids.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 4 jars, glass, identical
946 ml (32 oz.)

r food coloring, red,
blue, or green

ile cards
felt-tip pen, black

. TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1: Ask tt*students to turn to page 248.

2. Introduce thv lesson by explaining to the students that-ia this lesson they are
going to observe'convectioncurrents in 4iglids instead of in air.

'3: Have ttie students read through page 248 to find out about the experiments that yOu
are going to,do for them. Teacher may paraphrase.

Sr

Language Cards/Key Signs

convection currents
liquids

Identification Cards

4. Geller the-students around the table where you have set up thelkoterials.

5. Add ten09ps of food coloring to one'of the jars of cold meter. Place a wet
file cafzebver the jar of uncolored cold water and invert it over the jar of
colored water. Ask a student to pull ;out the card.

6. cave the students observe and discuss the mixing that takes place for five minutes.
:Then set the jars aside.
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7. Add ten drops of food coloring to the jar of hot water. Piace a wet file card

over the jar of uncolored, cot)l water and convert it over the jar of colored

water: Ask a studenf.to pull out the card

8. Have the students observe and discuss the mixing that occurs for five minutes.

9. Discuss the numbered questions with the 'students. Help them to underptand that

the movement of food coloring in water is evidence of convection currents. Em-

phasize that energy can be transferred-jhrobgh moving matter.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to\describe evidence of con-
vection currents in water.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Conduction and Convection
Page- T -417/S -249 Room Air Currents (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply energy transfer by convection to the circulation of air in a room.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials paper and pencil for
each student
paper spirals from
"Paper Spirals" page -
T -226

- string
- scissors
- thumbtacks

Cut five pieces of string of varying lengths from
30 cm to 60 cm (1 ft. to 2 ft.) Make a small hOle

in the top of each spiral and poke one of the strings through it. Knot the end

of the string. Loop the other end of the string around a thumbtack. Letter the

paper spirals from "A" through "E." Make the letters large enough so that they

can be read from a distance. Locate places.around the classroom where the

spirals may later be hung so that they can turn freely.

Language Cards/Key Signs
convection currents
air currents
heat energy
predict

Identification Cards

TEACHI4G SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the first column on page 249 as far as the next to last

paragraph tip find out how they are going to use paper spirals to determine whether

or not there are convection currehts in the classroom.

2. Tell the students where the spirals will be hung. Also show, them the paper spirals

that you have lettered.

3. Make a chart on the chalkboard. Write the headings "Where Hung" and "Predicted

Motion" across the top. Write the let-Ma's "A" through "E" down the left side.

Have the students give you brief phrases that describe where each spiral will be

hung -to fill in the first coluMn of the chart. Then ask them to predict the mo-

,flon of each spiral. Record their predictions on the chart.

4. stribute the paper and pencils. Remind the stude6ts to record only the letters

on the spirals that turn and the direction in which they turn on their papers.
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5. Hang up -the paper spirals. Provide time for the students to'clbserve the spirals
and record their observati,pns.

6. Discuss the :italicized questions in the first column on page 249 with the students.
Record whether'their predictions were right or wrong on the chart.

7. Be sure the students understand that a turning spire) is evidence of convection
Currents.

8. Have the students do the rest of page 249.

9. Discuss how air travels in the classroom and the questions in the second column
on page 249. Help the students to understand that warm air rises.

NI
DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should by able to describe the circulation of

of air in the classroom in terms of convection currents.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Conduction and Convection
Page T -418/S -250 Energy Movements (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectivp:
1. Distinguighing between conductors and insulators,
2. Identifying the energy giver, energy receiver, and conductor in a

conduction system.
3. Indicating the relative motion of a convection current.
4. Indicating the direction of movement in a corlvectiOn current.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 250 and read through the lesson. Teacher may
paraphrase.

,
-2. Have the students proceed with theelesson when you are certain that they under-

. stand what they are to do.

3. Go over the response, with the students when they have completed their work. You
may wish to let the students ocrrect their own papers.

4. Collect the papers o that you can evaluate each individual's progress.. if a
student responds to all or most of each,question, you may assume that
he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go dn
to the next cluster.

***************************************************4**************************4*******
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Level 5 Unit 4 Matter and Energy

Part A Transfer of Energy, Lesson Cluster 4A-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching,Time

Suggested

,

T-424 Introduction ,Water Waves 40 min.
T-426 Introduction Making Waves With Rope 35 min.
T 427 Dcvctopment Reflected Waves 35 min.
T-425 Enrichment. More Reflected Waves ' 35 min.
T-428 Development Crossing Waves 35 min. '

T-429
.1',-430

Development
lapplication

Wave Shapes
Wave Speed

40 min.

45 min.
T-431 Evaluation Waves 40 min..

NOTE: Enrichment lesson is not optional.

.

B. MATERIALS: See materials list on page T-421.

.

.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Wave Motion
Page T-424/S-251' Water Waves (40 min.)

AP.

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept that waves are disturbances that travel through
matter that does not travel.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Background Information = When a file card is put into one end of
a container of water, the water where the card enters is dis-
turbed. Energy is necessAy to produce the-dIsturbe4o0. The
disturbance sets up waves that travel throughout the container
of water. The waves, or disturbance travels;,4heAater does'no-f.
This can be demonstrated by floating a piece f paper onthe sur-
face of the water. The paper tends to move p and down'but It
does not travel across the surface of the w er. The student
may have the impression that water moves in the direction of a
wave froin watching waves breaking on a shore. However, In
shallow water at a spore, there' is not enough water to fill out
the wave forms, so the waves br:eak up. In deep water, waves
move forward In a vertical oval, buf the water does not travel
forward. Knowledge-of waves is valuable to science. The study
of,light, color, lasers, radio, television, and radar all are
based on that knowledge.
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Materials - Each group of 3 studentsWitl need:

water-supply 40m

71.clear plastic container, 8 cm. x 17 cm.x
4 cm. (3 3/16 in. x 6 3/16 in. x 1 5/8 in.)

- 1 index Card'

- 1 sheet of white paper, 21.5 cm x 28 cm
(8 1/2 in. 'x 11 in.)

- scissors
- pencil f

- 1 metric ruler
- 1 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm (1 in. x 1 in.) square of

white paper

Language Cards/Key Signs
water waves
waves
wave motion
disturbance
energy
matter

Identification Cards

TE4LHING SUGGESTIONS;

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students'that they are first going to in-

vestigate water waves. Ask the students-to describe waves they have seen in.lakes

or in the ocean.

24," Teacher should paraphrase the introductory paragraph.

3. Divide the class into groups of three.,

4. Have the students read page 251 to find out how they,are going to experiment with

water waves. Teacher may paraphrase. the directions and demonstrate the procedure

40, if necessary.

5. .Emphasize with the students that before they do each part of the experiment they

should be sure that the surface of the water is smooth and undisturbed.

6. Have the student begin to work. Remind them to answer all the questions.

7. Discuss the questions with the students. Help them to understand that it is the

waves that move forward, not the'body of water.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe waves as dis-

turbances that can travel through water, that does not

travel.
*****i************i***********************************4(**************************4***

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Clusjer 4A-2 Wave Motion,"
Page T-426/S-252. Making Waves With Rorie (35 min.)"

PUIPOSE: To reinforce the concept that waves are disturbances that travel through

-,=-Imatter that doesliot-travel.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1 clothesline or other
'rope, 3m (10 ft.)

- 3 pieces of ribbon or

yarn, 30 cm (1-ft.) each

Identification Cards

Lan ua e Cards/Ke Si

waves
energy
solid
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that waves can travel through
solids-such as rope as well as through liquids.

2. Nave the students read page 252 to find out how they are going to investigate the
travel of waves through rope. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Ask students to tie the three pieces of ribbon or yarn Ort the rope equal distances
apart.. Have another student tie one end of the rope to a doorknob or other steady
object.

,4. Have the students gather around the rope so that they easily see it. Cau-
tion them to observe both the ribbons-tied to the r pe as sell as the rope itself.

5. Ask a student to move the-free end of the rope up and down as many times as nece-
ssary for the students to complete their observations.

6. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Then discuss the numbered
questions.

DESIRED LEARNING-OUTCOME: The students should be able-to describe'waves as distur-
bances that can travel along a length of rope that does
not travel. -

***************************************************************************A**********

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Wave Motion
Page T-427/S-253 Reflected Waves (35 min.)

PURPOSE: 'To extend the investigation of waves to reflected waves,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials, - Each group of 3 students
will need:

- water supply
- 1 clear plastic con-
tainer (same as first
lesson)

- 1 file card
- 1 metric ruler

Language Cards /Key Signs

reflected waves
properties

Identification Cards

TgACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Expl6in to the students that they are going to investigate reflected waves.

2. Have the students read the two troductory paragraphs on page 253 to find opt
. what reflected waves are. Teacher may paraphrase..

3. Have the students read the rest of page 253 to find out how they are going to in-
vestigate reflected waves.

4. Divide the class into groups of three.

5. Have the nhs=-4e lesson and answer the-questions. Remind the students to
use the pictures on page 253 to help them with the experiments. If necessary, the
teacher should do his or her own experiment alone with the students as a demon-
stration..
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6. Have the students discuss the italicized questions andcompare their observations.

7. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Help the students to relate each
decdease in wave size to the loss of some energy each time the wave ounced off the
wall of the container. In discussing question 3, help the students understand
that each wall of the container can be an energy giver or receiver depending on the
direct=ion of the wave's motion.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe some pr perties of
reflected waves.

*************************1E************************************************ ***********

ENRICHMENT: '/I.esson Cluster 4A-2 Wave Motion_*

Page T-425 More Reflected Waves (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide a more challenging activity involving reflected waves f r stu-
dents who need or can deal with such tasks or for the whole class. This
lesson does not appear in the student text.

. ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Each group of 3 students
will need:

- 1 file card
- 1 clear plastic c iner

(as in previous lesSon)
- water supply 7

1 bar of paraffin wax,
8 cm x 4 cm x 1 cm (31
x 1 5/8 in, x 3/8 in.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students review their observations from (2)
Reflected Waves.

2. Draw a diagram on the chalkboard of a rectangular wave container. Draw an arrow
on it to indicate the direction of a wave traveling from one end to the other.

3. Ask a student to draw another arrow to show the direction in which the wave woulid.
be reflected off the end of the container. (The second arrow should point in the

opposite direction.)

4. Point out to the class that the end bf the container from which the wave is re-
flected is straight or at ipt angle to the direction in which the wave moves.

5. Draw another diagra of a recfangular wave container beside the first one. Draw a

barrier near the end of the container in this diagram that is at an angle to the

end of the container. (See Figure 471.)
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Figure 4- 1. Wave Tank and Barrier.

6. Ask the students' predict the direction in which a wave would be reflected from
the straight 1;10frier placed at an angle in relation to an incoming wave. Have a
student got4 the board and draw an arrow on the diagram to show the predicted
direction.'

7. Tel the students that they are going to check their prediction using the wive-
ma ing system used in (2) Reflected Waves. Have them look at picture A on page
253 to help them recall the system.

8. Show the students how to place a paraffin barrier, in a container so thatit is at
an angle to the wave's direction'of movement. Use FigUre 4-1 as a model.

9. Divide the class into groups of three if the whole class is going to do the ex-
periment. If only a few students have been assigned to do it, tell them'whether
they are to work individually or in pairs.

I

10. Suggest that they place the barrier in three or more different positions to check
their, predictions.

11. CisCues the students' observations after everyone has completed the experiment.
If their results prove that they had incorrectly predicted the direction of the
reflected wave, ask a student to correct the arrows that were previously drawn
on the chalkboard diagram.(

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to demonstrate that a wave
reflected off a straight barrier placed at an angle travels
in a different direction from the incoming wave.

************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT; Lesson Cl6ster 4A-2 Wave Motion
Page T-428/5 -254 'Grossing Waves (35, min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the investigation of. waves to the'crossing of waves.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each group'of 3 students
, will need:
- water supply
-'1 clear plastic con-

tainers as tin previous
lessons
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waves'

crossing waves
,reflected waves

Identification Cards
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Before class, practice the prodess of generating crossing waves so that you can
help the students during the activi#y. The container can more easily be con-
trolled by using your free hand to steady the container's corner of contact with
-Phe surface on which iht.is placed.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing with ttie students how many waves traveled across
the container when they observed reflected waves in the last lesson. (One wave
repeatedly corssed the container until it disappeared.)

2. Explain to the students that in this _lesson they are going to learn about crossing
waves.

3. Ask the students to read page 254 to find out how they are going to investigate
crossing waves. Teacher may paraphrase. ,

4. Demonstrate for the students, using an empty container how they can use their free
hand to steady the corner of the container in contact with their desk.

5. Divide the class into groups of.three.

6. Have pairs of students go a few at a time to the supply table to get their materials.

7. Have the students begin to work and answer the questicins.

8. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed.

9. Discuss the questions with the students. Help them to understand that streams of
water are moving matter, but waves are disturbances that travel through matter.
Crossihg streams of water combine to form one stream, but corssing waves pass
through each other and continue on their way.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe some properities
of crossing waves.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Wave Motion,
Page T-429/S-255 Wave Shapes (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the investigation of waves to wave shape.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each group of 3 students
will need:

- water supply
- 1 plastic container as

in previous lesson
- 1 metric ruler
- 1 round container such
as a bucket

- 1 medicine dropper

6 0
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Language Cards/Key Signs
wave,shapes
.round
square
reflected waves

Identification Cards



Background Information: The shapes of waves created in a container are inde-
pendent of the shape of the container. The nature of the energy giver deterrkines
the shape only when they begin at the center of the container's water surface.
Reflections of circular waves from the wails of circular containers are curved,
but not circular, when they begin at a location other than the center of the
container's water surface. This difference in the ways that circular containers
is subtle. You mey wish to include-a special investiVation and explanation of it
when the students discuss the numbered questions on pa',ge 255." Using a larger
round container may help to make the differences in initial and reflected waves
more apparent.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

.A
1. Introduce the lesson-by explaingng to the students that in this lesson they are -

_,going to investigate the shapes,of 467ts.

2. Divide the students into groupSof three.

3. Ask the students to read page 255 to find out what they are to do. Call

their attention to the picture.making sure that they know how to add the drop of
water to the round container and later, to the straight-sided container.

4. Have the groups go'a few at a time to the supplyitable,to get their materials.

5. Have the students begin to work and to answer the questions. Remind the students
first to predict the shape of the waves in the straight-sided container and then
to test their predictions.

6. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Have them compare the out-
comes of their predictions.

7. Discuss the numbered questions with the students,

DESIRF3.LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe some differences
in initial and reflected wave shapes.

****** *******************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Wave Motion
Pap T-430/S-256 Wave Speed (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the property of wave speed.

PREREQUISITE: Ability to measure in cm.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each group of 3 student
will need:

- water supply
- clear plastic contained'
as in previous lesson

- 1 metric ruler

231 4

Language Cards/Key Signs
wave speed
predict

Identification Cards
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TEACHING 1.1GGESTONS:-
.

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining'to the students that they are going to find out
about the speed of waves.

2. Have to students turn topage.256 to find out how they are going to investigate
wave speed. :reacher may paraphrase.

3. Divide the c(ais into groups of three.

4. Have the groups go a few at a time to the supply table to get their materials and
then ftgin.to work.

5. Circulate among the groups providing help as it is needed. Have only,students who
have difficulty distinguishing between the speed of waves water of differing

rdePtt;s use two containers side-:by-side for their comparisons. You may want'to
combine one or two groups for.such a comparison. .

6. Remind the students to predict wave speed in wafer that is 0.5 cm sleep before they
do that experiment.

7. Discuss the rtali-cized questions with the students.

8. Discuss question 1 with the students. Write "fastest wave," "in- between wave,"
and "slowest wave" on the chalkboard. Have students go to the board and write the
depth of the water in Which waves of the described4speeds oc ;urred.

9. Discuss question 2 with the students. Help the students to understand that waves
slow up as they approach the shore because of the decreasing depth of the water.
The faster waves overtake the slow4r waves and combineo4ith them to forth Higher
waves thatreach the shore.

DESIRED,LEARNING'OUTCOME: The students should be able to demonstrate that wave speed
is less id shallow water than it is in'deeper water.

EVALUATION: -Lesion Cluster 4A-2 Wave Motion
Page T-431/S-257 Waves (40 min.)

11

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the.following objectives:,
1,, Determining that the wave form,'not the water, travels in a wawrIpaking.

systeth.A' .
.

i-

2. Naming the energy giversand,receivers in a wave-making system.
r d3. Np ing sOme properties oflrefl - ,)ected Waves.

4.' Expaining that an increase in ,the depth of shall-ow-water will increase
the' speed of waves.

TEACHING SUGGESTIOZIS;

1: Have the students turn-to page 257 and read through the lessom Teacher may para--
'phrase.
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2.' Have the students proceed with the les,soh when you are certain that they under-
stand whaf they are to do.

.te": 3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed.theiim,work.
If you wigh, let the students ocrrect theft own papers so that they may evalu-
ate,their- own progress.

4, ,g011ect the papers so that you can evaluate each indi'vidual's progress. If a
studept cbrrectty responds to all orrmost of the qpestions-, you may assuMe'that
he or she has demonstrAted the objectives for the cluster and is ready to ,g4 on
to trip mqxf c Duster.

5. For further inf rmal evaluation, have-the students turn back to page 242 an look
" at the picture that introduces part A'Ask them- whyLtheY think that particular

picturemasJused to introduce the part that they have just completed. Suggest
-.11-iat they look for clues'in the part title and in the cluster title on page 243.
The students should be-abl, to:\ a. deternyine that,energy,is being transfer'red between the batteries of the two

cars,li/ conduction. A

b. identi.fy the wire connecting the two batteries in the cars as'a conductor
j"--- of electricity.

**************16*******if******.****************************f****************************
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Level 5 'Unit 4 Matter and Energy -A

Part B Changes In Matter, Lesson Cluster 4B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time
t. Suggested

;

. ,
T-438 Introduction Moving Objects 25 min. , \,

'T-440

T-442'

', Development

Development .

Engrgy of Motiob
Moving Matter

45 mio.,
45 spin.,

T -444 Development Moving a Paper Dragon
.i.

35 min..i
T-445 Application Energy Chains 35 min.
T-446 --Enrichment Marble Chains .. 40min.
T-447 Evaluation Motion and Energ 35 min.

.

.

.

NOTE: -Enrichmen lesson in this cluster is otional. ij $

B. Materials: A d the following to the Materials List on page T-435:
several paper dragons see lesson Moving a Paper Dragon T-444

-1 football .
$

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Changes In.;Motion 4,

Page T-438/S-259 Moving Objects (25 min.),

PURPOSE: To review or introduce motion at evidence of energy transfer.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: -

Background Information- - E =nergy is necessary to pro-
duce a change. Because energy is transferred during
change, c ahcnge in an object is evidence of.energy
transfer. Such a change as the motion of an object
'is evidence of energy transfer.

- Materials - none.

Language Cards/Key 'Signs
energy
energy transfer
energy giver
energy receiver

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce Part B by having the students read the title of the part and look at
the picture that introduces it on page 25$.

2. Introduce the first cluster by explaining to the students that they will first
review or learn about changes in the motion of matter. Students who have done
the unit FORCES at this level will probably remember learning that a change in
the movement of an object Can result from energy transfer and that an object
that gains energy may move. ,

3. Have the students read and answer the-questions on page 259. Teacher may
paraphrase.
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4." Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Ask the students what the

\paper spiral and sailboat have in common when energy is transferred to them.
(They both move.) . ,

5. (Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Extend thediscussion by asking
the students what they think the energy giver,is in the basketball system
described in question 2'. They will probably be able to figure out that the
basketball's motion implies that someone threw the ball.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the motion of
an object as evidence of energy transfer.

**********************************4**************************************************

, DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Changes In Motion
Page T-440/S-260 Energy of Motion (45 min.)

°PURPOSE:, To review or introduce the concept of energy of motion.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to measure in cm.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Informat,ion - Energy -is required to move

objects. For example, when a bowler rolls a
bowling ball down an alley, the bowler's muscles
(energy giver) transfer energy to the bowling bail
(energy receiver). 'As the ball strikes the pins,
energy is transfer'red from the ball. (energy

giver) to the pins (eiiergy receiver). The energy
that theebail possesses as it naives down the alley
is called energy of motion. All moving objects
possess energy of motion.

Materials Each pair of students will need:
' -4 books

-1 marble, small, 1 cm (3/8 in.) in diameter
-1 marbre, large, 2 cm (3/4 in.) in diameter
-4 paper, unNinedic 23 cm x 3 cm (9 in. x 12 in.)

t-2 metric rulers
-2 pencils

Language Cards/Key-Signs
energy of motion

inclined plane
distance
speed

.TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1 Introduce the lesson by having the students read the first two paragraphs on
page 260 to review the term energy of motion or to find out'what'the term, means.
Students Who have done the third revel unit INTERACTION AND ENERGY will probably
remember learning that when objects move, they have motion energy. Teacher
may paraphrase.

2. Be sure that the students understand the term.

3. Divide the 'class into groups of two.

4. Tell the students'that they are going to investigate how the energy of a iov ng
object changes when its speed changes.
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5. Have the students read page 260-0to find what they are going to do. Teacher
may paraphrase.

p. Discuss the directions for the experiment using the picture on page 260.

T. Distribute four books, one small marble, and a piece /of paper.

8. Have the students begin to work.

9. Circulate among thegroupS providing help as it is needed. 'If necessary do the
activity along wittilthe students for demonstration.

10. Discuss the italicized,question on page 260 with, the students.

11. Have the students read page 261 to find out what they are going to do-in the
second part of the lesson. Teacher may paraphrase.

12. Distribute the rulers, paper, and pencils to the groups and have one student
in each group -copy the chart on page 261.

13. Discuss the directions for the experiment using the picture on page 261.

14. Ask the students to predict from which position on the inclined plane the smaller
marble will cause the larger marble to.move the greater distance. Write their
prediction on the chalkboard.

15. Distribute the large marbles and have the students begin to work. Remind them to
answer all the questions.

16. Circulate among the groups providing help in setfing up materials or,in measuring
distances as it is needed.

17. Discuss all the questions with the students. Have the students determin ether
or not'their prediction that is written on the board was correct. Check 't e

students' understanding of the lesson Oy asking them whether a car has more energy
of mo!n traveling at 55'km /h or at 25 km/h. (55 km/h)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to demonstrate that an objfipt!s
change in energy,of motion is based on its change in s

**********************************************************4(********************* **
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/DEVELOPMENT:. -sson Cluster 4B-1 Changes In Motion
e T -442/S -262 MOVinq Matter (45 min.)

PURPOSE: d the concept of energy of motion to clooiding'systems in which
mount of matter in the energy receiver varies.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to measure in cm.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Objects with m*e matter move
shorter diSlances'than.objects wit{ less matter when
they collide with objects having the same energy of
motion.

Materials - Each pair of students will need:
- inclined plane system from previous lesson
- 2 metric rulers

-pencils and paper
-1 vial with cap
-1 paper cup

- enough salt or sand to nearly fill the vial

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs,
vial

energy
matter
distance
solid
evidence

1. Introduce the lessbn by explaining to the students that in this lesson they are
`going to learn more about energy of, motion in colliding objects.

2. Divide the class into groups of two.

3. Have the students 4101 page 262 and answer the questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Discuss the questions with'the students. Be sure the students understand that
, the height of sand in a vial would increase as the amou f sand increases.

5. Distribute the paper, the pencils, and the rulers and have each student copy the
chart on page 262.

6. Have the students read page 263 to find out about the experiment they are going
to do.

7. Discuss the directions with the students using the pictures on page 263,

4. Distribute three books, one marble, one vial, and a cup of sand and begin to work.

Circulate among the groups providing help as it is needed. Suggest to the
students that they bend one edge of the rim of their paper cups to form a .

spowt: This will make it easier for them to pour sandinto the vials. If

necessary, do the activity with the students for demonstration.

4

10. Have the Students answer the numbered questions whan they complete the experiment.

11. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. In discussing question 2, list
the responses of the studentS on the chalkboar'd. Then have the class develop a
general rule Through a discussipn of the listed responses. Write-the agreed-
upon rule on the chalkboard and leave it there so that the students may refer

'fit in the next lesson..
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students, should be able to demonstrate that

an object with more matter moves a shorter distance than
an object with less matter when it.collides with an

. object having the same energy of motion, ,They should also
be able to infer that more energy is required to move an
object consisting of more matter than one consisting of
lesser matter.

***i*************4*******************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Changes In Motion
Page T-444/S-264 MogincA Paper Dragon(35 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide furfher.practice with colliding systems in which the amount of
matter in the energy receiver varies.

. ,

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -reproduCtion of chart on
board

- several papee dragons
-paper clips
- several marbles

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy giver
energy receiver
matter

variables
evidence

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students read the first column on page 264
through the italicized questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Have(fhe students turn back to the picture on page 145 of "A Paper Dragon" to help
them identify the energy giver and energy receiver in-the paper dragon system,
at they made in Unit 2, FORCES.

3. A the students to read the rest of the lesson and answer the 'questions.
Suggest that they use the picture on page 146 of "Changing the Paper Dragon"
to help them. Also remind them to reread the general rule'on the chalkboard that
they stated in the last lesson about how the energy needed to move an object
depends on the amount of matter in the object.

4. If some students are having difficulty conceptualizing the paper dragon activity
let them use the materials to actually do the activity described:

5. Discugall the questions with the students. In the discussion of question 1,
ask the, students to give evidence from the chart tof'Support their answers.
In discussing question 2, ask the students if they 'think the general rule on the
chalkboard explains the energy needed to move increasing amounts of matter in
"paper dragons" as well as in vials. Again ask the students.to base their responses
on evidence given in the chart. If the students are not satisfied with the rue
on the board, provide an opportunity for them to revise it.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be, able to demonstrate that an object
with more matter moves a shorter distance than an object
with less matter when it collides with an object having
the tame energy of motion. They shEild also be able to
infer that more energy is required to move an object
consisting of more matter than one consisting of less matter.

*******ii***************************************************************4***************
fi
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Changes ln,Motion
Page T-445/S-265 Energy Chains (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of'energy transfer to energy chains.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - A series of two or more energy
transfers within 'a system is called an energy chain.
Energy chains may be represented by diagrams in
which key words and arrows are used. Using this
technique, the energy transfers that occur when a
bowler knocks down pins with a bowling ball would be
diagrammed as follows:

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy chains
energy transfer
diagram

Bowler's muscle energy transfer bowling ball

energy transferN, 'bowling pins

Materials -paper and pencil for each student
- several marbles

football,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 265 as far as the numbered questiaps to review or to
find out how to diagram energy chains. Use the materials to demonstrate the energy
chains described. Ask the students if they can think of any other energy chains.
When possible have them demonstrate the chain. Students who have done the third
level unit INTERACTION AND ENERGY will probably remember drawing energy chains
using pictures and arrows to show energy moved. Those who have done the fourth
'bye' unit EXPLORING ENERGY will probably remember drawing energy chains using
words and arrows to show energy transfers.

2. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Stress that there must be .

:a series of two or more energy transfers in a system to form an energy chain.

3. Distribute the paper and pencils and ask the students to respond to the
numbered questions.

4. Have the students share their energy-chain lagrams and descriptions of energy
chains. You may jish to have some stud s put theirs on the board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The student should be able to diagram an energy chain
and to de cribs the energy transfers in an energy chain.

*********************************"*************************************#*************.
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ENRiCHMENT (optional): Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Changes In Motion
Page T-446- Marble Chains (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide work involving energy 'chains for students we need or can
handle more challenging tasks.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each student or pair of
students will need:

7 -3 books
-1.small'and 2 large marbles
-paper and,pencil

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
predictions
marble chains
diagram
energy chain
motion

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students turn back to,the picture on page 261'
of Energy of Motion to review the inclined planesystem that they used earlier.

2. Ask the students,What they think would happen if another large marble were placed
1104n the gutter so that it touched the one already there and then a small marble
ere released from the top of the plane. If necessary set up the experiment
(but don't do it) to help make it more clear for the students. Ask them to
predict the motion of each of the, two large marbles. Write the predictions on
the chalkboard.

3. =Tell the students,that they are going to test their predictions. When they
have completed the test, they are to draw a diagram of the energy chain in the

'system and write a description that explains what the- energy chain shows.

4. Have each student or group of students get three books., one Nall marble, two
large marbles, A piece of paper, and a pencil and then begin to work. Remind the
students that the large marbles must be in contact.

Discuss the experiment with the students. Have them determine whether or'not their
.predictions on the chalkboard were correct. The students should have observed
that the ,large marble struc,k by the smaller marble remained stationary, but the
other large marble moved.

6. Ask a student to draw his or her diagram of the-energy chain on the chalkboard.
The diagram should resemble this one:

small marble energy transfer large marble struck
4

energy transfer second large marble

7. Ask the students why they think that the first lar arble remained stationary

when it was struck by the smaller marble. Help them o understbnd that the
.smaller marble's energy of motion was transferred through the first large marble
to the second large marble.

8. Ask the students to predict the motion of each of three large marbles placed at
the bottom of the inclined plane after a smaller marble is released from the top.
Have one of theetudents lest the predictions that:are made while the others
observe. (Only the large marhle,that is farthest away from the one struck moves:)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:, The students should be able to determine which objects in
a collision system will 'move and draw a diagram to repre-
sent the energy transfers that take place in the system.

**********************************************************,**************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 46-1 Changes In-Motion
gage T-447/5 -266 Motion and Energy (35 min.)

.PURPOSE:
,

To evaluate, the students' performancein relation to the following
objectives: . ,,

.

1. Determining the relative distances that struck objects will travel
based on inference of their speeds and observation of thermmounts
of matter in them. . ,

2. Identifying energy givers and energy receivers in collision systems.
3.. Drawing diagrams of energy chaini.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

2.

Have the students turn to page 266 and read through the lesson. Teacher may
paraphrase.

Have the students proceed through the lesson when'you are certain that they under-
stand what they are to do. '

3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed their work.
If you wish, let the students correct their own papers so that they may evaluate
'their own progress._

4. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progreseNlf a
student correctly responds to all or most of each questions,, you may assume that
he or she has demontrated the objectives for the cluster, and is ready to go
on to the next cluster.

*******************************************************************************i!******
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Level 5 Unit 4 Matter and Energy

Part B Changes In Matter, Lesson Cluster 4B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies
s

Lesson Title
Teaching Time
,Suggested

.
.

ii

T-452 Introduction Transforming Energy 30 min.,
T-453 Development Motion and Temperature 30 min. -

T -454 Development Energy and Efiction 30 min.
T-456 Development Heat Changes' Matter 45 min..
T-458 Development Pleating A Solid 35 min.
T-459 Development i Cooking Food 25 min.
T-460 Application The Greatest Energy Giver 30 min.
T -461 Evaluation Energy and Temperature 35 min.

1.
. .

B. MATERIALS: -Add the following to the materials list on page T-449:
-1 hot plate
-paper spiral
-shuffleboard stick and disk or something similar for lesson

. on T -454.. . k

INTRODUCT101:. Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Changes In Motion
Page T-452/S-267 Transforming Energy p0 min.)

PURPOSE: To review or introduce the concept of energy transformation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - When energy trnasfers through
a system, it may be transformed or changed from one
form to abother form. Energy transformation may
occur once or more than once in an energy chain.
Energy transfer, however, may occur without the trans-
formation of energy.

Materials - 1 hot plate
- 1 paper spiral

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy
transform
energy chain
electric
temperature

I. Introduce the cluster by telling the Students that in this cluster they are
going to study changes in temperature, another kind of change that occurs
in matter.

2. Introduce the lesson 6y ;asking the students to name all-the forms of energy
that they have studied. Write the forms that they name on the chalkboard.
Their list should include: heat, electricity, light, motion. Leave the list

on the board for use later in the lesson.,



3. Explain to the students that energy can be transformed during energy transfer.,

4. Have the students read the two introductory paragraphs on page 267 to review
or find out what happens when energy is transformed.

5. Be sure that the students understand what energy transformation is. Those
who have done the fourth level unit EXPLORING ENERGY will probably remember
learning about energy transformation and drawing energy chains in which energy
transformation occurred.

6. Distribute the paper and pencils. Then ask the students to read the rest of
page 267 and answer or the questions. 'Suggest to them that they refer to the
list of forms of energy on the board when they make up an example of energy
transformation. Use the materials to demonstrate the energy chain, described
in the lesson.

7. Discuss the italicized question with the students. Help them to distinguish
between energy transformation and energy transfer. Point out that motion
lutergy is transferred, not trnasformed, at the end of the diagram.

8. Ask several students to draw their energy chain diagrams on the chalkboard.
Hive the other students distinguish between the energy transfers and trans-
formations.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to diagram and describe
energy transformation in energy chains.

*************10p*********************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 48-2 Changes In Motion
Page T -453/S -268 Motion and TemperatureA30 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the study of energy transformation to the trnasformation of
the energy of motion into heat energy.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each student will need:
-paper and pencil
-1 jumbo'paper clip
Also have 2 books on hand.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy
motion

evidence
energy transfer

temperatyre

1. Introduce the lesson by rubbing two books together. Ask the students, "What
happens to the energy of'motion that I transferred to the books by rubbing
them together?" Draw an energy chain diagram on the chalkboard to help them
respond:

Hands or muscles and hands motion books--> --->

2. Have the students give their ideas about what happens to the energy of motion
that you transferred. List their ideas at the end of the energy chain diagram
on the chalkboard. Leave the diagram on the board fdr use later in the lesson.

3. Have the students read through page. 268 to find out how they are going to
test whether or not energy of motion is transformed in two different systems.
Teachertay paraphrase.
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4.' Discuss the directions for the experiments with the students. Use the
pictures on page 268 to be sure that they understand how to bend and use the
paper clips. Caution the students against hurting their lips with the sharp
ends of the paper clips.

5. Distribute the paper clips, paper, and pencils and have the students begin
to work. Remind them to answer all the questions.

6. Discuss the italicized questions w ith the students. Then refer them to the
energy chain diagram on the chalkboard and the list of their ideas about what

happened to the energy of motion transferred to the books. The students
should be.able to determine that the energy of motion would be transformed
to heat energy. Have them try the experiment if they are not sure of this
outcome.

7. Discuss the numbered questions with the students Have several students put
their energy chain diagrams on'the chalkboard as part of the discussion of
questions 2.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to demonstrate that energy
of motion can be transformed into heat energy.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Changes in Motion
Page T-454/S-269 Energy and Friction (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To reintroduce the concept of friction and relate it to the transfor-
mation of the energy of motion to heat energy.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background InformatiOn - Friction is a force not a

form of energy. The existence of friction can
. be inferred when an object'stops moving and i.ts

energy of motion is transformed into heat energy.

Materials - Each student will need:
' -1 book, paper and pencil

Also have .on hand:
-shuffleboard, stick and disc or something
similar'

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy
friction

force
motion
transform
heat

1. Have the students read,the first three paragraphs on page 269 to review,the

term friction. Be sure that they understand that friction is a force, not
a form of energy. The students will probably remember studying friction in
Unit 2, FORCES. If they need further review have them reread page 135 of

that unit.

2. Distribute the books, paper, and pencils. Explain that they are to use the

books to Check their answers after they have responded to the questions in
Column 1.

3. Have the students read the rest of page 269 as far as the numbered questions
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and answer all the italicized questions. Teacher may paraphrase. Use the
materials. to demonstrate the shuffleboard game.'

4. DIs8Vss the italicized questions with the students. Help the students to
understand that friction=caused both the book and the wooden disk to stop
moving, 'and that the energy of motion of both the book and dfsc Is trans-
formed into heat energy by friction.

5. Discuss question 1 with the class. Have several students draw the shuffle-
board diagram on the chalkboard; You may wish to have others diagram the_
hand-book system.

6. Discuss question 2 with the studentg. Have them describe as many examples
of friction acting on a moving object as they can. List the examples or the
chalkboard. Then have the students explain what happens to the energy_of
motion of the object in each example.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able of identify situations
in which energy ofmotion can be transformed into

1 heat energy by friction.
************4***********************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Changes In Motion
( Page T-456/S-270 Heat Changes Matter (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the study of temperature changes'Jn matter to the expansion
and contraction of objects caused by gain or loss of heat.

DVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Matter usually expands when '

it is heated and contracts when it is cooled. In

this lesson, unmarked thermometer tubes containing
colored alcohol are used to show this. Because
the volume of the tubes remains constant, the stu-
dents are able to relate the expansion (rise) and
contraction (fall) of the red fluid within the
tubes to a gain or a loss of heat energy.

Language Cards/Key Signs
heat

matter
temperature
expand
contract
heat energy
thermometer

Materials - Each pair of students will need:
-2 thermometer tubes, unmarked
-3 containers clear, 237 ml (8 oz.)
-access to a clock or watch with second hand

Fill one large, container with water and let 1t stand overnight or for a
few hours so that it will be at room temperature in time for class.' Just
before class, fill the sccond large container with cold water_and the third
large container with hot water. Cover the hot water container so that the
heat does not escape... Then fill 1 small container for each pair of students
with water at room temperature and I with hot water. If- unmarked thermo-
meters are unavailable, you may use marked thermometers. If there is a
clock with a second hand In the classroom, you do not have to collect clocks
or other timers.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson 0 asking the students toAescrPbe *sore ways in which
heat energy changes matter. They will probably describe such changes as
cooked food, melted ice, and boiled water.

2. ExPlaid to the students that in this lesson they are going to learn aboi)t
another way in which treat energy can 'Change matter.-

3. Have the students read the first two paragraphs on page 270.

4. Make sure that-the-)students understand the-meanings of the terms expand and
contract.

5. Dividethe class into groups of two.

6/. Have the students read the rest of page 270 to find out about the firSt
experihent they are going to do.. Teacher may paraphrase.

7. Go over the Caution on page 276 with the students. Stress the importance
of exercising care in handling hot liquids at home as well as in science'
class.

B. Have 'each group get a container of water at room temperature, and an un-
marked,thermometer tube.

9. Distribute-6 container of hot water to each group, as well as a clock or
other timing device if there isn't a clock with a second hand in the class-
room.

10. Have the students begin to work. (Remind them to answer the italicized
questions when they complete the experiment.

11. Discus's the italicized questions on page-270 with the students.

12. Have the students read 'page 271 through the italicized questions_to find
out what they are going to do in the second experiment. Teacher may para-

phrase,

13. Have one member of each group get a container of cold Wa4ler. Then have the

students begin to work.
.

14. Ask the groups to return their materials and then complete the rest Of the
lesson, on page 271 when they finish the experiment.

15. Discuss the italicized questiOns on page 271' withthe students. Also discuss

how the flight of a hot-air balloon depends on the expansion of heated air.
Explain to the'studenfkthat there is a burner attached to real hot-air
balloons that heats theair in the bottom of fhe balloon ar1i causes the air
to expand.

16. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Help them to understand

that heat energy transfers'from warmer objects to cooler objects. -

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The Students should be able to descrig the expansion

and contraction of liquids and gases in terms of a.
gain or loss of heat energy.

************************************************************************************

6114;
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DEVELOPMENT:* Lesson Cluster 4B -2 Changes In Motion
Page T-458/S-272 Heating A Solid (35 min.)"

PURPOSE:, To extend Me study of, the expansion and,contraction of matter to
solids.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - optional - reproduction
of the picture on T-458
on board or transparency.
Include a third picture
showing the wire after
being heated. The
washer should be closer
to the desk.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
expand

contract
solids
gain

loss.

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students that in this lesson they are
going to find out whether a gain or loss of heat energy causes solids to
expand or4contract.

2. Have the' students read page 272 and answer all the .questions. Teacher may ---

paraphrase. If necessary use the board illustrations to help the students
understand the experiment.

3. Discuss the, italicized guestions.with the students when they have completed
their work. Have them describe all the ways that they thought of to find
out if solids change in size whqn they gain or lose heat energy. List the
ways that they describe on the chalkboard.

4 Ask the students, by a show /of hailids, how many knew that the wire expanded
when it was heated before they'read the paragraph above the numbered ques-
tions. Also ask them how they knew that the smaller measurement of cm after
the wire was heated meant that the wire had expanded. (The wire drooped
closer to the table when it expanded.)

5. Discuss the numbqred questions with the students. Help the students to
understand that the expansion of contraction of a wire is evidence of heat
energy transfer and that some solids expand when they are heated and contract
when they are cooled.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to infer that some solids
will expand when they are heated and contract when 0,

they are cooled. . .---

************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B -2 Changes In Motion

Page T-459/S-273. Codking food (25 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the study of changes in matter caused by heat energy to
changes in food caused by cooking.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials paper and pencil for
each student
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Language Cards/Key Signs
properties matter
energy chains
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that evidence of heat
energy transfer can be observed in cooked food.

O

2. Distribute the paper and pencils to the students.' Explain to them that the
paper is for the diagrams that represent energy chains called for in the
text.

3. Have the students read page 273, answer all the questions, and draw diagrams
to represent the energy chains. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Discuss the Italicized questions with the students. Have a student draw
his or her energy-chain diagram representing the boiling of eggs on the
chalkboard. Ask other students to draw energy chain diagrams on the board
to represeht the frying, scrambling, and poaching of eggs. Ask the rest
of the class to describe the energy-transformation that takes place in
each energy chain.

5. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Have the students share
'their energy-chain diagrams of the cooked food that they like,by putting
them on the chalkboard.

6. Ask the students to describe changes in food that can be Caused by cooling.
The students will probably describe the hardening of food when it is frozen
or the solidification of liquid gelatin when it is placed in the refrigerator.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe some-changes.
in food caused by heat energy transfer.

****************************************4******************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Changes In Motion
Page T-460/S-274 The Greatest Energy Giver (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply what has been learned about energy chains to 'food chains.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencil for Language Cards/Key
each student ' energy

solar energy
BackgrOund Information - Either directly or indirectly temperature
the sun is the source of most of Earth's energy. Green
plantS can use energy directly from the sun to make food.
We get our energy indirectly from the sun by eating plants,
or animals that have eaten plants. Petroleum, natural gas,
and coal form from plants that used energy directly from
the sun. We indirectly use the sun's energy, stored in the
fuels. It is said that-most of Earth's, energy comes from
the sun because neither nuclear nor geothermal energy can
be traced back to the sun as their source.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

igns

1. Have the students read page 274 as far as the numbered questions. Teacher
may paraphrase.
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2. Be sure the students understand that the sun is the source of most of the
energy used on Earth.

3. Discuss the energy.chain diagram with the class. Students who have done
the third level unit POPULATION INTERACTIONS will probably remember learning

ti about eating interactions that make Up a kind. of energy chain Called a food I

chain. The time needed for discussion at this time will depend on-bow
familiar the students are with this concept.

4. Have the students answer the numbered questions.

5. Ask a student to draw his or her diagram that represents the sun-horse
energy chain on the board. Have the class discuss any differences between
their diagrams and the one on the board. Correct the diagram on the board

, if necessary.

.6. List on the chalkboard all the ways the students use solar energy. Help
them to understand that they indirectly use the sun's energy stored in foods
and in fuels. If the students wonder4 why the surf does not supply all the
energy used on Earth, you may wish to share with-them the explanation given
in Background Information.

DESIRED L ARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify the'sun as the
initial energy giver in most food chains.

************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Changes In Motion
Page T-461/5 -275 Energy and Temperature (35 min.)

I

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Inferring that energy of motion can be transformed into heat energy.
2. Explaining that some solids will expand when heated and contract

when cooled.
3. Identifying the sun as the initial energy giver in nearly all energy

. chains.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: In'addition to paper, pencil and text, each student will
need: 1 rubber band, any size

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 275 and read through the lesson. Teacher
may paraphrase.

2. Demonstrate for the class how to pull a rubber band back and forth rapidly
god then hold it in a stretched position against the lips. Exphasi /ze that

the\rubber band should not be pulled to a full stretch when pulling it back
-endiforth. Itcould break and hurt someone.

3. Distribute the materials and have the students proceed wi h the lesson when
you are certain that they mnderstand what they are to do.

4. Collect the rubber bands and go over the responses with he studentswhen
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they have completed their work. Iflittfou wish, let students,correct their
own papers so that they may evaluate their own progress.

5. Collect the papers sa that you tan evaluate each individualls.progress.
If a student correctly responds to all or most of the guestiOgs, you may
assume that he or she has demonstrated' ,ttle objectives for the cluster and
is ready to go on to the next cluster.

***********k****4*********************************************************i*********
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Leve1,5 Unit 4 Transfer of Energy..

Part B Changes In Matter, Lesson Cluster 48-3,

A. *CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-466 Introduction Liquid-Gas PhaSe Change 35 min.
T-468 Development Solid-Liquid Phase Change 35 min.
T-072 Enrichment* Everyday Phase Changes 50 min.
T.:469 Application Volcanbes 45 min.
T-470 Evaluation Changing Phase 40 min.

,

..(,

NOTE: Enrichment lesson is not optional.
..

.
.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the Materials List on page T-463:
-1 teakettle

. -pan of water
- -candle and matches ir

.. _

, -media about volcanoes - Nationa eographic,'Jani. 1981 issue

7.. .

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 Changes In Phases
Page T-469 /S-279 Volcanoes (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply energy'transfer during phase,change to volcanoes.

ADVANCE PRtPARATION: Materials - media about volcanoes -
National Geographib,
Jan. 1981 has excellent

0 piciures of Mt. St.
HelZns

- paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

. Use,media to introduce orj.eview volcanoes. .1k

Language Cards/Key Signs
volcano
liquid e
phase
lava,dm,

Solid W

2. Explain to the students that in this lesson they are going to learn about phase
changes and energy transfers in volcanoes.

3. Have the students read page,279 and answer all the questions. Teacher may
paraphrase.

4. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Help them to understand
that when hot, liquid lava changes to a solid on the Earth's surface, it loses
heat energy. When solid rock inside the Earth gains heat energy, it changes
to a liquid.

'74 251,
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. .5. Ask a student to draw his or her diagram of the lava-rock energy chain on
the chalkboard. Ask other students to Idd to the ehergy chain if they can.

6. Point out to the Studentsewhere you have placed the reference books on vol-
canoes. Tell them that they may use them during their free time, If you
plan to have all or some students do reports, models or,pictures, assign them-

at this time. Provide time during a later class for them to share their
reports and projects.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the solid-
liquid phase changes of lava and the energy transfers
that accompany the changes.

************************f*************************************************************

INTRODUCTION:. Lesson Cluster 46-3 Changes In Phases
Page T-466/S-276 Liquid-Gas Phase Change (35 min.)

PURPOSE:. To review phase changes and to identify such changes in matter as evi-
dence of energy transfer.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

BackgroUnd Information - When water is boiled in a pan
on an electric range, the heating element on the range,
the energy giver, transfer heat energy to the pan,
the energy receiver. The n then becomes an energy
giver, transferring heat to the ter in the pan,
the energy receivec. The water, ha gained heat
energy, boils and changes from a liquid to a gas. The
change in phase is evidence that energy has been trans-
ferreb. lf,a cold object is held directly above the
st2pang poi., heat energy from the steam, the energy
giver will be transferred to the object, the energy
receiver. The steam loses heat energy and changes frbfiro
a gas to a Liquid. The change in phase is evide1nce of
energy transfer. Further evidence of change in phase
can be observed when poisture.forms on the outside of
a gloss of ice -cold. liquid. Heat energy from warm air,
theenergy giver, is lost when it comes in contact with
the cold glass, the energy receiver.

Materials -rubbing alcohol

-plastic vial with cap
medicine dropper
-4 paper towels
-hot plate
-tea kettle or pan of water
pancake turner

Language Cards/Key Signs
phase change
matter
solid

liquid

gas

energy transfer
energy giver
energy receiver

4

The medicine dropper and rubbing alcohol are available at drug stores. Although
you Will probably have to purchase 473 ml (1 pt.), the smallest size in which it
is sold, you can sace what you'sdo not use for next year.- Fill the vial with
alcohol and cap it. Cut the.paper towels into 10 cm x 10 xm (4' in. x 4 in,)
nieces. Find out if any sivdent,is allergic to rubbing alcohol before putting
alcohol on his or her hand.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the cluster by having the students read its title on page 276.
Review the three phases, or forms, of matter. Students who have done the
fourth levet unit EXPLORING MATTER will probably remember learning that
matter may be in the form of asolid, a liquid, or gas. Those whorhave
done the fourth level unit PATTERNS will probably remember that matter changes-

-* phases in t122,w6ter cycle. ti

2. Introduce the lesson by explaining'to the students that they are going to
relate what they have learned about matter and energy to phase changes.

3. Have the students read page 276 to find out whet they are going to do.
Teacher may paraphrase.

.4. Discuss the Caution with the students,. Stress that they are to keep their
hands at a distance from their lips when they blow on the alcohol.

5. Then put a few drops of alcohol from the vial on the back of one hand of
each student.

6.- Provide time for the students to observe the alcohol and ink about the
italicized questions that end at the top of column 2.

.7. Distribute the pieces of paper towel and then put a few drops of alcohol
on each piece.

8. Provide time for the students to observe the alcohol and think about the
italicized questions.

9.,.Discuss all the italicized questions with the students. Help the students

to relate,the disappearance of the alcohol to a change i-1 phase from liquid
to gas - evidence that heat energy transferred from the warm air surrounding
the alcohol to the alcohol. The alcohol that gained energy changed to a gas.

10. Have the students throw away the paper towels and wash their hands.

11. Have the students read page 277 and answer all the questions. Demonstrate
the tea kettle experiment for the class.

12. Discuss the questions with the students. Help the students to relate the
water droplets that formed on the pancake turner and the pitcher of lemonade
to 'a change in phase from gas to liqUid - evidence that heat energy transferred,
from the water vapor in the air when it came in contact with the cold pitcher.
The water vapor that lost energy-changes froma gas to a liquid.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify phase changes
as evidence of energy transfer and describe energy
transfers that take place in liquid-gas changes.

**************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 Changesin Phases
Page T-468/S-278 Solid-Liquid Phase Change (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend the study of energy transfer in phase changes to solids and
liquids.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each student 54111 need:
-1 ice cube

--plastic container, 237 ml
Also have a candle and
matches on hand.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards /Key Signs
solid

liquid

phases change

energy transfer

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that in this lesson they
are going to learn about energy transfer in solid-liquid phase changes.

2. Have the students read page 278 through the italicized questions above picture
A. ...Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Cautiori the-students against holding the ice cubes for very long. Explain
that they could,injure their hands.

4. Distribute the materials and have-the students begin to work.

5. Discuss the italicized quettiory with the students. Help them to relate the
water in the containers to a change in phase from a solid to a liquid -
evidence that heat energy transferred from their hands to the ice cube.

6. Have the students read the last paragraph in column '1. Demonstrate the candle
experiment. Then discuss the italicized questions with-them. Help the students
to,relate the dripping wax to a change in phase from 0, liquid to a solid. The
candle gained heat energy causing it to change from a solid to a liquid. The
liquid wax changed. to a solid when it lost heat 'energy to the air.,

7. Distribute the paper and pencils and have the students draw the diagram
described 1p..,question 1.

8. Use questions 2 and 3 to review energy transfers_in_solid-liquid phase changes.

"DESIRED LEARNING OOTCOME: The students should be able to identify phase changes
as evidence of energy transfer, describe energy trans-
fers that take place in solid-liquid phase changes, and
infer that energy is needed to change a solid to a
liquid.

**************************************************************************************.

ENRICHMENT: tessonlDruter 4B-3 _Changes In Phase
Page T-472 Everyday Phase Changes, (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide additional practice in describing energy transfers in phase
changes. This lesson does not appear in the student text. It should
be done following (2) Solid-Liquid Phase Changes.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials_- none.
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j
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

.1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that in this lesson they
are going to analyze some phase changes that can be observed in everyday
life.

2. Make a chart in the chalkboard. Write the headings "Solid to Liquid,"
"Liquid to Gas," "Gas to Liquid," and "Liquid to Solid" across the top.

3. Ask the students to describe phase changes that they have observed at school,
at home, and outdoors. As each change is described, have the class tell yoU
under which heading on the) board it should be listed. The students will
probably describe such changes as: the melting of ice cream, snowy ice, and
heated margarine; the evaporation of water from puddles, sidewalks, and their
hands when they do not thoroughly dry them; the condensation of water on a
glass of ice water and of water vapor when it rains; the solidification of
melted butter, melted ice cream, and liquid pudding.

4. Record each change on the chart in words such as "water vapor to rain."

5. Ask each student to pick one phase- change description on the board and decide
which is tjie energy receiver. Then ask them to decide whether energy is
gained or lost in during the phase change. Provide time for the students to
do this.

6. Put a plus sign before each phase change in which energy'is gained and a
minus sign before each change in which energy is lost.

7., Ask the students to study the chart for a pattern. They will probably
observe that energy is gained when a solid changes to a liquid and when a
liquid changes to a solid.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to determine that energy
is gained when a solid changes to a liquid and when
a liquid hanges to a gas and that energy is lost when
a gas changes to a liquid and when a liquid changes to
a solid.

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 Changes In Phase
Page T-470/S-280 thanqing Phase (40 min.)

PURPOSE:. To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:

1'. _Identifying phase changes.
2. Identifying energy givers and receivers in phase changes.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read through pages 280 and 281. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Have the students proceed with the lesson when you are certain that they
understand what they are to do.

3. Go over the responses with the students when they have completed their work.
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If you wish, let the st ents correct their own papers so that they may
evaluate their progre

4. Collect the papert so that you can evaluate each individual's progress., if

a student correc y identifies all or most of the phase changes and the energy
gitOers and rece'vers involved, you may assume that he or she has demonstrated
the objective for the cluster and is ready to go on.to the next cluster,

5. For further informal evaluation;fieve the students turn back to page 258
and look a the picture that introduces Part 8. Ask tht why they think
that part cular picture was used to introduce the part tAey just completed.
Suggest ,hat they look for clues in the part title and in the cluster titles
on pag= 267 and 276. The students should be able to:
a. id ntify the sun as the initial energy giver in the picture.
b. fer that heat energy and light energy from the sun were transferred

-, directly to the green plants.
c/, infer that the energy the bird obtained indirectly from the sun in ,its

food was transformed into sound energy.
d. identify the solid to liquid phase charge of the snow and ice.
e. identify the phase change of the snow and ice as evidence of energy transfer.
f. infer that the snow and ice gained energy when they changed from solid

r

\ow.

4
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Level 5 Unit 4 Matter and Energy

Part C Changes In Systems, Lesson Cluster 4C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching'Strategies Lesson Title ,

Teaching Time
Suggested

T.-478 Introduction Interactions and Systems 30 min.

T-479 Development A System for Circulating Blood 30 min.

T-480 Development A Bicycle-Moving System 30 min.

T-481 Enrichment** Systems,Everywhere 50 min.

T-482 Development Still the Same System? 45 min.

T-484 Application Comparing Systems 35 min.

T485 Evaluation Know Your Systems 30 min.

.

NOTE: Enrichment lesson is optional.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the'Materials List on page T-475:
-1 bicycle as pictured on page 285
-1 hand saw and piece of wood or tree limb (optional)
see Evaluation Lesson

A

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Systems, Matter and Change
Page T -478/S -283 Interactions and Systems (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To reintroduce the concepts of interaction and system and relate them
to energy transfer and energy chains.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - The term System is used to
designate a specific group of related, interacting
objects. The concept of system is importantl,ecause
it can enable the students to isolate particular
objects, to keep track of a group of objects during an
interaction, to infer relationships among interacting
objects, and to begin to look for cause and effect rela-
tionships in interactions.

Language Cards/Key Signs
interaction

system
interact
change

Materials-- paper-and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce Part.0 of the unit by having the students read the title of the part
and look at the picture on page 282. Explain to the students that in the
previous part they learned about changes in.matter. In this part they are
going to learn about changes in systems.

2. Have the students read the two introductory paragraphs to the lesson on page
283 to review the terms Interaction and system. Teacher may paraphrase.
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3. Make certain that the students understand the concepts by writing on the'
chalkboard "Did interaction take place?" Mosttstudents will probably'agree
that interaction took place. Ask-the students on what evidence they based
their answer (words on the chalkboard) and what objects interacted (hand,
chalk, and chalkboard). You may wish to return to the,review of the concepts
and the term evidence on page T-146 of Unit 2 FORCES.

4, Have the'students complete the first column.

5, Let the students discuss their answers to the questions.

6. Have the students answer the numbered questions. Demonstrate the action of
writing a letter to.help make the system more clear. Review, if necessary,
how to draw a diagram of an energy chain in Energy Chains on page 265.

7. Have the Students compare and discuss their diagrams and descriptions of
a letter-writing system.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe interacting
objects in a system and draw a diagram of an energy chain
that represents interactions with two or more energy
transfers-

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT; Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Systems, Matter and Change
Page T-479/S7284 .A System for Circulating Blood (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To reintroduce structures of the body that make up systems. You may
want to correlate this lesson with a health lesson or use it in place
of one.

ADVANCE; PREPARATION:

Background InformatiOn The functions of the circula
tory system are to transport nutrients and oxygen to
every portion of the body and to remove waste pro-
ducts from every portion. Each interacting structure
or organ has specific functions relative to the other,
structures in the system.

Materials - none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: 41-

1 Introduce the lesson by reminding the students that in Unit 1, ADAPTATION,
thp/ Iparnpd_t arcs in organi-sms interact and that some
interacting structures make up systems. Organisms may have several inside
systems that do something to help the organisms stay alive.

Language Cards/Key Signs
system
interact

circulatory system
heart
veins
arteries
blood

14

7. Tell them that they are going to learn about the human circulatory system.

3. Have the students read and answer the questions on page 284. Teacher may
paraphrase: Help the students see some of their own veins and'arteries.

4., Have the students discuss their answers to the questions. In naming the main
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parts of the human circulatory system, ask the students to explain, in terms
of function, why each structure should be included in the system. _Alto ask .

them to explain how the structures in the circulatory system are related.
(They help to carry nutrients and oxygen in the blood to each part of the
body and to carry away waste, from each part.)'

5. Review with the students the skeletal, respiratory, digestive, and muscular
systems in organisms feat they havp previously studied. You may wish to have
them turn ba6k to'pages 25-33 in Lesson Cluster 8-1 of ADAPTATIONS if they
have difficulty in remembering the structures in any or all of thesesystems.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to name the main structures
in the human circulatory system and to describe how, the
structures are related by functipn.

*************************************,******************t*****************************

DEVELOPMENT:' Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Systems, Matter and Change
Page T-480/S7285 A Bicycle-Moving System (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide practice in naming objectS in a system aftd In describing
the relationship of the interacting objects in that.system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -1 bicycle as on page S.-285
-paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGEST! S:

1. Have the stu ents read the first column on page 285 and answer the italicized
questions at e top of the second column. Teacher may paraphrase. Use the
bicycle to help the students see the drive system more clearly.

2. Ask the students to name the structures in the bicycle-moving syStem. If the
students disagree about which objects should be included in the system, haVe
them determine whether of not the structure is related to the other structures
that make the bicycle move.

3. Have the students draw the diagram described in the first numbered question.
Review with them, if necessary, how to make a diagram that shows'the energy
transfers in a system. You may wish to have the students turn back to
Transforming Energy on page 267 to look at the examples of diagrams that are
given in that lesson.

4. Have the students compaire and discuss the diagrams that they made.

5. Discuss questions 2 and 3 with the studentS,

Language Cards/Key Signs
bicycle
_interact
drive system

6. Extend the lesson, if you wish, by having thegtudents describe
the steering system, the stopping system, and the lighting system a

bicycle.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to name the objects in a
bicycle-moving system and make a diagram of the system
that shows the energy transfers in it.

****pi********************************************************************************
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ENRiCHMENT (optional): Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Systems, Matter and Change
. Page T-481 Systems Everywhere (50'min.)

PURPOSE:. To provide additional practice in identifying objects in a system and
desCribing how they are related'by interaction qr function. This lesson -,
dbes. not appear in, the student text. It should be done following (3)
A Bicycle-Moving System.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

8Ibtkgrbund'Information - The term system is in common
use today. )n newspapers, weekly news magazines, and

on television, references are made to school systems,
,to- computer systems, to communication systems, and to
electronic systems. Some advertisements indicate_
openings for the positionof systems analyst in var-
ious companies; other advertisements indicate special
prices to check the cooling systems of automobiles.
Most students will probably by aware of many of these
uses of the term systems.

Materials - Each group of 3 students will-need:
-1 sheet of unlined paper
-pencil

- 3 sheets of colored paper
-3 scissors
-glue
- crayons

-paper or cardboard for labels

Language Cards/Key Signs
system

In this lesson, the students will either draw or cut out objects that interact
to form systems with which they are familiar. By working in groups, the
students will be able to share their ideas and the'work involved in representing
various systems. The students may be encouraged to make more complicated
systems than they would if they worked individually. The. students will need a
variety of reference books, magazines, or-other materials to research objects
in systems about which 'they are not sure. Ask a librarian to help you find
books or other materials written for elementary students that contaiil infor-
matioA about the parts in a computer system and such automobile systems as the
lubrication,' cooling, transmission, exhaust, or carburetor systems. Ask also
for books dealing with systems in plants, telephone, telegraph, and television
systems, weather systems, and electrical systems in homes. Place the books
that you collect with the other materials on a centrally-located supply table.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:.

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that they going to draw
orcui- out pictures of objects that can interact to form systems and that they
will work in groups.

2. Divide the class into groups of three.
lr

3. Distribute the unlined paper and pencils.

4. Ask each'group to list some systems with which they are familiar. Suggest that
they think about systems in their town, at school, and at home.
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5. Compile a list on the chalkboard of all the systems that the groups named.
Supplement the list, as necessary, with such systems as the town's school
system, a food-shopping system,1a kitchen system, a school-work system, and
other' systems about whjch_you have beert able to gather reference books. Be

sure that the list contains some simple systems as well as some that are more
complex. D6 not feel that you personall-mus4 be ableto name the objects
in:every system that the students name.

6. Explain to the students that each group is to choose,a,si.,,stem and then list
the objects in that system. Point out the reference materials that they may
use to help them. Further explain that the members in eacegroup may either
draw, color, mil then cut out the objects or cut out parts of objects from
colored,paper and then paste them together.

7. Have the groups choose a system, list the objects in it, and then go to the
supply table to get their materials.

8. Circulate among the groups providing help as it is needed.'

9. Have the members of each group tell the rest of the class about the system that
they made. Ask them to name the objects in the system as they hold them up.
Then ask theth to tell how the objects are related by interaction or function.

10. Make a bulletin board displayof the students' systems. Have the groups

rite the names of the systems they made on pieces of paper. Place the names

aside the appropriate systems on the bulletin board. The display can be used
as a handy reference theoughout the rest of the cluster.

11. Conclude the lesson by stressing that system is a common and important term
-4o In today's vocabulary.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to name the objects in a

system of their own choosing and describe the relation-
ship of the objects in the system.

***********v*************************~**********************************************

1
VELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Systems, Matter and 'Change

Page T-482/S-286 Still the Same System? (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To extend.the concept of system to-changed systems in which matter may or
may not be gained or lost.

ADVANCETREPARATION:
Background Information - The term system is used to
designate a specific group of objects that have inter-
acted, are interacting, or could interact. Unless mat-
ter is gained or lost within a system, the system can
undergo a series of changes and still remain the same
system. Energy can be transferred among the objects
within the system or transferred in or out of the sys- .

tem and it still remains the same system. However, if

matter is gained or lost, the original system loses its
identity and becomes a new system.,
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system
interacting

evidence
battery
wire
bulb,



!

Materials -Each pair of-students will need:
- 1 battery, flashlight, size D; 1.5 V
- 1 bulb, flashlight, size 13
-1 jumbo paper c111

atumihim, uninsulated,.20 gauge, 30 cm (12 in.)
-masking tape

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Introduce the lesson by telling the students that systems can undergo many
changes and still remain the same system. Ask_them under what conditions they
think that the original system would lose its identity and become a new system.
Accept the students'' opinions because it is more important at this time for
them to become aware of the problem than to answer correctly.

2. Tell the students that the lesson they are about to do will help them to
answer the,question more definitely. 6

3. DiVide the class into pairs.

4. Have the students read through the lesson to find out what they are going to
do. Teacher may paraphrase..

5. Discuss pictures A and B with the students to make sure that they. understand
how to put together the electric systems. Students who have done the unit
EXPLORING ENERGY will probably remember how to connect a' electric system
with tape.

6. ;Fell the students that each pair will need one battery, bne bulb-, one piece
of wire, a paper clip, and a strip of tape 5 cm (2 in.) long. You may wish
to put the list on the board to help the students remember what they need.

7. Suggest to the students that they stick oneiend of the tape to the edge of
their desks so that they may snip off pieces as they need them to connect
their electric systems.

8. Have the students get their materials and begin to work.

9. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed. EnCourage'the
students to take turns holding the parts of the electric systems and applying
the tape.

10. Discuss the italicized questions, with the students.

11. Check the students understanding of the lesson by'making a chart on the chalk-'
board and having them tell you how to fill it. Write the headings "Original
System A," "System B," and "System C" across the top. Write "Added or
Removed" and "Same or Different System" and "How Different" down the side.
The students should, understand that energy was added to Original System A,
the battery was removed from System B, and a paper clip was added to System C.
They should also understand that System A is the same system even if energy
transferred through it. System B is a new system because an object (matter)
was removed from it System C is a new system because an object (matter)
was made of one of more different kinds of matter.

12. Discuss the numbered questions with the students. Refer to the chart on the
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board if the students have difficulty. Be sure they understand that when
matter is removed (the battery) or added (the paper clip) to-a system, a
new system i.s formed. Interaction In a system (the bulb lighting) does not
determine whether or not a new system is formed. The formation of anew
system depends on the gain or loss of matter.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to infer from their
observations of electric systems that when objects
(matter) are added to.or removed from a system, a
new system is formed.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Systems, Matter and Change
Page T-484/S-287 Comparing Systems (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply what has been learned about the gain oe loss of matter in
changes systems to pictured evidence of changes in systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing with the students

under what conditions a system loses its:identity and becomes a new system
(when there Is a gain or loss of matter In the system). Also review under what
conditions a system is transferred in the system: when the objects interact;
when there is no gain or loss of matter.

Language Cards/Key Signs
systems
interact
evidence

2. Have the students read page 287 and answer alJ the italicized questions.
Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Have the students discuss the italicized questions. Ask them to describe the
evidence in the pictues on which they based their answers. The students will
probably not have difficulty in determining that no matter has been gained or
lost in the paper-cutting system so the system remains the same. Based on
their experiments with batteries and bulbs'in the last lesson, they will pro-
bably have no difficulty in determining that the addition of matter (the
second battery) to the battery - bulb system results in the'formation of a
new system., The cold-drink system may, however, cause the students some dif-
ficulty. Help them, if necessary, by asking them what happens to carbonated ,

.drinks after the drinks have been standing for awhile. (They become "flat"
.)after the gas has escaped). Help the students to understand that 'the bubbles
lost from the cold-drink system are matter in the form of a gas so the system
lost matter and became a new system. You may want to have the students turn
back to page 276 to review Liquid-Gas Phase Changes.

4. Provide time for-the students to read and think about question 1. Then ask
several students, to state the eneral rule that they have decided on Write
the rules on the chalkboard in the words of the students. Then'have the class
decide which rule will work whenever they have to decide whether or not systems
have changed into different systems or let them make up a different rule.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to generalize that if matter
is gained or lost in a system, the original system
becomes a new system.
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EVALUATIA. Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Systems, Matter and Change
Page T-485/S7288 Know Your Systems (30tmin.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' preformance kn relation to the following
objectives:

.

1. LostIng the objects in a system.
2. Drawing a diagram to represent the energy transfers in an interattinq

system.
3. Determining whether an original system remains or a new system is

formed after changes in the system..
4. Describing'the basis for deciding whether a new system is formed

after changes in the system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - In addition to paper, pencil and text, have on
hand:

- 1 hand saw and pLece of wood or tree limb;
see Teacher Suggestions.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 288' and read the lesson. Teacher day paraphrase.

ti

2. Have the students do the lesson when you are sure that ey understand what
they are to do. If necessary demonstrate, use of a saw t heJ p students vis-
ualize the system described in first question.

3. Go over their responses with the students when the ave com letpd their work.
If you wish, let the students correct th6ir own pars so tharthey may evaluate

- their own progress.

4. Collect.the papers so that you can evalua ch indi'vidual's progress. If a

student correctly responds to all or mos of each question, you may assume that
he or she has demonstrated the objectives foree cluster and is ready to go
on to the next cluster. --"

********f**********************ii************* *******1*******************************
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Level 5 Unit 4 Matter and Energy,

Part C Changes stems, Lesson Cluster 4C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
°

Teaching Time r

Suggested

.
.

T-490 Introduction Acid and Bases 30 min.
T-491 Development Indicafors .

. 50 min.
T -493 DevelopMent Testing Some-Acids and Bases _ 50-min.
T -497 -Enrichment- TestingVi,th Litmus 50 min:
T -496 Development Other Indicators . 30 min.
T-498 Applleation A Breath Test 40 min,
T -499 EvalUation Using Indicators 40 min.

.
.

4
NOTE: Enrichment Lesson is not optional.-

A
.

B. MATERIALS: 'Add the following to the materials list.on page T -487:
-lemon's

-baking soda
-Milk of. Magnesia -

4

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4C=2 Changes In Acids and Bases
Page T-490/S-289 ,Acids and Bases (35 min.).

PURPOSE: To.introduce terms acid and base.
4

PREREQUISITES: Ability to identify common properties.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Matter that has properties of
acids or bases can be found in many foods, TaSte pro-
perties of acids and bases can be detected in some foods
because of the interaction of the foods with taste re-
ceptors in the mouth. The typical sour taste of acids
observed%in orange, lemon, and tomato juice, cream of
tartar, and vinegar is due to their. high acid content.
The typical bitter taste of baking powder, baking soda,
and unsweetened chocolate is due to the presence of bases.

Such cleaners as those used for bricks oconcrete
have properties of acids. Household ammonia, washinig soda,
dishwater detergents, and dry drain cleaners have properties
of bases.

MaterialsAlemon
-baking soda
--Milk of Magnesia

-any other edible that is either sour or bitter

Language Cards/KO Signs,
matter
acid

base

common properties
bitter
sour
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rTEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask the students to read the introductory paragraph on page 289 to find out
what acids' and bases are. Teacher may paraphrase.

Ci?
2. Be sure thla students understand that acids, as well as bases, have properties

in common. .

3. Have'the students read the rest of page 269 and answer the questions. Teacher
may paraphrase. Let the students taste the materials so they better understand
the propefties of sour and bitter.

4. Discuss the questions with the students. Be sure to emphasize that they should
never taste anything unless they are sure it is safe, and not poisonous or
harmful.

5. Discuss with the students their past experiences with acids and bases. Most
Will probably be aware of the characteristic slippery feel of such bases as
soap and household cleaners. Some students may have observed leaky bafiries
that corroded the metal in a toy'or a flashlight. Explain to them that acids

.characteristically corrode may metals.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The,students should be able to relate the sour and
bitter tastes of some familiar foods to the common
taste properties the acids or bases.

***************************************************4**********************************

DEVELOPMENT: LesSon Cluster 4C-2 Changes in Acids and Bases
Page T-491/S-290 Indicators (50 min.)-

PURPOSE:- To introduce the use of bromthymol blue (BTB) as a chemical-indicator
that may be used to detect the presence of acids and bases in matter.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:- Lahguage Cards/Key Signs
Background Information The detiction of acias and indicator
bases is difficult when they are in low concentration acid .

in matter. Low concentrations of acids and bases may, base

however, be detected by their interaction with other properties
matter .called indicators. Indicators are chemicals
that show'one color when placed in an acid and anottkr
color when placed in a base.

Red cabbage, beet, cherry,,and grape juice are all natural indicators. The

indicator that is used in this cluster is the chemical bromthymol (BTB) which
is blue in bases or in matter containing a base, yellow in acids or in matter
containing acid, and green when the matter is neutral.

Materials - bromthymol_ blue (BTB) solution
measuring container, 250 mL
vials or pill bottles with caps, plastic, transparent

- vinegar, 473 mL (16 oz.)
-dishwashina liquid, 273 mL (16 oz.)
-3 large container, 946 mL (32 oz.)
-crayon, black
Each pair of students will need:
- 3, containers, wide mouth, plastic, small 250 mt. (8 oz.)

1 drinking straw, plastic or medicine dropper
- tray, such as frozen food pans
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ADVANCE PREPARATION:

BromthyMol blue (BIB), the indicator used l -this and in two later lessons,
may be purchased-inexpensively at pet supply stores or from scientific supply
houses. Be sure the kind you buy has a water base rather than an alcohol base.
Because the indicator is used again in (3a) Testing Some Acids and Bases,
on page T-493 and in q5) A Breath Test, on page T-498, purchase a 237 mL
(8 oz.) bottle of BTB now so that you will haYe enough to yse in those lessons;
also. The amounts suggested will provide you with enough dilute BTB solution
for the three lessons in this cluster. The unused portion of BTB in the
bottle may be saved for next year.

In one large container; prepare a dilute solution of BTB by adding 35 drops
of BTB to 946 mL (32 oz.) of water. The solution should be neutral and appear
green. If the solution is blue, add vinegar drop by drop until it turns green.
If the solution is yellow, add liquid soap drop by drop until it turns green.
Variation in mineral content of the water may make it difficult to maintain
the green BTB solution. If you have such difficulty, prepare 946 mL (32 oz.)
of blue BTB and 946 mL of yellow BTB solution. Then have the students test
the X and Y solutions in both the blue and yellow BTB solutions. For your own
safety, be sure you wash your hands after you handle the BTB.,

Collect the vials or pill bottles and place them on a centrally-located
supply table. Fill each vial half full o BTB solut?on. Cap each vial as
You fill it so that the BTB will not interact with air; Prepare a control
vial that thestudents may use for color comparison. Cap the vial and set it
aside so-that it will not get mixed up with the vials of BTB that the students
use.

In the second large container, add 236 mL (8.oz.) of vinegar to 708 mL
(7,A oz.) of water. Mark 15 of the smaller containers with an X using the black
crayon. Then fill each one half full of vinegar solution.

In the third large container, add two tablespoons of dishwashing liquid
to,946 mL (32 oz.) of water. Mark the other 15 smaller containers with a
black Y. Then fill each one Waif full of soap solution. s -

Place one vial of BTB, one container each of the X and Y liquids, one empty
container, and a straw on each of the trays.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the introductory paragraph on page 290 to find out what
an indicator-is. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Explain, when they have finished, that there are many kinds of indicators
that scientists use. Write the term bromthymol blue on the chalkboard and tell
the students that this is the long chemical name of the indicator that they
are going to use. It is called BTB for short. Students who have done the
fourth-level unit ENVIRONMENTS will probably remember using BTB as a blue
liquid indiCator to determine whether or not mealworms, sprouted bean seeds,
and people change the air factor in their environment.

3. Divide the class into groups of two.

4., Have the students read through the rest of page 290 to filnd out how°they are
.going to test for acids and bases using 13-11. Teacher may paraphrase and
demonstrate procedure.

5. Write the term neutral on the chalkboard. Hold up a vial.of BTB and explaih
that each riair of students will use a vial of neutral green BTB that you have
prepared. It is neutral because it does not show the properties of either an
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acid or a base.

6. Hold up one container marked X and one marked Y. Explain that these are the
X and Y Liquids that each pair of students -will test.

7. Go over the Caution on page 290. Emphasize with the students that they should
keep their hands away from their faces when they work with BTB. Tell them that
after they have completed the lesson they will all have an opportunity to
wash their hands.

8. Demonstrate for the students how to use a straw as a dropper\ Using only a
container of vinegar, show them how to put the straw into the liquid, place
the finger over the top of the straw, hold the finger on the straw when with-
drawing it from the liquid, and how to move the.finger up and down on top of
the strew to release the liquid drop by drop. Students who have done the
fourth-level unit EXPLORING MATTER will probably remember using this technique
to make liquid lenses.

/9. Distribute a trail of materials to each pair.

TO. Have the students begin to work.

11. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed. Although some
students may be able to identi.fy the liquids by their odors, avoid telling them
at this time what the two-liquids are. Instead, emphasize the observation of
color changes that the lipids cause in the BTB solution. Be sure that the
students are adding' the liquids a drop at a time.

12. Have the students return their trays of materials to the supply table.

13. Have all the'students wash their hands.

14. Discuss all the questions with the students. Let the students share their
findings. Generally, they will find that the liquid that smells like vinegar,
will cause BTB to turn yellow and the liquid that smells like soap will cause
BTB to change to blue. The students' results may vary because of the different
amounts of acid or base that they mixed with the BTB.

15. Help the students to understand that the color change in BTB depends on how
much of a liquid is added to BTB as well as on which of the two liquids is
added.

16. Tell the students that liquid X is vinegar, and acid. When acids'-interact
with BTB it changes to yellow. Also tell them that liquid Y is dishwashing
liquid, a base. When bases interact with BTB it changes to blue. Point out
that bases and blue begin with the same letter, This can help them to re-
member.

17. Pourthe BTB left in the vials down a sink. Be sure to let the water run
hard while you are doing this. Then be sure to wash your hands. Also pour
the vinegar and soap solutions down thesink. Thoroughly wash the vials and

, containers and place them where they will be ready for use in the next lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to demonstrate that an acid
changes the indicator BTB to-yellow and a base, changes
it to blue.

**************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson CTuster 4C-2 Changes In Acids and Bases
P.age T-493/S-291 Testing Some Acids and Bases (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To use BT8 to test for the presence of acids or bases In common houser.
hold substances.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Each pair of student
will need:
3 vials or pill bott es /
as in previous less n

1-1 drinking straw or medi-
cine dropper

- 1 tray
unlined paper and pencil

- ruler, any

Also have on hand:
- BTB

- 1 large container, 946 rnL (32 oz.)
- black crayon

- liquids that show properties of an acid, such as
orange, tomato, and lemon juice * .

solids that show properties of an acid such as
baking side, baking powder * .

*See student text page 291 for more suggestions
Put small amounts of each solid and liquid in vials so that each pair of stu-
dents has one of each. kind. Write on each vial what material it contains.,
The students will need the information for their charts. Fill 15 clean vials
half full of the BTB solution that you prepared for (2) Indicators,. Place
a vial of BTB, a vial of acid, a vial of base, and a straw on each of the trays.

an ua e Cards/Key Si ns
acIdt
bases

indicators

neutral

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: lo9
1. Have the students read the fif-st two paragraphs on page 291 and answer the

italicized questions that follow the paragraphs. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Discuss the questions withthe students.

3. Divide the class into pairs.

4. Have each pair of students make a chart like the one on page 291.

5. Remind the students of the precautions they should exercise when using BTB.

6. Have several pairs of students at a time go to the supply table to get a tray
of materials. Have them add small amounts of water to vials containing solids.
Have them replace the cap on the vials and shake them to mix .the solids and
the water.

7. Have the students copy what is written in each vial on their charts in the
first column.

8. Tell the students that they are to add a small amount of what iJ on one labeled
vial to the BTB using the straws. Review, if necessary, the technique for
using the straws as droppers that. they used.in the previous lesson.

9. emind the students to record their results on their charts.
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10. Circulate among_the'students providing help_as_it_is_neededRemind the
students to test the matter in the second vial_after they have finished
their first test.

11. Have the students return the trays of materials to the supply table. Then
have them wrap the used, straws ib the newspapers and throw them away.

12. Have all the students wash their hands.

13. Makea chart on the cha.lkboard that is similar to the one on page 291. List

in the first column all the materials that the students used.

14. Record the color change or lack of color change that the students observed
on the chart on the chalkboard.

15. Have the students answer the numbered questions using the chart on the chalk-
board. Write acid, base, or neutral beside each item on the chart.

16. Help the students to conlude from the chrt that BTB changes to yellow in the
presence of an acid, changes to blue in the presence of a base, and remains
green in the presence. of neutral matter.

17. Wash the BTB left in the vials down a sink. Be sure to wash your hands. Also
pour the other materials down the sink. Thoroughly wash all the vials and
place them where they will be ready for use in (5) A Breath'Test.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to dAkermine 'using BTB
as an indicator which of a number of Nousehold Sub-
stances contain acid and which contain base.

**************************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Changes in Acids and Bases
Page T-497 Testing With Litmus (50 Min.)

PURPOSE: To provide an opportunity for the students to use litmus as an indicator.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials-1 vial or pill bottle for Language Cards/Key Signs

each 'student litmus

-vinegar
-dishwashing liquid
-containers, 'large, 946 mL (32 oz.)

-vial of litmus paper strips, red and blue
-1 tray for each pari of students

1Separate vials o, red and blue litmus paper strips are available' from most

scientific supply ho ses at low cost. If you cannot purchase litmus paper,

you can perhaps obtain from a local junior or senior high school science
department.

Prepare solutions of viegar and dishwashing liquids'according to the direc-
tions on page T-491 of les4on 2. Save the remainder of the undiluted vinegar

that is in the bottle for upe in the first lesson of Cluster C-3. Write vine-

gar on the vials, fill the with vinegar solution, and cap them. Write soap

on the other vials, fill tt4Rm with soap solution and cap them. Place one vial

of vinegar, one vial of soap, two pieces of pink litmus, and two piecesof
blue litmus on each of the trays.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. Use the introductory'paragraphs on page S-293 to explain the use of litmus
paper to the students. They are now going to have an opportunity to experi-
ment with litmus working in pairs.

2. Hold up a vial marked vinegar and one marked soap. Explain to the students
that these are the materials that they perviously tested' with BTB. Now they
are going to test them with Irtmus.

'4

3. Hold up a piece of pink and a piece of blue litmus paper. Explain to the stu-
dents that these are the litmus indicators that they will use to determine
the presence of an acid or a base in the vinegar and soap solutions. The stu-
dents are to dip a pink strip and then a blue strip into each vial. They are
to observe carefully any color changes.

4. Divide the class into pairs.

5. Thin distribute a tray of materials to each pair.

6. Caution the student not to put litmus paper in their mouths or near their faces.
Explain that litmus paper contains a chemical that could be harmful to them.

7. Have the students begin to experiment.

8. Ciculate among theetudents providing help as it is needed.

9. Have the students return their trays and vials of vinegar and soap to the
supply table. Have them fold up the strips of litmus paper and pOt the news-
paper in the wastebasket.

10. Have the students wash their hands.

11. Make a chart on the chalkboard. Write Indicator,,Color' in Vinegar, and Color
in Soap across the top. Write Limus anq BTB under Indicator.

12. Discuss the lesson with the students using the chart.

13. Ask different-students to go to the board to fill in the results of their
tests with litmus. Have others go to the board to fill in the results of
their previous tests with BTB.

14, Ask the students if vinegar and soap are acids or bases. Then have them check
the chart that they made with the chart on page 293 to see how the charts
compare.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to determine that blue lit-
mus changes to pink in an acid but remains blue in a
base and that pink litmus changes to blue in a base bUt
remains pink in an acid:

*********************4**************************************************************mm
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C -2 Changes In Acids ,and_Bases
Page T-496/S-293 Other Indicators (30 min.).-

4-
PURPOSE: To introduce methyl orange and review litmus as indicators and to pro-

vide additional practice in inferring the presence of acids and bases
from pictured evidence.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -reproduction of chart on
page 293 on board or trans-
parency

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
indibators
litmus

methyl orange

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing with the students that there are other indi-
cators besides BTB that will detect the presence of acids and bases in matter.

2.) Have the students read page 293 and answer all the italicized questions. Tea-
cher may paraphrase. Review the chart on the board making sure they know how
toviKterpret it. Caution them to base the answers to the questions on evidence
that they can observe in the pictures.

3. Circulate among the.students providing help as it is needed.

4. Discuss the italicized questions with the students. Make certain that they
give reasons for their answers based on evidence in the pictures or on data
in the chart.

5. Discuss the number.ed questions with the students.
--

6. The Enrichment Lesson Testing With Litmus should be done following this
lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to infer from evidence in
pictures, of interactions of methyl orange and litmus

-with liquids which liquids contain acids and which con-
,

tain bases.
**************************************************************************************

.2
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Changes in Acids and Bases
Page T-498/b-z94 .A131-eiath Test (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To..use BTB to detect acids and bases in gases.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -Each student will need:
1 container, wide mouth,
plastic 250 mL (8 oz:)

- t drinking straw or medi-
cine dropper

- 1 tray

Also have on hand:

Language Cards/Key Signs
gases
indicators

acid

base

breath,

- 1 container as above
- 1 drinking straw or medicine dropper
- BTB

-plastic bag
- tape

clip, size #1

Because the mineral content.of water can change the outcome of the BTB experi-
ment, test _the BTB solution before filling all the containers. Fill just one
containers with BTB and blow your breath through it. If the solution does not
change color, add a small amount of baking soda to the class supply of BTB to
make it slightly blue. The carbonic acid formed from breath is sometimes not
concentrated enough to change BTB solution to yellow, but it will change blue
BTB_to green. Fill each of the 31 containers with 10 mL of BTB. Put one
container of BTB and a straw on each of the trays.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that they are going to test
gases for the presence of acids of bases. Have them read the first column on
page 294.

2. Go over the Caution with the students. Emphasize that if they need to take a
breath they must remove tneir mouths from the straws and then take the breath.

3: Distribute a tray of materials to each student.

4. Have the students do the activity and answer the italicized question at the
top of the second,column.

5. Have the students return their materials to the supply table and then wash
their hands.

6. Ask the students to.read the second, col.umn on page 294. Teacher may paraphrase.

Fold one end of a.straw and attach a paper clip to hold it. Open a food
-

storage bag and swoop It through the air. insert the elyi of the straw without
the clip to the opening, close the batt-ightly around(ft, and tape the bag,
closed. Remove the paper clip and put that end of the. straw into a container
of BTB,.. Squeeze the 'bag to make bubbles.

/8% Ask the students to describe the color of the BTB.

9. 'Discu.ss the nuftered questions. Explak that carbon dioxide interacts with the
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wader in BTB solution to form a mild acid (carbonic acid).

10. lfeave the containei'r-at-BTB-unce-p-ped avcrn igbt. Have the s4 dents observe the
olor of the BTB the next day.

IRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to infer from a color change
in BTB What an acid forms when they blow into BTB.

7**4**********************************************************************************

EVALUATiON: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Changes in Acids and Bases
.Page T-499/S-295 Using Indicators (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Determining whether a liquid is an acid, a base, or neutral from

descriptions of its interaction with litmus.
2. Determining the relative strengths of two acids from descriptions

of their interactions with BTB.
3. Determining whether a household cleaner is an acid, a base, or neu-

tral from pictured evidence of its interaction with BTB.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to page 2.95 and read through the lesson. Teacher may

paraphrase.

2.' Have the students p Geed with the lesson when you are certain that they
understand what to d

. Go over the response when they have completed their work. If you wish, let

the students correct eir own papers so that they may evaluate their own pro-

gress.

4. Collect the papers so that you may evaluate each individual's progress. If

a student correctly responds to all or the "a" part of edLh question, you may
assume that he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is
ready to go on to the next cluster.

**************************************************************************************

4
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Level 5 Unit 4 Matter and Energy

Part C Changes In Systems, Lesson Cluster 4C-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-504
T-506
T-508
T-511

T-510
T-512

Introduction
Introduction
Devellopment*

Application
Enrichment
Evaluation

Chemical Change
Physical Change
Two Kinds of Changes
Interaction of Acids and Bases
Describe the Change
What's The Change?

45 min.

35 min,'

5 min,

40 min.

35 min.
\

F

NOTE: *This lesson should be done

B. MATERIALS: See materials list

in 2 sessions. Enric lesson is optional.

on page T-501.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Chaster 4C-3* Chemical and Physical
Page T-504/S-296 Chemical Change (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of chemical change.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - Whether or not a change rs chemical can be determined
from observation of the matter that forms as a result of interaction. If a new

kind of matter with properties quite different from the Properties of any ob-
jects in the interacting system forms, a chemical change has occurred.

Examples of chemical changes can be found in many pieces. New, chemically

different matter forms in organisms as they grow. Fried, boiled, and baked
foods are chemically different from theuncooked ingredients from which they
are made. Changes in the color of common acid-based indicators are due to
chemical change.,

Materials - Each 6-air of students will need:
.- 1 plastic container, wide mouth

250 rjL (8 oz.)

- 1 Vial or pill bottle, transparent with
- 1 piece of chalk
- 1 tray

Also* have on hand: vinegar, from Indicators, T-491
- measuring container
aluminum pie pan (notional)
lined paper
matches
container of water for safety

4 275
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Language Cards/Key Signs
change
systems
chemical

physical
properties
matter

Identification Cards
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Fill each ofihe plastic containers with 50 mL (11 oz.)1419f undildted vinegar.
Break pieces 9f chalk into pieces that are 1.3 cm.(0.5 in.) long. The pieces
of chalk may vary somewhat in size. Put a piece of chalk into each uncapped
vial. Place a container of vinegar and a vial containing chalk on each of
the trays.

40*-
If you wish to demonstrate the chemical change in burned paper described on
page 296, be sure that you first check with your principal to find out if it
is permjssible to use a flame in the classroom.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the cluster by explaining to the students that they are going to learn

about chemical and physical changes in systems.

2. Demonstrate the experiment with the burned paper to reinforce what the students
observed in the pictures if you have permission to use a flame in the classroom.
Place the container of water beside the aluminum Pie plate, safety matches,'and-

Piece of paper. move all. the students away, from where yotj--7,444g.to ignite the

paper. If the demonstration is not possible have the students read column one

and answer the italicized auestions.

3. Hold up the container of water and ask the students what they think it is for.
Stress the importance of having a supply of water nearby as a safety precaution

whenever a flame is used. Explain to the students that you moved them away from

.where you will be working as another safety precaution.

4. Hold up the Piece of paper and ask the-students to describe its Properties.

5. Tear the paper in half. Keep one half unchanged for comparison. Crumple the

other half, Place it in the aluminum Pan, and ignite it with a match. Let the

Paper burn completely.

6. Have the students gather around you when you are sure that the paper has stopped

burning.

7. Ask the students to describe the properties of what is left in the aluminum

Pan.

8. Place the half sheet of Paper that you saved beside the ashes in the aluminum

Pan. Ask the*stUdents to compare the paper and ashes.

9. Stress that the matter formed after the Paper.burned is a new kind of matter
because its properties are quite different from the Properties of the original

Paper. The change in propertres is evidence that a"chemical change took Place.

10. Have the students read the second column of Page 24) to find out about the ex-

periment that they are going to do. Teacher may paraphrase.

/1. Divide the class into pairs and distribute a tray of materials to each pair of

students and let them begin, to work.
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12. Circulate among the students providing help as it is needed. Remind the stu-
dents to answer the italicized questions when they have completed their experi-
ments.

13. Have the students return the trays with the vials and containers to the supply

table.

14. Discuss the.italicized questions in the second column of page 296 with the'stu-

dents. Help them to understand that the gas formed as a result of the inter-
action of the chalk and vinegar is a new kind of matter because of the chalk and
vinegar is a new kind of, matter because its properities are quite different from
the chalk and vinegar. The formation of a new kind of matter is evidence that
a chemical change took place.

15. Conclude the lesson by telling the students that there are many chemical -changes
in the environment-and that they will be studying many such changes later in the
cluster.

16% Wash the containers and vials thoroughly so that they will be ready for use in
Two Kinds of Change.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able fdviescribe a chemical change
in terms of the formation of a new kind -of matter with
properties that are quite different from the properties
of the original objects, in the interacting system.

**************************************************************************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Chemical and Physical Change
Page T-506/S-297 Physical Change (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of physical change.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information Whethe o not a change is phySical,can be determined

from observation of the matter tha forms as a result of interaction. If the

matter has properties that are the same as or very similar to the prOperties of
the original objects in the interacting system, a physical change has ...._occurred

Changes in the size, shape, and motion of objects are typical physical changes.
A stretched rubber band, a bent !paper clip, sculptured clay, and sawed wood are

all objects that have undergone physical change. Such phase changes in matter

as the melting o,f ice, the freezing of water, and the evaporation and condensation

of wateiliare all physical changes.

Materials none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by reviewing with the students how
to tell whether a chemical change hass occurred as a
result of interaction.

2. Tell the students that in this lesson they are going
to Jearn about physical changes in objects.

aF

Language Cards/Key Signs
physical

chemical

Identification Cards
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MS. ti
3. Ask the students. to read-page 297 and answer the question. Caution them to look

carefully for evidence in the pictures. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Discuss the question,and pictures with the Students. Ask them to describe the
changes in the pictured objects. (A: change in posit' B: wood has been cut;,
C: change in size and phase). Then ask them if a nerlind of matter was formed
as_a result of the changes. Cimp)

5. a sure that the stUdents understand the difference between chemical and physical
banges before they go on to the second part of the lesson.

Have the students read the first column on, cage 298 and answer the ita)icized
questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

Make a chart on the chalkboard. Write the headings Ohemital Change and Physical
Change across the too. Write Potato, tablet, and lamp down tlij left side. Dis-

cuss the italicized questions with the students using the chart.

Have students go to the board to place a check in the column that tells kind

of change shown in the Pictures.

Discuss the numbered questions. Encourage the students to think of chemical
and physical changes other than the ones pictured in this lesson.

10.

'and

on the chalkboard the general rules for distinguishing between a chemical
and a physical change that the students give in answering question 3. Have the
students decide on the best rules.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe a Physical change
in terms of interactions that result in changes in which
no hew kind of matter is formed.

*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Chemical and Physical Changes
Page T-508/S-299 Two Kinds of Changes

PURPOSE: To identify physical and chemical changes.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Each pair of students
will need:

- 2 plastic containers,
wide mouth, 250 mL (8 oz)

- 1 vial or pill bottle with
cap
1 tray

- 1 empty tea bag
1 stirrer, such as for
coffee

- 1 square of aluminum foil,
10 cm x 16 cm (4 in. x 4 in.)

- 1 black crayon
Also have on hand: cooper chloride, 454 g (1 lb.)

scissors
class supply of water
newspaper

659

Language Cards/Key Signs
chemical'

physical

copoer chloride

Identification Card
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Copper chloride may be purchased from scientific simply houses. A 454 g
(weighing 1 lb.) jar is more-than enough for you to use in ihis lesson. What
is left over may be stored for use next year. Fill each of the vials one-
quarter full of copper chloride and cap them. Place a vial of copper chloride,
'an empty tea bag, a container of water, and a stirrer on each of the 15 trays.

Put the foil squares or cups aside until the students are ready to use them in
the second part of the lesson.
Plan now whether You wish to complete all of the lesson except for the portion

that involves evaporation overnight or to take two days to do the lesson. If you
decide on the latter, 4hd the 'first day's lesson after the first, paragraph on
page 300.

Clear a space where the students may store their inverted tumblers overnight.
Cover the area with newspapers.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that they are going to do
some experiments in which they will have to determine whehter the changes that
they observe are chemical or physical changes.

. 2. Divide the class into pairs.

3. Ask the students to read page 299. Teacher may paraphrase.
0

4. Go over the Caution with the students. Emphasize that they. should keep their
hands away from their faces when they are using the chemical copper chloride.
Emphasize that they are to use the stirrers to transfer the copper chloride
rather than their hands. Explain that they will wash their hands after they
complete the lesson even after using'the stirrers.

5. Go over the directions on page 299 step' by Step with the students. Be sure that
they observe each step in the pictures. Emphasize that they are to wet the top
edge of the tea bag in the container of water they will be given. They are not
to lick it or out it into their mouths.

6. Dittribute,a tray of materials to each pair of students and have them begin to
work. Remind the students to answer fhe questions at the end of page 299.

1. Discuss the italicized questions with the students.

8. Have the students add the lest of. the copper chloride in the tea bag to the water.
After-the bags ale empty, haye them remove the'bags, stir the sol6tion, and set
it aside.

9.: Pass around a noiisp6per and ask the,students'to pick up the empty tea bags with
their stirrers and put it on the newspaper. Fold up the newspaper and throw it
away.

10. Ask the students to,read the first paragraph on.baget,300 and look at the 2ic-
ture: Teacher may paraphrate.,

.4
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11. Discuss the picture with the students. Make sure They understand that they,
are to invert eh clean container that you will give them and ,transfer only'a
few-drops df copper chloride solution to the top of it with their stirrers.

cjr Point out:the area where they are to leave the container-PS overnight.

12. Distribute the clean containers and the crayons. Ask the students to put-their
names oa the outside of the clean container and the. container of cooper chloride
solution before transferring droos of liquid.

13. Have the students begin to work. As they finish, have them take their containers
to the area you have cleared. plan to end the lesson at this time and continue
with the aluminum foil experiment on another day.

14. Divide the class into the same pairs that previously worked together.

15. Have the students.get.their inverted containers,.

16. Ask the students to observe what happened to the drops of copper chloride and
+hen answer the italicized questions under the picture in the first column on
page 300.

17. Discuss the questions with the students.

18. Have the students take the inverted containers back to the area where the' were
stored and get their containers-of copper chloride solutiofn and a stirrer:

19. Ask the students to read the last two paragraphs of the first colimn on.page 300
and the second column as far as the numbered questions to find out what they are
going to do: Teacher may paraphrase.

20. Discuss the picture in the second column with the students. Caution the students
. not to put their fingers in the coppe;-chlorlde solution.

21. Distribute the aluminum foil squares to the students and have them begin to work.

22. Circurate among the students providing help as it is needed. When the new kind
of matter forms in the bottom of the containers, encourage the students, to re-
move some with their stirrers and place it on the newspapers so that they may
obServe it more easily .ms

/
lr

23. Discuss all the italicized questions with the students and then the nuMbered
qUestrons. Ask-the students if the system that they worked with on page 299
is the same-system that. they' worked with on page 300,. (No, because matter was
added to the system on page 300.)

24. Have the students return the containers to the cleared area, fold upthe -news-
papers and throw them away, and wash 'their hands.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students shSuld be able to determine from thein,obser-
vations that the interaction of copper chloride, and water

-h is a physical chrge an-khe interaction'of copper,chloride'
solution and aluMinum is a chemical changek

***********,***************A*******!6**************************t******4****************
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Chemical and-Physical Change
Page T-511/S-301 Interactions of'ACids and 'Bases (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply what has been learned about chemical change to the interaction of
acids and bases:

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - A chemical change resulting in the formation of a,salt
and water occurs when the acids and bases interact. For example, when-hydro-
chloric acid interacts with lye or sodium hydroxide (a base), sodium chloride
(a salt) and water form. The salt formed happens to be ordinary table salt.
However, any new kind of matter that results from flip interaction of an acid
with a base is called a salt.

Materials BTB
2 clear plastic glasses
vinegar

- water

clear ammonia

Instead of only using the pictures in this lesson
to make observation', the teacher will reproduce
the experiment so that the students can directly
observe the interactions.

TEAC1-TING SUGGESTIONS:

ALL

-1. Teacher should begin with a clear glass filled with
water. Add--3-4 drops of BTB and then add vinegar,
drop by drop, until the yellow color occurs as in

Picture A.

Lan uaae Cards/Ke Si ns

acids
bases
interact

salt

copper chloride
physical' change

-chemical change
evaporation

Identlficatidn Cards

2gv Ask the students whether the interaction of BTB with acid is a chemical or.
physical change. (chemical: new kind of matter formed).

3. Add clear ammonia to the solution until the color changes to green as in pic-
ture B.

4. Discuss the intera ction of a base and an acid. Have the students answer the
°questions at the 1Dp of the second column. Then ask them whether a ChemiCal or
Physical change took place when the, base1interacted with the acid, (chemicaly-
new kind of matter formed-) a

5. Ask the students to.read't4he second eigklumn:as far as the numbered questions and
T

look,lt picture C./ 19, addition to using the picture; add a few drops of the
.gferpri liquid to the oiller.giass and let it evaporate,werriight. Lgt the students

7" ,:eXeck ii'the next day and compare,it picture C.

,b

16. I Write the termavpObtation on the chalkboard and ask the students wtlal happens
to a liquid whd:Wrt.evaPerates. Student's who have donli'the fa.urth-level unli--

Retterns will'p6O4ably remember tearniggApt waterboles into the air, or-evap-
- ,orates, i n the wotec cVtle. Discuss th4 italicized question below the picture.

A
. -
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7. Write the term salt on the chalkboard. Emphasize that table salt is just one kind
of salt. Many different salts-form when different acids interact with different
bases.

8, Discuss the numbered- questions.

9. The Enrichment Lesson Describe the Changes shOuld be done following this lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOMEi The students should ba able to explain that the interaction
of an acid with a base is a chemiCal change because a new

/ kind of matter Is formed.
*********4*************************************f******************************

ENRICHMENT: (optional/ Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Chemical Andlphysidai Change

Page T-510 Describe the Change ,C40 min./ A

PURPOSE: To apply what has been learned Vout chemical and physical. changes to
familiar cftanges in the environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: 'Materials - none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to think of as many changes as

Possible that they have observed around them. Suggest that they think of changes

that they have seen at home, on the way to and from school, on vacation, or at
school.

2. Make a chart on the chalkboard. Write the headings Change, New Kind of Matter
Formed,- Physical Change, and Chemical Change across the top.

3. Ask the students to name the changes that they thought of so that you can list

them on the chart, Aecept he-,changes that the students name even though

they may be difficult fo dep.( 0'th-tater. a 4
)

4. Telt the students that to fill in the rest of the chart they will have to deter-
mine first whethqr or not each change resulted in the formation of new kind of
matter. Have the students take turns going to the board to write yes or no in

the second column of the Chart. Tell the students that after the whole column

has been filled in they will have an opportunity to disagree with what has been4 .

written beside any change. Do not feel obligated to solve all problems that

arise. If the students cannot determine whether new'kfnd of Matter was 'formed

place a question mark in the column and proceed.

5. Provide an opportunity for the students to express their disagreement with what
"has been written on the board. 'Be sure that they give reasons for their dis-

agreement. Change incorrect responses on'theboard as the students find them.

6. Call on studentS who haveanot had a chance to go to the board to place a check
mark in either of the last two columns on the chart to indicate whether each
change was physical or chemical. After each change h 'as been so designated,

provide the students with an opportunity to disagwet. Correct any misplaced

check marks.
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4.

7. Help the students to find patterns in what has been recorded on the chart.
For example, they may say that cooking, baking, frying, the growth of organ-
isms, decay, digestion, and acid-base interactions are all chemical changes.
The students might say that expansion, contraction, changeof Phase, Physical
collision, and changes in shape, size, position, and motion are ally physical
changes,'

8. Conclude the lesson by stressing that determining whether or not a new kind,.
of matter has formed as a result of interaction makes it relatively easy to
tell whether a change is physical or chemical.

DESIREDLEARNIN6 OUTCOME: The students should be able to determine whether changes,
that are'familiar to them are physical or chemical changes.

**44**********************************************************************************

--*
EVALUATiON! Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Chemical and Physical Change

Page T-532/S-302 (hat's the Change? C35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the 'Students' performadEre in relation to the following
objectives:
1-. Determining whether or not a new 10nd of matter is formed as a result

of interaction.
2. Distinguishing between a physical and a chemical change.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to Pages 302 and 303 and read through the lesson.
Teacher mly paraphrase.

.

2. Have the "students-proceed with the lesson when you are sure that they under-
stand what they_aee'to do. -.....'

'3. Go over the respo'nse with.vthe students when they have completed- -their work.
Ff you wish, let the stUdents correct their'. own Papers so that they may evaluate
their own progress.

4. Collectithe papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a

_student can correctly identify at leapt one physical change and one chemical
change, and can correctly explain at least once that the determination was
made on the basis of whether or not a new kind of matter was formed, you may
assume that he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is
ready to go on to the next cluster. .

..

. For further informal evaluation, have the students turn back to page 282 and
look at the picture that introduced Part C. Ask them wt-Ty they think"that par-
ticular picture Was used to introduce the part that they have just completed.
Suggest that they look for clues in the part title and in the cluster titles .

on pages 283, 289, and 296. The students should be,able to:
a. infer that the fire-wood system has been changed because'matter (hot dogs)

was added to it; .
,

b. infer that burning caused a chemical change in the wood bec6use anew kind
, T

of black matter formed;
c. infer that cooking caused a chemical change In the hot dogs because a new

kind of matter was formed.
***************************************************************************i******

1
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SFH I

LEVEL 5

. SIGNED VOCABULARY AND LANGUAGE INDEX
FOR

SCIENCE FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

.lotructions for use 44 this index with the accompanying signed videotapes
are found in the Introduction to the Program. This index shbuld.be used as a
script when viewing the signed videotapes for the specific SFHI cluster or
section of interest.

*At

Each part of the videotape is preceded by an indication of the specific
location (level, unit, part, Cluster and Lesson) of the item presented. Each
item within a lesson is first presented in American Sign Language (ASL) followed-
by a Manually Coded English (MCE/SEE) presentation of the same item. When a

'lesson list is completed the title of thErneZflesson is givenoligwedby
a,presentation of each new lesson item in ASL and MCE.

Teachers should view the videotape in planning for each.new cluster (2-5
minutes per cluster). It is also suggested that teachers view and practice the
signs presented with their classes following lesson experiences or as a review.
The videotape can be used as a visual dictionary when the children have for-
gotten the sign.

The Signed Vocabulary and Language Videotapes are available for purchase
and/or- copying by writing

Dennis W. Sunal or
Cynthia Szymanski Sunal
Science for the Hearing lmpaieed

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV ,26506.
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Science for The Hearing Impaired
Signed Vocabulary, for Level 5'

Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1A-1 Protective Adaptations

1

2

Toothpick Hunt

Structures Have Functions
chameleon

structures
function

3. Structures That Help
organism
environment
adaptation

'4 Protective Color & Shape
color

6

7

8

shape
predators.
protective

Defense._ Structures

defense structure
porcupine structure
quills

skunk

Protective Coverings
covering
protective coverings

Plant Protection
protect
protective coverings

Human Coverings
skin

fingernails
eyelashes
hair

9 Finding-Adaptations

Cluster 1A-2 Getting Food

1 How an Octopus Eats
octopus
protection
protective structures
predators

286
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

1(cont) prey'
suckers

2

3

4

Kinds of Teeth
teeth
structure
adaptation
predator
wide and flat teeth
sharp and pointed teeth

Insect Mouth Parts
mouth parts
insect

Harvester ants
mosquito
butterflies

How Animals Move
environment
structure
chameleon
turtle

5" Movement Structures
outside adaptations
movement
structures
monkeys
seals
flamingos
environment

6 Plant Structures'
plants
roots

vines
seaweed
stem
lilypad
tubes

'plant structures

7 Functions of Structures



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1B=1 Systems

1 On' the Inside

inside structures
system
skeleton
stomach
lungs

heart

interact
leg bone
brain

intestines

2

3

4

5

6

A Chicken Skeleton
skeletal system
bones
joint

Respiratory Systems
respirapory system
oxygen_

breathe
gill --
1Ungs
air holes
air tube

Digestive System
digestion

digestive system
food tube
intestines
anus
crop

gizzard
stomach
cud

A Muscular System
muscular system
muscles
relax
contracts
biceps .

Systems Interact in the Hands
thumb

7 Systems Have Parts

Lesson Title and Key.4imas

Cluster 1BL2 Cells "Nv4,1

What areCells? & Looking

287

.at Cells
a cell -
a microscope
a nucleus
a slide
a plant cell
an animal cell
a microscope
some plant cells
some animal cells

2 Cell Structures
cell structures
a cell membrane
a cell wall

3

4

5

Cells in Your Body
human muscle cells'
human skin cells
red blood cells
white b000d cells
human blood cells

One-Celled Organisms
pond water
one-celled

Properties of Cells

Cluster 1C-1 Animal Behavior
A

1

2

3

4

What' is Behavior?
behavior

Eye Behavior
eye behavior
pupil

Earthworm Behaviors
earthworm
adaptation

Behaviors Have Functions
deer
spider
monkeys

geese
racoon

G66
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Leon Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1C-1 (cont)

1r

4 (contY rabbit
bobcat' 1,

adaptation

ti

Inborn or Learned-
-inborn .behalliors

learned behaviors

* 6 Leartia Behavior
practice ,,

trial

7 Behdving .

.

Cluer 1C-2 Plant Behavior

RespOnses of Plants
plant behavior
Venus Fly Trap
mimosa plant
cucumber,; squash or pea

4.4

Behavior in Light
4

3 Tendril:Respon
tendrils

1.%:;1/tendril resirte A
pea punts own wfistring
pea plants -' rown w/o string

Resjoonse to Gravity
grav1/ -

roots

stem\:' .'

5 Changes in Plants 4,

Cluster 1D-1 ,Animal Stages

A

plant

1

2

Growth in Organisms
stages
organisms
adaptations

Stages of Mealworms
mealworms
life stages
egg
larva

G67-1

O

0

Lesson Title and Key Signs

2(cont) pupa

beetle,
molting

4

, 5

288

, A dnicken BOg
chicken egg
yolk
egg shell
egg white

}properties

A
Parents and Offspring
parenrS,

offspriffg'c

Human Stages
human stages
ihfamt stage
child stage
adult stage
elderly stage

6 Living fages
x-_.!__/7 --.'

Cluster 11111 Plant' St4e8

1

2

3

e
,4Stagessof Pine Trees
stages

* 14ants
pine tree
pine cones
bark
-trunk '

pine twigs

Seed Adaptations
adaptations'
seed

sprout
soaked
bean sprout
pea seed

Flower Adaptations
flower
reproduce
sepals
petals

stamens
pistil
eggs



`Lesson Title and Ie)? Signs

Cluster-1D-2 (cont)

3(cont) pollen tube
.fruits

pollen grains
polled
nectar
wind-carried

4

5

Scattering Seeds

sprouts scatter
wings .

parachutes
burrs
structures

Stages in Plant Growth

Cluster 2A-1 Identifying Forces

1 What is a Force?
force
push
pull

2

3

4

5

6

Energy Causes Changes
energy
interact
energy transfer
system
evidence

Balanced Forces
balanced forces
movement

An Interaction Game
interaction
balanced
unbalanced

Three -Way Tug of War

Showing Forces
force
direction

7 Understanding Forces

0

Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2A-2 Measuring Forces

1 A Force Measurer
force measurer

2 Units for Your Measurer
units
force
washer

'3 Using Your Measurer
downward force
washer units
decimal -

4 Checking Your Measurer

5 Using a Spring Scale
spring scale
newtons

6 Weight is a Force
weigh
force
gravity

9

Comparing Scales
compare

Combine Scales
combine

Everyday Scales

10 Weighing In

Cluster 2B-1 Forces in Liquids

1 Objects in Water
weight

2

,objects
liquid

Weighing in Water

Other Liquids
liquid
evidence
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LessJn -Title and Key.Sikne

Cluster 2B-1.1 (cont)

4 Buoyant Forces
buoyant force
gravity

5 Floating
liquid

float
buoyant
aluminum, foil

objects that El6at
,objects that sink

7

8

9

10

Making Boats'

What is Buoyant Force?
buoyant 'force

volume
-disgraced
digplaces

Weight and Mass
weight
mass
matter,
buoyant force

Measuring Mass
mass
kilograms
grams
balance

Feeding the Fish

'Cluster 2B-2 Forces in Gases

1 The Air Around Us
air
gases
windmill
-force

liquid

2

3

Air Can Cause Pushes

Measuring Pushes
push
trapped air

6 6

Lesson 'Title and Key Signs

4 Making a Rocket'
rocket -

rocket system
variable

5 Adding A Return "Rocket

balloon rocket
returnlcket

6 Cartying A Load
load

7 Rocket Action
- balanced force

unbalanced force.

8 Balloon Watchibk

-Cluster 2B-3, Volume

1 What is Volume?
volume
cubic centimears
cube

2 liquid volumes
g) liquid volume
10 level

3 Finding Volumes
unmarked containers
estimated
measured

4

290

Volume of Solids
'solids
volume
displaces

length
width
height
regular solid

Weighing Water
weighing
weight
volume
water
newtons

:.



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2B-3 (cont)

6 Volume and-Weig t
,volume

weight
double_

equal

Lesson itle and Key Signs

2

Cluster 2C-1 Putting Forces to Work

1

2

4

5

6

7

Making Things Move
variable

system
move
change
movement

What Makes Things Move
variable
force.

smoothness

Friction
friction
interact,

Changes. Directions

The Inclined Plane
incline plane

simple machine

Inclined Planes

Wedges
wedge
simple machines

8 Comparing Forces

Olyster 2C-2 Working With Inclined Planes

1 Energy Transfers
'energy, transfer

energy giver
energy receiver
transfer

291

3

4

Ene gy Transfei With Inclined
lanes

energy transfers
inclined planei
direction
force

A Paper Dragon
paper dragon
variables
systems
friction

Changing the Paper Dragon
variable
constaht
reliable

Changing Other Variables

A Research Project

Cluster 2C-3 Levers

3. Making A Lever
lever

simple machine
fulcrum

2

3

4

5

6

Measuring Lever Action
levers

Making A Balance
balance

Balancing Forces
forces
constant

Using Levers

'Balancing Levers

Cluster 3A-1 Objects and Motion

1 Evidence of Motion'
evidence
motion

. Reference Objects
reference objects

.



:Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and 'Key Signs

Cluster 3A-1 (cont) 1(cont) circular motion
reference object

.3 Relative'Motion straight-line motion

relative to
relative. 2 Rotary Motion

motion rotation

reference objects axis 4

axis of rotation

4 Using Reference Objects sphere

position

5

6

7

What Moved?

What Is Moving?
relatiYe to
moved
reference object

V

Identify the Movers

Cluster 3A-2 Records of Motion

1 Before and After
evidence
photograph
motion

2

3 Finding the Axis
rotate

4 Clockwise & Counter Clockwise
clockwise
counter clockwise

5 The Earth's Rotation
sphere
axis

earth
rotation

6 The Traveling opn

7 Night and Day
night
day

O

Blurred Pictures
blur 8 Describing Circular & Rotary

relative to Motion

'evidence of 'motion

3 Tracks and Trails
tracks
trails
motion
records

4 sf Collect Some Tracks

5 - Reading Tracks

6 . Motion Detective

What's the Evidence?

Cluster 3A-3 Circular & Rotary Motion

1 Circular, Mbiion

6 71

Cltpter 3B-1 Reference Frames

1 Meet Owl
owl

reference
reference object
right
left

aboye
below
in front
in back
observer
close
far

AR Name the Fruit

3 Find the Objects
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Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson " Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3B-1 (cont) i 1(cant) map
II"landmark i i. '---

4 Owl Describes Motion' :r.
i

; 1

relatiye to . , wd
.1.

,O. 2 Map of a School
- 1-moving 4

- 3 Map of a -Caesar° m
.......w5 , .0w1 lieferen 'Frates t` ./ ',, . .,

-reference fr'ame 4 In An Old Western own
startin, point directions
starting direction pattern

v direction .

distance 5 Identify the Position
coordinates

6. A TreasuraHunt 'reference frame
polar grid

7 Using More Than One Owl left

right
Cluster 3B-2 Using Numbered Circles across 4

.

rectangular'
1 Owl and Circles grid

.,,numbered circles
,

.,

reference frame 6 Grid-Game
clock
clockwise 7 Flip Books and Grids
distance position ,-

degree motion
circle grid paper
starting point flip book

( direction
starting direction

1
sphere

A Helicopter View
8 Des,rihing With Numbered Lines

2 )'

polar grid Cluster 3C-1 Moving Air and Flying Objects
degrees

3 Direction to Cities
1 Who Has Seen the Wind

2 Model A Pinwheel
4 A Reference Frame at Sea motion

,-polar grid direction
coordinates pin-wheel

prediction
5 Radar and 11.eierence Frames

-11...- clockwise
, radar counter clOckwise

reference frames

6
(
Ipcating Positions

Cluster 3B-3 Using Numbered Lines

1 'Map Reading

numbered lines

293

3 Model B Pinwheel I.

String Power j

unbalanced foe
predict

5 Box Kites
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Lesson Title and Key.Signs

Cluster 3r-1 (cont)

6 Airplanes
airplane
force
upward
left,

planted
balanced force
vnbalaniced force
doWnward

7 Which Way Will It Move

Cluster 3C-2 Simple Machines

1 A Screw is a Simple Machine
screw
simple machine
inclined plane
motion
direction

2 Paper, Spirals
paper spiral
change
clockwise
counter clockwise

,

The Archimedes/Screw
Archimedes Screw

4 Wheel and Axle
wheel
axle

simple machine
pin wheel

.5 Clanks Change Motion
cranks
force
distance
circular motion
wheel and axle

6 Two in One
crank
screw

The Nuts and Bolts of It

294

Lesson Title and Key Signs

Chiater 3C-3 Motion and Machines

3

4

5

6

7

,Wheels.That Touch
wheels

:.gears

teeth

Using Gears
clockwise
gear system
counted clockwise
motion
direction

' force

The Pulley
pulley
frame
wheel
prediction
pulley system
axle

weight
direction

More Pulleys
fixFd pulley
movable pulley
block and tackle
distance

igheels That Don't Touch
pulley system
belts
chains

motion
speed

A Bicycle System
bicycle,
crank ,

belt
chain

Know-,' our Machines

Cluster 4A-1 Conduction and Connection

1 Energy Transfer
matter
energy



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 4A-1 (cont)

1(cont) energy transfer
energy giver'

energy receiver
connection
conduction
object
process

2

3

4

5

6

7

Conductors and Insulators
conductors
insulators

Some Do, Some Don't
predict

Conduction
energy transfer

Convection Currents
convection
conduction
convection current.
clockwise
counter clockwise.

Convection Liquids
convection currents
liquids

Room Air Currents
air currents
heat energy
predict

8. Energy Movements

Cluster 4A-2 Wave Motion

Water Waves
water waves
waves
wave motion
disturbance

energy
matter

in the Air

Lesson Title and Key Signs

3 Reflected Waves
reflected waves
properties

4 More Reflected'Waves

Crossing Waves
crossing waves
reflected waves

6 Wave Shapes
wave shapes
round

square

Wave Speed,
wave speed
predict

8 Waves

Cluster 4B-1 Changes'in Motion

1 'Moving Objects
energy

.ekergy transfer
energy giver
energy receiver

2' Energy of Motion
energy of motion
inclined plane
distance
speed

3 Moving Matter
vial
energy
matter
distante

1 solid
evidence

4 Moving A Paper Dragon
energy giver);
energy receiver
patter
variables

2 Making Waves With Rope evidence
solid
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Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster,4B-1 (cant) 6 Cooking Food
properties

'5 Energy Chains matter
energy' chains energy chains
energy transfer
diagram 7 The Greatest Energy Giver

solar energy
6 Marble Chains temperature

predictions
marble chains 8 Energy and Temperature
diagram
energy chain Cluster 4B-3 Changes in Phases
motion

1 Volcanoes
7 Motion and Energy volcano

liquid
Cluster 4B-2 Changes in Motion phase

lava
1 Transforming Energy solid

energy
transform 2 Liquid-Gas Phase Change
energy chain phase'change
electric matter
temperature solid

gas
Motion and Temperature energy transfer
motion- energy giver
evidence energy receiver
energy transfer

3 Solid Liqpid.Phase Change
phase change3 Energy and Friction

friction
force
transform
heat

4 Everyday Phase Changes

5 Changing Phase

14 Heat Changes Matttr Cluster 4C-1 Systems, Matter and Change-
/ heat

matter 1 Interactions and Systems
expand interaction
contract system
heat energy interact
thermometer change

5 Heating A Solid 2

solids
gain

loss

296

A System for Circulating
blood
circulatory system'
heart
veins

arteries
blood
capillaries

S
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 4C-1 (cont) -

3 A Bicycle Moving System
bicycle '

interact
drivR system

4 Systems Everywhere
system

5 Still the Same
interacting
evidence
battery
wire
bulb

System

Comparing Systems
systems
evidence

7 Know Your Systems

Cluster 4C-2 Changes in Acids & Bases

4

*

Ltsson Title and iley Signs

, 6 A Breath Test
gases .

breath

7 Using Indicators

Cluster 4C-3 Chemical & Physical

'1 Chemical Ching&
change ,

systems
chemical
physical

properties
matter

3

Physical Change

Two Kinds of Changes .

copper chloride.

4 Interactions of Acids & Bases

1 Acids and Bases\

5

matter
acid
base

common properties
bitter
sour

2 Indicators
6

to-

indicator
acid
base
properties

3 Testing Some Acids & Bases
acids

bases
indicators
neutral

4 Testing With Litmus
litmus

5 Other Indicators
indicators
methyl orange

297

lacids

bases

interact
salt

copper chloride
physics ange
chemical change
evaporation

Describe the Change"
6

What's the Change?
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Introduction
Many teachers and administrators have long been conce with the lack

of,approprriate science materials'and aids for teaching hearing impaired youth.
This disadvantage is most critical for the middle childhood aged student in
special hearing impaired classrooms or joined with their hearing peers in'

1
regular classrooms. Many students have been denied adequate'access to science
as a discipline because it was too difficult or becauseoiays to present it to
hearing impaired youth beyond traditional methods could not be envisioned.

To meet this concern the Science for the Hearing. Impaired (SFHI) project
was proposed: ,Its primary aim was to make available, for the first time, a
complete sequenced science program for the hearing impaired which would foster
the development.of abilities and attitudes in the sciences in hearing impaired
youths at this critical age.

This volume represents two years of planning, development, classroom -

testing, evaluating, and rewriting to produce a science program effective for
hearing impaired middle childhood youths. To date, the success of these..
materials with teachers and students has been assuri-ng. The SFHI intrbductory-
guide which describes the program materials, teaching strategies and use of
program components, along with the individual program teacher's guides pre-
sents all essential information needed for maximizing learning fcr this
special population of youth.

Ire
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Level 6 Unit 1 Population Needs

Part A Population Growth and Food, Lesson Cluster 1A4

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies
1.7

_..-

Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested,

T-27 Introdu4ion Corn Growing ExperiMent 45 min. /

T-24 DeveloPent. Food and Other Factors 40 min.
.

T-28 DeveldpMent Van Helmont's Experiment 40 min,
T-30 Application Producer Growth 30 min.
T-32. , Application Consumer Growth 35 min. .

T-34 Evaluation The Food Factor 30 min.

NOTE-Corn growing experiment is no longer an enrichment activity. It has been
moved to the introduction.

U.- MATERIALS: See Materials List on page T-21.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Kit XX, Population,Needs, is appropriate for
use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Producers and Consumers
Page T-27/Not in student text Corn Growing Experiment (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To demonstrate that plant growth depends on minerS1s, water, and light.
To provide a concrete demonstration that substances for green plant growth
come from places other than,soil.

PREREQUISITES: Weighing on a double pan balance, metric mass units.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -16 oz. container for
water
2 wk. old corn plant for
each student
small container for each
student

- mineral oil, 8 oz.
- pencils

- metric balance scale
-plant fertilizer
tape

-copy of Record of Masses/
Mass of Water Added (in-
cluded after the lesson
plan) for each student

Language Cards/ Key Signs

corn seeds
plain water
water with fertilizer
.plant in the dark
plant -in the light

Identification Cards
'corn seeds

plain water .

water with fertilizer
plant in the dark
plant, in the

mass

You or the studepts should plant corn seeds about two weeks
activity. Soaking the seeds in water,overnight will hasten
tion. Each student will need two seedlings.

1

004

4

before starting this
the initial germina-

I



4

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin by:asking the students questions about factors affecting plant'growth.
Sampfg questions:
a. What helps'a plant grow?
b. Whichof.these things are the most important?

Teacher should suggest sunlight, fertilizer, and water the students do
not volunteer this information.

c. Can you tell me what will happen.jf a plant does riot have water? fertilizer?
sunlight?
We are going to grow plants, corn plants, and see if your guesses are right.
Can you design a way to show if your guesses are Correct?

This experiment is much like van Helmont's experiment. In three weeks, how,
much mass will a corn plant gain from plain water? How much mass will a
corn plant gain from water with plant fertilizer? How Much mass will a corn
plant gain from other sources?

2. For this experiment two corn plants about two Weeks old and two small containers
are needed for each student . First, label the containers,as follows:
Plant with plain Water and light. Plant in water with fertilizer and light.

Put equal amounts of plain water in the containers. Put the fertilizer (1
teaspoon), in one container.

. Pour a thin layer of mineral oil on top bf the water to retard evaporation.
Mark the containers to show the water level.

4. Determine the mass of each container, and record the masses on a chart. Now
put one corn plant, in each container. Determine the mass of each container
again with the corn plant in it. Record the masses on the chart. Subtract the
mass of the container with the plant. This maks is the "starting mass') of the
plants alone.

51 Give each student a copy of A Corn Growing Record for record-keeping.

6. If the seeds-were planted in soil, great care must be used when the seedlings
are removed so that the delicate roots are not damaged. The seedlings must
be rinsed thoroughly to remove any soil particles.

o

7. (Place a seedling in eath of the prepared containers. If the corn g'eedrings do
not stanq erect in the containers, cardboard supports cut from manila folders
can be canstruCted as shown in Figure 1-1.

8. In,order to control as many variables as possible, the containers should'be
kept close to one another.

9. The students should check tpg seedlings once a week and record the amount of
water added on their chaits. Have the students construct a bar graph showing
the number of grams of water added each week. This activity will accustom the
students,to using bar graphs in science.

10. After three weeks, determine the mass of each seedling and compare with the
starting mass on thOchart. Compare the masses of the seedlings grown under
different conditions. Refer to the questions raised in Teaching Suggestion 1

fodiscuss the food sources important to plant growth.

684 2
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Containers
PIO

A CORN GROWING RECORD

Record of Masses

Masses
....

..
Fertilizer and Water
water

At beginning of experiment

With the plant

Without the plant
-

.

.

1

1

i

.____L9 ____.9

-____9 -_____9

Starting Mass of Plant
_____9

.

B. At end of experiment
.

With the plant

Without the plant

\-

i.

\
9 \

-__.=___9 -_____9

I

Ending Mass of Plant ____9.

GROWING RECORD'

ifil$
r

e

WEEK 1 - bates

MASS OF WATER ADDED'
Fertilizer and'
water

Water

Monday .

.

i

_______9

+___-_9

,

.

-

Friday +_____9
. .

Total Mass of Water Added for Week 1 _____9

WEEK 2
.

Monday 1-, ..

.

...

,

,

____9-----

+, gFl
,

Total Mass of Water Added for 'Week 2 _____9

WEEK 3

Monday

.

_____9

7 9

,

Friday ___

. ,

Total Mass of Water Added for Week 3



DESIRED LEARNING. OUTCOME: Students shouldlbe able to'concur that optimum plant..
growth occurs with water, minerals (fertilizer) and
sunlight available.

**************************************************************************************

EVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Producers and Consumers
4

Page T-24/S-3 Food and Other Factors (30-35 min.)

/ PURPOSE: Show students how food is obtained by producers, first-, second-, and
third-order consumers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -pictures of producers and
first-, second-, and
third-order consumers*.

-terrarium*

*Have on hand for the first days of class a large
terrarium or a few quart size terrariums. Thil5will
provide concrete examples for the first losson set.
The terrarium will contain plants and animals which
demonstrate the producer/consumer relationship:
This could involve animals such as crickets, isopods
(curley bugs), mealwalms (from pet shop), or grass-
hoppers. For higlie circler consumer, a chameleon could
be'introduced late This terrarium should be kept as
a permanent feature in the classroom to be used in
other lessons.

*These may be brought in_ahead of time''by the students.
Examples.might show-various trees, flowers, vegetables,
cacti, seaweed, mammals, birds, fishes, reptiles,
amphibians, or insects:,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
it

Language Cards/Key Signs
pToducer
consumer
population
organisms
first-order
second - order

third-order
terrarium
Identify the order of
consumer

grasshopper
What are the grasshoppers

doing?

Identification Cards
( terrarium and its con-

tents when possible)

t1. Allow the students time to -(amilia rze themselves with the organization of the
book before beainning the lesson. You may wish to point out they glossary, the
table of contents, and so forth.'

2. Have the students refer'to the%picx e on page 2, which introduces Part A.
Grasshoppers are good examples of--n pcts that are first-order consumers. At
times swarms of grasshoppers will I est farmers' crops In search of food.
Some students may know of such inst4 ces and can inform other membrs otathe
class. (What, are the grasshoppers doing ?)

3. Introduce the lesson by having the students read the first two paragraphs on
page 3'and/or describe by paraphrasing the first two paragraphs on page 3 using
pictur4s and language cards. Introduce the sign for population. Students
should be able to see that food is an important factor in determining whether
or not a population survives.

4. Be sure that students understand the term population. Have individuals cite
examples of populations near their homes (squirrels, insects, and so on), in a
desert (cactuses, snakes, and so on), or in the ocean (whales, sharks, clams,
and so on).

4



5. Delete student consideration or reading of sentence o age 3 "What are some

factors other than food that scan affect a population?"

6. Allow students time to read the last two paragraphs on page 3 or describe by
paraphrasing using pictures, word cards, and a terrarium. Since producers and

consumers may be new terms, encourage understanding by nelating these words to

more familiar usages. Examples: Consumers in society are shoppers. Producers

"make" something.

7. Allow students enough time to read page 4 and examine the pictures. While they

read, place the following column headings on the chalkboard: producers, first-
order, second- order, and third-order consumers.

8. ave students list the organisms shownon page 4 under.the appropriate headings.

Y3u.may wish to use the produeibr and consumer pictures that have been collected.'
Choose volunteers to answer the questions on page 5. .Have each student explain

why a particular choice was made. invite oppdting views.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify producers and first-,

second-, And third-order consumers.

DEVELOPMENT :: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Producers and Consumers

Page T- 28/S -6 Van Helmont's Experiment (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop under'standing of the food sources of a producer.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Although plants grow and

their leaves and flowers sometimes move slowly,
their activities are far less noticeable tha those

of animals. Because green plants general) re

rooted in the ground, it was only logical o assume

that they received their nutrients from the soil.
This was the conclusion'Of Aristotle, who was
possibly,ope first person to observe plants care-
fully.

Artistotle's theory 'of plant?rlutrition wasl-

based entirely on inference; he id not determine
experimentally what materials c e from the soil or

how roots work: Typically for iat period of history,
arguments and discussions took place of experiments.
Thus,, the real significance pf Nab Helmont's work in
the early 1600's was not his conOusio s but that he
was on$ of the first to experitherit it plants rather

than merely observe and think about From his

experiment, van Helmdnt concluded tha water provided.

the
correct, then there woulp have be a much larger

he substance fora plants growth. I AristotA had

reduction in the mass of the soil.

Materials -a plant
-clearly written or typed copy of van Helmont's
scrirfor each child or on transparency OF board

rt.

Language Cards/Key Signs
Jean van Helmont
experiment
mass.,

scientist
minerals

Identification Cards
a plant



b.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: 4.1

I. Have the students read the first paragraph on page 6 or teacher Can describe by
paraphrasing. Use the, Language Cards to reinforce new vocabulary. Students may

, not think ot a plant as actually "eating" something. It may prove helpful at
this time to encourage responses to the two italicized questions from students
who have cared for a plant by providing it with light, water, proper soil, and
plant rood. During this discussion have a real plant on hand in order to help
focus attention and aid in discussion.

2. Allow the students enough time to finish reading page 6 or teacher may describe
by paraphrasing. In order to make van Helmont's script easier to read, the
teacher may reproduce it on a ditto, transparency, or the board.

3. Have the class turn now to page 7 and look at the pictures representing the
beginning and end of the experiment. For students who could not visualize
van,Hetmont's experiment by reading the script of page 6, the situation should
now be clear.

4. While the students refer to the first drawing, reproduce duplicate graphs on the
board. Explain the board graphs so that students will undersitand the bars
indicate the mass of the soil and the tree.

5. Ask volunteers to answer qqestions 1 through 6. Encourage use of bar graph.
Write answers to all questions on the board.

6; Using the data given on the chart on page 7, the students c an determine that a
plant does not receive its food from the soil. The students will not, however,
be ab)e to identify,on the basis of direct evidence the source of a plant's food.

7. In addition to the quelptions asked on page 6, you may wish to ask the following
.questions: Why did van Helmont use rainwater? (free of minerals) Would a

dMferent type of green plant have produced similar or different results?
results)

;.0.1/Delete.,
.c.

-./....; .

ItSIRED'LEAKNING OUTCOME: Student should be able to conclude that substances for
.

, green plant growth come from places other than soil.
*,****t4*******************************************************4*********************

*LICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Producers and Consumers
1.

. - Page T-30/S-8 -'..Producer Growth (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate the food sources of a seedling.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -glass jar with screw-on
lid (1 gallon)

-pebbles,or small stones
soil

acorns (4 to 6)

For an ongoing class project, you may wish to este-
'blish an,observatoryJor germinating acorns in a 3.8
_liter-7(one gallon) glass jar. If established in the
fall,'the observatory can be utilized throughout the

G 8 8 6

Language Cards/Key Signs
acorn stem
germinate roots

mass leaves-

Identification Cards
observatory

I .
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' school year. Watching oak trees grow in a classroom can be a rewarding experi-
ence. Children may collect\acorns for the observatory.

Place a six-centimeter layer of pebbles at the bottom of the jar for drainage.
Then half fill the jar with garden soil. Add enough water to moisten the soil.

Now drop four to six recently fal'en acorns on the soil surface. Examine the

acorns beforehand to see that they have not been attacked by insects.

Place the jar in a sunny window with the lid'tightened. The sys,tem should now

be able to sustain itself without any other effort on your part. Within about

three months, some ofd the acorns should germinate. Stbdents can/observe the
development of roots, stems, and leaves. If mold develops inside the jar, you
may occassionatly unscrew the lid to air the jar out. You may then need to add

some water if the jar becomes dry. At the end of the school year the ,trees may
be planted outside tb continue their growth.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow th2 studenf 8'*few minutes to read the first column on page 8 and/or
teacher can descrlie by paraphrasing.

2. Discuss the questions,on page 8 with the class. As they-study the pictures,

point out the structures of growpil present Ater germination: the stem, roots,

and leaves.

4

3. Allow the students enough time to read page 9 and examine the graphs. It may

be helpful to reproduCe the graphs on the board or on a transparency.

\i4. Before you present the questions on page 9-and interpret the Japhs, you may

want to identify the graphs as bar and line respectively. ' Write the answers
for each question on 'the board or a transparency.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Student should be able fo predict that once a seed has
germinated, the plant's mass mill increase as it begins
to use materials from the air and water to make its own
food. 4

***************4**0***********************4******************-**34*********************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-1 Producers and Consumers',

Page T-32/S-10 Consumer Growth (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To recognize that the increase in a consumer's mass is rapid when growing

and slows-down as maturity is reached.

PREREQUISITES:, Ability to interpret simple graphs.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -reproduction of graph on
p. 11 'on either ;trans-

parency of board

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. :I-he last lesson dealt with a plant, which is a food-producer. This lesson con-

cerns an animal, which is a food-consumer. Make sure the students understand the

difference at this point. In order fo do this you may ask the students to:

7

Language Cards/Key Signs
Pola
organism
Great Dane.

dog



\, 4

a) give examples of food producers, and b) give examples of food-Consumers.

2. Have the students read -Phe first two paragraph on page 10. The teacher may
paraphrase the informatioo as well.

3. Ask the' students to answer the first qUestiOn. If they have nficulty, the
question may be reworded as -follows. 15 Pola a consumer or producer? What
order consumer js Pola? What kind of food does Pola'eat?

4. Al low student enough time to read thelreMdinder, of page-10. The teacher may
.. paraphrase the information as well.

5. Have the students examine the table. A duplicate should be made,on the board
or a transparency. Help students to see thPola's mass increases as the dog
matures or gets older.

(

6. A duplicate of the graph on page 11 may/should be made on the board or a trans-
parency. Some students may have difficulty understandihg how the table on page
10 can be represented a the graph on page 11. POint out that the vertical axis
indicates mass in two k increments and the horizohtal axis indicates time in
weeks.

\: 1
\

7. For the benefit of those students who do not understind how the data are trans-
ferred from the table to-t-he graph, refer to both and give a few examples to '
the'Class., The line graph on page9 may be used as an example that they chi dren k

are already familiar,with.

8. Using the data on the chart an d the graph hvigthe students answer the questions
on page 11. Record the computation and answers on the board or tran arency.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Stwidhts should be able toidentify the changes in the
growth rate of a consumer.

**********************7**** *********************************44***-*****************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster4A-1 Producers and Consumers
page T-34/S-1 ,The Food Factor (25-30 min.)

....
.

.,_

a
% o

PURPOSE: To evaluate Wformance.in relation to following objectives:
1. Describing and discussing the food sources of a producer. ,

2.. 10entifyi,ng an organism as a producer, or a first-, second-, or third-
ordereconsumer.

3: Interpreting'grdphs and tables that depict changes in the mass of
growing organism.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -student answer sheit

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that they must read each
question carefully apd thafthe pictures, chart and graph will help them to
answer each question.

Language Cards/Key Signs
germinate
cornmeal
chick

2. In order to clarify the procedure, paraphrase the first question to the students
and have them answer this question as a group. For the rest of the questions,
ask each student to work independently and record their answers on paper.

G3U
8
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1,

3. Move around the'room, assisting those students who encounter any difficulties
when they begin writing thei answers.

4. Collect the'papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress.
t

If a

student correctly respibs to most of the questions, you may assume that he
or she has demonstrated i-he objectives for the cluster 'and is ready to go on-
to the next cluster.

***************************************************************************************
4r
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Level 6 Unit 1 Population Needs

Part A Population Growth and Food, Lesson oiuster 1A-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE I

Page
'

Teaching Strategies

.

Lesson'Title

'

'Teaching Time
Suggested

.

T-40
T-42'

T-45
T-46
T-47
T-48
T-50

Introduction
Development
Development
Application
Application
Application
Evaluation

. ,

Human Consumers
.My Food Intake

A Population's Food Intake
Animals and Plants as Food
Water

Wcken and Corn
Populati-ons and Food

.

25-30, min.

45 min.

45 min.

35-40 min.
35-40 min.
45 min.

. 35-40 min.

NOTE:

B. MATERIALS:

FILMSTRIP

Food in Your Lifetime has
.

been omitted.

on page T-37.
,

.

.

. _
Kit XX, Population Needs, is appropriate for use

unit.

-See materials list
,

INFORMATION: Filmstrip
in this

-

INTRODUCTION: /"Lesson Cluster 1A-2 What-Have We Taken?
Page Tr40/S-14 Human Consumers (25-30 min.)r .

;.
PURPOSE: To demonstrate that the mass of an average human consumer increases steadily

from bil-th to early teens.
, .

PREREQUISITES: Abi4ty to use metric system - mass. Simple computation using decimals.-

-..,, .
.

. ,

tenths.
,

,

ADVA E PREPARATION: ,Materials - reproduction of Pat Tay-
lor's Growth Rtcord on

. of

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
v (,

board or3, ansparency.

f. Studeht reads first two paragraphs on page 14 rid/or
teacher paraphrases text.

Language Cards/Key Signs
mash,

Identification Cards ,

A% Using transparendy or board teacher inter ets

Ask students how age and mass "are related.; .He
ship of Increased age and mass.

3. Teacher may paraphrase questions NhrOugh 4.
For each'incorrect response teacher show e ti

data on Pat Taylor's Growth Record.

Ip all students understand relation-,

Record student answers an board.
re example on board for clarification

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should conc,ude that Pat Taylor's mass increased
steadily with age.

**********************1*********************,*#***************************************
1
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I.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 What Have We Taken?
Page,T-42/$-15 My Food Intake (45 min'.)

PURPOSE: TS-enable students to calculate total food intake for one day:

PREREQUISIT1ES: Ability to add 2 and 3 digit numbers.
Ability to use. mass scale.

Understand concepts of mass and wei.ght.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials --full cans of.food (2 or 3
cans with labels)
food; for example piece
of fruit, candy' bar,
sandwish, etc.
scale-to determine mass
in- grams

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
estimate
intake

Identification Cards

1. Teacher demonstrates

recording

Food

that
mass in grams on

How Much '

o

food has mass by weighing several items of food and

board. Foriexample:

Mass in grams
apple
candy bar
bread

1

1

l'slice

2. Student Weighs an item of food and records mass on boak

3. Teacher shows student where the weight is found on the label.

4. Teacher explains that charts on page 15 and 16 show fie same kind of information

as charts teacher and class just made.

5. Students examine charts on page L5 and 16 and teacher asks them to find mass of

specific .foods on chart.

go -

6. Stuiients read first'paragraph on page 15 and/or teacher paraphrases.

7. Teacher explains that she/he can figure out how many grams of food she/he consumed

for breakfast. Demonstrate by listing hypothetical meal choosing from chart on

page 15.

8. Students calculate total intake of grams for their own breakfast. A

9. Teacher explains that this information can be gotten for eackikeel'Aing a, whole

day., iT

10. Make sufficient copies of Appendix C, My Daily Food Intake, so each student has one

to use.

11. The students are to record the estimated mass oteverything they eat or drink in a
24 -hour period. By adding these figures together, the students can calculate the
approximate mass of food consumed in a day.



A

12. Since students will be doing eating gutgide classroom, food intake chart might be
kept in notebook or folder to be'taken home.

13. If teacher feels activity is too difficult, students May just record the food
eaten Asd the mass may be filled in during the next class.

14. Since food table does not contain all foods, teacher and students may consult out-
side sources such as packaged food labels% Masses do not have to be exact. Esti-
mates are acceptable.

15. Teacher should encourage students to compare their results with classmates.,

DESIRED LEARNING, OUTCOME: The students should be able to calculate their total food .A
intake for 24 hours.

******************************f*******************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 What Have We Taken?
Page T-45/S-18 A Population's Food Intake (45 min)

PURPOSE: To hve students apply prior food intake to estimates to pop.ulations.

PREREQUISITES:. Ability to multiply 4 digit numbers by 7. Ability to add 3 digit
numbers:

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - students' daily intake
charts comuleted\and on
hang

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read the first 3 paragraphs on page'18 and
or teacher may paraphrase.

Language Cards/Key_Signs
popujation-
orgahisMs

Identification Cards

2. Teather explains that the students in the class are a population.

3. Illustrate concept bf food intake and popu ation by having students calculate the
- total food intake of the class in 1 day: .ecord process on boalLusing data from

students' Daily Intake Charts and addin ach students total. -
4
4. Illustrate concept of population's food intake over time (1 week). Daily intake of

class x 7.

5. Discuss with class the idea of food intake and popUlation and fpod intake over time."
Possibilities: ,Does a population (class) eat more or less than 1 person?

Does a person/popuLation eat more in 1 day or in one week?

Base the discussion on information gathered in steps 3 and 4

6. Students read and answer question #2 page 18 in discussion. 'Record students re-

sponses on'the board or transparency.
11,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to estimate weekly food intake of
L their class populations.

*************************************************************************************
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 What Have Wei-Taken?
Page T-46/S-V Animals and Plants as Food (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To analyze daily food intake in terms of animal and plant'ources-, and water
as well as classifying_ intake as solid or liquid (fluid).

PREREQUISITES: Complete My Daily Food 'Intake Chart.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials concrete examples of

solid and liqups foods
perhaps bread, apple

soda
concrete. examples of

plant and animal foods'
perhaps lettuce, hot
dog, banana, egg
pictures of a variety of
foods- boxes, cans, labels
of foods may be used

- each student's Daily Intake Chart and 1 hypothetical' )

chart or the, teacher's intake chart
My Daily Food Consumption chart on board or trans-
parency

M Dail Food Consumption

*Teacher may modify chart as follows:

l_anquage Cards/Key Signs

plant
animal

solid
fluid

watee,

Identification Cards

TOTAL

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Teacher explains that we eat food in solid and liquid fem. Use foods and then

pictures as illustrations and ask students to indicate solids and liquids.

2. Teacher asks students for examples of solid and liquid foods. Record responses

on board.

3. Teacher explatns we at food from animals and plants. USe foods and then pictures

as illustrations and ask students to indicate plant and animal food sources.

4. Teacher asks students for' examples of animal and plant foods. Record responses on

board.

5. Teacher explains that students can figure out how many grams of solid,
a animal and plant food they ate by using their Daily Intake Charts.

6. Using My Daily Food Consumption chart (page 19) or simplified version, on board or

transparency teaaVer,and class shoUld fill in information using teacher's or hypo-

thetical chart.

7. Once students understand process, teacher distributes copy of My Daily Food Con-

sumption chart and students fill in information. They will use their Daily Food

Intake Chart.

13



8. Students may compare and discuss results with other students and teacher.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to classify daily food iniake as
plant or anim I, or solid or liquid.

, -

******A**************W**** *** txe E* 0t*************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * *x *x *x

APPLICATION: Letson Cluster 1A-2 What Have.We Taken?
Page T-47/S-20 Water (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To demonstrate that the plants and animals we eat daily use large amounts of
water.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials seedling or plant cutting,
one in a container

- pictures of animals and/or
people drinking water

- pictures of a rainy'scene
- copy,of chart orf p4ge 20

for each student
each students', completed

A,chart from page 19,
'-'1MyjDaily Food Consumption

Language Cards/Key Signs
a plant drinking w4fe'r
a plant without water

Identification Cards'
a plant drinking water
a plant without water

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Teacher shows students pictures of plants, animals, and people winking water and

discusses water's impor=tance.

2. Teacher 'shows students seedling or plant cutting in water and,one with no water.

Students predict which plant will survive and why.

3. Students read first paragraph on page 20 and/or teacher paraphrases the information.

4. Students have copy of their chart from page 19 on hand.

5. Students read next 2 paragraphs and/or teacher paraphrases. each6i- may hel, stu-

dents to answer the second question by doing one or more examples 'with them on the

board.

To help clarify the process, write the following on the chalkboard.

2000 g of water 1000 g of chicken (animal food)
200 kg of water 1000 g of corn (plant food).

,Therefore, students need only multiply bAo their total animal food to arrive
at the water needed to produce that massiof animal food. To determine the water

needed for the paint food they eat, they should multiply the plant food by 200.

6. Teacher gives each student a copy of chart on page 20. A,

7. Students answer first two questions and record data on chart, Your Water Needs Or

Growth of Foods Eaten.

696
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8. Students complete reading column on page 20 and/or teacher paraphrases informalk

"?`tion. Teacher may help students to answer second question by-doing examples on
'I board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to calculate and discuss the large
amount of water needed to prOduce the food we eat.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster A-2 What Have We Taken?
Page T-48/S-21 Chicken and Corn (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To demonstrate that the food intake mass of an animal exceeds the amount of
the animal that is usable food for another consumer:.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information The first question on page 21 refers to previous data
gathered in response to questions bn pages. 17 aold 19. Have the students note the
mass of animal food they have figured they consume in a day, in a week .(x-7), and

in their live\ to date (x age in days). The assum*Lon that all animal" food coft---.4::Z

sumed is chicken simplifies the arithmeSib'.1nvolOedTly2since only half a ch,icken's
mass is edilyie-,multiply each ensWer,by -AZ,c) to'6bilin the mass, of whole .chicken
consumed. NOw, using these three figures (daily, weekly, and lifetime), multiply
each"by 7 kae the amount of cornmeal needed to produce each kilogram of whole
chicken.

Materials - data from answers to questions on pages 17
and 19

'TEACHING.SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read first three paragraphs on page 21.
Teacher may paraphrase.

Language Cards/Key Signs
whole chicken
meat pp,

Identification Cards,

2. Students answer questions at the bottom of the first column. Eliminate questions

referring to intake over a lifdtime. Discuss answers and demonstrate the problem

solving on the board.

3. Students should realize that as second- or third-order consumers theyjndirectly,
use a great deal of material-within their environment.

4. S.Wdents read the first paragraphs in the second column.

5. Answer the qdestions that follow, again eliminating question referring to a life-
time.

6. Discuss answers and demonratetipro4lem solving on the board.

7. It is unnecessary'to a swer q4stlon 1 and 2 that complete page 21.
A

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to show
)

that food mass consumed by

a food *imal exceeds the amount of th animal available
as food for another consumer.

s*************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-2 'What' Have We Taken?
Page T-50/S-23 Populations and Food (35-40 min.)

,
.

PURPOSE: ,To evaluate the student's-operformance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Explaining how humans increase in mass as they consume food and grow. (' ,

2. Discussing the importance of a "dontinuous food supply for a populati.on's
survival . -°-4,. .

.
3. Calculating the -Tress of particular foods we use over a, period of time.

1 ,
.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Recent newspaper and magazine articles noted by you and the
students will proyide a good base for discussion of question. ive. (Articles

.,...

concerning pollution and plant life adaptable to poll uti I b 'be quite appli-
cable.)

?.?

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: e,

1. You may wish to refer to recent newspaper and magazine atticies concerning the .

environment and material needs before beginning' the lesson.

2. Students read and answer questions 1, 3 and 5:4' Teacher may paraphrase each
question.

3. Teacher collects papers and evaluates ndiv dua I Is Progress. Correct responses' .

to most of the questions indicates successful cojrpletion of the objectives. Pro-
ceed to next cluster.

2

of*
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Level -6 Unit 1 Population Needs

Part A Population Growth and Food, Lesson Gluster 1A-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:.

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
.

Teaching Time
Suggested.

.

T-56 Introduction Human Population Growth 45 min.
T-59 Development Population Growth 40 min.
T-60 Application Observing Population Growth 40 min.
T-61 Application . Is My "School" Growing 45 min.
T-62 Evaluation Population - increase or . 45 min.

Decrease .

NOTE; Taylor's Allowance has been eliminated from thFs cluster.

B. MATERIALS: See materials list on page T-53.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Kit XX, Population Needs, is appropriate
for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster `IA -3 Population Growth Rate
Page T-56/S-25 Human Population Growth (454min.)

PURPOSE": To deVelop an awareness of world population growth.

PREREQUISITES: Understanding of greater and lesser than relationships of 9 and:10
digit numbers.
Understanding of past, present and future relationships of yearly
dates.

Abi'Iity to interpret a line graph.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -one copy of Table 2, p. A for each student.

IP e -Table 1, 2 and graph on board or transparency.

TEACHING WGESTIONS:

1. Students read first 2 paragraphs on p. 25 and/or teacher paraphrases information.
Teacher'asks if anyone khows what B.C. means. Explain that it means a very
long time ago.

2. Students read the headlines on Table 1 (Human Population Growth. Date. Popq-
lation). Teacher asks if anyone knows whbt the table is about. Help them to
see that Et tells how many people were alive during the years listed.

3. Students answer the first question on p. 25.

4. Teacher para rases,:third paragraph on p. 25 and students answer question 3.

5. After examining Table 2 and the graph on p. 25, the students should be aware *hat
the world's, population shows no sign'of leveling off or stabilizing.

17
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe world population by
interpreting data from a chart and graph.

**********************************************************************************A***

,

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster ,1A-3 Population Growth Rate,
Pag T-59/S-28 Population Growth (40 min.)

PREREQUISITES: Understanding of greater and less than, and same number relationships.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Table of population fi-
gures, You may wisp to
duplicate several tables
of population figures in
different Countries

MO from almanacs. You yill
need figures from gt,least
two different years. A

globe or world Map can be
used in conjunction with the
population tables. -

-Table 1 on p. 25 on board or
transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
increa e
decrea e
Stab'

population

1. Students read first 3 paragraphs on Rage 28 and/o<teacher paraphraSes text.

2. You may wish to place on the chalkboard several tables of population figures in
different countries. *Ask the students whether population levels are increasing,
decreasing, br,remaining stable. The countries can be identified on a globe
or a world map,

3. Students answer question 1 on page 28.

lk

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe populations as increasing,

***********************i*X044*MAMWM4***********4******************4**********

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Population Growth Rate
Page T-60/S-29 Observing Population Growth (40 min.:.)

PURPOSE: To determine whether populations are.increasing,/ decreasing or remaining

I

PREREQUISITES: Uhderstanding of concepts increased, decr4ased and stable.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -Figures on your school's
enrollment. 'You may wish
to obtain figures on your
school's enrollMent for
the past five years. You
may also wish to obtain
statistics from several
organizations in your
community for other examples
of changing population levels.

stable.

no

Language Car /Key Signs

increase
decrease
,stable
population

18



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read first 2 paragraphs on page 29 and/or teacher paraphrases. Answers
should be written and discussed orally by class. If difficulty is evident,
teacher should go through each problem counting the guppies and recording each
population's size on the board so students can see the relationship.

Have the students read page 29. Then have them compare the number of individuals
, at the beginning of ,eachjime period with the number at the end in the four
guppy, problems.

3. The students can row interpret the two numbered questions. Depending on how
long school has been in session, it is likely that new students have arrived
or that some have moved away.

4. You now may wish to use school enrollment figures of the past five years, or
organization populatiorn statistics. In each case, ask students whether the
population in question is increasing, decreasing; or stable.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to determine if specific popu-
lations are increasing, decreating or remaining stable.

*************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: esson Cluster 1A-3 Population Growth Rate
Page T-61/5 -30 Is, My "School" Growing (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply population growth fib res to the student's own school.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to plot informa ion on a line graph.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -copy of Appendix E, Town Population Growth Report
fc each student. Change title to School Popula-
tidh Growth Report.

-Population statistics of your school for the years ,
1960, 197p and t980.

TEACI4ING,SUGGESTIONS:,

1

1. Discuss the Yte thaf,geed to be filled in on the copi.es of School Population
Growth RepOTi" Be sure yo point out that'the class will be working with the

, school's population rather than the town's.

2. -Teacher goes over the "School" Population Growth Chart with the class.' Review
the headings for each section and what they mean.

3. Teacher lists your school population statistics on /the chalkboard so the students
can use them in filling out their reports.

4. Teacher refers the students to page 29 as a guide for filling out the graph
part of the report.

5. Allow students to give their reasons why they think the school growth shown on
their graphs is correct.

6. Predictions.may also be made for the year 2000, and discussion can be held
concerning how the school is facing these future needs.
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7. Even a small change in a town's population may require extensive planning to
provide adequate dwellings, safety facilities, roads, and scHbols. Determining
what your school has done to meet future needs can be a fine way for your
class to experience how sciencegnd social studies are related.

8. In order to achieve the desired learning outcome it is not necessary to deal
with questions 1 and 2 on page 30.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to record their school's ,growth
and explain what plans need to be made'for the future.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1A-3 Population Growth Rate
Page T-62/S-30 Population-Increase or Decrease (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate students' performance in relation to the following, objectives:
.1. Determine from a graph the increase in a population.
2. Identifying a population as increasing; decreasing or remaining stable.
3. Describing the growth rate and the probable future of a particular

town's population.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -student answer sheets

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Teacher allows students enough time to read and prepare answers to questions 1,
2, 3 on page 31 and 5 on page 32. Question 4 is eliminated since the lesson
covering that concept was eliminated.

2. Teacher may paraphrase a question when necessary.

3. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the n4t
cluster.
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"Level 6 Unit 1 Population Needs

Part B Population Success, Lesson Cluster 1B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strateqies . Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

1-70 Introduction Animals and PI nts 35-40 min.

T-72 Introduction \ The Rat ! 30-35 min.

1-73 Development ,,Pat Populatio and Food 10-40 min.

T-74p Development RSt Adaptations 35-45 min.

T-76 Development Rat Enemies , 25-35 min.

T-78 Development The American Chestnut Tree 30-35 min.

T-82 Application Crabgrass 35-40 min.

T-84 Application Passenger Pigeon '35-40 min.

1-86 Evaluation Some Succeed)Some Don't 25-30 min.

0

B. MATERIALS: See-materials list on page T-67.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XX, Population Needs, is appropriate for use

in this unit. .

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Successful and Unsuccessful Populations

Page T-70/S-34 Animals and Plants (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To identify successful and unsuccessful populations.

PREREQUISITES: Understanding of concept of increasing, decreasing, and stable

populations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -

*Check almanacs for current
Movie "Endangered Species,'

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Pictures of extinct or en-
dangered plants or ani-
mals.* Some endangered
species that have re-
ceived attention in
recent years are tigers,
whooping cranes, and
California condors. There
may be pictures available, of endangered animals or

plants that are particularly applicable to your
locality.

listings of endangered species.
encyclopedia Britannica Ed. Corp.

Language Cards/Key Signs
successful population
unsuccessful population

Identification Cards

1. This lesson introduces the terms "successful" and "unsuccessful" as they describe

plant and animal populations. A population is considered to be successful if it

reproduces itself in numbers great enough to ensure continuation of thetxopulation.
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, 02. Students read page 34 and/or teacher paraphrases information. Students observe
picture of horseshoe crabs (successful). Hoseshoe crabs are not real crabs,.but
are closely (elated to spiders.

3. Students read, page 35 and/or teacher paraphrases information. Students observe
picture df pas5Apger pigeon (unsuccessful). Passenger pigeons and their demise .

are investigated in lesson (7b).

4 Discuss the bison picture on page 33 with the students. The bison, commonly
called buffalo, is an example of an endangered population that has been saved from
ptinction.
..\

5 Teacher and students discuss questions 1 and 2 on page 35. If students have diffi-
culty, teacher may show pictures of successful (humans, cows, etc.) and unsuccess-

ct ful (dinosaurs) populations and ask students to classify. them into either cate-
gory

6. At this point in thelesson you may wish to show pictures of endangered species
such as tigers and whooping cranes. Class discussion could center on what the
students know about the animal in question, or on what steps are being taken to
attempt to prevent its extinction,

7. You may wish to, have a current almanac containing a listing of endangered' species
on hand for use in answering the questions on page 35%

.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to state thA a successful popu-
lation is orewhose numbers are remaining stable or in-
creasing and an unsuccessful population is one whose
numbers are decreasing.

*******************.*******************************************************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Successful and Unsuccessful Populations
Page T-72/S-36 The Rat.(30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To identify that a successful population is one that can adjust to various
living conditions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials pictures of slums, dumps, Language Cards/Key Signs
garbage, etc. rat

population
Background Infortation The rats referred to in this habitat'
cluster are Norway rats and black rats rather than
wild species Or related rodents such as kangaroo rats. Identification Cards
Although most organisms have a relatively restricted
range, jpuirlans and their domestic animals are found L
almost everywherq.- Domestic referI both to domesticated
forms, such as Ots and farm anima-Is, and I'd organisms such as rats that accompany
humans wherever they settle,. Rats in the human environment cuase enormous damage,
consuming or contaminating food, destroying property, and spreading disease. Total
,damage in North America annually has been estimated at over one billion dollars.

4
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS;
qt.

1. Many factors contribute to the successofNthe rat population. In this 1-,esson the

studentS examine one such factor - habitat. Allow the students time to read page
36.and examine the pictures on t e page. Teacher may paraphrase information. Then
ask them how the rat's abili o live in a wide variety of places contributes to
its success., Also ask each habitat might contribute to the rat's success.

2. Discuss the conditions prevalent in most cities that enable this adaptive animal
to survive and increase in number so easily. Teacher may show pictures of slums,
dumps, etc. that exemplify these conditions. K

3. Teacher.lists student responses on board.

4. Allow ample time for'discussing the questions at the end of page 36.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe various habitats to
which rats have adapted and explain how humans have con-
tributed to making rat populations successful.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: ,Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Successful and Unsuccessful Populations
Page T-73/S'-37 Rat Populations and Food (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To recognize the varied diet of the rat as a factor in the population's
success.

ADVANCE PREPARATION; Materials - a copy of the chart on
page 37 for each student
on board or transparency*

*If necessary teacher may paraphrase "diet" with, for
example, "what is the rat eating?" and "Where obtained"
with, "where did the food come from?"

6ckground Information - People's carelessness in handling food and refuse has led
to a very large population of rats, especially in urban areas. It is estimated

that between 250 million and 1 billion rats live in North America. Each rat is

estimated to damage an average of between one dollar and ten dollars worth of food
annually and to contaminate five to ten times more. Like humans, rats are omni-
vorous, eating vegetables, fruits, grains, meat, and fish.

Protection of food against rats Is difficult ,but basically 'involves sanitation -
changing the environment to eliminate food, water, and suitable conditions

for rats. Poisoning and trapping usually are relatively ineffective, except for
small rat populations.

Language Cards /Key Signs

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

. 1. Studonts read first paragraph on page 37. Teacher stresses that rats eat many

kinds of food.

2. Toactior and students discuss the pictures on page 374 The following points should

. by stressed.
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a. The rats are eating something in each picture.
b. In each case what they are eating is different.

3 Teacher gives eachtstudent a copy of the chart. If necessary fill in the informa-
tion for Picture A as a class.

4. Students complete the chart on their own.

5. After charts. are complete, teacheranp students discuss their individual answers.
Appropriate responses should be recorded on a chart either reproduced on board or
transparency.

6. After the students have identified the diet and source of food for each rat pic-
tured, ask them to describe how the rat's ability to survive on many different
kinds of food contribute to its success. ti

7. Allow ample time to discuss the questions at the end of page 37. Teacher may .

paraphrase questions if necessary.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Student should be able to discuss food as a factor in the
success of an animal population.

*************************************t**********************i(*************************

DEVELOPMENT: - Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Successful and Unsuccessful Populations
Page T-74/S-38 Rat Adaptations (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To identify structural and behavioral adaptations of rats and determine how
each adaptation contributes to the rat pop,ulation's success.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Rats can move efficiently om land, underground, and in
water. Their good sense of balance allows them to move along narrow ledges and

,even along suspended wires. Few other animals have locomotor abilities as di-
verse as those of rats.
There is individual variation within every population. Only those individual-,

with variations that adapt them to their envrebnInent are likely to survive
and reproduce. The young of these individuals generally have characteristics

similar to those of their successful parents. Rats with unfavorable variations
are less likely to survive and reproduce. The emphasis in this lesson is on the
"average" adaptations of -06 Population.

Materials - copy of chart on page 38 on board or trans-

parency

You may wish to gather pictures of animals and plants
with special adaptations to show to the class. (Flying

squirrels, desert cactuses., bats, armadillos, and dol-
phins are a few examples.) You may, also wish to show

, pictures of the fore-limbs of diffef-ent animals, inclu-
dipg humanp, tocorpare the adaptations of limb and,
hand and The various functions of which they are

capable.

70 G
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adaptation
properties
reproduce
litter

successful population
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

r

1. Students read q4i paragraph op page 38. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Before the students attempt to identify the adaptations of the rat in each pic-
ture,ture, make su're they thoroughly understand the rheaning of "adaptation." Shells,
spines, speed, and color are all factors of adaptation that have enabled animals
populations to survive. Have the students give examples of. animals that frt into
-Mese categories (turtle, spiny sea urchin, rabbit, brrd).

3. Students examine pictureS'A, and C on page 38 and identify the adaptation of
each kind of rat shown. Thi may be done as a discussion. Teacher records appro-
priate responses on chart o le board or transparency.

4. Students read the first paragel n column 2 on page 38. Teacher may paraphrase.

5. Teacher discuss with the students the movement of rats as compared to other animals
and point out how each type of movement contributes to the rats' survival. Include
in discussion the 2,questions on page 38.

6. Students read first 2 paragraphs on page 29. Teacher may parapfirase.

7. The reading of the next 2 paragraphs and answering of the question that follows
is optional. The following, I6ss complicated problem, may be substituted by the
teacher: Teacher explains the following to the class both orally and by record-

.ing the statistics on the board - ,

Although many factors affect survival, most small animals such as rats have a
relatively short life expectancy. The rat's high rate of reproduction compensates
for its short life span. Female rats produce 4 to 7 litters per year and each lit-
ter averages 6 to 22 young.

Question: If a female rat has 5 litters in-1 ''ear, and each litter contains 10
baby rats how many rats will be bo-rn in 1 year?

5 50 baby rats

Teacher should stress the'high number of babies born irr 1 family. Compare this
to human beings.

8. Students answer,,quettions 1 and 2 on page 39 durindsiiscussion.

9. Teacher may wish to show and discuss pictures of anImalS with special adaptations
at this time as an extension of the lessOn.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to explain how a high reproduction
rat and other rat adaptations contribute to the organism's
Success.

*********4******************#****************************************Ik************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Successful and Unsuccessful Populations
Page T-76/S-40 Rat Enemies (25-35 Min.)

PURPOSE: To describe the effect of the lack of natural enemies on a rat population.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - Becausp of their secretive and generally nocturnal habits,

irats have few enemies other than people. In this lesson, the students examine the

effect on the rat population of natural enemies and people as enemies.

Materials,17 Show -Ne class pictures of animals brought
to North America from other countries with

a no natural enemies in this country: As a

result, their populations have increased

as they have adapted successfully. Star-

li-1gs, Japanese beetles, and gypsy moths

are a few examples.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards /Key Skips

natural enemies

Identification Cards

1. Students read first 2 paragraphs ,on page 40. Teacher may paraphrase and should

point out,picturesof rats' natural enemies on page 40 and 41 (coyote, snake and

owl). Stress that these do not live in cities.

2. Students answer first question on page 40 during discussion.

3. Students read last paragraph on page 40. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Students read and answer question 1 and then 2 on page 41. Teacher may para-

phrase.

.
DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain how a lack of nat-

ural enemies enables a particular animal population to

thrive in its environment.
********R**************************************************************************

v

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Successful and Unsuccessful Populations %

Page T-78/S-42 The AMerican"Chestnut Tree (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To ,investigate the causes of the failure of a plant population - the

American chestnut'tree. 6

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - The failure of the American chestnut tree population is a

clasSic example of how people's ability to cause.changes in the environment far

surpasseS their ability to explain and predict those changes. Similar problems

are occurring today with white.pine blister rust, oak wilt, and Dutch elm disease.

Today governmental agencies maintain large and expensive inspection and quarantine

0 programs:to prevent the.introduction into North American of plant and animal popu-

lations that could prove harmful.

"Materials - Teacti(Or may want to obtain pictures of

blight-struck plts in your area. Get in,touch with

your state or prdVrnce agricultural agency for infor-

mation. -
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'TFACHING SUGZNTIONS: .

1. Students read page 42. Teacher may paraphrase.

'2. Students should examine pictures on pages 42 and
chestnut trees and new growth.

43 as eRamples of American

3. .Students read first column of text on page 43. Teacher may paraphrase. Dis-
cuss the italicized question with the students.

4. Students discuss and answer questions 1 and 2 on page 43. After doing this,
students should conclude that after chestnut blight destroyed the trees, the
blight populations no longer had a source of food.

5. Teacher may wish to show and discuss pictures of blighted plants found in your
area as an extension of this lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify the cause of
failure of the population of a North American plant
species.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster JB-J Successful and Unsuccessful Populations
Page T...,82/S-44 CralArass.

PURPOSE: To investigate factors in the success of a plant
grass.

'ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - crabgrass
- 4 flower pots or con-

tainers

population such as-crab-

If crabgrass is found in your area, the teacher should
bring in or haye -Dlidents bring in crabgrass plants to
observe. Put four/plants in pots and place them on
a water tray in a sunny window. Or /ou may wish to
have students dig up some olants and see if pieces
of the stems- or roots will groW into new crabgrass plant
"crabgrass".

Language Cards/Key Signs
crabgrass .

successful population

Identification Cards

s. Label each sample

Background Information -Crabgrass is a general name for a number of weedy grasses
found mostly in temperate regions. In this lesson crabgrass is presented as an
example of a Successful4plant population. Like many plants, crabgrass can repro-
duce sexually or asexually. Sexual reproduction involves pollination and sub-
sequent seed formation. Asexual reproduction occurs when a nonseed portion of a
plant - stem, root, bulb, corm, rhizome, or leaf - develops into a seaprate plant.

In this lesson the students examine the effect On the crabgrass population of
enemies such as people. The birds feeding on crabgrass. seeds may.seem at first
to be enemies of crabgrass. However, since this contributes to dispersal of crab-
grass seeds, birds may be considered "friends" of crabgrass. If crabgrass grows
in your region, the students may observe whether any birds eat the seeds. Some
students may wish to collect crabgrass seeds' and place them on a bird-feeding tray
with other varieties of seeds to see which seeds are preferred. Crabgrass leaves
and a variety of other plants may be given to such domestic animals as rabbits or
hamqters to see if these animals have preferences.
The most vigorous enemies of crabgrass are human beings.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. In order to make use of actual crabgrass plants in the classroom the students
can be introduced to them at the beginning of the lesson.

2. Students read column 1 on page 44. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Students examine samples of crabgrass, for seeds and/then discuss question at end -

of column 1.

4. Students finish reading page 44. Teacher may paraphrase. D)scuss how difficult
it is to pull crabgrass out by its roots. Teacher may take students outside to
experience this difficulty.

5- Students read and discuss text and questions on column of page 45.

6. Teacher writes the four factors on page 45 (habitat, enemies, adaptations, rate of
reproduction) on the chalkboard. As a quick review, apply each to the rat popula-
tion. Now apply them to crabgrass. Students should deduce that although the or-
ganisms are dissimilar, successful rat and crabgrass Populations have much in
common.

7. Questions 1 and 2 on page. 45 are optional.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be ableb apply the factors of population
successes to crabgrass.

*******************************t******************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 18-1 Successful and Unsuccessful Population
Page T-84/5 -46 Passenger Pigeons (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To describe the factors that contributed to the extinction of the passenger
pigeon population.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - pone.
Background Information - Marthia, the last of the
passenger pigeons (shown on p6ge 35) was anatomically
studied by Dr. Robert Shufeldt. After completing his
studies, Dr. Shufeldt had the igeon's skin mounted.
Martha's remains are on v4ew in the U. S. National
Museum in Washington, D.C.
The Carolina parakeet in another bird once native

to parts of North America that is now extinct. The
last known Carolina parlkeet died in 1918 in the Cincinnati Zoo. Its remains were
not kept-

Two books you may wish to consult for further infomation about passenger pigeons
Roth, Charles. Then There Were None. - Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1977., Pages 56-
74.

Bent, Arthur C. Life HistOries of th America Gallinaceous Birds. NYC, Dover
'Publications, 1963. Pages 379-402.

An article containing further informati
.Buscemi, Doreen. "The Last AmeriCan Par

No. 4, -April 1978. ' Pages .10-12.

Language
unsuccessful population
passenger pigeon
,extinct

Identification Cards

'Zi a
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read page 46 and 47. Teacher may paraphrase. Students should recognize
the passenger pigeon population as an example of an unsuccessful population and
one that is now extinct,

2. Students and teacher AiscusSquestion 1-4 on page 47. This may be handled in the
same form as on page 45. Record information on chalkboard:

3. On the chalkboard teacher lists vertically the populations discussed in this cluster:,
the rat, the Americah chestnut tree, crabgrass, and the passenger pigeon. Along
the top of the bO'ard write the four factors that determine whether a population is
successful or unsuccessful: habitat, adaptation, enemies anq rate of reproduction.
Now have individual students give.their opinion on how each factor contributed to
the success or failure of each.population.

sox

4. Now that these factors have been reviewed, the studentsshourd be able to discuss
more specifically how the factors apply to the now extinct passenger pigeon in tilF
their answers to questions 1 through 4 on page 47.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to explain how habitat, rate of
reproduction, enemies, and adaptation contributed to the
extinction of a population.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-1 Successful and Unsuccessful' Populations
Page T-86/S-48 Some Succeed and Some Don't (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the student's performance in relation to the following ob-
jectives:
1. Identifying successful and unsuccessful populations.
2. Describing how various factors contribute to a population's success or

'failure.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Adaptation, rate of reproduction, enemies, and habitat are again key words in
answering questions 1 through 7 on page 48. It will help the students organize ,
their thoughts if these words are written on the chalkboard.

2. Have the students read the qeustions and prepare written answers for discussion.
If necessary, the teacher may paraphrase and sign and/C'r write them on the board.'

3.' The populations studied so far are either favorable or highly unfavorable to
people. It may be interesting for the class to research in wildlife`magazines
the controversy surroundrrig wolves in North America. Caribou and moose populations
are preyed on by the wolf, and their numbers are decreasing yearly. Same people
want the wolf taken off the endangered list so that its population may be con-
trolled. Others blame hunters for -the decrease in caribou and moose populations
and want the wolf left alone. There are many opposing viewpoints that make sense
and that would provide a new perspective on a controversial and successful popu-
lation.

a,
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IIf time allows, student; may be giv n a few days to complete page 49 by drawing.
and labeling their idea of a succe sful animal. The best drawings could be stapled
to a bulletin board or presented in class by the artists. ::

Collect the papers' so you can evaluate each individual's progress.. If a student
Correctly responds to Most of t e questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives fd the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
chapter.

*********************,************ ****************************************************

/
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Part B

A. alliSTER OUTLINE:

A

Level 6 'Unit 1 Population.Needs

on Success Lesson Cluster 1B-2

Page Teaching Strategies
I

Lesson Title
4.

-:_

Teach hi-ng Time

Suggested

T-92 4.

T-94
T-96
T-98
T-102

Introduction

Development .

Development
Application
Evaluation

,

Reptile PopUlations:-
Dinosaurs
Turtles

, The American Alligator

Wrapping Up Reptiles

.

30-35 min.
50 min.

.35-40 min.

-,70-80 min.
30-35 min,

.

B. MATERIALS: See materials list on page T-89

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XX, Population Needs, is appropriate -for
use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 The World of Reptiles
Page T-92/S-50 Reptile Population (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To identify reptiles as examples of populations with °a long history of
success on Earth.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: itto Language Cards/Key Signs
Background Information: Animals classified as reptiles reptiles
include lizards; turtles, snakes, alligators, crocodiles, Age of Repti
caimans, gavials, and tuatara. Amphibians, such as populations
frogs, toads, and salamanders, are often confused with dinosaurs.
reptiles?. Amphibians spend Part of their lives in snakes
water; they generally have smooth skins. Reptiles turtles
commonly have dry, rough skins. Some reference books alligators
you may wish to make use of-are: extinct .

CONANT, ROGER. A Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphi-
bians of Eastern and Central North America, 2nd edition,
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1975.

STEBBINS, ROBERT C. A Field Guide to Western Reptiles and
Amphibians, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1963.

Materials,- pictures of reptiles

TEACHING SUGGES IONS:'

1. Teacher should begin the lesson by introducing pictures of living kinds of lizards,
turtles, snakes, alligators, and other reptiles.

?. If desired, students can prepare reports on individial reptiles aid present these
reports to the entire class. Special emphasis can be placed on local reptiles.
The reports could be presented before beginning the lesson on turtles.
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3. Students should read page 50. Teacher may paraphrase information. Do not get
too involved with the discussion on dinosaurs for they will be covered in the.

next lesson.

4. Students answer questions 1 and 2'on page 50. Teacher should discuss answers
with the claSis,:-

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe reptiles as suc-
cessful-populations on the basis of their long history and
widespread habitats.

*********i******4**************te*******************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1 ii22 The World of Reptiles
Page T-94/S-51 Dinosaurs (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To identify dinosaurs as formerly successful animal populations whose
existence -is known only by fossils..

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Language Cards/Key Signs
Batkground Information: After some 140 mi11-ion years on dinosaurs
Earth, dinosaurs died out with no obvious cause for extinct
their extinction. Until recent years dinosaurs were population
thought to have been cold-blooded reptiles. Today some predators
paleontologists believe-that Some dinosaurs may have fossil
been warm-blooded. Instead of being slow2moving, - horseshoe crab_
these warm-blooded dinosaurs were speedy creatures.
Deinonychus, one of the kinds thought to be warm-
blooded, stood somewhat over a meter (about four feet)
tall. It had powerful hind legs useful in running down
prey. Recent studies indicate that the plates on the back
of the Stegosaurus may have served as areas from which
heat was dissipated, much as it is in present-day auto-
mobile radiators. The plates were formerly thought to be
protective devices.
You may wish to refer to the article, "A New Look at

Dinosaurs," by John_Ostrom. National Geographic, August,
1978, pages-152-185. .

Materials -pictures of dinosaurs
-books abqut dinosaurs
fossils of plants or animals

-Plaster of Paris and water
cup and stirrer for each student

- large pail for mixing plaster
-objects such as acorns, sea shells
-seeds for each student

NOTE: If a similar activity had been done in earlier grades and students do not seem
motivated, assembling models of dinosaurs may be dope as an alternative activity.
However, be sure that they understand what fossils are and why they,are impor-
tant.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read.page 51. Teacher may paraphrase. Then give students ample time to
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discuss the page. Teacher may wish to pose the question, What is wrong with the
way dinosaurs are generally-presented in films or comic strips? (Humans are

present along with the dinosaurs, whereas no humans were alive at the time ofIthe

dinosaurs.)

2. Teacher should explain the term extinct. Students may wonder why a of organ-

ism that once was very successful in numbers and diversity,is no ohger a

Several suggestions as, to why dinosaurs died are given. Let udents discuss and

infer possible consequences of each. Teacher should help them to understand that

we just cannot be sure. Much of Science includes the idea and attitude of uncer-

tainty and the need for basing conclusions on limited evidence. When evidence

is incomplete, conclusidns are tentative.

3. Students answer questions on page 51. Teacher should discuss answers with them.

4. Students read the first paragraph on page 52. Let them infer the meaning of fossil

based on the text and pictures.

5. Now let each student make a fossil-like model by pressing an object such as a

key or a paper slip in Plaster of Paris. Use a thick paste poured into shallow

paper cups. Students may have to experiment a bit to find the best thickness for

making the plaster models. If the plaster mixture is too dry, it will harden too

quickly and if the mixture is too wet, students will not get clear prints.

6. Based on this experience again discuss the meaning of the term fossil and how they
help us to learn about the past.

7. When everyone has made at least one "fossil" (it is just as easy to make several)

, you may wish to hold a fossil fair or a,mystery model contest.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to demonstrate by means of models
that fossils are evidence of sbrganisms that existed in the
past.

********i**********************************************************A*******************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 18-2 The World of Reptiles
Page T-96/S-53 Turtles (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To describe and identify turtles as successful populations of reptiles.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: The ancestors of turtles

appeared on the Earth long before the time of dinosaurs.
Sea turtles, such as the green turtle, are different

from'frestiwater and land species. They are larger and
their limbs are modified into flippers for use in

swimming/. Sea turtles move about clumsily on land and
seldom come ashore. The females do come ashore in

spring, however, to lay their large batches of eggs.
Snapping turtles have long necks, powerful jaws, and nasty temper] so they are

unsbfe to handle. They are freshwater turtles that prefer quiet, muddy waters.
False map turtles are found in freshwater ponds, swamps, and streams, Box turtles

are land turtles sometimes found in or near water. They prefer living inomoist

' open woods or swamps. Soft-shelled turtles have rather smooth shells that are
soft around the edges. They like snappers, have nasty tempers and long necks, so
they, should be handled carefully. Gopher turtles are land turtles related to the

Language Cards/Key Signs
turtleS
reptiles
populations
shell

horny bills

giant tortoises of the Galapagos Islands.
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Maferials -pictures of turtles
-if possible, a stuffed or.mounted turtle*
*Avoid using live turtles in the classroom because of possibility of'
Salmonella contamination

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students examine pictures On page 53 and discuss how the turtles are the same and
how they are different.

2. Stddents read page 53. Teacher may paraphrase.

3. Students answer questions 1 and 2 on page 53. Teacher should discuss answers with
the class.

4. Students may prepare'repOrts on local turtles or turtles in general.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify turtles as success-
,

ful reptiles appearing today as they did long ago.
************** *******************************************************************x****

00
APPLICATION: _esson Cluster 1B-2 The World of Reptiles

Page T-98/S-54 The American Alligator 70-80 min.)

PURPOSE: To study the American alligator as a species that has recently been classi-
fied es endangered but is showing signs of again becoming successful.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Along with crocodiles, caimans,
and gavials, alligators belong to a group of reptiles
known as crocodyians. Alligators have relatiNyely broad
snouts. Alligators are found in North and South America

'and in China. Althodgh the maximum age of some turtles
s greeter, crocodilians live longer than most other

re iles. One American alligator is known to bat
least 56 years old.

Although crocodilians are threatened by people today,
they have been extremely Successful in-the past. The

Language Cards/Key Signs
alligators
reptiles

American alligator popu7
lations

under round burrows
adul female alligators
natural enemies
swamps

fossil record shows that they have changed little in
almost 200 million years, Although alligators often bask
in the sun, they seldom wander far from water. All four
limbs ar-e used in walking, but the front limbs-are much
shorter than the hind limbs. Rapid swimming is produced
by sidewise movements,of the tail. In slow swimming, the

partly webbed feet are used to push the animal along.
The long, strong tail of the alligator it sometimes used to

stun or kill large animals. Most prey is carried into the
water to be eaten. If the prey is too large to be swallowed
whole, the alligator,may tear it to pieces. The alligator's
long,sharp teeth are used for seizing food but not for chewing
it. 'The alligator's stomach functions like the gizzard of.a bird.
Like birds, alligators must swallow hard objects such as stones
to aid in the grinding of their food. Wherestones are scarce,
alligators have been found with items such as bottles, bottle caps,
and ttie bases of shotgun shells in their stomachs.
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Materials -Pictures or models of alligators

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Teacher shows students, pictures of alligators. Discuss physical characteristics
and other important details of each picture.

2. Students should read the section that preceeds each question on pages 54y 55, 56,
57 and then through class discussion, answer each question. Teacher may paraphrase.
A review of.first-order consumers may be necessary,

DESIATD LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to explain how habitat, diet,
movement, reproduction and enemies affect the success of
the alligator pcipulation.,

*********************4*****************************************************4***********

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-2 The World of Reptiles
`Page T-102/5 -58 Wrappinci'Up Reptiles (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' Performance in relation. to the following
objectives:
1. Classify organisms as reOiles.
2. Discussing the effect humans have.on the sucsess of specific popula-

tionsi

%- TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow stUdents-time to read the page and write answers to the questions.

2. As an alternative, the teacher may paraphrase each'qUestion, sign and/or write
them on the board. Possible paraphrased questions may be:

1. This kind of reptile is living today. How would we know if the same kind of
reptile lived at the time of the dinosaurs?

2. Some turtle populations live on land, but most live in water. All turtles lay
their eggs on land. How doe's laying eggs on land help the population to be
successful?

3. Alligators are good swimmers. They do not walk 9r move easily on land. If

alligators had to live on land what do you think would happen to the popula-
tion?

3. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that'he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

*****************34*********************************************************************
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Level 6 Unit 1 Population Needs

Part B Population Growth and Food, Lesson Cluster 1B-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page

-)

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

_,--,

T-108 Introduction Plant Populations 25-30 min.
T-109 Development The Ginkgo 35-40 min.
T-110 Development ,Ferns 35-40 min.
T-111 Application Finding Ferns . 45-50 min.
T-112 Evaluation Plant Population Successes 25-30 min.

_4011.-
NOTE: If possible plan a fieidtrip to a greenhouse or botanical gardens. 414

B. MATERIALS: See materials list on page T-105.
,

.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XX,' Population Needs, is appropriate for
use in this unit.

.ile .

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 18=-3 The World of Plants
Page T-108/S-59 Plant Populations (25-30 mih.)

PURPOSE: To identify some plant populations that lived long ago and that are still
alive today.

PREREQUISITES: Knowledge of what a fossil is.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read page 59 and examine the picture. showing
ancient plant populations. Teacher may paraphriase
text.

2. Students may be familiar frith some of the plant names.
Ask Which kinds of similar plants might be found
growing to your area. If possible go out ol doors with
students and identify ferns, dogwoods, willows, etc% thqt
may be growing in the neighborhowl.

Language Cards/Key Signs
plants
dinosaurs
populations
fossils

ginkgo trees
ferns

fan plants
palmettos

3. If plants in the picture other than ferns or ginkgos grow in your area, stress
discussion about them. Ginkgos and ferns will be covered in the foll9wing lessons.

4. Teacher asks why the pictured plants have survived to this day, while the dino-
saUrs-have become' extinct. (The plants were able to "adapt" to changes n the
environment.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to identify some plants that have
a long history on the Earth.,

************************************************************************************"*"
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-3 The World of Plants
Page T-109/S-61 The Ginkgo (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To describe-the ginkgo tree as a successful plant population that is well
adapted to an urban environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: The ginkgo grows to a height
of approximately 24 meters (80 feet). It is natLye to
China, but was"known as a fossil in many part of the
'world before it was found alive in remote forests of
China. The ginkgo has been growing pract.ially un-
changed since more than 300 million years ago. It&
appears in fossil finds as among the earliest land'

,plants. It is now grown in many parts of North America
as a street.tree and ornamental tree. The trees are

keither staminate (male) or pistillate (female). The
pistillate flowers develop fruit that has a disagreeable
odor. Consequently, staminate trees are usually selected
for planting.

Stomata are the minute openings in the epidermis of leaves, stems, and other
plant organs through which gaseous interchange occurs between the atmosphere and
intercellular spaces within the plant. Stomata is the plural, stoma the singular.Stomata Ve so small.that thousands of them can fit in one square centimeter of'a leaf's surface. For example, In a corn leaf the average number Of stomata per
square centimeter on the upper Leaf Surface is 6,500, and on the .lower leaf
surface, 8,100.

Language Cards/ Key Signs
ginkgo tree '
fossils
extinct
stomata
polluted
air pollution

' Teacher may wish.to show the class pictures of other pollution-resistant treessuch as the aiiantgus (tree of heaven) and the plane tree (sometimes called the
English or London plane). Make a model of a stdma from construction paper,
taped-together to open and close. Use to demonstrate stoma's function.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read the'first 2 paragraphs on page 60. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Students describe similarities in the pictures of the live ginkgo leaf and the 'fossil.

3. Students answer question onpage 60, column 2. Students should be familiar enough
with the factors of adaptation at this point to discuss the importance of the
facts in A-F as they apply to the plant's success.

4. Students complete reading page 60. Teacher may paraphrase. Questions 1 and 2
are optional.

5, Teacher may wish to point out to the students that one of the reasons that ginkgos
:ire so successful today is that they are able to adapt easily to4changei brought
about by human beings.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the ginkgo tree as
a successful plant population and list some of the reasons
for its success.

***************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1B-3 'The-World of Plants
Page T -110/S -61 Ferns (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To identify the parts of a fern plant and describe the sequence of stages
in'the life cycle of the fern plant.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: All ferns grow in the stages
described on page 61 of the student text, and the
stages of growth are always in the 'pictured sequence.
The spores that come from the spore capsules on the
undersides of frondS do not produce another fern-like
'plant directly. Instead, they asexually develop into
small, flat thallus plants, which in turn produce the
male and female cells that then sexually produce
hew ferns. This alternation of sexual and asexual.
stages has been omitted to simplify the life cycle to
stages actually observable by your students.
Two books you might wish to use for identification purposes are:

COBB, BOUGHTON. The Peterson Field Guide Series: A Field Guide to Ferns.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1963. -

DURAND, HERBERT. Nature Field Book Series: Field Book of Common Ferns.
,Putnam, 1949.

Language Cards/Key Signs
ferns
fern-like plants
spores
spore capsules
habitat
thallus
fern frond

Materials,A potted fern-ideally one with spore capsules, on the fronds*
-a potted plant that is not a fern, preferably one with flowers
* f this yy'ss not possible, perhaps you can obtain some pressed specimens
of frbnds carrying spore capsules

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have a potted fern available for observation as you develop the lesson. Point out
the fronds and spore capsules (if they are on the fronds) as thoa need' arises.

-Compare the fern to another-type of plant and point out main differences between
the two as described in the lesson.

2. Students read and discuss page 61 with the teacher. Teacher may paraphrase.
Students should examine pictures carefully and use real plants for comparison.

3. Students read and answer questions 1 and 2. Answers to these questions should
provide good materials for a discussion on population success.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The-students should be able to describe the sequence of
stages in the life cycle of a fern.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION,: Lesson Cluster 1B-3 The World of
r
Plants

Page T-111/S-62 FiRding Ferns (45-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To collect, mount, and classify some local fern plants.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: You may wish to locate an outdoor
site where you can collect fronds and that your class
might visit on a field trip later. (Be aware of any
-regulations that may apply to picking wild plants in
the area.) Ferns are also available from greenhouses,
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Language Cards/Key Signs
ferns

habitat
fronds



olassroom terrariums, and homes where they are own. If a suitable area is.
available, plan on taking your students on a collecting expedition. Take along
newspapers -in which to carry the fronds. Or provide students with fronds from
a potted plant. 11 takes several weeks before the fronds are dry enough to
mount.

Materials -newspapers, 2 sheets for each student
-1 roll wax paper
-2 old telephone ,books or other heavy books
- construction paper, 1 piece for each student
-1 plain index card for each'student'
-several heavy bricks, weights, sand bags, etc.
-fern field guide book
-writing paper
-hand lens or magnifying glass

-TEACHING WGGESTIONS:

1. Students read page 62. Teacher may paraphrase.

The text provides easy to follow instructions for pressing and mounting fern
fronds.

3. If a collecting field trip cannot be taken or if sufficient fronds are not available
for class use, use one frond to demonstrate the technique. Then encourage your
students to start their own collections when the occassion arises during the
school year.

4. Help students to identify those ferns that have been collected, and label the
specimen

5. Look for spore capsules on the fronds. If they are present, use hand lenses to
observe the spores.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to demonstrate the procedure for
collecting, mounting, and identifying ferns.

***************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1B-3 The World of Plants

Page T-112/5-63 Plant Population Successes (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Identifying.some of the effects of humans on plant populations such as

ginkgos.
2. Describing some of the habitats of ferns.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow the students time to Goad page 63 and prepare written answers to the ques-
tions. Teacher may paraphrase if necessary.

2. Collodt the papers so.. you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has dem-
strated the objectives for the clustdr and is ready to go on to the next cluster.

*****************************************************************************************
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Level 6 Unit 1 Population Needs

Part Fuels for Population, Lesson Cluster 1C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page

/

Teaching Strategies Wesson.Title
Teething TiMe

Suggested

T-118
T-120
T-121
T-122
T-123

' introduction)

Development-
,..,

Demeiopment-
Application-
Evaluation

t';

Energy for Fuels
Energy Receivers
Energy Givers
The Heat Unit
Fueling Up

35-45 min.
45 min.

45 min. .

35-40 min:
30-35 min.

B. MATERIALS: See materials list on page T-115.

FILMSTRIP- INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XX, Population Needs, is appropriate for
use-in this unit.

.)
S

INTRODUCTION:* Lesson'Cluster 1C-1 Fuels
Page T-118/S-65, Energy fo Fuels (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: ToIdentify,different kinds of fuels as energy givers and to identify the
4t energy receivers.

`ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: The nature of the chemical and
physical changes that cause coal and oil to form are
too complex for consideration, but your students can-
become aware that'energy from wood, coal; and oil comes
NtinatelV frbm living matter. Indeed, if you have oil
feilds or coal mines in your state, your students can

theprior existence of certain p4ants or animals.
In addition to the fuels discussed in this lesson,

alternative energy sources are the sun, wind, ocean
tides, and heat of the Earth itself. Solar energy
is becomi-ng a very important method of heating air and
water for commercial and domestic use as fossil fuels .

/, become more diffithilt to obtain. Windmills, ocean
tides, and, geothermal heat are less practical sources
of energy, but they are used in certain parts of the
world to,generate.electrIcity.

Language Cards /Key Signs
populations
environment
matter
energy
fuels

coal

wood
oil

energy giver
energy receiver

Materials. -pictures shOwing various fuels or their sources.
-coal samples

You may want to show the class pictures of underground and strip mining coal
mining operations. Obtain a few pieces of coal, for some students may not .be
familiar with this fuel. Also try, to obtain pictures of bottled as containers,
gas pumps at a gas station, an atomic power station, and oil wells to show the
variety of fuels and fuel uses.
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Also have a hand generator or other hand tool, i.e., hand drill-, hand mixer, etc.
and the power equivalent for each hand tool, i.e., power drill, electric mixer,
fuel powered generator.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Teacher shows class pictures of energy sources and samples of coal. Also, examine

pictures of pages 65 and 66 of text. Discuss names of fuels, where they come
from, etc. with students. See if students are aware of energy crises (shortages,
high prices, etc.).

2. Students read page 65. The words populations, matter and environment have been
used in previous clusters and should be familiar to your students. It might be

wise, however, to review their meanings before progressing further.

3. Students answer questions on page 65. To answer the first questions on page 65,

students might mention natural gas, alcohol or alcohol jelly (Sterno fuel), gaso-
line, charcoal, or atomic fuels. Early settlers in North America used buffalo
chips as a fuel; even today some people burn cow or camel dung because no other
fuel is available. There are many kinds of fuel, and all yield energy.

4. Students read page 66 and answer questions.

5. Have the students discuss other energy systems with which they have had firsthand

experience. Have them describe the energy givers and receivers in each of the

systems they discuss.

6. Use the hand and power tools to demonstrate the benefits of power and fuel.

7. The fossil origins of coal and petroleum may be an interesting library research
assignment for some students, who can then make class reports.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe the energy givers.and
'receivers in familiar fuel energy systems.

***************************,***********************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-I Fuels

Page T-120/S-67 Energy Receivers (45'min.)

PURPOSE: To determine which ofthree fuels contains the most energy.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to read Celsius thermometer, ability to measure in grams
and milliliters, ability to use a balance.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Because this experiment can be
dangerous if students lack the maturity to exercise
caurfion and follow directions, you may wish to use the
following procedure. Have student set up two sets of

each of the three fuel systems, with half the class
viewing each set. Then deMonstrate the.lighting of

each system. (A fire extinguisher should be in the room).
Automotive oil generally is available only in .946 L (1 qt.) cans, so try to

taro a 180s mL (6 oz.) supply from a service station operator.

Lanquagg-eards/Key Signs
thef-momet r

energy r ceiver
fuel sy tems
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Materials -enough Of the following for either 2,sets of each of the three fuel
systems, or a set for each student:

-metal juice cans, 180 mL 16 oz.)
- measuring container, metric, 250 mL (edi oz.)

-Celsium thermometer, metal -30.0 to 110 C
- adjustable balance -, gram weights
-wooden tooth picks
-modeling clay
- automotive oil

- wick twine

- soft coal

-metal caps or lids Or bottle tops
-charcoal lighter fluid
- fire extinguisher

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read page 67 except fbr questions 1 and 2. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Teacher sets small tin can on two bricks as shown. Leave enough -room for a fuel
system under the can. Add mL of water (room temperature) and a thermometer to.
can.

3. For the wood fuel system, take one gram of toothpicks and break them in'half.
Place them, on a small' ciay pattie to form a teepee.

4. For the oil fuel system, a wick can be held in place in the cap with a small piece
of clay. Pour one gram of automotive oil into the cap. (The cap will become
hot so handle with caution.)

5. For the coal fuel system, grind a lump of soft ,coal into a fine powder. Put
1 g of the powdered coal on a can lid.

6. Students record the water temperature before igniting the fuels. Try wood first,
oil second; they are quick and easy. Because coal is difficult to ignite, put.a
few drops of charcoal lighter fluid on the powdered coal, wait about a minute,
and then ignite the coal with a match. The fuel system may need relighting from
time to time. A butane torch would be useful have on hand. Certain samples
of coal are-difficult to ignite. If your sample turns out to be one of these,
proceed with the lesson on the basis of the wood and oil systems alone. iait.a
minute or so when the fire goes out and record the water temperature again.
Note: Keep all data for use with the next lesson.

7. Students answer questions 1 and 2 on page 67.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to determine which fuels give
the most energy to an energy receiver.

*************************************************************************************0(

ti
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 FIJels

Page T-121/S-68 Energy Givers (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To'record,, analyze and discuss the results.otthe previous lesson.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to subtract 2 digit numbers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -dat; from previous lesson
-3 sheets of paper for each
student

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
fuels
.energy givers

temperature
fuel system

1. Use data gathered in previous lessonk,

2. In this lesson the class will hals the opportunity to analyze the results of the
fuel - burning experiment.

3. Students read page 68 and follow the directions. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Discuss guestAps 1 through 4.

5. Remind the students that the fuel that heated the water the most must contain more
energy than the other two fuels, for the mass of the fuels and the amount of water
were identical in each experiment.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to analyze their data and demonstrate
their understanding of energy givers and receivers by ana-
lyzing fuel-burning experiment.

**********************************t****************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Fuels
Page T-122/S-69 The Heat Unit (35-30,min.) .

PURPOSE: To provide students with a method to quantify heat energy transferred.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to add and multiply.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -data from previous lesson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read the first two paragraphs on page 69.
Before continuing with the lesson, write on the chalk-
board "1 heat unit = the amount of heat needed to change
1. mi. of water 1 C." Teacher may,paraphrase. As you discuss the lesson, students
may wish to'refer to the definition.

2. Have the students read the next two paragraphs and observe figures A-:43 and C-D.
Before going on to figure E-F, make sure everyone understands the method for

`determining total heat units gained.
, .

3. On aTiece of paper, have students prepare written answers to the italicized
questions that refer to figure E-F. You may Wish to circulate and check their

work.
.

Language. Cards/Key Signs

energy
heat

heat unit
degrees
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4. On the same piece of paper answers to questions
1 and 2 may be written. It will

be necessary for the students to refer, to their results of the fuel burning
experiment.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should,be able to calculate the heat uni-rs."
transferred from an energy giver to energy receiver.

****************x**********************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-1 Fuels
Page T-123/S-70 Fueling Up (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Identifying energy receivers arfd tgivers.
2. Calculating the amount of heat energy transferred from energy giver to

A energy receiver.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow students time to read page 70 and prepare answers to the questions. Teacher
may paraphrase questions, and write them on the -board if necessary.

2. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. ,If a student
correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next
cluster.

***************4*****************)N********************************4*.*******************
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'Level .6 Unit 1 Population Needs

-Part C Fuels for Populations, Lesson Cluster 1C-2

A. 'CLUSTER OUTLINE:

pge
.

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

- _

T-128
T-129
T-130
T-131

rk/32

Introduction
Development

' Application
Application
EvaluatiOn

A

Food Supplies Energy
Energy Chart . '

,Energy In My Lunch 4,

Heidi's.Diet
The Fuel Called Food

30-35 min.
30-35 min.
40-45 min.

35-40 min.
25-30 min.

8. MATERIALS: See materials list on page T-125.
.

FILMSTRII INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XX, Population Needs, eis appropriate for
use in this unit.

' , ,.

INTRODUCTION.: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Food Is Fuel For People
Page T-128/S-71 Food Supplies Energy (30-3

PURPOSE: To introduce and define the termcCalorie.

''PREREQUISITES: Ability to MUltply 2 and 3 digit numbers by 1000.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -One of each of the fol-

k lowing:

-measuring container ,r

-100 mi., Celsius thermometer

30 C-110
-safety match
-fire extinguisher (optional)
-set of 1000 gram plastic
cubes in a beaker

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS.:

' 1. TeaCher shouedemonstratea 1 C change in 1000 mL of watery Fill a 1000 mi.

beaker with water and insert athermometer. Use language card to reinforce
\ "thermometer."

2. Usipg any mild source of heat, such as a safety match-or cigarette lighteF, care-
fully bring the temperature of the water up 1 C.

3. In order to make the concept of,1 mL as part of 1000 mL, use the set of 1000
plastic cubes in a beSker to represent 1000 mL of water. Remove 1 cube in order
to demonstrate the 1 mL of water referred to in the text.

4. Teacher should write on the board that just as 1000 grams equal one kilogram and

Language Cards/Key Signs
fuel

energy
calories
heat energy
heat units
thermometer
Calorie..
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1000 meters equal one kilometer, 1000 heat units are equivalent to one Calorie.

5. discuss questIons 1-3 and show.anyarithmetic that may be needed on the chalk-
board.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to convert heat units to Calories.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:. esson Cluster 1C-2 Food Is Fuel Fof People
Page T-129/S-72 Energy Chart (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To b come familiar with the number of Calories contained in certain amounts
of f ods. 4

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -food package that lists
tO calories on labels

TEACHING SUGGEST.II S:

1. Show food package to students and where the Calories
are listed.

Language Cards/Key Signs
Calorie
mass
heat units

2. List fOodand Calories on chalkboard.

3. Students read column one on page 72. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Teacher should familiarize students with food energy chart.

5. Questions 1-4 can now be answered. Remind students that they will have to refer
to the food mass cnart on page 16 in order to answer questions 1.and 3. - ,

6. While discussing with the students the answers to the questions on page 72,
make sure they understand the difference between the mass of a food and the
Calories contained within that food.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to determine from a chart the
Calories contained in specific amounts of foods.

**********************i*************************************4**************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Food Is Fuel For People
Page T-130/S-73 Energy in My Lunch (40=45 Min.)

PURPOSE: To_calculate the amount of eaergy, contained in a typical lunch.

PREREQUISITES: Students should be able to double ,and half caloric values.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - cookbook or diet book

containing a calorie table
-reproduce chart from page
73 on board or transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Sign
energy

1. Students read the first paragraph. Teacher may paraphrase.
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2. Teacher helps students calculate available energy from firs+ meal oy recording
calculations on the board.

'3. Students read second paragraph. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Students calculate avallable.energy from meal two on paper. When complete
teacher should review answers With class and show correct calculations on the
board.

5. Students read the rest of page 73. Teacher ma paraphrase.

6. Students can now make their Today's Lunch Charts on ruledpaper. They should

allow enough horizontal lines so that all items in their lunches can be listed.
(Yesterday's Lunch may be substituted if necessary.)

7. Have the students look up the Calorie content of the items in their Punches,
using the chart in the text and, if necessary, the cookbook or diet book.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to determina,the Calories avail-

, able from a number of lunches.
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Food, Is Fuel For People

Page T-131/S-74 Heidi's Diet (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To provide the information needed to evaluate the Calorie content of

individual diets.

4111 PREREQUISITES: Ability to add 3 digit numbers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -copies of special diets for
weight loss or gain

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
diet
calories
Heidi

1. Students read first paragraph on page 74. Teacher may paraphrase. After students

have read the first paragraph on page 74, take a few minutes to discuss Calories
as energy. For example, a very active person needs more Calories than a moder-
ately active person. Record on. board Caloric intake for average, active and
below average persons. Teacher should briefly exhibit and discuss special diets

for weight loss or gain. Make note on the board of total Caloric intake for one

day in a diet for weight gain and loss. Help students to compare and relate
high Caloric intake with weightlgain and low intake with weight loss.

2. Let students use the Calorie chart on page 72 to calculate the number of Calories
in Heidi's diet on page 74. The class will probably conclude that Heidi's diet
is that of an average person.

3. Now let students calculate the Calories available in the foods they have eaten
for one entire day. You may want to have them list the items consumed for break-
fast, lunch, and dinner from memory and then total up the figures for a daily

total. Don't forget to include snacks between meals. The result will probably
be much more accurate if you assign careful note-taking for homework and leave
the final tabulation for,another day.
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4. After students complete question number 3 on page 74! they should determine
whether their diaNwes that of an active, average or below average person.
Discuss these results.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to evaluate themselves as active,
average or below average in terms of energy needs.

********f**************************************************************************X***.

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-2 Food Is Fuel For People
Page T-132/S-75 The Fuel Called Food (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
. 4

objectives:
1. Converting Calories to heat unite.
2. Calculating the energy in foods by using a Calorie chart.
3. Determining whether or nqt the content of a diet is suitable for

ti average energy needs.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Allow the students to read page 75 and prepare answers for the question. Teacher

t
may p raphrase questions on the board if necessary. The students should be en-
coura ed to refer to any necessary tables or charts to help them in determining
the Answers. . _ ,

2. Collect the papers so'you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to'the next
cluster.

*********4*******************************************************t**********************
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Level 6 Unit .1 Population Needs

Part C Fuels for Populations, Lesson Cluster 1C-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page TeachTng Strategies Lesson Title

'Teaching Time

Suggested

T -138

T-140
T-141

T-142
T-144

..

Introduction
Development
Development
Application
Evaluation

Plants Can Put It All Together
Food for Consumers .

The Other Ninety Percent
Population Interact,
Use of the Environment

35-40 min.
40-45 min.
35-40min.
35-40 min.

40-45 Tin.

B. MATERIALS: See materials list on page T-135.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filystrip Set XX, Population Needs, is appropriate for
use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 1C-3 Putting It-AII Together - ,

Page T-138/S776 Plants Can Put It All Together (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To show how much of a corn plant's mass comes from each materiaT the plant
takes from its environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: in the presence of light and
chlorophyll green plants combine arbon dioxide from
the air and water from the soil o oduce plant food. ,

In the process, oxygen is released I o the atmosphere.'
This atmospheric oxygen, upon which a mals depend,
would disappear were it not for this process ,of photo-
synthesis. Do not attempt to describe the complexi-
ties of photosynthesis to the students. It is suffi-
cient that they examine the light, heat, and material
requirements of plants and understand that the plants
themselves "put It all together" to make their own food.

Languag Cards/Key Signs

carbon d
light

heat
minerals
water
producers
environment

Materials -reproduce chart on page 77 on board or transparency

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Students read page 76. Teac r may paraphrase. To further impress upon the class
the distance the suncis away rom the Earth, you may point out that the sunlight
entering the window haft the sun about 81/3 minutes ago at a speed of, 197,600
kilometers per second.

2. Point, out to the students that the picture on page 76 is not drawn to scale, but
merely suggests the vast distance between the Earth and the sun. Only about one

. fifty-millionth of the sun's energy output (both heat and light) arrives in the
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vicinity of the_Earth. Of that amount, approximately half is reflected back
into space by clouds, water vapor in the atmosphere, and the Earth's surface.
Much of the energy absorbedLby the atmosphere and the Earth helps to maintain
a tempdl.ature range suitable for -life.

*

3. Explai how to Feed the Corn Plant Needs Table on page 77. Then have the ',tudenf,
discuss questions.1 through 3.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to conclude that plants use
the sun's energy to make their -bwn food from minerals, air,
and water.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-3 Putting It All Together
Page T-140/S-78 Food For Consumers (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To examine the concept that 10% of the mass of the food eaten by a consumer
becomes part of its body mass, and to relate this concept to the food chain.

PREREQULSITES: , Ability to calculate 10% or 1/10 of a quantity.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -reproduCtion of chart on
page 78 on board or trans-
parency

,2-pi.ctures, of producers,

first-, second-, and third-
-order consumers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
consumers
producers
body mass
i r 'St-oi-Vei-- consumer

second-order consumer
third-order consumer

1. Teacher reviews producers and consumers by discussing pictures of them with class.
Stress food-chain relationship between' producers and consumers.

2. Studepts read page 78. Teacher may paraphrase;

3. Students discuss their answers to questions 1 and 2. Students or teacher should

demonstrate correct calculatioHs on the board or transparency.

Teacher may wish to set up the following sample problem for the students: If

a cow ate 10 kilograms of grass, how much of that mass would become part of the

cow? (1 kilogram).

5. Be sure the students understand the generaliation that only about 10% of the
mass of producers becomes part of the body mass of consumers, and that again
only 10% of the mass of, firstrorder consumers becomes part,of the mass of second-
order consumers.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOmE:- Students should be aple to apply the 10% comcept to
foOd-chain relationstigps.

**************************0************************************************A**********

A
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 1C-3 Putting It All Together

Page T-141/S-79 The Other Ninety Percent (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To illustrate the role of decomposers in the food chain.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Most decomposition is done by

microscopic bacteria and fungi. These organisms exist

-- by the billions in decaying mat+er and are l'esponsible

for returning material back to a form that can be used-

again. In this lesson,the students examine the cycling
of materials irom consumers back to producers. The

last unit in this book, ENERGY AND ECOSYSTEMS, develops

this concept in greater detail.

Language Cards/Key Signs

consumer
mass
waste products
producers
decomposers

Materials -reproduction of chart on page 79 on transparency or board

pictures or examples of decomposers such as fungi, mushrooms, bacteria

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read page 79. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Teacher help students to understand chart on page 79.

3. Have the students use the chart to deSCribe how materials "travel" or cycle from

prodaters to consumers *then basic to- producers again. Skillful students may

be able to provide sample calculations based on body weight of consumers and the

10% concept. The following items illustrate the stages involved.

Producers - plants use energy from the sun, water, and air to make parts such

as roots, stems and leaves.
First-order consumers - crickets eat plant parts and 1 g of every 10 g of plant

matter becomes cricket- matter.
Second-order consumers - frogs feed on crickets at the same 10% rate.

Third - order consumers - raccoons eat nuts, berries, grains, and many kinds of

animals. If they feed on frogs they would be called third-order consumers and

gain about one gram for every 10 grams of frogs eaten.

Decomposers - fungi and-bacteria are decomposers that trans4157dead plants and

animals into matter that growing4plants can use again to manufacture plant parts.

4. Ask the students to speculate what the surface of our planet would look like if

there were no organisms to decompose dead plants and animals and waste products.

DUARED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe how plant and

animal matter cycles through consumers and decomposers to

become the buildApg blocks of new producers.
****************************************************************************i**********
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APPLICATION: Lesson.ZIu.ter 1C-3 Putting It All Together
Page T-142/S-80 Population Interact (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To describe and discuss the effects of competition among populations within
a community.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background,Information: In recent years a number of laws
have been "baseed-and enforced to protect plant and ani-
mal communities, especially endangered species. Many
large building ;projects are required to have an environs-

mental impact statement included in the plans. This
has become an area ci'controVer'si because the effects
on the environment are nor always certain or predictable and may become known only
after a number of year's have passed.

Several instances of accidental .importation of plants and animals leading to
'population explosions of pests have already been mentioned. The gypsy moth is
an example. A suitable environment and the absence of natural enemies led to an
upset of the community ecosystem.

In this lesson the term community is used to describe interacting population;.
The students have already examined several community interactions such as food
chains and the work of decomposers This lesson initiates thinking about people's
influence on the environment.

Language Oards/lq:y Signs
populations-

communities
compete for space
compete for food

v Materials -articles on recent effects of human activity on plant and animal popu-
lations, especially.those living sin your own area.

TEICHING SUGGESTIONS:

Students read page 80. Teacher may paraptrtase.

<-

Discuss italicized questions and record students' answers on board. Point out

to the students that to solve the problem posed on the page, the students must
establish personal priorities. Seme may feel that people are the most important
of all organisms and should be able to alter the environment at will for their
own convenience. Others may object strenuously; claiming that alligators, fish,
water plants, and other non-human populations demand people's concern and pro-
tection. It is possible also that a charge that benefits the human population
in the short run (but harms other populations) may also prove harmful to humans

.in the long run. For instance, draining the marsh for the new school might affect
the community water supply or force water into people's basements.

- 3. After a reading of page 81, allow ample time for discussion and inference-making

by the students.

4. Teacher may wish to have students write answers to questions 1 through 3, either

in class or for homework.

5. Discuss with students any articles that you have on the topic of ,population

interaction.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be able to describe and discuss the effects
of competition on the population within a community.

***************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 1C-3 Putting. It All Together
Page T-144/S-82 Use of the Envrionment (40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Discussing importance of the. sun for producers and consumers.
2. Applying the concept that about 10% of the mass of the food eaten

by a consumer becomes part of its body mass.
3. Describing tie role of decomposers -in providing producers with materials

for food.
_4. Recognizing the effects of population changes within a community of

plants and animals.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students read each question and prepare'their answer on Paper. If necessary,
teacher may paraphrase each question and rewrite them on the board.

2. In order to help students doing'question 2, record the 10% principle as found on
page 78 on the board. Question 2 enables you to determine how well the students
are able to make inferences from their past experiences. They must beable to
apply the 10% concept in order to arrive at the best solution. Plan 2 is the
most efficient. py applying the 10% principle, the students should see that the
chicken's body-06ight gain from eating the cornmeal would be only 10% of the mass
consumed. Therefore, the most efficient use of the cornmeal is to eat it directly,
feeding none to the hens. This understanding leads the students to elimin&te
plans 1 and 3. The food value,of_the eggs would -not equal_that of .the cornmeal.
Faced with a decision between plans 2 and 4, the students will need to make in-
ferences based on their general knowledge regarding organLsm survival. It would
be most efficient to kill and eat the chickens qrst, befoil-e they begin to lose
weight during Tharvation.

5. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each-individual's progre'ss. If a
student correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next unit.

4. For further discusn and enrichment, you may wish to pose the following qdestion:
If the sun died out at this moment, wp on Earth would not know it, of course/for
about 81/3 minutes - the time it would take for the last rays to reach the Earth.
As farfetched as this possibility may be, ask your students to speculate on the
long-term effects of suchan occurrence.

*******************4**********************************04**********************************
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Level 6 Unit 2 Models

Part A The Model World, Lesson Cluster 2A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Teaching Time
Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggested

1-156 Introduction Cars of the Future 30 min.
T-458 Dwielopment Ideas are Models 45 min.
T-160 DeVelopment The Hidden You 30 min.
T-161 Application Designing a Chair 30 min.
T-162 Evaluation The World of Models 30 min.

NOTE: All lessons should be used - no options as to choice of Development lesson.

S. MATERIALS: Add the following materials to the list on page T-153-:
-clay-is not optional; however, a substitution may be made
- if clay is not used, 3 (27 cm x 3cm ) strips of paper , piece of

posterboard (20 cm x 20 cm), scissors, glue, or tape will be needed
for each student
- picture of an arch

- models and model kits of science objects (eye, ear) and of toys
(animals, cars or buildings)

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XIV, Size, Scale and Models, and XIX,
Models, is appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTIONS Lesson Cluster 2A-1 What Is A Model?,
Page T-156/5 -86 Cars of the Future (3Q min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of models, and to explain how models help people
solve problems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Backgrodgd Information: A model is a representation of
an object or system, or an idea. Depending upon the
degree of detail, a model will duplicate many, but not
necessarily all, aspects of the original. Different
types of-models have different uses in problem solving.

Small physical models are the type most familiar to
the students. Scientists and manufacturers, on the
other hack', are more Zoncerned with models for systems.
Models are especially useful for depicting very large
Syiems Such as the solar system, very small systems
such as miniature electric circuits, or hidden systems
such asthe human circulatory system.

The'au'Iromobile models used in indOstry are models of
systems. The latest model car is a combination of all the properties that make
thiS year's product different from last year's. This included seating arrangements,
style, performance, and safety features. 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
model

scale
physical model
drawing model
idea model

Identification Cards
clay
models (names) 1
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Materials -Have the fQl.lowing for each student:
-1 lump of clay about 50 grams

*-3 (27 cm x 3 cm) strips of paper
*-1 pair scissors
*-a tape roll or bottle glue

*If clay is not used

You may also have available model plastic'kits, science models (human ear) and
toys (such as animals or cars) for use during lesson.

TEACHING4SUGGESTIONS:

1. In order to connect past experiences of Students to the following model concepts,
have them explore the planning end construction of an arch. Ask them to construct
the tallest arch possible using the piece of clay. Draw an arch on the board and
allow students to begin. You might suggest drawing What they plan to build first
discussing with a nearby student or telling you what they plan to do with inidivi-
d6a1 students during this time. When they are reasonably well along (10 minutes.'
or so) discuss with them the procedure of how they arrived at their final designs.
Throughout the next two pages refer back to this experience many times.

2. Have the students read the unit title and the part title. Next, tell them to look
at the picture of the model village. In discussing what the picture represents,
encourage a w variety of responses. Some students may see the picture as a
collection of-bdIldings, as somebody's,hometown, as a model for making changes,
or as a model that shows changes.

3: Have the students turn to page 86 and paraphrase or h ve them read all,but the
last paragraph, 'Tell them to look carefully at the p ctures of narrow and wide
wheel spacing on the automobile models.

4. Allow time for a discussion of the Italicized questions. Ask the class whether
they can name other problems that Models might help solve. Students might suggest ,

problems,involving safety, comfort, appearance, and performance.

5. Paraphrase or have the students finish page 86 and read all of page 87. Idea

(mental) and drawing models will be view to most students.

6. In order to check their understanding of different types of models, ask them to
mention a product; and then help them trace its development from idea to final
form. (Classroom objects and articles of clothing are good examples because the
class can look at the finished object.)

7. Have the students discuss the numbered questions. ,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to define the term model, and
give examples of how different types of models are used to
help people solve problems.

****************************************************************************M4*******
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 What Is A Model?
Page T-158/S-88-89 Ideas as Models (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of a mental model, and jo demonstrate how a physical
modal can be developed from a mental model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -2 or 3 balls
-2 or 3 mirrors
-1 piece of,chalk
-10 large sheets of paper-

. -2 or 3 flashlights

Page 88 of the student text shows how to set up the
demonstration model for this lesson. Use the books
and tape to prop up the mirror. Darken room, cut a
slit in.the aluminum foil to produce a more concen-
trated and more easily visible beam of light. Try the
entire experiment by yourself before class, just for
practice in lining up the light and the ball.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Demonstrate the ball model for the class. It is impor-

tant to keep the students' attention focused on the
model as a model (the representation of an idea). Call

up students to try out the model'and predict where the
ball will go after it strike the mirror. Dr/aw chalk lines on the fl6or later

to help students refine their predictions. Oraw a diagram of the ball demonstra-

tion on the board sfiowing an incoming ball. Ask students to predict, state how
they made the prediction (a rule) and draw the path of the outgoing ball. Descrip
this diagram and the rules by which it works as a mental or idea model of the
real bouncing ball.

Language Cards /Key Signs

model
ideOpedel (same as men-
tal model)

path
predict
mirror
ball

light path

ball path
'noun '

Identification Cards
flashlight
mirror
ball

light path
ball path

2. Have the students read page 88 to the beginning of the italicized questions.
Teacher may paraphrase the text. Skip the,lst paragraph in the right column:.
Explain that when you think of light as if' it were a ball, you are using a mental,

model. The next step is to test this model, using the equipment shown in the
text picture with the flashlight. Demonstrate various angles using 1 to 3 set ups.

Use students to perform. ctivity. Have them lay down flashlight, predict Its
full path, then turn on the light to check actual path. Have them draw paths on

paper and constantly have them refer to the ball mental model and ball demonstra-

tion.

3. Start a class discussion of the italicized questions on page 88. Encourage class

acceptance of mental models.

4. Tell the students to read page 89 or paraphrase it for them. Question B and C

are abstract. Draw a sun and a feve.plane-

l

orbits on the board. Show Uy drewind

arrows the moving positions of these plan s for a week. Then draw a rocket going
from one of these planets and have them pr8d)0 where to aim the rocket. The

rocket will take 1 week to reach any of the prerre10.. Have, 2,5;udents answer
question A. Draw the moon, orbit and earth on the board to tie students answer

B. Ask them why models are particularly useful for objects that are not easy to
observe (because models allow direct observation.).
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-5. Re\iiew through discussion the process of Making models to explain observations,
and of revising models to incorporate further observations, as shown in the two
drawing model's of the solar= system. Students may want to investigate the work
of scientists such as Ptolemy, Galileo, arrd Copernicus as an extension of the
lesson..In answering the italicized questions, some students will realize that
the movement of the Earth had to be considered in planning the course of any
rocket leaving the Earth.

6. Conclude the lesson by discussing the numbered questions with the class. These
should help to extend comprehension of mental models.

After the lesson, you may wish to make the demonstration materials available,
so the students can try their own experiment. Expect a great deal of interest
in this model.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe mental models and
explain how a physical model can be developed from a mental
model.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 What Is A Model?
Page T-160/S-90 The Hidden You (30 min.)

PURPOSE:. To develop the concept of a model by discussing the concept of a model of
hidden interactions in systems.

*ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -For each student:
-1 large piece of light
construction paper

-1 box crayons or colored
pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
system
interaction

1. Have the students read or paraphrase for them the first 3 paragraphs on page 90.
It is advisable to review the terms system and interaction. These terms may be
new to some students.

2. Have the students look at the two models of the nervous system. Emphasize that
both are models, even though one is more realistic than the other. Ask how it qs
possible for the same system or object to have more than one model.

3. The factory model of the nervous system will probably remind students of tele-'
vision commercials advertising remedies for headaches and other illnesses. Such
commercials may well influence students' drawings in answer to question 3. Stu-
dents4,should realiZe the value of models in the study of systems, because systems
cannot always be studied directly.

4. Use the numbered questions to conclude the lesson, and to help the students ver-
balize and demonstrate their understanding of models. Some examples are: 1) how
a letter gets7to you from a friend, 2) how water gets to or from the sink in the
room

.

or drinking fountain in the hall, or 3) how food gets to your tray in the
cafeteria after being unloaded from'a 1-ruck at your school. These models could
be drawn on the blackboard.
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a. Concludily having the students draw a hidden system, you have not discussed, on

construction paper.

DESIRED LEARNING:OUTCOME: The student should be able to give examples of how models

can demonstrate bidden interaction in systems.
***********0 **********************************1**********************************4***

1,

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2A-1 What Is A Model?
Page T-161/S-91 Designing a Chair (30 min.)

RPUPOSE: To apply model-making-cohcepts to designing a chair.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -For each student:
*-1 large piece of clay
-10 strips of cardboard or
poster board

*If available,students may use medium of their choice, i.e., sticks, wire, paper,

etc.

Assemble the materials for making drawing and physical

models of chairs. When students build their physical

models, they will show great differences in manipula-

tive abilities. You may therefore wish to offer them

a choice of cardboard or clay to work with. The card-

board entails greater complexity and difficulty. Also,

one material may be more appropriate than the other for__

a given student's design.

Language Cards/Key Signs
chair ,

design

TEA*NG SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the studeilts read or paraphrase for them page 91 down to the numbered
questions.

2. Have the students pretend to be chair designers. Encourage them to think of a

design that is different from the everyday chair.

3. Guide their design'ing by asking them to discuss what properties are essential
to any chair. Most students will probably mention a seat, legs, and a back,

whereas some,may point out that the only essential element of a chair is that
someone can sit on it.

4. Encourage the students to differentiate between features common to all chairs and
comfort or style considerations. This will help to reinforce the concept that
there are various acceptable models for the same object.

5. Distribute the materials and let the students work on their models.

6. Conclude the lessOn by discussing the numbered questions with the class.

7. Make certain that the chair models are retained in the classroom. They willIbe

needed for the evaluation lesson.

DESIRED 'LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to make mental, drawing, and

physical models for a simple object.
**************************************************************************i***********
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EVALUATION: LeSson bluster 2A-1 What Is A Model?

. Page T-162/S-92 The. World of Models (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' preformance in relation to the following
.

objectives:
1. Identifying ways in which.models help people to solve problems.

2. Distinguishing among mental, drawing and physical modelS.

3. Recognizing and drawipg models of hidden systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -For each student:
- 1 pencil
-1 sheet graph paper.
3 sheets drawl.ng paper

- 1 box colored pencils
- examples of chairs made in the previous lesson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONSi

J. Have the students read or paraphrase for them each question on page 92.

2. Distribute the materials and have the Students write out answers to the questions.

3. Go over the student responses with them when they have completed their work.
You may wish tolet the students correct their own papers to enable them.to

evaluate their progress.

4. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. Ifsa stu- dent

correctly.responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has

demonstratet the objectives for the clutter and i's' reOy'to go on to the next

cluster.
**********************************************************************************x*xx*x
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Level% UnIt 2 Models

Part A The Model World, Lesson Cluster 2A-2 V

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page, Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Sugsgested

T-168
T-170

T -172

T-173
T-174

Introduction

Development

Development
Application
Evaluation

The Ideal Model
Properties of the,jieal
'Flying Machine
Making Ideal Models
The Ideal Model and Time
The Ideal in Models -

30 min.

45 min.

-

30 min.
30 min.

30 min.

NOTE: All lessons shoult be used no options as to choice of development lessons.
. .

B.-- MATERIALS:, See list on page T-165.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets XIV, Size, Scale and Models, and XIX,
Models, are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 2A-2 Ideal Models
. Page T-168/5-93-94 The Ideal Model (30 min.)

. ,

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of ideal models and to distinguish between the
ideal and the practical.

ADVANCE PREPARAT,ION: Materials - For each student:
- 1 sheet of lined paper
- 2 sheets of unlined

paper
- 5 pencils, colored
- _1 pencil

Background Information - An ideal model represents
what a person.would like to have exist. Ideal models
are generally impractical.,. but they often serve as

goals or standards for real products: The stddents'
mental models for chairs they built in the last cluster were ideal models.

Language Cards/Key Signs
ideal Model
practical

properties
bicycle
product

Identification Cards

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1, Introduce the.$bcond cluster by briefly defining ideal models as representations
of what a Person wouldlike to have exist. A review of the terms product and pro-
perties may be helpful.

AP,
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2. Have the students read or Paraphrase for them-page 93 about the properties of
ideal models. They may wish to write down the answers to the italiciied ques-
tions.

3. Initiate a class discussion after the students have drawn their ideal bike models.
By hearing their classmates' ideas and seeing their drawings, students should
appreciate the diversity of opinions even on such a familiar object.

4. Have the students read or paraphrase for them page 94 and discuss the need to
modify ideal properties to make a practical model.

5. Explain to the students that it is important to set priorities before changing an
ideal ,modei. A manufacturer decides what ideal Properties are most desirable in
the reel object. A bicycle manufacturer might try to combine strength and light-
ness of material with reasonable production costs. The designer of a chair might
rank appearance ahead of durability or economic production. The use of the real
object,gUides the selection of ideal properties.

6. Close the lesson by using the numbered questions on page 94 for review and rein-
forcement.

DESIRED LEA NG OUTCO'lEt The students should be able to define an ideal as whatpeople
would.like rather than what is practical.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: e2A -2 Ideal Models

Page T-170-171/S-95-96 Properties of the Ideal Flying Machine (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of an ideal model by having students design an ideal
model and use it as a standard to test real models.

'ADVANCE PREPARATION: .Materials - For each student have:
- 3 sheets of paoer, any

size

- 3 paper clips
- 1 sheet of construction
paper

"' 1 ruler, metric, 30 cm

You may wish to build and test both planes before
claINL If you do so,'save your models so that you
will be able to showthe class what the finished pro-
ducts should look like.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
airplane
weight
angle
wing size
distance

-Identification Cards

1. 1Weduce the lesson by Paraphrasing and discussing each section on page 95. Discuss
the italicized Questions with the students. Encourage a diversity of responses, but
require the students to justify their answers. 1

2. Distribu -a the materials for the lesson.

3. Have the children fold the paper to make the airplane shown. Stress the need to
make fhe-lines straight, and suggest.using a ruler for the first line (if desired).
Circulate while the children are working, and provide assistance as needed.
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4. Caution the students not to aim their airplanes at other people, as they might

injure someone's eye.

5. Let the students experiment with flying their airplanes. If the models are launched

with their noses tilted slightly upward, a longer more level flight will result.

The plane will also fly more level if a paper clip is- attached a little less than 4

halfway between the front and back. Moving the clip toward the front will cause the

plane to tip forward, while moving it back will cause the plane to tip backward..

de Paraphrase and discuss each section on page 96 down to the numbered questions.

7, Help the students to build the second model (diagrammed on that page)_

-8., Caution them once-more about safety before permitting them to test their new air-

craft.
1

44 Discuss the italicized questions with_ the students.

10. Optional: After the students have constructed both_planes, you may want to have

them use construction paper to make heavier, more durable planes for further'ex-

perimentation, You might also want to test the planes outdoors-or in the gymnasium.

II, Conclude the lesson by having the class discuss the numbered questions at the end

of page 96. These should help to reinforce the main ideas of the lesson. Write

students responses on board so that a comparison can de made.

DESIRED-LEARNING OUTCOME: The studentt should be able to design an ideal model air-

plane and use it as a standard to test real models.

L**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2A-2 Ideal Models
Page

PURPOSE:. Ta develop
properties

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

T-192/S-97 Making Ideal Models (30 min.)

tTie concept of an,ideal model by having students describe the

of an ide,a1 model for a common object.

Materials - J stapler
* 1 picture of a hamburger

painting
potted plant
Pencil

*Optional

Language Cards/Key Signs

hamburger
Painting
Potted plant

Pencil

Identification Cards

1,..-..Introduce the lesson dy holding up a stapler for the

class to see. Explain tfiat'the stapler is not ideal, because no physical o

is ideal.

2. Ask the class what changes in the stapler might make it ideal. Encourage them to

use,imagination, Perhaps the ideal 'stapler would never jam, would never run out of

staples, and would operate tier an electric eye, so that no one had to push. it.

,3. Have the students read or paraphrase for them page 97, d(14:1 to the numbered questions.
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4. Let each student choose. an object and list his or her suggestions for the ideal
model of that object. Assist students who are having difficulty. Others might
include - teacher, car, notebook.

5. Next, have the students interview one another about the properties of the ideal
object.

6. When all the students have lists, have them share their results. If you wish, you
can make a master list on the chalkboard showing all the properties mentioned for
an ideal object, for example a 'hamburger. Encourage students to notice contra-
dictory properties; for example, th,/ideal hamburger cannot be both rare and-
well-done.

7.' Use the numbered questions for review and reinforcement.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the properties of
an ideal model for a common object.

*************************************************************************************Ax

APPLICATION: 2A-2 Ideal Models
Page T-173/S-98 The Ideal Model and Time (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of ideal models to models developed at different times,
and to recognize that an ideal model may need to be changed.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase and discuss all of page 98 wit&the stu-
dents including the numbered auestions.

2. Ask student40100 imagine that they live in the year
1800. What is the ideal vehicle that they would like
to own? (probably some special form of carriage) Make
sure they describe an ideal, not an actual- vehicle

.

from 1800.

3. Now ask them to imagine themselves in 1900, just when
the automobile was being developed. What ideal might
the earliest car designer have had?

Language Cards / Key_ Signs

Properties
Leonardo de Vinci
William Henson
3800

J900
J 950

Identification Cards

4. Discuss the automobiles of today. Have they achieved the ideal standards of the
1900 designers? (1n respect to speed, .comfort, and ease of operation, they probably
have.) What might be today's ideal automobile? (More concern for safety, gas
mIleageand so forth.)

5. Ask students to suggest other familiar objects for which_ the ideal model has prob-
ably changed over time. Possifile examples are Rouses, cooking methods, lights, and
communication tools.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify s in which ideal
-models have changed over time and to state That today's
ideal models will be subject to change in the future.

****************************************)***********************************************
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EVALUATION: 2A-2 Ideal Models
PageT-174/S-99 The Meal in Models (30 min.1

PURPOSE: To evaluate the tudents' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Identifying properties of an ideal model.
2. Distinguishing between practical and impractical properties in a modal.
3. Identifying properties of an ideal model that have become outdated.
4. ExpAaining why people will not always agree about what constitutes an

"Ideal model.

NikNcE PREPARATION: Materials - For each student:
3 sheets of lined paper
1 pencil

N
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to text page 99.

2. Review the instructions with the students. They are to pick those letter answers
they consider appropriate.

3. Distribute the materials and have the students write out their answers. Read or
paraphrase each question to the students.

4. Go over the students' responses with them when they have completed their work. You
may wish to let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate
their own progress.

5. Collect the papers so you can evaluate eacb individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.
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Level 6 Unit 2 Models

Part A The Model World, Lesson Cluster 2A-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-180 Introduction Large and Small Scale Models 25 min.
T-181 Development Large and Small Scale 35 min.
T-182 Application Drawing to Scale 45 min.
T-183 Enrichment/Application Make a Scale Model of a Room 50 min.
T-184 Application Using Scale Models 25 min.
T-186 Eval9ation Inferring Size From Scale 35 min.

Models

NOTE: All lessons should be used - no options as lo choice of development lessons.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following materials to the list on page T-177:
- Bring in a few scale models for the class to examine. If any of your

students build or collect scale models (airplanes, trains, or the
like), you might ask them to bring in one or more to show their
clastmates. The models that the students bring in will probably
all be small scale (smaller than the real objects). Try to obtain
a model that is larger than the real object. A model of a one-celled
animal or plant, a cell, or a human organ are all large scale models
tbat might be available In school. (Not optional)

*- glue

- scissors
- construction paper
- meter sticks for each.2-3 students

*Optional

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: M.Imstrip SetsX1V, Size, Scale and Models, and XIX,
Models, are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 2A-3 Scale Models
Page T-180/S-.100 Large and Small Scale Models (25. min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of scale and scale models.-

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Drawing of'an object and
the real otiJect

Picture of an, object and
the real object

- models of an object and
the real object

74
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Language Cards/Key Signs
large scale models
small scale model
scale models
scale (matched to size)--'

scale (balance)

Identification Cards



For each student - 1 old magazine or newspaper with pictures
- 1 pair scissors

.1k
- 1 glue or tape
- 1 piece of construction paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Introbuce the lesson by asking the students whether any of them have ever built
scale models. It is quite likely that at least some of them have done so. Show
and have students discuss two of the following: 1) Drawing and Real Object, 2) Pic-

. t.ure and Real Object, 3) Model and Real Object. Bring out size along with other
differences.

.1 2. Write the word scale on the chalkboard. Explain to the class that the word has
several different meanings, including a device for determining weight, as well as
the succession of musical notes. Ask if anyone knows what is meanttly scale in
the term scale model. If not, expfatn that in a scale model you can make an
accurate comparison in size between every part of the model and every part of the
real object.

3. Have the students read or paraphrase for them page 100 of their texts down to the
numbered questions. During this time refer back to examples above.

4. Have the class discuss the italicized questions. Ask what further information is
necessary before they can tell what size the animals are. Explain that these photo-
graphs can be considered scale models, because it is possible to make an accurate
comparison in size between the photogragh and the actual animal. But first it is
necessary to know tfie scale. Emphasize that knowing the scale is essential for
interpreting scale models.

rtsrw

5. Conclude the lesson by assigning the numbered questions. Let students work in
pairs to search for magazine photographs shOwing scale almost all photos are
scale models. You may wish students to bring in more such photographs as a home-
work assignment.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to report that scale models may
be larger or smaller than the originals, and that one needsk.
to know the scale to correctly compare the model with_the.
original.

*x*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2A-3 Scale Models
Page T-181/S-10.1 Large and Small to Scale (35 min.1

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of scale models by having the students determine the
real size of a whale, given a drawing and the scale.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: A scale model may be. larger or smaller than the original. Or,

the model and the original may he the same size. The comparison is given in the
form of a ratio or fraction. If, for example, the scale is said to be X I, that.
means that all dimensions are Ralf the size of the original. lf the scale is. X 2,
every-dimension in the model ts twice the size of the original. An X 1 is, exactly

the same size as the original.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - enough for each student
- 30 cm ruler
sheet of paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Remind the students of the problems they had in
determining the size of the animals on page 100.

2. Have them read or paraphrase the first column on page

101.

I-

Language Ca?ds/Key Signs
large object -
small scale model

small object -
large scale model

ldentificatron Cards

3. Explain the use of fractions to express scale, as given in the background informa-

tion. You may wish_ to give several examples on the chalkboard, using stick figures.
For instance, you could draw-a stick figure 20 cm tall. Ask how tall a scale model

of that figure should Le, if the scale is X f./(30 rn). Be sure that the lengths

of the arms and legs are also half as long as fhb original. 'You might wish to

point out that if the height is reduced, but the arms remain the same length, the

new drawing i net a scale model. You cannot make an accurate comparison in-size

between each part of the model and the original.)

4. Help the students compute the length.of the tadpoles on page MO, using Xf as the

scale.

5. Have the students read or paraphrase the rest of the lesson. (Convert .180 cm to

1.8 or almost 2 meters for studens.1_

6. Tell them to follow the directions in italics to determine the lengths of the two

whales.

7. When all the students have finished, discusA tfie problems:

8. Conclude the lesson by using the numbered exercises as a written assignment.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTC061E: Given a drawing, its scale, and a ruler, the students should

he ahle to compute the actual sizes of objects in drawings

and photos.
Jrw***-**It**********************************************A********************************

APPLICATION: 2A-3 Scale Models
Page 1-382/S -J02 Drawing to Scale C45 min.)_

PURPOSE: To apply the principles of scale models to making large and small scale

drawings of an object.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - enough. for each: student

- Appendix F, scale grids

- 30 cm ruler

Prepare enougEcoptes of Scale Grids, Appendix F, page

T-554, for each student to gave one. After using

the prepared form, students can progress to making

and measuring their own grids, as described tielow.
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'Language Cards/ Key Signs

grid
scale drawing

4dentification Cards



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the class for suggestions on how drawings can be

enlatged or reduced to scale,.

2. Have the children open their books to page 102.. Paraphrase for them the lesson

down to the numbered questions.

3. Distribute the materials.

4. Go over the instructions for making the grids. Remind students that a comparatively

simple figure will be easier to work with than a complex one.

5. Circulate while the students work, giving assistance and encouragement as needed.

6. Conclude the lesson by discussing the numbered questions. Or you may wish to have

students write their answers on the backs of grid drawings.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to make large and small scale
drawings of simple objects.

*********!f*****************************************************************************

ENRICHMENT /APPLICATION : 2A-3 Scale Models
Page T-183 Making a Scale Model of a Room (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of a scale to drawing a model of, room. This lesson

,does not appear in the student text.

PREREQUISITES: Ability to measure in inches and feet; work with fractions and multiply.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Enough for each student:
- simple room or house Plan

- meter stick
- sheet, unlined paper
- 30 cm ruler

ft

If possible, obtain a set of blueprints from an

. architect or from a high-school drafting class. Or

make copies of a house plan from a magazine or news-
paper, or one you have drawn yourself.

TEACHING*SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
blueprint
house plan
scale model
scale
,room plan

Identification Cards

1. Show-the class the blueprints or distribute copies of a house plan. Explain that

these are examples of scale models. Give the class time to discuss elementary
features of the plans,, such as the number of rooms, number of doors and windows in

a giQen room, and so on.

7. ,Teri the students that they can make a scale model of the room. Ask what steps they

would need to follow (measuring the room; deciding what objects to include; drawing

the plan). Remind students that a model need not include all the features of the

actual object.
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3. Have tae whole class (or teams of 2 or 3) take turns measuring the room. As they
do so, the rest of the class can suggest what fea/tures should be measured. When
a given wall has been measured,.write its-measurement on a piece of scrap paper
and tape it to that wall. Do the same for doors,' windows, and so on. Round to the
nearest whole meter for convenience. The students can refer to these measuremenis
in making their drawings.

4

4. Distribute the materials. (The size of the -paper will determine hoW large a scale
cane used.)

5. Discuss the problem of, choosing a scale with. the class.. If necessary, explain
that the size of the paper affects the decision. To See whether a given scale
will work, take the longest wall measurement and convert it by the suggested scale;
then check to see if it will fit on the paper. (.One possible scale might be 5 cm
equals 1 meter.)

6. Let the students draw their room Plans. Remind them to label the plans with the
scale.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students sbould he able to make and read simple scale
drawings of rooms.

***************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 2A-3 Scale Models-

Page T-184/S-JG3 Using Scale Models (25 min.).

PURPOSE: To examine applications ol large and small scale models.

I

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Small scale models are usually used to study a large object
or comklicated system without taking the time or going to the expense of construc-
ting the, full-size object or system. L6rge scale models, on the other hand permit
close examination of objects and systems tflat'otherwise might be too small to
examine 4ith the naked eye.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: materials - Scale models of a variety
of objects (toys, animals,
and models of objects
large and small)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to shgw
any models they may have brought in: Ask whether
the models are for Practical purposes or for enjoy-
ment. oe°

2. Have the class reed or paraphrase for the students the
lesson page 103.

.,

3.. Encourage them to discuss the italicized questions.

Language Cards /Key

large scale model

small scale model
shopping center
space station
integrated circuit
scale model
advantage

Signs

Identification Cards

4. Ask students to think of other cases in wFiich small scale molls might be useful.

make certain that the class understands the uses of small sca e models before
going on to page 104.
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5: Have the students read or paraphrase the rest of the lesson.

6. Conclude the lesson by discussing the !lumbered questions on page 104 for reinforce-
ment and to enGelargbt further thinking.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe some uses of both
large and small scale models.

***********************i************************************************i************1*

EVALUATION: 2A-3 Scale Models
Page T-186/S-105 Inferring Size from Scale Models (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Using scale models to find the sizes of real objects.
Z. Solving problems with the aid of scale models.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials enough. for each student - 30 cm ruler
- 1 pencil

2 sheets lined paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have:the students turn to page 105 and read or paraphrase the questions;

,2. Be certain that the students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the materials and have the students write out answers to the problems.
To avoid confusing the concept round off all measurements to nearest whole centi-
meter and have.students report answers in centimeters. Therefore, the answers are
tulip - 5 cm x 4 = 20 cm, pine - 2 x 950 1900 cm, ostrich - 3 x 60 = 180 cp,
aphid 2 4 = i cm, paramecium - 3 180 = 3 cm, housefly - 2 4. 3 =

2/3 cm. 180

4. Go over the s udents' responses with them when they have completed their work. You
may wish to I t the students correct their own papers to enab e them to evaluate
their progress

5. ColleCt the pa
dent correctly
demonstrated t
cluster.

**************************************************4t***

ers so that you can evalu
responds to most of the qu s
e objectives for the cluster

al's progress. If a stu-

y assume that he or she has
to go on to the'next
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Level 6 Unit 2 Models

Part A The Model World, Lesson Cluster 2A-4

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Teaching Time
Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggested

T-192 x Introduction Spheres 30 min.
T-193 Development Sphere Throwing 4 20 min.
T-194 Application Spheres and Maps 40 min._
T-196 Ap ication Solar System Model 70 min.
T-198 E aluation- Sphere Models

.
354min.

-
B. MATERIALS: 'Add the following materials to the list'on page T-189:

-1 or more globes

-1 large Mercator map or overlay (see page T-557 for overlay) .

*-1 segment map (see page T-194)
/

-1 tangerine or orange for every 2-3 students

-many kinds of spherical and circular objects - balls, fruit, buttons,
coins, et,c.

-you do not need chalk and compasses I istVT)

*Optional

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets, XIV, Size,Scale and Models, and XIX,
Models, are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2A-4 Models of Earth and Sky
Page'T-192/S-106 Spheres (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the globe as a model of the Earth.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:.
Background Information: For the purposes of this lesson,
the Earth is described as a sphere. HoweAr, in reality
the Earth is not perfectly spherical. It is flattened
at the poles and is not quite symmetrical,

4.1
Materials -1 ball, any size

-1 paper plate or cardboard circles any size

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Show the class the ball and ask what shape it is (most
students will say round). Sho the students a paper
plate and ask about its shape round). Explain that
there is a special term to describe the ball's shape.
The ball is called a sphere.

Language Cards/Key Signs
round

sphere
shape
North Pole
South Pole
spherical

globe

Identification Cards
ball

plate
globe

2. Have the students read or paraphrase for them the lesson on page 106,"dowri to,

.00
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but not including the numbered questions.

36 Show the class the globe, and let the students come up and locate the North and
South Polds.

4. Let the students find the routes that the italicized questions for.

5. Write the words globe, sphre, and spherical on the chalkboard, and discuss their
meanings with the class.

6. Conclude the lesson by discussing' the.,umbered questions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe a globe as a model
of the Earth and identify the Earth as a sphere.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2A-4 Models of Earth,and Sky
Page T-193/S-107 Sphere Throwing (20 min.)

PURPOSE: To show that spherical objects can be represented by flat models (photo-
, graphs).

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -a variety of spherical
objects, balls, fruit, etc.

-a variety of circular ob-
jects - buttons, coins, etc.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to name as
many examples of spheres as they can.

2. Have the students read or paraphrase the first column

on page 107.

Language Cards/Key Signs
sphere
circle
spherical

largest

smallest

Identification Cards
(Names of spherical and
fcircular objects)

3. Ask the students to look at the pictures of the spheres on page 107.

4. Ask whether these objects still look like spheres. Show the students examples

of real spheres and circles. Is it always possible, from a photograph, to tell
the difference between something that is spherical and something that is round
but flat? (no) Lead students to conclude that there is a problem in showing a
spherical object on a flat surface, such as a ph6tograph.

5. Have the students discuss the numbered questions. Ask students whether all the

objects shown on the page are depicted in the same scale (no). Encourage students

to use the term scale in their answers. Which objects are shown in the largest
scale? (ball or orange) Which in the smallest scale? (earth) Encourage a

variety of answers to the second questions.

6. Conclude the lesson by having students explore.heir environment (in or out of
doors) and list -5 spherical and 5 round items. Discuss lists in class.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to state that spheres can be
represented by flat models.

***************************************************************************************
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APPLICATION: Lesson Clusi-er 2A-4 Models of Earth and Sky
Page T-194/S-108 Spheres and Maps (40 min,)

PURPOSE: To apply thp concept th6t a model represents a real object, and to introduce
the uses of different models of the Earth.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Whenever & flat map is made
from a globe, distortions take place. The amount of
,distortion varies from place to place on the map,
depending.on the type of projection used.2, On a flat
map or Mercator projection, the map is most accurate
along the equator, and most distorted near the North
and South Poles. The torn map or segment-type map
pictured on page 108 of-the students text incorporates
the greatest distortion in 'the water areas, thereby
being more accurate in depicting the relative sizes
and shapes of the land areas., While the Mercator pro-
jection is quite distorted in the land areas, it is
nevertheless useful for navigation at sea.

Materials - enough for groups of 2 or 3:
- 1 tangerine or orange
- 1 globe

- 1-large Mercator mlp (can make overlay of page T-557.),
segment map (optfnal)

l_ariquage Cards/Key Signs

'globe
flat map
torn map
map

stretched

Identification Cards
flat map

torn map

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
bt

1. Have the students read or paraphrpse for them the first two pPrapraphs on page 108.
Let them discuss the problem of how to make a flat map from a round sur ce.

2. Oistribu-le the oranges.-Peel an orange in large sections of rind to demonstrate
to students. Have them do it and lay the peel flat on their desks.

3. Have the class read the rest of the first column on page 1080

4. Let the students finish rehding the lesson.

5. Discuss the italiciXed questions with the class. (Refer to the Background Infor-
mation). Use large ?naps and globes in room when referring to these models,-

6. Discuss with the students the answers to the numbered questions. It will be a
good conclusion to the lesson, and will permit them to formulate their own thoughts

on the subject.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain the models of the
Earth are often quite different from the arth itself in
scale and appearance, and yet these models still are useful.

***************************************************************************************
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2A-4 Models of Earthlrnd Sky

Page T-196/S-110 Solar System Model (70 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of scale to models of the solar system and to demon-
strate features that a useful model of the solar system should include.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -for each group of 2-3 stu-
.

dents
-3 sheets, unlined paper
-3 pairs scissors
-1 meter stick
-For whole class:
-1 reconstructed chart on
page 111

-1 (or 4 small) sheets of
yellow construction paper
66 cm on a side

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students look at the

model of the solar system on pages 110 and 111 in their

text.

Language Cards/Key Signs

scale
planet
solar system
scale model
(Planet names)

Identification Cards
(Names for all planets)-
66 centimeters
24 meters
42 meters
60-meters
70 meters

2. Have the students read or paraphrase for them page 110. Discuss the questions with

them. Point out that the distances between the planets are actually far, far
greater than the sizes of the planets. In fact, the solar system consists pri-

marily of empty space.

3. Paraphrase page 110 down to the numbered questions. Have students trace the

various pla6ets out of the book. Cut them out and write names on them. While

you draw a sun circle 66-cm in diameter on yellow construc+ion paper, cut out

the sun. When the class decides that Mercury cannot fit in the room move into

the hall. When the hall cannot fit Venus or Earth go outside. Try to construct

using meter sticks, the solar system out to Mars. Have students hold up the exact
scale sizes of the sun, Mercury, Venus, Eafth, Moon and Mars at their exact scale

distances. For your information this scale is f.5 billion of actual size. This

experience should stimulate discussion on just how vast the real distances are
when compared to the sizes of the planets, and it is that appreciation that is

really the purpose of this lesson.

4. You may be surprised to see Uranus pictured with rings, but as far as we know now,

there are at Neast five rings around that planet.

5. Have the students examine the reconstructed chart (overlay, blackboard, poster-

board) on page 111. They should be astonished at the distances of the outermost

planets. Disouss those relative distances with them.

6., Conclude the lesson by discussing the numbered questions with the class.

"DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the great distances
in the solar system compared to the sizes of the planets.

******-rt********************************************************************************
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IVALUATFON: Lesson Cluster 2A-4 Models of Earth and Sky
Page T-198/S-112 Space Models (35 mid.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Comparing map and globe models of a spherical object.
2. Choosing the correct scale for a map of an area of known size.
3. Interpreting data about the solar system presented in a model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:. Materials -for each student:
-1 pencil

-1 sheet, lined paper
For whole group:

-1 model, imaginary planet (drawn on white ball),

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students turn to paged 1.12 and 113 in their text and read or paraphrase
the lesson. Make a model of the imaginary planet on a white ball. Draw lines
in magic marker. Show.the class the two sides. Have them refer to the pictures-
on page 172.

2. Be certainwthat_the students, understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the materials and have the students prepare written answers to the
questions. The answer to question 2 should be the meter scale, not the kilometer

4. Go over the students' responses. when they have completed their work. You may
wish to let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate
their progress.

5. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate eactv-Individuat's progress. -If a
student correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next crluster.

***********;****************************************************************************
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Level 6 Unit 2, Models

Part B Models of Systems, Lesson Cluster 2B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-206 Introduction Explaining Evid ce of Interaction 20 min.

T-207 Development Hidden Int ions 45 min.

T-208 Development A Model of Interaction 35 min.

T-209 -Application A Scoot System 35 min.

T-210 Application Make Your Own Scoof Sys m' 50 min.

T-212 JEvaruation Selecting Models of System 40 min.

NOTE: All lessons should be used - no options to choice of Development lesson.

B.' MATERIALS: Add thefollowing to the list on page T-203:
- 1 large piece of construction paper
-1 set food dye colors
-8 clear cups or beakers

1 thermal ditto master for rectangle ditto sheet
-2 different shaped fruits (banana, orange)
- 4 different coins

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets XIV, Size, Scale and Models, and XIX,
Models, are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Models of Interaction
Page T-206/S-115 Exploring Evidence of Interaction (20 min.)

PURPOSE: To review,- the concepts of system and evidence of interaction and to intro-
d ce models of systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATI
Background lnf rmation: A hidden system exists if an

action does no directly account for an effect. When

one pushes a ba I, for instance, the ball rolls. The
action of pushing creates the effect of the ball's
rolling. Nothing is missing in between. Using your
finger to flip_ a light switch, however, does not produce
light. Hidden things must happen in between.

oss

Materials-for each student:
- 1 newspaper or magazine with pictures
- 1 pair scissor
For whole group:

-1 ,barge piece construction paper
-1 tape or glue

76

Language Cards/Key Signs
evidence of interaction
system
interaction
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by parapbrasing for the students the/f/irst column on page 115..

2. UsetLanguage Card for the words system and interaction and discuss their meanings
with the class.

61

3. Discuss the italicized question with the class.

4. Have the students suggest systems that operate within the classroom. Which of

those systems are' hidden? What is the evidence that such a_system exists?

ti
5. Conclude the lesson by assigning the numbered questions for groups of 2 to be done

during class time. Conclude lesson by having students showing and discussing their

pictures of interactions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOPE: The students should be able to infer interaction among
objects in a systeMr-by obsersking evidence of that inter-

action.

*.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Models of Interaction
Page T -207/S -116 Hidden Interactions (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept-that observation can lead to an explanation (model)

of a hidden interaction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: It will be helpful if the stu-

dents as well as the teacher_havetaccess to a color-
mixing chart. If one is not readily available, however,
the following information should suffice. When mixing

wpaints or inks, red and blue make purple; red and yejlow
make orange; yellow and blue make green; red, yellow,
and blue make brown.

Materials -Enough for each student:
-1 pencil
-1 sheet unlined paper
For whole class:

- J set of fgod,dyes
- 8 clear cups or beakers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

red
yellow
green
blue

food dye
interaction
system

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students look at the photograph on page, 116.

Duplicate the colors in the picture with food dyes in beakers or glasses as a

demonstration. Draw a diagram showing the "hidden pipes" from each container

going down to the green water cup. Continue your demonstration by showing the

results of.mixing y-b, y-r, r.-b, r-y-b waters.

2. Ask the class what they think is_happening in the picryres.

3: Have the studeps read or paraphrase for then the fes§on on page 116 down to the

_Italicized questjons.
5
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4. Have the students discuss the italicized questions.

5. Let the students draw models to explain the hidden interaction. Then allow time
for-discussidn and explanation of the solution. Allow the students to perfgrm 1

mix of their own as long as the colored water 1/1.474.K

6. Use the numbered questions for diAcussiory Make certain`that the students are
famailar with the color-mixing combinatI (see Background Information).

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME; The students should e able to describe models of hidden
interactions after observing the evidence.

**********%****************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 281-1_ Models of Interaction
Page T- 208/$ -1117 A Model of Interaction (35 min.)

/ I

PURPOSE: To develoVhe'co eftt that models of systems can be designed to achieve
specified e

ADVANCE PREPARATION': oMetecrials -For each student:
-1 pencil

-1 sheet unlined paper
For Whole Class:
- 20 -30 different sized balls
in a box

- 1 large cardboard box (to Identification Cards
cut holes in to, sift_balIO .

-2 different shaped fruits fruits
- 4 different coins coins

7.7Z
/'

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
evidence of interaction
property
interaction
system

1. Ask the students to read or paraphrase for them the first coluMn on page 117.

2. Encourage them to discuss possible ways of designing such a sygtem. Show the class
the box of different sized balls.

5. Paraphrase the italicized questions in the second column on page 177. Use these
questions to channel the discussion into more specific areas:

4. Distribute the materials and let the students begin drawing models of their sys-
tems. Circulate and give encouragement and assistance as needed. Enc6urage 8s
diverse a set of responses as your class can achieve: the more alternative models,
the better.

5. the students discuss how the objects in'their model systems interact.

6. C4hclude the lesson by having the students respond to the numbered questions on."
e 117. Show the fruits and coins.p

DES1R D LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be 'ab'le to design and draw models of
sorting systems.

**********************************************fit*g************************************
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cltister'215-1 Models of Interaction
Page T-209/S-118 A Scoot System (35 mirk)

. PURPOSE: To apply the concept of hidden Interaction in a system.

- ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials,-for each student:
-'1 sheet unlined paper
-1 penci]
-2 cardboard strips (30 cm x
5 cm)

' -1 pair scissors
.-1 roll tape
-1 marble
-2 shoe boxes with covers

You will need to prepare a scoot system for demonstra-
tion purposes. Collect the set of materials above.
Cut holes in the top and end of the box as shown on.
pages .118 and 119 of the student text. These holes
should be about ) cm square, but they can be smaller
or larger. The strip of cardboard may be cut into
smaller pieces before being tapcd inside the box. One
end of each strip should be tap4d to a side of the box
to keep the strip upright when the marble hits it.

Lanquage-Cands/Key Signs
hidden interaction
draw the system
scoot system
interaction

system
hidden

Identification Car s
scoot box
marble
shoebox
cover

,Before sealing the box, prop a pencil under the "intake" end, and try rollin
marble through several times, just to make-sure it works. You might look at

some of the arrangements on student page 121 if you are having trouble finding
a good location for your cardboard.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introdbce the lesson by showing the class your scoot system, with the lid taped

closed.

2. Run the marble through it several times.

3. Paraphrase the lesson on page 118 down to the numbered questions. Show the parts

as they are described but do not open the box. Show the inside of the empty
second box and strip. 4

4. Distribute drawing materiagg.

5. Conclude the lesson by having the class respond to the numbered questions on page

118. Discuss results. 0pen your mystery box at the end.

. .

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the models of the '

- . --- hidden. interaction in a scoot system.
*****************************,****************Apiv********************Ii*****f*********
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Models of Interaction
Page T-210/S-119-120 Make Your Own Scoot System (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of hidden interaction by.designing a model for a sys.-

tem that producesa hidden interaction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials for every 2 students:
- 1 pencil

- 2 cardboard strips (30 cm x 5 cm)
-1 pair scissors
-1 roll tape
'-1 marble
-2 shoeboxes with:cdiers
- 2 sheets, rectangles for dtawing
system of interaction (see master
to makethermal ditto),

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Language Cards/Key Signs
rectangle
slant
system
evidencb of interaction
interaction

Identification Cards
Marble
cardboard box 4..

shoebox

1. Have the students read or paraphrase for them page 119 of their text. Distribute'

the rectangle ditto sheets and pencils.

2. Ask whether there are any questions about what they are supposed to do with the

ditto sheet. Make sure that they realize that they are to design their own scoot

systems.

3...L.Divide the classinto_groupsot two_and_while the students are designing their
systems, distribute -the rest.of the materials to the groups.

4. Direct the students on how to build their scoot systems. (See AdvanCe Prepara-
tion of page T-209.) {Be certain to caution them to cut away the part,of the box
that bends up to form the.side (at the out hole),-or else the marble may not come
out of the box.

5. Circulate and assist any students who mayneed help, while encouraging the others.

6. When the scodf systems are ready, 'have the students read or paraphrase for them

page 120 down to the numbered questions.

7.- gave the students exchange scoot systems, and see whether they can deduce the
/arrangement of the cardbdard within these different systems. Have them draw dia-

grains on the rectangle ditto sheet.

.

8 Encourage the students in each group to discuss their thoughts wilt other members

of the group.

9. .Once they have finished their diagrams, have them open th4 boxes and see if their

deductions were correct.
6

10. Cqncludelhe lesson by having the students answer the numbered questions'and dis-
'cuss the results. Draw answers on the rectangle ditto sheet.

'DESIRED' LEARN ING OUTCOMEf The students - should be able to build scoot systems that
yield the'desired hidden interactions.

111,-
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SCOOT.SYSTEM

Draw Your Idea of How the Scoot System Works

I.
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3.
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5. 6.
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 2B-1 Models of interaction
Page T-212/S-121-122 Selecting,Models of Systems (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To Evaluate the students' perKrmance inrelation.to the following
.objectives :

J. Identifying a model of a;system that yields a/specified result.
2. Defining a system as being made up of objects that interact.
3. Drawing a model that explains a specified interaction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -for every student:
-1 penCil

- 1 scoot system on each desk
- 1 sheet unlined paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. Have the students turn to pages 121 and 122 of their text and read through, pare-
'phraseiithe'questions.

2. Be'certain that the students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute paper, pencils and boxes and have the students answer the questions.
The boxes will help studerkts visualize interactions.

4. Go ovet the students' responses with them When they have completed their work.
You may wish to let the students correct their own papersto enable them to
evaluate their progress.

5. Collect the papers so-that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a

student correctly responds to most of the questions,you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to
the next cluster. (
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Y Level 6 Unit 2 Models.

Part B Models of Systems, Lesson Cluster 2B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

.1 Teaching Time

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggested

T-218 Introduction Dinosaurs 50 min.

T-220 Develmment Using -Clues .35 min.

T-221 Development Clues FroM the Past 25 min.

T-222 Application Mbdels of the Past 35 min.

T-223 Enrichment Time Capsules 35 min.'

T-224 Evaluation Nbdels of the Present 35 min.

NOTE: Options - you may or may not wish to do Using Clues.

B. MATERIALS: ,Add the following materials to the list on page,1-215

- 1 thermal ditto master for dinos6urt bones sheet

- scissors for each child
- 1 sheet unlined paper
- 1 bottle glue
- 1 large box

Secure board games, one for every two stutts; for first lesson

in cluster 2B-3 page T-231.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets, XIV, Size, Scale and Models and XIX,

Nbdels, are appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 28-2 Models of Past and Present
Page T-218/S-123-124 Dinosaurs (50 min)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of models of the past.

ADYANU.EligPARATION:_Materials 7 ylaugh, for each student
- 1 dinosaur bones sheet

(see next page)
- 1 pair scissors
- 1 sheet unlined paper
- 1 bottle blue

83
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Language Cards/Key Signs
inferende'

paleontologist

fostilized bones
model

.skeleton

Identification Cards



Background Information - Almost all our information about the past is presented in
the form of models - theories based on inferences from the evidence. this re-
spect, past interactions are another form of hidden interaction, because events in
the past cannot be observed directly. Scholars who deal with the pas - archeolo-
gists, paleontologists, geologists, historians, an Others use model's as part of
their everyday work. These models are rarely complete or final. For example,
we often present students with descriptions of dinosaurs as if we really knew
exactly what dinosaurs looked like. These descriptions, however, are really re-

constructions of what dinosaurs might have looked like, based on their skeletal
remains. An important concept to present to your class is the tentativeness of
inferences from the past. Even more than most models, models from the past offer
chances for error and misrepresentation. For more on dinosaurs refer to page T-94.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking whether anybody jh the class passed a dinosaur while
on the way to school this morning. Ask them why not. Let the students discuss any
facts they know about dinosaurs for a few minutes.

2. Pass out materials and tell the students the bones sheet shows how a paleontologist
recently found a group of bones laying on the ground' (in the state of Utah). Ask
the students to cut out the bones and see if they can create the animal skeleton
as it look0 before the animal Aied. Circulate among the students asking them why
they put the Pones together the way they d'd. Do not,provide a right answer.
Allow different student's to give reasons for their various final patterns. During
the discussion introduce the words paleontQJogist, fossil, and inference. Infer-

ence is the most difficult to grasp. It may help to use the analogy of a detec-
tive reasoning from evidence'as they dust performed with the bones sheet to illu-
strate the concept of inference.

3. Paraphrase the content of pages 123 and the first paragraph on page 124. Point
out fossil evidence in the picture on page 123. Skip the 2nd and 3rd paragraphs
on page 124 dealing with cold-bloodedness. 9

4. Remind the class that fossilized bones form most of the physical evidence about
dinosaurs. 'What parts of our model about dinosaurs can we be most sure of from
this evidence (physical Size; number of limbs; diet - from teeth) What aspects
of dinosaur life do we know least about? (any part not related to skeletal struc-
ture: warm or cold bloodedness; type of skin; and especially all types of behavior)

5. Conclude the lesson by having the students answer the numbered questions at the
bottom of page 124.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to state that models of dino-
saurs are based on inferences from different sources of
information.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2B-2 Mbdes of Past and Present
Page T-220/S-1254 Using Clues (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of making models from inferences.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials enough for each student ,

- 1 sheet of lined paper
- 1 pencil

4 -

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. 'Introduce the lesson by asking the class to discuss
What kinds of clues paleontologists use to make models
of dinosaurs.

Language Cards/Key Signs
system
inference
ititeract

Identification'Cards,

2.. Discuss with the class the kinds of inferences that the scientists must make.

3. Have the students read the lesson page 125 down to the numbered questions.

4. Paraphrase and ask class to discuss all three italicized questions to each,picture,
one at a tirre.o Encourage a diversity of responses.

5. Ask the silents to discuss some of the things,they cannot tell from each picture
(for example, what kind of dog might belong in the third picture?). Accept all
reasonable responses.

6. Conclude the lesson by having the students answer the numbered questions. However,
change the ,first question by suggesting a ,system -to the students,. an _unfamiliar
real system !n your classroom would be best. Display the partS. I-4ve the class
list all the objects of this unfamiliar system. Conclude with discussion of ques-
tion 2.

bESIREDLEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to develop'Todels of interactiops
from inferences and clues. ,

***1.********,***********,***Ii.***4***********************************1*************4****

DEVELOPMENT.: 28-2 Models of Past and Present
Page T-221/S-126 Clues From the Past

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of making models from'inferencts basO on objects
from the past.,-

.
..

.... '.. ,
..t

a

ADVANCE PREWATION Materials - nonb': aeraS
',. .

Language Cards/key Signs
archeologist'.,.

.

Background Information - Like paleontologists, arche- carving
t

ologists construct models of..the past. 'While paleon- pyzamid
tologiSts study ancient forms of life, archeologists tools ''. 4.

deal with past civilizations% In some respects, both '1

fields use the same methods. For example,, stratigraphy Ident'fication 'Cards
the concept that the bottom layer in a deposit is ord -.

narily the oldest'- is important to both paleontolo-
gists

V
.

and archeologists. So is association - the group- .-

/ )*
ings-in which bones and artifacts are found. You may wish to expPain to the stu- /'
dents, when they have finished the lesson, that an archeologist would seldom oone,-__:_.
sider an object like the carving in isolation. He or she would want to estabLiSW

.
what items had been found in'the same deposit, and what finds had been made in de-
posits above and below.that,layer. ff possible, the archeologist would also'wantl"
to study similar carvings found 'in other locations.' .=
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

J. Introduce the lesson by asking the students to read or Paraphrase for them page
126 dowo to the numbered questions.

2. Have the class look at the picture of the carving.

3. Start a discussion, of the italicized questions on page 126.

Ask the students what it might be safe 1-6 infer, and What it might not be safe-to
infer. This should stimulate some critical thinking.

5- Ask the students what they might be adle to infer if they suddenly came upon the
pyramids.

6. Conclude the lesson by having the students discuss the numbered ques.tions at,the
bottom of page 126.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to make
'inferences

about the
skills and lifestyles of the'people who made the ancient
carvings.

.APPLICATION: 2B-2 Models of Past and Present
Page T-222/S-127 Models of the Past (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of making inferences to building a general model of a
past system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the clasS to think of
three artccles that might go together to give a0
picture of what their lives are like. Tell them to
supPose that a space traveler landed on Earth and
wanted to find out about the culture of a twentieth-
century sixth grader. What articles would bestcon-
vey that impression? N

2. Have the class read the lesson page 127.

3. Discuss the italicized questions With the students.

Language Cards/Key Signs

rope

randing iron.
a wagon wheel
some bones
auto tire
inference

evidence
observations
model
objects

Identification Cards"

4. Ask the class whether the artifacts that they left for
the space traveler would give a more realistic or a less realistic impression than
the articles, in the photographs on page 127. Have them explain their 'responses.,

5. Conclude the lesson by discussing or assigning the numbered questions at the bot-.
tom of page 127.

'DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to build a,general model of a
past system.

**************************************************************************************
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'APPLICATION/ENRICHMENT: 2E-2 Models.,of.Past and Present
. Page T-223 Time Capsules (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To'strengthen awareness of the, tentative nature of models based on inference.
This lesson does, not appear in the student 1-ext.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1 large box,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Introduce the lesson by asking the class to suppose
that aliens landed on Earth and discovered only a base-
ball bat, a long-playing record, and a scarf. What
conclusions do ybu think they might draw? Encourage
a wide variety of answers. After the classis through
drscussing their opinions, suggest that the aliens
might conclude that the scarf is an -article of ctothing,
probably worn about the waist. The record might be
a -hat, the hole in middle indicating that people have
spikes on the tops of their heads. The bat might be a
war.club%

language Cards/Key Signs
time capsule

a baseball bat
alien
a long playing record
a scarf
model

Identification Cards
a time capsule
(obj,ects in time capsule)

Ask the students whether,they think the above is a fair appraisal of Earth

3. Ask the class how they would go about assuring that'a future generation might be
_able to get a realistic model of what life is like on Earth at present. Encourage
a'variety of responses.

4. HaVe the students try to separate today's life into major categories such as
technology, entertainment, dress, the arts, government. What would they leave
from each area if they were assembling a time capsule to be opened in the future?

5. Tell the class that previous generations have buried time capsules meant to be
opened in the future.

6. Youlmy wish to conclude the lesson by assigning the students the,task'of creating
a this capsule by bringing in one a4i,cle to be put in a box (time capsule). The
time!Fapsule might be exchanged:with another class or saved in an obVious place
and pened late by the same class atthe end of the year. Does the contents of
1-5e 'x form an adequate model of what we are?

DESIRED L ARMING OUTCOME: The.students should befrable to report that inferences made
from incomplete data are tentative.

***4x*********************************************************************************

EVALUATION: 28-2 Models of Past and Present
Page T-224/S-128 Models of the Present (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Developing a model for a system involving certain-objects.
2. Developing a model of a person who might use a certain collection of

objects.
3. Inferring a model of a past'event by observing evidence in the present.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - for each efudent.
1 sheet, unlined paper

- d pencil I

* for 1st lesson in next cluster ask students to
bring in a board game. Itstudents report they
have none, secure one game for every 2 students

from another source.

TEACI4ING'SUGGESTIONS:
I

ti

Ls 1. Have thes-Fudents turn to text page 128.and read or paraphrase for them through

the lesson. I

2. Be certain the students understand what they are to do.

3.\ paper and pencils and have the students write their responses. -

4. Go over the students' responses when they have finished their work. c'ou may wish

to let the students correct their own papers to enable them to evaluate their

progress. .

5. Collect the papers so yoU can evaluate each individua(s prodress. If a student

correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has

demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next

cluster.
**************************************************************************************
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Level 6 Unit 2 Models

Part'B Models ofSystems, Lesson'Cluster 2B-3

. A. CLUSTER.OUTLINE:

Page
- 1 ).

' Teaching Strategies'
,

Lesson Tifle '

.

Teaching Time
Suggested

.

T-2301

T-231
1-232

T-235
T-236

. .

Introduction/
Enrichment
Development
(2 lessons)

Application
EvaluatiOn

,

.

Learning From, Models and
Games as Simulation.Models
Litterbug

-

,A SimulatiOn Model
, Model's Everywhere

50 min.

d

56+56 or
100 min, 1
45 min.
30 min.

.

I

-,

NOTE: Lesson 1 and 2 are combined into one lesson. Lesson 3 is split into two lessons

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-227: _

"-ask students to bring in (or obtain a few yourself) board games to
I be used in lessons 1 and 3'`In the,Cluster

-make copies of plarmoney in appendix G for Lesson 2.
.

.

.

FILMSTRIP INFORMAT10N: -Filmstrip. Sets XIV, Size, Scale and Models, and XIX,
Models, are apprbpriate for use in this unit,

.
,

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 2B-3 'Simulation Model's
1 .

RageT-230-231/S-129-130 Learning from Models.and Games as Simulation
Models (50 min.) ,

,-

. ,

'4. .

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of simulation models. Part.of this lesson does not
appear in the student text. g ,

_
.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Simulation models help pilots
ffy,aircraft and astronauts guide spaceships. Such
models also enable scientists to study processes and
improve upon them before testing the processes full
scale. A simulation model may. start out as a very poor.

model, but then be improved over and over ag4in until
it becomes an excellent model'. 'The closer'd-simulatiOn
model 1-S to reality, the better the model is. Simula-
tion models are designed to include many of the inter-
actIonsof the- actual system, but need not have all the'
system's properties.

Materials -for each group:
-1 sheet pined paper and 1.pencil

Language Cards /Key Signs
simulation
Simulation Model'
a board game'

Identification Cards
(Board game names)/

board game (students have brought from home'- make sure to'initial
pieces to prevent their being lost)
For most classes the use of only one type of board game,(Checkers)
might prove more successful than many.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lbsson by askin6 the students whether they are familiar with any
games that imitate real=life situations.

2. Show the Language Card for the word simulation. Tell 'the class thal- a model that
imitates real-rife situations is Called a simulation model.

3. Have the class r6ad or paraphrase for themthe-first two paragraphs on page 129.

.

1. Divide the class into groups - two students for each game available. Have them
rook over the game.

2. Inform the students that they are going to evaluate each gaipe as a simulation
model.

3.. Write the following question on the chalkboard:.
What real-life situation might your game model be like?

4. Ask them' to respond to this questions. Accept all answers.

y 5. Paraphrase the rest of the first coluMn on page 129 and discuss the italicized -'
question with the class.

6.- Discuss the numbered questions on page 129 to reinforce and extend the students'
thinking on the subject of simulation models.

-7. Write the following questions on the blackboard:
How does yoyr game differ from the real situation?- How could your game"be
improved to better resemblei.tiv situation that it models?

8. Instruct each group to discuss each question. If time permits, they may.wish to
play one or more rounds of the game before they answer these questions. While
the students are working, circulate and give ass stance as required. (This group

activity may be deleted. Proceed to 9.)

9./ .Conclude the lesson by discussing the questions with the whole group.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. The students-should be able to state thaf simulation models
are I -ike real-life systems in many ways, and are useful

for studying actual systems.'

The students should be able to evaluate the accuracy of
simulation model and uggest improvements to,make the model.

more realistic.
**************************~-***************** *o***********************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 2B-3 Simulation Models
Page 1-232/S-130-131 Litterbug (50 min. for each lesgon)

PURPOSE: To ddyelop the cot of simulation models by paving the students work
with a simulation game..V.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -for each group:
4. -2-3 pencils

-1 piece unlined paper, as
large as possible

-6 small index cards, cut
in half (12 pieces)

- 1 30 cm ruler
2-3 scissors
3 copies Play money,
appendix G of Teacher text

Sketch a rough copy of the Litterbug gameboard on the
blackboard. The class should be divided into groups
of two or three students, each group developing and
playing one game Of Litterbug. Of course, the number
of cards that each group uses 41 Vary, depending
upon how complex each group's. game becomes. It is

therefore a good idea to keep some cards in reserve.

TEACHING SUGGESTION: (2 ressorIS are suggested)

First Lesson

Langugge Cards/Key Signs
Penalty card
Reward card
Litterbug Game
Simulation Model
simulation
p yers
ga eboard
play money
littering

anti-littering
environment
real-life

Identification Cards
(same as above)

/-

1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students that they are going to,help invent
a game during this lesson.

2. Divide the class into groups of two or three students each.

.3. Paraphrase the 'esson on page 130, ,stopping at the appropriate times to discuss
questions. Have the students look at the copy of the gameboard sketched on the
blackboar:d. Have them look carefully at the gaMeboard and cards pictured on page
130-131.

4. Explain that the gameboard shown, as well as the reward and penalty cards on page
7

130, is only a sample. The students will need to make additional reward and penalty
cards. They can also make nhanges in the gameboard, using or replacing items as
they wish. The number-of 'squares can be changed, too.

_,,,5.' Distribute the materials.

6. Have the students, cut out a supply of the play money from Appendix G.
.

7. Let each student make a playing piece from one of-the index cards,and label it

with a name or picture.

8. Hgri'e the students make copies of the reward and penalty cards on the index card
halves. . :,.(

.
.

.

9. Have the students play the game. The gameboard in the book may be used first.
O.

, -..
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,Later the students can draw a mod died gameboard on the large paper. When the
students have played-one game or enough to get into the nature of the gamey have
them reread page 130 and make at least one change before they play the game
again. (Add a penalty or reward card, change the gameboard or change the rules.)

10. Circulate and give assistance where needed. Have them play additional games,
changing) something each time.

11. End the lesson by telling the students the next lesson they will continue to use
the game. Collect them so they can further refine them in the next lesson.

Next Lesson

12. Pass back the Litterbug games.

13. Begin the lesson by having each group explain and show their game, the changes
they made and whether they liked the results.

14. Paraphrase page 132. Ask the students to discuss each part, the italicized
questions and the numbered questions. Refer back to the actual game as much as
possible. Have students suggest ways of changing the game to make it more real.

15. Collect the games so that the students may try playing again and further refining
their moders:

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to modify a simulation-model to
make it a closer approximation of a real-life situation.

***.i************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson ClUster 2B-3 Simulation Models
Page T-235/S-133 A Simulation Model (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of,siaclation models to product testing.,

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Many organization A magazines,
consumer test groups,-and federal and state agencies
test automobiles to compare their low-speed and 'high-
speed handling characteristics. The simulation model
they use is a series of rubber or plastic cones that
represent obstacles that must be avoided. The top
speed at which the vehicle successfully negotiates
the course is used as the measure of its manueverability.
The reason for use of the cone simulation model should be apparent. A car

that fails to negotiate the course will not sustain any damage from hitting a
plastic cone. Second, hitting a come does not present a threat of injury to
the driver of the tesf vehicle.

Language Cards/Key Signs

Simulation Model
cone
magazine
test

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by having the students read or paraphrase for them page 133
as far as the numbered questions.

2. Have the class discuss the italicized questions.
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3. Ask the students why they think that cones are used instead of realcars- and
other obstacles.' They should realize the danger in using real obstacles'and cars,
as well as,the cost in property damage. A

4. Ask the students how they would develop a simulation model to test' the brakes-
(etc.) on a car.

5. Conclude the lesson by having the students disouss the numbered questions at the
end of page 133.

6. For the Enrichment thaf"fsollows this lesson, the students could play additional
games with changes in Litterbug or return to page T-231 and investigate other
games in and changes which could be made in them.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe how simlaton
models are applied to the testing of products.

***********************************************************.***************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 28-3 Simulation Models
Page T-236/S-134 Models Everywhere (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate-the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Identifying ways in which games are simulation models for real-life

situations.
2. Listing ways to make a specified situation model realistic.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -enough for each studenf:
X -1 pencil

-1 place lined paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase page134 down to and including question 4
(delete questions 5 and 6).

Language Card's/Key Signs
model

Simulation -Model

game .

simulate
checkers
pieces

2. Be certain that the students understand what they are to do.

3. Distribute the materials and have the students read and answer -hhe questions.

4. Go over the students' responses with them when; they have- completed their work.
You may wish.to let 'the students correct theirown papers to enable them to
evaluate their_progress.

5. Collect the papers so. that you can evaluate eac 'ndividual's'progress. If a

student responds correctly to most of ttielquestions you may assume that he or she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and 3 ready to go on to the
next cluster.

****************************t*4****4******************************************************
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Level 6 Unit 2 Models

Part C Using Models, Lesson Cluster 20-1

411

C

Page
- .

Teaching Strategies

(

Lesson Title

'Teaching Time
Suggested

-. -.

1-242 Introduction Weather Symbols 50 min.

T-244 'Development Recording Your Own Weather
1

50 min.
over 3 days

T-246 Development' Weather Map Models. 25-35 min.

T-248 :

T-249

Applicttion

. ,
E aluation

Your Weather Predictions

PredictiAg From Weather

50 Min.
.

over 2 days

OrY

Map Models 35 min.

. ,
. -.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-239:

.
- 5 strips of posterboard 20 cm x 60 cm /
- 1 set colored pencils or felt pens

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Sets XIV, Size, Scale and Models, and XIX,

. Models, area appropriate for,- use in this unit.

. I

11TiqODUCTION: 2C-1 Predicting FroM.Models
Page T-242/S-136 Weather Symbols.(50

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of predicting from models.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: MaterlaPs - enough for each group:
- 1 posterboard strip 20 em
x60 cm

- 1 set colored pencils or
felt pins

- r 30 cm rurer

is a good idea to familiarize yourself with the
W ether map symbols on'page 136 of the student text

b are teaching the lesson. That way you will be

able to cope\with any difficulties that-the students
may encounter. .

TEACHING SUGGESTIIIS:--

1. lrytrodupe the lesson by asking the students

weather.

Language Cards/Key Signs
weather
weather map
weather symbol

predict
model

Identification Cards

why it is useful to predict the

1

4

2. Have the class read or paraphrase forpem page 136 and look at the various

weather symbols .

I
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3. Discuss the fact that wind directiOn is the direction from which the wind
coming. That is, an east wind is a wind blowing from the easletoward the west.

4. Ask the students to describe the difference betweel the cold-frorit symbol \and the
warm-front symbol. out that the direction in%which the front is moving
depicted by an arrow.

5. Ask the students-what they notice about the wind-speed symbols. Make sure,that
they realize that the lengths of the angular lines denote the velocity, in units
of 8 kilometers per hour. Be sure that they notice also that the symbols show not
only the velocity of the wind, but also the direction from which it is blowing.

6. Have the students construct mini-charts one for each weather component. Have them
write the name with symbols below. The following should be done fronts, winds5eed,
wind direction, Present weather, cloud cover, jn groups of 1 or 2. Distributema-
terials and provide guidance. Place these strips in a prominent place in the room
for the next week.

7. Let the class examine the symbols for present weather and for cloud cover.

8. Have the class as a groupdecide on the appropriate symbol for the present out-
side weather and cloud cover. Draw these symbols on the board.

9. Have them examine the top right rdctangle in the illustration on page 136 and try
to interpret it.

10.' Paraphrase page 137.

11. Let them examine the weather map illustrated on that page.

12. Conclude the lesson byhaving,the children answer the numbered questions at the
-bottom of page 137.

DESIRED CtARNING OUTCOME: The students should be, able to state that weather maps are
models used to describe and predict weather.

********************* ************************************************k****************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-1 Predicting From Models
Page T-244/S-138 Recording Your Oa Weather (50 min. over 3 drays)

PURPOSE:, To develop the concept of predicting from models.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Draw a chart
I

similar to page 138 on

the board. Prepare copies of Check-
ing Weather Predictions, Appendix H,
for use by students. A copy of
today's or yesterday's newspapers.
Materials enough_ for each student

- pencil

- .1 Checking Weather Pre-
y ;_! dictions

30. cm ruler

96 .

Language Cards/Key Signs
record
temperature
wind speed
wind direction
cloud cover
weather
prediction
actual weather



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Ask:students how they find out what the weather will

be tomorrow. Encourage them to name as many sources
of weather prediction as possible (radio and tele-
vision stations, newspapers, National Weather Service,

and so on). If possible, try to.bring in a newspaper

--that gives weather predictions. List a)l these'sources

on the chalkboard.

2. -Next ask students'to discuss the accuracy of these pre-
dictions, if the subject has not already come up_. Tel)

students that they will-be keeping records to see how
accurate the weather predictions are.

Identification Cards
weather chart

(put up in room)

west
east
south,

north
southwest 'v

Southeast
northwest
northeast

3.) Have the students read Or paraphrase page 138. .

4. .Let each student choose a source to. check - a particular radio station, a news-

paper, a TV report (you may wish to have a sign-up sheet so that you will have a

record of the source of which each student is responsible).

5. Distribute the charts (Appendix H) and diScuss the categories of, information.

Discuss how each can be recorded and tow 'each aspect of the prediction can be

checked. (Students can check some parts - clouds, rain -,by direct observation;

for others, they may need to listen to a weather summary at the end of the day.)

6. Have students record predictioni and weather for three days. Use your newspaper's

prediction/for the first day. Observe the actual weather with the children and If,.

have them'record both prediction and observation.

7. After each bay have the students bring in,their weather prediction and fill in

th0ir charts with the predicted weather (from the day before) and the actual'

weather seen out the window at class time. Some discussion should be made as to

time of day weather observations should be made. A summary of the day's weather

might be suggested as the best observation of the actual weather.

8. Conclude each day's discussion of the ?r- charts by having the students consider

the questions on page 139.

9.. AfteF 2' days have the students compare their 3 days predictions and actual obser-

. vations. Collect the charts to be used in a'later lesson.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be'able to describe how models are used

to makq predictions, and how predictions can be checked for

accuracy.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-1 Predicting From Models

Page T-246/S-140-141 Weather Map Models (25 -35 min.)

PURPOSE: To read and ,interpret weather map data

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - enough for each student:

r.
r 1 pencil

f ' - 1 sheet lined paper
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1
)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase pages 140-141,

2, Discuss-the three successive weather maps and note
how the symbols 4ndicate"the,movetent of the weather
fronts.

-

3, Let the students discuss the italicized questions.

4. Discuss the photograph showing the cold front. ASk
students if they have ever experienced sudddn, dra-
matic changes in'Weather. Explain that these rapid
changes usuaily indicate the passage of a front.

Language. Cards/Key Signs.
weather map
symbols
Front
cold front
warm front
Montreal
Albany
New York
Boston

Identification Cards

5. Have the students compare the cloud symbols on the two
maps on page 140 with the picture of the cold front on page 141.

6. Have each student select one of czities shown on the three maps and write
answers to the numbered exercises on page 141, using the data from the maps.

7. Conclude the lesson by ha^ving the students disCuss their answers 'to the numbered
questions. ,

-,DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to readand interpret data
from weather maps:

**************************************************************************************

.APPLICATION: 2C-1 Predicting From Models

Page T-248/S-142* Your Weather$Predltions (50 mill. over 2 days)

PURPOSE: To apply the concept of predicting from modals to'predicting the next day's
weather.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - enough for each student:
=-1 pencil ,

- f 'stieet lined paper
.

--'1 chart of weather pre-
dictions that students
made for Recori-ding Your

\ Own Weather earlier in
this- cluster. f

TEACHINeSUGGESTIONS:

1. InfrOduce the lesson by, telling the students -1)-lat up.
-to this time they have been dealing -wilt weathe'r pre-
dictions made by others. In this lesson, they are going
to make their own predictions.

2. Pass out the charts that the students`. made for Recoring Your Own Weather.

Lan-05uage Cards/K4N Signs

weather chart
weather prediction
temperature '

direction-
warmer
cooler
wind
cloud cover
record

J

Identification Cards

3. Have the students read or paraphrase the lesson on page .142, down to the numbered
questions.

S
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4. Discuss each of the lettered questions with the students.

5. Have each student write a prediction for the next, day's weather. Have the stu-
dents use symbols as much as possible.

6. On the following day, discuss the numbered questions at the end of the 4esson.
IP

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Students should be abli to make tentative weather pre-
dictions based on available data. .

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION? 2C-1 Predicting From Models
Page T-249/S-143 Predicting From Weather Map.Models (35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Reading and interpreting symbols on a-weather map.
2. Predicting the next day's weather from weather map information.

ADVANCE PREPARATIONr Materials -enough 'for each student:
=' 1 pencil

- 1 Sheet lined paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

). Paraphrase page 143 for the students.

2. Distribute the materials and have the students answer
the questions.

3. Go over the students' responses with them when they
.have completed their work.

4. Collect the papers so that you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a

student correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or
she has demonstrated the,objectives for the cluster and is ready-10 go on to the
next cluster;

*********iu***************************************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs,
Weather pr'ediction
city

temperature
wind speed

mhdirection

ilkloudy
rain 1114

Identification Cards

. \
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Level 6. Unitt2 Models

r

Part C Using Models, Lesson Clutter 2C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Page Teaching Strategies
.

Lesson Title
'Teaching Time

Suggested

T-254 Introduction

.

Reactiop Time 30-40 min.
T-255 Development Measuring Reaction Time 50-75 min.
T-258 Application Left or Right? 50 min.
T-260 Application Right and Left Brain 45 min.
T-262 . Evaluation . A Final Look at Reaction Time

h

35 min.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the materials list on page T-
-.

-for'the next cluster,2C-3, collect recent magazines and newspaper
articleS dealing with earthquakes and volcanoes (minimum of 3)

FILMSTRIP INFORMXTION: Filmstrip e.t.)X1V, Size, Scale and Models, and XIX, Models,
are apprOpriate for use in this unit,.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson CluSter 2C-2 Models of Human 'Communication
Page T-254/S-144 Reaction Time (30,40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept of modeling the human body's interal communication
system, based on reaction time.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:'

Background Information: Tile human organism cannot react
instaneously to an outside stimulus. First the brain
must process information about the stimulus and devise
a suitable response. If, for example, the driver of a
car sees an obstruction'ahead, therg is a measurable}
time lapse before he or she applies the brakes. Dur,rng

this time, the signal from the'eyes travels to the
brain, the danger iS recognized, and the appropriate
response (braking) is selected. Then, another signal
must travel from the brain-to the foot, directing the
action that is to take place. The time between
sensjng the stimulus and making the response is linbwn
as the reaction time.

Language Cards/Key Signs
internal communication
system

message
catch the card
a communication 'system

model
reaction time
prediction
model

Materials -enough for each group: ,

't "-1 unlined 7.6 cmhx 12.7 cm (3" x 5") file card
2 pencils
2 pieces unlined paper

-23 cm x 35 cm (9" x 14")

100
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
- ,r,

1. Demonstrate with one or two stu8ents the falling card activity. "Can you catch

the card?" , .

2. Tell the students to v19!,* in pairs. Distribute the materials to the students.

make sure that they understand what they are to do. Tell them that each pair

of partners is to try the Operiment. One student is to drop the card four

times for the partner to catch. Then the roles of drdpper and catcher should be

reversed.

3. Discuss with the students why it was difficult to catch the file card.

4. Have the class read or paraphrase for them'the first column on page 144 of the

student text.

5. AsOthe students to draw a model of their eye-hand communication system. The

model should attempt to,explain.the delay in reaqtion time. If students are

not aware of the role of theabrain explain that the brain is the "control

center" for all the messages.

6. Conclude the leston by discussing the numbered questions on page 114 w ith the

class. %

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should-be able to draw a model illustrating

'their internal communication System.

4********************************************************************************4*****

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Clusfer2C-2 Moder of Human Communication

Page T-255/S-145 Measuring Reaction Time (50-75 min.)

i

PURgOSE: To develop the model of human infernal communication system by measuring

reaction time.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background information: The timers that the students

construct for this lesson, are based on the principle

that objects accelerateor gain speed as they drop.

For this reason, the marks on the timer get farther

apart near the .top of the timer. (Marks,for 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7,. And 9 hundredths are not shown.) We have

chosen a 35 cm length because it takes approximately

25' hundredfhs of a second to drop Ap cm. Most students

will be able to react witbin this time period.

Materials,-enough for each grdup:
-2 pencils
-2 pieces unlined paper 23 cm x 35 cm

(9" x 14")
-4 regular paper clipg
- 2 rulers, metric 30 cm

-2pieces graph paper
-2 pieces lined paper

783
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Language Cards/Key Signs
reaction time
reaction timer
one-hundredth of a second

test
trial

prediction
the internal communica-

tion system
message

Identification Cards
reaction timer
,30 cm ruler
graph paper
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
f

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the students whether they think that everyone's
reaction time is the same. Ask the qudents whether they think reaction times
can be impl-oved by practice.

2. Paraphrase for them, as they, perform each task, page 145. Distribute the
materials.

3, Have the students follow the directions on page 145 ;for making their timers.
You may wish to copy the chart on the blackboard. Be certain that the students
understand that the smaller numbers go at the bottom of their timers, and that
the marks get farther apart near the tops of the timers. While the students are
working, circulate to give assistance and encouragement as needed. Thus,
catching the card 0.8 cm from the bottom gives a fast reaction time of 4/100 °
second. Catching it at 11 cm from the bottom corresponds to a slower 15/100
second reaction time.

4. Ask the students why they think the paper clips were added to the bottom of the
timers (they are weights to make the timers drop straight).

5. Have the children. read or paraphrase for them page 146, except for the italicized
questions at the bottom of the second column.

6. Let the students discuss the possible results of the test, including the pre-
.dicti ns indicated in the text. Have them write down their predictions. Per-
form tests, mgre if time permits.

7. Give the students a work plan either on the board or on separate sheets. See
example below,.

Prediction - Chodse one

A. No change

.--
B.

C. Slower

D.-Maybe
chenge
later

Test of Prediction

Student 1

- Test 1- Tries,;'''

1.

2.

3..

r

student 1 = x
student 2 =

Student 2
1.

2.

3.

Add to find Total = Add to find Total =

Divide total by 3 = Divide total by 3 =

102
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Test 2,

Test 6

.3

Write time results of each test.

Student 1

Test 1

Test 2
Test 3
Tesl 4
Test 5,

. Test 6

of

-

Student 2

-Do the results support your prediction?

Yes
No

8. Pa

Yes
No

A

-

the students with,partners and allow them tb conduct their test. Be cer-
tain that the students knowthat they are'to record the result of ch trial.

.

. Discuss the italicized questions on page 146. Allow-the students to converse
and compare their results.

10. Paraphrase the first column on page 147. Make copies of the.graphs _pAge 147)
onthe blackboard. Let them discust the meaning of each graph.

11. Have the students plot their own graphs based on the results of their trials.
Pass out gPaph paper. Help them label the vertical and horizontal axes.

,tv

12. Conclude the lesson by having the students respond to the numbered questions at
the end. (Note : -Save the reaction timers for,the'next lesson.) -

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to measure reaction times and
.1 relate the results to their models of the hurian communica-

tion system.
iiii*******************i*************************************************i***********4*A

APPLICATION: besson Cuuster 2C-2 Models of Human Interaction
Page T-258/S-148 Left or Right? (50 min.)

P

PURPOSE: To apply the Wodelof the human internal communication system to the concept
of the Tt or right dominance..
r.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -for each group:
64...seaction timer.(Students

will need their reaction
timers from the preceding
lesson)

- 2 pencils

- 2 pieces lined paper
- 2 Mie cards 7.6 cm x 17.7 cm (3" x 5")

785

Language Cards/Key Signs
chart
which hid is faster

prediction
test 1
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jTEACHING SUGGESTIOtiS:.

1. Ask the students why some people write with their I ft hands while others use
their right hands. Encourage them to voice a div sity of opinions.

2. Have the students read or paraphrase for thelfirst paragraph ,on page 148. While

they are reading, distribute the materials for the lesson.

5. Have the students perform tests A,. B, and C on page 148. Paraphrase the text
directionsfor them.

4.7 Let the students predict whether their right or left hands will have the faster
reaction time.

5. 'Have the students read or paraphrase for them the rest o'f page 148.

6. Tell the students to try the reaction timer several times with each hand, to see
which hand has the faster reaction time. Be sure that they record the time for
each 1-land. On the board show the students how toorganize their data-trials,
average for ten trials.

7. Paraphrase page 1449. Copy the blank chart from page 149 on the chalkboard.

Preferred Side
Right Left

Faster Right

Time Left

8. Tall'/ the - results of the experiment of the chart. (If you prefer, you may4.fially

the results by a:/show of hangs, rather than have each student come.up to the

board.)

9. COnclude tAllesson by discussing the numbered questions on page 149.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to determine whether they are
left or right dominant.

**********************************************************************************4****

APPLICATION: j_esson.Cluster 2C-21, Models of Numan Communication
\--Page T-260/5-150 -RioOt or Left Brain (45 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply,the model of the,human internal, communication system to brain,
hand, and eye communication. .

ADVANCE 4gPARATION: Materials -for each student:-
1,P -1 pencil

. 71sheet.:J.Thed paper

- '-1 reaction 'timer from pre-
vious lesson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:-

4110 Introduce the le4son by having the students read or

, .

104

Language Cars /Key Signs
class average infer

Communicate brain

reaction time right brain
prediction left brain
,internal communication

system model
Sharon's results
Coleman's results



t-
paraphrase for them page 150.

2. .Write predictions A, B, and C on the blackboard. Ask the students to suggest
other possible outcomes.

3. Paraphrase for the students the .first column on page 151. Copy (before class)
the chart5 on page 151 on the board or on an dberlay.

4. Ask.the students to examine Sharon's results, as shown *in the list and the table
(be sure students understand tha*-both forms present thsame informati-on).

5. Discuss the italicized quest -ions at the bottom7of column 1, using the results
on Sharon's chart.

6. Parapbrase'the second_column on page,151:

T. Discuss Coleman's results with the class. Have the class discuss the italicized
questions in column 2, using Coleman' results. Go over the results of the
class average table.

8. Have the class' answer the numbered questions at, the bottom of page 151.

, 9. Conclude the lesson by having the students discuss ways in which their findings
would lead them to modify their human internal communication system models.
(Pathways for messages from the right eye should go to the left side of the
brain;. message to the right hand should come from the left side of the brain;
and so on. It will be apparent that, in some cases, one side of the brain must
send a message to -the other side.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to differentiate/between
actions controlled by the left and right sides of the brain
and to incorporate these data in their internal communica-
tion models:

***************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Clus+er 2C-2 Models of Human Communication .

Page T- 262/S.152 A Einal Look at Reaction Time '(35 min.)

'PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objective*tt.' $ ',,,,_

1. Drawing a model for the internal human communication system.
2. Using the model to estimate relative speeds of reaction times.

-,,

.
, "

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -for each student:
-1 pencil
-1 piece of lined paper 4- .

f .-(do .you have-magazine articles of volcanoes and
earhquAes for Cluster 2C -3 ?. Post up in room

now)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Draw on the ID:Card or make copies and distribute an outline of the human body.
Tell the students that they are to answer the questions by drawing a line to
different parts of the body. Each line should be numbered.with the question #.

(A written or,verbal description should also be given.)

78 r".1
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2. Paraphrase page 152.,

3. Be sure that the students understand what they are to do.

-4. Distribute the materials and have the students do the lesson.

5.- Go over the students' responses wi,th them when they have completed their work.
You may wish to let the students correct heir own papers to enable them to
evaluate their own progress. /

1

6. Collect the paper so that you can evaluate etch individual's progress. If a,
student correctly responds to!most of the questions, you may assume that ohe or
she has demonstrated the objectives forthp cluster and is ready to go on to
the next cluster.

G

1 0

4

k
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Level 6 Unit 2 Models

Part C Using Models, Lesson Cluster 2C-3

A.''CLUSTER OUTLINE

'Page-
w

, -
Teechi,roStrategies

.

Lesson Title
,

Teaching TIme
Suggested
t

'T-268
T -269
. -

T-270
T -272.
.1-276

.

.

Introduction
Development

- .

Development -

Appliation
Evaluation

IA w

A Mddel of the Earth
An Earthquake Prediction Model
Volcanoes and Earthqukes

_ Detecting Earthquakes
.

Predicting With Modes
-"\p" _

.

. .

35 min.

50 min.

'50 min.

50 min.

:c10 min.

.4.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following materials 'to the list on page 264
. Find a few pictuciutof earthquake damage in magazines,

. encyclopedias, science texts, etc. (for lesson 4).
- Dish of cokijello in largesDallow pan. (optional for lesson 4)

f .
FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip'Set,XIV, tike, ,Scale and Nbdels, and XIX, MOdels,

...

are appropriate fo'r use ip this Unit. .i. ,

t- ., .
. :, . .

i.tITRODUCTION: 2C-3 Models of Earthquakes and Volcanoes
Page T-268/S-153 A Model of the Earth (35 min.).

,

PURPOSE: To use models to study- earthquakes and volcanoes.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials = Collvttrecent magazine.
erti4es deal ipg with e'arthquakes, or volcanoes. .A
minimum of three is desirable. Display thd,erticles
on the-bulletin board, so that the student's may read
them at their convenience..

. -- 2 blotks of wood to demonstrate faults

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1,

1

Language Cards/Key Signs
fault''
erupt
earqhquake
volcanoes

. .

Identification Cards,

Introduce the lesson by calling.the students' attention
to'the articleS._ Ask several students to tell what they'know about
or volCanoes.

. .ta

f .

2. Have the class read or paraphrase'for them pagb 153 down to the "'lumbered questions.
,

, J

3. ,Write the words fault and erufit.o the chalkboard; Make certain that the students
understand these words.. Demonstrate fault activity, with blocks of wood moving up,
dowh-amd sideways.

i .

. -'
. c C.

.

. ,

4. Explain that when we speak of rock moving along a, fault, we are'not referringto
a pebble' Or even a giant boulder. Rather, a whole section of rdck that makes up
the Earth is moving. The Section may be kilometers preven,hundreds of kilometers

',--

.earthquakes

Jong.:

7) kei
4,
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4

5. Conclude the lesson by using the numbered questions on thpagel-o'stimulate
" and direct class discussion. --.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students `should be able to state that'earthquakes are
caused by movement in ths Earth's crust.

******************************************************#************ ****************

DEVELOPMENT: 2C-3 Models of Earthquakes and Volcanoes
Page T-269/S-154 An Earthquake Prediction Model (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To developia model showing the pattern of earthquake

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - enough- for each student gt

- 1 Locating Earthquakes
Appendix 1

- 1 blue colored penc
(red may be used)'

- 1 globe (optional)

.

Background Informatron - As mentioned in the preceding
lesson, earthquakes tend to occur along faults in the
Earth's crust. In this lesson students make a model
that shows, where earthquakes have previously occurred.
The pattern of quakes shows the location of some major
faults, and therefore indicates where future quakes
may happen. The circlef earthquakes and volcanic
'activity that runs Lip the west. Coast of South

America to California and Alaska, then down tfre coast
to to the Philippines is known as the."Ring
of Fire:" About 80 per cent of the words earthquakes
takePlace along this'llne. L.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

occurences.

Language Cards/Key Signs
earteake prediction

to e

longitude
Fatitude
Is there an earthquake
pattern?

What must the earth's
crust be like?

locating earthquakes 4
earth's crust
pattern

Identification_Cards

1. Introduce the lesson by asking the class if they can think of reasons why it would

be useful to know_44ve earthquakes might octur.

2. Paraphrase page 154 as far as the nuMberled questions.

3. DistribUte the materials:

4. Demon*trate how to plot each earthquake sit, in Latitude (N or S) and longitude

(E or W). Show locatiod on_the map and in aglobe.

445. Hate the students plot. the locations frOm .the table on-theirmaps. Meanwhile,

circulate and provide assistance where needed.. Stop when the first group plots

all 52.

6. Discuss the numbered questions on page 154 with them. Nave the students share

their maps with eaci other. -Be certain that the students 'retain their models;

since they will need them agarnIfor'the next lesson.

DESLRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students shoula be able to make a model indicating.earth-.

= quake locations and identify this model as a map of major

fault zones.
********************************************.*****************4************************
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DEVELOPMENT: 2C-3 Models of Earthquakes and Volcanoes
Page T-270/S-155 Volcanoes'anaEarthquakes C5Qmin.)

PURPOSE: To develop the concept that volcanoes are connected with earthquakes by

gm.

plotting volcano locations on the earthquake model developed in the last
lesson.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - enough for each student:
- 1 outline. map from pre-

vious lesson
- 1 pencil of different ,

color from previous
lesson

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Ask the clas whether they think there is any connec-
tion between earthquakes and volcanoes.

2. Have students read or paraphrase for them page 155
and down to the numbered questions.

Languag Cards/Key Signs
locating- arthquakes map
make a mode
connecting
volcanoes and earth-/

quakes
volcanci

earthquake
earth's crust-

Identification Cards

3. Write on the board one additional volcano, Mt. St. Helens, latitude 46 N and longi-

tude 123 W. Distribute the materials. %

4: Let the studen4s'70ot the locations of the volcanoes on their earthquake maps.

While the glass is working, circulate and give assistance as peeded.

5. When the students h6ve-finished with their maps, discuss the numbered questions
with them.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify a geographical
connection between earthquakes and.Volcanoes on their ,

models. /
**************************i***********4***********4****************4******A*****A****

APPLICATION: 2C-3 Models of Earthquakes 'and Volcanoes
Page T-272/S-156 Detecting Earthquakes (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply standardized models to measuring the magnitude or intensity of

earthquakes.

"-ADVANCE PREPARATION: 1. Find a _few pictures of earth-

.-
quake damage in magazines,
encyclopedias, science texts,
etc. .

2. Dilith of cold,jello in large

shallow pan (optional).

791
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Language Cards/Key Signs
detecting earthquakes
million
intensity
earthquake magnitude
seismograph
Richter Scale
Modified mercalli Scale

Identification Cards

ti



Backgrotind 1pformation - This lesson discusses two models that are used to
measure earthquakes, the Richter Scale and the Modified Mercalli Scale.

The Richter Scale measures the magnitude of al earthquake, as calculated from

seismograph reldings. This scale uses numbers from 1 up.' Each number on the
Richter Scale Indicates an earthquake ten times stronger than the number below it.

A quake that measures 7 or more on the Richter Scale is considered major.
The second model for describing earthquakes is the Modijied,Mercalli Scale. This

scale measures intensity rather than Magnitude. The measurement of intensity is
subjective, based on descriptions by people who experiences the quake. The godi-

fied.Mercalli Scale indicates the extent of damage and loss of life that result

from an earthquake.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS,:'

1. Have the students read or piraphrase for them the fiOt paragraphs on page 156,

down to the example of the graph made by the sejsrif0000. Discuss with the Stu-

dent's how the seismograph works. The pen is attacke -65 a rod buried in the

ground. The paper laying on a table i11 a room. Wheel the ground moves the

rod and the paper' move, the pen attachedjo a heavy arm tends to remain stationary

(due to its_inertia). This isa simple example. Toddy magnification of movement

is done through electronic devices. Each high beak represents an earthquake shock

passing the site. Demonstrate by shaking a disl of cold jello (optional).

. See figure 1.

2. Using the blackboard or a piece of wood and colored felt pens, draw earth layers:

Relate ideas in the first paragraph to this drawing. See figure 2.

3. After the class has read'or you have paraphrased the rest of page 156, explain ,

that the Richter Scale and the Modified Mercalli Scale are models for describing

earthquakes. Ask why such models are useful to scientists. (These standardized

descriptions gibe scientists a way to con-pare one earthquake with another. Accur-

ate measurement and description is important in all scientific fields.)

4. Have the students read page 157, the models in the Modified Mercalll'Scale. While

they are reading put a simplified version of the MerCalli Scale on the board (i.e.

1 - not felt, etc.). Discuss the progression of damage indicated by the different

intensities and point out that subjective views may result in different' inter-

pretations.pretations.

5. Conclude the lesson by having the students examine the photographs on pages 158

and 159 and answer the numbered questions. - i

6. Show pictures of other earthquake mage and have students determine intensity.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be ably to assign Modified Mercalli
Scale intensity numbers to earthquakes whose results they
sed in pictures:

**************************************************************************************

c
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EVALUATION:. -,2C -3 Models of Earthquakes and Volcanoes
Pbge T-276/S-160 Predicting With Modep (40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objecthies:
1. Defining d fault in the Earth's crust.
2. Interpretinga seismograph reading. , .

3. Describing the intensity of an earthquake according to the Modified Mer-
calli Scale.

i

-.. ADVANCE PREPARATf ON: . For each student - 1 pencil

1 sheet lined paper

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: '

;
1. Paraphrase the quetion to the students. Tell them

you will be.chan§ing two of the questions given in
the bodok-

Questicm 1A Define.or draw a fault.
Question 1B What makes the waveYt.line shown by a seismograph?
Question 1C Copy the iMaginary'Island country shown or the board.

The circles show the location of volcanoes. Predict where the next
5 earthquakes will occur in this imaginary country. (The earth-
quakes should be positioned along the line of volcanoes.) -

Question 2 How many sharp earthquake shocks are shown in the seismograph_reading
on page 160.,

Question 3 (remains the same as indicated on page 160.)

Language CardsLKey Signs
fault

earthquake:
volcano
predict

Identification Cards

2. Distribute the materials and have the students do the lesson.

3. Go over. he students' responses with them when they have completed, their work.
You may wish to let the students correct their own pppers to enable them to eval-
uate their progress.

4. Collect the pppers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds-to the questions, you may assume that he or she los demonstrated
the objectives fo'r the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.

tib

, Figure 1. Country .of Island

*******************************4************************************%
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Level 6 Unit 3, Models of Matter

Part A More Than One Model, Lesson Cluster 3A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Teaching Time

Page 04E1244* Strategies. Lesson Title 'Suggested

T -288 Introduction A Secret Object 60 min.

T-289 .Development What's In-side? 60 min.

T-290 Circuit Puzzle 60 min.

T-292 Puzzles to Solve 60 min.
oe

.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following materials to the fist on page T-285:

-Scoot system rectangle dittoes
-Circuit puzzle dittoes
-Circuit puzzle chart dittoes

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip. Set XVIII, invisible Systems, is appropriate

for use this unit.

. -
INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3A-I In orring from 1odels

Page T- 288/S -1 A Secret Object i60 min.),

PURPOSE:, To develop a model of thej,shape and relative size of a'solid object in a

box, using indirect evidbnce.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
'Background Information: This lesson foCuses on how to '

gather information about an unknown object. Students

do not know the identity of the object. Instead,they
collect observations and then infer.a model of the
object: This is the same principle that scientists
use-when they study atoms, stars, or other objects
that cannot be worked with directly. '

Begin collecting the boxes two to throb days before

the activity. Ask students to bring them in, or you can use the boxes from the

Scoot Systems, page 119. Set aside one hard object of each kind as an example.

Put each of the remaining 15 objects in a shoe box. Put the lid on each box and

number code it so that you know what is inside; e.g., pieces Of chalk could be in

the boxes labeled #1, and spools in the boxes labeled #2. Put a different item,

such as asmalf toy car with free rolling wheels, inoanother box to use as a

demonstration.

Language Cards/Key Signs

object
system
interaction
inference
infer

model

properties
size and shape

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. .Begin, the actiey by paraphrasing for the students page i64.

N
Show the students the box containing.the object you have chosen forithe demonstra-

tion. Hold covered box ,in front of you. Move it in different directions. Feel
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sides of the box with your hands as you move it. Turn around, back towards
students, box behini you. Then, remove box lid, and feel object(s) carefully with'
hands. Replace objects in box, put lid back on. Turn around to face, students.

-ego .:1;

3. Give one student a covered box. Encourage student to move box and
f1J

1411-sides
as it moves: Then take box; walk behind student, take lid, and place student's
hand(s) in box. Student should feel item(s). Next, encourage students,to return
object(s) to box. Replace lid on box. Move in front of student. 1_,I:st student's
observations about object on board in a column labelled "A."

4. Ask student to draw object on board.. Label drawing "B" and show students item(s)
in box.

5. Repeat process with another box with another student.
it

6. Pass out boxes to pairs of students. Have one student, stand behind seated part-
, ner. This student will hold box for partner and will remove and replace lid.

Collect boxes.

7. Seated students should make an "A" observations list and a "B" drawing. Snow
students items in boxes.

8. Give each pair of students another box and repeat process with the other partner.

9. Paraphrase paragraph 1, page 164 again.

10. Have students read and answer question 1.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to develop a model of a hidden
object from indirect evidence.

*************************4*************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A=1 Inferring From Models
Page 1-289/S-165 What's Inside? (60 min.)

PURPOSE:., To develop a model of a hidden structure from indirect evidence.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Although this activity is simi-
lar in purpose to the preceeding one, the teaching
method is different. The students should not be given
any clues.

S s the nee for the students to draw each aspect of
thei proposed mo.-I, showing sizes and positions of the
part ions. As st dents manipulate the boxes, they may
change their minds as to partition placement. This is
good. As new evidence is found, the models should
change to fit the new evidence. ,Emphasize this flexi-
bility to the students as they prOceed.
Before the class period, cut the pieces of cardboard into squares and rectangles

of various sizes that will easily fit into the shoe boxes.

Language Cards/Key Signs
system
Scoot System,
cardboard
marble

Identification Cards
shoebox
cardboard

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the activity by telling fhe students that they have another opportunity
to develop a model, only there will be little If any help from you. Theyrare to
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be on their own as much as possible.
v

2. Paraphrase directions on page 165. Ask students to read page 165/'

3.- Build one box n front of the students. Use just one or two partitions. Put
in a metal ball. Tape shut.

_4. Pass box around. Encourage students to move it in diffiarent ways.

5. Pass out Scoot System rectangle dittoes. Ask students to draw partitions as they
think they are located. Then open up bdx and show it to them.

6. Let the students work in pairs and follow the directions on page 165. Give stu-
dents no more than two partitions. By the end of the activity, each student
should have a,sketch of the partitions within the box.

7. While the students are working, move around the class and encourage them to visu-
alize their models by asking questions such as, "Does the marble roll all the way
to the end? If not, where does it stop pr'change direction? How Would that look
-in'the box? Now, draw it."

8. When they have had-enough time, tell the students to open the box and sketch the
actual partitions nee to their model.

9. Have students show their boxes to other students.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students shou d be able to develop a model of ,a hidden
strycture withi box from indirect evidence.

******************4(*********************** *******************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Inferring From Models
Page T-290/S-166 Circuit Puzzle (60 min.)

PURPOSE: To show that more than one model may explain a set of observations.

.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Objects such as wires and a umi
num foil conduct electr:icity. Objects such as paper do
not. Students will be given a circuit puzzle made of
pieces of aluminum foil and:-paper. Using a tester made
of a battery, wires, and 'Smarl.buib, they are expected
to develop a model of the inside of the circuit puzzle.

, Their model must explain why the bulAights when cer-
tain parts of the puzzle are connected but_not when.
other parts are connected.
This activity was developed by Dr. Richard J. McLeod

of Michigan State Unkiersity and' is used with his
permission.

Materials -make two circuit puzzles whose aluminum foil
is exposed' on the back

-make overhead overlay of chart on p. 166

-ditto copies of chart on p. 166

114

nguage Cards/KeyoSigns
i teract
a uminum foil
wTres
battery
circuit
puzzle
bulb
model

combination
connections
What happens?
Draw a model

-1-dentification Cards

aluminum foil

battery
circuit puzzle
bulb

.0c



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS::

1. Demonstrate attaching wires.

2. Passout batteries and assist students in attaching wires.

3. Demonstrate touching aluminum foil to wires.

,-4. Pass out aluminum foil.and assist studentsin.using it to light bulb.

4

5.- Pass out paper and ask them to-test it.

6. Ask students to read page 166, column 1. ,Review answers to questions.

7. ShoW studena circuit puzzle. Light bulb by touching wires to it. Then turn

over demonstration puzzle and show them aluminum foil on the back. Repeat with

,a puzzle with a different aluminuth foil pattern.

8. Use overhead overlay of chart on page 166. Light bull) using the first sample

circuit puzzle. ,Then ask a student to indicate which holes you used. Write

"yes"yes in appropriate, block on chart. Then try another pale'. of holes. Fill in

appropriate block. Continue until all combinations are tested.

9. Ask students to read page 166-167 (column 1). Pass out charts to students. Point

out that the backs of their puzzles are covered. Ask them to try to light their
bulbs. When they have tried one combination, assist them in filling out their
charts. Repeat until alt appropriate blocks are filled out.

10. Ask students to draw what they think the back of their circuit puzzle looks like.

11. Can they draw another way it might look?

12. Optional: Trade circuit puzzles among student. See what'drawing they develop.
Do we have,different ideas about how the back of a particular puzzle might look?

13."AsW students to read questions in column 2, page 167. Work with class on ques-

tions.

14. Uncover backs of students' circuit cards so students compare their mode) with
actual card'.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to develop more than one model
of a circuit puzzle to explain the data they collected.

************************************************r*************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-1 Inferring From Models
Page T-292/5 -185 Puzzles to Solve (60 thin.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the fol wing objectives:

1. Making inferences from indirect evidence.
2. Building models based on inferences.
3. Identifying the extent to which certain models are successful.

4. Predicting events based on specific models.

798
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -ditto with.six,rectangles"like the one shown in

column 2page-185 .

-circuit puzzle thatAill lightasdoes the one
described on page 18t

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Direct students to open thei-r text to page 168, read the page, and answer ques-

tions 1 through 5, giving them adequate time to match the items as directed..
Paraphrase and act out each questiori as necessary. Review heir matches before

proceeding with,the circuit puzzle. \

2. Give students dittoiith circuit puzzle forms on it.

3. Light bulb using circuit puzzle as per example on page.168.

4. Ask studentAto read top half of column 2, page 168 and question 6.

5. Ask questions 7_and 8.

6. Ask students to read questions 9 and1.0 and answer them. Then, demonstrate cjr7,

cults listed in questions 9 and 10 so that students can receive concrete feed31Zk

on whether their answers were correct.

**************;*******************************************i**************44*********t***

4
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Leiel Unit 3 Models of Matter

Par4 A More Than One Model, Lesson C-luster 3A-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page °. Teaching Strategies Lessdn Title

Teaching Time-
Suggested

Introduction What Is a Mixture? 40-50 min.

T -299 Introductidh The Push Model. 50-60 min.

T-300 Development Predicting With the Push Model 60 mi-n.

T-301 ApplicaticAl. Hot and Cold 60 'min.

T-302 Application Large and Small. 60 min.

T-304 Applkation The Shake Moidel 60-75.min.,

T -306 Evaluation More Models 50-60 min.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following materials to the list on pag(095 -

- ditto and overhead overlay of chart on page 177

-,two instant drink mix powders, including one grape flavor

- two pitchers
- spoon
- two materials that do not mix well together (e.g. oil and water)

- six glass jars
- teaspoon

FILMSTRIP WORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVIII, Invisible Systems, is appropriate

for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 3A-2 Models of Mixing Systems

Page T-298/5-169 What Is a Mixture? (4050 min.)

PURPOSE:< To introduce the concept of mixture.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - two instant drink powders
one grape and one other
flavor
sme61 paper cups'

- spoon
- water

- two materials " that do

nOt mix 01.1, together
(e.g. oil and water)

- 2 pitchers or bowls
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Language Cards/Key Signs
This is a 'mixture.

What will happen?
What will the properties

be?

property
mixture
predict r'

combination
materials
mixing system
powder

Identification Cards
mixture
drink powder



Background Information - Mixtures and compounds are different. A mixture con-

sists of two or more substances that combine without losing their individual
ideniskties. In a.compound, the identities of the combining substances are changed.
For example, in a mixture of salt (sodium chloride) and water, the salt still e-
ists as sodium chloride and the water as water. If the wate evaporates, he
salt is left behind. But when pure sodium combines with water, anew compound,
sodium hydroxide (caustic soda), is formed.
Mixtures possess some of the properties of the combining substances; compounds

do not. For example, a mixture of blue food coloring and water will be blue and
watery. But the compound sodium chloride (salt) is not at all like sodium (a
metal) or chlorine (a deddly gas).
.Mixtures can be made of solids, liquids, and gases. The oceans are mixture(

water and mans dissolved solids. The atmosphere is a mixture of oxygen, nitrogen,

carbon dioxide, and other gases.
lit

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: wl

1. Mix a drink powder (not grape) with water in frorit of students. Label with iden-
.

tification card.

2. Ask students to describe what you did. Give each stunt.a taste.

3. Ask students to look at picture oo page 169.

4. Paraphrase page 169. Then have students read it.

5. Hold out grape drink packet. Paraphrase question 1, page.J69. After students have

given their ideas, ask one student to help youmix the powder with water. Ask

another student to help you pour grape drink into cups and pass them out to other

students. Were their, ideas correct about what the properties of the, mixture would

be?

6. Repeat process in #5 using two materials that do notmix together.

7. End the discussion with ,the idea that it isn't obvious why some substances will

mix and others will not. There is more to making mixtures than meets the eye.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The student's should be able to give several examples of
mixtures and predict some properties of mixtures from the
properties of their ingredients.

*****************************************************************A********************

INTRODUCTION: 3A-2 Models of Mixing Systems
Page T-299/S-170 The Push Model (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: To determine whether the push model pr6Vides a good exiiranafrdn for a mix-

ture.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - glass jars
- teaspoons

4.
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Background Information - One might say that the,initial,
"push" of the drop of food coloring, as it strikasiThe
water and falls through it, begins the mixing. After-
wards., as the wisps.of coloring slowly spreadjhrough-:.
out the water, students may infer that the Calaring
and dater are still pushing on each'cAller. Bot

they can actuaily observe is movemenit;. not pushing.

Do not dispUte their claim that the liquids are push-
ing each other. Instead, ask what their evidence is
(observed movement of coloring) and what could be
causing the.pushing (not readily apparent). Do not
attack or defend the push model, but help the'stu-

0
dents to see that while it seems at least partially
satisfactdry, it may not explain all their observa-
tions.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

4

Language Cards/Key Signs
What'do,youobserve?
Push model',

Model
mixing
ofiSerye.

materral ....;

4 1.4

liqu4d food coloOhg" ,"

support _ .

evidence'

4

Identification Cards
cup
liquid food coloring

1. Fill a glass jar with water. When water is still, drop a half teaspoon'of food

coloring Have students gathered around jar. Label with the time of day.

Have another jar started before school begins. Encourage them to watch closely.

Ask them to indicate what they saw. Do another jar every half hour. Label each

with the ti,. This will enable'students to sea the progression of mixing with-

out sittilib

me
and watching the same jar for two hours. A time line of jars can be

"set up. Students could then easily also see stages of change in mixing.

2. Paraphrase column one, page 170. Then ask students to read it. O

3. Have each student label a cup with his/her name and fill it with water.
.4.

4. Instruct students to add the food coloring after the water has had a few minutes

to become still. Warn them to avoid getting the color on their clothing.

Have them obser've cup at 10 minute intervals. Later, have them draw what happened.

6. Paraphrase questions in column two and ask stadents what they think about them.

Keep in mind that this is an exploratory activity that is"not expected to lead to
final acceptance or rejection of the model..

4. e

Of

7. Have the students examine the mixtures for the next three days. At the end of this.

time, ask if the push model" provides an explanation for why the water and food

coloring have stayed mixed and not separated.out. The answer: apparently not.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to partially explain the mix-
ing of food coloring and water in terms of the push model
and deter-Mine which evidence may not fit thd model.

DEVELOPMENT: 3A-2 Models of Mixing Systems t-

Page T-301q/S-171 Predicting With the Push Pbdel (60 min.)

PURPOSE: To make, and test. predictions based on the push model.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - plastic cups

o .

4 W
, . - - medicine` droppers

containers of darlipfood .'

.

-. , . col or i ng ' 4,.

-,grease pencils,
-

, ,
-. . ,

,

, -, meter stLcks ,

4 1.

i paper and pencrl:s
''. :.. -

. .

, ,, 1- 'We.te'r
.

.. .'

I

Background Information A model is usefur if :ornect

predictions can be made .used on the'model. Accord

.to the push model, thepuShing of orie'sUbsfance
a9a1nst the other causes mixEng., Thersfore, t j t e , at-

ther the drop, of food coloring f a l l s before" 0-,pits the' water', the better the mix-

i rig should be . I n fact, what happens is.that there is-more turbutence and mixing

wen the food coloring is ,dropped rrim greater heights,. but-only at first. After

the initial di s-Orbance, mixing proceeds, as it .did in the' precedi ng vity, by-

e

. ,

.slow diffusion.' ,
,

Language' Cards/key Si gns

peedicting.
model

foopiCol or i ng

,surface
tfon

1 "Tication' Cards

foo colorrrig

cdpj- .;

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS;

1. Review the push model:.

2. Paraphrase each paragraph on page 171: Aftel" each i s, aaraphrased have students
4.

read i t. .

3. Write down Student predictions on the board.
.

.
:

4. Have students make e-a chart for their observations ..':
. 4

5. Caution students to avoid getting fobd ooloripg,-,orOhei;',r elothing.

v

b. Have students work in groups oftwo with seyen, oups.%.7

.7. Ask the students to give the water ri the -Cups a lioer iti.nutee'to become stl I I

1)sefore they add the food coloring.
:el.

8. Should students inquire what "mixin§ better' means, suggest that they try to deter-

mine how completely the color siS'reads.throUghout the water or how fast the color

spreads.'

9. Following the activity, .discuss the predictions and- observations. Each studenf

should make a judgment about the value of the model accurately predicting results.
, ,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students thou I a bp able to explain hdw succest fully the

push model predicts tfie results of mixing experiments.
fifleVTIOREllr1441F********************4tA4*It**4****t***************)E**********************

t '

APPLICATION;' 3A-2 Models of Mixing Systems
Page T-301/S-172 Hot and Cold (0 min:)

PURPOSE:` - To test the push model of mixing-yawn the. ingredientS, are at different
.temperatures.

'
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - plastic cups 1

- medidine droppers
- containers of kiatic food

coloring
grease pencils:

- containers fori water

BackgroUnd tnformatiop - The push model maY partially
explain why materials" mix when.they are at the same
temperature, as in the two preceding activities. But

the push model says nothing about temperature mixing.
If a small amount of hot liquid is dropped in cold
liquid, the warm liquid will'tend to float and there-
fore not mix as well as when the liquids a're at the
same temperature. The push model does not explain

'these observation.
A fair test, 'which the' students will carrl, out, is

a controlled experiment. To do a fair test, use two

or more set-ups that are identical except for the

variable you are testing. Only by doing a fair test

can you be certain of'the variable causing an observed effect.

Language Cards/Key Signs
push model
What do you think would

happen?
What do you observe?
liquid
temperature
difference
evidence
food coloring
fair
immediately
observe
compare

Identification Cards
heated food coloring
cool food coloring

I

( TEACHING VGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase column one, page 172. Have students give predictions. Write them

on chalkboard.

= 2: 0-lave students read column one, pag 172.

3. Discuss the nature of a fair test as described in the BACKGROUND INFORMATION.' Ask

students to be careful to have the dropper only slightly above the water when drop-

ping the food coloring in. The idea is to give the system only a small "push" this

time and to have the "push" from falling the same in both cases, leaving tempera-

ture only as a variable.

4. Paraphrase column two, page 172 down to question D. Ask students to read this

section.

5_ Divide students into'groups of two. Ask them to perform tests.

6. After activity, list student observations on chalkboard.

7. Paraphra§e questions 1 and 2, column two, page 172. Then have students read

questions. Challenge students who are reluctant to give up the push model to try

to adapt it to fittne'new evidence They may be able to add a temperature factor.

Some students will willingly develop their own new model.

DESIRED LEARNING ()ACME; he students should be able to amend the push model to fit

!anew evidence or develop a new model.

t*****,****4t***************4**0******************************************************

APPLICATION: 3A-2 Models OftMixinq Systems'
Page T-302/S-173 Large 'and VMall- (60 min.)
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PURPOSE: To test the usefulness of the push model,in explaining how substances of
different sizes-dissolve.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have ready for each stu-
dent:

- 2 plastic cups
- 2 pieces of hard candy

Background Information - Dissolving is the form ofAlx-
ing in which a gas or solid mixes with a liquid. Be

sure the class understands this.
Small pieces of candy will dissolve (mix) faster in

water than larger pieces, because the small pieces
expose more surface area to the water. The students
do not, Of course, understand the reason for this
phenomenon, and it would defeat the purpose of the
lesson'to explain it to them.
When a drop of food coloring falls into the water,

some initial mixing is evident and can be partially
explained by the push model. That will not be the case
with the candy and water. The large and small pieces will reach the bottom of the
cups equally fast and equally undissolved. Pushing here seems ineffective. After

a while, however, students will observe a colored cloud of dissolving candy forming
around the pieces. They may infer the the candy is pushing out into the water.
Be sure to point out that this is an inference, not an observation. Ask what could

be causing the push, if it is one. The students will probably not, have any, idea.

Support that class in feeling there is an on-going mystery here that future
lessons will help them solve. Doing this series of activities leading up to the
small particle model will give the students a much better understanding of that ,

'model than they could gain if it were presented to them at the start as the
accepted model of matter.

Language Cards/Key Signs
push model

What 'do you predict?_
dissolve
candy
crush

model

predict
fair
solid
observation

Identification Cards
whole candy
crushed candy

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review push, model.

2. Paraphrase paragrpahs 1-3, page 173. List student responses on chalkboard.

3. Ask students to read page 173. Paraphrase paragraph describing fair test.

4. Half fill cups with water. Ask students to place two cups on shelf or windowsill,
label a piece of paper with their name and place label by their cups.

5. Crush a piece of candy on a paper towel and give it and a piece of whole candy, to

a student. Ask him/her to drop whole piece into a cup, crushed pieces into another
cup. Repeat process with each student. Caution them not to stir-water.

6. Ask students to observe what occurs in cups.

7. Work with students on questions 1-3, page 173.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to amend the push model to fit
the new evidence or develop a new model.

******its****k*************************************************************************
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APPLICATION: 3A-2 Miedels of Mixing Systems
Page T-304/S-174 The Shake Model (60-75 min.), -

PURPOSE: To introduce the shake model and test predictions based on it.

ADVANCE PREPARATIONY Materials - medicine droppers
- containers for water

BaCkground Information - 10 the first part of the
activity, students will find that the faster they
shake a salt and water mixture, the better the two
will mix. Hbwever, in the next part of the activity,
they will 'find *hat the length of time they shake salt
with Water may not affect how much salt dissolves.
The water will probably become saturated with salt
and be unable to dissolve any more no matter how long
it is shaken. Therefore, the shaking model does not f/
explain all the observations on mixing. Sincea
successful model should be able to explain the
available evidence and also provide correct predictions
the shake model is not a wholly successful model. When

a scientific model does not explain the phenomena it is
supposed to, it must be modffied or abandoned.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce this activity by reviewing how to determine
when a model is successful.

Language Cards/Key Signs
shake Model
What happens?
materials
mix -

predict
label
dissolve
salt
container
medicine dropper
different
interpret
results
observation

Identification Cards
salt
medicine dropper
container

2. Paraphrase page 174. Ask them to predict whether mixing will occur better if
shaking is fast'?

3. Ask students to read page 174:

4. Divide students into groups of three and do activity as sugges ed on page 174.
Emphasize the nature of a fair test. If, for example, the studentS,are,testing
the effect of how fast they shake the mixture, then the.vials must be the same
size, the amount of salt and water in all containers must be the same, and a
"shake" s Id be defined and understood by all students to be the same motion
(most likely ne shake would be one backs-and-forth motion)]

5. Ask students to label containers A, B, and C. Discuss differences they observed.
List differences on chalkboard.

6. Paraphrase page 175, paragraphs 1 and 2, then ask students to read this section.

7. Ask students to do activity on-page 175 in their groups.

8. Ask students to label containers A, B, and C. Discuss differences observed.
List on chalkboard.

9. Paraphrase and work through questions 1-6; p 175 with students.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to evaluate the shake model In

terms of how well it enables them to predict results.
*****************************************A********************************************
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EVALUATION: 3 A-2 Models of Mixing Systems
Page T-306/5-176 horp,ModelS C50-60 min.)

o

PURPOSE: To evaluate the udentst performance in nalation to the following objectives:
r. Evaluating Kam well four models explain:mixing.
2. Stating evidence that supports their evaluations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials ditto of chart on 'page
177

- overhead overlay of chart
on page 177

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. IntroAuce the lesson by reviewing the features of
the push and shake models.

2. Paraphrase page 176 then have students read page 176

3. Make a list on the chalkboard,of all the models, in-
cluding the two new mbdels14ntroduced in this Lesson
Discuss these models to be sure the stude6ts under-
stand them. You could choose one, activity the stu-
dents have done and discuss how well each of the
four models explains the results. If students have

developed their own Models, include these on the
list, too. The next cluster will work wi,th.all -

models, so students will have opportunity for.de-
velopment of greater understanding.

Language Cards/Key
push model
shake model

sticky model
small particle
model

system
successful
food coloring
interaction
mixing model

developed
unstick
movement
material

rate

Signs

model

Identification Cards

4. Paraphrase page 177. Pass out dittos of chart on page 177. Ask students to read

page 177. Do food colorings model on overhead overlay of chart.

5. Ask students to do #1, page 177.

6.' Work with dents on gUestions 2, 3, page 177.

**************************************************************************************

Ne.
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Level 6 ,Unit 3- Models of Matter

Part A More Than one Model` Lesson Cluster 3A-5

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE:

Teaching Time
Page Teaching Strafegies Lesson Title . Suggested

T-312 introduction How Do Solids Mix With Liquids 50-60 min.
T-313 IntrOduction Slow Motion Mixing 30-40 min.
T-314 Development Unmixing Mixtures 60 min.
T-317 Application Mixing Paint 30-45'min.
T-318 Evaluation The Amazing Gotton Ball 50-60 min.

NOTE: The Enrichment lesson has been eliminated.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-309:
-1 tube each of blue and. white artist's paint
-artist's paint brush

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVIII, Inv sible Systems, is appropriate
for use in this unit.

INYROUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Models of Mixing and Unmixing
Page T-312/S-178 How Do Solids Mix With Liquids? (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the previously introduced models of mixing to a new mixing inter-
,

action.

--. ADVANCE PREPARATION)
-Background Information: .There is no one answer for this
lesson oftcir Lesson(10. In both lessons the substances

0 will mbki: However, the push model and the shake model
are not 44kely to adequately explain the results.
There Is little apparent pushing in either of these
activities (unlike the pushrng that might have been in-
ferred when food coloring'waS dropped from increasing
heights);-nor is there any apparent shaking. The ,

sticky modei is also weak in predicting mixing in Les-
son(10, because it is difficult to visualize how the
rather rrgid gelatin is going to unstick the food
coloring. The small particle model is the one most
1Lkely-to explain mixing in both reseons, because Lt
states that ,particleS of matter'are always moving. .

.However,,,do not expect this same reasoning from the stu-
dents. Willie they may accept the Idea-that fruit
dcink powder IsAlade up of small particles, the students
will not intutilve117 alccept the idea that water'and ge-
latin are, too. Any 'model the students choose is accep-
table as long as they explain _the results adequately
In terms of their model.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
What happens?
small particle mod 'el

push modei
shake model

sticky model
models
mixing
interaction
coffee stirrer
estimate
observations
evidence
solid
liquid

4dentifIcation Card'
coffee stirrer
cup

ftuit
drink powder



Materials -clear plastic cu
coffee stirrer
-containers f
-powdered fru

TEAtHIL SUGGESTIONS:

popsicle sticks

0

1. Introduce this lesson by reviewing on the chalkboard or an overhead projector
the names and characteristics of each of the four models presented in the pre-
vious cluster.

2. Before school prepare a cup with coffee stirrer andltrink powder in rt-as on
page 178. Label with time you prepared it. Prepare another cup every 30 min-
utes. This will provide an example of a time line of the mixing.

3. Draw students-attention to prepared cup(s). Then demonstrate how to prepare
a cup.

4. Paraphrase column one, page 178. Then have students read it.

5. Have each student prepare a.cup and write down' observations. Ten minutes later
have them observe cup again and write-down observations.

6. Make 4 columns on chalkboard. Label each with name of one of the models. Add
columns for models students have invented. Write names of students under models
as they vote,for which one they think explains what happens. Then work with
students on questions 1-5.

9

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The studentt should be able to judge how useful the mixing
models areAftimplaining a new mixing interaction.

*************************************WW%******************4*************************

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Models of Mixing and Unmixinq
Page T-313/S-179 Slow Motion Mixing (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: Ts predict results and explain new observations using several of the models
presented previously and to determine the relative usefulness of these
models.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -cups
-food coloring,"dark
-unflavored gelatin
- grease pencils

- plastic wrap

-medicine droppert
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce s activity by reviewing on the chalkboard
the names d characteristics of each of the four
models presented in the previous cluster.

2. Paraphrase page 179, down to questions.

Demonstrate. adding food coloring to gelatin as
'described on page 179.
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Language Cards /Key Signs

sticky model
push model
small particle model
shake model

model' plastic wrap
system surface
interaction evidence
gelatin predict
food coloring
observation

Identification Cards
food coloring cup

eye dropper gelatin
plastic wrap



4. Have students read page 179.

5. Distribute cups and have students prepare thetil as on page 179.

6. After students have observed gelatin for 5 days, and recorded their observation
work with them on questions on page 179.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The:students should be able to judge how useful the fixing

models are at explaining a new mixing interaction.
****************************************************************************** *******

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Models of Mixing and Unmlxing
Page T- 314/S -18 Unmi.xing Mixtures (60 mill.)

PURPOSE: To use a mixing model to explain the separation of color's by paper chroma-
tography.

2

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Colored ink or food coloring
consists of mixtures of several different colors. In

this activity, unlike any so far, materials are going
to be separated rather than mixed. The coloring will
spread itself throughout the filter paper in distin-
guishable bands. The process is called.chromatography.
The studentst'task is to explain the separation of
materials in terms of a model. Although there is no
correct answer, the shake model is clearly the least
effective in explaining separation. There is no
observable shaking going on. However, the water does
move up the filter paper, so the small particle model
could explain the event. The sticky model could also
explain why the coloring separates, since the water
moves up the cone and could "come unstuck" from the
coloring. It is also possible to infer that the colors
push apart from each other, althoughthe reasons for
this action are not clear.

Have students remove the cones after about 25 minutes
and allow them to dry. If the cones are left in the
water too long, all the coloring will mix again.

Materials -cups
-water
- food coloring

-medicine droppers
-scissors
-tape

- filter paper or
heavy paper towels

TEACH* SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
push model

shake model
sticky model
small particle model
mixture

unmix
liquid

material

common
-paper towel

cone
food coloring
ink

observation

1. Introduce the activity by reviewing the four.models used previously. Then point
out that this activity is the opposite of the others. In previous activities

( the students have been mixing; now hey will separate what has previously been
mixed.

N.)
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2. araphrase page 180. -Then have students read page 180.

Demqnstrate activity on page 180.

4. Paraphrase paragraphs 1 and 2, page 181.

5. "Divide students into groups of two. Have each group do the-activity.

, .

6. Paraphrase paragraph 3, page 181. Demonstrate with cone you prepared earlier.
Then have students follow through at appropriate

.
time.

7. Work with students on questions in column one, page 181.

8., List models on board. Ask students which one(s) apply to this activity.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to evaluate how useful the
mixing models are in.explaining color separation by paper
chromatography.

*******************************************************************i******************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3A-3 Methods of Mixing and Unmixing
Page'T-317/S-182 Mixing Paint (30-45 min.)-

PURPOSE: To evaluate how useful a model is in explaining why paint colors mix.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -1 tube each of biue.and
- white artist's paint
- artist's paint brush

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS ('

1. Introduce this activity by reviewing on the chalkboard
the names and characteristics of each of the four
mixing models.

2. Paraphrase-column one, page 182. Then have students

read it.

3. Have students read column two, page,182.
.

4. Take-out 2 tubes of paint and replicate activity
describes on page 182. Encourage students to examine

your work.

5. Using Language Card, "What model is best hie ?" work with students on questions,

page 182. The push model will probably be chosen by many students to explain this .

mixing interaction. The paints are "pushed" around by the brush until the colors

are mixed. The sticky model and the smal-I particle model can also be used to
explain the mixing. Some inventive students may decide that two or more models

can be combined to explain the interaction. For example, the paints might be

made up of small particles that are interspersed and unstick from each other by
being pushed around by the brush.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. The students should be able to evaluate how well a model
explains the mixing of paints."

14************************************************************************************

Language Cards/Key Signs

shake model
push model
sticky model
small particle model
What model is best here?

pallette
interaction

tube
mixing
paint
tnteration
concrete
artist

Identification Cards
paint
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EVALUATION: Lesson CliAter 3A-3 Methods of Mixing and Unmixing
Page T-3180-182 'The Amazing Cotton Ball (50 -60 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate-the students' preformance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Recording their observations on mixing.interactions.
2. Explaining their observations in terms of one or, more models.
3., Ranking models according to their degree of success in explaining

J 'observatkins.
.,-Y

4. Designing and carrying out an experiment-to determine the cause of
an observed effect.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -plastic cups
-water
-cotton,balis
-rubbing alcohol

3 -paper and pencils

TEACHING

1. Introduce th activity by explaining that in this
activity the students will not only try to explain
what they observe in terms of a model chosen, but
they will also make up an experiment of their own.

2. Paraphrase column one, page 183. Demonstrateproce-
dKe. Caution students to keep alcOhol away from
their eyes and face. Stress that they should observe
the water under the cotton immediately after dropping
in the ball.

3. hile they are carrying out the activity, move around
t room and encourage them to invent their own
eXp iment to discover the cause of the wave effect.
If th y are obviously having difficulty, you might
suggest an experiment to them.

4. After students have completed the activity, discuss it thoroughly, challenging
them to explain the interaction using each of/the models previously introduced.
Have the students rank the usefulness of the model.

5. If a student correctly responAds to most of the questions, you may assume that he
of she :ias demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to
the next cluster.

Language Cards/Key Signs
What happens?'
What interacts with the

water?

mixing
interaction
cotton ball

alcohol
evidence
observe
effect
fair
experiment
model

Identification Cards
atcohol

-cotton ball
cup

***************************************,*****************************
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Grade 6 Unit 3 More Than One Model

,

Part B The Small Particle Model, Lesson Cluster 3B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching' Strategies

,

Lesson Number 8 Title .k1.441,1eaching

.

Ag.

Time

'--Wggested

.77.i.

T-324 Introduction How Did the Solid ,50 -60 min.

Get Out?
'

T-326 Development Becoming a Mixing `60-70 min.
,

-Model

T-328 Development, Space in Matter 60-70 min.

T-329 Application Which Will MIX 35-45 min.

Faster?

T-330 Application Temperature and 50-60 min.

Dissolving

T-331' Evaluation Which is in Hot 30 min.

Water?

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-321:

-4 or 5 balls of hard candy

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVIII, Indivisible Systems, is
appropriate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 3B-1 What is the Small Par.gcle Mod ?

Page T-324/S-185 How Did the Soli Get Q? (50-60 min.)

pyRPOSE:
To explain how a solid passes through a tea bag in terms of the small

particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - The small particle model is introduced In 12 parts

in Part B of this unit. The 12 parts are (1) all matter is made up of particles,

(2) particles of matter are very small, (3) particles of matter have spaces

between them, (4) particles of matter are. In constant motion, (5) particles

of matter move faster when the matter is heated, (6) particles of matter

usually move farther apart when the matter is heated, (7) in the gas phase,

the particles dl matter are far apart -arid Move freely, (8) 16Ihe solid

phase, the particles of matter are packed together 4n a pattern and move

within a small space, (9) in the liquid phase, the particles of matter are

loosely clustered together and move about more than in solids, (10) matter

can'be changed from solid to liquid and from liquid to solid, (11) ma can

be changed from liquid to gas and from gas to liquid, and (12) pa Iles of

matter attract each other. Parts 1, 2, and 3 are introduced in t is lesson.
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, Sugar placed in a dry tea bag will not pass through the bag. How-

ever, if the bag is placed 1.n water the sugar will pass through. Of all

the Models presented earlier, the small particle model,most reasonably ex-

plains this phenomenon. The water interacts with the 'Ogar causing it to

separate into 'small enough particles to allow them to pass through the small

holes of the tea bag.

. Materials - magnitjers
- Itned paper and pencils
- scissors
- empty tea bags
- teaspbons
- clean plastic cups
- sugar.
- transparent tape

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review previous activities in which students
developed models for unseen interactions and
evaluated models of mixing and unmixing. Remind

students of their experiences with dissolving solids.

Language Cards/Key Signs

watch closely
small particle model
Which are bigger?
What do you observe?
interaction
magnifier
matter
particle

Identification Car*
teabag

cup
sugar

2. Demonstrate the procedure. Cut the top or side off aSag so the bottom is a

folded edge, not a glued edge. Empty the tea out of the 41D4

3. Place half a spoonful of sugar in the bag and-ta0e.tbe bag over the end of

the cup. As you add the water (just enough to touch 'the bottom of the bag),

using language bards tell the students to watch closeiy what Occurs at the

point where the water meets the bag.

4. Paraphrase p., 18, then have students read it. Use magnifier to let them

look at grains of sugar.

5. Distribute the materials and let students work ih pairs.

6. Ask students to draw what happens in answer to question 1.

7. Discuss question 2. Draw a grid on chalk board to represent what a teabag

looks like when magnified. Then, have student's look at an unused teabag

through a magnifier. Finally, using the grid on the chalkboard, draw dots

representing particles in some holes in the grid. Describe answer to question

2. During the discussion be sure they reali-muthat even though the solid

sugar grains were too large to pass through a dry bag, as.the bag became

wet the smaller particles of sugar in the sugar-water mixture passed through

the bag.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOMES: The student should be able to explain how a solid is

able to pass through a tea bag in terms of the small

particle model.

*********************************************,***********************************

I
DEVELOPMENT: 3B-1: What is the Small Particle Model?

tp,9ge T-326/S-186 Becoming a Mixing Model (60-70 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce a model of mixing and to evaluate the model in terms of the

small particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
On the chalkboard prepare a chart similar to the one below

4

Team W Team Y
.......

Number of
paper wads

Number of
paper wads f

At

start

At

finish

At
start

.

At
finish

-

Try

#
1

W wads
Y wads

.N

TOTAL

Try

#

2

W Wads t

,

Y wads
TOTAL

Try

#

3

W wads

- Y wads! .,

Total A ,

Materials - transparent tape
- unlined yellow paper (8i in.x 11 in.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review with the students their pat. experiences

with mixing. Then tell them they will have an
opportunity to simulate what happens when two

subst6nces mix.

ti

Language Cards /Key Signs

mixing model
small particle model
interaction

model

Identification Cards
paper wad

2. Paraphrase p. 186-187. Demonstrate crumpling paper

to make a paper wad and throwing a paper wad. Then have

students read p. 186-187.

3. bistribute the materials and divide the students into two teams. Have each

team member crumple three sheets into paper wads. Caution students not to

make them too small as they could be dangerous.

4. Signal "Start." Then a minute later signal "Stop." Remind the students that

they are to throw back any papir wads they can reach on their side of the line.
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5. After "stop" has been called count the number and color of .wads on each side
of the line and record the results on the chalkboard in the chatt.

6. Redistribute the wads as they were originally and repeat the exercise-two

more times. If mixing is not occuring equally, encourage more enthusiasm in
mixing or increase the mixing time.

7. Discuss with the students the questions on page 187 at the completion of. the
activity. Emphasize that simulated models have many weaknesses,-such as:'
particles of matter are constantly moving without being tossed; perfidies
of matter are extremely small; and, particles of matter maintain their move-
ment and do not stop and wait to be tossed again. (List these 3 characteristics

on board or overhead overlay.) However, the activity does help the students
evaluate their mental models and modify these models in re lation to the
evidence.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOMES: The students should be able to produce a model of

model.
********************* **************************************************************

{.

DEVELOPMENT: 3B-1 What is the Small Particle Model?
Page T .-328/S -188 Space in Matter (60-70 min.)

PURPOSE: To demionstrate the reduction in volume of a liquid mixture and explain

it in'terms of the small particle model.

ADVANCED PREPARATION:
For this activity you will need medicine droppers\ preferably with a glass
stem that tapers toward the end. Unless the medicine dropper fits loosely

into the straw, the students may have difficUlty getting the water into the
straw.. When demonstrating the procedure for the class, slant the straw about

45 degrees:

Make a supply of food coloring to last throughout the cluster by mixing three
parts food coloring concentrate to ten parts water.

Materials - 4 or 5 balls
- paper and pencils.
- tape
- clear plastic straws
- rubber bands
- pencils, short stubs
- medicine droppers

ethanol alcohol
- metric rulers ,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. *Explain'to the students that they wilt
now do an activity and see if they can
interfer more elements or parts to the

small particle model.

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model
medicine dropper
particle
alcohol
air- bubble

investigation

Identification Cards
medicine dropper
straw

food coloring,
alcohol
pencils
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2. Show them a pencil, tape, plasticstray, water to whichfoo coloring has been
added, and alcohol. .

. ,. : -

-
. , --4 ,

. ,,

3. liaraphrase p.-188 column 1 and paragraphs j I'd .4'0--column 2.

,

4. Demonstrate how they are fp tilt the straw about 45 degrees to the horizontal
and add the water layer and alcohol to the's:I-rev/. Show-how to mark the height
of the liquid in the straw, mix the ,Ik and look for a change it the height
of thq liquid 'column.

5. Show the student& how they should measure therefiange in.height of the column
of liquids. Then have them do the firit part of the activity Scolumn lend
paragraphs 1 to 4 of column 2) as you move around the room io help those
students who are having difficulty gettihd the water. or alcohol into the straw.

6. Paraphrase paragraphs 5, column 2. Then help students ado SCtivrty.
..

. After the students haY011Uomp-i- he activity discuss-it thoroughly. You might

do this by reminding the students that the water is made of-small particles and
the alkohol is made of small particles. If the tofal,amount of liquid is less
after mixing the alcohol and water, what inferences cbri you make in terms of the

small particle model? From this activity most students will infer that the
particles of matter must have moved closer together in order to have less
volume. For this to happen matter must have spaces between the particles.
Demonifrate by speeding out some balls - this is what the Colored water and
-plain water mixture is like. Then push the balls clitir together - this is
what the alcohol and water mixture is like.

DESIRED LEARN* OUTCOMES: The students should be able to explain.the changeln.
ir" volume of a liquid mixture in terms 61 the small particle

model. -

*******************************************4*********************i**************

APPLICATION: 3B-1 What is the Small Particle Model? ,

Page T-329/S-189 Which Will Mix Faster? (35 -45 min.),

PURPOSE: To-determine the-effect of temperature on the rate of mixing and to ex-
plain the rate of mixing in hot and cold liquids in terms of'the small
particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
studentsBackground, Information - The purpose of this lesson is to give the students an

opportunity to investigate the. interaction of liquids at different temperatures.
By knowing that particles of matter are in constant motion and that particles
of matter move faster,when the matter is heated, the students should be able to
explain why hot liquids mix more rapidly than cold kines.

Materials - paper and pencils
- clear plastic cups
- medicine droppers
- 16 Oz water and blue food coloring
- empty wide mouth containers
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing what ts
known about the small particle model so far:
all matter is made up of particles; particles
of matter are very small; particles of matter
are in opnstant motion; particles of matter
have spaees.petween them. List charac-
teristics as they,Are studied.

2. Paraphrise paragraphs 1- and 2, p. 189.

Discuss. Then have students read p. 189.

3. Demonstrate the fair test.

Language Cards/Key Signs
"small particle model
Which mixes faster
predict
medicine dropper
particle
observation

Identification Cards
medicine dropper
food coloring
cup

cold water
warm water

4. Pass out materials to be.used with the activity.

Have students do acti,wity.
w

6. Giye the students time to answer the questions and then discuss their pre-
dictions, results, and explanations In terms of the small particle model. Be

certain they all realize that heat will cause the particles to move faster and
therefore mix the food coloring faster. So another part of the small particle
model is, that particles of matter move' faster when-'the matter is heated.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The student should be able to explain the rate'of
mixing in hot and cold liquids in terms of the small
particle model.

*************************4**********************t*****************44******************

APPLICATION: 3B-1 What is the Small Particle Model?
Page T-330/S-190 Temperature and pissolving (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: To determine the effect of temperature on the rate of mixing and to ex-
plain the rate of mixing (dissolving) of hot or cold liquids' and solids

in terms of the small particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background InformatiOn - This activity will give the students the opportunity
to investigate the interaction of liquids and solids at different temperatures.
By knowing that particles of matter are in constant motion and that particles of
matter move faster when the matter is heated, the students should be able to ex-
plain why hot liquids dissolve 'Solids more rapidly than cold ones.

Materials - paper and pencils
- clebr plastic cups
- wide mouth containers
- cup of powdered fruit, drink

(dark color).

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase paragraphs 1 and 2, p. 190.

Discuss.
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Language Card/Key Signs
small particle model
What happens?
dissolve
observation
predict
fair test
evidence
particle

Identification Cards
cold water
warm water
fruit drink powder
CUD
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2. Paraphrase fair. test. Then, have students read p. 190.

3. Demonstrate fair test.

4. Pass but materials and have students do activity.

5. Be certain students all realize that heat will cause the-particles to move .7,1

faster. Review with the students what is known about the small particle model,

so far: all matter is made up of particles; particles of matter are very
small; particles ofomatter are in constant motion; particles of matter have
spaces between them; and the part covered in this lesson, particles of matter
move faster:when the matter is heated. Add the new characteristic studied to,
the chart of small particle model characteristics which is on display in the

room.
1.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain the rite of mixing
(dissolving) of hot or cold liquids and solids in terms
of the small particle model.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: 3B-1 What is the Small Particle Model?
Page T -331/S -190 Which is in Hot Water? (30 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate student's performance in using the small particle model to ex-

plain common observations about mixing.

ADVANCED PREPARATION:

Materials - cups and hot water
- hard candy
- cool water
- paper, pencil & textbook

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Before class prepare one cup hot water and

one cup cool water. Place one piece hard candy

in each. Label cup with hot water "A," with cool water, "B."

2. As class starts, fill 2 cups with water, one hot, one cool. Don't let student's

know which is which. Set cups next to cups prepared before school. Hot cup

should be next to earlier hot cup, cool next to cool. Then, in front of students,

drop one piece of hard candy tin each cup. Label cup with hot water "A", cup

withcoa water "B."

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model
partickf
dissolve

Identification Cards

candy
cups

3. Paraphrase p. 191. Then have students read p. 191.

4. Have students write answers to questions.

5. During -41e discussion emphasize the five parts of the small particle model

presented in this cluster: 01 matter is made up of particles; particles of
matter are very'-small; particles of matter have spaces between them; particles of

matter are in constant motion; particles of matter move faster when the matter

is heated. Refer to chart of model's characteristics on display in room.

6. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a

student correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that
he or she has demonstrated the objectives tor the cluster and is ready, to go-
on to the next cluster.

*************************************************************************************
4
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LeVel 6 Unit 3 More Than One Model

Part B The Small Particle Model, Lesson CLuster 3B-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Teaching Time
Page. Teaching Strategies Lesson Title Suggested

T-336 Introduction Heating and Cooling a Liquid 50-60 min.
T-337, Development Warming Air 45-55 min.
T-338 Application Bridges and Tracks 35-45 min.
T-339 Evaluation Expansion and Contraction 25-30 min.

t,

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to materials list on page T-333:
- overhead overlay of thermometer on page 192 with strips of

paper of different lengths to simulate liquid in thermometer .

- overhead overlay of pictures A and B, D. 194
- 2 balloons

- 2 bottles j
g

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVIII, Invisible Systems, is approbriate
for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 3B-2 Heat-Affects Matter
Page T-336/S-192 Heating and Cooling a Liquid (50-60'min.)-

PURPOSE: To demonstrate and explain the expansion and contraction of a liquid
in terms of the small particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Students used the small particle model to explain evi-
dence of Interaction through activities in Cluster B-1: You will probably find,
however, that some students do not Understand the small particle model as they
attempt to explain certain other phenomena. For example, in the field testing
of the activities in this cluster about half the students inferred that when a
solidts heated the individual particles got larger instead of the'particles
moving faster when heated and the spaces between them becoming larger. Accept
this alternative inference in-the first several activities, hut in the last
activity in-this cluster.emphastze that scientists with additional evidence
think that particles move faster when the matter is,heated and that the spaces
between the particles become greater.

In this lesson cluster, then, the'following concepts will continue to be emoha-
. sized: 11 all matter is made uo of particles, 2) particles of ma-hter are very

snail, 31 particles of matter have spaces between them, 4) Particles of matter
are En constant motion, and 51 particles of matter move faster when the matter is

boated, Part 6 ai developed particles of matter usually move farther apart

when the matter is heated.

a-
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The glass expands much less than liquid in a thermometer. Hence, volume .

of thermometer tube remains nearly.unchanged while volume of liquid increases
significantly When heated, This is wfty t6e column of liquid changes.

Materials - overhead overlay of thermometer, D. 192 with
- strips of paper of different ledgtfts to

simulate liquid in thermometer
- liquid at different heights in the ther-
mometer

- clear plastic cups
- thermometers Celsius
-.paper and pencils
- wide mouth containers
hot and cold water .k

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key SignS"
small particle model
What is the temperatyre?
What happens?

Identification Cards
warm water -

cool water
thermometer

1
1. Demonstrate the proper way to hold, read, and care for a thermometer. Use over-

head overlay to practice reading thermometer. Then give students a thermometer.
Have them read temperatures on it. ;

2. Paraphrase-cOlumn 1, page 192 and Oesti-ons A, cage 92. Have them read their*
thermometers again.

3. Demonstrate placing thermometer in warm, and in cool, water...

4. Have students read page 192.

5. Allow the students to work in pairs (one thermometer, one*cuo cold water, one
CUD warm water per palrl. Have the students write answers to the question at
the end of the lesson. During discussion of answers make certain that the small
particle model parts stated In the Background Information above are emphasized.
Use displayed chart of model characteristics.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME The students should be able to explain the expansion and
contraction of a liquid in terms of the small particle
model.

********i******************************************************************************,,

DEVELOPMENT: 3B-2 Heat Affects Matter
Page T-337/S-192 Warming Air C45-55 min.I

PURPOSE: To demonstrate and explain the expansion of a gas in terms of the,small
particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
The empty sods bottles should be the kind that haveTry-off lids. Bottles with
screw-tops tend to have necks too Marge to hold dimes on too. The bottles should
be cold at the beginning of the activity. You can store them in a schooi refrig-
erator or in a styrofoam chest with some ice. If the weather is quite gold, the
bottles can be left outdoors' overnight for use the next day. Or, if the sun is
out, place bottles with dimes in place in a sunny window.
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Materials - gaper and pencils
- empty soda bottles with pry-off lids

- dimes

TEACHING,SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce this activity by reviewing the students'

observations of the expansion and contraction of
liquids-and have them explain these observations

in terms of the small particle model.

2. Now challenge the students to predict what will

happen if a gas is heated. (The glass of the bottle

also expands when warmed, but far less than the

trapped air.)

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model
What happens as the air

becomes warm?
matter
evidence
investigation'
particle

Identification Cards

bottle
dime

- >

3. 'Paraphrase, then have students read, page 193, paragraphs 1-4.

4. Then demonstrate the-rcement of-a dime on a bottle-and-emphasize the need to

have an airtight seal. This is why the dime should be wetted with water. (if

the water seal isn't sufficient, try saliva.)

'5. Have students work in pairs with one bottle and dime per pair.

6. After students have had time to perform and observe the activity, have them

write out their answers to the questions at the end,of the page.

7. Discuss the students answers to the questions, allowing any explanations for

what happens as long as the explanations fit the, evidence. Qe aware that some

students may interpret expansion in terms of the particles themselves expanding

rather than the spaces between particles expanding.

8. Especially stress parts 5 and 6 of the small particle model in the discussion:

particles of matter move faster when the matter is heated, and particles of

matter usually move farther apart when the matter is heated. Refer to chart

of model characteristics.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should he able to explain the expansion of

a gas in terms of the small particle model.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 3B-2 Heat Affects Matter
Page T-338/ST194 Bridges and Tracks (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE.: To explain the expansion and contraction of solids in terms of the *all

particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - overhead,overley of plc-

turesA and, B, page 194 .

--paper arid

TEACHING SUGGOTIONS:

1. 'Introduce the.lesson by reviewing what happens* when

it is heated and tooled, and what happens to a gas

hat is warmed.

Language Ca ds/Key Signs
cle model

expansion
contraction
expansion joipt

Identification Cards



2. Ask the students to infer whatmight happen to a solid if it is heated or
. cooled. Hive the students describe solids in terms.of the six parts of the

ft
small particle,model..that have been deveiwed so far. The six parts are 1)

e all Matter is made up.of particles, 2) particles of matter are very small,
3) particles of matter have spaces between them, 4) particles of matter are in
constant motion, 5) particles of matter move faster when the matter is heated,
and 6) particles of matter usually move farther apart when the matter is heated.
Use chart of model characteristics.

3. Paraphrase, then have Studehts read page 194.,

4. Use'overheadoverlay of pictures A and B to work on queetion.l. If possible,

visit a nearby bridge which has expansion joints.

11110; Work on question 2 using model characteristics chart.

6. Work with students on question 3.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain the expansion and
contraction of solids in terms of the small 'particle model.

**************************************************************4***********#***********

'EVALUATION: 3B-2 Heat Affects Matter
Page T -339/S -195 Expansion and Contraction 0 Min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in using the small particle model
--to.explain expansion and contraction in gases and solids.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials 2 balloons
- 2 bottles
- pan of hot water
paper and pencils

- heat source
ball.and ring apparatus
(optional)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: .6

1. Put balloons on 2 bottles before.claSs. Put one

bottle in a pan ofhot water. Hide bottles.

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model
expansion
contraction

Identifitation Cards
-balloon

-bottle

2. Paraphrase,- then have students read, column 1, Page 195. Bring out bottles,

label warmed 'bottle "B", The other one "A".

3.\\,_ Have students look at, but not touch, bottles. Have them answer question 1.

4. Paraphrase column 2 then have studeRts read it. Dem6nStrate ball and ring

activity. The ball and ring apparatus will probably be,available in your high

school science department. If the ball will nOt fit through the ring at room

temperature, cool it or heat the ring. Then, have them answer question 2.

5. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress, If a student

correctly responds to the questions, you may.assume that he or she has demonstrated4-

the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.
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Level 6 Unit 3 More Than 'One Model

B The Small Particle Itodel, LessonCluster 3B-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies

.

Lesson Title

,
Teaching Time

. 'Suggested

T-344
T-346
1-347
T-348
-T-349

Introduction
DevelopMent
Development
Application
Evaluation

Properties of Gases
Melt ice Race
Liquid to Gas to Liquid
Evaporation and Temperature
How Does Popcorn Pop?

t

35-45 min.
50-60 min.
50-60 min.
45-50 min."
50-60 min.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-341.-

picture of a clothes drier

.
.

FILMSTRIP INFORWION: Filmstrip Set XVIII, Invisible Systems, is appropriate

for use in this unit. -

.

(--,

INTRODUCTION: 3B-3 Solids, Liquids, and Gases .

Page T-344/S-196 Properties of Gases (35-45 min.)
, v-.- 0

PURPOSE: To demonstrate and explain the4erties of gases in terms of the small

particle model. k
.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - Gases are composed of particles that have ,relatively

large distances between them compared to solids and liquids. This Pk demonstrable

by the tact that air is highly compressible. For example, a great deal of air can be

forced into a bicycle tire by using &bicycle pump. As'mOre pressure is added to the

adr in4confined space the particles of air elle forced closer together. Another pro-

perty of a gas is that since there is so much space between the particles and since

the particles move.about so freely, the gas will fill any container in which it, is

put. Therefore, when a bag of air is collected the bag full of air - there is no

part of the bag that does not have air,in it. A liquid will become a gas (evaporate)

when the particles receive enough energy to Cause them to move far enough apart to:

be in the gaseous phase. In a liquid evaporating into a closed space, more and more

particles will move into the space until it is saturated with the gas.or until all

the liquid, has evaporated. This lesson demonstrates these principles.
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Materials 7, perfume
-paper and pencils
-sandwich bags, plastic
-.twist ties

bicycle pump
'bicycle tire (optional)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing the parts of the
small particle model previously presented, use chart

of model characteristics. Then indicate that this

model will be extended to explain toe properties
of solids, liquids, end gases, and how matter
changes from one phase to another.

2. Paraphrase; then have students read column 1,
page 196. Then distribute the plastic sandwich bags.

3. Encourage the students to list properties of air by
asking such questionS:as: How do you know you have

something in that bag? How much is in your bag? °

Is your bag full? Half full? Is there any part

of the bag that has no air in it?

4. Demonstrate the tire pump with several of the students as outlined on page 196.

In addition you may wish to pump up a tire tube, or have the students take turns

doing so. This takes some work but with hard pushing an increasing amount of air

can be forced into the tube, causing the tube to become harder, demonstrating

the compressibility of air.

Language Cards/Key Signs

What happens?
Is your bag half fulk?
Is there any part Of the
bag that has no air in
it?

small particle model
How do you know you
have something in,
the bag?

How much is in your

bag?

Is your bag full?
properties
evaporate'
pollution

Identification Cards
tire pump
small plastic bag
perfume

5. Paraphrase then have the students read page 197 down to the numbered questions.

6. Before placing the perfute in the center of the room, arrange the students in

circles around the perfume. Then do-the demonstration.

7. Allow the students time to write answers to the three numbered questions. Then

work with students on thequestions.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to state the properties of a

gas and explain'these properties in terms of the small

particle model.
**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3B-3 Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Page T-346/S-198 Melt Ice Race (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: To identify energy givers and energy receiver's in the melting of ice
and to explain melt)ag)in terms of the small particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information. - Heat may cause a solid (in which the particles are
packed together in a.pattern and move within a small space) to change to a .

liquid. Heat increases the movement df the particles, which in turn increases
the space between the particles and allows them to slide in and about each
other which is characteristic of a liquid.
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Practically all matter will decrease in total volume, as it freezes.. Thus,'
most solids aremore dense than the liquid phase. One exception to this gen-
eral pattern is water. As water gets colder the particles get closer together
until 4 C (the temperature at which water is most dense). From 4 C to 0 C the
particles begin to spriead out again as the water fre6zes. This expansion occurs
because of the unique molecular structure of the water molecule and the way
water molecules arrange themselves to form the solid. As ice is cooled below
0°C, it contracts' like mast solids.

Materials - paper and pencils
sandwich bags' and ties
ice cubes
vial or pill bottles with caps
metric rulers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model

Identification Cards

1. Paraphrase, then have the students read the fieSt two paragraphs on page 198.°
Then go over'the five rules listed in the first.column after the purpose of the
game has been established. .1-lave rules written on chalkboard. Make certain all
students have a clear understanding of the rules before you distribute materials.
Caution the students not to rub or pound the ice cube and break the bag.

2., Distribute the materiali. Then allow the students to start on your signal, and
five minutes later stop on your signal.

3. Have the students measure the height of the water, in their vials in millimeters.

4. Record their findings on the chalkboard.

4

5. Paraphrase, then have students read, paragraphs 1 and 2, column 2.

6. Work with students on questions 1-6. Draw models in #5 on chalkbodrd. Have
the students write their answers to questions 1-6. Discuss the methods used
by the most successful studehs. Then discusS the variables that affectthe
amount of ice melted*. Have the students identify the energy giver, wh)ch is
usually their hands or their hody, and the energy receiver, the plastic-bag-
water-ice cube system.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to identify energy /givers and
energy receivers in the melting of ice, and explain melt-
ing of a-solid in terms of the small particle model.'

************************************************************************************,*

DEVELOPMENT: 3B-3 Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Page T-347/5 -199 Liquid to Gas to LJ,Quid (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: To review the small particle model, and wse it to explain the processes
.of evaporation and condensation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Condensation is the reverse of evaporation. The re-
moval of heat energy from a gas will cause the gas particles to decrease their
movement and the space between them. The particlq will finally come so close'
together they form drops, and fall out (condense) as liquid.
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Material's - paper and pencils
ice cubes
tea,kettle., 1/5 full with water (optional).

heat 'source (optional)
fire extinguisher (optional)

TEHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase, then have the Students read page 199

through question 1.

2. Do the pictured activity as a demonstration.

(CAUTION. Make certain students are kept away from

the heated material you'll-be using.) Begin heating-

a tea kettle about one-fifth full about 15 minutes before the demonstration.

Show students ice cubes in tray. Once the water is boiling, place the tray

of ice cubes above the steam and allow students to observe what happens to the

steam as it strikes the tray of cubes.

Language Cards /Key Signs'

small particle model ,

changes of phase

gas

solid
liquid

water vapor

Identification Cards

3. Explain that water vapor is invisible. The cloud of steam is made of droplets of
water_condensed by the relatively cool air in the room. Draw process (heat boilS
water,'"t6-rming steam, - yhich. condenses to liquid again). Ask "What is happening
-to ice cubes in tray?'!

4. Work with students on question 2. Draw models on chalkboard.

5. Work with students on questions 3 to 5.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explaidthe processes of
evaporation and condensation in terms of the small par-

tide model.
*********************************************************4***************************

APPLICATMI: 3B-3 Solids, Liauids, and Gases
Page T-348/S-200 Evaporation and Temperature (45-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To explain the-relationship between an
crease in the rate of evaporation.'

increase in temperature and an in-

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - picture of clothes dryer
- paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the lesson by placing a swath of water
across the chalkboard with a sponge and asking such
questions as: What will happen to the water? (it

will evaporate) How long will it take? to few-

minutes) What could speed up the evaporation?
(add heat by means of a bright light or a hair dryer)

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy giver
energy receiver
small particle model
evaporation

Identification Cards

2. Display picture of clothes dryer. Paraphrase paragraphs 1, 2 on page 200.

3. Have students read page 200. Work with them on questions.
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4. Disquss student answers, stressing those variables that tend to increase the rate
of evaporation. Indicate that the same process is involved in the chalkboard ex-
ample and in the book example - except that in the dryer additional heat is being
added to increase the rat %of evaporation. NOTE. In addition to heat, the move- 11
ment of dry air over the wet cf,othes will also increase the movement of water
particles into the sir. This air is vented out of the dryer. In the winter
some students may have noticed a cloud of water droplets coming from dryer vents.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to 'explain the evaporation of
water in terms of energy-transfer and the small particle
model.

*******.***************************************************************************

EVALWAT1ON: 3B-3 Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Page T- 349 /S -201 How Does Popcorn Pop? (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: lo evaluate the students' performance in using the small particle model to
explain phase-changes of matter.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information s'-Popcorn, a.seed, contains a small amount of water.
As the popcorn'is heated quickly in a popper; the water changes to steam, ex-
pands with great force, and bursts the tough skin of the seed. As this erup-

. Mon occurs, tHe,coc*ed starch inside.the .seed expands and puffs ug.'rapidly,
due to the steam. if the seeds are heated slowly in an oven , the water is
driven off and fewer of the seeds will pop when placed in a popper.

'Materials - paper, pencils and textbooks
popcorn popper

- popcorn, oil
- measuring container

Popcorn preheated in the oven should be kept at
93°C (200 F) for 1 1/2 hours.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

small particle model

Identification Cards
Popcorn
popper
cooking oil

1.. Have the students read page 201 to the numbered
questions.' Show them:I-he popcorn that has been heated for an bour and a half
and the popcorn that was not.

2. POD each batch separately and have the students measure the volume of the popped
corn and count the number of kernels not popped for each batch.

3. Have the students4rite answers to the numbered questions on page 201.' Paraphrase
questions as necessary. 'Discuss their answers with them, stressing attention-On
the parts of the small particle model that have been involved with this lesson.

. Refer to model characteristics chart.

4. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress. If a student
correctly responds to the questions, you may.assume that he or she has demonstra-
ted the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.

************************************************************************************
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Level 6 Unit4 More Than One Model

Part B The Small Particle Model, Lesson Cluster 3B-4

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page, Teaching Strategies , Lesson Titte -----_
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-354
T-356
T-358
1T-360

q-362

....

Introduction
Development
Enrichment,
Application
Evaluation

N

Heaping Water
Water Surface and Paper Clips
Did Your Finger Get Wet?
Measure the Grabbiness of Water
Know the Surface

60-70 min.
60 -70 min.
35-40 min.

60-70 min.
35-40 min.

.

`EL MATERI&LS: See !1St on page T-3p1. .

Filmstrip Information: Filmstrip Set XVIII, Invisible Systems is appropriate for
use in this unit.

_

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 3B-4 Surface'Properties
Page T-354/S-202 Heaping Water (60-70 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce and explain surface tension phenomena in terms of the small
particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - A particle in the center of a

liquid israttracted equally in all directions by the
surrounding particles. A particle on the surface of
a liquid, however, is attracted downward and sideward
but not in the upward direction. This unbalanced
force-tends to pull the particle toward the interior
of the liquidiand causes the surface to act as-an
elastic membrane. Soap reduces surface tension because
the particles in soapy water do not attract each other
as much as plain water particles do. Therefore soapy
water will not heap as high as plain water.

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model
property
diameter
prediction
particle

Identification C
waxed paper
medicine droppers
soapy water
plain water

Run off sufficient copies of Appendix J, Parts of the Small Particle Model for
use as review with -tudents Prbpare a liquid soap solution in a 3.8 L (1 gal.)
container. Stir .18 L (3/4 cup) standard dish soap or detergent very carefully
into 2.85 L (3 qts.) of water. Do not stir the water in such a way that soap
bubbles are created. (Save the solution for use with lessons that follow.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Provide each student with a copy of Parts of the Small Particoe Model. Go
over each of parts 1-11 with the class. If there are,questions on any parts, .
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refer back to the listed lesson cluster pages.

2. No introduce part 12 by writing it on the cAalkboard. Then begin the lesson

with a general discussion of water drops. Ask questions such as: What is the

shape of a raindrop? What is the shape of a drop of water? What is the shape

of-a-drop of water on a windopane? Write questions on chalkboard as you ask

1),

them.

3. Then tell the'students that they are going'to explore drops or piles of water
on waxed paper and compare them with similar piles of soapy'water.

4.. Paraphrase, then have students readpage-282. Draw chart on page 202 on

chalkboard. Have students make 6 copy of chart.

5. pistribute the materials for measuring the piles of plain water. Caption

students to make their piles in each of the corners of their wax paper so

they don't run-into each other.

6. Demonstrate the procedure that should be used in measuring water piles. Care

should be taken not to get the rulers-too close so the piles are disturbed.

7. Have the students complete the plain water part of their chart by following

instructions on page 202.

8. The students can_then complete the soapy water part of their chart. Review

the results when they-have finished by going over the questions at the top of

the first colijmn on page 203.

91 Have students make predictions on paragraphs 4, page 203, and question D.

Write question on board.

10. Paraphrase the rest of page 203. Then have students read it. Provide each

student with one vial of plain water and one of soapy water. Students should-

use one medicine dropper with the plain water and one with the soapy water.

(If one dropper is used for both, make certain the dropper is well rinsed

after being used with soapy water.)

11. Demonstrate activity, then have students Wlow instructions.

12. Work through questions with students. Refer to copies of Appendix J and wall

chart of small particle model characteristics as necessary.

DESIRED LEARNING TOUCOME: The students should be able to explain the "heaping" of

plain and soapy water in terms of the small particle

model.
**************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson'Cluster 3B-4 Surface Properties
Page T-356/S-204 Water Surface and Paper Clips (60 -70 min.)

.

PURPOSE: To explain surface tension in a liquid in terms of the small particle
model.

' ADVANCE PREPARATION; Materials -clear plastic sups
-medicine droppers
-paper towels
-Fiquid,soap solution
-lined paper and pencils
-plastic forks
-Magnifiers

. -small paint brush (optional) .

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: 4'1'

Identification Cards
paper clip
cup

magnifier
fork

1. Paraphrase Paragraphs 1 and 2, Page 204, then have students read them.

2. Demonstrate the activity pro edure before paliting out student materials.
Emphasize that the paper clip has to be lowered very slowly into the water and
the fork needs to be pushed beneath the water surface to allow the clip to

rest on the surface. If the clip is not suspended sucdiessfully_ on the first _

try, both the clip and the fork should be carefully dried.

3. Demonstrate using a magnifier to examine the water surface.

4. Pass-odt materials except fork and paper clip to each student. Have them

examine water surface. Work with them on questions.

5. Have students finish reading page 204.

6. Pass out fork and paper clip. Have students complete activity and dftswet1

last question.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain surface tension'
in a liquid-in terms of the small particle model.

********************************************************************************1*****

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 36-4 Surface Properties

Page T-358 Did Your Fingers Get Wet? ,(35-40 Min.)

PURPOSE: To demonstrate that the surface of a ljguid.acts as an elastic membrane.
This lesson does not appear in'the student text.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -cups, 2/3 filled with
water

-either talcum powder or
.bycopodium powder floating
on surface

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Demonstrate what happens when you put your finger into a

cup of water with powder floating on the top. Do not insert

your finger more than 1.5 cm.-

Language Cards /Key SI

small,particle mode
talcum powder

Identification Cards

cups
talcum powder
water
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2. Distribute materials to students. Instruct them to insert a finger to about
the-bottom of thr-6,fingernall.- If:the-finger is inserted carefully and not
too deep, the Surface tension of the 4iquid holding the powder will notbe
broken.

3. Have the students explain'thelr observations in terms of the small particle
model. Refer to display chart of small particle model.

DESIRED', LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain surface tension
of a liquid in terms of the small particle model.

*******************4*********A*******************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-4 Surface Properties
Page T-360/S-206 Measurin -the Grabbiness of' Water (60-70 min.)

PURPOSE: TO measure the "grabbiness" of plain soa

findings in terms of the small particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Prepare duplicating master copies of Force Measurer,

Appendix K for each of your students. IMPORTANT.

The force measurers must be duplicated on ditto paper,
not mimeograph or typing paper. Ditto paper is

designed not to absorb water. Other papers get soaked

and'don't work. Four measurers are reproduced on
each page so you'll need to separate them. Students

can then cut out their-own measurers and fold them
as instructed.

water and to explaim. the

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
surface tension
small particle model
grabbiness
force measurer

Identification Cards
plain water
soapy water
for measurer
cup
ruler

1.- Paraphrase page 206, paragraphs 1 and 2.

2.- Demonstrate the use of a force measurer. Show how to fold it in-a spring-

like fashion. Point out that the bottom of the measurer mush- be' wet before

beginning the fair test. Also stress that the measurement must be made from
the edge of the tumbler to the top of-the measurer.

3. Have students copy chart on page 206 and finish reading page 206.

V

4. Discuss question on page 2062 Vote on which,will hold paper more tightly.

Write votes on chalkboard.

5, .Working in pairs, have students make force measurers.

.6. Demonstrate activity on-page 207.

7. Paraphrase, then have students read page 207.,,down to questions.

8. Have students carry out experiinent on page 207. They should take the four

measurements with plain water before taking the four soapy water measurements.

Suggest that the students do not change the force measurer betWeen measurement

of the plain water and the soapy water. Otherwise the test will not be a

fair one.

9. After the students have completed the activity, discuss their findings: You
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May wish to ask the question: Why did the force measurer stick to the water?
(You, may have to remind the students that they wet the bottom of the force
measurer and that water is attracted to water.) / .

10. Now have the Students answer the numbered questions on page 207. 1n-the class
discussion of their answers, be sure to use the phrase surface tension as
another way of expressing the grabbiness of water. Refer to model display
chart. A

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain the difference
in the "grabbiness" of plain and soapy water in terms
of the small particle model.*****4*****************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 3B-4 Surface Properties
Page T-362/S-208 Know the Surface (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation toihe following
objectives:
1 Describing forces acting upon particles in liquids.
2. Explaining water surface tension in terms of the small particle

model.

r
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase, n have students read questions 1, page
208. Have them write down answers or draw answers.

2. Have students write answer to question 2.

3. Paraphrase, then have students answer question 3.

4. During the discussion have the students refer to their copies of Parts of the
Small Particle Model that were tised with the previous lesson. Go over those
parts that particularly apply AP-this lesson, as well as doing a general review
of all 12 parts. Also use display charts.

Language Cards/Key Signs
surface tension
small particle model
water strider

5. Collect the papers so you can evaluate each individual's progress, If a

student correctly responds to the questions,.you may assume that he or she
has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the
next cluster.

4**************************A0************************************************************
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Level 6 Unit 3 Models of Matter

Part C Models Must Be-Tested, Lesson Clustkr 3C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page .

.

Teaching Strategies . Lesson Title

,

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-368 Introduetion Mixing Hot and Cold Liquids 35-45 min.

T-370 Developpent Convection Currents 40-50 min.

T-371 EnrichMbnt Liquid Layers in Soda6Straws 40-50 min.

T-372 Development Evaporation and Condensation 40-50 min.

T-374 Application The Water Cycle 50-60 min.

T-376 Application
.

Rain 30-40 min.

T-377 Evaluation Motion of Matter 35-45 min.
.

.

B. MATERIALS: See list on Page T-365.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVIII, Invisible Systems, is appropriate
.

for use in this unit. .

INTRODUCTION: 3C-1 Liquids and Gases Flow

Page T-368/S-210 MixingHot and Cold Liquids (35 -45 min.)

PURPOSE: To Investigate the effects of temperature and depth on the interactionof

two liquids.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - As the students apply the small particle model to the

various s i u one plubented 1-n-this-clusterencourage thin to think in terms

. of particle motion.

P
In the hot food coloring solution, the particles move faster and move farther

apart. Coppared to the cold water around it', the hot solution is lighter per

unit voluite because its particles are farther apart and there is more empty space

between them. When a drop of hot food coloring is released under cold water, it

will rise. When a drop of cold food coloring is released under hot water, it'wiil

sink because it is heaw.ler per unit volume than the hot water around it.

Materials - For this activity you need a supply of hot food coloring and a SuPO:iy,

of cold food coloring. You can prepare hot food coloring, and keep it hot, by

floating a plastic cup with a small amount of food coloring in another plastic cup

half full of hot water. You can prepare cold food coloring in a similar way*by

placing ice water in the bottom cup. You also need cold tap water441ce water for

the vials. The colder the water, the more dramatic the reaction with the hot food

coloring will be.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: 4.

1. Introduce this lesson by reviewing tkce main features
of the small particle model: particles of matter have
spaces between them; particles move faster when the
matter heated; particles move farther apart when the .

matter is heated. Use display chart and Appendix J
"dittoes.

2. Paraphrase p'age 210, then have students read it.

3. Draw chart on page 210. Then have students copy chart.

Language Cards/KeyStqns
small particle model
prediction
particle

Identification Cards
medicine dropper
food coloring,
vial

,4. Demonstrate the procedure for adding food coloring to a vial of water. Stress that

students should release the drop of food coloring slowly, and not squirt it in.
Tell them to watch carefully to see if the food coloringrises, sinks, or spreads
out.

5. Paraphrase, then have students read page 211 to questions.

6. Let the students work in pairs. Distribute the materials. Have them proceed with

the experiment, following the directions on page 211.

7. Circulate around the room to make sure students understand the directions and are
recording their results.

8. Wbrk through questions with students.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain the effects of tem-,
perature and depth on the mixing of two liquids in terms

of the small particle model.
*4*******t**************************************************v*************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3C-1 Liquids and Gases Flow
Page T-370/S-212 Convection Currents (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To detect the pattern of convection currents and to explain these movements ,

in terms 04 the ila,_11 particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - This lesson can be done with the use of a demonstration.
Compared to the cool water around it, the warm solution of food coloring is lighter
per unit votume because its particles are farther apart and there is more empty
space within it. Therefore, thq warm solution will rise in the characteristic

convection current pattern. When the solution cools as it mixes with the water,

it will 'begin to ead throughout the container.

Materials - If you wisn-fO do the demonstration in class, you will need two small

jars labeled hot and cold. CBabyfood jars are ideal.) Put 30-40 drops of food

coloring in one jar and fill it with very hot water. Put an equal amount of food

coloring in the other jar and fill it with cold water. Cap the containers with

aluminum foil secured by rubber bands. Fill two large, transparent containers
with cold water.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase paragraphs 1, 2; page 212. Discuss students

ideas. Have them draw their ideas on chalkboard.

2. Paraphrase, theeaVe students read the rest .of pag6
)

212.
o

3, Show the studehts the small containers. Place each

container at the -bottom of the large transparent
containers filled with cold tap water. Let the water

stand a few minutes until the water becomes still. Put

two holes in each aluminum foil cover with a pencil.
If the hot food coloring does not mix after about one
minute, increase the size of the pencil holes.

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model
convection current
heat energy
convection current
aluminum foil
particle

Identification Cards

4. Discuss the questions at the end of the activity, stressing 'the patterns the

coloring makes in the cold water. Review the role of heat in the movement of

particles.

DESiRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain the pattern of con-
vection currents in terms of the small particle model.

********************i****************************************************************w

ENRICHMENT: 3C-1 Liquids and Gases Flow
Page T-371 Liquid Layers in Soda Straws (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To observe the mixing of liquid layers, 'infer the relative salt concen-

trations of three solutions, and explain the observations in terms of the

small particle model. This lesson does not appear in the student text.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - For this activity

you need to prepare thr'ee,solutions, two of which ,eN,

contain salt. Take three liter quart jars and

label them B (blue), C (clear), and G (green). The

following chart shows the amount of salt to'add to each.

Container Color (added later) Amount of Salt

C
G

blue
clear
green

167 mL cup)

83 mL (113ecup)
none

Language Cards/Key Signs
medicine dropper

Identification Cards

food coloring
medicine dropper
straw
vial

Fill each jar with water and stir to dissolve the salt. Add the food coloring

while you are introducing the lesson to the class.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Show the students the three solutions you prepared. Explain that one containss`
no salt. bf the remaining two, one contains twice as much salt as the other. Tell'
them the exOriment will show which solution contains the most salt.

2. Explain that you will add some food coloring to identify each solution. Add 1 or
2 medicine droppers of coloring to the containers according to the chart above.

3. Use a ,soda stw and vials to show how to for:Ill the layers. Place the soda straw
about 1 Cm into a vial of the greensolution*. Put you index finger: over the straw
and withdrai the straw. Keeping your finger over the straw, place the straw,in a
vial of the blue ,solution, about 2 cm deep. Remove your finger briefly and then
place it over the straw agaio. Show the students that you now have a blue layer
on the bottom and a green layer on top. (You may want to have them practice this
procedure with plain water bef &re Nou distribute the solutions, since it requires
considerable manual dexterity.

4. Divide the class into groups of two. Give each group a vial of the three different
solutions. Give each child a plastic straw.

5. Tell the students to try different arrangements of layers, to see rn which order
the layers Mix most rapidly and in which the layers remain separate. (The arrange-
ment in which the layers mi least should have blue on the bottom, clew in the
middle, and green on top. ,The, reverse arrangement should show the most rapid mix-
ing.)

6. Circulate around the room to make sure the_students understarLd the procedure and
are recordi54 their observations.

7. After the students.have completed the activity, discuss it thoroughly. The students
should understand that salt water has more particles per unit volume than ordinary.*
water and is therefore heavier ter unit volume than ordinary water. (Salt parti-
cles have filled some of the spaces between water, particles.) The more salt you
add, the heavier the solution becomes. Thus, least mixing occurs when the heaviest
(most concentrated) solution is lin the bottom and the lightest on the top. List
the various possible combinations on the chalkboard and discuss each one.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain the interactions of
three:solutions in layers OR the basis of the small parti-
cle model.

.

DEVELOPMENT: 3C-1 Liquids and Gases Flow
Page T-3721S-213 Evaporation and Condensation C40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To pro'ide evidence of evaporation and condensation and to explain them in
terms of the small particle model.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - When heat is removed from a certain vol of humid air,
.the particles of water in the air come closer together. EventuaPthe particles
will accumulate in large enough drops to fall out of the air or form on a cold
surface. This process is condensation. On the contrary, if water is given enough
heat, the faster-moving particles will break away from the other particles and
move into the air as individual particles. This process is evaporation. (The

slower-moving particles are left behind, so the remaining waier 15 cooler.)

Materials - For this activity, you will need ice cubes.
Condensation on a container of ice water forms
slowly. You should therefore set up the containers with
water and ice cubes 15 or 20 minutes before beginning
the lesson. in this way, moisture will have begun to
condense and the students will not have to wait to make
observations.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin this activity by reviewing the phases of matter
as explained by the small particle model. Tell the
students that this activity will allow them to inves-
tigate changes from a gas to a liquid and from a liquid
to a gas. Use display chart and student handouts
about the small particle model.

2. Paraphrase paragrapU, 1, 2 page 213.

Language Cards/ Key Signs
evaporation
condensation
energy receiver
energy giver
small particle model

phases
matter

Identification Cards

ice cube
cup

3.. Demonstrate adding ice to water. Then set out CUDS prepared earlier. Discuss

- questions A and B.

A% Paraphrase rest of page 213 to questions, then have students read it.

5. Distribute the materials and allow the students to do the activities. Tell them

to rub the drop of water into the construction paper before fanning it, so that

the drop does not roll off. If the water does not form on the cold tumbler
(because of low humidity), have students breathe on4the tumbler to obtain the

desired affect.

6. Discuss the questions thoroughly. Stress that the source for the /ter on the

cold tumbler is the air.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The stpctents should be able to explain the processes of

evaporation and candensati.on in terms of the small particle,

model.
***f**********************************************************************************

-Ow
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APPLICATION: 3C-1 Liquids and Gases Flow
Page T-374/5-214 The Water Cycle (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: To apply the small particle model to the processes of evaporation, con-
densation, and the water cycle.

ADVANCEPREPARATION: Materials Set Up a simulation
model for the, water cycle, as illustrated on page
215 in the student text. Use a rectangutar container

. or an aquarium sealed with plastic wrap. To have water
droplets large enough for observation, the model should
be set up 30-60 minutes b-efore the lesson. (If you
cannot do the set-up this far in advance, you can
speed up the process by using hot water in the small
container. This way, you can usually obtain good
results in 15 or 20 minutes.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS!.

I. Paraphrase, then have students read, page 214.

2. Review processes of evaporation and condensation.

3. Paraphrase, then have students read, column 1,
page 215.

Language Cards/Key Signs
Where does rain come from?
evaporate
small particle model
water cycle
energy giver
energy receiver
What are the sources of
water in the air?

What is the heat source
for "the evaporation
of water?

simulation model
system

Identification Cards

container
aquarium

4. Show the students_the model you set up. Call their attention to the water droplets
forming at the top of the large container. Point out that the heat source is part
of the model.

5. Discuss the questions :m page 215.

6. Apply the principles of the simulation to the natural water cycle by asking the
following questions: What are the'sources of the water in the air? (evapora-
tion from oceans, lakes, plants, and so on) What is the heat source for the evap-
oration of water? (sun) Where does rain come from? (Cool air causes water to
condense and form clouds; still further condensation produces rain.)

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain a simulation model
of the water cycle in terms of the small particle model
and apply the same principles to the natural water cycle.

*****************4********************************************************************
%

APPLICATION: 3C-1 Liquids and Gases Flow
Page T -376/S -216 Rain '(30-40 min.)

PUPPOE: To apply the concepts of evaporation, condensation, and the small particle
model,to the formation of

if&
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 216 of the text. Sketch
the simulation model of the water cycle on the chalk-
board fo'r review.

discuss the cyclic process of evaporation from the
oceans and lakes, condensation of water vapor in
clouds, and rainfall that replenishes the oceans
and lakes once more.

Language Cards/Key Signs
evaporation
condensation
small particle model
altitude

Identification Cards

3. Have the students answer the numbered questions at the end of page 216.

4. After the students have finished, discuss the questions. Students should be

able to reason that -rain will fall on the side of the mountains near the sea; the
area on the other side of the mountains will probably be dry because the air has

already dropped its moisture. Use drawings on chalkboard as necessary.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain rainfall in terms

of evaporation, condensation, and the small particle model.
**************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: 3C-1 Liquids and Gases Flow
, Page T-377/S-217 Motion of Matter (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in applying the small particle/model

to convection currents, evaporation, condensation, and the water cycle.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 217 of the text and study
the pictures very carefully. Paraphrase as necessary.

2. Tell them to answer the questions in writing. Allow
students to make drawings as necessary.

3. Review the questions thoroughly with the class.
Collect the papers so that you can evaluate individual

progress. If a student correctly responds to most
of the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the objective for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.

Language Cardi /Key Signs
water cycle
evaporation
condensation
small particle model
convection.current

Identification Cards

******************************************************************************************

Sil
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Level 6' Unit 3Models of Matter

Part C Models Must Be Tested, Lesson Cluster 3C-2

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
Teaching Time

Suggested

T-382
T-388

T-384
T-385
T-386

T-389

Introduction
Enrichment

Development
Development
Application

Evaluation

Gases Mixing With Liquids
Your Experiences With Soda

Water
BTB and Carbon Dioxide
Limewater and Carbon Dioxide
What Can Get Out of a Plastic

Bag? 0

Gas Interactions

4&.--

45-55 tik.
35-45 min.

40-50 min.'
40-50 min.
50-60 min.

35-45 min.

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-379.

. FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XVIII, Invisible Systems, is appropriate
for use in this unit,

INTRODUCTION: 3C-2 Gases Interaction With Liquids
Opiage T-382/5-218 Gases Mixing With Liquids (45-55 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate the interaction of carbon dioxide with water, and to explain
the interaction in terms of the small particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - Bromthymol blue (`BTB) is an indicator that is blue in the
presence of bases and yellow in the presence of'acids. BTB terns yellow in this
experiment because the interaction of carbon,dioxide and water produces a mild
acid, carbonic acid. The effect can be produced by carbon dioxide in exhaled breath,
soda water, or seltzer tablets.

Materials Prepare a BTB solution by adding about 35 drops of BTB to 3.5 liters
of water. You may-find it convenient to prepare more BTB solution to keiep for
later activities. Use approximately 10 drops of BTB per liter (quart of water.
The solution can be stored in plastic milk containers.

If the BTB solution is yellow when you prepare it, add a very small amount of
baking soda.or household ammonia until the solution turns blue. Variations in the
mineral content of the water can affect the color of the solution. Often the min-
erals will cause the BTB solution to turn green, instead of yellow. But this color
changelfrilr still indicate the prisence of carbon dioxide.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase, then have students read, page 218.

2. Let the students work ingroups of two. Distribute
the materials for this experiment and have them do the
activity. (Stress caution with the BTB solution.)
The students should blow gently through the straws
for at least 30 seconds.

3. Discuss their observations.

4. Put 2 cups in a place where they will not' be dis-
turbed. Note: The amount of carbon dioxide in the
"air is 0.03 percent, in exhaled breath 4 percent.
-Ordinarily no change will take place in the cups left
overnight because there is not enough carbon dioxide in
the air. However, a cup of yellow BTB solution (one
that has had carbon dioxide added) may change back to
blue when left to stand, as carbon dioxide escapes from
the mixture and returns to the air.

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model
interaction

carbon dioxide
indicator
chemical
solution
colorless
soda water
seltzer

Identification Cards
,BTB
soda water
seltzer tablet
cup
plastic straw

5. Proceed to page 219. Paraphrase, then have students read paragraph 1. Then

demonstrate activity.

6. Distribute the materials and have the students work in groups of two to perform

the experiment.

7. Discuss what students observed.

8. Paraphrase, then have students read, rest Of page 219. Have students do

activity.

9. Discuss the questions at the end of the activity, stressing that carbon dioxide
can be dissolved in water and that its presence can be detected wi-th BTB.tolution.

10. You may want to explore with students ways in which the yellow BTB solution can be
changed back to blue. You may want them to add a small amount of soda to observe
this change.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain the interaction of
carbon dioxide and water in terms of the small particle
model.

***************************************************************************f**********

ENRICHMENT: 3C-2 Gases lnterac With Liquids
Page T-388 Your Ex riences WPth Soda Water (3-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To demonstrate some factors that affect a gas-liquid mixture and to explain
the observations in terms of the small particle model. This lesson, which

does not appear in the student text, should follow (1) Gases Mixing With

Liquids.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -
For this activity you need three 4dentical bottles of
soda water, two at room temperature and the other -

chilled. (Colorless soda water works better than
tole, because the bubbles are more visible.) A

watch or classroom clock with a second hand will be
helpful in timing some of the interactions. If one

is not available, students can count off the seconds.
Open one bottle of warm soda and fill a vial. Care-
fully recap the bottle. Let the vial and the capped
bottle stand undisturbed for an hour or so before the
lesson.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Kay Signs
small particle model
soda water

Identification Cards
soda water

1. Introduce the activity by asking the students, How do you prevent soda from going
flat? (Keep it cold, capped, and unshaken) Which goes flat sooner, warm soda
or cold soda? (warm) Will soda go flat faster with the cap on or the cap off?
(cap off) If you shake it, will it go flat faster? (yes)

2. Place two identical bottles of soda - one cold, one,warm on newspaper. Ask the
students to predict what will happen if the soda is shaken gently.

3. Half fill one vial with warm soda, another with cold. Place your thumb over each
vial and shake each for 15 seconds. Have several students count the number of .

seconds.each vial fizzes and compare the results.

4. Now show the class the vial of soda that has been standing open for an hour. Opeo
the recapped bottle and half fill another vial. Again place your thumb over each
vial and shake several times. Have students compare the number of seconds each
fizzes. What was the-effect of leaving soda uncapped?

5. Challenge the students to explain the escape of the gas in terms of the small par-
ticle model. Use small particle model wall chart and handouts (Appendix J). End

the discussion by asking what can be done to prevent soda water from going flat and
have ,them explain their ideas in terms of the small particle model.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Tpe students should be able to describe some factors that
affect a gas-liquid mixture and explain the observations
in- terms of the small particle model.

*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: 3C-2 Gases Interact With Liquids
Page T-384/5-220 BTB and Carbon Dioxide (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE! To investigate the rates at which a gas mixes with a warm liquid and with a ",
cold liquid and to explain the difference in terms of the small particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -
For thishlesson you will need two containers of BTB solution, one hot and the
other cold. You can heat or chill your existing supply; o ou can prepare two
liters of BTB solution, one liter using hot water and one lit r using cold water.
(See preparation instructions on page 1-382.)
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the activity by reviewing the gas-liquid
mixture in the previous activity (see page 218) and
read page 220 of the text.

2. Paraphrase, then have students read page 220, para-
graph 1. Discuss question.

3. Paraphrase, then have students read, next paragraph.

4. Elicit some predictions of what the students think,
will occur.

Language Cards/Key Signs
carbon dioxide
small particle model
BTB solution
interact

fair test

Identification Cards
straw

5 Paraphrase, then have students read, down to questions 1, 2.

6. Demonstrate activity.

7. Let the students work in groups of two. Distribute the materials, cautioning

the students to use care when handling BTB.

8. Discuss the questions at the end of the activity when the students have finished.

Use display chart and handouts of smart particle model. Be certain that the stu-

dents realize that the increase in beat allows the carbon dioxide to move through-

out the hot liquid faster, causing a fasteti change in color.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students sh6uld be able to demonstrate the rates at

which a gas taxes with a warm and a cold liquid .and

explain the. process in terms of the small particle model.
0*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT:, 3C-2 Gases Interact With Liquids
Page T-385/S-221 -Limewater and Carbon Dioxide, (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate the rates at which a gas mixes with-a warm and a cold liquid

and to explain the difference in terms of the small particle model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials paper an encils

limewater optional)

TEACHING, SUGGESTIONS:

1: Introduce the activity by reviewing the gas-I iquid

mixture in the previods lesson and indicate that'
another test for the prasence of carbon dioxide in a
solutidirof water is limewater. If limewater is a-veil-

able, you demonstrate the change,. (Limewater is a

calcium hydroxide solution. When carbon dioxide is

added, the reaction forms a white solid, calcium car-

bonate. Tiny particles of this substance turn the

wateralgmdi.)
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Language Cards Key Signs
parti)cle model

indicator
carbon dioxide
limewater

interact
interaction

Identification Cards
limewater

straw
cup



2. Paraphrase, then have student6 read page 221 down to questions.

3. Demonstrate activity.

4. Discuss the.questions at the end of the activity, being sure everyone realizes
that the increase in heat causes the particles in both the gas and the liquid
to move andffirrer;-Causing a faster changs-rtnl-trOltleiater:-.---,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should., be able to explain the difference in
the rates at which a gas mixes with a warm liquid and with

.
a cold liquid in terms of the small particle model.

****4*********************************************************************************

APPLICATION: 3C-2 Gases Interact With Liauids :
Page'T-386/S-222 What Can Get Out of A Plastic Baq? (50-60 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate the movement of particle through a plastic bag and to
explain the movement in terms of the small particle Model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: . Materials BTB solution
plastic cups
seltzer tablets

plastic sandwich bags
paper and pencils
rubber bands

TEACHIX SUGGESTIONS:

1. Introduce the activity by asking if the students
think any of the moving particles studied so far
would go through a sealed plastic bag. You might'
ask them how they would construct a fair test to

find out.
,e

Language Ca -ds /Key Signs

carbon dioxide
small particle model
airtight
watertight
BTB solution

0

Identification Cards
plastic bag
BTB solution "
CUDS

2. Paraphrase, then have students read column 1, page 22, and column 2 down to
picture. Discuss question.

3: Students can work in groups of two. Demonstrate activity. Then have students

label the bags to be used and fill them with air, water, or carbon dioxide. (To

prepare carbon dioxide, use a seltzer tablet with water in a plastic bag, as shown

on page 219. Only this time, have a second'student hold the straw in a deflated

bag by scooping it through the air, Abt by blowing into it.) Searing the bag

tightly is important. Instruct students to twist the end of the bag 5-10 times,
double the twisted end over in a (oop, and secure it with a rubber band or twist-
tie.

4. Leave the bags to sit undisturbed overnight. Discuss the results and answer the

italicized questions the next day.
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5. Paraphrase, then have students read column 1, and column 2 down to numbered
questions, page 223. Demonstrate activity. Discuss the experiment with the
students before actually performing it to be sure everyone understand why con-
tainers C and D are necessary. CC is necessary to test whether the bag itself
causes a color change; D is necessary to determine if the air in the room causes
a color change:) Distribute the mat,.rials (a quarter-cup of BTB solution in each
cup is sufficient) and have the stients perform the experiment. Note: 'With

some plagtic bags, a transfer of c rbon dioZide can be seen Ln a few minutes as
the BTB at the bag's surface turn yellow. With other bags it may take longer..

6. Discuss the questions at the end f the activity after the BTB in the containers
has changed color.

DESIRED LEARNING.OUTCOMEL The stu ents should be able to explain the movement of gas
Partic es through a plastic bag in termsof the small par-
ticle del.

******************************** **************************4**************************

EVALUATION: 3C -2 Gases Interact With Liquids
Page T-3891S-224 Gas Jnteractions (35-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following

bbjectives:
1. Explaining the of a gas and a liqui/d in terms of the small

particle model./

3. Testing for the/ presence of carbon dioxide with BTB solu(on.
2. Identifying the/gas carbon dioxide in exhaled breath.

/.
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

/

1. Paraphrase and have the students read page 224 and
allow them time to write their answers.

2. Discuss the questions with the class. Collect the

papers so that you can evaluate individual progress.
If a student co rectly responds to most of the ques-
tions, you ma assume that he Or she has demonstrated

the object; for the cluster and is ready to g6 on

to the next cluster.
****************************************************************************v*********

Language Cards/Key Signs
small particle model
BTB solution
interact D.

infer

carbon dioxide

Identification Cards
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Le'vel 6Unit 3 Models of Matter

Part C Models Must Be Tested, Lesson Cluster 3C-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-394

T-396

T-398
T-401
T-402

Introduction
Development

Application
Application
Evalualtion

Aristotle and Galileo
Testing Aristotle's Model
of Falling Objects

Predicting Earthquakes
Life From Life
Testing Models

.

40-50 min.
45-60 min.

40-50 min.
30-40 min.
30-40 min.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-391 -
picture of a moth
cloth with holes cut into it or moth eaten garment

INTRODUCTION: 3C-3 Scientists and Models
Page T-394/S-225 Aristotle and Galileo (40-50 min.).

PURPOSE: To illustrate the need to test scientific models by experiment and to
design a test for a specific- model.

ADVANCE PRErARATION: Materials paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. introduce the activity by asking students to list some
of the modelS they have studied in the last two'units.
(small particle model, earthquake model, dinosaur
model, and so on). Tell them that there are many models
in science and that in this cluster' other models will be explored.

2. Ask students whether a. heavy object will fall faster or slower than a light ob-

ject, or whether both will fall at the same speed. Challenge the students to give

reasons for their predictions.

Language cards/Key Signs
thermometer

Identification Cards

3. :Paraphrase, then have students read page 225.

d. Draw a tower on chalkboard. Add a man and 2 objects. Discuss.

5. Review the ways we evaluate the success of a model. (acc acy in describingan
event and in predicting future events) Emphasize the importance of experimenta-
tion in this process.
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6. Have the students write down their predictions and the methods by which they
would test them. You may want to move on to the next lesson immediately, while
the predictions are stilt fresh in the students' minds.'

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to make predictions about
falling objects and suggest experiments to test the
predictions.

*******************w******************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT; 3C-3 Scientists and Models
Page T-396/S-226 Teaching Aristotle's Model of Falling Objects
(45-60 mini

PURPOSE: To test a model by experiment.
J

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencil
metal spheres, half

of them of one weight
and half of a greater
weight

twine

index cards
paper punch

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
Aristotle's model
fair test

Identification Cards
metal sphere

1. Introduce the as.Li.vity by reviewing the testing methods suggested by the students
in the previous lesson. Review Aristotle's model for falling objects.

2. Paraphrase, then have students read, page 226, paragraphs 1, 2. Discuss questions.

3. Demonstrate the procedure, using students from the class to assist you. Emphasize
the need to drop both spheres at precisely the same time.

4. Paraphrase, then have students read, rest of page 226, column 1 and paragraph 1,
column 2 of page 227.

5. Draw chart on bpard. Divide students into groups of 3. Have each group draw a
chart on the chalkboard.

6. Distribute the Materials and allow the students time to practice dropping Ilhe

spheres. Then have them perform the test. Have students fill in their chart.

7. Place a summary chart on the chalkboard at the end of the experiment. Indicate on

the chart the number of times the large spheres hit first, the number of times the
,small spheres hit first, and the number of timesboth spheres hit at the same time.
Note: The evidence may, not be totally consistent. However, it will probably show
that the spheres - usually strike the floor at very nearly the same time. This evi-

dence does not support Aristotle's model for falling objects.

8. Discuss the questions at the end of the lesson. Encourage the student to build
a model that is consistent with their evidence. After several trials, most stu-
dents will probably accept the modej that objects all fall at the same speed, re-
gardlessof weight. Emphasize theOlmportance to science of Galiled's position
that all scientific models should be thoroughly tested by experiment.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to test AristIte's model of
falling objects.

***********************************************************;(**********************4**

APPLICATION: 3C-3 Scientists and Models
Page'T-398/S-228 Predicting Earthquakes (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To demonstrate that several models may be useful in predicting events, but
that all models must be tested by experiment and observation, to determine
their success.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - In the course of this lesson, it should become clear
to students that some models are easier to test than others. Aristotle's model
could be tested directly. But many models are not so simple to fest as Aristotle's.
Some-of the models that are most difficult to test concern events that cannot be
duplicated exactly under laboratory conditions. Such events are often very large
in scale, very far away, or in the distant past or future. (e.g. origin of the
universe, the formation of mountains, or changes in world weather patterns.)
Some aspects of earthquakes can be duplicated in the laboratory with shaking

tables and other equipment, but not all factors can be included. Even if scien-
tists conclude that they understand what causes a quake, they can hardly test the
theory by causing one. Students should come to understand some of these diffi-
culties.

Materials - none.

lEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Introduce the lesson by reviewing the test of
Aristotle's model of falling objects. Emphasize
that all scientific models must undergo siTilar tests.

2 Review_what students learned about earthcruakes in Unit
2. Discuss the difficulties in testing models about
earthquakes. Be sure students understand that it is
mucn easier to predict where an earthquake will occur than when.

*4
3. Paraphrase, then have s;-' 41,1entt read pages 228-230. Discuss each page after it is

read. Discuss the mode described in the text, plus any other available informa-
tion on earthquake prepction from sources such a television specials and news
reports. The emphatlAwhould not be on the models themselves, but on the fact that
many models are being tested. Note: Another way to predict an earthquake is by
observing animal behavior. Animals sometimes exhibit behavioral abnormalities
prior to a quake. These changes in behavior are apparently caused by changes in
the earth's stability. Animal behavior was one factor in the prediction of the
Haicheng quake, but studies in California have not shown consistent behavioral
changes.

Language Cards/Key Signs
earthquake
prediction.
San Andreas fault
seismograph
computer

Identification Cards

4: Allow the students time to answer the questions on page 230. The second question
. may lead to a discussion of situations in which science is involved with social

responsibility.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the importance of
predicting earthquakes and discuss some of the difficulties
in developing an adequate model to do so.

****************************************************k********#************************
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*APPLICATION: 3C-3 Scientists and Models
Page T-401/S-231 Life From Life

PURPOSE: To emphasize that atl models should be tested by experiment and observation
and to illustrate how a new model may replace an old one.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - picture of moth
cloth with holes:cut rn it

or moth eaten garment

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Paraphrase, then haye students read paragraphs 1, 2
on page 231.- Show students picture of a moth. If

possible, show them a garment with a moth hole, or
a piece of cloth with some holes cut into it.

2. Paraphrase, then have students read, paragraph 3,
page 231. Draw a fir tree, then draw it touching water with geese flying away.

Discuss.

Lanqudgo Cord5/Key
Van Helmont
Redi

fair test
model

larvae

Identification Card':,

3. Paraphrase, then have students read, paragraph 4. Ask questions at top of column 2.

4. Paraphrase, then have students read rest of column 2. Discuss.

5. Write a brief description of eachomodel on the chalkboard. The essential idea in

van Helmont's model is that life can come from nonliving Latter. Redi's model

states that living things can only come from other living things of the same kind.

6. Discuss the importance, of a fair test for each model, stressing that a model should
be tested under a number of different circumstances. Had van Helmont left a shirt

and wheat in a closed contaidtr through which only air could pass, there would have

been no mice. (After seeing how carefully van Helmont conducted his plant experi-
-menf (page 6), one might suspect That his recipe for creating mice was offered-

up tongue-in-cheek.) ,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain how experimental
evidence led to the replacement of one model by another.

*******_********************************************************************4**********

EVALUATION: 3C-3 Scientists and Models
Page t-402/6=232 Testing Model's (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate.t udents' performance in relation to the following objectives:

1. Designing an appropriate experiment for testing a model.

2. Describing how a model could be tested by experimentation.

5. Describing the conditions that require a model,to be changed or dis-

carded,
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

'Briefly review with the class the experiment with
the falling spheres.

2. Drop apiece of paper. Have students observe
fall.

its

3. Paraphrase, then have students read,.page 232. Allow
them time to answer questions.

4. Discuss the answers, stressing the need to.test each
explanation and remain open to new evidencethat may
require changing -the model.

5. Paraphrase, then have students read, page 233. Allow
them time to answer' questions.

6. Discuss answers.

Language Cards/Key Signs
mosquito
malaria
falli02 objects
model

astronaut
Apollo 15'
moon

earth
drsease
microscope
organism

Identification Cards

7. Collect the papers so that'you can evaluate, individual progress. If a student

correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has
demonstrated the'objectives for the cluster.

**************************************************************************************
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Level 6 Unit 4 Energy and Ecosystems

Part A Observing Ecosystems, Lesson Cluster 4A-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE--

Page

-

Teaching Strategies Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-414 Introductiob What Is an Ecosystem? 130-35 min.

T-416 Development Making Model Ecosystems 60 min. -

T-418 Enrichment Decomposers 45-50 min.

T-419
T-420

DevelopMent
Application

Ecosystems ,

Making a Closed-Ecosystems
30-35 min.
60 Min.

.T-422 Evaluation' A Nearby Ecosystems 45-50 min.

NOTE: Ecosystems In Space is ari optional 'lesson due to the abstract and advanced

4)

nature of its concepts.

B. MATERIALS: See materials list on page T-411.
.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Flimstrip XXI, Ecological Interactions is appropriate
for use in this unit:

r,

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Ecosystems
Page T-414/S-236 What Is an Ecosystem? (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To introddce the concept of an ecosys.tem and pr:ovide practice in identity-
ing examples of ecosystems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: The concept of an ecosystem is one of the most important
in biology. It tells us that organisms and their environment are completely inter-
connected in systematiC ways. It tells us that to truly understand a population,
an organism, or often even a single act of behavior by an organism, we have to
-Study it in its context and see how it relates to the rest of the ecosystem. Of

course, it can be more d444icult to study whole systems than to study 6 single
organism under laboratory onditions. But the rewards in terms of understanding
how nature works arelcorrespondingly greater, too. .

Just what constitutes a particular ecosystem is'not necessarily clear-cut. One
ecosystem - a pondbi- a orest, for example - merges with another ecosystem - a
shore or a field, for'example - at its boundaries. To do a thorough study of the
edge of a pOnd may require a scientist to'regard the pond edge itself as a separate
ecosystem with its own.distinctive Plants, animals, and physical conditions. Or,

taking a larger view, it may make sense for the scientist to consider th& pond and
the forest as part of one larger ecosystem.
This does not mean the term "ecosystem" is loosely defined. Instead we are point-.

in9 out that nature is undivided, but we need to study it in pieces to make sense
of it. When the parcel, or Subsystem, of nature has beerf'chosen for study, then we
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can investigate the systematic Interactions that occur in it and try to understand
how it works. Knowing how the Parcels work, we can better understand the whole
they makeup.
Ecosystems,are not static. The ph/sical environment keeps changing because of

sun, rain, wind, other physical factors and because of the actions of the organisms
that live there. And as the environment changes, the populations that adapt to it
also change. Therefore, we study patterns of change, as well as the pattern at
any given moment, when we study ecosystems.

Materials None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read pages 236 and 237. Allow them
adeguate time to respond to questions 1-4. Teacher
may paraphrase.

2. Discuss their answers and stress that in an ecosystem
there must be at least several populations and some
evidence that the organisms are interacting with one
another,

Language Cards/Key Sign's

ecosystem
system
environment
mental models
interact

Identification'Cards

3. Allow the students time to study the Illustration accompanying question 5. This

illustration emphasizes that ecosystems are mental model's. One cannot study the

whole environment at once. Dividing it up into ecosys ems enables a scientist

to work with a piece of nature of manageable size.

4. Ask the children to name ecosystems in the environment around the school. List on

board. If weather permits, walk outside and identify these, systems.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to define an ecosystem and
identify examples of one.

***************************************************************************************
ft .

%

DEVELOPMENT: L sson Cluster 4A-1 Ecosystems
Page T-416/S-238 Making Model Ecosystems -(60 min.)

.1

PURPOSE: o establish a model ecosystem and observe the interactions and changes that

occur in it.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
In this activity the students will set up terrariums with plant and insect popu-

.

lations, thereby creating model ecosystems. Clear gallon jars (have The cafe-
.

la or a restaurant save some for you), plastic boxes, aquariums, large.clear

.?lstic bags, or even shoe bOxes lined with plastic or aluminum foil make suitable

.c6n4ainers. The containers shobld be covered to prevent the insects from escaping.
Ei'ther'"vnch small holes in the container tops or use pieces of screen.

The living and nonliving parts of the ecosystems can be collected or purchased.
You may wish tb-havethe'students armed with plastic bags or jars, collect insect
populations from their backyards or a nearby field or forest. You may wish to

accompany theft. They should also collect the necessary soil, pebbles, and plants.

The best plants will be small ones found where the insects Ilve. Alternatively,

you can purchase these materials along with grass seed to start the plant popula-

tion. Other habitat components such as,twigs, stones, and 'pieces of bark should

also'be collected. These will provide cover for the insects.
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Students will make closed ecosystems later in the cluster. The organisms and

other materials needed for That lesson should also be collected now. Have

students collect several specimens of rotting leaves, wood, and so forth oh this
same collecting trip for use in lesson 3, Decomposers.
Acquiring these materials is a valuable learning experience for the students.

Be sure to discuss page 238 with them before they go out collecting, so they know
what kinds of things are needed.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Have the students read pages 238-239 and make a chart
like the one on page 239. Teacher may paraphrase.

The ecosystems should be constructed in stages as

described below. You may wish to have The class make
tnree or more, depending on your room and resources.
Instruct students to put 2-3 cm (1 in.) of gravel or

oenies in the bottom-of the containers for proper
drainage. .Soil should be layered on to of the gravel.

It should be 2-8 cm 41-3 in.) deep. They can add

clumps of plants at This point or plant grass seeds,
being careful not to over-water.

-3. Instruct students to add other ecosystem components
such as Twigs and stones.

Language Cards/Key Signs
ecosystem
insect populations
organisms
ants

grasshoppers
beetles
soil

wood
microscope
microorganisms
factors

populations

Identification Cards

ecosystems Terrariums

*

4 Have the students add their insect populations now (ideally, two kinds per eco-

system). Instruct them not to put too many insects into each container. Six

crickets, for example, are enough for a gallon jar.

5 Instruct students to add food such as apple cores or oatmeal. If students are

using insect-eating insects such as praying mantises, they will have to add a

Prey population such as crickets.

b. As you move among the students to assist them, remind them to record on their charts

the numbers of. organisms they are adding. The school library should have books to

help identify the plants and insects. They may or may not be able to count or

esTimate the number of plants in their ecosystems!.

7. Have the completed models placed in an undisturbed area of the room, preferably

not in direct sunlight. Be sure that the models are closed securely when they are

being observed. Place Identification Card, ecosystems, near the display.

8. Have the students observe the models once a week at approximately the same time,

to count the organisms and see how each ecosystem is faring. In addition, you

might label each model and keep a running tallyon the bulletin board of the

numbers of individuals in each.
Some of the insects will spend a lot of time under ground or under rocks, leaves,

or other cover. It will not be possible to get accurate counts of their total

populations. A possible strategy is
'to

count the number visible at several times

during the <law and take an average. Put the average numbers in the chart arid

compare them over the four weeks to see whether the populations are increasing,

decreasing, or staying the same.
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9. At the end of four weeks have the students answer the questions on page 239 and

discuss the results with them. 4

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to build a model of an eco-
9

system and record population changes within ttiis system.

**************************************************************************************

A
ENRICHMENT: ,Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Ecosystems

Page' 1-7,418 Decomposers (45-50 min.)

PURPOSE:, To investigate the actions of decomposers. This lesson does not appear in

the student text.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Informattion - Fungi, mushrooms, molds, bacteria, and other tiny organ-

isms break down wastes and dead matter from plants and animals. Without decom-

posers, ecosystems would soon fill up with dead organisms. By their actions, da-

composers also perform the important action of recycling minerals necessary for

plant life.

Materials - large plastic boxes or jars
Pebbles or gravel
decomposing material such as rotting lea'Ves

and wood, wood with bra ket fungi at L hed,

or recently dea

TEACHING',SUGGESTIONS:

Lanauage Cards/Key Signs

decomposers
rotting leaves
rotting wood
mold
fungi

identification Cards

1. Ask students if they remember what decomposers are. ecosystems

Decomposers'were studied on page-79. Review the role decomposing terrariums

of decomposers with Them.

2. Have the students bring into class, either in plastic bag, or boxes, examples of

materials undergoing decomposition. These can include ro ting.leaves, rotting

wood, and recently dead insects. (You may wish to do the collecting yourself,

or have students accompany you.) Remind students to handl- these substances very

carefully, as They may be crumbly, The substances should e kept intact if possi-

ble. Vacant lots, woods, parks, and backyards are all gd places to look for

specimens. Some specimens may have molds or fungi growini on them.

3, Have students prepare several
"Decompo4W-Terrariums" for the class, following the

general procedures described in Making Model EcoSystems.' They should put gravel

for drainage beneath the soil in the plastic bags or boxes. Then have them add

the decomposing substances. No other organisms are necessary.

4. Have students observe and describe the state c4 the decomposing substances. Ask if

they can tell what decomposers are at work. Are any of them visible? (Some molds

and funguses gay Pe.)

5, Ask why decomposers are important members of ecosystems. What would 'happen if

there were no decomposers?

6., Have st6dents4Set terrariums aside. USe the'ldentifitation Cards to label the

'display.
. 6
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7. Nave students carefully exaMine the decomposing substances at lea t once a week'
and describe any changes they observe. If the terrariums are kept damp, potet,
the decomposers should' Keep about their worq7and.progressively break down the'

1 leaves, branches, and so'on., This can be an inteeSting ongoing activity until
the end of the school year. -

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students shoul able to explain the role of de-
composers and desc their effectS on dea plants and
animal matter.

******************************************************A*****0************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Ecosystems
Page T-419/S-240 Ecosystems in Space (30-35 min.) Optional

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of an ecosystem as a partially self-sustaining unit,
using a spaceship as--a model.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information - Ecosystems are partially self-sustaining units. They
supply the materials and energy needs of Their inhabitants and recycle their waste
Products. Ecosystems are not completely self-sustaining because they depend on
various materials such as air and water that are cycled throughout the Earth. The
microscopic plants in the ocean, for example, add oxygen to the wind that finally
blows over inland ecosystems. But allowing for these.exceptions, ecosystems are
generally self-sustaining.
Spaceships can.be considered to be at least partialliself-sustaLning ecosystem. .

If they do not rilly on energy from the sun or another outside source, then for the
length of their journeys, they must,be completely self-sustaining. They must pro-
vide food and energy for the-oassengers'and recycle wastes. Basically, they must
De designed to function dS food webs if very long journeys are conte lated.

Materials None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1

1. Instruct students to read page 240 and answer the
numbered questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

.

2, He the students organize the information as you
discuss their answers in class by alacing on the
chalkboard a chart similar to this one.

Ways to-Supply
Ways to Get Rid
of Wastes From

Air
Food

Water
Energy ,

Air
Food

Water
Using Energy

?
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Langauge rds/Key Signs
outer sp4e
spaceship
closed ecosystem
recycle
Earth

consumed
wastes

Identification Cards



3. Stress during the discussion that living organisms need not only food, air, water,
and energy to live, but that the waste products of d activttives must be
recycled.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to states-Me envjronmental
-factors needed to maintain a healthy ecosystem.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson.Cluster AA-1 Ecosystems
Page T-420/S*241 Making A Closed Ecosystem (60 min. or as 2 short

lessons)

PURPOSE: To build a closed ecosystem and to observe how the requirements for life
are sustained within the system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: "aterials large jars of water, let
stand for 24 hrs.

- uncooked oatmear
apple cores
Pebbles or .gravel

grass seed or clumps of
Aress and other plants

Populations of ants, grass-
hoppers, crickets,.beet-

les or isopods; 6-12 insects
per populamioa

sticks, stones, bark
paper and pencils
large jars (1 gal.)

rubber.gloves
guppies
Pond snails
green aquatic plants such as

as elodea
washed sand

Language Cards/Key Signs
closed ecosystem
microorganisms
environment
organisms
aquatic systems
ants
crickets
beetles
isopods

guppies

Identification Cards
closed ecosystems

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

3,

Have the students read.the instructiors for constructing their closed ecosystems

on Ages 241-242.. Teacher may paraphrase.' Also instruct the students to copy

the chart found on page.2421

2. Review.the procedure and chart carefully, reminding the students to keep accurate
records of the t/pesand.numbers.of organisms they place in their ecosystems.

3. Jnstruct the students to prepare half their closed'ecosysters the same way they

made ftodel.ecosistemsjn lesson (2). Yak, map wish to have the class construct
two or more, depending- on {your room and resRuropse ,WheA the jars arb complete
they must be tightly sealed' with a rubber glove or a piece of heavy balloon over

,the end. A rubber bandaround the lip of thi jar will help with the seal-. These

flexible seals will bulge inward or outward if the air volume inside changes.

4
4.: Have atudentsprepareclosed aquatic ecosystems in two or rrpre additional jars

using water aged at. least-24 hours (The chlorine ill.fresh tap water will kill

-the.fish.) Each aqu'ari4imstiodld hive a layer of clean sand: at the bottomr, some

- t

^
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e.

guppies, and several snails and plants. The tops should be sealed with rubber
groves.

5. Suggest to students that the organisms may have a greater chance of surviving if
there are not too Many in each container. But do not tell students precisely how
many to put in their ecosystems.

f"). Allow them to put their closed ecosystems anywhere in the room. Use Identification
Card as labelfor display. They may notice thal the models become too hot in a
sunny window-or the plants do poorly in a shady spot. The modeFs-can-then be
moved to seek optimal light and heat conditions. Have the students observe their
ecosystems carefully once a weelc'St:4proximately the same +ime and recor.dtheir
observations on the charts. .

7.- Have the students answer the questions on page 242 at the end of the,f6ur-week.
period ana discuss the results. * .

DES*RED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe how well their
clOsed-ecosy.stem models provide the requirements or
life.

**************************************************************************************

EVALUATIQN: Lesson Cluster 4A-1 Ecosystems
Page T-422/S-243 A Nearby Ecosystem (45-50 mi-n.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relatrov TO the followi-ng objectives;
1. Identifying-a-local-ecosystem:.
2. Describing the environmental conditions in tnis ecosystem.
3. Listing several plant and animal populations in the ecosystem.
4. Stating several interactions that occur between organisms in this

ecosystem.

TEACI1ING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Instruct the students to read page 243 and copy the chart.

2. Ask the students to fill out the chart either as, an assignment at home or during
and'after a small walkling field trip to an area nearthe school.

3. You may wish to paraphrase the chart headings as folloWs:
Location of ecosystem - Where is the ecosystem?
Conditions in the ecosystem - Describe the ecosystem.
Planttpoulations - what plants live there?
Anima,lpopulation - What animals live there?
Food interactions yop have noticed.- How do the plantsand animals get their food

and what do they eat?,

4. Dischs their results aft er the charts are completed. Stress these points: (1) At
.

least tWOIPopulations must.be identiqied; (2) The physical environment of the
,

ecosystem Must be described; (3) Some interactions between the populations and the
environment must be described.

If a student correctly fills in mos t of the spaces in the chart, you may assume
that he or*he has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and-Fs ready to go
on to the ,next clustet.. 4 -

*************4********/******************f********************4*********************
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Level 6 Unit 4 Energy, and Ecosystems

Part A Observing Ecosystems, Lesson Cluster 4A-2

A.' CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies.

.

Lesson. Title

.

Teaching Time
Suggested

_

T -428

,

Introduction

.

.

Everything Connects

.

30-40 min.

T-431 Development Matter Cycles `Through an Ecosystem 30-35 min.

T7432 Development WheFeDo You Get All Your Energy? 20-30 min.

T -434 - Development Other Interactions 20-30 min.

7-436. 'Application You Cannot Do Just One Thing 35-40 min..

T-437._ Evaltatiofi . 1. a Zoo an Ecosystem? 20-30 min. -

. N...

. ,

s .. . .

. p..

NOTE: Other Interactions is optional due to the abstract and-unfamiliar nature.of

the concepts.

-
B. MATERIALS: Adgthe following to list on page T-425: . . .

-picture of forest ecosystem as described on page T -428

. .

INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XXI, Ecological Interactions, is appropriate_FILM.TRIP
for use in this unit.

, .

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 InteraC-Fions in Ecosystems
Page T=428/S-244 E4er.4.bing Connects (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the concept that various organisms in an ecosystem interact
with one another and with the physical environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:,,
E4ckgroLkid Information:_ Many interactions in an eco-
system involve transfers of energy and flaterials!'
These transfers can be described or listed in terms
givers and receivers, as students have done previo, ty
in the program. However; many important interacti s

cannot be usefully described in these terms - for
example, the nesting of birds in a'tree. When the
class discusses the varied interactions of air, c.

,tree, worms, and retARs on page 244, you may fins it

helpful to make a chart on a chalk like the une
shown here for you and the students o 'll in.

ECOSYSTEM INTERACTIONS

Organism Receives

elm energy .

From

sun .

Gives To

4eaves (food) worm

Other Interactions: Birds_nestin tree.
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Lanquage,Cards/Key Signs
interactions
connects
forest ecosystem
air
soil

worms
tree
birds
robin

energy transfer



Be sure that students do n i t get the impression from the chart that organisms
are consciously giving thi gs to one another because they know they are needed.

.1

Materials: -picture of a forest ecosystem like (*described in text, page S-244.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have students read page 244. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Discuss ways in which the ecosystem might be connected. ASk questions such as,

What does the tree provide to the ecosy'Stem? What does the worm get from the

ecosystem? During this early part of the discussion, try to restrict examples
to the organisms presented in the.lessOn. Use picture of forest ecosystem during

discussion. Organize the information for the students on a chart such as the one
given in Background Information.

3. Ask for examples of other organisms that might be added after the chart is com-

pleted. For example, squirrpls eat the elm seeds and live in the elm tree.

Their droppings fertilize the tree. Or you might add other birds, chipmunks, or

insects.

4. Have the students study The illustrations on pages 245 add 246, and then discuss
their responses to the questiops. Depending on time and the extent of responses,

.you may wish to construct other charts that summarize the interactions discussed,

5. Ask the students at the end of the.lesson to Arite down some ways in which the
ecosystems they prepared in Cluster A -1 Show interactions, Again, a chart such

as the one illustrated may be .helpful in organizing their Oformatton.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: .The students should be able to.list ways organisms in an
ecosystem interact with one another and the physical envi-
ronment.

******************************************0********************************************

DEVELOPMENT: cessonCluster 4A-2 Interactions in Ecosystems
Page T-431/S-247 Matter Cycles Through an Ecosystem (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the idea that materiali cycle through ecosystems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Materials that plants and.ani-
mals need are transferred through ecosystems in cycles.
A moment's reflection will show this must be true.
Otherwise; crucial materials would get used up, and
ecosystems would collapse. Special ecosystems such as
farms will indeed collapse as successive crops deplete
the soil of minerals, unless fertilizers are added.

There are two different cycles presented in this
lesson. The first is a mineral cycle. Plants containing
varioug-mrnerals are eaten by worms, insects, other,
animals, and various microorganisms. Through their
waste'products and through the decomposition of their
bodies., when they die these consumer and decomposer
organisms pill- the minerals back into the soil 'for use
by other plants..
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Language Cards/Key Signs
cycles
transferrled

snail N

canon dioxide
oxygen
minerals



The second cycle presented is the carbon dioxide
exchange between plants and animals. The snail and the
plants live together in thelpill vial because the plants
use the carbon dioxide waste generated by the snail
and give off oxygen as waste during photosynthesis.
Therefore, the snail does not die from an,accumulation

. of its own waste. The snail is provided with the
oxygen it needs, and the plant has a constant supply of
carbon dioxide from the snail. (The plant also needs
oxygen for respiration, but not as much as it puts out
during photosynthesis.)

,Materials: none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1.. Have the students read page 247 and answer the questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. As an optional activity, have some students lo6k up nitrogen fixation in the
library and report back on nitrogen cycling between plants, air, and soil.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe material cycles in
ecosystems involving plant nutrients and carbon dioxide
oxygen transfers.'

*********************************************************************A****************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Interactions in Ecosystems
Page T-432/S-248 Where Do You Get All Your Energy? (20-30 min.)

4.

PURPOSE: To develop the concept of energy transfer through an ecosystem.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
8ackgrOund Information: MaterialS cycle around in eco-
systems, but energy,passes through them. Energy trans-
fers begin with plants, which can trap sunlight and
convert it into energy-rich materials (glucose). Plant
energy is used by plant-eating animals, which are in turn
eaten by other animals. The last organisms in the
energy - transfer chain are the decomposers. If students
have studied Level 3 of th/S program, they have already
been introduced to this topic.

Materials: none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 248 and sfudy the illustrations Carefully, Teacher
may paraphrase.

Lligguage Cards/Key Signs
s3Pbr energy
3heat

sunlight
fuels

coal

oil

natural.gas
firewood

2. Discuss with the students the forms of energy from the sun that ate used in eco-
systems on Earth.

3. HaVe the students.ther turn to page 249 and answer the questions there based on
the illustration. Teacher may paraphrase.

4. Ask the students to consider ways energy is transformed in their model ecosystems
and what the ultimafe source of that energy is.

j4
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students shoulq be able to describe the movement of
energy through an ecosystem.

***************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Interactions in Ecosystems
Page T-434/5 -250 Other Interactions (20-30 min.) optional

PURPOSE: To explore the types of interaction in an ecosystem that are not directly
related to transfers of food and energy.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials "- none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read pages 250 and,251 and study the
illustrations carefully.

el"

2. lAsk the students for examples of similar interactions.
They can probably think of other ways plant seeds are
scattered by animals or of additional instances of organisms providing homes-for
other organisms. Two common examples are animals teating fruits whose seeds pass
through them undigested and animals making nests in trees.

Language Cards /Key Signs

interactions
pollen
nectar

reproduce
fungus infections
cleaners

3. End the discussion of this lesson by asking students if they have observed

similar examples of interactions in the model ecosystems.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The sfudents7should be'able to name several examples of
interaction among-living organisms'within an ecosystem
that are not directly related to food and energy transfers.

***************************************************k***********************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 .Intacqp*Tons in Ecosystems
Page T-436/S-252 You Cannot Do Just One Thing (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To illustrate how interconnected the parts of an ecosystem are.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: ,The deep interdependence of all

the organisms' in an ecosystem can be dramatically illus-
trated when a foiad web is.altered. In this lesson an
actual case history is described. The students-should
be able to predict the outcome.

4
Eliminating second-order consumer's removes a natural

population control on the first-order consumers. The
numbers of the latter can be expected to increase until '

there is star=Vation,and epidemic disease. By then, the
producers have been seriously depleted, and there may
be erosion problems and loss of top soil, which makes
it that much harder for the plant population to re-
establish itself.

Materials: none.

TEACHING 'SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key. Signs
Arizona
producers.
first-order consumers
deer
mice
;rabbits

chipmunks
preyed on
second-order consumers
lions,

coyotes
populations

1. Have the students read -page 252 and answer the questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Throughout the discussion that ftltows, emphasize the web - like nature of the
interconnections in this, example and in.the previoUs lessons, as well as in the
model ecosystems, the students prepared. '
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to predict the effects of
significantly reducing a population pf anumals in a

food web.

*****A**************************************4****************************************
EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-2 Interactions in Ecosystems

Page T-437/S-253 Is a Zoo an 5cosystem? (30735 min.)

. PURPOSE:' To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:
1. Giving examples of how materials cycle through ecosystems.

,

2. Giving examples of how energy is transferred through ecosystems.
3. Identifying beneficial interactions between organisms that do not

involve eating.
4. Cpmparing the interactions in zoos andnatural ecosystems.

PREREQUISITES: Understanding of what a zoo is.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the problems on page 253. Alllow them adequate time to
write down their answers to the questions.

2 Review the answers with them in a class discussion. You may want to 'summarize-
the information on the board in a chart similar to the one suggested for the
Introduction. What are the organisms involved in each interaction? What do
they receive as a result of the interaction? From whom? What do,they give?
To whom? What form of solar energy is used in the interaction?

If a student correctly responds to most of the questions, you may assume
that he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready to
go on to the next cluster.

-**************************************************************************************

8 fit).
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Level 6 Unit 4 Energy and Ecosystems

--Part A Observing Ecosystems, Lesion Cluster 4A-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies
,,,

Lesson Title
.

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-4A2 Introduction Organisms Change Ecosystems 20-30 min.
T-444

T-446

Development ,

T-445 Development ,

Development

Some Effects of Farming
Burnitig Down the Woods
The Effects of Liv6stock

20-30 bin.
20730.min.
45-50 min: .

T-448 Development Overfishing . 20-30"min.-
T-450 Application' Environmental Impact Studies 20-30 min.
T=452 Evaluation Effects of People 30-35 min.

,

1

B. MATERIALS: See list on page T-439.,

. .

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XXI, Ecdtegical Interactions isiappropriate
for use in this cluster.

_

p .

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 People Change the Face of the Earth
Page T-442/S-254 Organisms Change Ecosystems (20-30 min-.)

'.
PURPOS : To assess the abilities of people TO alter ecosystems.

ADVANC PREPARATION:
Backg nd Information: People are as much of.the eco-
systems they live'in as other organiems are. Just like
other organisms, we must satisfy our needs for survival%
We need food, energy, shelter, and- living space. In

bur attempts to satisfy these neede, we often signifi-
cantly-change the ecosystems wp

Change in-itself is neither'good nor bad. All or-
,, ganisms affect their ecosystems to some,extent.," Plants

can colonize a mud flat and turn it into a moor or
marsh. Beavers can turn a meadow into a pond. M'any

natural ecosystems are in .a constant state of change,
, turning from one kind of place into another.

Some large-scale human alterations to the environ-
ment Flave clearly benefited people, providing us with
farmland, food, materials, energy, open spaces, and
other needs. Some changes have had unexpected negative
effects. Side effects of the Aswan Dam are described'on
page 261.

Materials: none.
no*

8.41

Language Cards/Key Signe
organisMs

ecosystems
beavers
dams

meadows
ponds
marshes
ducks

fish

North America
EgOt

4,4



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students-read pages 254-255 and answer the questions. Teacher
paraphrase.

2. Discuss the questions with them. To help summarize the information, you \
might take a compare++v'e.-chart on the chalkboard, similar to the one shown \
here. You can tabulate the effects of dams and other construction projects
on the environment and on the kinds of producers and consumers present before
and after the project is built.

4

3. As an optional exercise for some, you might assign a report on the Aswan Dam
and on beaver dams and have the students report their findings to the class.

PEOPLE CHANGE ECOSYSTEMS

Project Purpose

r

Environmental Change Producer Changes Consumer Chances
From To From To From To

1. Dam Building
Building

.

water,

energy,
flood

control

'

forest or
valley

lake

Mt

trees,

grasses,
shrubs,
wild-
flowers

algae,

water
plants,

etc.

- .

deer,

rabbits,
etc.

r

frogs,

fish,

etc.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to naive a few large
construction projects and describe how they have changed
the ecosystems where they took place.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 Peopte Change the Face of the Earth
Page T-444/S-256 Some Effects of Fermin" (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To assess how farmlands and natural ecosystems differ.

/
ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 256 and answer the questions.
Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Discuss the questions with the students and help them
organize their information by making another chart on
the chalkboard or by simply adding to the chart started
during the previous lesson. Have them describe the nat
of the ecosystem and list the populations of plants and
animals before and after making farms. To fill in the
"Before" column, ask students what are (or were) the
native plants and animals in woodlands and meadows in
their area. The students will probably need help with
this information.

ure

Language Cards/Key Signs
farming
prehistOrit people
"face of the earth"
natural ecosystems
woodS
grasslands
landscapes

fertilizers

4

1 3. When the chart has been filled in, ask which changes seem beneficial to people
and which ones seem undesirable. There are no "right" answers td these questions.
For examp'e, the disappearance of native organisms may seem desirable to some
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4

people, if the organisms were dangerous, or a tragic loss of wilderness to other
people.

4. As an optional- exercise you might /love some Students do a report on the Great
Dust Bowl of the 1930's, in which poor farming and grazing practices tad a
disastrous effect on a huge ecosystem. Those students could report their find-
ings to the class.

,

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to state some effects of
farming on the ecosystem.

*************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-3, People Change the 'Face Of the-Earth
Page T-445/S-257 Burning Down the Woods (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the theme of large-scale Changes to ecosystems by describing
the first method people used to clear forests for hunting, farming, and.
grazing.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 257 and study the illustra-
tions. Teacher may paraphrase.,

2. Biscuss the answers to the questions. Students may be

so used to warnings against starting fires that they
are reluctant to see the desirability 9f doing so from
the point of view of people not blessed with bulldozers.

3. Add this example of human changes to ecosystems to the

\
chart begun earlier.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain why clearing land
-by burning has provided important advantages to people.

****************************************************************4******************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 People Change the Face of the Earth
Page T-446/S-258 The Effects of Livestock (45-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To illustrate the effect on ecosystems of overgrazing livestock.

4

Language Cards/Key Signs

burn
forest fire
woods
primitive tribes
meadow
pasture
prairies
grasslands

landscapes
graze
bulldozers

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Overgrazing is the inevitable
result of- the unrestricted use of common grazing lands.
The game_the students will play. simulates sitqations
that have actually happened many times throughout the ie.

' ' world. Some barren, eroded areas of the southwestern
United States, for example, were once lush meadowland.
The point to stress in this activityis not however,
that people have destroyed large parts of the environ-
ment. Rather, stressthat the environment has to be
used carefully to prevent its being - ruined.

Materials scrap paper and watches or clocks with sweep second hand

Language Cards/Key Signs
livestock

hunt
raising herds of animals
fenced-in pastures
sheep
grass
overgrazing
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Instruct the students to read pages 258 and 259. Teacher may paraphra'se.

.2. Review the game's procedure, emphasizing that the students add an "animal"
every 30 seconds but do not add'a "grass raiser."

3. Divide the class into groups of three. Playing the game should take less than
10 minutes. Let the students play it twice to make sure they get the-point.

. 4. Discuss the questions in class. You may want to add this method o.f people's
altering the ecosystem to the chart already begun'. One obvious difference in
this alteration is that the ecosystem can be almost entirely wiped out, since
rain and wind can carry away the exposed topsoil essential for the growth of
the producers, the plants.

5. Ask how overgrazing compares to the situation described on page 252. The im-
balances of producers and consumers in both cases are similar.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to state the effect do an
ecosystem of unrestricted grazing of Livestock.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 iJeople Chdnge the Face of the Earth
Page T-448/S-260 ,O.verfishinq (20-30 min.)

PURPOSp To illustrate the effects of overfishing and #o consider ways to control
our use of natural food resources.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - nbne

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
,

1. Have th'e'studens read the first two paragraphs on
page 260 and stop to discuss the question at the end

. of the second paragraph: Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Add-this alteration of ecosystems to the chart begun
earlier, if you wish.

3. Have the students answer the three questions at the
end of this lesson: and discuss the questions thoroughly.
Let the students express their feelings on this very
current and important. issue.

Language Cards/Key Signs
New Englarld

Canada
fishermen
bluefin tuna
Portuguese -----

sperm whales
sea turtles
overfishing
prey

endangervi species

4. Suggest that interested students contact the National. Marine FisheriesjService,
Washington, D.C., to find-out the current status of the bluefins.

5. Extend this lesson, if you wish, by having several students repOrt on the status
of blue whales, sperm whales, or some other endangered species they may have
heard about. In these reports it is important_to stress the reasons for the
problem and what, if anything, people are aoing or have already done to save
the organism from extinction.
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DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to describe the consequences
to the ecosystem of overfishing a single kind of fish and
,the ways to prevent this from happening.

********.********************* i(******************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 People Change the Face of the Earth

' Page T-450/S-261 Envirobmentat Impact Studies (20-30 min;)

r

PURPOSE: To introduce a tool for prbventing ecological damage: the Environmental
Impact Study.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: When the name - calling gets

started between environmentalists and developeri over
a proposed construction projeCt,it may seem as though
the issue is nature versus' people- Environmentalists'
are"apt to be depicted by their opponents as loving
plants and animals ripre than People. Developers are

apt to be depicted as being insensitive to nature
The stbry of some of the Aswan Dam problems onpage

, 261 sbows the fallacy behind such simplifications.
The rear issues can never be nature versus people,
because people are part of nature. We live in eco-
systems, not'outside them. Any serious disruption
of a large_ecosystem will affect people; too,

Language Cards/Key Signs
environment' impact study

Aswan Dam
Ni Pe River

mud

snails

farmlands
minerals A

predict
ocean
hotel

sooner or eater. 0+.

The Aswan Dam was built to supply electricity and regulate the flow of the
Nile so it would not annually overflow its banks.-The-adverse effects ot the
dam are not limited to "nature." When marine food chains were severaly dis-

rupted, fishing fleets returned to port with nearly empty holds. The loss of
farmland and the epidemic spread of Sth'rstosomiasis due to the snails have deen

disastrous for the local people. (Schistosomiasis is a severaly debilitating

disease in which kidneys, liver, and lungs are.attacked. The victims may

eventually die.)
In case after case, when planners have left the environment out"of their

pranning, people have e entuelly suffered, as well as other populations of

organisms.
Environmental Impaqt Studies are used to try to prevenf'so-called "develop-

.

mants" from wrecking ecosystems. When the environment is taken into account by-
planners, the results can be true developments that benefit people, but not at

theexpense of the environment. -

Materials none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read pages 261-262 and allow them time to answer the questions.

Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Encourage the students to review in their minds all the ways they have studied
that people have adversely affected ecosystems. Ask if 'they see any' chance 6f

these problems being repeated in this situation. Where?. How? How could it .

be prevented?

3. Write their reasons for or against each site on the chalkboard or het up a small

debate on the issue if you wish. If necessary, play devil's advocat'''e to help
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students see all sides of the problem.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to assess the impact on the
environment of a major construction project.

****************************t******************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4A-3 People Change the Face of the Earth
Page T-452/S-263 Effects of People (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the'students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1. Describing some changes in ecosystems -CI- resulted from human

activities.
2. Predicting how construction projects might affect natural ecosystems.
3. Proposing ways that people can use ecosystems without destroying them.

- :TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: -

1. Have the students read the questions on page 263.

2. Review the questions with them and instruct them to answer the questions on )
a sheet of notebook paper.

3. Discuss the answers with them when they have finished. If a student correctly
responds to the questions, you may assume that he or she has demonstrated the
objectives for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.

**************************************************************************************
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Level 6 Unit 4 Energy and Ecosystems

Part B Resources. and Problems, Lesson Cluster 4B-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching strategies Lesson Title

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-458 Introduction We Cannot Make or Destroy Matter 20-30 min.

T -460 Development Kinds of Resources , 25-30 min.

T-461 Enrichment Recycling Water 30-40 min.

T-462 Development Why Conserve Resources? 20-25 min.

T-464 Development How Can We Conserve? 20-30 min.

1-465 Application Managing with Less 30-35 min.

T-466 Evaluation Resources 20-30 min.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the fist on page T-455:
-large poster size copy of chart "Natural resources Used By People;"

*see lesson Kinds of Resources

.
.-items made of recycled material

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Se XI, Ecological Interactions, are appro-

priate for use in this unit. .

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Conserving Resources

Page T-458/S-265 We Cannot Make or Destroy Matter (20 -30 min.)

PURPOSE:. To introduce the principle that matter can neither be ci'eated nor destroyed,

and therefore there is a limit to our available resources and a limit to

our ability to dispose of waste products.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: This cluster is about the

reasons for conserving natural resources and methods

of corservation. A conserving society will not run

out of vital supplies. The other benefit of con-

servation is that we will not produce more wastes than

oUr ecosystems Can safely handle.
You might wish to emphasize to the students the tre-

mendous varied demands we have placed on our ecosystem
Do this by keeping an ongoing list of the natural
resources we require, our uses for themand ways to

conserve these resources. It is neither possible

nor even desirable to completely avoid producing

waste products as we live. However, if the waste
produced exceeds tNe ability of ecosystems to absorb
it, then waste products accumulate, and we poison our

(

'own envieohment.

Materials

,

- none

.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
to make
create

destroy
matter

..'

copper ore

copper metal
metals
conservatigp



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Havd-the students read pages 265-266-and answer the questions. Teacher may
payaphrase.

2. Discuss the answers thoroughly when the students have finished.

1'
3 Suggest that some interested students prepare a report on metals besides copper
// that are used extensively by modern societies. Iron, aluminum, chromium, zinc,
flead,. and silver are possibilities. Reports should focus on sources of the

its uses, and suppl problems, if any now exist. These students could
then present their finding to the class.

DESIREDLEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to list some resources that
society is consuming in great quantities,and:list some
wastes society is producing in great'quantities.

*********4**********************************************4****************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Conserving 3esources
Page T-460/S-267 Kinds'of Resources (25-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To distinguish between naturally, renewable; recyclable, and nonrenewable
resources.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: Before we can talk sensibly
about conserving resources, we must distinguish between
the kinds of resources we have. That is the purpose
of this lesson. The categories discussed are nonre-
newable, recyclable, and naturally renewable resources.

A fourth category replaceable. resources,.is also pos-
sible. For example, wood has been replaced by metals
and plastics in many cases. But replacing one resource
with another does not provide a permanent-solution to
the probleth of fitlite resources. The substitute materials
are also finite. For example, the depletion of our
har4wood forests has fostered the increased use of plastics
by the furniture industry. But plastics come from oil,
which all nations are trying to conserve.

Materials - large poster size copy of the chart "Natural Resources Used by
People" (see below) to be displayed in room during this cluAer

-any material or prOduct that has be9n made from recycled material;
t4,-i-stis usually marked on the product or package

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 267 and answer the questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Discuss the answers to the questions and use the information to begin a Conser-
vation Chart similar to the one shown here. You can add other items to the

,chart as the class goes throUgh this cluster of activities.
Ts

Language Cards/Key Signs
resources
recycled
polluted
r'enewabJe

nonrenewable
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NATURAL RESOURCES USED BY PEOPLE

Resources Type Uses ' How.to Conserve

copper
..

,

nonrenewable wire, 'pipes

. . .

recycle

3: Show the class,an item you were able to find that s madeJrom necycled
material.

4. Consider with the clats any material that the school throws away in great
quantity.' For example, especially sheets used only on 1 side; cafeteria items
such as plastic trays, jars, egg cartons. As a class trY to think of ways'
these and other items may be used again in different ways and not just thrown
away. Emphasize that reusing an item is a form of recycling. This exercise
could deveJop into a school-wide recycling and anti-waste campaign.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to distinguish between
naturally renewable, recyclable, and nonrenewable(
resources and give an example of each.

ENRIG#IMENT: Lesson Cluster-4B-1 Conserving Resources
Page T-461 Recycling Water (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate how water from rivers and oceans_ is recycled into fresh.
rainwater. This lesson does not appear in the student text.

-ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: The water cycle is the sequence
of evepts in which rainwater falls on the land; flows
into rivers, lakes and oceans; and evaporates into the
a r to fall as rain again. As water vapor evaporates,
it leaves behind dirt particles, salt, anp other sub-
sta tes it has collected. This process is a form of
natu P.purification.. Unfortunately, as the rain
falls, it may be dirtied by particles.of air pollution,
so rain ter is seldom really pure.

Materials lastic boxes, such as sweater boxes, or rectangular aquariums
- plastic wrap
soil

-small bowls or shallow cups
- metal washers or small weights
- salt

temble the necessary materials for this activity before the class period.
can use the model ecosystems from the preceding cluster, plants and all,-

-oe

Language Cards/Key Signs
recycling
water cycle
rainwater
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if students constructed them from sweater boxes or rectangular aquariums. 'Pies-
tic-bag or gallon-jar ecosystems won't work for this'activity.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the water cycle described .on pages 214 and.267mith the class.

2. Make a drawing on the chalkboard like-the one shown in Figure 4-1. Explain to
the students that they will make a model showing how water is purified in nature.

3. Make the materials available to the clats and explain their use. The container
should be raised at one end with a book or block, A shallow cup (A) pr bowl
at the,lower end will contain water. A second cup (B), positioned under the .

sagging, weighted plastic wrap, will collect condensing droplets.

.

4. Have some groups of stddents fill the A cups with water that,hasa little dirt
mixed in to make it muddy ,like river water. Have the other'groups add a teaspoon
of salt to their A cups, simulating ocean wafer.

5. Instruct studehts to set theft water-recycling systems in a-sunny or bright spot
in the room. Solar energy. drives the water cycle.

6. The next day they can uncover the boxes and take out the B cups. Is the water
in.them.....cleari or dirty? The students who evaporated "ocean water"'can dip in
a clean finger tip and taste the "rainwater" they collected to see if it is
salty.

7. Ask students why some places op Earth might not get much rainfall and suffer
water shortages as a result. Have them look to their model§ for possible
answers. In the model, water only falls under the washer. Various meteoro-
logical phenomena affect where rain falls. Review the influence of mountains

/ described on page 21b,
washer

plastic wrap

aquarium or
plastic box

Figure 4 -1. A Setup for Recycling Water.
I

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The-students should be able to describe how water is
purified in nature.

************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson bluster 4B-1 Conserving Resources
Page T-462/S-268 Why Conserve Resources? (20-25 min.)

010_

PURPOSE: To further. develop the'need to conserve resoerces and the consequences of
pot conserving.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none

TEApHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read pages 268-269 and answer the
question. Teacher may paraphrase.' Discuss the
answers to the question. Stress the effects on eco-
systems of obtaining natural resources and fear of
shortages as reasons for conserving natural resources.

Language Cards/Key Signs
conserve
resources
oil

copper
plastic
create ,'_
ecosystems

2. During reading have students name all the things in the school and general
environment th'at are made of plastic. They should be reminded, if necessary,
that their hearing aids are made partly from plastic. This discussion should
help them to understand the impact of a plastic shortage.

3. Add oil to the Natural Resources Chart begun earlid' in this cluster.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to list several reasons
for conserving natural resources.

*************************************************************************************

No.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-1 Conserving Resources
Page T-464/S-270 How Can We Conserve? (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop ways our society can conserve resources.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background, Information: The examples of; resources used
in thiS lesson have been chosen to highlight several
important characteristics of our consumer'-oriented
society. One characteristic is private ownership of
tools and other items that the owners use infrequently
and could conceivably share. A second characteristic
is the proliferation of gadgets and labor-saving
devices. Another characteristic is the tendency of
industry to create nonreusable products. Finally,
municipal governments generally attempt to get rid
of garbage and trash rather than salvage any of the
energy or'materials in it. (Relatively few communi-
ties recycle glass and metals from their trash, and
very few,plants have been built to supply towns with
heat by burning garbage, although ,thetechnology is

In each of these instances, the students can think
of numerous ways that resources could be conserved and
numerous, reasons why most people and local governments
ddn't practice much conservation.

Materials'- none
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Language Cards/Key Signs
conserve
resources
'electric

nonreturnable
conservation



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:.

1. Instruct the students to read page 70 and answer the questiohs at the end of
the reading. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Discuss the questions; giving students the opportunity to Aink of ways to
conserve resources in the+r own lives.

3. Encourage students to think of reasons, other than ignorance or indifference,
why people usually don't practice conservation. It often appe4e that being
-wasteful is more convenient and less expensive than conserving; at least in
the short run.

4. Addstudents' suggestiohs to the chart constructed earlier in this cluster,
if you wish.

5. Extend this lesson to include some practical problems for interested students
to investigate, if they wish: ,

at How much water is wasted from aleaky faucet?
b) How much heat is lost in terms of wasted fuel oil from an uninsulated or

podrly insulated house?
c) How much gasoline is wasted in cars with poor fuel economy?

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to list several ways to
conserve natural resources in everyday activities.

************************************************************************************
-4249B

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4B -1 Conserving Resources
Page T-465/S-271 Managing With Less (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To discover the automobile's use of natural resources and ways to cbn-
serve these resources.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 271 and answer the questi.ons
They should be able to refer to the Natural Resources
Chart prepared earlier in this cluster.

2. Review their answers with them.

Language Cards/Key Signs
managing
commuters
ecosystems
conserve

" 3. As an alternative to having students individually answer the questions, you
might want. to divide the class into two groups, Have one group prepare a

bulletin board display that addresses the second question. Have another group

prepare a display focusing on questions 1 and 3. For example, students could

construct a highway scene with large arrows pointing to the resources used and
a brief wood or statement at the end oi the arrow indicating ways to conserve.

IRED LEARNING OUTCOME:' The students should be able to list the resources used
by automobile commuters and suggest ways to conserve these

resources.
*************************************************,*******************.***************
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EVALUATION: Lesson CTuster 4B-1 Conserving Resources
4 Page T-466/S-212' Resources (20-20'min.) :

--1110

..

PURPOSE: To evaluate ttie students' performance in relation to the. following
objectives:

.

1. Proposing ways to conserve va-luable resources.
2. Distinguishing between 'ntturally renewable, recyclable, and nonre-

newable resources. ,

TEA6HING SUGGESTIONS:

4

1. Have the students read page 272 of the text and write down their answers. to
the questions.

2. Review the answers thoroughly. If a student correctly responds to most of the
questions, you may assume that he or she has demonstrated the objectives for
the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.

******************************************************************************************
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.Level 6 Unit 4 Energy and Ecosystems

Part B 'Resources and Problems, Lesson Cluster 4B -2

.,A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

,

Page
.

.
.

Teaching Strategies LeSson Title
reaching Time

Suggested IP

T=472
T-474

T-476
T-480
T-482
T-483

.

Introduction

.Development
Development
Development
Application'
'Evaluation

-

Nothing Is Ever Really Lost
Water Pollution
Air Pollution
Managing Town Dumps ----.

What Should We Do About Throwaways?
, Trash Cans

.

20-0 min.
30-40 min.

.

40 -50 min.

30-40 min.
20-30 min..

20-30 min.

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION:, Filmstrip Set XX1, Ecological Interactions, is appro-
priate for use in this unit.

INTRORUCTION: Lesson Cluster 48-2 Everything Goes Someplace
Page T-472/S-273 Nothing Is Ever ally Lost (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the underlying reason for pollution.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: Allthe activities of living
things that use materialS and energy'produce waste
prOducts. Wastes are inevitable, In the usual course
of events, materials are cycled through ecosystems so
that the waste products of one population become the
raw materi-als of another population. People, however,-
often produce more wastes than the natural enuironment_
can use and produce many wastes that act as poisons,
not raw materials, for other organisms.

Materials - none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
tro

ti

Language_Cards/Key Signs
matter
destroyed
disposing
waste matter
dumps
trash heaps
pollution

1. Have the students read page 273 and answer the questions at the end of the
reading.

.During the discussion of the questions, you might want to prepare a chart on
the chalkboard of the materials with which. people pollute the environment. You
could organize thelist by water, air and land pollution. Lit the sources
of the pollution in each area and ways to reduce that pollution. As the ressons-

.

in this cluster progress, you can add to:the chart.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to explain why some pollutiOP,
is unavoidable and give a few examples of the sources of
pollution. %.

**44***************,********************************************************************

8 7 ;7
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Everything Goes Someplace
Page T-474/S-274 Water Pollution (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the sources of water 'pollution and its effects on Jakes,

' eirivers, and oceans.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: This lesson classifies two
kinds of pollution that affect water. The first
kind is generally'poisonous to life. This material
usually comes from industrial waste products that
get into the water and accumulate to a deadly level..
These poisonous materials include mercury, lead,
various pesticides, and a number of other chemical
waste products, During the normal biological life
prOcesses in an ecosystBm, these waste products are
not broken down (or degraded); therefore these sub-
stances are called nonbiodegradable. The other type
of pollution'is not in itself poisonous. Rather,

this material leads to an excessive amount of life in
an aquatic ecosystem. The end result is that there
is-not enough oxygen in the water to support life.
Because these pollutants are broken down in the water,
they are called biodegr4.clable.

Even relatively small amounts of poisonous materials
can pollute water. But it takes large amounts of
sewage, food wastes, and other organic wastes to over-
load a good-sized lake or river.

As with Other activities in this part, local pro-
blems and practices are given special emphasis.

Language Cards/Key Signs
water pollution
sewage
poisonous
ecomposers
x en

Materials none

TEACHING SUGGESTION4p

1. Have the students read pages 274-275. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Youmay want to divide the class into several group*. One group can get in
touch with the area water department and find out how local waters are treated.
The health department can answer another group's questions about local water
quality. If there is a recreation department with jurisdiction over a local
beach, a third group can contact it. A fourth group might try library research.

3,- The class may waril(to arrange visits under your supervfsiov'to these town
departments. Otherwise, one person n'each group, armed wifh!ar.list of questions
the group- has prepared, can interview to official over the phone.

. Have the students report to the class on their findings about local water pol-
lution problems, if there are any. There are in most towns.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should beltible to describe examples of
water pollution and discuss the causes.

*************************************************************************************
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7 DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Everything Goes Someplace
. Page T -476/S -276 Air Pollution (50 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate the amount and sources of one type of local air pollution.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Information: .Air pollutants can be Oassi-
. fied as gases or particles (sometimes calred,particu-

late matter). Dangerous gases from car exhausts and
furnaces are not easily investigated by students,
but particles are. They can be collected, looked at ,

under magnifying lenses, amounts compared, and so on.

Materials -light cardboard or file cards
scissors

-transparent tape
string; eqch piece 12" long

-magnifying lenses
"-patterns. for Dust-E-Cube from Appendix L
-glue

-compass or local map
prepare a model of Dust-E-Cube for the class

.TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
air pollution
dust
pollen
car exhaust
Dust-E-Cube

Or

1. Have the students read page 276and discuss air pollution generally. Ask them
what aft pollution is. How do they know the air 4s polluted? Can they always
see air pollution? Smell it?

2. Have the students read the instructions on pages 277-278. Discuss the procedure
with them and then show them-a complete Dust-E-Cube. If you duplicate the
pattern in.Appendix L, students can glue it onto a piece of cardboard and cut
it out. Otherwise, they will have to trace the pattern on page 277 and glue it
into their cardboard.

3. Distribute the materials and instruct the students to follow the directions in
the text to make their own cubes.

4. Have the students hang their cubes in various places around the,school, its
grounds, and other places in,fihe community, if this is feasible.

5. .Be sure to emphasize the need to indicate North on one side of the cube and to
hang the cube with this side toward the north. A compass or local map will be
helpful. Then with the data available, have the,students answer the questions
on page 278.

6. After two Or three days have students retrieve their Dust-E-Cubes and ekamine
them. Magnifying lenses will be helpful. Then with the data available, have
the students answer the questions'on page 278.

7. During the discussion students should share their results and try to determine
where the dirtiest and cleanest places in the community might be and why.

8, Emphasize that this is a test of only one form of air pollution.
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9. Add the information'gained heetto the pollution chart begin earlier, if you wish.

10. OPTIONAL: Have students divide the tape into four equal-sized sections and count
the number of particles in one section using magnifying lenses. Then they can
multiply that num6er by.4. That will give them a quantitative indicator of the
particles in the air at that location for the time period the cube was up. This
is a simplified version of the method used by various environmental organizations..
and government agencies to measure the amount of particlate matter in the air:
If students keep records of this measurement over long periods'of time, they
may.see patterns develop. Some students might want to undertake a study of this
kind.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: Tne students should be able to identify areas in their
school and neighborhoods that are high and low in particles
of air pollution and suggest reasons for the differences
between the areas.

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Everything Goes Someplace
Page T-480/S-279 Managing Town Dumps (30-40 min.).

%

PURPOSE: To investigate which waste products and materials car be decomposed and
which are not biodegradable.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Society products mountains of
garbage and trash everyday. Much of this material
can be broken down by decomposers and returned to the
soil. As the students will find in this lesson, food,
pbper wastes, and other organic material are readily
broken down by sOil microorganisms. Much garbage is
not bi-odegradable, however. Metals, plastics, and
glass belong in this category. Recycling the nonbio-
degradable materials and burying the organic materials -

in a sanitary, landfill would enable a town to, help
conserve resources and minimize pollution problems.
Unfortunately, few towns have the equipment to eco-
ndmically salvage valuable materials from garbige
for-recycling. And most towns do not have land
set aside for sanitary landfills. However, more and
more towns are moving toward these solutions to their
solid waste disposal problems.

Language Cards/Key Signs
dumps
garbage
landscape
trash
sanitary landfill
compost pile

Materials -plastic trays (try to re-use ones from cafeteria or grocery,store)
- garden soil

- garbage (vegetable matter, paper, metal, plastic scraps)
-unlined paper and pencils

Have the students bring in smelt piece
lesson. Kitchen scraps are fine, but
as pieces of meat are apt to stink as
garden, lawn, or woodland soil, not ste
latter soils will not contain the worms
the.organic wastes.

of trash and garbage on the day of the
hould consist of vegetable matter only,
hey rot. The soil you bring in should be
ilized potting soil or subsoil. 'These
and microorganisms needed to dedompose



' TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the instructions on,,pages 279 and 280-for setting up
their own sanitary landfills. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Discuss the procedure with them.

3. AlJow them to set up their landfills, reminding them that the soil, should be
damp, but not muddy.

4. The containers can be kept anywhere in the room where they will not be underfoot.
.They should not smell if directions have been followed and the trays e not
overloaded with food wastes. Avoid sunny locations where the soil m dry out.
Use Identification Card as a label.

dp.

5. Instruct the students to dig up their landfills in aweek or two and see'what
remains of the buried wastes.

6. Djscussthe questions with them and then add this information on land pollution
to the chart started earlier in this cluster.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to list some-waste products
that are biodegradable and some that are nonbiodegradable.

***********************************************************************t*************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 Everything Goes Someplace
Page T-482/S-281 What Should We Do About Throwaways? 20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate the pollution problems associated w
consider various ways to solve this problem.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -examples of throwaway
items (soda cans, beer
bottles, cans, etc:)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

ii-throwaways and to

Language Cards/Key Signs
throwaways,
drink containers
ballpoint pens
portable radios

1. Have 'the students read page .281 and answer the"'

questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

Discuss the_questions with the students and add this source of pollution to the
chart begun earlier in thp cluster.. Allow the chart to stay on the chalkboard
until the day of the evaluation lesson. It should be erased before students do
-the Wrap Up.

3. Kaye the students bring to class examples of throwaways and prepare a display
table or bulletin board with these items, if you Wish. For each item you could
ask studentt to think of an alternative to the throwaway.

DESIRED, LEARNING OUTCOME: The students shou'ld be able to list several items that
are throwaWays, explain how these items contribute to
pollution, and suggest'ways to substitute a less polluting
alternative. -

**************************************************************************************
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EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-2 'Everything Goes Someplace
Page T-483/S-282 Trash Cans (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: .To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the f9llowing
objectives:
1. Listing the kinds of wastes people create that pollute the air, water,

and land.
2. Identifying problems caused by pollution.
3. Explaining how recycling, sanitary landfills, and composting can

reduce garbage disposal problems.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students answer the questions on page 282 on a sheet of notebook paper.
If the students find the analogy of air, water, and land to trash cans confusing
don't use it.

2. Review the questions thoroughly with them. If a student correctly responds to
most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has demonstrated the ob-
jective for the cluster and is ready to go on to the next cluster.

**************************************************************************************

et'
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Level 6 Unit 4 Energy and Ecosystems

Part B Resources

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

and Problems, Lesson Cluster 4B-3

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson Title
- Teaching Time

Suggested

T-488 Introduction We All Cause Pollution 20-30 min.
T-492 Enrichmeqt Classroom Waste 30-35 min.
T-489 Developmeht Pollution Can Be Reduced 30-35 min.
1-490 Development We Are All Affected By ,

Pollution
20-30 min.

T-493 Application Watch Out for Yourself 20-30 min.
T-494 Evaluation Cleat and Dirty 20-30 min.

...
.

t B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the list on page T-485
- pictures of lakes, beaches, etc. that have been po luted by oil
spills and industrial waste; also pictures of smog as it settles
over a city. National Geographic, Time Magazine are possible
sources.

. .

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XXI, Ecolbgical Interactions, is appropriate
. for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 Our Part In The Pollution Problem
Page 1-488/S-283 We All Cause Pollution (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To considec various ways
the environment.

to reduce the, amount of waste people contribute

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background Informption - There are many things people
can do tp reducetheir personal contribution to the
pollution problem. For example, we can use lesser
amounts of polluting substances. We can sultIspltute

.ssubstances that are less polluting for the one we
.

ordinarily use. We cart dispose of wastes more
..carefully. And we can change our haNts and not use
some goods and services.
There is no mi to the ways a class can think of for

ireducing pollu on. Not alit ways, however, are likely to
.

..

Materi4IS - paper and pencils

Language Cards /Key Signs
pollution
waste

environment
transportation--

Identification Cards

TEACHI 66ESTIONS:

1. Have the s nts read page 284 and answer the questions.

200 883

be practical, or popular.

*
Teacher may paraphrate.
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2. Discuss their answers. It will be most effective to make a master list on a
chalkboard or bulletinfioard.

34 As an optional exercise, have The students choose an industry such as clothing
or record making and find out, with the help of the library or a local resource
perspn, some of the wastet,the industry produces.

4. For the. Enrichment that follows this esson, please see T-492.
$

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should/be able to list several ways that they
directly and indird'ctly contribute pollution to the environ-

. ment.
************************************************************J*******).*******************

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 Our Part in the Pollution Problem
Page T-492 Classroom Waste (30-35 min,)

,

1B10PPOSE: To investigate .how much solid waste classrooms produce. This lesson does
not appear.in the student text. This lesson should foT*Q.w (1) We All Cause
Pollution.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
BaCkground Information This activity is a good complement to the Introduction
since it focuses on magnitude, while the Introduction focused on kinds of wastes.
This activity is useful also in showing Ow much waste is created by supposedly
"clean,' everyday activities such as school work, as opposed to factories, which
are usually considered the villains.

Materials -,paper and penciils
large'plestic garbage with ties
bathroom scale or scale om nurse's office

Inform the principal and the janitor that u will be,collecting classroom wastes
every day for a week. Inform the janitor, tha you don't want ttie contents of

,wastebaskets or floor sweepings removed at the a of each day. Provide a large
plastic bag for the janitor to fill with each day sweepings, or have the class
Sweep the floor and collect the%dirt in a bag.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Inform the class that it is going to undertake a quantitative study of solid
,wastes by collecting. all the dirt, an,d'trash it produces for a week.

2. Provide large,plastic garbage bags for waste collection. If you have the same
class all day, students can Purp,the room's wastebaskets into the bags at the.end
of each day. If you have several classes a day, you may wish to have each class
use its own plastic bag.

3. At the 'end of the week, have st udents weigh the wastes that have been collected. 1

easiest,way may,pe to'havera student holding,a trash bag get weighed and then
subtract his or her weight without the trash.

4. Have students estimate bow much waste the class will produce in-a school year by
multiplying the week's.wattes by the number of weeks in the school year.
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5. Have students estimate how much waste tqe whole school produces in a school

year.

6. Call the Department of Sanitation and find out how the "Sc hool's wastes are dis-

posed of.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should lae_able to estimate how much solid

waste a single classroom produces.
*******************************************************************w*********t*******

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 Our.Part in-the Pollution Problem

Page T-489/S-284 Pollution Can Be Reduced <30-35 min*

PURPOSE: To consider the various direct and indirect ways*eople add wastes to the

environment. -

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - Almost everyone thinks that

Pollution is something businesses and factories cause.
We are not supposed to be responsible for that. But

of course that isn't true. We all add wastes to the

environment. And the businesses and factories that

cause pollution do so while-making things for us to

use. It is important for the class to learn and re-
member Pogo'l famous statement, "We have met the

enemy, and he is us."

Materials 7 paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

reduced
devices
smokestack
soot
personal

Identification Cards

1. Have the students read. page 283 and answer. the questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. RevieW the questions with the students. Have them.consider whether their sugges-

tions are practical and whether they would be population or unpopular.

3. Ask students how' much they are willing to spend and ,tibvi much extra work they are

willing to do to reduce pollution. For example, are-they willing to use re-

turnable drink containers instead of nonreturnable containers? Would they be

willing to buy clothing made of wood and cotton that costs more than comvrable

Clothing made of synthetics, which cause rpore'spollution 'during manufacture? Are

they willing to do more things by hand and less by machine? Do they think most

other people would agree with them? Accept all their answers without moralizing.

The point of these questions is for the students to determine what their own values

are on these subjects.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should.be able to state various ways they can

reduce the amount' of waste they add to the environment

***********************************************************************e*4*********)(
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 Our Part in the - Pollution Problem
Page T-490/S-285 We Are All Affected by Pollution (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To develop the idea of the health hazards associated with pollution.
ss.,

ADVANCE PREPARATION:

Background information - Students usually regard
. poiluation as imainlya matter of litter. They see
it as an aesthetic problem, i.e. it's ugly, rather
than a health problem. Without needlessly getting
into details of specific diseases associated with
specific kinds of pollution, the lesson shouldipapke
it, clear that pollution is' very dangerous to you
health.

Some places are clearly unhealthier than others.4-
Butno place is free of pollution. Chemicals are
carried by the air and oceans to places far fro0 where
they were first used. Towns that pollute relatively
Fittle,are often downstream and downwind from heavy
polluters_ People who move to suburbs to escape the
city cOmmute there to work each day.

p

Language Cards/Key Signs
affects
health

breathe
coughing,
sneezing
lung disease
poisonous

A
Identification Cards

Materials - piCtures of lake's, beaches, etc., that have been polluted by al
spills, industrial wastes, etc. and_pictures of smog settled over a city like
Los Angeles. National Geographic, Scientific American, Time are possible sources.

TEACHING'SUGGESTIPNS:

411) 1. Have the students read pages 285-286 and answer t6 questions. Teach may para-
phrase.

2. RevieW the questions with the students, emphasizing that pollution is dangerous
and more th9n an eyesore..

3. As an optional exercise, you might have'a few interested students report on some
examples of pollution problems that have posed a serious health hazard., or have
the students keep a record of events that they hear about in the news that show
how various forms of pollution pose health hazards.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to state several ways in which
pollution is a health hazard.

*******************************************:*************************14***************

cir

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4B-3 Our Pact in the Pollution Problem
11 ,Page T-493/S-287 Watch Out For Yourself (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE:. To apply knowledge of the dangers of pollu tion to classifying play areas
in terms of safety.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

11)
1. instruCt the students to read the questions and study

the illus,trations on pag287. Teacher may paraphrase.
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Language Cards/Key Signs-
polluted
somewhat polluted
badly polluted
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2. After they answer question 1 about both play areas, have them think very care-
fully about where they play. Have them list the areas where they play and the
kinds of pollution they might encounter there. They should then classify their
play' area as instructed in question 3.

3. Encourage students to report any obvious dangers in any playground to the proper

authorities. The students should understand that they have a right to a safe play
area in.their community.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to use their knowledge of
pollution'to classifying the safety of their play areas.

***************************************************t*********************************
.

EVALUATION: Lesson cluster 4B-3 Our Part in the Pollution Problem
Page T-494/S-288 Clean and Dirty (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relafion to the following
objectives:
1. E 'aining how people's dairy activities can add pollution to the

environment.
2. Describing ways to reduce the pollution they personally cause.
3. Stating several -health hazards caused by pollution. .

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - Ironically, much pollution is .caused by people trying to

clean up their 'mediate environment. Detergents get into local waters and cause

water pollution. Getting rid of dirt and trash around. the house means putting
the trash someplace else.
To reduce this unintended pollution various actions are possible. Using soaps

or detergents that do not contain phosphates (which act Itke fertilizers for
aquatic plants) is preferable to using ordinary detergents. Also, one should use

only as much cleanser as is necessary.- Glass and metal cans can be separated from
household garbage and taken to recycling centers. Burn,ing leaves creates air ppllu-

tion, but composting them does not. Vacuum cleaners should be turned off when not

441use to avoid wasting electricity.
While these various efforts at reducing pollution can have a definite effect, the

class should not get the impression that they will solve the so-called "pollution
problem." A society that consumes large amount of materials and energy will always

produce large amount of pollution.

TEACHING 'SUGGEST IC*:

1. Instruct the students tc,.read the two probqems on page 288 and answer the question
on a sheet of notebook paper.

2. Discuss the questions thoroughly with the students, emphasizing the need for aware-
ness of how we all pollute our ecosystems so that we can then take steps to reduce

the pollution we-cause.
If a student correctly responds to,most of the questions, you may assume that he

or she has demonstrated the objectives forthe cluster and ?s ready to go on to

"the next cluster.
***************************************************!**********************************
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Level 6 Unit 4 Energy and Ecosystems

Part C Using Energy Wisely, Lesson Cluster 4C-1

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE,

Pegg Teaching Strategies Osson Title -

,Teaching Time
Suggested'

T-500
T-502
T-503
T-504
T-506

Introduction

Development
Development

, Applica'fion

Evaluation

./.

.

Electricity in the Classroom
Electric Use at Home
Reading Your Meter
Conserving Electricity

...,

Using.pnd ing Watts -..

. ..

/
...4-:

30-40 min.
20-30 min'.

40-50 min.
20-30 min.
30-40 min.

.

.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the materials list on page T-497:
-a ditto showing several electric meters with different readings,
as on page S-293.

..

:

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XXI, Ecological Interactions, is appro- .

priate for use in-this unit. i

.INTRODUCTION; Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Using Electricity
Page T -500 /S -290 Electricity in the Classroom (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the uses of electriCenerrgy and the units in which it is
measured.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - On the day of this lesson,
/try, to have as many elec-
tric appliances, bulbs,
slide projectors, and so
forth a's possible in the
room, so the students can
easily obtain the infor-
mation required.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read pages 290-291. Teacher may
paraphrase. Then ask them to copy the chart on page.
291 onto a sheet of notebook paper..

Language Cards/Key Signs
electricity
energy
convenient
transform
electric energy
watt-hours
60 watt bulb

Identification Cards
(label each electrical

`appliance, etc.)

2. Have them write down as many. items in the classroom as they can that use electric
energy.

3. Allow them to investigate the items themselves to-determine their wattage, or,
depending upon the number of students in the classroom, you may assign Certain
studentt to investigate an item and call out the wattage to the entire class.

4.' Discuss with the class the length of time each item may be used. Come to some
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general agreeMent'on these times, so that all students are using the sarAe

figures.
3 ,

5. Have the students complete the data sheets and then help them calculate the
watt-hours of the first two items on their'list. Let them finish the list on
their own.

6. Have students answer the questions. You might suggest that some interested
students estimate the use of electricity by the entire school. 4

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to list the various uses of
electricity in,the .classroom and to make an estimate of
how much electric energy is used In the classrobm each
day.

***********************ii**********************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Usinq_Electricity
Page T-502/5 -292 Electric Use at Home (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To%nvestigate personal use of electric energy in the home or school.

ADVANCE PREP4RATION: Material;s--- paper and pencil

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 292 and make another copy of the chart on page 291

' 4

"Lancluage:Cards/Key Signs
elftric energy-

Ask them to take the charts home and fill them in fon the next.,dlass period, or'
as an alternatiye, the students may use their dormatory school work-

shop, etc., as the source for this information.

3. C mjare the studente' measurements of the watt ratings of the various appfliances.

(Note: All refrigerators do not use the-same number of watts, nor do all

:......toasters, hair dryers, and other appliances.) Also compare ttie estimated times

each appliance is used, since these figures' will vary among students. If the

school was used instead Of each student's home, this step will probably not

4.1 Have the students answer the numbered questions and compare-their answers with
their classfficites'.

IRED LEARNING OUTCOMEt The students should be able to list the various electric
productS' in.their homes and tell how much electric energy

they use.
*****************************************************************t****************4****
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Using Electricity
Page T-50,3/S-293 Reading Your Meter (40-50 min.).

PURPOSE: To calculate the amount of electric energy used in the home.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -paper and pencils
find out where the elec-
tric meter is in the

school and get permission
for Glass to read it

- make a picture of the meter
on page 293 on the board
make a ditto Showing sev-
eral meters with different,
readings

TEACHING'sSUGGESTYQNS;

1. Have ;the students read page 293 and review with them the
procedure for reading meters. Use the drawing of the
meter on the, board as an example during the explanation.

s Label- it with the, identification Card.

2. Have the class complete the practice ditto of different meters. This can be
done in class and/or for homework.

Language Cards/Key Signs
meter
electricity
electric meter
kilowatt hours

'watt-hours
kilowatt
watt

dials
metered amount

Identification Cards
electric meter Y

3. If possible, ask them, to read their meters at home, as described in the text,
over a two-day period: Be sure to remind them of this assignment on the second
day. Students who live in apartment houses may have to ask their building su-
perintendents to show them where their meters are. 4

4. If reading the home meter is not possible, only have the students answer question
numbde'3 in text. Use the Identification Card to label the meter while its
being read.

. Discuss with the students their 'meter readings. It may be necessary, if some
'did not read the meter correctly, to repeat the assignmlt.

6. Have the students answer, the questions, and then discuss the answers with, them.

7. As an optiOnal exercise, you might'have the studerits convert their watt-hour
measurements in the two preceding lessons into kilowatt - hours. Also have them
calculate the cost of school and home electrical use per day, week, or month.

, DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. The students should be'able to determine the amountLof
electric energy used- in their homes by reading their elec-
tric meters.

********k*****4*********************************************************************
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APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-1 Using Electricity
Page T-504/S-294 Conserving Electricity (20-30 min.)

. 4

,5 PURPOSE: To devise ways of conserving electric energy.

NANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Some utility company officials
have estimated that conservation efforts can reduce an
average family's electric usage by 20-25%. This is

obviously a substantial savings in energy and n y.

However, most electric energy is used by our s ty

for industrial purposes. Accomplishing a significant

overall reduction in energy usage is therefore beyond
the power of individuals and families. It is up to

business.

Materials -paper and pencils

TEACHI4G-SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
conserving
aluminum industry

1. Have the students read pages 294-295 and answer the questions. Teacher may

paraphra'se.

2. .Discuss the students' suggestions and list them on the chalkboard.

3. Extend'the discussions iic_you wish, by estimating what each action listed above

might save in kilowatt-hours'or money. For example, if a family of four decided

to abandon the use of a hair dryer that uses 1000 watts of energy and is used

by each member of the family, for 5 minutes per day, that would be 20 minutes per

day, or 6000 minutes (10 hours) per month. 11 the kilowatt-hour cost was 4 cents,

that would be a 40-cents saving per month. Obviously, few families would be

interested in saving $.10 a month per family member by giving up daily use of a

convenience. Discuss the difficulty of getting people to reduce their electric

energy comsumption.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to list ways to conserve

electric energy.
***************************************************************************************

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster, 4C-1 Using Electricity
Page T-506/S-296 Using and Saving Watts (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following objectives:.

1. Comparing the relative amqunts of electriity used by various appliances.

2. Describing ways to conserve electricity in the use of. various appliances.

3. Explaining how recycling products can conserve energy.

4. Explaining why durable products conserve energy over short-lived products.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read page 296 and answer the questions on asheet of notebook

,paper. ache:- may paraphrase.

2. ReView the questions with them when they have completed the assignment. If a stu-

dent correctly answers most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has

demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and may go on to'the next ,cluster.
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Level 6 Unit 4 Energy and Ecosystems

Part C- Using Energy Wisely, Lesson Cluster 4C-2

. CLUST,ER OUTLINE:

Page Teach i ng rateg i es teSSon.Title
TeaChing Time

Suggested

T-512 Introduction You Use Energy 20;30 min.
7-517 Enrichment Fuel Consumption 20-30 min.
T-514 Development Energy Suppliers 40-45 min.
T-518 Development Environmental Costs 20-30 min.
T-520 Development More Energy with Less Damage 20-30 min.
T-522 10 Application Making,a-Solar Heater 40-50 min.
T-523 Evaluation Supplies and Costs 30-40 min.

NOTE: The Enrichment lesson is optional since not all children will have access to
a family car.

Make arrangements to visit a power plant, coal mine, wind mill, nuclear plant
and a facility that uses a solor.collector.

B. MATERIALS: Add the following to the materials list on page 1-509:
-pictures of wind mills and solar heaters (collectors)

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XXI, Ecological Interactions, is appro-
priate for use in this unit.

INTRODUCTION: 'Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Energy Sources and Problems
Page -512/S -297 You Use Energy (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To record all the forms of energy in the students' environment:

ADVANCE. PREPARATION: Materials - paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

HaVe the students read pages 297-298 and make two copies
of the chart on page 298 on a sheet of notebook paper.
They should label one chart "Personal Energy Use" and
the second, "Observed Energy Uses."

1.

2. Review the uses of electricity considered during the
previous cluster. Ask the students if there are any
other forms of energy used in the classroom and what
their sources,might be. Add these uses to the "Per-
sonal Energy Use" chart.

Language Cards/Key Signs
electric energy
coal furnaces
gas stoves
oil hot water, heaters
gas

energy source
Personal Energy Use
Observed Energy Use

3. Instruct the students to take the "Personal Energy Use" chart home or to their
dorm and tp fill it out fOr one day.
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4. On the next day have students take the second chart with them and fillkit out.
Both charts should be ready for the following class meeting.

5. Discuss the students' findings during the following class meeting. Record the
various energy uses and sources on the board and determine the most common ones.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to list the forms of energy
used in their environment.

k*************************************************************************************
0-

ENRICHMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Energy Prolems
Page T-517 Fuel.Consumption (20-30 min.) optional

PURPOSE: To measure the fuel consumption and fuel consumption rates of cars. This
lesson does not appear in the student text. This lesson should follow (1)
You Use Energy.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1." Inform the students there is another aspect of their
families' energy consumption they can measure - gasoline
for the family car. '(Students whose families do not own
cars can use a classmate's data.)

Language Cards/Key Signs
fuel consumption
odometer
gallons per mile
liters per kilometer

2. Asks the students to fill out a data sheet with these headings:
GAS TANK FILLED

DATE ODOMETER
DATE . ODOMETER GAS AMOUNT

r
Students should take the sheets home and ask the person responsible for keeping
the car fueled to help fill in the needed data, To get more relial*le figures,
the tank should read at least half empty before it is refilled.

3. Ask'students to calculate the average fiiel consumption of the car for a year.
To do this, divide the toter gas'conswmption by the number of days between fillings.
This calculatictrygives the gas consumption per day!' Multiply that number by 155
-days to determie annual consumption.

4. Ask students to calculate flie_fuel comsuMption rate. To do tKI-s, subtract odo-
meter readings to find total miles or kilometers driven for the period. Divide
that number into the gallons or liters of gas used. The answer will be in gallons
per mile or liters per kilometer.

5. Have the tudents share their informatiOk with the entire class. Discuss factors
that might effect fuel consumption - for example, stop-and-go driving or open
highway driving, speed of travel, and so on. Generally the following factors
increase fuel consumption: heavier cars, higher speeds, more stop-and-go travel.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to calculate how much gas their
family cars use and what the rate of fuel consumption is.

G
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Energy Sources and Problems
Page T-514/S-299 Big Energy Supplier S V40-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To outline the primary sources of energy in our society.
a

PREREQUISITES: Ability to interpret a circle graph.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: lh , Language Cards/Key Signs
Background Information: As the graph on page 299 energy suppliers
shows, almost all our energy presently comes from gas,

fossil fuels: coal, oil and gas. These natural oil

resources are not being renewed by nature and are coal
being rapidly depleted. Nuclear energy, once touted geothermal
as

-
the replacement for our dwindling fossil fuel solar

supplies, has become the subject of fierce political nuclear
fighting about its safety and economy. As a result, generators
the construction of new reactors has slowed akmost to a transformed
standstill: So-called "alternative energy sources" such ecosystems
as'the sun, wind, and tides are likelytto be utilized \

,

much more in the future. Solar energy especlally is
becoming more popular.

Most residential -fuel consumption is for heating homes
and water. , A lot of the heat generated by coal, gill gas,
and,electric heaters is lost to the environment' when
homes are poorly insulated and do not have storm windows
or double-glazed windows. A simple way to demonstrate
heat loss through lack of insulation is to fill two metal
cans or cups with hbt water. Put a thermometer in each.
Wrap one cup with newspapers, cloth, or a piece of fiber-
glass insulation. Have students compare the temperature
readings at two-minute'interyals.

Design factors also influence the maintaining of cool
environments in hot weather. Some buildings will require
more air conditioning than others. Interested students
can research ways to reduce electric consumption of air
conditioners during hot weather.

Materials - none

; TIONS:

1. Ha9e the students readpages 299-301. Teacher May paraphrase.

2. Discuss the energy sources and the answer to the questions on page 301.

3. As an optional but highly desirable exercise, some students may want to do a
bulletin board display on energy sources -'how they are obtained, what their
primary uses are, and, in conjunction with a future lessen in ,this cluster, the
effect on'the environment of obtaining and using that energy source. The display
can make use of these headings: ENERGY SOURCE, HOW OBTAINED, PRIMARY USE, and

_ ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME:. The students should be able to list the primary sources of
' energy eveilable to us and classify them as renewable or

nonrenewable.
***************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Energy Sources and Problems
Page T-515/%302 Environmental Costs (20-30 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate the
energy.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information - This lesson shows the eff ts on the environment of
generating electricity from coal. Remind the stude s that obtaining and using
other source of energy also effect the environment. ,For example, nuclear energy
pres4nts the problems of disposIng of radio-active wastes and of exposing workers,
and perhaps the general population, to radiation. Even water power (hydroelec-
tricity, usually.) in which no fuels are mined or burned is not free of environ-
mental costs. Water power generally comes from dams across rivers, which totally
change the environment where they are placed. As noted ecologist Barry Commoner
has said, "There is no such thing as a free lunch."
There is no way that we can go about our lives without using energy and changing

the environment. But we should always try to do .the least possible damage to the
environment. That is why it is imortant to know the total cost of using energy,
not just the financial cost.

ects on the environment of obtaining one form of

Materials -.none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

I. Have the students read pages 302-303, study the
illustrations, and answer the questions. Teacher may
paraphrase.

2. Discuss the answers to the questions.

3. Allow interested students to research the environ-
mental costs of obtaining other forms of energy. Add

these to the bulletin board display begun in the previous lesson. A recent case
that was publicly debated concerned the Alaskan pipeline. Interested studenfs.
'could report back to the class on the environmentalists' point of view and the
viewpoints of the oil companies and government in the case.

Language Cards /Key Signs
environmental costs
coal mining
coal piles
strip mines
black lung disease

polluting

4dentification Cards

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to.state some effects on the
environment of obtaining and using energy.

**************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Energy 'Sources and Problems

PageT-520/S-304 More Energy With Less Damage (20 -30 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Pictures of windmillg,
and solar heaters
(collectors)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read pages 304-305 and answer the
questions. Teacher may paraphrase.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
damage
sunlight*,

wind
solar heaters
windmill

wind energy
convenience
muscle power



2. Use pictures as examples of windmills and solar Identification Cards

heaters. Label then1 with Identification Cards.
solar heaters

3. Discuss the questions with them and emphasize the
hotiah of convenience. Ask how many items of personal
energy use from the list they made earlier could be considered using energy as a 1
convenience; not as a necessity. While it is, strictly speaking, not necessary to
taltr'a bus several miles across town (one can always walk), such an energy use is
not considered merely a convenience in our society. Being driven down to the corner
store is another mal-ter.

4. Have interested students add Muscle Power to the bulletin board exhibit begun
earlier. Under the heading, How Obtained, they should write Food.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to list several forms of energy
that have minimal environmental effects.

**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION: Lesson Cl-aster 4C-2 Energy 3urces and Problems
Page T-522/5-306 Making',a Model Solar Heater (40-50 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate solar heat as an alternative energy source.

PREREQUISITE: Ability to read thermometers.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: 4 .

Background Information - Solar heating is becoming popular. There are many brands
of solar water heaters available, and many architects have designed homes with
active or passive solar heating systems. (Patsive solar heating systems do not
use blowers to circulateslin-warmed air.)
Solar heating is most effective where the sun is strongest, that is, in southern

latitudes. But even in northern areas, significant amounts of heat can be captured:
To get the maximum amount of energy from incoming sunlight, a solar heater should

be oriented so it is perpendicular to the sunlight. The more absorbent of sunlight
the collecting surface of the-heater is, the more effectively it will work. Black

or dark surfaces are better heat absorbers than light-colored ones.
Green houses are solar-heated buildings for plapts. A person with a commercial

or residential green house may be a good resource person for students to consult
during this activity. The resource person can tell them of the advantages and
problems of solar heat collecting designs.

Materials paper and pencils
styrofpaatrays or shoeboxes
dark p7stl e-tga.Fhegebags

sit- tape ; ansparent
- thermomers'
- cardboard, any size (optional)

marbles (Optional)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the %tudents read page -Teacher may para-
phrase.

2. Distribute the materials (except the thermometers) and allow the students time to
prepare their heaters from the,shoeboxes and trays they have brought in. Students
can ,work in groups of two.

Language Cards/Key Signs
solar heater
styrofoam box
thermometer
dark plastic
maze
air flow

Identification Cards
solar heater
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3. Circulate around the room while they are working and distribute the thermometers
to the students as they finish their boxes. This will tend to reduce the number
Of broken thermometers. Be sure the thermometer bulbs are placed directly over
the holes, as shown. Students should label one hole A and the other B on each
heater.

4. Havethe students place their boxes at various locations and record the tempera-
tures at the beginning of each trial and after five minutes at the location. When

the heaters are working, warmed air will rise through them and raise the temper-,

ature of the upper thermometer. Allow the temperatures to equalize between trials.

The solar heaters will work best La-direct sunlight; so you may wont to conduct,

the data gathering outdoors if no sunlight isicoming through the Classroom win-

dows.

. 5. Place the following chart on'the board for students to copy to assist them in
organizing their data.

Location
of

Heater

Position
of

Heater

Beginning
Temperatures
A B

Final

Temperatures
A B

,.,

In the column marked Position, note whether the heqter is flat or tilted. A

small sketch might be useful here. The heater works best when tilted so that the

plastic is perpendicular to the sun's rays.

.6. Hay he students answer Vie questions at the end of the exercise When they have

compjete eir observations. Discuss the quesViohs with the class.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCO The students should be able to describe various factors
affect the amount of heat produced by a solar heater.

**************************************************************************************

EVACUATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-2 Energy Sources and Problems

Page T-523/S-307 Supplies and Costs (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in, relation to the following objectives:

1.. Listing the primary energy sources used in North America.

2. Describing several environmental costs of using fossil fuels.

3. Stating several ways to conserve energy in homes.

4. Explaining how solar heaters work.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students answer the questions on page 307 on a sheet of notebook paper.

Teacher may paraphrase.

2. Question number 3 is optional since itis not felt that this area was adequately

covered in the cluster.

3. Review the answers with the students, giving them adequate time to elaborate on

the model home. If a student correctly responds to most of the'questions, you may

assume that he or she has demonstrated the objectives for the cluster and is ready

to go on to the next cluster.
***************************************************************x**********************
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.Level 6 Unit4 Energy and Ecosystems

Part C Using Eriergy Wisely, Lesson Clilster 4C-3

A. CLUSTER OUTLINE

Page Teaching Strategies Lesson'Title

A

Teaching Time
Suggested

T-528
T-530
T-532
T-534 .

Introduction
Development
Application
Evaluation

Predicting the Future
Contradictions
What Is Really Important?!
MakingThings Better or Worse

.

40-50 min.

40-45 min.
30-40 min
30-35 min.

.

B. MATERIALS: See Materials LiSt on page T-5250

FILMSTRIP INFORMATION: Filmstrip Set XXI, Ecological Interactions, is appropriate,

. for use in this unit.

J

INTRODUCTION: Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Makinq.Choices
Page T-528/S-308 Predicting the Future (40-50 min.

PURPOSE: To predict how people's behavior and lifestyles can affect the environment.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Futurologists work by making extrapolations from the past

to the future. For example, if the national birth rate has been rising for the

past decade, they usually assumelt will continue to do so. If pollution Problems

seem to be worsening, they extend the line on their graphS and assume the trends

will continue.
There are two flaws with this process. One, the Past is marked by'change, not

consistency, and the future will probably follow suit by being just as inconsistent.

The second flaw involves selection of .data. There is, for example, no reliable,

overall index of global pollution. Many places are getting more polluted; many are

getting cleaned up. Who can say whether the net tendency is toward improvement or

decline? It all depends on which data you choose to focus on.
What is certain is that:human behavior and lifestyles have tremendous impacts

on all the ecosystems we live in. By our actions we can make things better or

4iorse.

- At this point in the unit, the students should understand the nature of eco-
cstems,'tOt everything in them is interrelated, and that ecosystems are partially
ased systems that must recycle resources and process wastes. The students should

also understand the limited nature of our resources and the problems of pollutiont
They should understand how getting and using energy affects the environment. In

this cpncluding cluster, they will bring all their knowledge of ecosystems and
energito bear on the problem of setting personal goals and priorities.
This cluster of lessonSotuilds to a concluding activity in which students predict

the likely effects on the environment of satisfying their needs and wants. By

taking this large view of themselves as part of nature, not Individuals outside
it, they can more wilel; decide which of their hopes and desires are really worth
while. g
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Materials -paper and pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read Pages 308-309 and answer the
questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

2. As the class discusses the predictions, emphasize the

conflicts involved in each of the lettered items.
If large areas of the country are left untouched in
their natural state, People who want to !hie, camp, .

or hike,4nto those areas may not be able to. Don't
they have the right to do so? For example, with
several of these items you.could set up little debates or skits to focus on the
conflicts. Some foreseeable consequences of the lettered actions are as follows:
a. There will be resource shortages. Lifestyles will be disrupted. Countries

may go to war for materials they need. Waste disposal problems will worsen..
b. Fuels will be depleted more quickly, leeding to the situation described in (a).

Pollution will increase. People will buy more Products,arld use more energy.
c. Ecosystem destruction will become more prevalent. Theworld will become

less healthy for people too.
' d. Same as (lt).

e. More resources and energy will be used up. Lifestyles will become more

materialistic. Pollution and waste disposal problems will worsen.
f. Waste disposal problems will become less severe., Resource and energy short-

ages will be relieved. More People will get jobs doing recycling. Some

people may lose jobs in mining, manufacturing, and related industries.
Energy shortages will be relieved. Pollution problems will be reduced.
People may become more physically active, if they conserve energy by re-
ducing their use of labor-saving devices,

h. Development will be curtailed. Food webs will be preserved: More areas will

be available for recreation, but public, access mly be limited. It will cosi

more in taxeS to administer the preserved lands.

Language Cards /Key Signs
predict the future
predictors
conserve resources
natural ecosystems
pollution
recycling

Identification Cards

g.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to predict the consequences
to the environment o4'both unlimited consumption of re-

. sources and energy and more ecologically oriented be-
havior.

****,**************************************************N********L*********************

DEVELOPMENT: Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Making Choices
Page T-530/S-310 Contradictions 640-45 min.)

PURPOSE: To investigate some unintended and undesirable consequences of human be-
havior.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - none.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read pages 310-311 and answer
the Questions. Teacher may paraphrase.

Oa
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Language Cards/Key Signs
contradictions
conveniently
traffic jams
privacy

fumes
billboards

behavior

Identification Cards



Discu the answers to the questio9s. You might summarize the information on a
chart like this one.

(1"

Behavior What People Want
to Happen'

What People Do Not
,Want to Happen

drivcing cars
.

quick transport traffic jams

3. Emphasize that the nature of an action changes when thousands or millions of
people try to 'do it all at the same time. For example, washing out dishes from
a camping trip in a local stream causes no observable harm. But when a townful
of people use the stream for washing. .

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students should be able to trace some of the environ-
mental ills of our society badk to reasonable human desires
that produced cini'qpnded results'.

APPLICATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Making Choices
Page T-532/S-312 What Is Really Important? (30-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To compare human expectations with the environmental effects of satisfying
;those expectations.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials paper and pencils
- crayons or colored

pencils

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read pages 312-313. Teacher may
paraphrase.

2. Emphas.ize before they begin writing their lists that
the list is not just necessarily a list of things,
but should include activities they like to d6, places'
they want to visit, and so forth.

ake choices
ealth

Ical care

vironment
sonaJ

3. Have students copy the chart on,page 313 on a sheet of paper and give them a
crayon or colored pepcil.

4. Instruct them to complete the chart and be as honest and thorough as they can.

5. 'You might want tp assign completing the chart as an overnight activity,

6. DiscuSs the'st4clents' charts, their choices, and the effects they will have on the
environment. Dcb not judge or criticize personal wants and goals. However, if stu-
dents -have not accurately or adequately filled in the effects of many people sat-
isfying these wants, point this out and help them to fill in the columns properly.
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I
7. See if the class can agree on a composite list of survival needs. Then see if,

thbre is general agreement on'a list of.highly desirable items that are not needed
for bare survival but are very important.

8. Instruct the students to answer the questions on page 313.

DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOME: The students houLd-abe able to Ist their expectatiorIc
from the env onment and state the effectslIN satisfying

'those needs and wants.
**********************************************************************************xx

EVALUATION: Lesson Cluster 4C-3 Making Choices
Page T-534/S-314 Making Things Worse or Better (30-35 min.)

PURPOSE: To evaluate the students' performance in relation to the following
objectives:
1 Giving examples of human behavior that improves the environment.
2. Giving examples of human behavior that degrades the environment.
3. Distinguishing between human wants and needs.
4. Explaining why the achievement of all human desires is neither

possible nor desirable.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students answer the questions on page 314 on
a sheet of notebook paper. Teacher may paraphrase.

Language Cards/Key Signs
survival

satisfied

2. Review the questions thoroughly. If a student responds
correctly to most of the questions, you may assume that he or she has demonstrated
the objectives for the cluster.

*******************************************4******************************************
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LEVEL 6

SFIlr tift#

SIGNED VOCABULARY AND LANGUAGE INDEX
FOR

SCIENCE FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

Instructions for use of this index with the accompanying signed videotapes
are found in the Introduction to the Program. This index should be used as a
script when viewing the signed videotapes for the specific SFHI cluster or
section of interest.

Each part of the videotape is preceded,by an indication of the specific,
locaFion (revel, unit, part, Cluster and Lesson) of the item presented. Each
item within a lesson is first presented in'American Sign Language (ASL) followed
by a Manually Coded English (MCE /SEE) presentation of the same item. When a,
lesson list is completed the title of the next lesson is given, followed by
a presentation of each new lesson item inASL and MCE.

Teachers should view the videotape in planning for each new cluster (2-5
minutes per clusters). It is also suggested that teachers view and practice the
signs presented with their classes following lesson experiences or as a review.
The videotape can be used as a visual dictionary when the children have for-
gotten the sign;

The Signed Vocabulary and Language Videotapes are avai.la'ble for purchase
and/or copying by writing

Dennis W. Sunal or.
Cynthia Szymanski.Sunal
Science for the Hearing Impaired

Department of Curriculum and, Instruction
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506.
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SCIENCE FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

Lesson Title and Key Signs

SigneeVocabulary for Level 6

0'

Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1A-1 Producers and Consumers Cluster 1A-2 What Have We Taken?

1

2

Corn Growing Experiments 1 Human Consumers
corn seeds Mass
plain water
water with fertilizer 2 My Food Intake

.

plant in the dark estimate
plant inzthe light

.
intake

mass, '' q

3 A Population's Food Intake
Food and Other Factors population
producer , organisms
consumer .1 '$.

,

population 4 Animals and Plants as Food
organisms plant'

first-order animal
second-order solid
third-order fluid

..,i

terrarium water
identify the order of consumer
grasshopper 5 Water

,What are the grasshoppers doing? a plant drinking water
a plant without water

3 VanHelmont's Experiment
Jean van Helmont
experiment
scientist
minerals
a plant

4 Producer Growth
acorn

ole

germinate
stem
roots
leaves
observatory

5 Consumer-Growth
pola
organism
great lari-C-

6 Chicken and Corn
whole chicken
meat

7 Populations and Food

Cluster 1A-3 Population Growth Rate

1 Human Population Growth

2 Population Growth
increase
decrease
Stable
population

Observing Population Growth

dog 4 Is My School Growing?

The FoodFnttor
cornmeal
chick
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Lesion Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 1B-1 Successfuland'Unsuccessful 2.,(cont) fossil
Populations horseshoe crab

1 Animals and Plants
3 Turtles

successful population reptiles
unsuccessful population ,

shell
\ , horny bilksIt'

2 The Rat
rat

population
habitat

3 Rat Populations and Food

4

4 The American Alligator,
American alligator populations
underground burrows
adult female alligators
natural enemies
swamps, .

Rat Adaptations
adaptation 5 Wrapping Up Reptiles
properties
reproduce Cluster 1B-3 The World of Plants
-litter

1 Plant Populations
5 Rat Enemies plants

natural enemies dinosaurs
populations

6 The American Chestnut Tree fossils
American chegtnut tree ginkgo trees
chestnut blight ferns

fan plants
7 Crabgrass

palmettos
crabgrass

2 The Ginkgo
8 Passenger Pigeons extinct,

s..
passenger pigeon stomata
extinct

* polluted
air pollution

9 Some Succeed- and Some Don't

Cluster 1B-2 The World of Reptiles

1 Reptile Populations
reptiles
Age of Reptiles

populations
dinosaurs
snakes
turt s

allig ors
extinc

2 , Dinosaurs
dinosaurs
predators

1

3 Ferns

fern-like plants
spores

spores capsules
habitat
thalltis

fern frond

4 Finding Ferns

5
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Lesson- Title and K

'Cluster 1C-1 Fuels

ik
Energy for Fuels
populations
environment
matter
energy
fuels
coal
wood
oil

energy giver
energy receiver

2

3

5

Energy Receivers
thermometer
fuel systems

Energy Givers
temperature
fuel system

The Heat Unit
heat
heat unit
degrees

Fueling Up

A

Cluster 1C-2 Food is Fuel for People

1

2

3

4

Food Supplies Energy
fuel

energy
calories
heat energy
heat units
thermometer
calorie

Energy Chart
mass
heat units

ergy in My Lunch

Heidi's Diet,
diet
Heidi

Lesson Title and Key Signs

5 The Fuel Call o d

Cluster 1C-3 Putting it All Together

1 Plants Can Put it All Together
carbon diqxide
lightip

Ok. heat
minerals
water
producers
environment

2 Food for Consumers
consumers
body Mass
first - order consumer

second-order consumer
third-order consumer

3 The Other ety 'Percent
mass
Waste p ducts

IA decomposers

4

5

Population Interact
populations
communities
compete for space
compete for fo

Use of the Environment

'Cluster 2A-1 What is.a Model?

222

1

2

Cars of the Future
model
scale
physical model
drawing model
idea model
clay

Ideas as Models'
path
predict
mirror
ball

light path
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 216v-1 (cant)

2 (cont) ball path
noun
flashlight

3 The Hidden You
system

interaction

4 Designing a Chair
design

chair

5

-,/ Cluster

1

2

3

The World of Models

2A -2 Ideal Models

The Ideal Model,
practical
properties
bicycle
product
ideal model

Properties of the Ideal Flying
Machines

airplane
weight
angle
wing size
distance

Making Ideal Models

hamburger
painting
potted plant
pencil

The Ideal Model and Time
Leonardo da Vinci
William Henson
1800
1900
1950
properties

The Ideal in Models

Cluster 2A -3 Scale Models

1 Large and Small Scale Models

223

Lesson Title and Key Signs

1(cont) large scale models
'small scale model=

scale model

-tale (matched to size)
scale (balance)

2 Larga and Small to Scale
large object

small object

3 Drawing to Scale
grid

scale drawing

4 Making a Scale Model of a Room
room plan
blueprint
house plan
scale model

5

6

Using Scale Models
advantage

integrated circuit
shopping center
space station

Inferring Size From Scale Models

Cluster 2A-4 Models of Earth and Sky

1

2

3

Spheres
round
sphere
shape

spherical
globe

North Pole
South Pole
ball
plate

Sphere Throwing
circle
largest
smallest

Spheres and Maps
map
flat map
stretched',

torn, map

globe
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2A-4 (cont)

4 Solar System Model
planet
Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
meter
centimeter
scale

solar. system

3 Clues From the Past
5. Space Models archeologist

carving
Cluster 2B-1 Models of Interaction pyramid

tools
1 Exploring Evidence of Interaction

system - 4 Models of the Past
of interaction one rope

a branding iron
2 Hiddeclateractions a wagon wheel

food dye some bones
red auto tire
yellow inference
green evidence
blue 'observations

model
objects

Lesson Title and Key Sign's

-6 Selecting Models of Systems ,

Cluster 2B-2 Models of Past and Presento

1 Dinosaurs
inference
paleontologist
fossil

fossilized bones
skeleton
model

2 Using Clues
system
inference
interact

3. A Model of Interaction
coins

property 5 Time Capsules
balls- a time capsule

,_
fruits a baseball bat

alien
4 A Scoot System a long playing record

hidden interaction a scarf
draw the system
scoot system 6 Models of the Present
hidden

cover ( pf box ) . Cluster 2B-3 Simulation Models
shoebox

6.) 5 Make Your'Own Scoot System
rectangle
sl

ca board box
marbl

224

1 Learning From Models and
Games as Simulation Models
simulation
simulation model
board game
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 2B-3 (cont)

2= Litterbug

penalty card
reward card
litterbug game

4
players
play money

anti-littering
environment
real-life
littering

3 A Simulation Molel
magazine
cone
test

Models Everywhere
checkers
pieces

stimulate

Cluster 2C-1 Predicting From Models

Weather Symbols
weather

' weather ;pap
t weather symbol

predict
model

2 Recording Your Own Weather
record

temperature
wind speed

wind direction
prediction
cloud cover'

actual weather

weather chart
West
East
South
North

-Southwest
Northeast
Northwest
Southeast

far

225,

Lesson Title and Key Signs

3 Weather Map Models
front ,

5

cpld front
warm front

Montreal
Albany
New York
Boston

Your Weather Predictions
weather chart
weather prediction
temperature
direction
warmer
cooler
wind
cloud cover
reco

Pr icting From Weather Map
1.10

cit

clou y
rain

wind speed

Cluster 21-2 Models of Human.Communi-
cation

1

2

Reaction Time

internal communication system
message
catch the card

a communication system model
prediction
model

reaction time

ring Reaction Time
re tion timer'

one-hundreth of a second
test

trial
30 cm ruler

graph paper
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

CluSter 2C-2 (cont)

3 Left or Right?
,chart
which hand is faster

4 Right and Left Brain
class average
communicate
infer
brain
Sharon's results
Coleman's results
internal communication system
modbl

left brain
right brain

5 A Final Look at Reaction Time

Cluster 2C-3 Models of Earthquakes and
Volcanoes

1

2

3

A Model of the Earth
fault
erupt
earthquake
volcanoes

6

Lesson Title and Key Signs

4 (cont) seismograph
Richter Stale
Modified Mercalli Scale

5 Predicting With Models
fault
earthquakes

volcano
predict

Cluster 3A-1 Inferring From Models

1 A Secret Object
object
system
interaction
inference

'infer
model
properties
size and shape

2 What's Inside?
Scoot System
cardboard
marble-

shoe box

An Earthquake Prediction Model 3 Circuit,Puzzle
earth-quake prediction table interact
longitude 4110 aluminum foil
latitude wires
Is there an earthquake pattern? batteries
What must the earth's crust circuit

be like? puzzle
locating earthquakes map bulb
earth's crust model
pattern combination

connection
Volcanoes and Earthquakes what happens?

draw a model
making a.model aluminum foil
connecting battery
volcanoes and earthquakes circuit puzzle
volcano
earthquake 4 Puzzles to Solve

4 4 Detecting Earthquakes

million
intensity
earthquake magnitude
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Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3A-2 Models for Mixing Systems 5 Large and Small
what do you predict?

lt What is a Mixture? dissolve
this is a mixture

. ''candy
what will happen? crush
what will the propetties be?

7\ property

mixture_ fair
predict solid
combination observation
materials whole candy

. mixing system crushed candy
powder

6 The Shake Model
drink powder shake model

what hap ens?
2 The Push Model materiAll

what do you observe? mix
push model label
model salt
mixing container
observe medicine dioppr
materials different
liquid food coloring interpret
support A,- results

evidence
cup salt

3 Predicting With the Push Model 7 More Models
prediceing Sticky model

small particle model
foo4coloring successfdl
heigEt mixing model
surface developed
prediction unstick,

-movement
4 Hot and Cold material

push model rate
what do you think would happen?
what do you observe? Cluster 3A-3 Models of Mixing and
liquid Unmixing,
temperature
difference 1 How Do Solids Mix With Liquids?
evidence what happens?

small particle model
fair push model
immediately shake model

sticky model
compare models
heated food coloring mixing
cool food coloring interaction

coffee stirrer
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3A.-3 (cont)

1"(cont) estimate
observations
evidence
solid

liquid
fruit drink powder

2 Slow Motion Mixing
model .

system
interaction

gelatin
food coloring
observation
plastic wrap
surface
evidence
predict
eye dropper

3 Unmixing Mixtures
mixture
unmix
liquid
material
common
paper towel
cone .

ink

44.

4 Mixing Paint

what model is best here?
pallette
interaction
tube

mixing
paint
concrete

artist
paint

5 The Amazing Cotton Ball
what interacts with the water?
cotton ball
alcohol
evidence
observe
effect
fair
experiment

f"
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3B-1 What is the Small Particle
Model?

1

2

3

How Did the Solid Get One?
watch closely
Small particle model
which are bigger.
What do you observe?
interaction
magnifier
matter
particle
teabag

Becoming A Mixing Model
ing model

in eraction
mod
papet wad

Spac4in Matter

particle
alcohol
air bubb e
investig Lion
medicine ropper

,food coloring
alcohol

4 What Will Mix Faster?
which mixes faster
predict

5

observation

Temperature and Dissolving
what happens?
dissolve
predict
fair test
evidence

6 Which is in Hot Water?

Cluster 3B-2 Heat Affects Matter

Heating and Cooling a Liquid
small particle model '

t is the temperature?

911.



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3B-2 (cont)

1 (cont) what happens?
thermometer

2

3

4

Warming Air

what happens as the air
becomes warm?

matter
evidence

investigation
particle

Bridges and Traas
expansion
contraction
expansion joint

Expansion and Contraction

Cluster 3B-3 Solids, Liquids, and Gases

Properties of Gases
what happens?

is your bag half full?

is there any part of the bak
that has no air in it?

small particle model
how do you know you have

something in the bag?
how much is in your bag?
is your bag full?
properties'
evaporate

1 ution

pump
small plastic bag
perfume

2 Melt Ice Race
. small particle model

3 Liquid to Gas-to Liquid
changes of phase
gas
solid
liquid

water-vapor

'229

Lesson Title and Key Signs

4

5

Evaporation and Temperature
energy giver
energy receiver
,evaporation

How Does Popcqrn Pop?
popcorn
popper
cooking oil

Cluster 3B-4 Surface Properties

1 Heating Water
small particle model
property
diameter
'prediction
particle
waxed paper
Medicine droppers
soapy water
plain water

Water Surface and Paper Clips
magnifier

i3 Did Your Finger Get Wet?

talcum powder

-4 Measuring the Grabbiness of Water
surface tension
grabbiness
force measurer

5 Know the Surface
water strider

Cluster 3C-1 Liquids and Gases Flow

1 Mixing Hot and Cold Liquids
small particle model
prediction
particle
medicine dropper
food coloring
vial



Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 3C-1 (cont)

2 Convection Currents
convection current
heat energy
aluminum foil

3 Liquid Layers in Soda Straws

4 Evaporation and Condensation
evaporation
condensation
energy receiver
energy giver
phases
matter

5 The Water Cycle
where does rain come from?
evaporate
what are the sources of water

in the air?
what is the heat source for

1pthe evaporation of water?

-simulation model
system

6 Rain ,

altitude

7 Motion of Matter ,
water cycle

Cluster 3C-2 Gases Interaction With
Liquids

1 Gases Mixing With Liquids
small particle model
interactions
carbon dioxide
indicator
chemical
solution
colorless
soda water
seltzer

BTB
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

1 (cant) soda water
s91tzer tablet
plastic straw

2 Your Experiences With Soda Water

3 BTB and Carbon Dioxide
carbon dioxide
BTB solution
interact
fair test

4

5

Limewater and Carbon Dioxide
indicator
lime water
interaction

fa.

What Can Get Out of a Plastic Bag?
airtight
water tight
plastic bag

6 Gas Interactions
infer

Cluster 3C-3 Scientists and Models

1 Aristotle and Galileo
thermometer

2 Testing Aristotles's Model of
Falling Objects
Aristotle's model
fair test

3 Predicting Earthquakes
earthquake
predigpion
San Andreas fault
seismograph
computer

4 Life From Life
Van Helmont
Redi

model
larvae

5 Testing Models
mosquito
malaria
falling objects
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Lesson ; Title and Key Signs

Clusterl3C-3 (cont)

5 (cont) model
; astronaut

Apollo 15
moon
earth
disease
microscope
organism

Cluster-4A-1 Ecosystems

1 What is an Ecosystem?
ecosystem
system
environment

.- mental models

interact

2 Making Model Ecosystems,
insert populations
organisms
ants
grasshoppers

r; beetles

soil
wood
microscope
microorganisms
factors

- populations

terrariums

3 e 'Decomposers

decomposers
, rotting leaves
rotting wood

(4 mold
fungi

. decomposing terrariums

4 Ecosystems in Space
outer space
spaceship
closed ecosystem
recycle
Earth
consumed
wastes

231

Lesson Title and Key Signs

5 .,Makinga Closed Ecosystem
aquatic system
crickets
isopods
guppies

6 A Nearby Ecosystem

Cluster 4A-2 Interactions in Ecosystems"

1 Everything Connects,
interactions
connects
forest ecosystem
air

soil

worms
tree
bird
robin

energy transfer

2 Matter Cycles Through an
Ecosystem
cycles
transferred
snail
carbon dioxide
oxygen
minerals

3

4

Where Do'You Get All Your Energy?
solar energy
heat

sunlight
fuels
coal
oil

natural gps
firewood' I

OtherinteractiOns
interactions
pollen
nectar
reproduce
fungus infections
cleaners
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 4A-2 (coat)

5 You Cannot Do Just One Thing
Arizona
produce,

first-order consumers
deer
mice
rabbits
chipmunks
preyed on
second-order consumers:
lions
coyotes
populations

6 Is a. Zoo An Ecosystele

Cluster 4A-3 People Change the Face
of the Earth

1 Organisms Change Ecosystems
organisms
ecosystems
beavers
dams
meadows
ponds
marshes
ducks
fish
North America
Egypt

2

3

+,

Some Effects of Farming
farming
prehistoric people
"face of the earth"
natural ecosystems
woods
grdsslands
landscapes
fertilizers

Burning Down the Woods
burn
forest fire
primitive tribes
meadow
pasture
prairies

232

Lesson Title and Key Signs

3 (cont) graze
bulldozers

4 The Effects of Livestock
livestock
hunt
raising herds of animals
fenced-in pastures
sheep ,

grass
overgrazing

5 Overfishing
New England
Canada

fishermen
bluefin tuna
Portuguese
sperm whalet'
sea turtles
overf ishing.

prey
endangered species

6 Environmental Impact Studies
environmental impact study
Aswan Dam
Nile River
mud
snails
farmlands
minetals
predict

ocean
hotel

7 Effects of People

Cluster 4B-1 Conserving Resources

1 We Cannot Make or Destroy Matter
to make-
create
destroy
matter
copper ore
copper metal

conservation

915
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 4-B1 (cont)

2 Kinds of -Resources

resources
recycled
polluted
renewable
non-renewable

3

4

Recycling Water
recycling
water cycle
rain water

Why Conserve Resources?
conserve

oil

copper
plastic
create

ecosystems

5 , How Can We Conserve?
electric
non-returnable
conservation

6 Managing With Less
managing
commuters

7 Resources

of

I 1

LeSeOS,, Title andKey Signs

3

4

Air Pollution
air pollution
dust

pollen
car exhaust
Dust-E-Cubes

Managing Town Dumps
garbage
landscape'
trash

sanitary landfill
compost. pile

5 What Should We Do About
Throwaways
throwaways
drink containers
ballpoint pens
portable radios

6 Trash Cans

1

Cluster 4B-3 Our Part in the Pollution
Problem

1 We All Cause Pollution
pollution
waste

elgironment
transportation

Cluster 4B-2 Everything Goes Someplace 3

1

2

Nothing is Ever Really Lost
matter
destroyed
disposing
waste matter
dumps
trash heaps
pollution

Water Pollution
water pollution
sewage

poisonous
decomposers
oxygen

233

4

Classroom Waste

Pollution Can Be Reduced
reduced
devices

smokestack
soot

personal

We Are All Affected by Pollution
affects
health
breathe
coughing
sneezing
,lung disease

poisonous
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Lesson Title and Key Signs:

Cluster 4B-3 (cont)

Watch Out For Yourself
polluted
somewhat polluted
badly polluted

6 Clean add Dirty

Cluster 4C-1 Using Electricity

1 Electricity in the Classroom
electricity
energy
convenient
transform
electric energy
watt-hours
60 watt bulb

2 -Electric Use at Home

4

Reading Your Meter
meter

electric meter
kilowatt hours
kilowatt
watt
dials

metered amount

Conserving Electricity
conserving
aluminum industry'

5 Using and Saving Watts 1

Cluster 4C-2 Energy Sources and Problems

1 You Use Energy
electric energy
coal furnaces
gas furnaces
gas stoves
oil hot water heaters
gas

energy source
personal energy use
observed energy use '

,

'Lesson Title and Key Signs

2

3

4

5

Fuel Consumption
fuel consumption
odometers
gallon per mile
liters per Kilometer

Big'Enqlgy Supplies
energy suppliers
oil
coal

geothermal
solar

nuclear .

generators
transformed
ecosystems

Environmental Costs
environmental costs
Coal mining'.

coal piles
strip mines
black lung disease
polluting

More Energy With Less Damage
damgge

sunlight
wind .

solar heaters
windmill
wind energy
convenience
muscle power

solar meters

6 Making A Model Solar Heater
solar heater

eln-A0
styrofoatn box

thermometer
dark plastic
maze
.air flow

.7 Supplies and Costs
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Cluster 4C-3 Making Choices

1 Predicting the Future
.

predict the future
predictors
conserve resources
natural ecosystems
pollution
recyciing

2 Contradictions
contradictions
conveniently

traffic Tams
privacy
'fumes

bill boards
behavior

3 What is Really Important?
make choices
health

medical care
environment
personal

4 `Making Things Worse or Better
survival
satisfied

o

ti

7n
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Untroduction
- Many teachers and administrators have long been-concerned with the lack

of appropriate science materials and aids for teaching hearing impaired youth.
This disadvantage is most critical for the middle childhood aged student in
special hearing impaired classrooms or joined with 'their hearing peers Un
-regular classrooms. Many students have been denied adequate access to science
as a discipline because It was too difficuit or because ways to present it to
hearing impaired youth beyond traditional methods couid not be envisioned.

To meet this concern the Science for the Hearing Impaired (SFH1) project
was proposed. Its primary aim was to make available, for the first time, a
complete sequenced science program for the hearing impaired which would foster
the development of abilities and attitudes in the sciences in hearing impaired
youths at this critical age..

This volume represents two years of planning, development, classroom
testing, evaluating, and rewriting to produce a science program effective for
hearing impaired middle childhood youths. To date; the success of these
materials with teachers and students has been assuflhg. The SFHI introductory
guide which describes the program materials, teachtn6 strategies and use of
program components, along with the individual program teacher's guides pre-
sents all essential information needed for maximizing learning for this
special population of youth.
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Level 7 'Unit 1 Looking at Life

Chapter 1 Thinking About the World

Observing the'World-
,

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

- 1.0*
. Introduction 35-40 min.

1-20 1.1 What is Observation? 45-50 min.
T-20 1.2 Your Eyes Can Fool You 45-50 min.

NOTE: *This section has been added and does not'appear in the text.

4'

SECTION: 1.0 Observing the World
Introduction (35-40 min.)

PURPOSE: To introduce the students to optical illusions.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Mater4als -a vari,sty of optical il-

lusions different from 1.2
-materials for several'
magic tricks

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the class by showing the students some magic
tricks (optical Illusions). Discuss their reactions
to the tricks. Ask them how they were done. Tell
them that magic tricks are illusions.

Language Cards/Key Signs
an optical illusion
a magician
a pattern
to - _trust

to gaze

Identification Cards
an optical illusion

2: Pass out the optical illusions. Have the students look at each one carefully.
When all of the students have looked at them, discuss each illusion. Ask what
they see, and iscuss their reactions to the illusions. Tell the students that4
these are call optical-114usions. Show the .language Card. Explain what the
term means.

3. Have the students read the Introduction to ;ha ter 1. To start with, the
students should read only the firsf two paragraphs. Discuss what they have
read, relating it -to the previous events.

4. Have students take turns reading the directions for ;the next experiment. Hold
up the language card and explain any new vocabulary words. Have the students
perform the experiment. Discuss what they saw.

5. Have the students read the last paragraph on page 3. Discuss It with them.

6. Review all of the new terms for this lesson. Ask the students if they can
trust their sense of sight.

1.



SECTION: 1.1 Observing the World
Page T-20/S-4 What is Observation? (45 -50 min.)

PREREQUISITES: To be able to list the five senses.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: Observation is defined as
noticing or paying close attention to surroundings
through all the senses, not Just the eyes. At any time,
you pay attention to only a very small amount of the
information coshing to your brain from your senses.
Like all skills, observation skills can be improved
with practice.

Language Cards/Key Signs
the five senses
to observe.
an observation
to notice
to witness
a sense

Materials -worksheet with questions as on page 5 (You may wish to change some
of these questions. They should be about school-related topics.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Demonstration.' Do this exercise before beginning the section. It is sure to
generate involvement and enthusiasm. Stage,an "incident" in class by arranging
to have someone burst into the room unannounced, grab an object you have left
on a table, and run out of the room. After the dust settles, tell the class
that they have been "eyewitnesses" to an incident that you have arranged for
their benefit. You can then play the role of police officer or detective.
Ask the students to describe as much as they can about the incident. What did
the "thief" look like? What clothes was the "thief" wearing? What was the Object
stolen and what did it-iook like?.

This exercise may result in heated discussion since "eyewitnesses" who saw the
same thing will differ greatly in what they perceive. If possible, have your
actor return to the r .after some discussion so the students can check their
observations.

2. Give the students he worksheet. Have them fiil it out without looking at any-
thing but the pa r. Discuss their answers.

3. Have the student ad through the text, beginning with the section on Sherlock
Holmes. Then have th read through and discuss the information on observation
and the five senses. ve themlbo the activity on page 5 with the picture.
Discuss the variety of a wers.

4. Have them read the first paragraph on page 6.

5. Review all vocabulary used in the lesson.
**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 1.2 Observing the World
Page T-20/S-6 Your Eyes Can Fool You (45-50 min.)

4 PREREQUISITES: To accurately measure lines.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Background Information: To be a good'observer you have
to be aware that your senses do not always provide you
with an exact reproduction of yoUr environment. Exam-
ples are given in this section to show that what you
perceive is a result of the interaction of your senses and your brain.

Language Cards/Key Signs
an optical Illusion
to measure to focus
to overlap
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Materials -rulers

-copy the figures on page 7 without the questions

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Pass out the worksheet of the illusions. Have the students look at each illu-
sion. Ask them what they are seeing. Ask them how they could prove that they
are correct. Encourage them to develop the idea of measurement. '1111

2. Since this exercise requires measurement, if the students need review, they can
go to Appendix A, Before the actual measurement is done.

3. Have the students read page 6 and discuss the information. Review the vocabu-
lary of an'optical illusion, and the senses.

4. Have the students look at Figure 1.3. If they have not done the actual measuring;
have them do it now. Then have them discuss the answers to the questions on the
Figure.

12;

5. Have the students read aloud the directions for the next experiment.(last para-
graph, first column, page 8). Then have themierform the experiment. Check
their accuracy in placement of their fingers.. Make sure that all students see
the illusion.. Explain to the students why they see this (first and second
paragraph, second Column, page 8).

6: Go on to di4cuss Figures 1-5, 106, and.1-7. Explain the ideas stated in the text.
The students need not read this_part. With each figurelet the students look
at the figures and discuss it before you tell them what is happening. See if the
students can make their own. conclusions about the illusions.

7. To conclude the lesson, discuss the highlights. Ask the students what observa-
tion is;=and how we can see things incorrectly.

8. Have the students answer the Checkpoints'on a piece of paper., Discuss their
answers. Be sure that each student comprehends the concepts of these first
few sections.

9. Answers to Checkpoints (page 11):

1. Sight, hearing, taste, touch, and smell. Answers will vary.
2. In an optical illusion, two lines can look as if they are different lengths

even though measurements show them to be the. same. A picture that seems
to show "hills" viewed from one direction shows "valleys" when viewed from
the opposite direction. Pictures such as those in Figure 1.7 show that you
can see one picture in two ways, but you can see it only one wa t a time.

********************************************************************** ***********
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SECTFON7OUTLINE:

I 7 Urrft- 1 Looking at Life

apter 1! Thinking About*tthe *rid

The Effect of Past Experience

Page Section Number Lesson Title reaching Time .

.

.T-21 1.3 Experience, Influences What You tee 45-50 min.
T-21 1.4 Your Memory Stores Information 35-40 min.
T-23 1.5 ' You Make Inleicances Based on Your

Experience
40-45 min.

,

SECTION 1.3 The -- Effect of Past Experiences

Page T- 21 /S- 11"-Experience Influences What You See

ADVANCE FREPARAII:ON: Materials - Have sentences/poem in
French,,German, Spanish
on a transparency or
large sheet of paper.

Also have one poem
in English.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

(45-50 min.)

LanguagesCards/Key Signs
to- recognize a pattern
shapes
past experience

Identification Cards

1. The selection of Russian shown in Figure 1-8 is from a poem by Aleksandr Sergeyevich
Pushkin entitladtAutumn. A translation follows.

Autumn
October has ar ived - already the grove is shaking

Ac' Thelast leavesfrom its naked branches.
Autumn has breathed its chilly breath, the road is

freezing,
The water still runs babbling in the mill stream,
But on the pond the ice has already hardened; my
neighbor hurries

Into the distant fields on his hunt,
And'the winter crops suffer from the frenzied sport,
And the barking of the dogs stirs the sleeping forest.

2. ,Show the students the various poems in different languages. Ask them to read them
to you. When they cannot, ask them whYthey cannot.

3. Discuss the poem on page 11. Again ask why they cannot read this. Explain that
past experience has a lot to do with what we can understand. Use the language
cards when you discuss the terms.

92&
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4. Have the students read through the information on page _11. If the students are
interested, read them the translation of the poem.

5. Discuss figures 9A and 9B, asking the students the questions from pa_ge 12. Do
the same with figures 10 and 11. Discuss their answers. to the questions.

**************************************************************************************

SgCTION: 1.4 The Effect-of Past Experiences
Page ¶-21/S-12 Your Memory Stores Information (35-40 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - copy chart from figure4
1-12 on transparency and
ditto

- choose letters to be used
in experiment

- 2 copies for each student

Background Information - See teachers manual. Memory
has two separate components - storage andirlecall. You
may have many memories stored that you cannot recall.

Almost everyone has at some time tried to remember something and had it "on the tip
.of my tongue." Hours or even days after you have given up trying to remember some-
thing, it will suddenly flash into your mind.

Language Cards/Key Signs
to remember
memory
long term memory

information

Identification Cards

TEACNG SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by having the student§ read the expe'riment on page 15. (Starting
under the line and continuing to page 16.) Read a section and then do the experi-
ment, then go on to the next section.

2. Distribute paper and pencils. Review the instructions for the first part of the
aotivity with the class. Read a three-letter sequence aloud. Avoid sequences
like XYZ or FBI that would be easy to remember. Students should sit quietly,for
30 seconds and then write down the three letters. Record on the chalkboard the
total number of students who correctly remember the sequence. The number of cor-
rect responses should be very high.

.10

3. Choose a different three-letter sequence for the next trial. After you say the
letters, students should count aloud as instructed i the text during the 30-second
waiting period. This- is done to preoccupy their mink to they cannot practice
the three-letter sequence. After 30 second have elaed, ask students to write
down the three letters. Again, record the number of correct responses. This
activity dembistrates that for information to get into the short-term memory, it
must be practiced or repeated in the brain.

4. For the second part of the activity, pass out the ditto with figures 1-12. Read
aloud this list of 12 random letters: A C W.Y A S U S 0 S V T. Read at a rate of
letter per second. When you are finished, students should write as many letters as
they can remember in the chart. It is important that they try to put something in
every space in the chart whether it is correct or not. Now repeat the letters. By
a show of hands, determine how many students remembered each letter correctly. Re-
cord the numbers on the chart you drew on the chalkboard. At the completion of this
experiment, collect all student'papers, and remove the chart.

5
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5. When the experiment has been completed, go back to the beginning of this section.
Have the students read the information and discuss the questions.

6. Write the terms short term memory'and long term memory on the board. Ask the stu-

dents if they,ca'n define them. Discuss their meaning in relation to the experi-

ments done. Tell the students that at the end of the class, you will be testing,
their memory again.

71 At the end of the class, pass out another copy of figure 1.-12. Ask the students to
. 'again fill in the letters as they did before. Compare the results to the other

term memory experiment. Discuss the results, and the time factors involved.
****** *******************************************************************************

S 1.5 The Effect of Past Experience
Page T-23/S-16 You Make Inferences Based on Your Experience 110 -45 min.)

PREQU1SITES: Totmake inferences from given information.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Create a story similar to
the one on page 16,
using an incident in
your school.

- Develop inference ques-
tions about the story.

TEACHING. SUGGESTIONS:

LanieSigns
to infer
an inference
experience

Identification Cards

1. Reazi your story to the class, one time. Then ask,the questions which you have

developed. Discuss the process which the students are going through (inferring).

2. Include in your discussion, the fact that their inferences may not be correct. Add

additional information to the story to make them incorrect. Use the term an infer-

ence, and use the language cards as you discuss this and other terms.

3. Have the students read the beginning of section 1-5. Discuss the problem with the_

glass pitcher.

4. Go on to discuss the story about Anthony and Sally. Have one student read the

story to the class. Then discuss the information contianed in the next four

paragraphs.

5. Read the last paragraph to the students. Explain each point, and emphasize that

they are observing, and inferring, and that they can change these inferences.

6. Have the students read the Highlights section themselves. Then discuss each point.

7. Have the students write their answers to the-Checkpoints on paper. Collect their

papers for grading and discuss their answers.

8. The answers to these questions are listed here:-

1. Figure 1-10 (c) would probably look like black marks on a white background.

2. Remembering a phone number long enough to use it. Accept other reasonable

answers.
3. Sally is probably three to five years old. She speaks in full sentences but .

she makes grammatical errors that would be expected of a preschool child.

4. You might infer that the cat ate the mouse. The statement says that the cat

is hUngry, and experience tells you that cats catch and eat mice.
iet************************************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 1 Looking at Life
o

Chapter 1 Thinking About the World

Thinking Scientifically

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaphing Time

T-23 1.6 Science Starts with Observation 40-45 min.
T-23 1.7 Forming a Hypothesis is Next 40-45 min.
T-23 1.8 Hypotheses Can Be Tested by 45-50 min.

Controlled Experiments

SECTION: 1.6 Thinking Scientifically
Page T-23/S-18 Science Starts with Observation (40-45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials'-at least.30 each of three
different colors of poker
chips or squares of colored
paper

- pictures of scientific
tools

.TACHtNG SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a scientist
to test inferences
problem solving
to record

tools
a logical way

1. Begin the lessonby telling the students that you are going to be two different
people. Take the poker chips and tell them that the probiem is to figure out
how many different combinations of these chips Can be made. Tell them this is
an experiment in problem solving. Use the language card.

2. The first time, solve the porblem in a 'hit or miss' fashion, not in any logical
sequence. The second time, do it in a logical manner. When you have completed
the two experiments, ask the students which one was performed by a 'scientist'
using scientific thinking. Discuss their answers.

3. Because this section has so much, information, read the text to the students and
discuss each concept and vocabulary word as it occurs.

4. Before discussing Figure 15, ask the students to list other tools that scien-
tists use. Make aNlist onfthe board. Show the pictures which you have collected
of different tools. Then discuss the more sophisticated tools in the Figure on
page 20

**************************************************************************************



SECTION: 1.7 Thinking Scientifically
Pam ge T-23/S-19 Forming a Hypothesis is Next (40-45 min.

PREREQUISITES: The-ab-ility to formulate and use if...then statements.

ADVANCE PREPARATION:" Materials -none

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

f. Begin the lesson by explaining the first paragraph to
the students. Then read the example about the school
bus. If this example is inappropriate for your students,
change it to something that is relevant to their school situation.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a hypothesis
a prediction
an experiment
an observation

2. Then write the following on the board:

Thinking Scientificall-
Problem Solving
-Observation
-Making a Hypothesis
-Prediction
-Experimentation
-Recording Results
-Proving or disproving hypothesis

3. Using an example of an experiment relevant to your students, talk through this
chart, explaining the concepts as you go through the lists.* Have students
give real examples of if-then happenings. (e.g. if it iscloudy - then it may
rain.)

4. As a review the students could read through the text and discuss the information
again.

5. At the end of the lesson, have a few students explain the sequence listed on
the board to the-rest of the class.

*When discussing the prediction section, have the students use Ae if...then format,
for stating their predictions. If the students have difficulty with this, have -
some practice with if..,then statements before the lesson begins, as is stated in
the prerequisites.
**********4********************pe**********************f******************************

SECTION: 1.8 Thinking Scientifically
Page T-23/S-2,1 Hypotheses Can Be Tested By Controlled Experiments (45-50 mi

(45-50 min.)

%ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -four plants of the same
size and kind

-the chart from previous
lesson on paper or trans-
parency

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
the controt group
the experimental group
to predict
an experiment

1. Display the plants in the front of the classroom. Ask the students to think of
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some hypothesis about the plants and plant growth. Write the different idea
on the board. Have the students choose one hypothesis.

2. Display the chart of scientific thinking. Have the students discuss making ob-
servations of plants and the hyOotheadS that they have made.

3. Have the students discuss possikbe ways of setting up the experiment. Have your
questions lead lem to the conclusion that they need two groups in the experiment,
When they come up with this idea, tell them the names for the groups. Add them
to the chart after-the word Experimentation.

4.. Disdass what would happen if there.were no control group.in the experiment.

5. Have the students read the guidelines oh page 22, second COlumn. 'Discuss each.
guideline 4n relation to their experiment. if some of the students are inter-
ested, have them do the weeimerit'after class and record the results. This
could be discussed in the class at the completion of theaxpariment. For

additional help and ideas for student activities, see the Challenge Activities
Program in Science level 6. Some sample activities which might be initiated
at this time (or after 6 below) by different students are:

page T-36 "Mr. 'Green House" - to determine factors that promote growth
page T -40 "Bubble Fun" demonstrate and recognize factors affecting

, cohesions of molecules
page T-46 "Come Fly With Me" - discover some factors in successful air-

plane flight

6. Discuss the probleh,of tha Loch Ness monster. Have the students read the infor-
mation about the monster, and discuss the various hypotheseS.

7. At ,the completion of the lesson, discuss the points in the Highlights section.

Then have the students write the answers for the Checkpoints. Collect their
papers and discuss their answers.

8. Do the Skullduggery section as a group. -Modify the language when necessary.
419.

9. Read through the What's Next? section with the students. Discuss the concept
Of livingand non-livio things. Have he students make lists of non-living -,,

and living things on sheet of pape . se thdse ,lists when beginning the
next thapter. -

**************************************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 1 Looking at Life

Chapter 2 Recognizing Life

Life Activities Cs)

SECTION OUTLINE

Page Section Number

V
.

Lesson Title
.

r Teaching Time

T-26 2.1 What is Life?' 35-40 min.
T-26 2.2 Respiration Releases 40-45 min.

..
T-26 2.3 Energy From Food Some Organisms 40-45 min.

Make
T -28 2.5 Organisms Exchange Gases With 40-45 min.

Each Other (3 days.)

NOTE: Section 2.4-has been omitted.
.

SECTION: 2.1 Life ACtivities
Page T-26/S-28 What Is Life? (35-40 min.)

PREREQUISITES: The ability to distinguish living from non-living objects, and to give
characteristics of each class.

ADVANCE PREPARATFON: Materials - Have several living and
non-living objects to
display in the class.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Do as a demonstration, Life characteristics with a
problem.

2. Begin the lesson by placing the objects which you have
collected, on a table in front of the class. Have the
students name the objects. Label them accordingly.

3. Ask the students which 'objects are living and which
are non-living. Write these two terms on the boards

. 4. Have the students give thetr responses for thinking
that an object is.living or non-living.

Lanquase Cards/Key Signs
a cell

an organism
movement
growth
reaction
reproduction
life activ4ties
energy
environment
a structure

tdentificationCards
CLabels for the objects
used in the lesson.)

5. Have the students read pages 2829 themselves. When they have comOleted.their
reading, ask them to explain what an organism is. Then ask them to list -rhe five
life activities. Write these on the board. Ask several students to explain the

6. Have the students look et.Figure 2-1 and answer the question on ciage 29.

10
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7. Read the text on page 30 to the students. Explain the concepts as you read
through the material. Place special emphasis on the term environment, having
the students exptain it as the,term occurs in the text.

8. Read the paragraphs about cells to the ass. Ask the students to define the term
cell and discuss Figure 2-2 in to of this definition. Tell the students that
later in the chapter, they will be learning more about cells.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 2.2 Life Activities
Page T-26/S-31 Resp-iration'Releases (40-45 min.)

PREREQUISITES: Familiarity with the terms oxygen, carbon dioxide, and with the func-
tions of the respiratory system of the human.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - beakers, 250 mL or small
jars (8oz.)

- limewater, 1 bottle
(purchased or home-

. made see Section
Notes) ,

- 3 aquarium air pumps
pieces of rubber tubing
each 30 cm long (1 ft)

- straws

1 watch or clock

Order limewater from a science supply house or pre-
pare your own according to these directions. Fill a
large jar (that has a lid) with distilled water.
Add more calcium hydroxide or calcium oxide than
can dissolve in the water. Close the jar tightly
and shake well for a few minutes. Let it stand
overnight. The next day, filter the liquid. Store

in a tightly sealed container. The liquid should be
clear. If it becoMes cloudy, refilter it.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
bacteria
yeast
respiration
oxygen
carbon dioxide
to combine
to release
fermentation
gasohol

Identification Cards
limewater

a beaker
an aquaNum air pump
a rubber tube

1. (This lesson will begin with the experiment on page 32.) To review, ask the stu-
dents about their respiratory system. Discuss the exchange of oxygen and carbon
dioxide. Ask them if they can prove that their exhaled air contains carbon dioKide.

2. Display the materials for the experiment. Ask the students.to%label the materials,
helping them with new objects.

3. Without having the students read in their books ass out the materials, to pairs
of students. Explain what they are to do and ain that they must observe what
happens to the limewater. After thpy have complet d the experiment, discuss the
results. Ask the students if they know why the limewater betame cloudy.

Have the students read the information on page 32 (second column). Again discuss
this information.

'11
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LIFE CHARACTERISTICS WITH A PROTOZOAN

1110
Materials'and Equipment

Overhead 'Projector -

Petri Dish
Water
Dupont Duco Cement

To The ?leacherTh
The mercury nameoban has been used for many years as a vehicle for exploring
life characteristics. Mercury is highly toxic and this inquiry can be
carried out just as well with a substitute. The substitute is Dupont Duco
Cement (similar cements will not work as well). This cement, when mixed
with water, will move about rapidly.

Procedure: Place a petri dish on an overhead protector and fill about
half full with water. Turn on the projector. Introduce about one drop
of Dupont Duco Cement onto the w er in such a way that students do not really know
what is being put into the water. he drop will project well on the screen
and resembles a moving protozoan.

To the Student

Well the students that you have just put some material into the water. Have
students list some of the life characteristics that they can observe. What
are some of the life characteristics that they cannot observe? Is this a

living organism? Why?

To the Teacher

This inquiry notes an excellent place to begin a biology course. Students
realize early that the living state is complex and cannot be easily defined.

Alternative or additional demonstration can be made with

1) Brine shrimp in salt water
Petri dish

Algae

12
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5. Explain to the students that they have gathered Information about their body and
how it fits into the concept of respiration. Write this term on the board.

15. Read through the text wtth the students, having them read a paragraph and then
discussing the information as a group. Have several student$ explain Figure 2-3.
Have them explain the exchange in terms of their body.

7. Read through the information on page 32 (second column, bottom) with the students.
Explain each of the ideas here. These are difficult and may be hard to understand.

8. Conclude the lesson by having several students explain respiration and how human
systems function with this process.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 2.3 Life Activities
Page T-26/S-34 Some Organisms Make Their Own

Food (40-45 min.)
ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Elodea sprigs

- rulers
- large test tubes
- aquarium water
- sodium bicarbonate,

1 box (optional)
- rubber stoppers (to

fit test beakers,
250 mL)

- 1-2 large boxes with
lids (or empty drawers)
in which beakers will fit

- test-tube racks

0111b
- wood splints
- sheets of paper
- pencils
- masking tape
- matches

Language Cards/Key Signs
chlorophyll
photosynthesis
sugar
to produce
respiration
a molecule

Identification Cards

Elodea
a test-tube
a test-tube rack
a wood splint
a rubber stopper
a beaker
masking tape

The Elodea plants should be healthy, actively growing ones. If you do not have any

in a classroom aquarium, order some as close to the time of this activity as possi-
ble. Keep the plants in aquarium water under a strong light (100-150 watt bulb).

Background Information - You might want to demonstrate the proper way to set up the
first part of the experiment. Be sure students place the Elodea sprigs in the tett
tubes correctly, so that the cut ends of the Elodea sprigs are at the bottoms of
the test tubes. The oxygen bubbles will escape from the cut ends of the stems
and collect at the bottoms of the test tubes. Students should be careful to get
as little air as possible in their test tubes when they place the test tubes in
the water-filled beakers. A small amount of sodium bicarbonate added to the
water in the beakers will provide additional carbon dioxide for the Elodea sprigs
to use in photosynthesis.
On the last day of the activity, demonstrate how to remove the test tubesfrom

the beakers without letting any air into them. Show students how to test for the

presence of oxygen with a glowing splint.

4
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by doing the experiment on page 35. Display all of the materials
for the experiment. Have enough materials so that the students can work in pairs.
Have the students name the materials and label them accordingly.

2. Read through the experiment withlthe students before they begin to do it. This
.activity will be done over a period of three or four days. Allow time each.of these
days for observation and discussion.

3. After the students have set up the experiment, have them read the beginning of
section 2-3. Ask the students to explain each of the new vocabulary words.
Give help where necessary. Also ask the students to explain the process of photo-
synthesis. Refer to Figure 2-6 during the discussion.

4. From the information in this section, ask the students to predict what will happen
during the four days of their experiment.

5. At the end of the lesson, review the process of photosynthesis by having several
students explain how plants produce their own food.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 2.5 Life Activities
Page T-28/S-38 Organisms Exchange Gases With Each Other (40-45 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by writing the terms 'photosynthesis'
and 'respiration' on the board. Ask a student to ex-
plain each process. HavO student go to the board
and diagram the process by writing the elements in-
volved and how they are involved.

Language Cards/Key Signs
photosynthesis
respiration

Identification Cards

2. Then have the students look at the two processes. Ask them if they can see any
differences/similarities in the processes. (You will be trying to guide them to
the conclush5n that each is the reverse of the other.)

3. Also ask the students if there will come a day when there is not more oxygen for
us to breathe. Have them prove their answer by using the information on the board.

4. Have the students open their books to page 38-39. Read the information with the
students. Discuss the information in terms of their recent discussions of the two
processes. Refer to Figure 2-9 in your discussion.

5. At the completion of the discussion, have the students observe the Elodea experiment.
This is day twp 91 this experiment. Discuss their observations and the possible
reasons for wh hey are observing,

SECTION: 2.5 Life Activities
Page T-28f5 -40 Continued

PREREQUISITES: Basic information about the space program sending spacecraft to differ-
ent planets.

14



ADVANCE PREPARATION1 Materials - None.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by discussing the photograph on page
40. Then read through the text with the students. Ex-
plain any new vocabulary words to them.

2. Discuss any questions which occur in the paragraphs.

3. At the end of the lesson, have the students observe
the Elodea experiment. Discuss their observations,
and reasons for these results.- This is day three
of the experiment.

****************************************************************************************

Language Cards /Key Signs
a spacecraft
Viking
Mars

the horizon
soil

a molecule
an automatic device

Identification Cards

SECTION: 2.5 Life Activities

Page T-28/5-41 (Continued) Highlights/Checkpoints

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - The students should have their own paper and pencil
to answer questions on the Checkpoints.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Complete the Elodea experiment. This should take about 25 minutes. Have the stu-
'dents read the paragraphs on page 36 and 37. Have them do the necessary things to
complete the experiment. Discuss their answers.

2. Have the students read the Highlights., Discuss each point with them. Make sure
that they can explain each concept listed. Ask different students questions about
the corcepts, to assure understanding.

3. Have the students take out paper and pencil. Read each question to the class.
Have them write down their answers. Be sure that they understand the questions
before writing their answers.

4.. After they have completed their answers, discuss them.

5. Answers to Checkpoints (page 41Y.,
1. Living thin0-perform five life activities, carry on respiraction, and are

made of one or many cells.

2. Materials move within plants. Green plants produce food by photosynthesis
and release the energy from the food by respiration. Plants use stored food
during respiration when photosynthesis is not taking place.

3. Cells are the basic structures of organisms. Cells get energy from food
through respiration.

4. All organisms make carbon dioxide. Plants make food and oxygen during photo-
synthesis.

5. When the leaves, were destroyed, photosynthesis could not occur. Without
Photosynthesis, no sugar or starch was produced or stored in the roots.

***********************************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 1 Looking at Life

Chapter 2 Recognizing Life

Organization of Life

SECTION OUTLINE

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-28 2.7 You Can Look at Cells 50-55 min.
T-28 2.6 Cells Have Many Structures 40-45 min.
1-30 2.8 Organisms Have Different Levels

of Organization
40-45 min.

NOTE: Sections 2.6 and 2.7 have been reversed.

SECTION: 2.7 Organization of Life
Page T-28/S-45-1(bil Cr a Look at Cells C50-55 min.)

PREREQUISITES: To correctly label the parts of the microscope. (See Appendix 8).
Familiarity with making microscope slides and looking at them with
the microscope.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See teacher's manual

for listings of materials
for the six experiments.

- Instruction sheet for
label procedure.

Give each student a microscope, procedure sheet and
materials for the six observations. lf,microscopes
are limited, students could work in pairs.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards /Key Signs
a cell
a slide
a coverslip
a microscope

Identification Cards
(Labels for all things
used in the six experi-
ments.)

1. To begin the lesson, tel.' the students that they will be looking at different type
of cells. Have them open their books to page 45-49 and look at the experiments
listed on these pages. Take the students to each 'station' and read through the
directions for the experiment with them. Make sure that they understand what is
to be done.

2. Careful instructions should be given to the students about drawing pictures of the
cells. Tell them to be as accurate as possible. Tell them to draw the structures
just as they are shown with the microscope. Also tell them to be sure and label
each picture because they will be used in the next lesson.

3. When you feel that the students understand what they must do, let one person go to
each station and begin work. *You should move around the room helping where
necessary.

ff
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4. At the end of this class, or the next day, discuss eachof the six experiments

and have the students display their drawings. The students can compare drawings
and decide whose drawings were the clearest and the best representative of the
actual cells.

*Some students may need assistance with CHEEK CELLS,_ they are very transparent and hard
to see. Turn down the light as low as possible. Make sure they get only the single

inside layer of the onion and spread it flat.
*********************************************WW*************************************

SECTION: 2.6 Organization of Life
Page T-28/5-41 CelFs-Have MenrItructures (40-45

min. I
ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Drawings from the previous

lesson. Each student
should have six draw-
ings of cells.

Also; make transparency/large drawings of each type
of cell. Make labels but keep them separate from
the pictures. Make ditto copies of each cell,
listing the labels at the bottom of the page. The
students can use these to practice learning the
parts.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students open their books to page 41. Read
through the text with them. There are many vocabu-
lary words in this section. Make sure that the
students understand each new word as it occurs in
the text.

4

2. As you are reading through the text, display the two
pictures of'the cells. As a term occurs in the text, have a student locate the
structure in the picture(s).

Language Cards/Key Signs
a structure
function

specialized
a cell membrane
cytoplasm
mitochondria

nuclear membrance
chromos8mes
a vacuole
a cell wall
cellulose
chloroplasts
a paramecium
cilia

Identification Cards ,

(same as language cards)
(labels for cells)

3. Continue reading until the last paragraph on page 44. Stop here and review all
of the terms and cell structures. Ask the students where the structures are
located in the cells, and what the functions of the structures are.

0
4. When you have completed the review, go on to read about the paramecium. Discuss

that in terms of the experiment with the pond water.

5. At the completion of the Jesson, have the students take out their other drawings of
4 cells. Have them label the parts of the cells which they have drawn. Move 4'mong

the'-students, discussing their answers.

6. Fop further revi-ew., pass out the ditto copies of the cells. Tell the students to
take the papers, and label the ceils, check their answers in the book, and study
the material. This could he done for homework.

****4(****4***************************************************************************
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SECTION: 2.8 Organization of Life

Page T- 30/S -50 Organisms Have Different Levels of Organization (40-45 min.)

PREREQU1SITE5-: Previous study of the systems of the body, and labels for the organs
in these systems.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Pictures of a person, and
the organ systems that
make up a person. These
can be displayed on a
bulletin board at the
end of the lesson. The
display should include
the labels as shqwn in
Figure 2-19. The stu-
'dents can draw other
pictures to fill in

the chart.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a cell

a tissue
an organ -

an organ system
an organism

Identification Cards
(Names of body systems.

1., Display the picture of the person. Ask the students'what it is. The work you
are looking for is an organism. Ask the students if they know what makes up an
organism.

2. To stimulate discussion, begin showing pictures of body systems, one at a time.
See if the students ,can name additional systems.

3. Then ask the studeni's if they can name individual organs within these systems.

4. Have the students look at page 52, Figure 2-19. Explain that a person (organism)
is made of many parts. These parts begin with the basic unit, the cell. Then
a group of tells which function the same make up tissue, and so forth.

5. After discussing Figure 2-19, have the students read the text beginning at the
second paragraph of the second column, page 50.

After the students have read the information, discuss the 'levels of organizatibn'
of an organism. Have them compare the pictures on page 51 and answer the ques-
tions.

7. At the end of the lesson, have the students read the Highlights. Discuss each
point, and ask the students questions about them.

8, Then have the students write answers to the questions in Checkpoints. You can
read the questions to the students if necessary. Move among the students to help
them if they do not understand the questions.

9. After the students have completed their work, discuss theft. answers.

10. Do not do the Skullduggery section on page 53, as written, unless your students can
read the sentences. As an alternative idea, rewrite the sentences, and have them
answer, again filling in the blanks.

*********************************************************************4***************

I
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Level 7 Unit 1 Looking at Life

Chapter 3 The Many Forms of Life

Sorting Things Out

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching-Time

T-33 3.1 Grouping is Organizing 40-45 min.
T-33 3.2 Grouping Things by Similarity 40-45 min.
T-33 3.3 . Why Classify Living Things? 40-45 min.

.
.

.

NOTE: Begin to grow mold on bread as you start this chapter. Then it will be ready
for discussion during the section on the Fungi Kingdom. Also begin to col-
lect pictures of a wide variety of plants and animals for later use.

SECTION: 3.1 Sorting Things Out
Page T-33/S-58 Grouping is Organizing (40-45 min.)

PREREQUISITES: The ability to compare and contrast organisms.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -pictures of a variety of
people

Take your class on a field trip and collect organisms.
A park, meadow, vacant lot, etc., are all appropriate
Maybe give a reward for the strangest organism.

TEACHING SUGGEST-IONS:

1. Use the collected organisms and some of your own
(ex. Ameoba, coral, euglema, slime mold) to do an
observation lab. Have deta sheets where students
can record observations of organisms.

Language Cards/Key Sighs
to classify
an organism
similarity
a group

Identification Cards

(Labels for the organisms
used in the lesson)

2. Have students find ways to classify the organisms collected.

3. Use a follow up discussion to point out problems of classification and diversity
of living things. Have the students look at page 58-61. Ask one student to
read the titles of this section. Ask the class what will be the topic of
discussion. Have the students look at Figure 3-1 and answer the questions.
Then have them look at Figure 3-2 and do'the same thing.

Place pictures ,of people on a table. Have the students sit around the table.
. Ask them how they would classify these orgariis s and why. Ask the students if

they think a classification system is'import , and why?
************************************************ * ***********************************
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SECTION: 3.2 Sorting Things Out
Page T-33/5 -62 Grouping Things by Similarity (40-45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -see teacher's guide for
advance preparation for
leaf experiment

-make xerox copies of
Figure 3-3, one for each
student, and make a trans-
parency

x.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

c
Language Cards/Key Stgns
a twig

Identification Cards
(Labels-for kinds of twigs

and leaves)

1. Begin the lesson by passing out the sets of leaves, one to each pair of students.

Tell the students that they are to classify these leaves by their similarities

.and differences.

2. After they have observed the different types of leaves and discussed them with

their partners, ask them if they can divide the leaves into two groups. Them

those into two more groups.

3. As the students are working, encourage them to put their classification on paper,

bbt do not let them refer to their textbook.

4. After the students have completed their classifications, have them compare theirs

to others in the class. Discuss the differences. Show the students how to put

their information into a chart, if they have not already done so. Choose one

grobp's work and placp-the classifications on a chart on the board. Discuss this

with the students.

5. Pass out'the pictures of the twigs. 'Ask the studehts to classify these twigs

and place their classifications on a similar chart. When the students have com-

pleted their work, ask them to look at their classification.

6. Again ask the students why classification -is done and why scientists are con-

cerned with a classification systeM.
*************************************************************************************

SECTION: 3.3 Sorting Things Out
Page T-33/S-63 Why Classify Living Things? (40-45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: See discussion, teacher's manual.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the students read the information on page 63-64.

Discuss the information, and the pictures on page 64.

Language Cards/Key Signs

a beetle
to feature
to identify
wild mushrooms

2. Ask the students if they can give you other places, where classification of objects

is necessary, and why it is necessary.

3. Review the highlight section. Ask the students questions about each section of

the highlights.

4. Have the students take out a piece of paper and a pencil. Explain the Check-

points questions to them. Have them write their answers on their papers.

5. After the students have completed their answers, discuss them. (Note: answers

to the Checkpoints questions are listed in the teacher's manual.)

**************************************************************************************
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Lever 7 Unit 1 Lookitrid at

Chapter 3 The Many Forlp of Life

Categories of Classification

SECTION' OUTLINE:

Page Section Number

. -

Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-34
T-35
T-35
T-35

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

You Can Classify Organil sms

A Species is One Kind -
-i.

Scientific Names are Useful
Some Plants and Animals tion't Fit

.

35-40 min.
35-40 min.
25-30 min.
25-30 min.

-

SECTION: 3.4 Categories of Classification
Page T-34/S765 You Can Classify Organisms (35-40 min.)-

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -reprIoduce chart on pages
66-67

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Explain to the students that scientists have developed
a system of classification. They will be studying
this system and the scientific method of naming
organisms.

S

Language Cards/Key Signs
kingdom
phylum
class
order
family
genus
species

2. Read through section 3.4 with the students. As a new term appears discuss its
meaning. As the classification terms appear, tape the language card to the board
and discuss it. Be sure to discuss how each section of t'he classification hier-
archy relates to each other section.

3. Tall the students that to help them understand sci ntific classification, you
will give them' an e;i:ehlple. Discuss the dog. Disci.: s the reasons for each,.

ens
4. When you have finiNrl: talking about the dog, displa the chart from pages 66-67.

Discuss each animal. Ask the students if they can ex lain the reasons for
grouping the organism in that particular way.

41*
5. At the completion of the lesson, remove the language cards from the board. Ask

one student to place the cards in the correct order and ask other students to
explain each classification grouping.

********************************************.4*****************************************

SECTION: 3.5 Categories of Classification
Page T-35/S-67 A Species is One Kind (35-40 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -collect a variety of:

'species' groups for the
class to use in discussion

J
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Language Cards/Key Signs
a species
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read the information on page 67 with the students: Be certain that they under-
stand the concept of species and the tworeasons for this type of grouping.

.. .r7

2. After the students have read the text, refer to the pictures on pages 68 and 69.
Discuss the dogs, and the differences between the jaguar and cheetah. Again 41/4'

War"'ask the students to explain the species grouping.

3. Show the students the pictures whiqh_you have collected. In the beginning, place
all of the pictures together. Ask the students to place the pictures in species.
Correct them where necessary. Then ask how these groupings relate to the two
reasons for specied groupings. Continue that process until all of the students
understand the concept.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 3.6 Categories of Classification
Page T-35/S-69 Scientific Names Are Useful (25-30 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Use some of the pictures from the
previous lesson. Find out the sci-
entific name for each organism. Be
sure to include both,plants and
animals. Have a collection of books
available for finding this information.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
Latin
a scientific name

NOTE: The textbook need not be used for this lesson.

1. Review the classification hierarchy from I son 3.4. Have the students explain
each category.

4
2. Tell the students that each organism has a scientific name. Explain that the

genus name (with a capital letter) followed by its species name (with all small
letters) is that scientific name.

3. Show the students a picture from the previous lesson. Write the scientific
name on the board. Tape the picture next to the name. Do that for some of the
other pictures also.

4. Show the students other pictures. Have them name each organism. Write the names
on the board: Ask the students to find the scientific name for each organism.
They can do this in th4kclassrodom or in the library. When a student finds the
name, he/she can write /4 on the board next to the name of the organism.

5. Ask the students what they think of the names. Explain the history of scientific.
names. Have them look at Figure 3-10 and discuss the usefulness of Latin scien-
tific names.

6. Explain to the students that some common names of organisms are not clear, or
are used for many different organisms. Thus, the need developed for scientific
names. Tel them they are not required to memorize the names, just to be fam-
iliar withhow they were developed.

**************************************************************************************
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SECTION: 3.7 Categories of Classification

414,1-
s'

Page T-35ZS-72 Some-Plants and Animals Don't Fit (25-30 miri.)

PREREQUISITES: Use of the microscope.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -make an infusion of pond H2O and hay about 1 week
- in advance

-collect pond 1-120 or other sources of, stagnant H2O
- collect information on people responsible for
microscope worts,

Leeuwenhoek,'Janssen 1590, Hooke, 1665, Malpighi

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Do a microscope lab on microbes.

2. Have the students look at the one-celled organisms. Also have them draw the
organisms. Ask the students to decide if they fit into the plant kingdom or
the animaa kingdom and why.

3. Have the students look at Figure 3-12. Ask which kingdom these organisms belong
r- to. Discuss their answers.

4.- Read through he -text with the students. As you discuss the scientist who built
a microscope, the collection of information which you have found on him.
Ask several students to volunteer to read the materials and report back to the
class at the'end of the chapter.

5. Be sure to emphasize.the fact that the organisms are divided into five kingdoms.

6. Read through the highlights with the students. Question them on the information
contained in each paragraph.

7. Explain each of the questions in the Checkpoints.* Have the students write their
answers on paper. When they have completed their papers, discuss.their answers.
(Answers are in teacher's manual.)
*Omit questions3 and 4.

*************************************************************************A************
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Level 7 Unit 1 Lodging at Life

Chapter 3 The Many Forms of Life

The Smaller Organisms

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page , Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-36 3.8 The Moneran Kingdom 40-45 min.
T-36 3.9 The Protist Kingdom 40-45 min.
T-36 3.10 The Fungi Kingdom 40-45 min.
T-36 3.11 The Plant Ki dom . 70-75 min.
T-37 3.12 The Animal ingdom 70-75 min.
T-37 3.13 What Are iruses? 30-35 min.
T-37 - Working With Animals and Plants '55-60 min.

T-38 - Highlights/Checkpoints 35-40 min.

SECTION: 3.8, 3.9, 3.10; 3.11, 3.12 The Smaller Organisms
Pages and times - see Section Outline The Moneran, Protist, Fungi, Plant,

and Animal Kingdoms

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -Prepare a space for a
large bulletin board to
display the five kingdoms,
pictures of representative

organisms, and a listing~
of characteristics of each
kingdom.

-Collect pictures of as
many different organisms
as possible to be placed on

p the mural during the lessons.
-Collect microscope slides and
samples where appropriate.

Language Cards/KeySigns.
(see separate listing at
end of ths lesson)

Identification Cards
(Labels for organisms on

bulletin board )

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

NOTE: The activities /suggestions listed are for each section.

1. To begin each section, look at the pictured organisms. Discuss the variety of

characteristics and reasons for grouping.

2. Mead the text with the students. Explain all terms and use the language cards
to reinforce the vocabulary.

3.- For the Moneran, Protist, and Fungi Kingdoms, have prepared microscope slides
or samples (moldy bread) for,the students to observe and discuss.

4. Show the students/the pictures and have them place them in the appropriate
kingdom. Do this one by one, giving the students organisms and asking them
if they fit the characteristics of the kingdom or not. Those that do fit
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should be placed on the appropriate section 'of the mural and labeled.

5. As the §tudents are discussing the placement of the organisms, have them gen-
erate a list of the characteristics of that kingdom. One student could copy
this list and display it with the pictures.

Do the highlights an(.1checkpoints section as tiley occur.

.7. The following are additional activities that could be done during these five
lessons:

show captioned films on particular organisms
-look at additional microscope slides
-show a filmstrip on organisms

hav9 students write riddles about a particular organism and other students
g- uess w t it is ,

-have each tudent describe the placemeht of.an organism and the reasons
for that placement

-have the students match the name of-an organism to a description of it
- choose one organism, and write an essay about it
-do:a research project on an organism or kingdom and have the student
report his/her findings to the class

-8. After section 3.12, review and discuss the chart on page 94. This chart could
be xeroxed and cut apart. The students could arrange Lt in proper order.

NOTE: A good source of pictures and information is: Cards of Knowledge
(Safari Cards)

Language Cards/Key Siigns

3.8 monearans, bacteria, blue-green algae, peneumonia, tuberculosis, tetanus,
gangrene

3.11

protists, moist, a flagellum, cilia, a paramecium, an amoeba, one-celled
algae

fungi, a mushroom, to decay, mold, yeast, reproduction, gasoho antibiotics,
ringworm, athlete's foot

Many-celled algae, seaweed, moss, ferns, gymnospers, angiosperms

3.12 sponges, coelenterates, flatworms, round worms, segmented worms, parasites,
hosts, molluscs, larva, echinoderms, arthropods, chordates, vertebrae,
cartilage, vertebrates, invertebrates, amphibians, reptiles, cold-
blooded, warm blooded, mammals

**************************************************w*******************************

SECTION: 3.13 The Smaller Organisms
Page T-37/S-95 What Are Viruses? (30-35 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -collect any var-i-erble ma-
terial on viruses

-collect pamphlets that
explain the diseases listed
in the section

-draw a large picture of a
cell on the board

25

Language Cards/Key Signs
a virus a cell
to damage influenza
mumps polio
a molecule respiration
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by reviewing a cell and its structure. Refer to the large
picture of the cell to discuss its parts and their functions.

2. Read the text with the students. Explain each new vocabulary word as it occurs.
As the text explains that a virus gets into the cell, use the picture on the
board to show this in a graphic way.

3. After reading the text, revjew what is known about viruses. Have the students
list the various diseases caused by viruses. Ask the students if they would
be interested in finding out more about the particular diseases. Have several
volunteers take the information which you hav collected, and prepare a short
report that could be given to the class on the ollowing day.

*************************************************** **********************************

SECTION: 3.13 The Smaller Organisms

Page T-37/S-96 Working With Aniamls and Plants (55-60 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -contact several indivibu-
4. als in your area, one

that works with animals
and one that works with
plants. Invite them to
come to your class and
discuss their careers,
and the background neces-
sary to go into such a
career.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a career
a trained assistant
a veterinarian
biology
zoology
a, nursery

1. At the beginning of class, have the students give their reports on viruses.

2. Read through the text with the students. Tell them that two people will be
coming to visit the class and discuss their jobs.

3. Have the class develop a list of questiont Ipat they would like to ask the
individuals.

4. Have the visitors come to class the following day. Allow them to discuss their
jobs, and then let the students ask their prepared questions and any other
questions that they have.

******************************************** ********************,******************

SECTION: 3.13 The Smaller Organisms
Page T-38/5-97 Highlights/Checkpoints (35-40 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Review the highlights with the students. Ask them questions on each piece of
information.

2. Hbve the students write answers to the questions in Checkpoints. If necessary,
reword the questions and explain where necessary.
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3. After the students have completed their answers, discus§them.

4. The Skullduggery section is optional. The use pf this would depend on the
language level of the students in your class.

5. Be sure to'go through the What's Next? section and discuss the information
listed there. This leads into the next unit and chapter.

444
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/VLevel 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

'Chapter 4 Support Systems
-Avo;liv

Organisms Without a Framework g,

SECTION .2UTL.1NE,

Page Section Number
.

Lesson Titre Teaching Time

c ,

T-41 / 4.2 You Can Observe Amoeba and' 50-55 min.
Paramecium

T-41, 4.1 - Protists Move in Different Ways 1:).-55 min.

T-42 4.3 -- Movement Varies in Soft-bodied 50-55 min.
Animals\ -

o r

NOTE: -Introduction has been omitted. .Sections 4.1 and 4.2 have been reversed.

SECTION: 4.2 Organisms Without a Framework
_Page T -41 You Can Observe Amoeba and Paramecium (50-55 min.)

PREIREQUISI7ES: Proper use of the microscope and, proper slide production

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See teacher's manual
for listing of materials
and directions for
experiments.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Display all of the items for the experiment Including
the microscopes. Have the students name each Item,
using the identification cards. Label any that they

do ndt know.

2. The students should then read the experiment on page
106. NOTE: If the language of. the text is too diffi-
cult, rewrrtehe directions for the experiments on a ch
the students can read the directions from this.

Language Cards/Key Signs_
an amoeba
a paramecium
low magnification
high magnification
field of view

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials in
experiMent)

r

art or transparency. Then

3. The students should perform the two experiments. Making the necessary drawings.

4. At the end of the lesson, haye the students compare their drawings ant discuss
what they saw. Place special emphasis on the movement of the organisms.

5. Review all of the names for materials at the end of the lesson..
********.********************-****************.**************14***************************

SECTION: 4.1' Organisms Without a Framework
Page T-41/S-104 Protists Move in Different-Ways (50-55 min.)
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - plain paper for drawings

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1 Begin the lesson by reviewing the students f indi.ggs
of the previous lesson. Be sure that the students
can name the organisms which they were ob erving.

2. Read through the text with the students. Have the
students compare what they are reading t what they
observed previously.

Language Cards/Key Signs
protists
cytoplasm
cilia
a -Hegel 1pm

Identification Cards

3. Read through al I of the material. Discuss the movement of cilia and flagella.

4. At the end of the lesson, ask the students to draw a picture of an \amoeba and a
paramecium, labeling a l l of the parts. I f there are some parts' wh ich they cannot
remember, refer them to chapter 3 or to the encyclopedia.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 4.3 Organisms Without a Framework
Page T -42/S -107 Movement Varies in Soft-Bodied Animals (5b-:55 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: MateVia I s - I f possible, get a movie
on these organisms, or
set up a salt water
aquarium. Depending
on-tfie season; try and
find a few earthworms
for the class. The
earthworms can be out
in di rt with corn meal

sprinkled on the top.

TEACH4NG SUGGESTIONS:

1. tf you have a movie or actual organisms to watch,
do this before beginning the lesson. Al low the stu-
dents the opportunity to observe and comment on. the
movement of the organism(sl.

4
41,)

2. Read through theltext with the students. Have them answer the questions in the
.text as they -go along.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a jellyfish
a squid

tentacles
a muscle
cartilage
a clam
an earthworm
bristles

Identification Cards
Labels for organisms
used im the classroom )

3. If possible, while reading the section on the earthworm, have the students observe
the movements-of several worms.

4. -At the completion of the lesson, read through the Highlights section. Ask the stu-
_dents gdestions about each important point.

.N

5. Haven'tbe students write the answers. to. the ,Checicpoints qUestions. After the stu-
. dents have completed their papers,Pdiscuss their answers. NOTE: if question 4 is
too difficult for the students to do individually, use it as a discussion question

' to wrap' up the section, .k / .
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 4 Support Systems

Skeletons

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page

'
- Settion Number

.. 4
I ,

.

Lesson Title
.

Teaching Time

. I

4
4

.

.

1-43 4.4 Skeletoris Support and Alloy 60-70 min.

43 4.5
Different Movements
Art4ropops 'Have Outsi

&
de Skeletons 5 - 5imi n." b 5

,

T-43

T-43

4.6

4.7 )

Vertebrates Have Internal
Skeletons
'Joints Allow Movement of Skeletons

v

50-55 min.
,

65-70 Tin.
T-44- 4.8 Internal Skeletons Grow 50 -55 min.
1-44 4.9 How Big Can An Animal Be? 35-40 min.

SECTION:, 4.4 Skeletons
Page T-4i/S-110 Skeletons Support and Allow Differee Movements (60-70 min.)

PREREQUISITES:_ Visit a museum that shows skeletons or loold at pictures of skeletons.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Collect pictures of skele-
tons) or have real skeletons or bones on hand, or plas-
tic models of skeletons. If possible, before the les-
son, visit a museum that has skeletons. Have the Stu-
dents observe the structures of the various animals and
notice how the bones come together at joining points.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a skeleton
framework
internal"

the skeletal system '
weightless

1. Begin the lesson by displaying the pictures/models/bones whPth you have collected
foe the class. Ask the students what animals they come from.

2. Read'through.the text with the students. Be sure to emphasize that the skele-
ton supports and, protects the organs of the animal.

. Find_out what the students know about external skeletons and internal skeletons.
Tell,the.class that they will be grscussingdifferent structures which support
the bodies of organismg.

.' Have the students look at .Figur% 4-7. Answer the guettions thai- go with the
picture. .

5. Tell the.students that they will be studying about skeletal systems. They can
.bring inlany. bones which they have collected to add to your display. 'Begin to
label the boles /models /pictures.

- 4
NOTE! An excellent source of pictures of skeletal systerds of organisms-Is the ESS

book oq'tINone Olebste Division, McGraw -Hill Book Company, New Yock); Ele-
. mentaryjCience Study Curriculum; Picture Packet for Bones, Bone Picture Boot:.

See'arg6Teacherts Guide for Bones and How to Make a Chicken Skeleton.
********4*********************.***4***********4***********************A**.....***********
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SECTION: 4.5 Skeletons
Page T-43/S-111 Arthrops Have Outside Skeletons (50-55 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - If possible, collect
crayfish from a nearby stream, or order them from
Carolina,Biological Supply. They can-be set up in an
aquarium with rocks in the bottom and 5 to 10 cm of
water. Add an air pump to the tank. Place rocks in
the aquarium as well as inverted flower pots with
a doorway cut out for the crayfish to-hide in.- Cray-

, fish eat water plants, 'earthworms, or raw fish. They
only need to be fed once a week. If crayfish are not
possible,'see about finding a lobster exoskeleton.

Language Cards/Key Signs
an exoskeleton
ajoint

. TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Allow the studeri-T-Fo observe,the structure of the crayfish. If you-were unable
to find crayfish, move on to step 2.

2. Display the Jobster exoskeleton and some mollusC sht-Lls. Ask the students to
observe the two items. The students can compare the shells, Ask them to discuss
the advantages and disadvantages of each type of covering.

3. Read the tex+ with the students, Be sure that they understand the comparisons
in Figure 4-13.

4. In their discussion about the clam shell and +he lobster shell, the students
might hgve mentioned joints. Emphasize that wtren it is read' in the text. _Ask
them where they have joints and how they help them to move.

'5. Review the vocabulary from, ihis lesson and the previous lesson.
*******************************-*******************************************************

SECTION: 4.6 Skeletons
Page T-43/S-112 Vertebrates Have Internal Skeletons (50-55 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Buy a fish and cook it
.before class. Make a copy of Figure 4-10 without
the labels. Make a large drawing of the human skele-
ton. Make 1pbels for the picture.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1 Display the fish (with the meat sti 1

Place the fish on a table. Have the stu
around the table. Depending on class si
want to have several fish.

the bones).

nts sit
, you might

Language Cards/Key Signs
a'vertebrate
an internal skeleton
cartilage
the vertebral column
the skull
the eastbone

Id ication Cards
(Label for human skeleton

9

2 Have the students carefi take off e meat. As the meat is removed, have
them observe the skeletal ucture o the fish. When the students have finished
you should have the entire s eton This could be glued or wired to a piece of
heavy cardboard for display.

3. Read through the text with the students. Be sure to emphasize the difference
between bone and cartilage.
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4. Have the stud nts answer the'guestion for Figure 4-9. Also have the students
compare the s eletons in Figure 4-9 to the human skeleton in Figure 4-10.

.4.

5. nave the students look refully at\the labels in Figure 4-10. Discuss each
labelled bone. /

/

r /

6. Place the large picture of the skeletbn on the board. Have the students close
their books. Ask them to place the lab-ejs in the correct places.

-,,,___

7. At the end of the lesson, pass out the worksheets with the picture of the
skeleton. Have the students label the picture.

**********************************************t**************************************
4

SECTION: 4.7 Skeletons
Page 1-43/S-114 Joints Allow Movement of Skeletons (65-70 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Find a movie about joints,
(Captioned Films). Buy one or two chickens (depending
on class size). Cook the chicken(s) before class. If

they are boiled for several hours the meat will come
off the Pones. Run off more copiesof the picture of
the human skeleton, without labels.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a joint
a hinge joint
a ball-and-socket joint
a gliding joint
a disc
a fixed joint
a ligament

1. Place the chicken(s) on dissectirfg frays or'plastic
plates. Tell the students that they will be looking at joints. Review the
meaning of the word joint, which was included in a previous lesson.

2. The studehts should look at the skeleton 'and locate the joints. If the skeleton
has come apart, the students should try and find the pieces which fit together.
Ask the students to find different kinds of joints.

3. Read through the text with the students. As each joint is mentioned, have them
attempt, to find it on the chicken. Also ask students if they can locate that .

type of joint on themselves.

4: After reading the text, ask the students to name different kinds of joipts on
their bodies.

. After doing this as a group, pass out the worksheet of the human skeleton. Ask
the students to label the joints. They should write the type of joint along
with the name, e.g. hings joint - elbow: Discdss their answers.

6. For further 1iscussion, talk about surgical replacement of worn or injured .

joints with artificial joints. Students may know of people who have had thit
type of surgery. The most commonly replaced joints are the hip, knee, and
elbow. Repla0emjant joints are made of special metals and plastics designed to
withstand stress and constant use over a long period of time.

7. ,As' a follow-up activity, ask each student to choose one type of joint. Tell

them to make a model ,of the joint. These should be labelled with the joint
. name and brought to class when cgmpleted.

*****************************************1*********************************************
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SECTION: 4.8 Skeletons

Page T-4/0/S-115 Internal Skeletons Grow (50-55 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Go to your local grocery
store and ask the meat manager fora large animal bone.
Ask the manager -to saw the bone-in half lengthwise.
Also, hopefully the crayfish are still alive and possi-
bly they have molted - a fascinating event to observe.
Have microscopes, slides, eye droppers and cover-
slips, as well as prepared slides of bone cells.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a tissue
a bone cell
calcium
a blood vessel

bone marrow
molting

1. Ask the students what they tbjnk bcnes are like. Ask them if the bones are hard
all fhe way through.

2. Show the students the animal bone. Allow time for the students to touch the
bone and observe its structure. Have one students draw a picture on the board
of what he/she sees.

3. Ask the students to take out the microscopes and pick up slides, coverslips,
and eyedroppers. Tell the students that they can attempt to look at bone cells
by making their slides. Algo display the prepared slides, which the students
can use in addition to their own.

4. Discuss the students' findings when looking at the bone cells. During their
observations, be sure that they take tissue'from the different parts of the
bone. Discuss the similarities and differences of these tissues.

5. Read through the text with.the students. Discuss the vocabulary as it occurs.
Refer to Figure 4-13 when discussing the parts the bone.

6. At the end of the lesson again ask the students what bones are like. Have the
students describe the structure of a bone.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 4.9 Skeletons
Page T-44/S-117 How Big Can An Animal Be? (35r40 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through, he text with the students. Discuss the possibilities listed in
the text for sizes of animals.

2. Read through the Highlights section with the students. Ask them qmstions about
each important point.

3. Have the students answer the Checkpoint questions. These should be done in a
discussion. Have one student answer a question and then have the other students
comment on the question. To review the material further, repeat some of the
questions asking different students.

**************************************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit.2 Life Systems

Chapter 4 Support .Systems

.Muscles

SECTPONOUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time ..

. i

T-44 4.10 Muscles Move the Skeleton 65-70 min.

T-44 4.11 Musclet Have Special Functions .50-55 min.

T-45 4.11 Repairing Sports Injuries 50-55 min.
.

SECTION: 4.10 Muscles
Page T-44/S-118 Muscles Move the Skeleton (65-70 bin.)

PREREQUISITES: Proper techniques for dissection.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials one o two chickens

to be used in the disseCtio Make opy of the
pictures in figure 4-18 wit ut 'the labels. Make enough

for each student. For the d ssection, have dissectio6
trays, pins, and instruments for each chicken. Two or,

three students can work on the 9re specimen.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Pass out the dissecting equipment and the chickens.
Tell the students that they will be studying about muscles. Have the students

carefully pull back the skin on the chicken leg, move the leg and look at the
action of the muscles. Then allow the students to explore other parts of the
chicken's body, looking for differdnt kinds of muscles. Move among the students

as they work, helping them to identify different types of muscles.

2. Have the students look at Figure 4-16. Ask the students the name of this system.
Use the language card to reinforce the system name. Point out the muscles and

the function of each one as listed.in the picture. Allow the studepts to perform

the action indicated and feel the muscle movement.

Language Cards/Key Signs

a muscle
a muscular system
to` contract

a tendon
a ligament
the biceps muscle
the triceps muscle
to,relax

3% Begin reading the text with the students. Read the first two paragraphs.

4. Then have the students look at Figure 4-15 and discuss the pictures. Have them

do the comparison noted under the pictur s

5. Then have the students look at Figure 4-17, 4-18, and 4 -19., Explain the move-
ment of muscles, as is listed in the text, but do not read through the text

with the students. The students can move their own bogies to correspond to the
pictures, feeling the muscles during the movement.

6. Read the last paragraph in the section with the students. Review the vocabulary

and the functions of the muscles listed.
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. . .
7. Pass out the pictures and ask the students to lalAl the biceps, triceps, and

tendons in thepictures.withOut looking at the book.
************4******************pk******************************************************

SECTION: 4.11 Muscles
Page T -44/S -122 Muscles Have Special Functions (50-55 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARAT1ON: Materials Have prepared slides of
muscle cells and microscopes ready before the class
begins.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Have the studdnts look'at the prepared slides of muscle
cells. Ask the students to diagram what they see. As
they are looking at the slides, ask the students to compare the different cells.
Discuss their observations.

Language Cards/Key Signs
voluntary muscles
a striated muscle
involuntary muscles
smooth muscle
cardiac muscle

2. Read througA the text with the students., Refer to the slides when discussing
th'e muscle cell types. Have the students identify the muscle cells in their
drawings and label them. The students should also note if the muscle cells are
voluntary or involuntary.

3. Make a chart on the board with the following headings:

Muscle Location Voluntary/Involuntary

. .

'Ask the students to think about the different parts of their bodies. Fill in

the chart as a group, discussing each student's ideas.

4. Discuss the Highlights. Ask the students questions on the important points.
Have the students write the answer to the Checkpoint questions. When they
have completed their answers, discuss them.

*******************************************1******************************************

JCTION: 4.11 Muscles
Page T-45/S-125 Repatf-Ing Sports Injuries (,50 -55 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Ask a doctor, nurse or Language Cards/Key Signs
physical therapist to visit your class +6'discuss an injury
sports injuries, their prevention and rehabilitation. e,a physical therapist

a researcher
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: .4.

1. Read through the section with the students. This
section contains many new ideas. Be sure.that the
students understand the concepts by asking questions throughout the section.

surgery

certification

2. Invite a doctor, nurse'or physical therapist to visit your class. Have them
discuss how to prevent injuries, explain the importance of warm-up exercises,
the treatment of injuries and the rehabilitation of injuries.
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life SysteMs,

Chapter 4 Support Systems
se

Plant Support

SECTION OUTLINE:

,

Page Section Number

.

Lesson, Title .

t

.

Teaching Time,

.

.(---

T-45

T-45
T-46

4.12

4.13
4.13

. .-

1 ,

Water Organisms Stay Near The
Surface .-

Land Plants Have Support Structures
Evaluation

55-60 min.

f 6070 min.
20 -25 min.

. .

-('

SECTION: 4.12 Plant Support
Page T-45/S-126 Water Organisms Stay Near the Surface (55-60 mn.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Bring Tri different types
of voter plants. ,SoMe could be purchased at a pet .

store. These can also be ordered from a biological
supply house.

- TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
photosynthesis
shallow water
a hold'fast 4

an air bag

1 e t

A s( ,e4

ti The students should first observe the water plants
,

which.you,have cd4lectO.
.

You shoUld ask them questions about photosynthesis, hOw plants livein wafk, .,
,

and if they stay near the top of the water or near the bottom. Have the stu,-
dents develop a hypothesis about 'their position, in the water,'

...

2. Read"through the tex with the students. +. See if the students can locate infor-
.

.

P

- .

mation which would p ve or disprove their hypothesis.
.

0.'
.

3. At the end of the lesson, ask several students to explain why water plants
.

stay near the top% of the water. ,
-44,
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SECTION:, 4.13 Plant SUpport ,

; , -
4,

. Page T-45/S-127 Land Plants Have Support structures (60-74 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Miterials --Have several potted
plants on hand which wilt easily. Also collect all of
the materials necessary for the experiment on pages
'130-131. These are listed in the teacher's manual.
Rewrite the directidns for this experiment on a chartk.
transparency. Make copies,o1 the chart from page 131,

.one for each student. Have a cross section of.a tree
trunk on hand for the last Vert of this section.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson with the celery experiment. Place the chart on the board.
Have the students read through the directions' and then perform the experiment.
Pass out the chart for the students to fill in as the experiment is progressing.

2. While the experiment is going OP, begin reading through the text with the stu-dents. Stop to fill in the chart for the experiment and continue reading the
material.

3. When discussing the wilted plant, shoy the students your plants which are
wilted. Have the students water them and record their observations at five
minute intervals, the same as the other experiment. They need not measure,
but just write Mown what is happening to the plant.

4. Show the students the cross section of the tree trunk. DiscUss the different
structures which art observable. Talk about the growth rings and what can be
learned from studying them.

5. Read through the section on the tree which begins on page 130. Have the students
point out the different parts of the trunk on the cross section as they are
talked about in the text.

6. At the end of the lessOn, discbss the results of all of the experiments. Nave'
4 the students-give their reasons for the results.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 4.13 Plant Support
Page T-46/S-133 Evaluation (20-25 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Make a copy of page 134,. making enough for each
student

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Read through the Highlights with the ttudents. Ask them questions on each impor-
tant poir/t.

2. Hate the students write the answers to the Checkpoints. When they have complete4
their work, discuss their answers.

3. Read through the Skullduggery with the students. Have them decide as a group
what the correct answer is. Tell them if they are right or wrong.

4. Pass out the copies of page 134., Instruct the students to cut out the bones
from the cat. Have them put the skeleton together. (They need not use the Skull-
duggery answers to guide them, if that is too confusing.)

5. Read, through What's Next, and discuss the information.
*****************i********************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 5 Digestion and Excretion

Breaking Down Food,.

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page
k

"Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-49 . 5.1 Why Do Organisms Need Food? 40-45 min.
T-49 5.2 Many Substances are Found in, Food 90 min.
T-52 5.3 How Does Food Get Into Cells 90 min.
T-52 5.4 Enzymes Do the Work . 45-50 min.

(next day) 20-25 min.
(third day) 20 min.

T-54 5.5 The Energy in Food Can Be 90 min.
Measured

T-54 5.6 A Balanced Diet Is Important 90 min.

SECTION: 5.1 Breaking Down Food'
Page T-49/S-139 Why Do Organisms Need Food? (40- 45)nin.Y

ADVANCE'PREPARAT1ON: Materials - Read through the material
in Chapter 2. Part of this lesson will be a review
from this chapter. If possible, have a classroom
pet on display during the lesson.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:,

1. The teacher should begin the lesson by telling the
students that they will be studying the topics of digestion and excretion. The
,teacher should write the terms digestion and excretion on the board and explain
them to 'the class.

Language Cards/Key Signs
energy
reproduction
a cell
digestion

excretion

2. 'The teacher shbuld, refer to the classroom pet and ask, what things are necessary
for this anim to live? When a student discusses the need.for food, ask what
that food supplies to th'e organism. 4

3. Read the information on page 140 to the class. Review the concepts from Chapter'
2 on food and energy.

4. NOTE: The beginning of this section has been omitted.

5. At the end of the lesson, the teacher should explain to the students that they
will be learning about foods. The students are to keep a log of the foods that
they eat everyday. The students should take several sheets of notebook paper,
one for each day in which they will be writing their log. They should head the
paper with their name and the appropriate date. They should write Breakfast,
Lunch, and Dinner"on the paper, leaving enough room inbetween for them to write
in the foods that they have eaten for that meal. This log should be continued
daily until section 5.6 has been completed.

**************************************************************************************
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SECTION: 5.2 Breaking Down Food
Page T -49/S -140 Many Substances Are Found 'In Food (90 min`.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: 'Materials See Teacher's Manual,for
specific information on the two experiments. The
teacher should write the directions for the experi-
ments on a transparency/chart using language appro-
priate to the studentsiThe teacher Aould also copy
the charts on pp. 142-143 and put them on a ditto.
Each student should,have four copies of Figure 5-4 and.
one copy of Figure.5:-5. When copying Figure 5-4, omi)-4
the labels for the substances, jUst number them and '

//have the numbers correspond to numbers'on.the ton-
/ tainers holding the substves.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
nutrients
proteins
fats

carbohydartes
starch
'sugars

Identification Cards
(Labels for all items

used in experiments)

.1. The teacher should display all of the materials rrecessary for the experiment.
The labels should also be displayed. The class Should discuss each material and
practice saying/signing the words. The chart on the experiment should be dis-
played on the board.

2. The teacher should pass out the worksheets (Figure 5-4) and show the students how
the numbers on the worksheet correspond to the numbers on the containers.

3. The teacher should explain to the stud is that they will be doing.experiments
with food substances,. They will discu s the names for the substances at the end
of the lesson. The purpose of the experiments is to find out which of the tests
will show the presence of a particular food substance. The students should do
the experiments and record the results on their worksheets. They should read:the
directions for the experiment from the chart.

The students could wOrk in pairs or 'teams' to conduct the experiments. After
they have completed the worksheets, the results should be discussed. The teacher
should ask the students to match up the test substance with the food substance
which it tests for.

5. The teacher should then"read the first paragraph of this section (page 140) with
the students. The teacher should explain which numbered substances correspond
to the names - protein, fat, carbohydrate (sugar/starch) The students should
look 'at Figure 5-3, and discuss the foods found in each of the three groups.

Day 2.

1. The chart on experiment two can be placed on the board. The food substances that
- are being used,should be displayed with proper labels. The other equipment for

the-experiment should also be ondisplay. The teacher can begin the lesson by
asking the students to label the materials, and to explain which substance was to
be used to test for which food substance.'

2. The students should read the directions for the experiment. They should take a
worksheet. They can work in pairs or 'teams' as before. They should test each
substance and record their results on the worksheetof Figure 5-5:

3. When the students have completed their tests, the class should discuss the results.
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4. The teacher could request that the students bring in other substances which they
might wantto test. These could be tested'at another time.

***************************************0************************************f********

SECTION: 5.3 Breaking Down Food
Page T-52/S-143 How Does Food Get Into Cells? (90 min.)

PREREQUISITES: Labeling the partS of the cell expleining.the function of the cell (

meMbrdne.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for
experiment on diffusion. Also set up the sugar experi-
ment with a glass of water, a sugar cube, and a spoon
for each student. Make a model of a large cell, as in
Figure 5-6. Cut the molecules from cardboard. Make
two sets of molecules, separate ones as in Figure 5-7.
Make sure the molecules are different shapes as they
are in the two figures.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a molecule
a cell membrane
diffusion
a space

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by reviewing the parts of a cell. Ask a student to draw a cell
on the board, including all of,the parts. Ask another student fo label the parts
of the cell.

2. The teacher shogld ask, Where do organisms get'energy? Does a cell need energy?
How does a cell get that energy? Allow the students time to di$cuss these
'questions without telling theM if they are completely correct in their answers.

3. The teacher should then explain to the students that cells do need energy and
that food does go into the cells. The teacher should remind the students of the
actual size of a cell,

4. The teacher can display the outline of the cell (membrane) with the spaces (from
Figure 5 -6). The teacher should explain with the spaces (from Figure 5-6). The
teacher should explain that the picture represents the cello' membrane. The ques-
tions should again be asked, How does food get into the cell?

5. After discussing the possible ways food could get into the cell, the.teacher
should show the students the moelcules. The teacher should ask a student to
demonstrate how the molecules get into the-cells. The teacher should pose the
problem of the molecule which is too large.

6. When the students understand the movement of molecules in the cells the teacher
should bring out the two demonstrations (potassium permanganate, and sugar).
The teacher should explain to the class thatthey will be observing the experi-
ments and discussing the results. Begin the potassium permanganate experiment
first. Have the students make an initial observation of the experiment. Then
begin the sugar experiment, allowing the 'students to take small tastes of the
water from the top of the glass to see if they taste any sugar. These experiments
should be continued as the lesson progresses, stopping the lesson at various
intervals for further observation. Note: another experiment which could be
done in the classroom is to spray perfume at one end of the room, and ask the
students to raise their hands when they smell the perfume.

ti
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7. The teacher should write the word diffusion on the board. This term can
explained using the cell model and the molecules. The -students can look at
Figure 516 and answer the questions, Which molecules are diffusirig into the cell
and whidti,are diffusing out of the cell? "\

8. Final observations of the experiments should be made at the end of the-class.
The connection should be made between the experiments and the term diffusion.

Day 2

.1..'The teacher sho=uld begin the lesson by reviewing the concepts taught previously.
The teachdr should ask a student to explain.how food gets into the cells.
Ahother student could be asked to explain the term diffusion. A discussion of
the previous day's experiments shoulditake place to review the experiments as
examples of diffusion.

2. Using, the cell' model from the previous lesson, the teacher should display the
large chains of molecules. The teacher can ask the students how these Molecules
can get into the cells. The students can look atFigure 5-8 to see which mole-
cules go with whiChfood substance.

3. The teacher= should ask the students again, How can these chains of molecules get
into the cells. The possibilities'should be discussed. The teacher should ex-
plain which possibility is correct.

4. The teacher should read the last two paragraphs on page 144 continuing to page
145. The class should again discuss the concept that the molecules are broken
down in the body.

5. At the end, of the lesson, the teacher should review the concepts of diffusion
and digestion.

6. NOTE: Leave the experiment with the soda crackers /saliva until the next lesson.
**************************************************************************************

SECTION:' 5.4 Breaking Down Food
Page T-52/S-146 Enzymes Do the Work (45-50 min.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for
listing of materials and procedures .for the two experi-
ments. Write out the directions for the experiments on
chart paper/transparency. NOTE: In the starch/sugar
experiment (section 5-3) use both the crackers and the
raw potato.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The `teacher should display the materials for the first
experiment on a table in front of the class. The stu-

. dents should label each object used in the experiment.
(Include the materials for testing the,presence of
sugar/starch.) Review the tests used previously for the presence of sugar or,

starch.

and 20-25 min.)

Language Cards/Key'Signs
saliva

soda crackers
an enzyme /
digestive enzymes
gelatin
a petri dish

Identification Cards
(Labels for all things

used in the experiments)

2. The students should take one cracker and one piece of raw potato. The teacher
'
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should place the chart on the board. The teacher should instruct.the students
to read the directions from the chart.

3. The students' shOuld, as a group, chew on the crackers and then discuss the
results. After the discussion, the students should be allowed to test for
sugar/starch in the cracker, saliva, and then the partially digested cracker.

4. Next the students should chew the piece of raw potato and then follow the same
sequence of discussion and experimentation as they did with the cracker.

5. The teacher should' read the first pAragraph of section 5-4 to the class, ex-
_plaining the vocabulary as appropriate. Then the class should discuss the
Information and define,the terms, used in the paragraph.

6. The teacher should then display the char+ for the next experiment as well as
the materials. Again'the students should label the materials. The class
should read through the directions as a group. The teacher should make sure that
the students understand the directions by questioning them. on the steps to
follow.

A

7. The students should work in pairs and compjete the first part Of the experiment.
The other parts Will be completed during the next two days.

8: file teacher should review the new vocabulary om the section and have the
students define the terms.

)(*f**********************************************************************************

, 0

SECTFON: 5.5 Breaking Down Food.
Page T -54/S -147 The Energy in Food Can_BelMeasured (9Q min.)

PREREQUISITES: The ability to multiply and divide, as well as do colUmn addition.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for
a listing of materi,elsvneeded for the demonstration.
Also collect 'calorie counters' for the students to use
dur)ng the two days. Write the formula.for-finding.the,
number of calories on a transparency/chart. If appro-..

priate give the students various data to put into the'
formula and find out numbers of calories for particular
goods. Make a ditto of the chart (sea back). Make enough.
to give each student 5 copies. /4.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a calorie'

weight
weight gain
weight loss A

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

. . 4
1. The students should be asked to look at page 148. The teacher 'should ask the

4 students if they know what calorie's are and why they are listed on this chart.
Discuss the term'calories awl explain what it means if the students are unfamiliar
with the term.

?

2. The teacher should conduct the demonstration experiment, explaining to the class
as the teacher proceeds through the experiment, What is being done and why.
The formula for finding calories should be n display When the teacher has
completed -thy nut burning, the students s uld figure out the number of calories.
F011ow the same procedure for the sugar ube burning.
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3. If it is appropriate to the students' mathematics skills, the teacher Should
give them additional data to plug into the formula.

4.. The students should observe the changes in the gelatin from the previous day's
experiment. They should discuss the changes and the pbssible reasons for them.

Day 2

1. The teacher should ask the students to take out their food log that they have
been keeping since the beginning of the chapter. The teacher should pasq out
the following form and the students should write the various foods on the form.

2. Next the students should look at the chart in the book and/or booklets on
Calories and write in the number of calories for each of the foods, on their
charts.

3. When the students have completed their charts, they should add the number of
calories consume4,for each day of their log.

4. The teacher and students should read the text for section 5-5 from the beginnling
to the second paragraph on page 149. As the students are reading the information,
they should be relating it to the demonstration of the previous day and to their
listing of calories on their charts.

5. l'he teacher should take the information in the last part of this section on
weight loss and gain and explain it to the class using speclfic examples. The
text need not be used for this explanation. These examples should be written
on the board, and the students should be asked'to compute the difference between
calories used and calorieconsumed. The teacher should continue giving examples
until the students understand the relationship of calories and weight gain or loss.

6. At the end of the class, the students should again observe the gelatin/
protein experiment and discuss the results. RefeF back to page 147 for
appropriate questions on the experiment.

Chart for students

FOOD EATEN NUMBER OF CALORIES VITAMINS/MINERALS IN FOOD

***********************************1(**************************************************

SECTION: 5.6 Breaking Down Food

tr Page T-54/S-150 A Balanced Diet Is-Important (90 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Cut out a variety of
pictures of foods from the three groups. Mount each
picture on cardboard and leave room on the cardboard
for the students to write the name of the food. Make
a worksheet with a chart for, the students (see example)
Make enough copies-togive each student three copies.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The4teach'er should begin the leso'n by passing out the
food samples. The students should take turns labeling
them.

2. The teacher should then ask the class to design some

43 967

Language Cards /Key, Signs
vitamins
minerals
protein
carbohydrates
fats

a disease
a balanced diet

Identification Cards
(Labels for foods used

in lesson)



'good meals.' The teacher can tape the pictures of the foods which are chosen,
in a group, on the board. The students should make up four or five different
mea)s:

3. The teacher should then explain that it is jportant to have a 'balanced diet.
The teacher shouI4,ask the students whaf-they think should be a part of a bal-
anced diet. As the students discuss them write the terms protein, carbohydrate
and fat on the board. The teacher should tell the students that there are other
important parts of a balanced diet. These are vitamins, minerals, fiber, and
water. Add these to, the list on the board.

4. The teachers should then pass out the worksheet with these labels on it. The
students should copy the foods which they have grouped into meals'. Then they
shodld put a check under the appropriate column(s). When the students have
completed the worksheet, they should discuss the meals. The teacher should
point out that a balanced diet means having some of each group. The students
should check to see if their meals were balanced of not and if not, why not.

5. The students should then read the information i-n section 5-6. When discussing
the section on a balanced tie, ask one of the students to explain what is
meant by this term.

6. Discuss each chart carefully, having the students read about each vitamin
and mineral, where they are found and how they help the body.

7. The students should take out their log-charts from the previous lesson. They
should fill in the information on vitamins and minerals.

8. For further review of the balanced diet, the students can take their own food
consumption, and place the items on the chart with the headings.Protein,
Carbohydrates, etc. They can evaluate they are eating a balanced diet.

Day 2,

1. The students should read the Highlights section. The teacher should ask the
students questions on the concepts taught in this section. .

42. The students should, qn their Awn paper, answer the questions in Checkpoints.
The teacher can paraphrase or reword the questions if necessary.

3. Ai, When the students have completed their answers, the class should discuss the
questions and answers.

A

WORKSHEET

Food Protein Carbohydrates Fats Fiber Water Vitamins Minerals

.
.

********** **I*** ********* ********* ****** **** *** *** **** ******* ********** ***************
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 5 Digestion and Excretion

Digestive Systems

SECTION OUTLINE:

7

Page Section Number 'Lesson Title TeaChing Time

T-55 5.7 Digestion In a Small Animal 45-50 min.
T-55 5.8 Layge Organisms Have Digestive 90 min.

Systems
. .

T-55 5.9 Plants Also Digest Food (J 45 min.
T-55 5.10 Digestive Systems Vary 135 mi,n.'

(3 days)i.
SECTION: 5.7 Digestive Systems

Page T-55/S-154 Digestion In a Small'Animal (45-50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials =Draw a picture of a hy.dra
for a worksheet on which the students will label the
parts. Have a transparency /chart of the same picture.

TEAC.HING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Begin the lesson by reviewing the section on the
.amoeba from Chapter . Review the process of
capturing and digesting food.

2. The students should read the text in section 5-7 and
discuss Figur 5-15. 4

Language Cards/Key Signs
digestion
a hydra
an amoeba
to paralyze
tentacles

Identification Cards
(Labels for pictures of

hydra)

3. The teacher should place the chart of the hydra on the board and discuss the
parts. The students can write the labels for the parts on the chart itself.

4. As a review of the lesson, the teacher can pass out the worksheets with the
picture of the hydra. The students should again label the parts.

5: At the end of the lesson, the teacher should ask the students to explain the
digestion process in the amoeba and the hydra.

***4*****************************************4****************************************

1
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SECTION: 5.8 Digestive Systems
Page T-55/S-155 Large Organisms Have Digestive Systems (90 min.)

PREREQUISITES:. Basic knowledge of the human digestive system:

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make,a large chart/trans-
parency of the digestive system in Figure 5-16, do not
put labels on the picture, but make label cards ( if a
chart is used). Make a student worksheet with a simi-
lar drawing, putting the labels for the picture at the
bottom of the page. Draw several types of food on sep-
arate pieces of paper. HaVe several plastic cups ready
for the lesson as well as vials.filled with the follow-
ing: -a liquid to represent saliva

-a liquid for stomach acid
-pancreatiC juices
-bile

These vials should each be.Labe)ed with their 'con-
tents.'

TEACHINGSUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher should pass out a cracke4r(to each student
.

The teacher should instruct the stud nts to chew the
cracker while standing on his or her head. (They can
also kneel on the floor, lean forward and touch their
heads to the floor.) When the students have finished chewing the cracker; the
teacher should ask the students if the cracker went 'down.'

Language Car ey SiqnS
the digestive system
salivary glands
the esophagus
the stomach
the intestines
the pylorus
the pancreas
the liver bile
the gall bladder
villi

the appendix
the rectum
the anus

Identification Cards
(Labels for picture of

digestive system)

2. The class should discuss the results of the experiment. The teacher should
point out that the movement of muscles pushed the food down and that it doee
not matter if the person is upside down or/ right side up.

3. The teacher should put the chart of the digestive system on the board. The
teacher should ask the students the name for each part of the digestive system.
After the students respond with the correct label for the first item, the
teacher should place the label on the picture. Then the teacher should follow
this sequence' of activities for each part of the system., When the students do'
not know the information, the teacher should explain the functions according to
the text on pages 156-157. (NOTE: The students need not read the text.*)

4. At the end of this lesson theNteacher should pass out the worksheet and the
students should label the digestive system without looking at the large chart,
or in their books.

* The students should however, refer to the picture on page 158 when dawing the
intestines.

Day 2 "VP
a**--

1. The teacher should again put up the chart/transparency on the board. stu-
dent shoul&_havethe opportunity to label and state the function of one part of
the system....

2. The teacher should put out the materials listed in the materials section
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(drawings of food, plastic cups, vials of liquids).. The teacher should
explain to the class that they will play a game - A Digestive Game. The stu-
dents should sit in a circle with the materials on a table in the center of
the group, within easy reach of each member of the class.

3. The.teacher should explain to the class that they are now the human digestive
system. Each person represents a different organ in the systtem. Each organ
willslite required to do something to the food being passed through the system,
and to state the function of that particular organ.

4. To start the game, the teacher should take ane'drawing of food and state that
this human will eat (food) . Then he/she should. pass the food to the persori
on his or her right. That person is the mouth. The person needs'to state who
they are, and their fUnction. Then the studebt should do whatever is necessary
to the food. (In this -case the student tears up the food, puts it i.n a cup and
adds saliva, from the appropriate vial.) Each student takes a turn becoming
the next part in the system.

5. The teacher should do this activity several times until the students understand
the sequence of events which occur, and the organs involved in the digestive
process.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 5.9 Digestive Systems
e, Page T-55/S-158 Plants Also Digest Food, (45 min'.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for
materials and directions for the experiment. Virile
out the directions ibr the experiment on a chart/
transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1 The teacher should display the materials for the
experiment on a table in front of the class. The
students should be asked to label the materials.

Language Cards/Key Signs
photosynthesis
starch

Identification Cards
(Labels for the exper-,

iment )

2 The teacher should then display the chart explaining the experiment. The students
should read the directionS referring to the materials as necessary. The students
should work in pairs for the experiment.

3 The teacher should pass out the materials to the students. The students should
follow the directions and complete the experiment. Do not refer to the ques-
tions in the book. Focus the discussion on the differences which they see
between the green and ripe bananas. Have several students draw pictures on
the board of whathey are seeing. Discuss the possible reasons for the
differences.

4. Then read the beginning of section 5-9. Discussthe information and how it
relates to the experiment. At the end of the class ask several stduents to
explain in the differences between a green and ripe banana.

*********** **** *************t******************************************************
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SECTION: 5.10 Digestive Systems -

Page T -55/S -159' Digestive Systems Vary (135 min. - 3 days)

PREREQUISITES: Skills in dissection of specimens.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Get a 'variety of organ-
.'isms to dissect: .a frog, an earthworm, a fish, and.
possibly a cat. These can be ordered from Carolina
Biological Supply. Have all of the necessary dissect-
ing guides for 'each organism used. Also, if possible,
purchas7 a Venus Fly Trap. (This can also be ordered
from Carolina,) A large sheet' to tagboard for each .

student.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher should pass out the dissecting materials.
The students should work in pairs. Each pair should
choose which organism they want to dissect. They should work carefully, following
the dissecting guide. (If no guides are available, the teacher can ask the stu-

_dents to work very carefully, and try and help each group with their dissection.)
The teacher should instruct the students that they are to look at the digestive
,system of the organism.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a gizzard

cellulose
bacteria

termites
fungus

Identification Cards
Labels for parts of di-
gestive systems of
animals dissected

2-. When the students have located the various parts of the digestive system, they
should diagram the system and label the parts., When all of the students have
finished the dissection, each pair of students can explain to the rest of the
class what they found. They can also show the class their drawing of the di-
gestive system. These can be displayed, in the classroom.

Day 2

1. Twe students should read through the text with the teacher. They should discuss
he information, and discuss each Figure.

2. When discussing the section on termites, the teacher can refer the students to
pages 136-137 to look at the picture of termites.

3. The students should discuss the variety of organisms and their digestive systems.
The teacher should ask the students to choose,one organism. The students should
then go to the library or an encyclopedia and find information on the digestive
system of their particular organism. Each student should make a large diagram
.of the digestive system and label the part, (These will be used during the
next class.)

Day 3

1. Each student should take turns giving his or heroreport.to the class on the
organism and its digestive system. The students can discuss the information
after each presentation.

2. The students should read the Highlights section. The teacher should ask the
students questions about the concepts in this section.

3., The students should take their own paper and answer the Checkpoints. The

- teacher can paraphrase the questions if necessary.

4. When the students have conpleted their answsis, they should discuss them with
the class.

*************************4*********************************x***r**********************
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 5 Digestion and Excretion

The Excretory System

-SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title
.

Teaching Time

T-56 5e11 The'Kidneys Get Rid of Urea 50 min.
1-56 5.12 : Kidneys Help Control Water Loss , 50 min.

Also
T-56/ 5.13 Excretory Systems Vary 45 min.
T-57 J5.13 Field Trip 60+ min.

5.15 Evaluation , , 45 min. .

SECTION: 5.11 The Excretory System
. '

Page T-56/S-163 The Kidneys Get Rid of Urea (50 min.)

PREREQUISITES: Basic information on the excretory system.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a large chart/trans-
parency of the Excretory System without the labels.
Make the labels separately, which could then be placed

- on the drawn the students. Make a worksheet for
. the students wthe same picture, placing the names

of the parts at the bottom of the page. Purchase
severalbeef kidneys to be used in the class. Have
dissecting tools and trays ready for the class.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher should begin the lesson by stating that the
class has been Studying the digestive system, which
takes care of solid waste. The teacher should ask
the class which system takes care 9f liquid waste, and
also ask if the students remember any of the parts of.
thesystem.

language Cards/Key Signs
kidney

urea

to excrete
the excretory system
urine
ureters
the bladder

Identification Cards,;.

(Labels for diagram-of

excretory system)

2. The teacher should display the chart/transparency. The students should tripe
the path of liquid waste from the kidneys to the urethra. They need not use
the labels at this time.

3. Then the teacher can begin to explain-about the parts of the system. Starting
with the kidneys, the teacher should ask the students for the name of the organ,
and then ask if they know the function. If not, the teacher canexplain the
funci.ion, and then go on to the next part of the system. The teacher should
continue until all of the organs of the system have been discussed.*

4. To review, the teacher should asIc each student -to explaiha part of the system:.
and to name that pert. (Labels could be removed for this discussion.)
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5. The teacher should display the beef kidneys. The students should work in pairs
or teams, and carefully look at the$structure, consistency, etc. of thElkidney.
They can cut into the kidney and look at the,internal structures. The class
can discuss what they have observed when they have finished dissecting the kidney.

6. The teacher should pass out the worksheet on the Excretory System. Without
looking at the labelled chart, the students should label tht parts of the sys-
tem, on their paper.

*The teacher should include all information from section 5-11. The students need
not read the text.

***************************************************************************$**********

SECTION: 5.12' The Excretory System
Page T-56/3-165 Kidneys Help Control Water Loss Also (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Use chart from previous
lesson.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
to sweat

1. To review the previous lesson, place the chart of the Excretory System on the
board. Ask each student to label and explain the function of one part of the
system.

2. Place the labels on the board (in no particular order) and take down the chart.
Ask several students to place the names of parts of the Excretory System in
order beginning with the kidneys. Discuss their answers and have other students
make any necessary changes in their list.

3. The teacher and students should read the text for this section. The class
should discuss the information i,mthe(text as they read 'through it.

4. To review the information In this s ction, the teacher should ask the following
questions: Haw does watpr leave t body? When would a person sweat and why
does it happen? What wakis are t ere for you to get water? Suppose you drink
a lot of water during one dax/EHpw will your kidneys deal with the excess of
water?

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 5.13 The Excretory System
Page T-56/S-166 Excretory; Systems Vary (45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - tlf possible, contact a
hospital in your area. If thpy have a kidney iachine,
ask if you could bring the students to'seethe machine.
A^I'so ask if a doctor or nurse could explain to'the
Students how the machine functions.

. TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day

Language Cards/Key Signs
uric acid
a donor
tre artificial kidney
a transplant

1. The teacher and students should read through section 5-13.
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2. The class should discuss the differences between the excretory systems of
different organisms.

3. The class should discuss the problems a person would have if their kidneys were
not functioning. Then read the article Artificiar and Transplanted Kidneys.

Day 2

1. If possible, visit a local hospital and allow the students to see a real kidney,
machine. Have a doctor or nurse Oxplain the functioning of the machine.

Day 3

1. Review the information which the students learned on their trip to the hospital.

2. The students should read the Highlights section. The teacher should ask the

students questions on eachof the concepts in the Highlights.

. 3, The students should write the answers to the Checkpoints. After the students
have finished their answers, they could discuss them with the class. .

4. The students should then do the Skullduggery section. This is an excellent
revitw'of the vocabulary of this chapter.

5. At the end of the class, read through the What's Next? section to start the
students thinking about the respiratory system.

*******************4******************************************************************

t#
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systemd

Chapter 6Respiratory Systems

Gases Move An and Out

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-59
6.0
6.1

, Introduction
Oxygen GOes In; Carbon Dioxide

40 min.

45-50 min.
- Comes Out

T-59' 6..2 Gases Are Exchanges With Water
and Air

150 min.

(3 days)

T-5, 6:3 Special. Structures Exchange

Gases
90 min.

(2 days)

T -60 6.4, Many Land Animals Breathe 90 min.

(2 days)

Highlights and Checkpoints 40 min.

SECTION: 6.0 Gases Move In and Out
Page S-170-71 Introduction (40 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. This introduction shoOld be used to pose a problem.
The teacher should ask the students to look at the
pictures on pages 170-171. The class should discuss
what is in the picture.

2. The teacher can ask, How is it possible to live underwater? The students should
describe the necessary components of underwater life.

Language Cards/Key Signs
the underwater world
a- diver

an air tank

3: The class 'should then read the text in the introduction. The students can discuss
The information in the text and compare it to their previous discussion.

SECTION: 611 Gases Move In and Out
Page T-59/S-172 Oxygen Goes In; Carbon Dioxide Comes Out (45-60 min.)

PREREQUISITES: Familiarity with the terms oxygen and carbon dioxide.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. Again the teacher's ould pose a problem. The problem
is, How cad a person live on the moon? The class
should discuss the necessary components of-life'on the
moon. They should refer to the picture during this
discussion.
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2. TWeistudents and teacher should read the to in section 6-11 The teacher
should emphasize the concept of gas exchange and ask several students to
explain the term. The students should use-t q vocabulary words oxygen and carbon
dioxide during the discussion.

if***********************************

SECTION: 6.1 Gases Move In and Out

,,

Page T-59/S-173 Gases Are Exchanged With Water and Air (150 min. -43 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - The teacher shotild have
an aquarium with fish set up, a glass of warm water
and a glass of 7-up.. Also the teacher should make
cut out cells (about 2" in diameter) making enough
so that each student has 50 cells. The teacher
should also make a draWing of the internal and exter-
nal structures of the earthworm. (The encyclopedia is
a good sourme for a picture to copy.) The teacher
should also make a transparency of Figure 6-2.

'TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
A *

Language Cards/Key Signs
to disolve
a molecule
diffusion
an earthworm

The teacher should place the aquarium, glass of Water and glass of 7-up on a
. table in front of the class. The teacher should tell the students that they

will be observing some liquids. As the students are observing the different
objects, the teacher should ask questions about' them. .

2. As the students observe the aguarium, the teacher should ask if f4-sh-need oxygen
to live. The students should discuss the needs of the fish and how they think'
the fish gets oxygen from the water.

3. The teacher-should ask if the students think that air could be dissolved in water.
The class should discuss the possibilitt/4- Then the teacher should have the stu-
dent observe the glasses of liquid.

4. The students shuuld be able to see the air bubbles in both of the liquids.
The class should discuss their observations.

-5. Then the classshould read the text of section 6-2 on page 173.

6. The students should discuss the information in the text, and -fhb teacher should
again question the students. The teacher should ask if air can-be dissolved in
water. The teacher should also ask how fish get oxygen fromlater.

Day 2

1. The lesson should begin With the teacher showing the transparency of Figure 6-2.

The.teacher should pose the question-as stated in the text (Figure 6-2).

2. The class snbuld then read the first paragraph on page 174 and discuss the infor-
mation about diffusion.'

3. The teachea,should read (paraphrase) the next paragraph with the class. The
teacher should explain the problem of this many-celled organism. The class
should discuss the problems of this organism in getting enough oxygen.
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4. rThen the teacher should pass out the cell cut-outs. The teacher should instruct

the students to work In pairs and to invent different kinds of many-celled

organisms. The teacher should add that their organisms should be able to ex-

change oxygen/carbon dioxide with the surrounding water. (At this point do not

let the students refer to page 175.)

5. After each pair. bas developed one or two possible organisms, they should be

shown to the class and discussed. The students should discuss any possible pro-

blems with the arrangements shown by the students.

6. The students should then read the remainder of the text on page 174-175. The

Figure 6-:3 should also be discussed. As the students are discussing The figure,

they should refer to their own invented organisms and compare the two sets of

invented organisms.

Day 3

1. A drawing or transparency of the internal-external structures of the earthworm
should be displayed at the beginning of class. The teacher should explain the

basic structures of the earthworm.

2. Then the teacher should state that the earthworm is made of many cells. The

teacher should ask the class how the cells of the earthworm get oxygen. The

possibilities should be-discussed.

3. Then the students should read through the text and answer the questions posed

previously by the teacher.

4. At the end of the class the teacher should again ask the students how the earth-

worm gets oxygen to every cell. Any interested could take their cell cards and

set up an arrangement of tells comparable to the earthworm.
********r*****************************,A***********************************************

SECTION: 6.3 Gases Move In and Out
ii

Page T-59/S-176 Special Structures Echange Gases (90 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - see Advance Prep. in

Teacher's Manual for fish experiment'. The teacher

should also make a drawing of the 'imaginary animal
in Figure 6-5 without the blood vessels. Collect pic-

tures of other organisms with gills. Make copies of

Figure 6-7, one for each student. The teacher should

write out directions fOr.the experiment, on chart paper

or transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
gills
respiratdry system

Identification Cards
(Labels for experiment

materials)

Day 1

1. The first activity wilCbe the experiment on page 179. The teacher should display

the materials for the experiment." The students should label the equipment.

2. The students should read the directions for the experiment which the teacher has

posted on the board.

1.
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3. The students, as a group, should perform the experiment. Each student should
record the data on their data sheet which the teacher has passed out. While the
experiment is being conducted, several students could be designated as counters
and several others could be writing down the information.

4. The students' observations should be discussed as theNI, occur. At the end of the
experiment, the students should discuss the results and possible reasons for
them. The questions at the end of this section should be answered,by the students.

Day 2:

1. The teacher should show the students the imaginary animal drawing from Figure 6-5.
The teacher should pose the problem that this is an imaginary animal. How could
oxygen get to each cell of this animal. The students should give possibilities
and using a red pen, draw the possibilities on the drawing.

2. The students should then turn to page 176 and read the text that discussed the
gill system. The students should compare their ideas with the information in
the text.

3. The teacher should show the students the pictures of other organisms that have
gills. The students should discuss these organisms, and their respiratory systems.

4. At the end of the class, the students should take the pictures and begin a
builetin board of Respiratory Systems. The teacher or students can make the
title for the board RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS.

SECTION: 6.4 Gases Move In and Out

Page T-60/S-180 Many Land Animals Breathe (90 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Order a bullfrog from a
biological supply. Also have all necessary dissecting
equipment on hand. Make a drawing of the frog showing
the respiratory system (transparency or chart). Dis-
secting a frog as a demonstration would be more practi-'
cal because frogs are very /expensive for all le use you
would get from observatiog of just the respiratory sys-
tem. A team of students Could do the demonstration.
Use of a live frog and an aquarium could add a great
deal as an observation. 4

4

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
the trachae
to breathe
an air sac
the lungs
an insect
an amphibian

1. Have your students make observations of a live frog in an aquarium. Notice
behavior while floating: ,position of eyes, nostr,ils, movement of chin, etc.
Force the frog under water. Now record data on changes that occur: eyes (nic-
tating membrane), nostrils, chin and stomach. How long does the frog stay under,
water? What relationship is there between the frog's chin Dnd his nostrils?

2. Have frog dissecting demonstratioh: The students should be instructed to use
their dissecting skills to carefully open up the chest of the frog'. The students,
are looking for the respiratory system. The students should work on the dis-
section until they have found the lungs. They should then look for other struc-
tures that connect to the lungs.
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3. The class should discuss the overall structure of the frog's respiratory system.
The students should refer to the chart of the frog which the teacher can display
on the board.

Day12

1. The students and teacher should read through the text on pages 180-182. The
students should discuss he structures involved in the respiratory systems of
these animals.

,

2. When the students have finished reading the text, the teacher could ask for volun-
teers to copy the various pictures of organisms in this section. The students
should be asked to copy the pictures and draw' in the respiratory systems. Th4se
can/then be displayed on the bulletin board.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 6.4 Gases Move In and Out
Page S-183 Evaluation (40 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The class should read the Highlights section. The teacher should ask the students
questions about each conept covered in the section of this chapter.

2. For the Checkpoints, the teacher should read/paraphrase the questions. The stu-
dents- should write their answers on paper.

j
3. When the students have completed their answers, they shoulddiscuss them as a

group
**************************************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 6 Respiratory Systems

The Human Respiratory System

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title
a. Teaching Time

T-60 6.5 Air Moves Into and Out of The 100 min.
Lungs . (2 days).* .

T-61 6.6 Breathing is Automatic 40 min.
T-61 6.7 Your Respiratory System Does 135 min.

More Than Breathe (3 days)
T-62 6.8 Plants Have Structures for Gas 90 min.

Exchange .,. (2 days)

SECTION:- 6-5 Air Moves- into-and Ihtfof tffe Lungs

Page T-60/S-.183 The Human Respiratory System (100 min. - 2 days)

PREREQUISITES: Ability to label the major parts of the respiratory system. Ability
to measure the volume of water in a Jar and to do subtraction and
addition.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Prepare the materials for the
experiment as listed in the
Teacher's Ihnual. Also follow
the directions (tee attached
paper) for Oonstruction of a

model of the lungs. Make a
large chart or transparency
of Figure 6-11. Also make
a ditto of thisi=same drawing
at the bottom of the page.
Rewrite the directions for
the experiment. Put them
on chart paper/transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

DaY 1

Lan e Cards/Ke Si

the-epiglottis
the trachea
the larynx
the vocal cords
broncy
bronchioles
air sacs
the diaphragm

, IdAntification Cards
(Labels for material
in the experiment)

4

1'. The teacher should display the chart.explataing the experiment on pages 187-188.
The teacher should also display the materials necessary for this experiment.

2. The,students should label the materials for the experiment.
read the directions for the experiment. The teacher should
students understand what will be done during the experiment
should refer to Figure 6-14 during the discussion.

1
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They should also
make sure that the

. The students
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SECTION: 6-6 The Human Respiratory System
Page T-61/5 -189 (Breathing is Automatic (,40 min.)

e*"`-t,
4DVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -.Make a ditto with_ the following,

chart. Ilaye a stopwatch_ or
sIN

clock in tia classroom.

. .

S
At rest After exercise

Numbers 04 breaths
in one minute

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

La ua e Cards/Key Si .n

automatic
to faint

1. The teacher should ask the studehts if they know how many timesi.they breathe in
one minute. The guesses should Be put on the board.

2. Then the teacher should ask the students what would happen to their rate of
breathing if they ran 'for one minute and then counted the breaths. Again the
guesses should be written on the Board.

3. The teacher should then pass out the chart. The students should count how manly
times they breathe in one minute. The teacher should be the time keeper. This
number should be recorded on their charts.

4. Then the teacher should ask the class to run in place for one minute. When the
minute is over, the students should sit down and again start counting the number
of breaths while the teacher times one minute.

5. The class should discuss the results of the pe iment.

6. Then the class should read section 6-6. The acher should make sure that the
students understand the term automatic. The tjacher should give the students
situations, and ask what wouid,happed.to their/,breathing. The teacher could
say- Suppose you are sleeping. Does your breathing continue?

7. The teacher should end the lesson by asklbgthe students what other changes take
place in the body dUring exercise. The teacher should remind the students that
they will be studying about the Circulatory System in the next chapter.

***************************************************************************A************

SECTION: 6 -7 The Human Respiratory System'

Page T -61/S -189 Your Respiratory System Does More Than Breathe (135 min.- -3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Ask someone spilled in CPR
to. visit the class, to teach. the
students the HeimItch Maneuver.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

0

is

Language Cards/Key Signs
mucus
to cough
an aqualung
a skin diver
research
resources

1. Begin the class by reading section 6-7. The teacher should read the text to the,
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3. The .tudents should copy the cRart from kt9ure 6. 15.

4. After the students Kaye copied the cart they should Kork..01.pai;rs and set up
the experiment. ' The teacher should circulate among the students to check and
see if they have done the set up correctly.

5. As the students begin the measurement part of the experiment, the teacher should
stop the students and review the directions. (This is a difficult part of ghe
experiment. The students should understand exactly what they must do./ After
the students have completed their calculations, they should write the results
on the chart.

6. The class should discuss the results of the experiment. Students should compqre
their lung capacity, for a normal breath and deep breath and also compare lung
capacity among the students.

pay 2

r
1. The teacher should display the chart on the respiratory, system in front of the

class. The students and teacher should read through the information in this
section beginning on` page 183.

2. As the students read about a particular part-of the system, they should refer
to it on the chart.

.3. The students should also read the information under- Figure 6-12. As they read
.about the vocal cords, they should make sounds and feel their own vibrations.

4. When the student's are reading about the action of the diaphragm, the teacher
should display the model of the lungs. As the students read and discuss the
diaphragm, the teacher should show the students how the diaphragm works on the
model. Severalstudents should be asked to move the diaphragm on the model and
show what happens to the lungs.

5. During the discussion, the students should breathe and feel the movement of the
diaphragm, and the position of the rib cage with inhaling and exhaling air.

6. At the end of the class the teacher should pass out the ditto of the respiratory
system. The students are to label the parts of the system in the diagram.

************.****************************************************************44**********
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1

MODEL LUNG

.

You can make a worki g model of the lungs with a transparent glass or plastic
bottle and a balloon lung. Press the diaphragm and the lungs will exhale.

I

(1) You can construct a simple lung with materials found at home:

Rubber sheet (a
cut open balloon)

Transparent glass or plastic bottle

Punch a
(

hole in the lid.

Insert plastic straw.

Cut,away bottom with scissors or a
bottle- cutter,

Tie the balloon "rungs"
to the "wind pipe" tube.

Attach the balloon with
a rubber,band.

(2) Push the diaphragm. Feel

the air rush out. Watch
the lungs contract ...

relax ... contract

4.

60

Make the straw air-tight with
a ring of clay or wax. \.

ti

Stretch the balloon "diaphragm"
tight.

(3) Now check your own diaphragm.
How is it going? Why can't ,

you exhale.when.you close your
nose and mouth?



students. The students should discuss their experiments with_hreathing, and
noticing what the,nose does. -The teacher should ask the students todescrihe
Now it feels to 'have a cold, with_thenose clogged witEmucvs, and how hreathing
feels during thi s time.

AP
2. The teacher shoul/d find someone in the school (sir be trained him or herself) to

come to the class agd first discuss, then demonstrate and third instruct the
studentS in the Heimlich Maneuverl

0

3. The class should Aiscuss why this is effective when someone is choking on food.
The class should also discuss why people choke on food and how to prevent it. '

4. At the end of the class the teacher should review the entice respiratory system,
discussing the position and function of each organ of the system.

Day 2

1. During this lesson, the students should read the story about Jacques Cousteau.
They should discuss the development of the aqualung and the work that Cousteau
has done. The teach should emphasize the necessity of preserving the natural
resources of the oceans.

Day 3

1. The students should read the Highlights section. The teacher should question the
students on the concepts discussed in these sections.

2. The students should write the answers for Checkpoints. The teacher'Should para-
phrase the questions for the students.

3. After the students have completed the questions, they should discuss their
answers.

***************************At*********** -A44********************************************

SECTIbN: 6-8 The Human RespiretotlY System,

Page T- 62/S-191 Plants Have Structures for GasExchange (90 min. -ays)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials For the experiment listed in,
this section, do'ngt use the nail polish.
Instead have the students make slides
of the plant tissue. Use a begonia y
leaf if possible. It is easier to p8e1'
off the bottom layer from this type of
leaf. Write the directions for the
experiment on chart paper. The .-

students can use dissecting equip-
ment Lscapel, tweezers, etc.1 for
making the slides. It is not
necessary to stain the plant cells.

The other materials, as listed in
the Teacher's Manual remain the
same. Make a large drawin/trans-
parency cg the internal structure of
a leaf. Make separate labels that
students could put on the drawing
during the lesson. Also make
a ditto of the same picture.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
respiration
photosynthesis
the epidermis
guard cells
a stomate

:chloroplasts
tightly,packed cells
loosely packed cells

Identification Cards
waxy coating

upper epidermis
tightly packed cells
loosely pack6'd cells

lower epidermis
guard cells
stomates

t.
(Labels for Drawing)

4
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher should display the materials for the experiment With modifications)
from page 194. The chart vith.directions for the experiment sEould also.be oh
display on the board.

2.. The class should read the experiments, and discuss the materials, labeling them
as they read through the experiment.

3. The teacher should caution the students to take care in preparing the slides.
The students should work in pakrs. The teacher could pegs out the materials,
and then help the studeqts get Nitarted with making their sl4des.

-,_

4. After the slides have b en made; the students should look at them under the
microscope. Drawingsio what the students see can be made and displayed during
the class discussion.,r Len the students have completed their drawings, they
should compare them and discuss the structures which they observed.

5. At the 'end of the class the students should look Apage"141 and compare the
I,

.
, :

drawings of the stomates with what they salt under the microscope.

Day 2

1. The teacher can gin the lesson by revl'ewing the observations of the previous
lesson.

.

2. The students and the teacher should read through the information in section 6-8.

3. As the class reads about the 'structure of the leaf, the teacher should display
the drawing of the leaf. When the class has completed the text, the teacher
should ask the studetipto label the drawing. The teacher can also ask the
students 'lc explain Ar functions of the different parts, and explain how the
process of photosynthesis works within the leaf structure:

4. When the students have completed the discussion, the teacher should pass out the
worksheets with the drawing of the leaf structure. Without looking in-the book
or at the labeled drawing on the board, the studentS shoCild labW their picture
of the leaf. Then they can check their answers by looking in tffb text.

5. The students should read the Highlights section. The teacher should ask the
students questions about the concepts in this section.

6. The students should complete the Checkpoints section. When they have written'
their answers; they should discuss them with the group.

7. NOTE: Omit the.Skullduggery section. At the end of the class, the teacher should
read What's Next? Section to the students.

s

**********************#************************************** **********************6(
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems
Chapter 7. _Than10.10_,Systems

The Importance of Transport

A. SECT ION_ OUTLINE

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaoiing Time
Suggested

T-64 .7 -1 What is *a Circulatory 45-50 min.
System

T=65 -2 (omit):
T-65 7-3'
T-,65 Evaluation (omit)

NOTE: Introduction, and sections 7-1, 1-2 and Evaluation have been omitted.

SECTION: 7-1 The Importance of Transport

Page T-64/S-198 What is a Circutatory System? (45-50 min.)-

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Use the individual cut-
out cel*s used,in section 6-2. You
will also heed a large sheet of white'
construction paper, tape and a red
marker. Find an already prepared
transparency of the circulatory
system or make your Dim, or make
a cha'rt of the system.

TEACHINGSUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
oxygen
waste
blood
the heart
the circulatory system

1. NOTE: The information in this section is presented in the form of a problem for
the students, to solve.

2. The teacher should place one cut-out cell on the board. Then the teacher asks the
students what things are necessary for the life of the cell. The students should
mention food, and oxygen.

3. Then the -teacher tapes a piece of white paper to the board and places other cell
cut-outs on tile paper in the food, and oxygen. Then the teacher asks the students
how an organism with this cell structure would get food and oxygen to each cell.
The students should develop the idea that there needs to be a way to transport
the food and oxygen from cell to cell.

4. Then the teacher asks the students if their bodies are made of cells. After the
students respond, the teacher asks how our cells get food and oxygen. The students .

should about the circulatory system, even if they do not know
the .proper abulary. Using the red marker, a student could draw a possible
transport system on the paper with the cell arrangement.
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5. The teacher thefi displays the chart/transparency on the board. The label The
Circulatory System is written on the chart/transparency.

6. The students read section 7-1. As the section is read, the students should refer
to the drawing of the system.

7. At the end of the class the teacher should discuss the overall system with the
students, pointing out the heart, and blood vessels. The students can be told
that they will study the system in detail, as the chapter progresses.

************************************************************************************

4.
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life SOtems-

.Chpter 7 Transport Systems

The-Human Circulatory'Systsm

SECTION OUTLINE:

.

Page Section Number

.

.

Lesson Title . Teaching Time

T-66 7.6 The Heartfaeat'Rate Changes 150 min.
r

Automatically (3-days) .

T-66 7.5 TRe Heart Pumps the Blood 90 min.

(2 days)
T-66' 7.4 You Have Two Circulation Pathways 50 min.
T-67 7.7 , Blood 'Moves Through the Blood 50 Min.

.

NOTE:. The order of

Vessels ,

Evaluation
the sections has been changed.

.

45 min.

SECTION: 7.6 The Human Circulatory System
Page T-66/S-205 The Heartbeat -Rate Changes Automatically (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials for experiment. In ad6Z.Don, see attached
for Matchstick Pulse Meter, arid the Tannii Ball
Squeeze. Write the directions for each of the experi-
ments on chart paper/transparency.

TEACHING-SUGGESTIONS:

'DS y 1

1. At the beginning of the class, the teacher asks the
students if thfax_know what a pulse is. After the stu -.

.dents have answered, the teacher explains that the pulse is an indication of the
beating of the heart. The teacher can show the places that the pulse can be
taken on the body - wrist, siderofAvindpipe, etc.

2. The teacher then places the materials for the Matchstick Pulse Meter on a table
in front of the students'. The -d4rections for the experimetrt should also be
displayed.

3. 'The students read the dItections foZthe experiment, referring to'the materials
as they occur in the directions. Then the teacher passes out the materials
to each student and they do the experiment:

Language Cards/Key Signs
pulse
the wrist
exercise
a heartbeat
rate

Identification Cards
Labels for all materials

in experiments

4. When the students have set up the matchstick properly, have them count the num-
ber of beats in one minute. The students should write down the number of beats.
This should be done several times until the students are accurate in counting
the number of beats.

4.0
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5. The students could keep the pulse meter and try if-out on theipfriends or
family.

Day 2

I. The teacher displays the materials for the experiment on -page 206. The students
label each of the materials. The directions for the experiment are also displayed
on the board!

2. The students, read the directions for the experiment. The students should look
at page 207 and the information ii0hich they must record. The students should copy,
the worksheets. The teacher should make sure that ,the students understand the
worksheets. NOTE: The students should count their heartbeat, for one minute
not for 15 seconds and then multiply by 4 - this could confuse the students.

3. The students get into pairs and begin the experiment. The teacher moves among
the students to make sure they understand the directions.

4. When the students have completed 'their worksheets, the sheets should be posted
on the board. The results should be discussed. The students should note
similarities and differences among the class members.

Bay 3

1. The teacher should review the experiment from the previous day. The students
should again discuss the results and the differences between the students.

2. Thd students should read the second, third, and fourth paragraphs (column 1)
on page 206 and discuss the information.

3, The students should be reminded that in Chapter 5, on muscles, they had discussed
the hard work of the heart muscle.-

4. Display the tennis ball and the directions for the experiment. The students

(
should read the directions for the experiment, and then take turns with the tennis
ball.

5. The students using the tennis ball, should try and copy their heartbeat rate for
a few minutes; The class should discuss how they feel after this exercise.

6. To give the students additional information, the teacher could ask the students
how many times the heart would beat in one hour, one day, one week, or one year.

7. Fill in data on pulse during various activities (slowing of the heart - Brady
cardia) will occur in many mammals. The H2O is the stimulus not the tempera-
ture'of'H20. 'Count pulse immediately when face is immersed.

*****************14******************************************f*************************
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MAKING A'METER FOR YOUR PULSE

A small piece of clay or a thumbtack stuek on a match
can be used to show a visual display of your pulse..

"(1)

(2)

Roll a piece of clay about the size of a dime'or
wse a thumbtack. Attach the match to the tack
or clay to complete construction.

By placing the meter on your wrist and moving
it around until you find the strongest beat, 5;19,ack

match

you can visually monitor pulse. (How can
you increase or decrease pulse rate?)

Face in H2O - 15 seconds

It-match

egp__ tack

Pulse Rate Per Minute During Various Activities

Normal

Holding Breath
(hold an AVERAGE
breath 15 sec. x 4)

' Holding Breath
with face in H70
15 sec. (count while
in H20)

After Exercise
(Run in place
1 minute)

Trial 1

2

3

Total

Average

Class Average
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THE HEART: AN EXTORTIONARY MUSCLE

You can get an idea of the unusual abilitr.of the heart muscle by doing its work
with your hand.

Squeeze Hand

(1) The force needed to squeeze a tennis ball is similar to the force needed to
squeeze blood out of the heart.

(24 If you squeeze to X a minute (the normal pulse), you will get a first hand
idea of how hard your heart works.

PULSE

You,can listen to heartbeat, but you have to feel
a pulse. The pulse is,caused by blood stopping and
starting as it rushes through your arteries. You

- can actually feel the elastic walls of the
arteries stretching and relaxing as blood squirts
by.

Arteries are generally positioned far below the
skin for prOtection. If your aorta were
suddenly cut, blood would spurt six feet into
the air. Stopping such a high pressure flow
is difficult, at best.

Sides of
neck

Inside
of arm

Underside
of arm

Arteries surface at a few places on the body. Inside of
Such spots are called pulse points. These leg
are few and far4between. Check the chart,
against your own.
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SECTION: 7.5 The Human Circulatory System,
Page T-66/S-203 The Heart Pumps the. Blood (90 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See attached sheet for
materials for heart dissection. Make a large chart/
transparency of the'heart and a ditto for students.
Make labels to accompany the drawing. If possible
have a model of the heart in the class. Directions,
for the design of the walk through are'on the back.

4
Write the directions for the experiment on chart/
transparency. NOTE: Information about the heart
and its functioning.can be obtained, free of charge,
from your local chapter of the American Heart Asso-
ciation.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
chambers
atrium
ventricle
to contract
to relax
a valve

Identification Cards
Labels for the heart
diagram on page 204

I. The teacher tells the students that they will be studying about the heart in more
detail. Materials for the dissection should be displayed in front of the class.

2. The directions for the dissection should be placed on the board. The students
read the directions and discuss how they will do the dissection.

3. The students begin the dissection with help from the teacher. As the students
work, in pairs or teams, the teacher should circulate among them to help where
necessary. When the students have cut open the heart, they should make a
drawing of it.

4. After the students have completed their dissection and drawing, the teacher
should disp y the chart showing the parts of the heart. The students should
compare the `cawing to the sheep heart.

(

I. The students and teacher should read through the text in this section. The
teacher should emphasize each new vocabulary word as it occurs. During the
discussion, the drawing of the heart should be displayed on the board.

2. After the students have read the material and looked at Figure 7-5, they should
close their books and try and label the large drawing of the heart. The teacher
should help where necessary.

3. The walk through of the heart should be placed on the floor. First, one student
at a time could choose a part of the heart, stand in it and name the part.,,

4. Then the student's should show the flow-of the blood by walking through the heart
in the appropriate way. As the students move through the different parts of the
heart, they should name the part and discuss-the function'of that part.

5. To combine the study of the replratory and circulatory systems, during the
walk through, a student could carry CO2cards which are carried to the lung
and then dropped off. At the same time cards would be placed in the lungs of
02 for the student to bring back to the heart.
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HEART DISSECTION

You can get a good look at the inside parts of the heart by dissecting one. A lamb
heart is a good subject because it is similar-in size and shape to the human model.
Meat markets tend to trim all the connecting veins and arteries away. Pick one
that is intact. Look for one that isn't split open.

(1) Find the front of the heart. Try to identify the main blood vessels.

Superior
Vena Cava

Right Atrium

Right
Ventricle

Coronary
Artery or Vein

(2) Slice the heart in half to see the inside.
Cut slowly. Notice how things are attached
before you cut them. A cleaner cut will
te possible with a longer knife.

See if you can find the four
chambers, the valves, and the
main arteries and veins.

4
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Vein

Pulmonary Vein
1

Pulmonary Artery

Left Atrium

Left Ventricle

Inferior Vena Cava

Right
Atri-um

Aortic
Valve

t Left

Atrium

Right
Ventricle

Septipm

or wall
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6. At the end of the class the teacher should pass out the worksheet. The students
should be asked to label the parts of the heart and to show the path of blood
through the heart by drawing arrows.

The Heart Walk Through

On a white sheet, draw the heart as in Figure 7-5, including the lungs. Use
different colors of pens, either light/dark red, or red and blue. Do not label the
diagram. Make the diagram large enough so a student could stand in any chamber of
the heart.
************************************************************************************

SECTION: 7.4 The Human Circulatory System
Page T-66/S-201 You Have Two Circulation Pathways (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Make both a large chart
for the board with labels and a walk through of the
entire circulatory system. The walk through should
be put on a sheet, and large enough so that a student
can actually walk over the system. Cards with CO2
and 02 should also be used. Also make a ditto of the
system for the students to label.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The walk through should be placed on the floor. The
students should discuss the path of blood in the entire
system. Several students could demonstrate the path
of blood in the body.

2. The students should then read the info'rmation-in this section. The teacher
should display the large drawing of the system on the board. As a part of the
system is discussed, it should be pointed out on the diagram.

3. After the students have completed reading the text, they should label the large
diagram.

Language Cards/Key Signs
t?lood vessels-
vena caVa
pulmonary artery
pulmonary vein

_aorta

identification Cards
Labels for the diagram of

the circulatory system

4. The students should go back to the walk through and do it again. However, this
time, students should name the parts as they pass through' them. After they have
correctly named the parts, the cards for oxygen and carbon dioxide should be used.

5. Several students could demonstrate how oxygen and carbon 'dioxide are carried.by
this blood.

6. At the end of the class, pass out the ditto worksheet. The students should label
the diagram (labels could be placed at the bottom of the paper) and discuss their
answers.

***************:**********************************************************************
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'SECTION: 7,7 The Human Circulatory System
Page T-67/S-208 Blood Moves Through the Blood Vessels (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Ask the nurse to come to
class and take everyone's blood pressure. For the
Under Your Tongue experiment, see attached sheet.
Make a ditto from Figure 7-12. Write the labels at
the bottom of the page.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day '1

1. The teacher ask the school nurse to come to the
class. First the nurse should explain the procedures for taking blood pressure.
The teacher should explain the relationship of blood pressure to the heart.

Language Cards/Key Signs
an artery
a vein
a capillary
a valve

Identification Cards
Labels for diagram of
vein

2. Then the nurse takes the blood pressure of each student. The teacher records
the numbers. When the nurse has finished, the students discuss the results and
con are the blood pressure of individuals in the class.

3. The students then read the text in this section. They should refer to the
figures when appropriate. When discussing the veins and arteries, the students
can do the Under Your Tongue experiment. The students should discuss what they
have observed.

4. At the end of class:the teacher passes out the ditto on the vein. The students
label the diagram and discuss their answers.

Day 2

1. The students read the Highlights section. The teacher asks the students ques-
tions about the concepts covered in this section.

2. The students answer the Checkpoints questions. The teacher can reword the ques-
tions if necessary.

3. When the students have completed their work, they can discuss their answers.

4. All of the charts aO materials used in this section could,be placed on display
in the classroom. . -,-

**************************************************************************************

4
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OBSERVATIONS OF BLOOD VESSELS

A good place to observe living blood_vessels first hand is under your tongue.

(1) You will need a mirror, a strong light, a magnifying glass, and a tongue.
Look at the underside of your tongue.

(2) Color and size will help you identify the kinds of vessels.
11

Thick Blue 11.nes = veins
Thick P-ink lines = arteries
Tiny Hair-Thin lines = capillaries

(3) Tb observe capillaries, will down the fold under the eye.

Pink
arteries



Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter.? Transport Systems

Blood and Its Functions1

SECTION OUTLrNE:

Page Section Number . Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-68

T-68

T-68

T-68

7.8

7.9
.

7 11

/
/7.10

/

1

Dr. Charles Drew and Blood
Banking
Blood Is,About Half-Plasma

The Plasma Carries Blood Celli

People Have Different Blood Types
.

f

The Lymphatic System Is Another
Transport System
Evaluation

45 min.

90 min.

(2 days)
90 min.

(2 days)

90 min.

(2 days)

50 min.

45 min.

NOTE: The order of the sections has beerchanged.
, ,

,

SECTION: 7.8 Blood and Its Functions
Page T-68/S-210 Blood Is About Half Plasma (90 min. - 2 days)

PREREQUISITES: Basic knowledge of the components,of blood..

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Locate a blood bank in
your area which permits visitdrs. Set up a field
trip to the center.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
a Blood Bank
a transfusion

plasma
a blood cot

1. The teacher begins the ,lesson by writing.the words Blood Bank on the board. The
.students discuss what this term could mean.

2. The teacher explains what a blood bank is and why it is necessary.

3. The teacher reads the story about Dr. Drew, page 217, to the class. The teacher
should explain any terms which are unfamiliar to the students.

4. At the end of the lesson, the teacher te the students that they will 'visit a
blood bank on the following day.
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Day 2

1. The teacher should take the students to visit a blood bank. 'While at the blood
bank, the teacher should have the technicians show the students the bags of
blood, the things used in separating the blood,and possibly a sample of blood
with the plasma separated. If possible, also have the students%look at'a blood
sample under the microscope.

2. After returning to the school/ discuss what the students have seen during the
trip.

Day 3 $,

1. The students should read section 7-8. The information in this section should be
discussed in relation to the observ6tions made by the students on the trip.

2. The teacher should emphasize the information in Figure 7-13 and 7-14 by explaining
each picture. The class should discuss the need for a-clotting mechanism in the
blood.

3. For additional information, the teacher can explain the hereditary illness'of
hemophilia.

4. At the end,of the class, the teacher should review any newcvocabulary, and ask
,. ,.,the students to explain how blood clots.

i

**************************************************************************;*******
i

SECTION: 7.9 Blood and Its Functions
Page T-68/S-211, The Plasma Carries Blood Cells (90 min.(-- 2 days)

PREREQUISITES: To name the components of blood (red cell, white cell, plasma,
platelets).

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Buy a large bone from a
meat market and have the butcher saw the bone in half
lengthwise. Have prepared slides ready showing blood
cells. (You could do a slide of your own blood.)
Send home a pemission slip (for section 7-11) asking
if the students can prick their fingers to get blood
samples.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Lan 'a e Cards/Key Sins
red Food cells
hemo lobin
a cap Ilary
bone arrow
white lood cells
a bact rium cell
antibodies
plat ele s

1. The prepared slides should be set up with microscopes. The students should go to
each microscope and look at each slide.

o

2. After the students have seen each slide, the class should discuss whit they saw.
The students should compare-the b1401440.erft on the different slides.

3. The students should begin to read section 7-9 from page 211 to the bottom of
. page 212. (White cells will be discussed in the next lesson.)

4. As the students discuss the production of red cells, display the bone which has
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been cut in two. The teacher should show the students where red cells are
produced.

Day 2

1. The students should continue to read section 7-9, discussing white cells and
their function in the body. The teacher should emphasize the necessity of white

. cells, and question the students about what would happen if there were not white
cells in the body.

2. The stude.nts should read the last,paragraph on platelets. The teacher should
ask several students to explain the function of platelets. The students should
again refer to Figure 7-14 and discuss the clotting of blood.,

3f. For further discussion, the teacher can ask the studen what would happen if the
blood had too many platelets.

4. To end the lesson, review the components of blood and theiNpctions.
***************************************************************** ********************

SECTION: 7.11 Blood and Its Function 0'

Page T-68/S-214 People Have Different Blood Types (90 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - If possible, purchase a
blood typing kit from a Biological Supply. The kits
are not expensive. The kit contains' the chemicals
necessary to type blood. Be sure that the students
have permission from their parents before doing the
typing. Have the school nurse in the class when the
blood typing is being done. Have glass slides and micro-
scopes ready for the class. Make copies of the blood
type chart (see attached sheet).

Language Cards/KO Signs
blood types
a blood transfusion
blood protein

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher explains to the students that there.are different types of blood.
The teacher also explaint that they will be finding out what blood' type each
person is.

2. The school nurse should explain the procedures for finding out the blood types.
The nurse can then prick the students' fingers and the students can perform the
test. In addition to the type testing, each student should make a slide of their
blOod.

3. When all of the students have completed the testing, they should look at their
blood slide under the microscope, as well as looking at other students' slides.

4. Then the students should compare the results of their typing test. Without la-
beling the types? the students should group samples together that they think look
the same from the test. These should be saved for the next day's lesson.
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Cray 2

1. The students shou he section on blood types. As they read they should
refer to the testa h was done the Previous day.

2, After the students have read the section, the teacher should explain, in detail,
. the test which was done the previous day. The method of blood tYpitag should be
discussed, and the results should be evaluated and the students blood typed.

-\ 3. For additional information, the students could be given tirchart which shows
blood types are comparable. (See below.)

0

0

BLOOD DONORS CHART,

0 0 0
0 0

0 0 0
6 0

0'0 0
0 0

0 0 0
6 0

0
......,

..
is°

0. 0
o 0

0 0
0 0

0 f` 0.

A 000 or.,of,
p 0 0 0

0 0

A 6 Ab

Receiver Q

This chart shows which bloAlikpeS can be given in transfusion to persons,
-

with any of the four blood groups. It also shows the type of Ulood that
persons with any of the four blood groups can receive. The circle ching
stand for different blood proteins which, when added together, clu using
death. The circles standing apart stand for different blood proteins which
whe0,added together mix without clumping. All the races have the same four
blood types.

******************************************************T*************$*****************

SECTION: '7.10 Blood and Its Functions
Page T-68/S-214 The Lymphatic System is Another Transport System

(50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a chart/transparency
of Figure 7-10.

TEACHING 'SUGGESTIONS:

Day I

1. During the lesson, the chart/trpnsparency of the
system should be displayed on the board.

Language Cards/Key Signs
tissue fluid
lymph ducts

the lymphatic system
lyMph

lymph nodes

infection

4

2. The students and teacher should read through the section. The teacher should
explain each vocabulary word as it occurs.
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3. When the class has finished reading the section, the teacher should review all
vocabulary on the lymphatic system.

Day 2- Evaluation

1. The students should read the Highlights section. The teacher 5504 ask the
students questions about the concepts of this section.

2. The students shoutd write answers to the Checkpoints. The teacher should para-
phrase the questions where necessary.

3. When the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class. .------

************L*************************************************************************

- NJ , 1002
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

7Chapte r Trangport Systems

Transport In Plants

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number 0

Lesson Title Teaching.Time

T-69 7.13 Water-Moves Up In Plants 50 min.
(Experiment Only)

T-68 7.12 Plants Have Transport Tissues 50 min.
+ 7.13

'T-69 7.14 Food Moves Up and Down in Plants 90 min. c.

(2 days)
Evalxiation

SECTION: 7.13, 7.12 Transport in Plants
Page T-69, 68/S-219, 218 Water Moves Up In Plants, Plants Have Tranport

Systems (50 mins. + 50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials for experiment. Also have prepared slides
of plant stemswand roof hairs. Make a transparency/
chart of Fig6?,7-23, with labels. Make a ditto of the
chart in Figure 7-25. Write out the directions for the
experiment on chart paper/transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

'Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
xylem cells
cambium
root hairs

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials in

experiment)

1. The teacher begins by'displaying the materials for the experiment and the
directions.

2. The students read the directions andrefer to the materials. As the students
read about a particular materials, the label should be placed on the material.

3. Each student should take a copy of the chart and appropriate materials. The
students should first'set up the experiment.

4. .0ne student can be the time keeper. At each ten-minute interval, the students
follow the directions and record the information.

5. When thb students have 'filled in the chart each time, the class can discuss the
possible outcomes and the reasons ;for outcomes.

61: Also during the title the students are not recording data, they could go to micro-
, scope stations and look at prepared slides of stems.
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7. After the students have completed the experiment, they/discuss the results and
possible reasons for them.

Day 2

1. ,Beginning with section 7-12, the students read through the text.

2. Aftetcomplefing section 7-12, the students continue with section 7-13. At

this point the teacher displays the copy` of Figure 7-23 and discusses it with

the class.

3. The teacher should be sure and emphasize all of the figures in the section.

4. After reading the section on root hairs, the students should look at prepared
slides under.the microscope. They should discuss what they have observed.

5. At the end of the claSs, the teacher should first review all of the vocabulary.
Second, the students should again discuss the experiment of the previous day and

explain th ults using their new vocabulary.
************** ********************************************************************

SECTION: 7.14, Transport in Plants
Page T-69/S-222 Food Moves Up and Down in Plants (90 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials If possible, have a cross

section of a tree in the class. Also purchase some
real maple syrup and ice cream to bring to class.
Transparency of Figure 7-25 from the previous lesson

will be used. Make a ditto of the cross word puzzle
(omit #7 and- #104) Also make a list of possible
answers to go with the puzzle.

TEAC G SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
phloem
cambiUm
to reproduce
sap

1. The teacher begins the class by showing the students the cross section of the

tree. The students discuss the structures which they can observe. The teacher

explains about the growth rings of the tree.

2. The students read section 7,-14. The teacher should explain each vocabulary word

as it occurs. The teacher should also explain again the movement o sap in

the tree and then ask several students to explain it.

3. The teacher should display the copy of Figure 7-25'. The studenteshould discuss
the transport systems and give the proper names to the tubes. 1111'

4. The teacher tells the students that if each student can explain where maple syrup
comes from, they will have a 'treat.' After each student explains the process,

the teacher gives the Students ice cream with maple syrup on it (or anything

else with maple syrup).

Day 2 - Evaluation

1. Students read the Highlights section and the teacher asks them questions about
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the concepts in this section.

2. The students write the answers to the Checkpoints. After the students have com-
pleted their answers, they should discuss them.

3. The students should do the Skullduggery (in class or at home). The teacher
should give the students a list of the possible answers (from the teacher's
manual). #7 and #10 should be crossed out on the puzzle.

4. The teacher should read What's Next? to the students. The class should discuss
the information.

**************************************************************************************

I
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Level 7 Unit 2.1fe Systems

Chapter 8 Internal Communication Systems

Nervous Systems

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page 'Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-72
T-72

T-72
T-72

8.1

8.3 .

8.2
8.4

Neurons Send Signals
Many Neurons Make a Nervous
System
Behavior is Caused by Neurons
The Human Nervous System

50 min.
90 min.

50 min.
150 min.

_943 days)

NOTE: Introduction is omitted. The order of the lessons has been changed.'

SECTION: 8-1 Nervous Systems

Page T-72/S-228 Neurons Send Signals (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a chart/transparency
of Figures 8-3 and 8-4.
Label each picture.

TEACHING SUGGESTION:

NOTE: Because the students have already discussed
stimulus and response, this should be used as
a review.

1. The teacher should begin the lesson by reading the
first part of the section (pp; 228-229). The
students should review the information in these
paragraphs.

2. Then the teacher and students, §hould read the rest of the. section. As the students
read through page 23Q, the teacheri should display the charts of Figures 8-3 and 8-4.

3. The class should discuss the structure of the neurons, and the functions as stated
in the section.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a stimulus
a reaction
the senses
nerve cells
neurons
a cell body
dendrites
axon
impulse

synapse
nucleus
cytoplasm

4. At the endof the class, the teacher shourd ask several students to explain the
transmission of information in the nervous system.

***************************************************************************************

SECTION: 8-3 Nervous Systems

Page T-72/S-232 Mbny Neurons Make a Nervous System (90 min.)

PREREQUISITES: Basic knowledge of the nervous system and its function.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -,Make large charts of each_
, organism pictured in this section. a nervous system

Make additional charts-of 'other' nerves
- ocoantsmsatorhavethe students a Urain

.
make charts. These should fie a spinal cord
tlisplaye4 in the classroOm. verte5rae

Lan IA e ar s/Key SI ns

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS/:

1. The teacher should display the charts of the various nervous systems. To begin
the lesson, the teacher writes The Nervous System on the board.

2. The students are to try and explain what the nervous system ts. The teacher
can add information wttb which_ the students are unfamiliar.

3. The teacher should read the section to the students. The teacher should explain
each new vocabulary word and refer to the charts as necessary.

4. During the discussion, the students' should compare their nervous system to that
of other organisms.

5, After class, some students could volunteer= to make additional charts about other
organisms and their nervous systems.

***************************************************************************************'

SECTION: 8-2 Nervous Systems

Page T-72/S-23.1 Behavior is Caused by Neurons (50 min:)

ADVANCE PREPARAT ION: Materials - Collect five or six pictures
of animals reacting to sttmulum other behavior
animals, man, etc. Mount each_ picture sensory neurons
on heavy cardboard. Make a transparency/ association neurons
chart of Figure 8-5. Use teacher's man- motor neurons
ual to get instructions/materials for the stimulus
experiment in section 8-2. Have a tennis response
ball for the class.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Lan Liege Cards/Ke Sins

I. The teacher begins the lesson by writing the words stimulus and response on the
board. The teacher then takes a tennis ball and tosses It to a student.

2. After the student reacted, the teacher describes the situation in terms of
stimulus end response. The teacher then asks the students to think of other
situations with_ stimulus -response.

3. Following the directions in Section 8-2, have the students do the experiment.
The teacher first explains the experiment and then the students group In pairs
and do the experiment. After the students have completed the experiment they
should discuss the results.
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Day 2

1. Then the students and teacher should,read sect ion 8-2 discussing their responses

in terms of the information in the section.* When discussing the different
reactions, the teacher should show the students pictures that show responses of

organisms. Note: it is difficult to use the picture on page 229 because it is
not clear.1

2. At the end of the class, the teadher asks each student to describe a stimulus-
response situation.

*The teacher should display the chart sbowing Figure 8-5. Each stimulus/response
should be discussed in these terms.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 8-4 Nervous Systems
Page T-72/S-236 The Human Nervous Systems (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See attached sheet for
directions for the brain dissection....
Have dissection equipment available;
Make a chart/transparency of Figure
8-13 and Figure 8-14.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. To begin the lesson, the teacher explains v\i.t the

class will do. The teacher displays the brains and
'tells the students that they will look at the

structure of a brain that is similar to.the
human brain.

Language Cards/Key Signs,

the central nervous system
the peripheral nervous

system
the cerebrum
the cerebellum
the medula

Identification Cards
labels for brain

and nervous system

2. The students should then perform the dissection. As the students are working,
the teacher should move around the class helping the students to identify the

parts of-the brain. The teacher could write the names of the parts on the board

during the class. (See attached sheet for dissection tips and directions)

3. When the students have completed their dissections, they should discuss their
observations.

Day 2

1. The teacher and students should read section 8-4 discussing the information and
vocabulary. During the discussion, the teacher can display the chart/trans-
parency of the nervous system. The students should discuss each part of the
"system.

2. The students should then discuss the Structure of the brain. During the dis-
cussion, the teacher should have the students compare the human brain to the
brain which they dissected previously.

3. At the end of the class, the teacher should ask the students to name the parts
of the..nervous system, and name the parts of the brain and describe their
functions.
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BRAIN DISSECTION

Unlike looking at a heart or an eye,'examining the brain won't give many cluesto how it operates. Still, you might find it interesting to take a closeup look
at the most complex and mysterious of organs. Beef brains come,to the butcher in
big bags. By the time they arrive, they are somewhat scrambled, so you might have
to settle for two halves and assorted parts. Better, order one from a meat packer.
Ask for one with the stem attached. (Use of a fetal pig brain would work also.)

4
Cerebellum

Cerebrum

Top View of Brain

Leffand Right hemispheres

Cerebellum

Fissure

Longitudinal fissure

Fissure

Side View of Brain

Cerebrum

Spinal chord

(1) Look at the outside. Notice the thin outer skin (pia mater) and the supplying
blood vessels. In the skull, the soft brain floats in a nutritious liquid
cushion and is protected by a tough coat called the dura mater.
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0

White matter

Grey matter'

Corpus callosum

Region of Thalamus

Internal View of Brain

ilkTo observe internal structure, cut one hemisphere in half, lengthwise, near
the longitudinal fissure.
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Day 3

1. The students should read the Highlights. The teacher can ask.the students
questions about the concepts covered in this section.

2. The students should write their answers to the Checkpoints. The teacher should
change the language of the questions so they are understood br the students.
Eliminate question 15.

3. When the students have completed their answers, they Should discuss them with the

class.

************************************************************************************

1014.4
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 8,internal Communication Systems

The Senses

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page

.

Section Numbe
,

Lesson Title - Teaching Time

T-73 8.5 The Sense of Sight 150 min.(3 days)
Aids for the Blind 100 min.(2 days)

T-74 8.6 The Sense of Hearing 200 min.(44lays)
T-74 8.7 The Sense of Smell and Taste 50 min.
T-75 8.8 The Skin and Body Have Many Senses 50 min.
T-75 8.9 There Are Differences Among Animal 90 min.(2 days)

Senses

SECTION: 8.5 The"Senses
Page T-73/5 -239 The Sense of Sight (150 min. - 3 days)

PREREQUISITES: Basic knowledge of the eye (from Level 6 - Invisible Systems)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a large chart/trans-
parency orthe eye. Write, labels for the chart on
cards.* The materials for the experiments are listed
in'the attached sheets and teacher's manual. Write
out directions for each experiment on chart paper.
Set up stations - with the experiments listed for
day one. Each experiment station should have direc-
tions, necessary materi,ls, and paper for recording
results.

*Also.make a ditto of the eye. Write the labels at
the bottom of the page.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

'Day 1

1. The teacher sets uo the following experiments as stations:
Keep Your Eye on the Ball, Seeing isBelieving, Hole in Your Hand, Stereo
Vision and page 241 (experiment from textbook).

2. To begin, the teacher and studerits "walk through" each station, reading the
directions and discussing how the experiments should be done.

3. Then, the students go to different stations, do each experiment and write down
the results.

4. When all students have gone to each station, the group meets for a discussion
of the results of each experiment.

Language Cards/Key Signs
sight
the cornea
the iris
the pupil
the lens
the retina
rod cells
cone cells
the optic nerve
blindness

Identification Cards
(Labels for picture of

the eye)
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Day 2

1. The teacher places the chart of the eye on the board at the beginning of the
lesson. The students should read through section 8-5 with the teacher. They
should refer to the chart as each part of the eye is djscussed.

2. When the pupil is diScussed, the teacher has the students sit-in pairs and observe
the action'of the pupil as lights are turned on and off. (See Going Further,
Day .2.)

,3. At the end of the class, to review the structures of the eye, the teacher asks
the students to label the parts of the eye (on the large chart).

(Day 1)

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE BALL

Your eyes work by teamwork. Each eye sees the same thing from two slightly
different angles. To test the teamwork of your eyes, try the following experiment:
You will need a ping-pong ball, an eye patch and a friend.

-you get 15 trys to catch the ball with open eyes

;I

-then 1 trys using one,eye only
-trade ith your partner, this time you toss .

-keep tr ck of your scores. If this is too easy, you might try catching the
ball with one hand only.

SEEING IS BELIEVING

"I saw it with my own eyes." Sometimes your eyes lie. Here is an activity to
explore this. It works on the principle that each eve sees a slightly different
view of the world. For instance, you can turn two fingers into a floating solid
bar.

Hold your index fingers tip to tip about 5" away from your eyes.

Now focus on some object in the distance.

What happens to ybur fingers?

(Day 2)

GOING FURTHER

For this activity, you will need two partners india
dark roorn. Ask one of your partners to control the
lights. Sit facing your partner', as close as possible.
Now have your partner turn off the lights in the room,
wait 30 seconds and then turn theM on again. Each of

you look at each other's eyes carefully. What happens

to your partner's eyes? Can you explain why this
happens?
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HOLE IN YOUR HAND

Two eyes are not always better than one. Sometimes two images can produce a .

'rather muddled picture ofl(reality. However, your brain has learned to ignore
conflicting images so that you "see" an edited version of the messages your eyes
send your brain. Here is a way to look right through your hand.

(1) For this.experiment you will need tOroll a sheet of
paper like a telescope.

(2) Hold the telescope up to one eye and your hand
up to the other eye.

(3) Move your hand slowly up and down the tube
until you can see through the hole in your
hand.

STEREO VISION

What does each eye see separately and what do they
see together? Try this experiment and see.

(1) Cut out a cardboard rectangle with
eye holes.

8.

(2) 'Set the cardboard on a
.table with ij string or
tape to mark the center.

clay i center line

a

Two ob'ects on line
(on= ear, one far).

(3) Make.three dr ngs of the view through the
eye holes - ne with the right efe covered,
one with t e left eye covered, and one with
both, eyes open.

How many views do you see?
Where are.the two views combined?
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EYE,D1SSECTION (Day 3)

If'you don't mind being stared at while you work, you will find this eye dissection
to bs fascinating. Ft maybe difficult obtainnig.a.sheep or beef eye; but it's
worth the trouble. If you'have no luck witty your local butcher, try a slaughterhouse
or meatpacker.

Sclera' Pupil (1) The eye is held in-place by muscle and fat. Muscle
moves the eye white fat cushions it.

`(2) Look behind the eye and you should' see the optic.
nerve. By carefully cutting away.'some of the tissue,
you can see how muscles connect.

Cornea

Lens

(3) Slice across the cornea,..

and remove the lens
from under the iris.
(The liquid is called=
aqueous humor.)

Iris

(4) A crostwrge cut will expose the
iris. If you enlarge the cut,
you can see the retina -at the
back of the eye. (The clear jelly
is vitreous humor.) There is a
blind spot where the optic nerve
connects.
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REFER3£NCES

an physiology is the name of the subject area in which you will find answers,
o some of these questions. If you want more experiments of this kind, look for

ajaboratory book on human physioltgy or ask your teacher for help.

Day 3 (if you can get some eyes.)

1. The teacher passes out the dissecting equipment and eyes to each,pair of students.
Also the teacher displays the directions for the experiment. The students read
and discuss the directions. (See eye dissection sheet.) .

2. The students dissect the eyes and name each part of the eye as they observe it.

3. After the students complete the experiment, they should discuss their obser-
vations.

4. At the end of the class, the teacher pasSes out the worksheet on the eye. The
students must label the parts of the eye.

5. When the students have finished the worksheet, they can check their answers in
their books.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 8.5 The Senses
Page T-74/S-242 Aids for the Blind (100 min: -.2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Invite a blind adult to
visit the class. That person could bring aids they
use to help them. Get information from state or fed-
eral agencies on the blind, about aids for the blind,
Braille, and a Braille machine.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The Students read about the aids for the blind. The
teacher should display Braille samples and other information.

2. The students discuss the broblemsiof blindness and possible vays to help with
those problems (identifying canned foods, clothes, reading recipes, setting
temperature on stove', etc.).

Language Cards/Key Signs
a device
Braille
a camera
electrical signals
an image
a ,calculator

a computer
a handicap

3. The students discuss the more difficult problems of a deaf-blind person.

4. The teacher helps the students develop a list of questions for the visitor,
the next day.

Day 2

1. The blind person visits the class. The students ask their prepared questions
and any other questions which they can think of.

4111
2. If possible, the blind person shows some of the equipment he/she uses, and



explains what type of aids are available to the blind.

Entichment

The students could visit a Lighthouse for the Blind or other training center for
the blind - to see whgt methods aro used in trainfng blind persons for employment.
**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 8.6 The Senses
Page T-74/S-241 The Sense of Hearing (200 min. 4 days)

PREREQUISITES: Basic knowledge of the structures of the ear.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Ask the audiologist for
an otoscope. Also, get a portable audiometer or take

the students to the school's testing booth. Use a

model of the ear or make a Jarge chart/transparency
of Figure 8-17. Make separate labels for the chart.
Look up information to do the "causes of deafness"

section. Make a ditto of the ear. Write the labels

at the bottom of the page.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

(Have the otoscope and audiometer ready for class, along
with audiogram forms.)

1. The teacher begins the lesson by telling the students
they will be studying the ear.

2. The teacher shows the students the otoscope, and the
language card. The teacher demonstrates its use on a

student, and then lets the students take turns Iboking
at each other's ear drums.

Language Cards/Key Signs
the outer ear
the middle ear
the inner ear
the eardrum
the hammer
the stirrup
the semicircular canals
the ear canal
the anvil
the auditory nerve
the oval window
the cochlea
the eustachian
an otoscope
an audiogram

Identification Cards
Labels for pisture of ear

3. The students should discuss their observations of the ear drumits color, and

the lOok of the ear canal. The teacher should put up the chart on the ear, to
show the students exactly what they were looking at.

4. The teacher then shows the audiometer to the students and discusses its use.
The audiogram form is alsci shown.

5. The teacher, allowing some students to help, tests the hearing of one student

and writes the information on the form. Several students can be tested to

show the difference in hearing loss.

Day 2

1. The teacher displays the chart or model of the ear.

2. The students and teacher read the section. The teacher aska a student to point

to and label each part as it is discussed.

3. At the end of the class, the teacher removes the labels from the chart and asks

the students'to replace them.



Day 3

1. The teacher discusses t causes of deafness .with the students writing impor-
tant information on the b rd (see attached sheet). The teacher should also
include the particular cause of deafness of the students in the class.

2. At the end of the discussion, th teacher asks the students to list the causes
of deafness.

3. The teacher passes- out the worksheet on the ear. The students must label the
picture of the ear. 41.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 8.7 The Senses
Page T-74/S-244 The Senses of Smell and Taste (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Outline of a tongue (see Language Cards/Key Signs
worksheet at end of cluster), see teacher's manual for smell
the experiment materials. Write the directions for the taste
experiment on a chart. Make a chart/trgnsparency of th= taste buds
drawing in Figure 8-18 showing the nasal cavity. nostril

sensory neurons
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Identification Cards
1. The teacher displays the directions for the experiment Labels for materials in

as well as the Materials. experiment

2. The students read the directions and label the materials.

3. The stuents follow the directions and do the experiment. While they are working
the teacher moves among the students to discuss their observations.

4. When the students have completed the experiment, the class discusses the results.

5. The teacher then displays the chart/transparency and the students read an't'
discuss the beginning'of the section. .

6. At the end of the class, the teacher asks the students how huma6s taste and
smell different things: f

**************************************************************************************

SE TION: 8.8 The Senses
Page T-75/S-246 The Skin and Body Have Many Senses ( 50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a transparency of
Figure 8-20 with labels.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher displays the chart of Figure 8-20,

2. The students and teacher read the section. As the stu-
dents read the first two paragraphs, the teacher should
refer to the Figure.

3. Before the students read the third paragraph, the teacher asks for a volUnteer

Language Cards/Key Signs
touch
sensory neurons
balance
the semicircular canals
the cerebellum
body sense
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to spin around very quickly. The student then tells the class how he/she feels
after spinning around.

4. Then the students read that paragraph and subsequent paragraphs.
**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 8.9 The Itenses.

Page T-75/5-247 There Are Differences Among Animal Senses (90 min. - 2 days)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The students and teacher read and discuss this section.

2. The teacher asks the students to make a list of animal
senses that are different from human senses. The teacher
writes the list on the board.

Lanquaqe_Cards/Kev Signs
a trained dog
an echo
high-pitched sounds
dynamite
a magnetic field

Day 2

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
the concepts taught in this section.

2. The students write the answers to Checkpoints. the teacher' can rewOrd the
-

questions if necessary.

3. When the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

k****************************4********************************************************
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TASTE MAP

Draw asterisks (*) in the outlined areas indicating the location of the specific
taste. Compare results with others.-;-.

A

Sweet

Salty

Bitter

96

Sour
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 8 Internal Communication SysteMs

Nervous Systems and Behavior

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Numbk. Lesson Title Teaching Time

.T-76

J-76
8.10
8.11

Some Behaviors Are Reflexes
Many Behaviors Are Combinations
of Responses ,

,

90 min.(2 days)
150 min.(3 days)

SECTION: 8-10
Nervous Systems and Behaviors

'Page T-76/5 -249 Some
Behaviors are Reflexes (90 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION:. Materials - Ask the school nurse to visit
the class during Day 1. See Teacher's

Manual for directions/materials for the ,

experiment. Write out the directions for
the experibent on a ii-ansparency/chart.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Sighs
reflex
an automatic

response

coughing
sneezing

1. The teacher first displays the directions for the experiment on page 249.

The students read the directions.

2. Then the students do the reflex experiment and discuss the results. When the

students have finished experimenting on each other, the nurse should be asked

to show other body reflexes (foot, eyes) in a demonstration for the class.

3. The nurse also should explain how these reflexes are used in a doctor's examination"

and what the doctor is looking for when she/he does the reflexes.

pav 2

1. The students and teacher should read the section. The teacher should explain

the vocabulary.
/,

2. The students should relate the information in the section to th4 experiment of

the previous day.

3. At the end of the class, the teacher asks the students to explain what a reflex

is and to show where reflex actions occur on the human body.

*****************************************************************)!*******************
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SECTION: Nervous Systems and Behaviors //
Page,T-76/S-250 Many_Behaviors Are Combinations of Responses (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Collect six or seven o5Jects
whose names- the s*uder,1s know. Place
them on a tray. Havela piece of cloth
ready to cover the tray. See attached
sheet for reasoning'experiment.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

LangU*Cards/Key Signs
instinct
migration
learning

memory
reasoning
trial-and-error

learning

1. The teacher should begin the lesson by asking the students several questions. How

does a hamster know how to care, for its young? Do all birds stay in our area
during the winter?

2. The students should answer the questions to the best of their ability. The Class
should discuss the answers.

3. Then the students and_teacher should read the beginning of this section from page
250 to page 251, column 1 (middle).

4. The students should ,gain answer the same questions, including the information
contained in this paragraph.

Day 2

1. The teacher should first display a tray with six or sever differnt objects on it.
The students should be allowed to look at the tray for 30 seconds. Then the tray
should be covered. The students should then write down the names of the objects
on the tray.

2. When the students have completed their lists, the teacher should uncover the tray
and let them check their answers. The students should then discuss the results.

3. Then the students and teacher should Ned the next paragraph in the section on
learning. This information should be discussed in relation to the experiment.

4. Then the teacher should give the students the reasoning experiment (see attached
sheet). When the students have solved the problem, they should discuss how they
found an answer.

5. Then the students and teacher should read the rest of thi§ section. The students
should discuss the information in relationship to the reasoning experiment.

Day 3

1. The students should read the Highlights. The teacher asks them questions about the
concepts covered in the section.

2. Then the students write the answers to the Checkpoints. The teacher shoUld reword
'the questions in language appropriate to the students. For question 4, the teacher
could draw a picture of the situation on the board.

3. After the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the Class.

*************************************************************************************
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REASONING PROBLEMS (Day 2)

Ai! of these are whatchamazigits.

None of these are whatchamazi

Which of these are whatchamazigits?
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All of these are gooneys.

C .)

w

None of these are gooneys.

Which of these are gooneys?

\

4
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All of these are doodads.

None of these are doodads.

Which of these are doodads?
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 8 Internal Communication Systems

The Endocrine System

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page ' Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-76 8.12 The Endocrine Glands 50 min.
I

Produce Hormones
T-77 8.13 Hormones and Nerves "Work Together 50 min.

T-77 8.14 Plants Have Hormones 150 min.(3 days)

SECTION: 8-12 The Endocrine System

Page T-76/S-253 The Endocrine Glands Produce Hormones

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a chart/transparency
of Figure 8-25. Also make a ditto of
the same picture.: List the labels for
the pictures at the bottom of the work-
sheet.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher first displays the chart/transparency of
the endocrine system on the board. The teacher and
students refer to the picture as.they read through
the section.

(50 min.)

Language Cards/Key Signs
the endocrfhe
system

hormones
endocrine glands
chemicals
the pituitary glands

Identification Cards
(Labels for the endocrine
system)

2? The teacher reads the information in the section to the
students. The class discusses the information, and the teacher places special

emphatis on the vocabulary words.

3. After reading the section, the teacher using Figure 8-26 explains the different
glands, and how they function, and the resulting body changes. The class discusses
'each set of glands and their corresponding functions.

4. The teacher then asks specific students to explain functi s of specific glands.

5. To complete the lesson, the teacher pas ut the workshee . The students are

to label the picture without looking at a large chart. The teacher can then post
the chart again and allow the students to check their answers.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 8-13 The Endocrine System

Page T-77/S-254 Hormones and Nerves Work Together (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make worksheet which requires
the students to match the endocrine gland
with its effect on the body. Write the work
sheet In language appropriate to the students.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS;

1. To begen the lesson, the teacher 'asks the
students to use their Imagination. The
tei0er to a story about a walk in the
woods; A Person is walking In the woods.
Suddenly,,,the person sees a rattle snake, etc.

Lantguage'Cai-diney'Signs
the brain
nerve's

a,,reaction

the adrenal glands
prenalin

2. After telling the story, the teacher asks the-students how the person would feeland what the person would do.

3. After the discussion, the teacher and students read this section and discuss 7the
information In relation to the story.

4. After the discussion, the teacher should again refer to Figure 8-26 and review
the inforMation In the chart. Then the-.teacher,passes out the worksheets for
the students to complete.

*************************0*******************40**************************************P
a

"
SECTION: 8-14 Tile Endocrine System

Page T-77/S-256 "Ptants Have Hbrmories (J50 min. - 3 days)

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: /See T cher's Manual.
- I

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Maarial-s - eez"feacherts Manual for
information o ."the experiment on page
258. Also have several plants
available to do e experiment

7 pictured in Figur 8-28. Rewrite
the directions for the experiment
on page 258, placing them on a
chart/transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day
1

Language Cards/Key Signs
auxins
tropism

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials in

experiments)

1. To begin the class, the teacher displays he materials for the two experiments.
First the students look at Figure 8-28 and discuss what is shown in the pictures.

2. Next, the students take several plants and cut off the tips of the stems. The
teacher tells the students that they will be observing the plants every day to
see what will happen.

3. Then the teacher displays the chart on the next experiment. The students read aloud
the directions and identify the materials as they are mentioned.

4. The students can refer to the book, to look at Figure 8-29, 30. The students should
them set up the experiment.

5. When the students have completed the set up, they should discuss what they predict
will happen to the growth of the bean seeds.

1
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tDay 2

1. The students should now read sectton 8-14. The teacher should emphasize the new
vocabulary. Also, the students sfiould discuss the information tn*relation to the
experipents of the previous day.

2. If time permits, the Students could read the highlights section and the teacher
can question them on the concepts covered in this section.

Day 3

1. If not done on the previous day, the students should read the Highlights and
discuss the information.

2. The students should write the answers to Checkpoints. Omit question #1-.

3. After the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

4. COptional activity/ if appropriate for the language level of the students, they
should do the Skullduggery. The teacher should pit a list of the answers on the
board from which the students can choose.

***************************************************************************************

I
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 9 Reproductiorr

Making Copies

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number
,

Lesson Title
.

Teaching Time
.

Introduction 40 min: _

1-81 9.5 Experiment Only 45 min.

T-79 9.1 Life Comes Horn Life 45 min.

T-.79 9.2 Cells Divide in Two 100 min.(2 days)

1-80 9.3 Some Organisms Reproduce by 50 min.

Budding.
1-80 9.4 Regeneration is a Form of 150 min.(3 days)

ReprOduction .
.

1-81 9.5 Fungi Reproduce With "Spores 100 min.(2 days)

NOTE: Order of the lessons has been changed. -

SECTION: Makina Copies
Page S-262-263 Introduction (40 min.) *.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Collect various pictures
of plants and animals. Mount each picture on heavy'
cardboard.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

"at

Language Cards/Key Signs
reproduction .

---\

1. The teacher reads the introduipon to the studs. The students discuss
reproduction of the zebra and pine tree.

2. The teacher shows the students the pictures of plants and animals. The students

discuss how they think these organisms reproduce. The teacher tells the class

that they will learn about many different kinds of reproduction in this chapter.
********4*****************************************************4**********************

SECTION: 9.5 Making Copies I

Page 1-81/S-276 Fungi Reproduce with Spores1(experiment only) (45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATlioN: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions. Write the directions for the
experiment on chart paper in language appropriate to
the students. NOTE: The students do not need to use

their books. (The mushrooiri experiment explained in

section 9-5 could be set up at this time.)

105
0,2

Identification Cards
(Label* for materials in
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TEACHING 4JGGEST-4014:

1. The teacher displays the chart of directions and the materials for the fungi
experiment. V

2. The students read the directions and label the materials in the experiment.

3. The students group in pairs and follow the directions for setting up the
experiment.

4. The "experiment states that the students should place the bread in a warm, dark
place. When the students have done this with the bread, give the students
additional pieces of bread to moisten and place in other spots in the room.
The teacher should ask a student to record the various places the bread was
placed.

5. The teacher ends the lesson by telling the students that they will study the
results of the experiment later in the chapter.

*******k******************************************************************************

SECTION: 9.1 Making Copies
Page T-79/S-264 Life Comes From Life (45 min.)

AI5VANG.E PREPARATION: Materials - Get some hay for the hay4
infusion experiment., Have a suitable container and
boiled water to put with the hay. Have several micro-
scopes and slides ready for the class.

TbkCH1NG SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
Aristotle
Jan vanlialmont
spontaneous generation
Francesco-Redi

1: The teacher invites the students to come to class before school begins or just
before classes begin. The teacher shows students the hay and boiled water.
The students took at the boiled water under a microscope.

6

2. The teacher asks the students what wil happen if the hay is left to soak in
the water. The students should discus the possibilities.

3. The teacher therrasks if organisms will be present in the-water later in the
day. The students again discuss these possibilities. The teacher tells the
'students tgwait until class time to find out the answer.

4. During the actual class time, the teacher reads to the class about Aristotle's
and van Helmont's experiments. The teacher explains the term spontaneous gener-
ation.

5. Then the students take the water from the hay infusion and look at it under a
microscope. They should compare their observations to those made earlier in the

-day. They should discuss spontaneous generation in terms'of the experiment.

6. The teacher then continues to read the section, about Redi's experiment (NOTE:
Omit Pasteur's experiment.)

7. The students discuss the idea of- spontaneous generation its terms of Redi's ex:
periment.
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8. The teacher continues to read to the end of the section. The students discuss
the information. The teacher'asks several students to explain the term spon-
taneous generation and to prove that it does not happen.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 9.1 Making Copies
Page T-79/S-266 Cells Divide in Two (100 min. - 2 days)

PREREQUISITES: To name the,parts of the cell.

/ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - ..See Tedther's Manual

for materials/directions for cell division. Make a
transparency of attached sheet on human cell mitosis.
Have a transparency sheet (blank) for each student
and appropriate pens. Make a large model of the
materials from the experiment on page 270, to use on
the board.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher begin the lesson by telling the students
that cells d4vide to make new cells. The teacher
passes out a transparency and pen to each student.

2. The teacher asks the students to draw pictures of how
they think a cell divides.

Language Cards/Key Signs
chromosomes
cell division
mitosis
replication
interphase
prophase
spindle fibers
metaphase
equators
anaphase
telephase

Identification Cards
(Labels for pictures of

phases)

3. When the students have completed their drawings, each student should place the
drawing on the overhead projector and the class discuss their ideas.

4. The teacher passes out the materials for the experiment on page 270. The students
cut out the appropriate pieces but DO NOT follow the directions in the book
for how to use the materials. NOTE: These materials will be used as the students
and teacher read through the section. The teacher should also have i3 copy of
these materials.

Day 2

1. The students have the materials from the experiment on their desks and the
teacher has the materials on the board. Also the teacher displays fhe trans-
parency of the human cell division showing each part of the transparency when
appropriate.

.

, 2% The students read the information in the section: The teacher explains each new
vocatulary word as it occurs. As the students read atiout.each phase, they should
arrange their pieces in the proper place. After the students have placed their

/ pieces, the teacher places the pieces on the board so that the Students can
check their answers. The teacher also 'shows the appropriate pard- of the trans
p ency. (NOTE: It is important for the students to know that their cell pic-
f0Pb is not a real cell, that most cells have more than four chromosomes, and that
they dare not.different colors and shapes.)

3. After the teacher and students have completed the section, the teacher asks each
Student to show a different phase'of cell division. Then these, along with
labels, can be displayed on a bulletin board titled Mitosis: Cell Division.

***********************t*********4***********************t*************************
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SECTION: 9.3 Making Copies
Page T-80/S-272 Some Organisms Reproduce by Budding (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions. Write out the direction for the
experiment on chart paper.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
budding
a hydra
a bud

yeast

1. The teacher begins the class by displaying the material- Identification Cards
for the experiment on page 273. The teacher also dis- Labels for materials in
plays the directions for the experiment. experiment

2. The students read the directions and label the materials
for the experiment.

3. The students perform the experiment working in pairs, each pair having a micro-
scope if possible.

4. When the students have completed the experiment, they discuss their observations.

5. Then the students and teacher read the beginning of the section which explains
what they were observing. The students should discuss Figure 9-9 and answer
,the questions.

6. At the end of the class the teacher asks several students to explain the obser-
vations of the yeast experiment in terms of what they have learned in this
section. The students should be urged to use the new vocabulary from this
section.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 9.4 Making Copies
Page T-80/S-273 Regeneration is a Form of Reproduction (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for
directions/materials for the two experiments. Write
out the directions for the experimentson chart paper.
NOTE: The students need not use their books during
the experiments.

TEACHING'SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1 _

Language Cards/Key Signs
planaria
a flatworm
regeneration

1. The teacher displays the directions and the materials for the planaria experi-
ments. Before beginning the experiment, the teacher asks the students if they
know how a planaria reproduces.

%.

2. The students then read the directions -and label the materials for the experiment.
The students should begin the experiment working in pairs.

3. During the experiment, the teacher should move about the room checking on the
progress of the students.

4. When the students have completed the experiment, they should discuss the possible
results.
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Day 2

1. The teacher should display the 'directions and materials for the plant experiment.

2. The students read the directions and label the materials.

3. The students should perform the experiment, working in pairs.

4. When-the students have completed the experiment, they should discuss the possible
results.

NOTE: Observations of these two experiments will be done daily for the next week.

Day 3

1. The students read the other parts of the section. The students discuss the
information in the section.

2. The e er should emphasize the information in the Figures and again discuss
the poss ble results of the experiments.

.

************ *************************************************************************

SECTION: 9.5 Making Copies
Page T-81/S-276 Fungi Reproduce With Spores (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Purchase muchrooms that
are almost open. Cut a circle of'cardboard, cut a
small circle in it and stick the mushroom in the hole.
Place this on a glass. Ina few days spores will be
visible on the cardboard. The students can look at
these spores also. Make a transparency of Figure 9-14.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Siqns
bread mold
hyphae
a spore
mushrooms

1. First the students make observations of the growth of mold on the pieces of
bread. They should discuss the growth of mold,..and also discuss the conditions
of optimum growth.

2. The students and teacher read through the section, discussing the new vocabulary
words and the information. The teacher displays the transparency of Figure 9-14
and discusses the parts of the mold plant.

3. The students complete_the experiment by looking at the spores under the micro-
scope. The students could also look at the spores of the mushroom:

4. The class discusses their observations of the spores and the mold. (NOTE: rf

a stereoscopic microscope is available, use it to look at the moldy bread.)

5. At the end of the class the students should discuss other places where they
have observed mold, and the best conditions for growing mold.

Day 2

1. The students first read the Highlights section. The teacher asks the students
questions about the information in this section.

2. The students write the answers to Checkpoints. The teacher can reword the
questions for the students.

3. After the studbnts have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

********************************************************************************4*****
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 9 Reproduction

%production with Special .0311S

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Number Teaching Time

T-82 9.6 Many Organisms Have Sexual 45 min. t
Reproduction

T-82 9.7 Ferns Reproduce With, Spores and
1

Gametes
50 min.

T-82 9.8 Pines Reproduce With Cones 50 min.
T-82 9.9 Some Plants Reproduce With Flowers 100 min.(2 days)
T-83 9.10 Animal Reproduction Involves Many 200 min.(4 days)

Behaviors

SECTION: 9.6 Reproduction with Special Cells
Page T-82/S-278 Many Organisms Have Sexual Reproduction (45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Collect pictures of or-
ganisms that reproduce sexually. Also have pictures
of those organisms previously studied that reproduce
asexually.* Make labels for a bulletin board -
ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION, SEXUAL REPRODUCTION, and sen-
tences to go under the pictures - These organisms
reproduce sexually, These organisms reproduce asexu-
ally.

*MAnt these pictures on colOred paper or cardboard. ,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
sexual reproductiop
sex cells
gametes
fertilization
zygote
asexual reproduction
offspring

1. The teacher writes the word REPRODUCTION on the board. The teacher tells the
class that they will be learning about different kinds of reproduction.

2. Then the teacher writes ASEXUAL and SEXUAL under the first title. The teacher
then shows the students pictures of various organisms. The students are to guess
where the pictures are to be placed. The teacher tapes each picture to the board
under the appropriate title (which the students have specified). After all of
the pictures have been placed on the board, the class discusses what thy think
sexual and asexual reproduction mean.

3. The students and teacher then read the section and discuss the vocabulary. The
students should change the location of any picture which was placed incorrectly
and give their reason for changing it.

4. The teacher asks several students to explain what asexual and sexual reproduction
mean. The students list other organisms that they think could fit in either
group. The )-eacher tells them If they are correct or not.
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5. At the end of class (or at a later time) the class sets up the bulletin board.
The students can be asked again to sort the pictures under the appropriate titles.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 9.7 Reproductioh<ith Special Cells
Page'T-82/S-276 Ferns Reproduce With Spores and Gametes (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have several fern plarits
for the class to observe. If possible, have a fern
plant which has sori on the underside of the leaves.
Have a sheet of blank paper for each student.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
sort

a fern

gametes
eggs
sperm

two-stage reproduction
1. The teacher displays the different fern plants. The

students should observe the plants. The teacher
should point out the sori on the plant, if the students have not found them.
The teacher asks the students what they think these structures are for.

2. The teacher and students read the section about ferns and rerroduction. As
they read through the section, the teacher should draw the stages in the fern
reproduction on the board. The teache'r should label the stages and the struc-
tures explained in the text. The students should look at Figure 9-16 and dis-
cuss the reproductive cycle.

3. At the end of the class, the teacher should erase the drawings of the fern life
cycle and ask the students to draw their own pictures on pieces of blank paper.
'The teacher should check the work.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 9.8 Reproduction with Special Cells
0 Page T-82/S-279 Pines Reproduce With Cones (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Collect a variety of
pine cones. (If time permits, collect pine cones
from around the school or take the students on a
field trip to collect the cones.) Have tree books
available to the students so that they can label the
pine cones with the name of the tree from which they
came.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher should display the pine cones. The stu-
dents, using the reference books, should label the
cones.

Language Cards/Key Signs
the reproductive organs
pollen grains
a sperm-producing cone
an egg-producing cone
pollination
fertilize

embryo
a seed

Identification Cards
(Labels for cones dis-

played in class)

2. The students and teacher read t section about the
reproductive cycle of the pine re:e. The teacher should draw the cycle on the
board as it is discussed.

3. After:the section has been completed, the teacher asks several students to
explain the reproductive cycle of the pine tree.

**************************************************************************************



SECTION: 9.9 Reproduction with Special Cells
Page T-82/S-232 Some Plants Reproduce With Flowers (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for
materials/direction for the Flower Dissection.* OMIT
the pollen tube experiment. Write the directions for
the experiment on chart paper. Make a large chart/
transparency of Figures 9-18 and 9-21. If possible,
have slides of different pollen grains and flower
parts available for the students to look at as they
do their experiment. Bring in a collection of fruits
and vegetables for Day 2.

*Have different kinds of flowers to dissect.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher displays the materials for the flower
experiment. The chart with directions is also displayed.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a flower
sepals

petals
stamens
the anther
a pollen grain
the pistil

the stigma
the style
the ovary
ovules

Identification Cards
Labels for materials in
experiment

2. The students read the directions and label the materials.

3. The students, working in pairs, follow the directions and do the experiment.
The teacher moves among the students to help with any problems and check on
progress.

4. As the students are working, they could also be looking at the prepared slides.

5. When the students have completed the experiment, they should discuss the re-
sults. The students should have an opportunity to look at the dissection/slides
done by different groups because the flowers were different.

Day 2

1. The students and teacher read the section. They should review all of the infro-
mation on the flower. The teacher puts the picture of Figure 9-18 on the board
and students discuss the names for the different parts on the picture.

2. The students continue reading and discussing the information. The teacher should
show the picture of Figure 9-21 when appropriate.

3. When discussing Figure 9-22, the teacher should display the different fruits and
vegetables. The students should cut open each piece and observe the seed struc-
tures.

4. The students should complete the lesson by listing the parts of the flower on
the board and discussing the location and function of each - while referring to
the picture of Figure 9-18.

***********************************************************************************)!**
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SECTION: 9.10 Reproduction with Special Cells
Page T-83/5 -287 Animal Reproduction Involves Many Behaviors

(200 min. - 4 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: ,Materials - Collect pictures of in-
vertebrates and vertebrates, with young, if possible.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

bay 1 and Day 2

1. The teacher and students read the section, discussing
,

each paragraph. The teacher shows the students various
pictures of organisms and they discuss the behavior of
them in relation to reproduction.

2. At the end of the two days, the students should be able
to list the various behaviors of organisms during
reproduction and to give examples of organisms which
show that behavior.

Day 3

Language Cards/Key Signs
vertebrates
invertebrates
territory
courtship
nesting
mating
societies
spruce trees
the spruce budworm
a chemical perticide
pheromone
a trap

1. The students and teacher read and discuss "Using Reproduction to Fight Moths."
The teacher may have to read the entire section to the students, explaining
the vocabulary listed.

Day 4

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks them questions on the
concepts in this section.

2. The students then answer the Checkpoints. The teacher tan reword the questions
if ncessary.

3. After the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

**************************************************************************************



Leyel 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 9 Reproduction

Human Reproduction

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-84
T-85

9.11

9.12
How People Become People
Birth Occurs at the End of
Gestation

100 min.(2 days)
150 min.(3 days)

SECTION: 9.11 Human Reproduction
Page T-8t/S-293 How People Become People (100 min. - 2 days)

PREREQUISITES: Previously had a basic course in human reproduction.

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Using the attached
sheets, make dittos of these pictures with and with-
out the labels. Also make large drawings of them.
Coilect pictures of fetal development in humans.
Get a movie or filmstrip which shows this development
and the changes occuring in the woman's body.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
pregnant
gestation
an embryo
the uterus
the amnion
the umbilical cord
a fetus

--
1., The teacher should display the drawings of the male and female reproductive

systems. The students should discuss the parts of each system and the function
of each part. They should also-discuss the growth of ovam and sperm production.

2. The students should be given a picture of each system to take home and study
the parts.

3. The students and teacher should begin to read the section. The teacher should
show the class pictures which were collected where appropriate.

Day 2

1. The students and teacher should continue reading the section and looking at
pictures.

2. The teacher should show a filmstrip/movie about the development of the human.
If no movie is available, pictures of fetal development can be used.

3. The students should discuss the development of the fetus and what is occuring
during each month of gestation.

**************************************************************************************
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FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

17:'( LABIA UTERUS CERVIX URETHRA

VONA BLADDER RECTUM ANUS

' FALLOPIAN TUBE
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MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

URETHRA PENIS

SCROTUM VAS DEFtENS

SEMINAL VESICLE

TESTIS ANUS

BLADDER RECTUM

F
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SECTION: 9.12 Human Reproduction
Page T -85/S -295 Birth Occurs at the End of Gestation (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION:, Materials - Use the attached sheets
to make dittos of the birth process. Also make trans-
parencies of the drawings.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
contractions
labor

navel

belly button
afterbirth

1. Using the transparencies and dittos, the teacher explains the birth process.
The teacher explains the three stages of labor (dilation of cervix, birth of
baby, and afterbi.rth).

2. The students take their dittos and place the pictures of t1;e birth in the appro-
priate order. The class then discusses the birth process again.

Day 2

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
the concepts of this section.

2. The students will answer the Checkpoints. The teacher can reword the questions
if necessary.

3. When the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

**************************************************************************************ti
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SEQUENCE OF BIRTH EVENTS

J

6

II

A. Lightening B. Contractions and
breaking of the bag
of waters

C. Dilation of the
cervix

D. Episiotomy at this
stage if needed

G. The afterbirth
(placenta)

E. Delivering the
head

F. Rotation

H. Uterine contractions I. Expulsion of
the placenta

120
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Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 10 Inheritance

Chromosomes Cary Traits

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number

,---

Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-87
_

.1.--88

.

T-88

10:0
10.1

10.2

10.3

.

.._,...-4.1

'

_Introduction

,T.he Chromosome Number is Reduced
in Gametes

The Male Deter=mines the Sex of
Off4ring

.Some Genes are Dominant or
Recessive

...

25 min.

150 min. (3 days)

100 min..(2 days)

200 min. (4 days)

.

..

SECTION: 10%0 Chromosomes Carry Traits
Does not appear in text Introduction (25 min.)

-

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher reads the introduction to the studentt.

2. The crass discusses the introduction, and the solution
to the farmer's problem.

*.
*************4************************************************************************

Language Cards /Key Signs
genetics
breeding

SECTION: 10.1 Chromosomes Carry Traits
Page T-87/S-302 The Chromosome Number is Reduced in Gametes

(150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for Language Cards/Key Signs
mate'rials/direCtions for experiment.* Have the mater- inherited characteristics
ials used in Chapter 9 to explain mitosis.' The teacher genes
should make a Ig?ge set of materials for 'the experiment a zygote
in this section. The teacher should also hay ce chromosomes
of plain drawing paper for each student. meiosis

*Write directions for the experiment on cha paper in Identiic on Cards
language appropriate to the students. Labels for he materials

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher, using the materials pter 9, reviews mitosis. The students
name the phases and discuss wha appens in the cell daring this process. The
teacher emphasizes the fact the: human cells have many more chromosomes than are
shown in the example.
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2. The students look at Figure p0 -2. They discuss the number and shapes of the 46-
Ihuman chromosomes. The teac er explains that.each sperm cell and egg cell have
only 23 chromosomes. The teacher also epla-i-fts_that these cells are formed
through a different process.

3. The teacher displays the materials anti directions for the experiment on page 304.
The students read the directions for the experiment,* The students label the
materials in the experiment.

4. Firstithe;.students make the original sperm parent cell. 'Then the teacher and
students talk through the pi-ocess. As the class discusses each phase, the stu-
dents make the appropriate changes in their models.

Day 2

1. The teacher asks the students to compare the processes of mitosis and Meiosis.

2. The students take their models and show the development of egg cells. Repeat
the same procedures as before with the egg cells.

3. The students should discuss the fertilization process, using the information
at the end of the section and Figure 10-5.

-Day 3

1.' The teacher and students read the beginning of the'section.

2. The teacher asks the students questions about inherited characteristics, genes,
and meiosis.

3. At the end of the class, the teacher passes out the drawing paper. Each stu-
dent draws the process of meiosis in both egg and sperm cells. The teacher
checks the students' work and displays it in the classroom.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 10.2 Chromosomes Carry Traits
Page T- 88/S -3p7 The Male Determines the Sex of Offspring (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for the two experiment. Write
out the directions for each experiment on chart/paper.

TEACHINQ SUGGESTIONS:,,

Day 1

LangOage Cards/Key Signs
the sex chromosomes

meiosis

Idepfification Cards
(Labels for materials in

the experiment)

f
.1. The teacher displays the materials for the first experiment

on page 307. The teacher also displays the directions for the experiment.

2. The students read the directions and label the materials in the experiment.

3. The teacher explains that they will see how the sex of offspring are determined.

4. The students work in pairs and do the experiment. The teacher checks with each
pair of students to see how they are progressing.

AI 12§



5. At the end of the experiment, the students diScuss the results.

6. The teacher and sttdents read the beginning of this section (the first three
paragraphs). The students discuss the information in reference to their experi-
ment.

Day 2

1. The teacher displays the materials and directions for the experiment on page 308.

2. The students read the direction5 and label the materials.

3. The students, working alone, do the experiment. After they have completed the
experiment, they compare results,-

4. The students and teacher discuss probability with reference to coin toss and
the sex of a baby.

5. The students and teacher read the last paragraph of the section.

6. The teacher uses Figure 10-6 to review what has been discussed in the section.
The teacher asks several students to explain the. figure.

************************************4*************************************************

SECTION: 10.3 Chromosomes Carry Traits -

Page T-88/5 -308 Some Genes Are Dominant or Recessive (200 min. - 4 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
directions/materials for the two experiments. Write
directions for the experiments on chart paper. Make,
transparency of the attached sheets on dominant and
recessive traits. Collect information about Mends)
and his experiment.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

'Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
dominant
recessive
a first gerteration cross

a second generation cross
,a taster
a nontaster
a pure trait
a hybrid-trait

1. The teacher displays the materials and directions for the Jirst experiment on,'
page 30Q. The students read the -first paragraph of the section. Then they read
the directions for the experiment.

2. The studentsdo the experiment and record their results,

3. The students then visit other classes, taking data on tasters and nontasters.

4. The students return to class, compile the data and discuss the res%41ts.

Day 2

1. The teacher displays the materials and directions for the experiment on page 309.
The students read the dirdctions.

2. The students follow the directions and do the experiment. They make the materials,
and then m'ke the different combinations. The students record the results.

(
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3. The teacher and students continue to read in this section. They do ,the second
generation cross. They discuss the results of this.

4. The students and teacher continue to read up to but not including the fourth
paragraph, second column, page 311. The students discuss the Information in this
section. They review what is meant by first and second generation cross. Then
again discuss the results of the PTC test, using the new vocabulary.

'Day 3

1. The teacher displays the transparency of dominant and recessive traits. The class
discusses each trait and also discusses if they have a dominant or recessive trait,
from their family.

2. The teacher then tells a story abobt Mendel. The teacher explains the information
and adds other information about his research.

3. The students read the rest of the section. The class discusses the different ways
dominant genes have controlled growth of organisms.

Day 4

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks them questions about the
concepts in this section.

2. The students write the answers to the Checkpoints. The teacher may reword the
questions if necessary.

3. When the students have completed the questions, they should discuss their answers
with the class.

**************************************************************************************

5.
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WHY YOU'LOOK THE WAY YOU DO

Human geneticS is very complicated. It is estimated that more than 40,000 genes
are needed to produce the blueprint for You. There are many variations in a human
blueprint. Siiigof these variations or traits show up more often than others. Some
variations are internal, like blood type, and others are very obvious, like eye color.

Some traits are Dominant (D) and others are Recessive (R). This means that if
you inherit a gene for blond hair from one parent and a gene for dark hair from the
other parent, you'll probably have dark hair. Dark hair is dominant.

Hair on middle 'off ints of fingers

Freckles

Bent little fingers Eye color

Dark 1;` Blue, Gray

Hazel, Green

ZiC 415;

Blue, Gray

Ear points

Free ear lobes

got tu'A

11:
1

/
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INHERITED TRAITS

Check your trait with those below. Compare with others.

Widows Peak

Dark Hair

D.
Long Eyelashes 3/8" gr

Clockwise Hair Whorl

Dimples

133

Tongue Rolling the ability to hold
your tongue in a U shape

c----)(

)

Tongue Folding - -1-1w ability to berld

thefip back sharply without *touching
the teeth



Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems

Chapter 10 Inheritance

Human Heredity

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teahing Time

.

T-89 10.4 Most Traits are Caused by Many 50 min.
Genies

T-89 10.5 Some Traits Go With Sex 100 min. (2 days)
T-90 10.6 Some Diseases Are Inherited 100 min. (2 days)
T-90 10.7 Births Can Be,Multiple 100 min. (2 days)

i

SECTION: 10.4 Human Heredity
Page T-89/S-313 Most Traits Are Caused 'By Many Genes' (50 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. "The. teacher and students read the section.

2. The class discussed the idea that our physical traits
are controlled by groups of genes. This gives the
great variation among individuals.

Language Cards/Key Signs
dominant genes
recessive genes
variation
physical traits

3. The students can also discuss their inherited traits in relation to the traits
inherited by their brothers or-sisters.

*******************************************************************************4******

SECTION: 10.5 Human Heredity
Page T-89/S-314 Some Traits Go With Sex (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -,See the Teacher's Manual
for materials/directions for the experiment.* Collect
information about hemophilia and make a transparency of
the attached sheet about Queen Victoria and her family.
Ask the school nurse or a doctor for the complete test
for colorblindness.

*Write the directions for the experiment on a chart.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
color blind
the sex chromosomes
a carrier
a sex-linked trait
hemophilic

1. The teacher first tells the students that they will take a test.. The teacher asks
the students to take out a piece of paper. The teacher :then shows the students
each picture on the test for colorblindness. The students are to write the num-
bers, on theirt paper.
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2. When the teacher has finished giving the test, the students compare answers.

3'. The teacher then tells the students that this is a test for colorblindness.

4. The students then begin reading this section. They should read the information
up to the experiment.

5. Then the teacher displays the materials and directions for the experiment. The

students read the directiqns.

6. Working in pairs, the students do the experiment. When they have completed the
'experiment, they should record and discuss the results.

Day 2

1. The students finish reading the section and/or complete work from the previous
day.

2. The students read about the disease hemophilia. The teacher explains more about
the disease. The teacher displays the transparency of Queen Victoria's family.
The teacher explains:how hemophilia was transferred in the family.

3. The students, on paper, write the'inherited traits which each member of the
Queen's family had for hemophilia.,

4. The students should review the materials studied in the past two lessons on
sex-linked 'traits. .

*******************************4******************************************************

1
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a

INHERITANCE OF HEMOPHILIA IN DESCENDANTS OF QUEEN VICTORIA OF ENGLAND
Lk

,

(1) List the mothers who must have carried the trait for hemophilia
(heterozygous).

A. A

c
I w

Vitoria.
df England

Albert

Victoria Gdward 111. trite of
Preen

0
Iry n e

Louis Pi Alfred Welt no,
--,
A Hue.

7

Cosia4 Nicht:Jai a.
Rosfc

Victari.."V El Alva atria Fredrick Mary
"Alla)" Victoria

lit ttry Sfil's nuovi Walk/ ma b- 013o. T1f i a A0. Marie A os9a Alexis

0 Normal Male

w 41

136

(:) Normal Female'

.1. j_tali
1, ,



(2) Consider the marriage of hemophiliic man and a woman homozygous (pure) for
normal blood clotting.' What percent of their male offspring do you expect
to be hemophiliacs?
What percent of their female offspring do you expect to be hemophiliacs?

6, What percent of the female offspring do you expect to be carriers? -

(3) Consider the marriage of a man whose blood clots normally and a woman who is
a carrier of hemophilia.
What percent of their male offspring do you expect to be hemophiliacs?
What percent of 1-heir female offspring do ypu expect to be hemophiliacs? .

What percent of their offspring should be caPTI:brs?

J.

Th

Beatrice

Alfonso Leopold Maurrx
of Spam

Mary Viscount

2

pied
Ire ma-ton

III Male hemophiliac

rum Bee n& Marie zra la 7- A /forts()

Female hemophiliac

137 IJ G
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SECTION: 10.6 Human Heredity
Page T-90/S-317 Some Diseases Are Inherited (100 min. 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for the experiment. Write out

_ the directions.on a chart. Also collect additional
information about sickle cell anemia. Sodrces are
listed in the Teacher's Manual.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
`sickle cell anemia

Day.1-

1. The teacher writes the term Sickle Cell Anemia on the board. The teacher asks
the students if they have heard of this disease before. The teacher ?ells the
class that this is an inherited disease%

2. The teacher and students read the first part of. this section up to the experiment.
They discuss the information about sickle cell anemia. r

3. The, teacher then shows th students additional information about the,disease.

il

The class. discusses all o the information which the teacher has presented.

Day 2

1. The teacher displays the materials and directions for the experiment.

q--\2. The students read the directions, and king id Pairs, do the experiment.

3, The students record the results of the experiment, listing all of the possible
combinations of traits. The students can check their answers with Figure 10-15,

*********4***T*************************************** *****************************,

SECTION: 10.7 Human Heredity
Page T-90/S-318 Births Can Be Multiple min. - 2 days)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1., The teacher and students read through the section.

2. The teacher explains the new vocabulary words. The
students are asked to explain how multiple births odour.

3. The teacher should include in the discussion information
about siamese twins.

Languege Cards/Key Signs
a multiple birth
twins
triplets

quadruplets
quintuplets:

sextuplets
fraternal twins
identical twins

siamese twins.

4. At the end of the class, the teacher asks the students to explain how twins and
triplets occur, by explaining the egg and sperm activity.

Day 2

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
the information in this section.

2. The students write the answers to the Checkpoints. The teacher can reword the
questions if necessary.

3. When the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

***********************************4***********4*****************k*******************
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SECTION OUTLINE:

Level 7 Unit 2 Life Systems,

Chapter 10 Inheritance

Breeding and Environment

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T -90 10.8 More Useful Organisms Can Be 50 min.
. - Developed

T-91 10.9. Environment Influences Inherited
Traitg

200 min.

i

(4 days)

SECTION: 10.8 Breeding and Environment
Page T-90/S-322 More Useful OrganismsCan Be Developed (50 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:-

1. The teacher begins the lesSon by posing_a problem. The
people wanted to create better corn. ty had some
corn with small, tough kernels, and pla s with corn
that had larger ears and softer kernels. What could

4 they do to make a different kind of corn? The class
should disduss the possibilities;

2. Then the teacher and students read the beginning of
the section which explains the corn problem and the
,idea of breeding.

Language Cards/Key'Signs
an ancestor
teosinte
tassels
kernels
ears of corn
breeding
desirable inherited
traits

selection

hybrid.corssing

3. Then the teacher should pose another problem. A farmer wants his hen to produce
a lot of eggs. He has some hens that produce,many eggs and other hens that do
not. What can the farmer do? The class should again discuss the possibilities.

4. Then the teacher and students should read the part of the section which explains
the farmer and his problem. The studentS should compare their solutions to,the
problem to what the farmer actually did.

5. The teacher and students should cont4nue to read the rest of the section about
the steers.

6. The students (or teacher) Mould 'think of other situations"where breeding might
be necessary to improve the quality of lifespan of an organism.

**************************************************************************************
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SECTION: 10.9 Breeding and Environment
Page T-91/S-325 Environment Influences Inherited Traits (200 min. 4 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Copy page 330 and make
one copy for each student.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The students and teacher read through the section,
discussing the content and the vocabulary. The teacher
asks the students to give examples of talents in their family or other families.
(If several students are interested, they could set up an experiment like in
Figure 10-22.)

Language Cards/Key Signs
environment -%

an ability
a talent
genetics
a bloodhound
a pointer

Day 2

1. The teacher should read'the story 'People Change Plants and Animals' to the
students.

2. The class discusses the information in tlie section.

`3. The teacher asks the students to explain how the bloodhound, yellow tea rose
and special peachtree were developed.

4. The class discusses the importance of this _type of scientific work.

Day 3

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks them questions about the
concepts of this section.

2. The studepts write the answers to the Checkpoints. The teacher rewords the

(L,....

uestions if necessary.

3. hen the students complete their answers, they should discuss them.

Day 4

1. The teacher passes out tiCs-7ee-1------ligures for Skullduggery.

2. The teacher also writes a list of possible answer on the board.

3. The students read the sentences and write in nswers.

4. The students complete the worksheet on the features of the family.

5. The teacher reads the that's Next? section to the students. The class discuss_-g-

the content of the next chapter.
***************************************************************************#**********
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Level 7 Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 11 Communities

A Pond Is a Hub of Life

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page --Section Number Lesson Title
i.

Teaching Time

T-93

T-94

11.0

11.1

11.2

Introduction
What is a Pond? ,

A Pond ContarYis Many Organisms

30,min.
150 min. (3--day )

150 min. (3 days)

SECTION: 11.0 A Pond Is a Hub of Life
Does not appear in text Introduction (30 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. To begin the new unit and chapter, the teacher= reads the introduction to the
students changing the language where necessary.

2. The class then discusses the information and also discusses what is pictured
on pages 3341%.nd 535.

.

3. The teacher explains to the class that this unit is about organisms interacting
with other organisms. The teacher also explains that this chapter discusses
communities/pond communities and explores orga'nisms interaction in this
community.

4. At the end of the class,, the teacher asks the'students if they are near any
bodies of fresh water. The students are totbing a gallon of water from one
of these places if possible. (NOTE: The water can come from a pond, puddle,

. stream, lake or reservoir.) If the students cannot supply.the water then the
teacher should go out and collect it.

*************************************************************************************

SECTION: 11.1 ,A Pondls a Hub of Life
Page 'P-93/S-336 What is a Pond? (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for experiment.* .The mural should'
be displayed in the classroom, so tilat the students can
continue work.ing on it. Collect pictures of various
bodies of water, mount them on cardboard, and place
-them on a bulletin board, with labels, near the mural.

*Write the directions on a chart.

141 1004

Language Cards/Kex Signs
a reservoir
a lake
a stream
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1,

1. The teacher and students first read the section. The class discuss6s what a
pond is. Also the discussion focuses on other bodies of water. The teacher
can refer to the bulletin board when discussing these bodies of water.

2. The teacher displays the materials and directions for the experiment. The.stu-
dents set up the experiment.

3. The students write down their initial observation of the water from different
places. These should be kept as a log and can be placed on a bulletin board
near the water samples. The students should do this observation each day.

Day 2

1. The students begin the class by observing the water. They write down their
observations for this day in their logs.

2. The teacher reviews the bodies of water and their names.

3. The students continue their work on the mural, adding any organisms which they
"Oiave observed in the pond water sample. NOTE: It is possible to keep the pond

, water sample and continue to !Oak at it every few days. The organisms will con-
tinue to grow and develop. .

Day 3

/ 1. The students should read the Highlights section after section 11-2-. The teacher
asks the students questioni about the concept from this section.

2. The students write the answers to Checkpoints. The teacher could reword the
questions if necessary.

3. When the students have completed their work, they should dtscuts their answers
with he class.

-4. Because this section is short, the students might have extra time at the end of
the class. They can continue to observe organisms, observe the pond water, and
work on the mural.

**************************************************************************************

ti
SECTION: 11.2 A Pond Is a Hub of Life

Page T-94/S-338 ,A Pdnd ContainsMany Organisms (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Plan a field trip to a
nearby pond. Se&Teacher's Manual fdr materials /direc-
tions for the'two fterilinehlts. Write the directions
for the experiments 9n chart paper" (NOTE: Take extra
water from the pondto do the experiment in 11..1.)
Have a large sheet of'butcher paper ready for atmural,
which students will draw. Students should bring the
'window' made on day' 1, paper to writepbserVations
on,. and bottles to collect samples.

142

Language Cards/Key Signs
a pond
an organism
(names for plants and ani-

mals observed in pond)

Identification Cards
(Labels for mural on pond

(Plants and animals)



c.

TEACHING St.199ESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher explains to the class that they will be studying a pond community
and that they will be visiting a pond the next day.

2. The teacher then displays the materials for the first experiment, along with
the directions.

3. The'students read,the directions and label the materials.

4. Each student then makes his/her 'window.'

1

5. When the students have completed their:windows' they should discuss what they
think they will see on the trip to the pond.

6. ***

Day 2

1. While on the 'trip, the students should use their, 'windows' to observe organisms
in the pond. They should write down their observations and draw pictures of
organisms which they see. -dorlso, the students should observe the plants in and

around the pond. They should also write down descriptions and draw pictures.

2. The sfydents should take samples of the water, mud, etc. that is asked for in

the secona experiment.

*** At the end of the class, the teacher should display-the directions for the
second experiment. The students should read the directionS so that they will

know what samples to get the following day.

Day 3

1. The students should begin by observing the organisms in the pqnd water which

they collected on the previous day.
4

2. As the students are observing the organisms, they should draw pictures of them.

3. The student's should begin making the mural. This activity can be continued
over several days when the students are to draw the pond'community which they

...

visited. They should include in the drawing any plant a d

N
animalidife which

they'observed. The mural could also show the underwater ommunity, and they

can include any organisms which they observed under the microscope.

4. Another part of the mural is the labels. The students, by looking in books,
encyclopedias, etc. should findethe names for the various organisms which they
have put on the mural. --

5, At the end of class, the students 'should look at Figure 11-3 and 11-4 and
1=compare these pond environments to the one which they observed.

*****************************************Af******************************************
. '...
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LeVel 7 Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 11 Communities

Interactions In Communities

SECTION OUTLINE:

N

Page Section Number Lesson Title . a P

r
Teaching Time

T-95 11.3 Energy Links Organisms - 100 min. (2 days)
T -95 11.4 A Pyramid of Food 50 min.
T -96 11.5 Food Chains Form Food Webs " 100 min. (2.days)
T-96 11.6 Ponds Connect To Other Environments 50 min.
T -96 11.7 Each Organism Has A Place in a 200 min. (4 days)

,

Community

SECTION: 11.3 Interactions In Communities
Page T-95/S-341 Energy Links Organism's (100 min.-2 days)

AMANd PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for the experiment. collect pic-
tures of predators and their prey. 6These will be used
for a bulletin board.) Draw the organisms.from Figurp
11-5 on cards that can be placed on the blackboard
during the discussion.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. To begin the lesson, the teacher asks the students to
list the organisms which they observed in the pond com-
munity. The teacher writes the names of the organisms
on the,board.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a food chain
energ
a produ er
a consum r
a first- rder consumer
a second,order consume
a decomp ser
a- scave er
a preda or
the prey

2. Then the teacher asks for volunteers to draw pictures of the organisms. The stu-
dents then draw the pictures.

3. When the students have finished their drawings, the teacher, tapes all of the pic-
tures onthe board in no particular order.

4. The teacher then asks the students to discuss relationships between the different
organisms. As the students begin to discuss the relationship, the teacher
should teach the terms predator and prey. The students should then discuss the
organisms in terms of these new words.

5. As the students discuss the.relationshilis, the teacher can rearrange the pictures
to show the relationships. -

6. After most of the organisms have been arranged, the teacher tells the class that
these lines of organisms in the predator/pray pattern are in a food chain. The
teacher should explain what is,meant br'S food chain. 0
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7. After class, the food chains Should be disployed.on bulletin board. The
teacher also asks the students to sort the pictures of organisms into predator/
prey groups. These can also be displayed on the bullet-in-board.

Day 2

1. The teacher and students begin to read the information in this section, starting
at the beginning.

2. When the text-explains the food chain, the teacher should make reference to the
food chains ofthe previous lesson.

3. During the discussion, the teacher should display-the cards with the pictures from
Figure 11-5. After all of the chains have been placed on the board, students
should be asked to explain the ordering of the organisms.

4. When the class discusses scavengers, the teacher asks the students to make a list
of scavengers. The teacher writes this list on' the board. (As an outside project,
several students could find out more information about scavengers.)

5. At the end of the class, the teacher asks several students to explain the
food chains in Figures 11-5 and 11-6.

A.bulletin board with food chains and food webs is very helpful.

************0************************************************************************,

SECTION: 11.4 Interactions In Communities
Page T -95/S -345 A Pyramid of-Food (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: MaterialS -I Make a transparency/
chartof Figure 11=8. Also make drawings of these,
organisms on cards to make a food chain.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher displays the drawings of the organisms on
'the board in no particular order.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a food pyramid
algae
rotifers
minnows
pickerel

2. The teacher asks the students to place the organisms in the proper order to .form
a food chain.

. .

3. The teacher asks the students how much algae 8 rotifer must eat to live. The
students are to think about possible answers as they reach the section.

4. The students and teacher read through the section. The teacher explains any
new vocabulary in the section.

5. As the students are discussing the pyramid, the .teacher places the transparency
on the board. As the different organisms/amounts are discussed, the teacher
asks the students to write'the organism name and amount required, on the
transparency.
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6. At the end of the lesson, the teacher asks the students to explain the food
pyramid. The teacher also asks the students what they know about the food
pyramid in which humans are a member. As an outside project, several students
could explore the food pyramid of humans.*

*See Diet for a Small Planet
4*******************************************4**********44************************r

SECTION: 11.5 . Interactions In Communities
Page T-96/S-246 Food Chain rm Food .Webs (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Use t drawings of or-
;ganisms from Figure 11-5. Make draiiings of all of the
° organisms in Figure 11-11. Make extra copies of the
drawings to set up the six food chains.
NOTE: The meadow food web has been omitted and the
students need not use th4ir books for this section
of the book.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher places the ca
order.

2, The teacher asks the students to arrange thell(ganisms in food chagt

3. jhe teacher asks the students if there would be'a better way to,arrange the cards.
(The teacher can point out the repetition of the cards.) The teacher should
guide the students into collapsing the food chains where they overlap,

4. When the students have completed the changes, the teacher tells the students that
this is called a food web. The,class will be looking at other food webs.

Language Cards/Key Signs
'a food web
eating interactions

Identification Cards
(Labels for organisms in

food webs)

his for the pond food chains on the board in random

Day 2

1. The teacher places the drawing's from the forest food chains on the board in
random order. The teacher asks the students t4 arcahge the'organisMs into food
chains. The teacher makes any necessary changes.

2. The teacher then asks the student to make a food web 'b* combining the food
chains. After this has been completed,:he students discuss the relationships
between orgahisms and how the various food chains were related - how one organ-
ism is prey to several, predators.

******************************************************i********************************

SECTION: 11.6 Interaction's l Communities
Page'T-96/S7350 Ponds Connect to Other Environments PO min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials'- Use the pictures from
the pond and foresLenvii:bnments of the previous
lesson.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: /

1. The drawings from both food webs are displayed on the boal.d.* The teacher asks
the students if the two:'environments are related.

.1
2. The students are to collapse the tWo food webs into one large food web. Students

should be asked to goat() the'board,and make changes in the two webs.

3. The class discusses the overlap between 'different environments and where organ-
isms go to search for food.

4. This large food web can be 'displayed on a bulletin board.

*The students arrange the organisms into the food webs discusged during the previous
day's lesson.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 11.7 Interactions In Communities
Page T-96/S-351 Each Organism Has a Place in a Community (200 min.-4 days),

ADVANCUPREPARATION: Materials - Collect pictures of or-
ganisms in their niches. Have a map of Africa (large)
of transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1 and Day 2

Language Cards/Key Signs
to help/to harm
a community
a habitat
a niche
a 'chimpanzee

a gorilla

1. The teacher shows the class several organisms in their
habitat. The students dpscuss the food of the organism,
possible enemies, the kind of environment, and the type of shelter used.

2. Then the students and teacher begin to read the section. The teacher explains
the new vocabulary wordt..

3. The students read and discuss aid of the information about the pictures in the
section.

4. The students read an).. discuss what is meant by a niche.. The teacher Shows the
students other pictures of organisms. The classediscusses the characteristics

'of each, organism's niche:

Day 3

1. The teacher reads the story about Jade Goodall to the class. During the dis-
cussion, the teacher displays the map of Africa and discdsses where this woman
did her observations. ,

2. At the end of the class, the teacher asks the students questions about the
information in the story.

Day 4

.

1. The students read the Highlights . The teacher asks the students questions about
the concepts covered in this section.

2. The students answer the Checkpoints in ,writing. The teacher can reword the
questions if necessary. f

3. When the students have completed their work, they should discuss their answers
with the class.

********************************************4*****************************************
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SECTION OUTLINE:

Level 7 Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 11 Communities

Changes in Communities 4

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-97

T-97

11.8

11.9

Pond Communities Change Through.
,,

Succession
Succession Eventually Stops

, 50 min.

100 min. (2 days)

SECTION: 11.8 Changes in Communities
Page T-97/S-356 Pond Communities Change Through Succession (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: .Materials - Collect pictures of
glaciers, and collect any information which can be
found on succession.
NOTE: 'When reading the section, the students should
not look at Figure'11-19. This Used in the
next lessOri.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
"succession
a glacier
a pit

concentration

1. The teacher begins the lesson by asking the students to look at the pictures on
pages 334 and 335. The teacher asks the students tO compare the pictures and

give reasons for the differences between them.

2. The teacher then reads the section to the class (or paraphrase it). As the
'leacher is explaining succession, the teacher is drawing the different things
on the board. For example, first the teacher draws a glacier. Then the glacier
is erased and a pit is 4eft. Then the pit fills with water, etc. As each new
thing is added,,the teacher explains what is happening and draws it in the
picture on theboard.

3. '''he teacher goes through the entire section this way. After the teacher has
explained the succession, then the teacher can ask the students questions about
the order of events. Several students could explain parts of the succession
process.

*****************************A*********************************************A*********

SECTION: 11.9 Changes in Communities

'
Pap T-97/S-357'.-Succession Eventually Ends (100 min. - 2 days)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The students turn to page 358, FigUre 11-19, The
teacher asks several students to explain succession
in terms of these pictures.' This is to be used as,a

review of the previous section.
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Language Cards/Key_Signs
a pioneer community
a climax community
the climate
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2. At the end of the review disOussion, the teacher asks the'students if this
process ever stops. The students-compare the information.to their discussion
earlier In the lesson.

3. The teacher and students read the section. The students discuss the information
as,they.go along. They should compare the information to their discussion.
earlier in the lesson.

4. At the end of the lesson, the teacher asks the students to explain the pictures
on page 358, using the new vocabwlary of the lesson.

Day 2

1. The students read the Highlights section. The-teacher asks them questions
about the concepts in this section.

2.; The students write the answers to the Checkpoints.

3.- When the students have completed their work they should discuss their answers
with the class.

-,, 4. The Skullduggery section can be omitted. At the end of the class, the teacher
reads the What's Next section to the class. They discuss its contents.

*************************************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 12 World Ecosystems

Chemical Cycles

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-100
T-100
T-100
T-100
11T -100

12.4

12.1

' 12.2

12.3

12.4

Gas Exchange (set up)
Matter is Recycled

.

The Carbon and Oxygen Cycles
The Nitrogen Cycle
Gas Exchange in a Balanced Aquarium'

50 min.

100 min. (2 days)
50 min.
50 min.
50 min._

NOTE: Change of order of lessons.

SECTION: 12.4 Chemical Cycles
Page T -100 /S -370 Gas Exchange (setup) (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -*.See'Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for the aquarium.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: .-

1. The teacher displays the materials for making the
aguariuin.

2. The students laCel, the materials.

3. The teacher and students discuss the steps necessary
to set up an aquarium. The teacherlwritesthe steps on the.bpard. ;The class also

,,discusses the function of each part of the 0911arium equipment.
.

,..

8
,

4. The students then set up the aquarium, following the directions on the hoard.
.

5:- The students.will continue with the activity each day while this section is
- being taught.

********************t***-************A************************************************
'---/

.

SECTION: 12.1 Chemical Cycles

Page T-100/S-364 Matter is Recycled (100 min. - 2
.

days)

Languageltards/Key Signs
-aquarium
an air pump
gravel

a,snail

Identification Cards
(Labels for parts of the

aquarium)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials -,See Teacher's manual for
the experiment and demonstration.* Write directions
for the experiment on chart paper. Make a transparency
of Figure 12-1 (or use a picture of the water cycle.).
Make a-ditto of the water cycle. At the bottom of the
page write the words- evaporation, condensation, and
precipitation:

*Use the dirActiong from the students' text to setup
the experiment.

150.1 4\

Language Cards/Key Signs'

to recycle matter
.hydrogen oxygen
,evaporation- condensation
precipitation
the water cycle

Identilication 'Cards

(Labels for the materials)



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher begins the lesson by explaining that they will be studying different
kinds of cycles. The class should discuss what is meant by a cycle.

2. The teacher then displays the materials for the experiment on page 366, and the
directions for the experiment.

3. The students read the directions and label the materials.

4. The studerits, working in pairs, set up the experliment, do the experiment, and
observe the results.

5. When all of the students have completed the experiment, they discuss their ob-
servations. (NOTE: One set of materials should be left set up for the next
lesson.)*

Day 2

1. The-students and teher- be'in to ead the section about the water cycle.

ti

2. As the section is- being read, the teacher places the transparency of the water
cycle on the board. The teacher should add to the discussion any vocabulary
words not listed in the text.

3. The teacher should do the demonstration about changes in matter where appropriate

in the text.

4. When discussing the infOrmation about 'dirty' water, the students should relate
the experiment of ghe previous day to the,new information.

,5. The students should us'e the words: evaporation, condensation and precipitation
when discussing the experiment, showing the location of each phenomena.

6. At the end of class, the teacher passes out the ditto of the water cycle. The

teacher asks the st4idents to correctly label the parts of the cycle using the
words at the bottom of the page.

7. The students should observe the aquarium.

*The students should placer the organisms in the aquarium.
**************************************************************************************

SECTION: }.2.2 Chemical Cycles
Page T-100/S-366, The,Carbon and Oxygen Cycles (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a transparency of
'Figure 12-3 and 12-4.

NOTE: The aqp5rium should be ready to seal up during

this class.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
producers consumers

scavengers decomposers

to exchange respiration

carbon dioxide
the carbon cycle
the oxygen cycle.



TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The students and teacher read the information in this section.

2. The teacher displays the transparency of the carbon cycle and then the oxygen
cycle at the appropriate times.

3. After the students have discussed the two cycles,-the teacher asks the students
to discuss the cycles in relation to the aquarium.

4. The teacher then asks if these cycles could occur in the aquarium without any
outside Kelp. The students discuss the possibilities.

5. The students then seal the aquarium and discuss the possible results.

6. The students will continue to observe the aquarium each day during this chapter.
The teacher or a student -can write down the observations, keeping a log on the
aquarium.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 12.3 Chemical Cycles
Page T -100 /S -268 The Nitrogen Cycle (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a transparency of
Figure 12-6. If possible, dig up clover plants or
other plants which prodOce nitrogen.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
nitrogen
proteins
bacteria
the nitrogen cycle

1. The teacher and students read the.section. During the
lesson the teacher displays the transparency of the nitrogen cycle.

2. Also, during the discussion, the teacher displays the plants which produce nitro-
gen. The students should look at the plants and locate the structures on the
roots where nitrogen production occurs.

3. The students should discuss the importance of nilrOgen in the soil for growing
things and what would happen td plants growing in soil that was nitrogen poor.

4. At the end-of the class the teacher asks several studehts to explain the trans-
parency on the nitrogen cycle. ,-

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 12.4 Chemical Cycles

Page T-100/S-370 Gas Exchange in a Balanced Aquarium (50 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
the information in this section.

2. The students write the answers to the Checkpoints. The teacher can reword the
questions if necessary.

3. After,the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

**************************************************************************************
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Level Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 12 World Ecosystems

Ecosystems and'Climates

SECTION OUTLINE: I

Page Section Number Leston Title

.

Teaching,Time

. .

T-102 '12.5 Organisms Are Parts of Ecosystems 50 min.
T-102 12.6 Climate Influences Ecosystems 10 days (or More)
T-102 12.7 Ecosystems Have Different Soils 50 min.

Working with Forests and Soils 100 min. (2 days)
Highlights/Checkpoints 50 min.

. Skullduggery 50 min.

SECTION: 12.5 Ecosystems and Climates
Page T-102/S-371 Organisms Are Parts of Ecosystems (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARAtION: Materials - Make a transparency of
Figure 12-8 from the Teacher's Manual. Collect pic-
-tures of natural and man-made ecosystems. Mount each
picture on cardboard. Make a title for a bulletin
board - ECOSYSTEMS.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS.:

1. The teacher displays the transparency of Figure 12 -8.
iThe teacher asks the students to name the living and
non-living things in the picture. The teacher writes the 'information on the
board under the ,headings LIVING and NON-LIVING. (NOTE: The teacher can help
with the names of the organisms with which the students are unfamiliar.)

Language Cards/Key Signs
an ecosystem
a community
a meadow
an orange grove
a rice paddy
upwelling
an estuary ecosystem

2. The teacher then writes the word AN ECOSYSTEM above the living and non-living
headings/lists. The teacher explains to the class that an ecosystem is made up
of non-living things plus living organisms all in a particular location.

. The students and teacher then begin to read' the section.

4. When discussing man-made ecosystems, the,teacher displays some of the pictures,
and asks the students to identify the man-made ecosystems.

5. The class continues to read the information in this section. ,

'6. After all of the information has.been read, file teacher shows the class other
pictures of ecosystems. The teacher asks the studenttyto state if the ecosystem

an-made or not and to Alst the living and non-liviNg elements of the ecosystem.

7. At the end of the class, the students and teacher put t4picture's on the bulletin
board,

0,***********************************f*****************************I0*****************
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SECTION: 12.6 Ecosystems and Climates
Page T-102/S-373 Climate Influences Ecosystems' (10 days or more)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Mbterials Collect magazines which
have a large variety of organisms from the ecosystems
studied in this section. IfJpossible, get movies or
filmstrips or study prints for some or all of the eco-
systems. Make a chart/transparency of Figures 12-17
and 12-18. Make a large chart of Figure 12-16`41- do
not color in the areas. Mount this chart on a class-
room wall. See Teacher's Manual for materials for
demonstration. Art materials for tbe dioramas.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Days 1-7.

Each day the class studies a different ecosystem. It is

possible'.that the discussions and activities cou4d take
longer than one day. Depending on the materia.Is at hand,
and varying the activities, the following things could be done.* (It is suggested
that only one or two be done for each ecosystem.)

Movies, filmstrips, study prints, looking in books and identifying the organisms
pictures in the book, discussing the living and non-living elements of the eco-
system, making a mural of an ecosystem by cutting out pictures of the organisms
and drawing in the rest, etc.

As the students study each area, they should look at Figure 12-16 in their books and
discuss the locations of the area. This then can be colored in on the large map which
has been displayed in the classroom.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a deciduous forest
an evergreen forest
the tundra
the tropical rain forest
the temperate grasslands
the African savanna
the'desert

the climate
tropi.cal

the Tropic Zone
a polar cljmate
the Polar Zone
temperate
the Temperate Zone

Day 8 for longer)

Ak

1. Each student chooses a different ecosystem. Using paper, paints and other
materials including a box,.the students make a diorama showing the particular
ecosystems. When these are completed they cam be displayed in the room or in a
central location in the school for other students to see.

Day 9 .

."

1. The students and teacher,continue in the section, reading on page 390 only, up to
the second paragraph, second column.

2. The teacher displays the transparencies which show the zones and the class
discussed the characteristics of each zone.

..mw
3. During the discussion, the students can refer to the large map of ecosystems and

ditcuss.how the ecosystems relate to the climatic zones.

Day lb

1. The students and teacher should begin to read at the third paragraph, second
column, page 390.

2. During the reading, the teacher does the demonstratio'n as listed in the Tgacher's
manual.
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3. The students and teacher should continue,to _read to the e of.the section.
Special emphasis should be'placed on why organisms grow in one ecosystem and
not in another.

*ID addition to reading in the book, discussing the elements of the system, and
tinaMing the orgartAsms pictured

**************4w***************************************************************

SECTION: 12.7 Ecosystems and Climates
Page T -102 /S -392 Ecosystems Have Different Soils (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Find or put together
different types of soil - sandy, humus. If possible,
ask someone from a local agricultural center to come
and talk to the class about soils. If some students
are interested, they could try growing plants in dif-
ferrent types of soil. Make a transparency of Figure
12-22. Make a ditto of Figure 12-23, making one copy
for each student. Also make an answer key for *he puzzle

Language Cards/Key'Signi
humus
a forestry technician
a soil conservationist

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher fi st displays the different types of soils. The class ccikare and
contrasts the soils and discusses the possibilities or organisms living in them,
and which areas might have this type of soil.

2. The students and teacher then read the section, discussing the information about
types of soil. During the discussion, the teacher displays the transparency
of Figure 12-22.

3. The class then discusses the location of the different soil types and the possible
- organisms in these areas. The students should compare this map to the large
rDap onpecosystems.

Day 2 and 3

1. The students and teacher read Working With Forests and Soils.

2. The teacher may need to read the information to the students or paraphrase the text.

3. On.the second day; a visitor who works in the area of agriculture should some to
the class. The visitor should discuss the different types of soil, the
importance of soil conservation and what types ofconseryation are done in your
particular area.

Day 4

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
the concepts in this section.

2. The students write the answers to the CheciZpointi. (OMIT question #1.)

3. When the Students have completed their work, the shobld discuss their answers
with the class.

(
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Day 5
.

1: The teacher passes out the form the Skullduggery. The teacher also writes a list of
possible answers on the board, including some words which are not in the puzzle.

2. The students then work individually or in pairs to complete the puzzle.

t3:: When the students have completed the puzzle, they should check their answers
with the answer key.

4. The teacher then reads the What's Next section to the students.

5. The class discusses the information which will be covered in the next chapter.

**************************************************************************************

A
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Level 7 Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 13 Populations

Populations in Communities

SECTION OUTLINE:

1.0

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

.

T-106-

T-1Q7
T-108
T-108

13.1

,

13.0

13.2

13.3

13.4

.
.

(omit)

4.0.
Introduction
How Can A Population Change?

Population Growth is Limited
Populations Affect Each-OTher

.

45 min.

50 min.

50 min.

150 min.

.

(3 days)

SECTION: 13.0 Populations in Communities
Does not appear in text Introduction (45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make cut outs of huts
with grass roofs, cats, lizards; rats, flies, mos-
quitoes, wasps, catepillars, etc.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Tigns
an insecticide
a popula ion

(NOTE: This lesson should be done as a story, told by the teacher - the books need
not be used.)

1. Using the cutouts and taping them to the board, the teacher explains the island
environment. The relationships of all the organisms should be discussed before
discussing the effect of the poison.

2. The teacher then expl
discuss the relationsh

3. The teacher then explains t
solve the problem.

hat happened when poisons were dropped, and again
how they were affected by the insecticides.

at this was a real place and asks the students to

4. The class discusses possibilities and then the teacher explains what was actually
done.

5. 'At the end of the lesson, the teacher writes POPULATION on the board and asks
the students to define the word and discuss it in terms of the insecticide problem.

*******it*****************************************&************************************

SECTION: 13.2 Populations in Communities
Page T-107/S-403 How Can a Population Change? (50 min.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher begins by reviewing the term population.
The teacher asks students to name different populations.
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Language Cards/Key Signs
increasing population
decreasing population
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2. The teacher asks the students if a population can increase or decrease in size.

3. After the students respond, the teacher writes .Increasing Population and
Decreasing Population.

4. Thy teacher then-asks the students to discuAFss reasons4,2r increase/decrease in
a particular population. The teacher should use the prNious day's lesson as
a reference. The four essential factors of change are: birth, death, movement
into; movement out of. The teacher should be sure thse factors are mentioned.
Each factor should be noted on the board under'the appropriate column.

NOTE: The book should not be used for this lesson.
******************************t***************4*********************.*****************

SECTION: 13.1 Populations in Communities
Page T-1087 -404 Population Growth is Limited (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: The graphs (13-3,13-4) about yeast
cells should not be used Use ot fhe book is optional. /telimiting factor

nquage Cards/Key Signs,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher begins by reviewing reasons for increase/decrease in. populations.

2. The teacher asks the students if a particular population possibly the rat
population in the Introduction would increase indefinitely.

3. Then the teacher asks what things could limit population growth. The teacher
writes Limiting Factors on the board and explains the meaning of this term.

4. The students, through discussion, list limiting factors.

5. The teacher should be sure the discussion includes such factors as: food,
disbaS%, predators, and space.

**********************************************************4***************************

SECTION: 13.4 Populations'in Communities
Page T-108/S-406 Populations Effect Each Other (150 min. - 3 days),

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Collect information
about wildlife conser('ation. Display the materials
in the classroom. National Wildlife Federation is
an excellent source of information.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
populations effect each

other
a wildlife manager

f. The teacher and students should read through this section, referring to gr
when necessary:

2. When discussing the rabbit/lynx populations, the teacher should first explain
the relationship and then ask several students to explain Ihe changes in popu-
lations.

1031
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Day 2 -,Working to Protect Wildlife

1. The teacher reads the section to the students.

2. The class-discusses the meaning of wildlife protection.

3. The students should make a list of various jobs of a wildlife manager. The
teacher writes these on the board.

4. The class could discuss what they can do to help wildlifie: feeding birds,
squirrels, caring for baby birds, not bothering naimalslin the wild, etc.

Day 3

1. The .student's should read the Highlights (omit paragraph two).

2. The students then answer questions 1, 3 and 4 of Checkpoints.

3. When the students have completeetheir answers, they should discuss them with
the class. ,

,

******************************************A************A***********4************A***
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Leyel)4nit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 13 Populations

The Human Population

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page

.

Sectioh Number Lesson Title .

.

Teaching Time

.
. ,

T-108 13.5 Are There timits On Human Poi:Zia-
tion Growth?

100 mn. (2 days)

T-109 13.6 4 'What Will Happen to the Human 120 min. (2/ days)

.
Population? . '

SECTION: 13.1 The Human Population-
Page T-108/S-410 Are There Limits on Human Population Growth?

(100 min. .%2 <lays)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - If_possible, jet infor-
mation from the 1980 census, and one census.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a census

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: ,r

Day 1 and Day 2

1. Theteecher and students read through the entire section, discussing each concept.

2. After reading the section, the students should-discuss/compare limiting factors
noliand 100 years ago. These could be written on the board under the dates;

188011980.: .

3. While looking at Figure 13-9, the students should discuss the results of the

limiting factors on population numbers:

4. USing, the information.from the 1980 census and otters, the teacher should giye

the students the-statistics. The class dfibuld compare the results of the census

and possible reasons for the changes. (The teacher should include in the dis-

cussiOn:more aspects of the cen-S-Us,than just numbers of the entire population.)
***********f**A.***********************W**A*****#*************************************

SECTION: 13.6 The_Human Population'
Page T-109 /S -413 What Will Happeh to the Human Population?

(1-20 min. - 2fdeYt)

TEACHINGSUGGESTIONS:

'Pay 1

.

-1. To be in the-lesson, the teacher asks the students to discuss what will-happen
to our population on earth as the human population increases.

., . . i.
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2. After discussing the possibilities, the teacher and students then read'the
section.

Day 2 and Day 3

1. The students read the Highlights section.

2. The students answer the Checkpoints.
4

3. After completing their answers, the students should discuss them with the class:

4. Skullduggery can be used to review chapter information.

5. The teacher reads the What's Next section to the class. They discuss the infor-
qoation.

**************************************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 14 Natural Selection

Change and Survival.

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number ,4Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-)12" 14.1 Organisms Can Live With a Little 100 min. (2 days)

T-112 14.2
Change

Individual Differences Help .

,

100 min. (2 days)
.

Species Survive
T-112 14.3 Environmental Change 50 min.
T-113 14.4 New Species Sometioes Appear 150 min. (3 days)

SECTION: 14.1 Change and Survival
Page 1-112/S-420 Organisms Can Live With a Little Change (100 min. - 2 days)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

''1. The teacher should read and explain the section to
the students.

2. The teacher should place qmphasis on Figure 14-1,
discussing each picture with the-class.'

3. The important poirkts which should be emphasized-by'the teacher are:
- environments change.
- organisms must be able to adjust to change 1n,order to suryive.

4

4. The teacher should place special emphasis throughout the lesson on survival as
the factor which heads all otherfactors.

NOTE: This section should be used.to introduce the chapter. The actual chapter

Language Cards/Key Sibs I
an ecosystem
to survive
a predator

introduction should be omitted.
**********************************************A*********************************4****ie

SECTION: '14.2 Chahgetand Survival
Page T -112/S -422 Individual Differences Help Species Survive

(100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Matertar-- See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for tfle experiment on page 422.
If possible, use stamp peas and paper. Write directions
on chart or transparency. (NOTE: The experiment on
page 424-425 has been omitted.)

162,

Identification Cards--
(Labels for ma erTals in

expeilme )
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TEACHINGSUGGESTIONS:

Day 1
100

1. The,students read the first paragraph of the section and discuss the information.

2. The teacher displays the materials and directions for the experiment. _

3. The.students labelthe materials and read the directions.

4. Materials are passed out by the teacher. The students complete the experiment.

5. The students compare-their work to that of their classmates and 'to Figure 14-2.

'Day 2

V. The teacher and students read the section (omitting the second experiment).

2. The students should discih the importance of sexual reproduction in producing
a variety of organisms.

Variety Helps Species Survive,

To the Teacher:

This lab activity will help to rei orceit concept that sexual reproduction pro-.
duces variety in offspring.
- Pipe cleaners will be u to represent chromosomes of the parents.
Using. four different Co ors of pipe cleaners will make more combinations possible
in the offspring tharl two.

If you assign colors for the male and female chromosomes rather than allowing
the students to select them at random, the following discussion will be easier
to conduct.

R = Red qp Y = Yellow

B =-Blue e CPS
G = Green

Help your students manipulate the pipe cleaners. When the students have completed

Manipulathons'and have answered the questions, discuss the questions in the activity
with rthe class.

Main Concepts:
1. Because of se al re oduction, offspring are not exactly like the parents.

2. Sexual reproduction promotes variety.
See student activity on the net page.

***************************************************************************************
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VARIETY HELPS SPECIES, SURVIVE

The pipe cleaners will represent chromosomes in the cells of a mouse. Chromosomes
contrer the characteristics an organism, has, such as skin color.-, Assume that the

4111' diff rent colored pipe cleaners determine the 'fur color ofthe mice.

Mater als : -pieces, of pipe cleaners .(4 colors)

colored pencils (same colors as pipe cleaners)
draw diagram 1- on a separate sheet of paper

Procedure:

1. Select twopipe cleaners and place them in the circle marked male mouse.
Draw.thespipe cleaners in the circle with your colored pencils.

2. Place the other two pipe cleaners in the circle marked female mouse. Draw the
pipe cleaners in thb circle with your colored pencils.

Assume that the fur color of the mice is determined by the
Do the male and female mouse have the same fur color?
Why or why not?

Jmosomes they have.

3. When sex cells are formed, each sex cell contains only one-half as many chromo-
somes as the body cells of an organism. Place one pipe cleaner.from the circle
marked male in the sperm. Place one pipe cleaner in the circle marked female
in the egg. Draw these chromosomes using your colored pencils.

4. When a sperm and an egg join, fertilization occurs. Move the pipe cleaners from
the sperm and the 'pipe cleaners from the egg into the zygote. Draw the chromo-
somes with your colored pencils.

Will the new mouse have the same color fur as its parents?
What reason do you have for your answer?

5. In how many ways can the chromosomes of the parent mice be joined in the zygote?

Remember, each parent must contribute one7half of the chromosomes in the zygote.
Draw all the possible combinations that can be produced bt the two parents using
your colored pencils.

Diagram 1

14k alp

111111111111111

cenult. mou.se,

Spe.rm
faazattien 99

zygote 1 0 7
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SECTION: 14.3 -Change and Survival
Page T-112/S-427 Environmental Change (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make cutouts of moths
of white and black. Have backgrounds of white (light
green) and black. Make backgrounds look like tree
trunks by cutting them into the shape of trees and
adding markings. They should be Jar* enough to go ,

on tie blackboard - moths large enough to be seen
by the class.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
adaptation
a peppered moth
coal

natural selection

1. Before class the teacher should take the different colored tress to the board.

2. The teacher should then tell the story of the peppered moth (p. 427). At the
beginning the teacher should put a light and dark moth on the light tree and
ask which a bird might see. *hen the leacher should explain that was why the
moths: were light. The light ones survived to reproduce and the dark ones did
not.

3. The teacher shogild then describe how the environment changed. The moth cutouts
should then .be moved to the black tree. The same questions should be asked
by the teacher.

4. At the end of thic-f,'the teacher should explain that the changes are called
adaptations. The teacher should ask the students to identify adaptations of

e***a=galasiralfMii-atYINU*WaiVMM*444*WONIW4A99*iilicni41544999;-*A-*****

SECTION: 14.4 Change and Survival
Page T-113/S-428 New Species Sometimes Appar (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make an outline trans-
parency of North America.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1 and Day 2

Language Cards/Key Signs
a species
natural selection
a natural barrier
a mutation

1. The teacher reads the section to the students. The class discusses each
concept as they occur in the section.

2. During the explanation of the flicker, the teacher can use the transparency of,

North America.

3.' In the discussion on mutations, the teacher should emphasize the concept that
harmless and helpful mutations will be continued. Harmful mutations (the
offspring)do not usually live to reproduce.

Day 3

1. The stuents should read the Highlights.- The teacher questions the students
. on each concept.

2. The students write their answers to Checkpoints. The teacher can reword the

questions if necessary.

3. After the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them
with the class.

*******************A******************************************************************
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MICE AND SELECTION

Sumner Winter

The pictures above illustratey.the biological process of Natural Selection.

What color mouse would probably be captured the easiest in summer ? Why?

/What color mouse would probably be captured the easiest in winter? Why?

What color will most future mice offspring probably be? Why?

In1your own words explain the biological process of Natural Selection.Can you think of your own example of the biological process of NaturalSelection?
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SECTION OUTLINE:

eve I 7 Unit 3 geo og I ca I Systems

Chapter 14 Natural Selection,

Dinosaurs Were Winners and Losers

. Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching Time

!N.
T-113 14.5 OrganisMs Can Become Fossils 200 min. (4 days)
T-114 14.6 Ancient Ecosystems Include 100 min. (2 da

. Dinosaurs
T-115 14.7 . Dinosaurs were Ldsers in the End- 150 min. (3 days

SECTION: 14.5 Dinosaurs Were Winners and Losers
Page T-113/S-432 Organisms Can Become Fossils (200 min. - 4 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Find a place to collect
fossils, or visit a fossil exhibit at a museum or
university. See Teacher's Manual for materials/direc-
tions for experiment. Write the directions for the
experiment on chart paper/transparency. Collect pic-
tures of fossils and books/information about fossils'
and areas in which they have been discovered. Make
a display of the information.

TEACHINGAalINGSUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a fossil
preserved
a cast
a mold
petrifJed

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials in

experiment)

1. The class should go fossil hunting, or visit a museum which has fossils.

2. The main points of discussion should be the age of fossils, possible ideas On
how they were formed, how they have been discovered, and what owanisms they
represent (and if the descendants of these organisms are still on the earth
today).

Day 2

1. The teacher displays the materials for the experiment and the directions.

2. The students label the materials and read the directions.

3. Working, in pairs, the students complete the fossil-making experiment.

4. After tie students have completed, their work, they should discuss what they have
done, ari how it related to fossils which they saw the previous day.

5. The students should look at Figure 1.4-13 and discuss the picture in 'relation to
their experiment.

I
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1. The teacher and students read all of the information in the'seofT)n.

2. The class discusses each new word and concept.

3. They discuss each figure, and describe the fossils which they see.

4. The students relate the information in thi't-section to that which is shown in
the fossil, display.

************************************************I(4************************************

SECTION: 14.6 Dinosaurs Were Winners and Losers
Page T=114/S-436 Ancient EcosYstems dnclude Dinosaurs (100 min - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Collect information,
books, pi_Rtures of dinosaurs,. Set up a display next to
fossil ditplay. Tape a long piece of butcher paper to
one wall. Write the names of the dinosaurs mentioned
in ;the text (in large letters) on the paper,.evenly
spaced. (The students will' make a mural'with this.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
a dinosaur

The teacher begins the lesson by allowing the students to look through the dis-
play on dinosaurs. The class can discuss the information/pictures presented and
hypothesize about life during that era.

2. The class then reads through a part of the section. (The section can be completed
on the following day.)

3. At the end of class, the teacher explains that they will be making a mural
showing the various dinosaurs. The class looks at the various names and hypo-
thesizes about whet the dinosaurs might look like.

Day 2'

1. The teacher and students continue to read in the section, including a review of
the previous day's reading. - . .

r..

--..

2. After reading about all of the different dinosaurs, the students discuss what It
they looked like, where they lived and what they ate.

3. The students then each choose one dinosaur to draw on the mural. The drawing
should include the dinosaurs habitat.

4. The students begin work on the mural. The work could be completed during subse-
quent cia'sses or during the students' free time.

**************************************************************************************
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SECTION: 14,7 Dinosaurs Were Winners and Losers

Page T-115/S-440 Dinosaurs Were Losers in the End (150 min. - 3 days)

TEACHING SUGOESTIONS:

Day" 1

1. The studiints and teacher read the section.

Language Cards/Key Signs
extinct
prehistoric

2. After corilpliating the section, the class lists the characteristics of the two
periods of 'dinosaurs.

3.- The students can add other dinosaurs to the mural. They should note whether the
4acnosaur lived during the first,or second period.

Day 2 .

1. The 'teacher reads "Walk Through Time" to the class.

2. The class discusses the information about each habitat and the organisms which
have survived.

Day 3

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
each concept frpm this section.

2. The students write answers to the Checkpoints. The teacher can reword the ques-
tions if necessary.

3. After the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

4. -The students and teacher read "What's Next" and discuss the information.
NOTE: Skullduggery has -en omitted.

*t********************* ** ********************4*************************************

if
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Level 7 Unit 3 'Ecological Systems

Chapter 15 Fitness and Health

Keeping the Systems Healthy

SECT'ION OUTLINE:

Page
.

Section Number
il

Lesson Title
_

Teaching Time

. .

15.0 Introduction
.

45 min.
T-118 15.1 Exercise Strengthens Muscles 50 min.
T-118 . 15.2 Be Good to Your Heart , 150 min. (3 days)
T-119 15.3 Proper Eating Provides Necessary 100 pin. (2 days)

.

Materials
T-119 ,15.4' The Body Needs Sleep` 90 min. (2 days)

SECTION: 15.0 Keeping the Systems Healthy
Does not appear in text Introduction (45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Bring a Frisbee or ball to class.

TEACHING 'SUGGESTIONS:

NOTE The picture on pages 446-447 can be used. The teacher should explain the
material without reading from the book.

1. The teacher asks two students to stand up and throw a ball or Frisbee ,back and
,forth.

4

2. The teacher asks the students to list the events thaoccur in the body to allow
a person to throw and catch the object. .

3. The students look at pages 446-447 and the teacher explains the internal events
occuring in these two girls.'

4. The teacher writes the word ecosystem on the board. The class discusses the body
as an ecosystem.

5. The teacher can explain what information will be in the chapter.
**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 15.1 Keeping the Systems Healthy
Page T-118/S-448 Exercise Strengthens Muscles (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a display of
on exercise and physical fitness.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
t

1. The teacher asks the students to do jumping Jacks,
sit ups, and to run, in place.

Language Cards /Key Signs
a fit body ,)
exercise
vertebrae
the abdominal area



`2., The teacher asks the students why exercise is important.

3. The teacher and students readvand discuss the section.

4. After reading about the back, the teacher again asks the studehts why exercise
is important to the body.

******************************************4*******************************************

SECTION: 15.2 Keeping the Systems Healthy
Page T-118/S-449 Be Good to Your Heart (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Get additional informa-
tion on the heart and heart disease from your local
chapter of the Heart Association. The World Book
Encyclopedia has excellent pictures on heart disease.
Make a transparency/chart of attached pictuhe of the
heart. Ask your P.E. instructor to visit the clasS
and discuss exercise programs for the students.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher and students read the section.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a heart attack,
hardening of the arteries
a blood clot

2. The teacher uses any visuals available to discussibeast,attacks and hardening
of the arteries. 1;4.5

3. At the end of the class, the teacher asks the students to explain why exercise
is good for the heart and to list possible heart problems.

Day 2

1. Using the materials from the Heart' Association, the teacher explains, in detail,
about heart attacks - symptoms, death rate,in U.S., and prevention.

2. The teacher also shares with the class any other appropriate information about
the heart.

' Day 3,

1. The P.E. teacher comes to class to discuss an exercise program for the students.

2. The P.E. teacher lists the exercises and which part of the body is affected.

3. The P.E. teacher demonstrates the exercises and fhe students practice them.

4. The class discusses the necessity of exercise to the physical well-being of the
human body.

**************************************************************************************



SECTION: 15.3 Keeping the Systems Healthy
' Page T-119/S-451 Proper Eating Provides Necessary Materials,

(100 min: - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Have the students .

(plong with yourself) collect labels frOm food pack--
ages, which list ingredients. Have large sheets of
white paper, markers, and glue for Day 1.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1,

1. The students should bring their labels to clags.

Language Cards/Key Signs
nutrition
a balanced diet
artificial

ingredients

2. First, as a group, the class looks at the labels. The teacher reads some of the
ingredients on the label.

3. The teacher tells the students that those items listed first are. in the greatest
quantity in the food.

4. The teacher passes out the white paper, markers rid glue to the students.

5. The teacher instructs the students to glUe the label to the top of the page.
Then the students are to write the first Jour or five ingredients on the sheet
of paper (in large print). These sheets are then put up on a bulletin board
or wall, and will' be used during Day 2's lesson.

pay_

1. The teacher has the students refer back to section 5-6 to discuss a balanced diet.

2. The students list the elements of a balanced diet. The teacher writes these on
the board.

3. The teacher and students then read the section (15 -3) and discuss the need for a
balanced diet.

4. The students evaluate the foods on their charts and discuss the importance of
such fOods in'a balanced diet.

***************************************************************************.***********

SECTION: 15.4 Keeping the Systems Healthy
Page T-119/S-452 The Body Needs Sleep (90 min. - 2 days)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher and students rAgd the section.

2. The teacher explains the sleep cycle.

3. The teacher asks the students what happens to the body during .sleep and what
happens during REM sleep.
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Day 2

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
the' concepts covered in this'section.

2. The students write the answers to the Checkpoints.

3. When the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the Class.

**************************************************************************************
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SECTION OUTLINE:

Level 7 Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 15--,Fitness and Health

Interacting' With t14-.Environment

Page umberSection Number

-,,,

Lesson Title IP ,
... ,

Teaching Time

T-119 15.5 Skin is the First Line of Defense I min. (3 days)
T-120 .

.
15:6- The Mouth Contains More Than You 150 m (3 days)

-Think
T -120 15.7 There Is Life In and On People

.

50 min.
T-121 15.8 Cuts and Scratches Can Be Dangerous 100 min. (2 days)
T-121 15.9 Infectious Diseases Can Be Dangerous 100 min. (2 days)
T-122 15.10 Some Diseases Can Be Prevented or

Cur-4 200 min. (4 days)

SECTION: 35.5 Interacting With tn"Environnient
Page T -119/S -453 Skin is the First Line of Defense (150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for experiment. Wkite directions
for experiment on chart/transparency. Find c#. make a
large chart/transparency of Figure 15-5 (make. separate

stu-
dent. Write labels

to with

at bottom of ditto.'

labels). Also make to with a copy for each stu-

Find pictures of acne and how a blemish develops.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1,

1. The 'teacher places, the materials for the experiment
on a table in Iront-of the class. The directions are
put on the board.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a pore

-blood vessel
sweat
acne

the epidermis
the dermis

ry neuron
.gland

Sweat gland

Identification Cards

(Labels for picture of
skin) -

(Labels for experiment)

2. The students label-the materials and read the directions.
(NOTE: No connection between Skin and the experiment should be made at the
beginning of the experiment.)

3. The students, working in pairs, follow the directions, recording the temperatures
on paper.

When the students have completed the experiment, they should discuss what they
have found (only relating to the experiment itself).

5. The teacher and students then read the first three-paragraphs of the section.
.The teacher asks the students to apply the experiment results to the information
on skin. ,
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Day 2 and Day 3

1. The teacher puts up the picture of Figure 15-5 (without labels) to use '3during
. -the two days. ,

2. The teacher plains the information in this section to the students. The
students do otneed to read the section.

3. Day 2 - The teacher, explains about the skin's structure, and the function of
each part. As each layer is discussed, a student is asked to place the appro-
priate label on the picture.

4. At the end of class, the students are asked to explain the. function of each layer
and part.

-

5. Day The teacher asks the students to label the Jarge chart and toAscuss the
function of each part.

6. The teacher then goes on to explain about acne. The teacher shows pictures or
draws pictures of how a p4ple forms..

7. Students shOuld discuss the proper way to care for skin.

8. At the end of the class, the teachee-passes out the ditto. The students are to
label the picture of skin.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 15.6 Interacting With the Environment
Page T-120/S-456 The Mouth.C6ntains More Than You Think (150 min. - 3'days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Buy toothbrushes, tooth-
paste, floss for each student. , Find models of teeth.'
Ask the school nurse for information on dental hygiene.
Have a small mirror for each student. Make a trans-
parency of Figure 15-7. Find or draw a ditto of a
typical tooth and another showing all of the teeth,
with labels for types'of teeth at the bottom of the
page.*

*Set up a display on Dental Hygiene with all of the
materials you collect. The AmeFican Dental Associa-
tion sells many items to use when discussing oral
hygiene.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1 and Day 2

1. The teacher has students sit near the display on
dental hygiene.

Language Cards/Key Signs
bacteria
dental floss
a cavity
a molar
a dentist
an incisor
enamel"
a premolar
dentine
a canine
pulp

plaque
tartar

Identification Cards
(Labels for pictures of

teeth)

2. The students and teacher read through the section, referring to models, pictures,
transparencies where appropriate .e

3. The class reads up to the second full paragraph on page 458, column 1.

10 o
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4. During the discussion, the teacher passes out the mirrors. Students look at
their own teeth with the mirrors.

5. At the end of the second day, the teacher passes out the dittos and asks the
students to match the label to the part.

Day 3

1. The teacher shows the transparendy.of Figure 15-7. The teacher asks, the studentS
to explain the function of each part of the tooth, to name the teeth, and to
explain how a cavity is-formed.

2. The students and teacher read the last two paragraphs on page 458, column 1,
and discuss dental hygiene.

3. Using a model of the teeth, the teacher, shows the students the proper way to
floss and brush.

4. The teacher then asks the students to demonstrate flossing and brushing on the
model.

5. The teacher gives each students a toothbrush and piece of floss. ;File students
first floSs their teeth and then brush their teeth.

6. At the end of the class, the teacher asks the students why dental hygiene is
important.

*******ik*****************************************************************************

SECTION: 15 7 Interacting With the Environment
Page T-120/S-458 There Is Life In and On People (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Make cut-outs of all
parts of Figure 15-8. Make separate labels.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher displays the cut -outs from Figure 15-8
t (without labels). Put the cut-outs beside the'"blood

vessel" on the board.

2. The students and teacher read the section; discussing
helpful and harmful bacteria, viruses,` etc.

Language Cards/Key Signs
bacteria
protists
viruses
fungi

immunity

Identification Cards
(Labels for Figure 15-8)

3. The teacher uses the cut-outs to explain immunity. First, put up a white blood
cell. Show how the gerM enters the skin and goes into the blood. Then show
how the white cell, makes antibodies, and finally, show how' the antibodies kill
the 'germ and stay in the blood. Use the labels as each new cut-out is put on
the drawing.

4. At the end of the class, remove the cut-outS from the "blood vessel." The
teacher asks several students to explain immunity using the cut-outs.

**********************************************************************************A***
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SECTION: 15.8 Interacting With the Environment A

Page T -121/S -459 Cuts and Scratches Can Be Dangerous (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials Ask the school nurse to
Visit the class. Have her bring materials to clean
and dress wounds. (NOTE: Ask the students to begin
collecting drug (medicine) containers, labels for
section 15-11.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day

Language Cards /Key Signs
infection
inflammation
tetanus bacteria

1. the nurse should come to class and using the appropriate materials., explain how
to clean and dress different wounds (cuts, scrapes, deeper cuts, puncture wounds).

2. The nurse and teacher should discuss why these procedures are done (to kill
bacteria).

1. The teacher and students read the section, discussing each vocabulary word and
concept as it appears.

2. buring the discussion on tetanus, the teacher asks the students if they remember
getting a tetanus, shot. For homework, the teacher asks the students to go home
and ask their parents when they had their list booster. Discuss how often and
for what reasons a person should have a tetanus shot.

i***#**********************************************2***********************************

4
SECTION: 15.9 Interacting With the Environment

Page T-121/S-460 Infectious Diseases Can Be D ngerous (100 min. - 2 days)

1ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Get additional informs
tion, pamphlets, on venereal disease. Set up a display
on infectious diseases.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The students and,teaCher read the first part of the
section, stopping at the first paragraph, page 461, column 2.

Language Cards/Key Signs
infectious diseases
a fever
strep throat
rheumatic fever
venereal disease
gonorrhea
syphJllis

2. The class should discuss the nature of an infectious sease.

Day 2

1. The teacher, using the materials collected, explains the different venereal
diseases. The discussion should include how diseases are transferred, the type
of bacteria involved, the symptoms and the cures.

2. At the end of class, the teacher asks the students"to name the different
diseases, and explains the symptoms.

*****************************************************************************4********
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Sources of Information:. Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Channing L. Bete Co., Inc.
200 State Rd.
South Deerfield, MA 01333

National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases

Office of Research, Reporting and Public
Response

Bldg. 31, Rm 7A32
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20014

U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services
Public Health Service
Center for Disease Control
Atlanta, GA 30333

American Social Health Association
260 Sheridan Ave., #307
Palo Alto, CA 94306

- pamphlets on VD

Mt.

- pamphlets on VD
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SECTION: 15.10 Interacting With the Environment
Page T-122/S-462 Some Diseases Can Be Prevented or Cured (200 min. - 4 day

ADVANCE PREPARATION: 'Materials - Make a ditto of Figure
,15-12, with a copy for each student. Also make a
transparency of Figure 15-12.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher and students read the section, discussing
the importance of vaccines and antibiotics.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a vaccine'
antibiotic
penicillin
an epidemiologist

Identification Cards
(All-diseases listed in

Figure 15-12)

2. The teacher shows the transparency of Figure 15-12. The teacher explains the
symptoms and results of each disese in the chart.

3. The teacher gives the students the ch6rts. They are to tak these home to be.,
filled out by their parents.

Day 2

1. The teacher and students discuss their charts.

2. The class discusses the necessity of getting the vaccines.

3. The teacher asks the students to explain each disease, and why a vaccine is
important.

Day 3

1. The teacher reads the Medical Detectives to the students.

2. The teacher explains the information and vocabulary.

3. The class discusses the need for such people.

Day 4

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
each concept.

2. The students.write their answers to Checkpoints. The teacher can reword t'he
questions if necessary.

3. After the students have completed'tbeir answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

*********************4i***************************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 3, Ecological Systems

Chapter 15 Health and Fitness

The Body Cab Be A Drug Dump

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page

.

Section Numberr'
,

Lesson Title Teaching Time

T-123 15.11 What Is A Drug? 100 min. (2 days)
T-123 15.12 Common Drugs Can Be Dangerous 100 min. (2 days)
T-123 15.13 Getting High Can Leave You Low '(5 days)

SECTION: 15.11 The Body Can Be A Drug Dump
Page T-123/S-465 What Is A Drug? (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Collect materials on
drugs and set up a display which will be used during
the next three sections. Collect as many drug labels/
cartons as possible. Ask the students to collect
them also (as noted in Section 15.8). See Teacher's
Manual for directions/materials for experiment.
Make a chart/transparency with directions. Make a
ditto for homework asking the students to list drugs
in their homes and the purpose of each. Have maga-
zines for Day 2.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs
a drug
'side effects

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials in

experiment)

Day 1

1. The teacher displays the materials for the.experiment and the directions.
(NOTE: The teacher shoyld not mentibn.the concept of drugs yet. The students

should only do the experiment and make their observations.)

2. The students read the directions and label the materials.

3. The teacher passes out fhe materials, and working in pairs, the students
do the experiment.

4. When the students complete the experiment, they should discuss their observations
and 'possible reasons for them.

5. The teacher and students read the section, stopping before the last paragraph
(page 466, column 2). They discuss drugs and the concept of side effects.

6. Pass out the ditto on drugs. The students are to fill out the ditto and bring,
it in'for the next day's class.'
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Day 2

1. First have each student read their homework paper to the class. The teacher
writes the names /purposes on the board.

2. The students lOok through magazines (10 min.) to find adds on drugs.
4

3. The class looks at the drug containers, paying special attention to the use,
purpose and warnings.

4. At the end of class, the teacher asks the students if each drug really does what
it says it will do.

****************4******i**************************************************************

SECTION: 15.12 The Body Can Be A Drug Dump
Page T-123/S-467 Common Drugs Can Be Dangerous (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATNN: Materials - Get information from the
Lung Association about smoking and disease. Alcoholics
Anonymous has information on alcoholism. Put a large
piece Of butcher paper on the wall or bulletin board.
Label the chart and fill in information as each new
drugis introduced.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day. 1 and Day 2

1. The teacher and students read and discuss the section.

Language Cards/Key Signs
caffeine
a stimulant
an alcoholic
drunk
nicotine
cancer
alcohol

a relaxant

2. When discussing smoking, the teacher should show the students the materials from
the Lung Association. (They also have movies that can be borrowed.) The class
then discusses the pros/cons of smoking.

3. When discussing alcoholism the teacher should use the materials from AA, and
also explain the purpose of AA.

4. At the end of the class, the students should fill in the large chart with infor=
mation from this section.

Chart:

Drug When do you
get drug?

Is it legal

or illegal?
What is effect
on body?

What are possible
side effects?

11 n 4
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SECTION: 15.13 The Body'Can Be A Drug.Dump
Page T-123/S-469 Getting High Can Leave You Low (5 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Same as used in previous
lesson. Make copies of Figure 15-17, one for each
student. Make a list of possible answers (ac ual
answers plus 5 or 6 other words).

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1.

Language Cards/Key Signs
barbituates
amphetamines
narcotics
marijuana
legal/illegal
hallucinogens

1. The teacher and students read the section (except chart on page 470), discussing
each drug.

2. As each drug is discussed, the teacher should show pictures of the pills,
plants, etc. from brochures on drugs.

3. At the end of the clast, the teacher reviews the drugs and asks the students
to explain their effects on the body.

Day 2

1. The class discusses all of the information on page 470.

2. The teacher explains each drug and the effects of the drug on the body.

Day 3

IPUsing the chart (p. 470) as a reftrence, the stUdents
P

ut the information on
the class chart.

2. When they have completed the information, the teacher asks the students to
explain each drug, its effects on the body,, and its side effects.

Day 4

1. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
the concepts in this section.

2., The students write the answers to Checkpoints (omit #4, use as discussion only).

'3. When the students have completed their answers, they discuss them with the class.
They also disscuss possible answers to question 4.

Day, 5

1. The teacher passes out copies of Figure 15-17 and places the list of possible,
answers on the board.

2. The students complete the Skullduggery and discuss their answers. The, teacher
writes therhyme on the board. The students fill in the answers.

3. The teacher reads "What's Next" to the students. The class discusses the next
and last chapter.

*****************4444444444*********************************************************
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Level 7 Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 16 _ People and Ecosystems

Getting Fuel Can Produce Pollution

SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title
.

, .Teaching Time

- , 16.0 Introduction 45 min. - '

T-127 16.1 Fossid Fuels Are Limited 100 min. (2 days)

T-128 16.8 People Produce Trash That Pollutes - 50 mint

T (set up,experiment)
T-127, 16.2 Getting Fossil Fuels Pollutes 150 min. (3 days)

T-127' 16.3 Water Power Is Clean But Can Cause
Damage

150 Min. (3 days),

,

.-

SECTION: 16.0 Getting Fuel Can Produce Pollution
Does not appear in text Introduction (45 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Collect picture of
pollution (air, water, etc.). Set up a bulletin board
oR pollution. Aiso set up another area with informa-
tfon on oil, gas, coal, conservation, and alternative
energy sources. These displays will stay up for the
entire chapter.:

TEACHiNG SUGGESTIONS:

1. The students should look at the displays on- pollution.

2. The class discusses the concept of'pollution, and how it is caused. (NOTE:

The students need not read the introduction or look at the picture,)

3. The teacher explains that this final chapter is on people and how they effect the
ecosystem.

*******************************************************i********;*********************

Language Cards /Key Signs
pollution ,

4

SECTION: 16.1 Getting Fuel Can Produce Pollution'
7 Page T=127/S-476 Fossil Fuels Are Limited (100 min. 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Complete display on oil,
coal and gas. Locate filmstrips or movies on the
subject.
*See Teacher's Manual fOr add sses to get information
on coal, oil and gas.

_Language Cards/Key Signs
fossil fuels

TEACHiNG SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

I. The teacher shows the students the collected information about coal, oil and gas.

ft
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2. The clas, discusses how these things were produced, how they are obtained and
refined, flod where they are used.

3. If possible, show a filmstrip oe movie about one of the resources.

4., At the end of the class, the teacher asks the students to explain formation of
the resources and how they are obtained and used.

Day 2 r.

1. The teacher.and students read the section.

2. As the students read, they should refer to Figure 16-1 to discuss the amounts
of energylavailable. included in the discussion could be information about
Arab oil,land why the U.S. wants to become energy independent.

3. At the of the class, the teacher asks the students if there is a limit to
fossil filets. The students could then begin discussing what types of "fuel"
will be used when fossil fuels are gone.

*************************************************************i*******************#***

SECTION: 16.8 Getting Fuel Can Produce Pollution
Page T-128/S-488 People Produce Trash That Pollutes (set up experiment)

(50 min.)

)-
ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials See Teacher's Manual f6r

materiels/directions for experiment. Write the
directions on a chart/transparency. Choose the items
to be/used yourself.

I

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

NOTE: Dpring this lesson, the'experiment will be set up. It will be left for the
Specified two weeks. The results will be observed during lesson 16.8, as it
appears in the text.

,

1. Th teacher displays the materials and directions.

2. The students read the directions and label the materials.

3. T7e teacher passep out the materials to each student.

4. The students complete the set up of the experiment. .

Identification Cards
(Labels for materialsin

experiment)

5. The class discusses what they think will happen .1.9 each-particular item. The
teacher writes the predictions on a chart.

6. The chart is.mounted on a wall behind a tab4e where the tra0 are put.
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SECTION: 16. Getting*Fuel Can Produce Pollution
'Page T-127/S-477 Getting Fossil Fuels Pollutes (150 m = 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: MaterialS - Collect information about
./ oil spills (National Wildlife) and the effect of oil

spills on land and wildlife.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:
f

Day I

Lan ua e Ke Signs
strip mining
aeld water
pollution
a supertanker
an oil spill

1. (NOTE: On the first day, students should be exposed to the results of obtaining
fossil fuels - oil spills, strip mining, using collected pictures or those in
the book.)

2. While looking)at pictures of oil spills, etc., the students should discuss
the possible reasons for the pollution.

3. The teacher writes these reasons on the board/transparency, to be saved for the
next two days of classes.

Day 2 and Day 3

1. The teacher and students read the secti

2. The class discusses the reasons for the the actual reasons
with their hypothesis on Day 1.

3. The class discusses the problems which these things hav Ycreated, possible ways to
alleviate the problems, and new techniques in clean-up

***********************************************************

pollution an

***4*****************

SECTION: 16.3 Getting Fuel Can Produce Pollution
Page T-127/S-480 Water Power Is Clean But Can Cause Damage

(150 min. - 3 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a cut -out bf
Figure 16-5 with each piece separate, large enough ,

to put on board and be seen by class. Include the
r,

water in the cut-outs.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. Using the cut-outs, the teacher (with input from students) explains the need
and furiction of a hydroelectric power plant.

2. The teacher should use the following sequence when putting up the cut-outs:
- first show the river and bildrock. The teacher says that people in this area

need electrical power. What should they do?
-put up dam structure (without power plant, ge'rierator or any other structures).
Ask students what will happen to river.'

- the teacher adds the cut-outs, piece by piece, upon suggestion of students or
teacher explanation.

Language Cards/Key Signs
a dam
a generator
hydroelectric power
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C./
3. When the entire dam is constructed, the teacher asks several students to explain

why it is there and how it.produces electricity.

Day 2,

1. The students and teacher read the section.

2,? During the reading, the studen+s list of pros and cons for using water power
is put onboard. Use the titles: Water Power Is Good Because and Water Power
Is Not Good Because.

3. At the.end of the clasp, verbally (withoet using cut-outs) discuss how the power
plant produces electricity.

Day 3

1.. The students read the Highlights. The teacher asks the students questions about
the concepts in this section.

a

2. The students answer the Checkpoints (omit,#1).

3. When the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class.

*************************************************************************************

4
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Level 7 Unit 3 Ecological Sygtems

Chapter 16 Peoplenand Ecosystems

Producing Energy Can Pollute

' SECTION OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title Teaching'Time

T-127 16.4 Gases.Pollute . 100 min. (2 days)
T-128 16.5 Particles Pollute 100 min. (2 days)
T-128 16.6 Air Pollutants Are a Health Hazard 50 min.
T-128 16..7 Nuclear Waste Pollutes * 50 min.
T-128 16.8 People Produce Trash That Pollutes 100 min. (2 days)
T-130 - Rachel Carson and the Environment 50 min.

Highlights and Checkpoints -, 50 min,

NOTE: National Wildlife, February, March 1981 has information about pollutants
and what is being done about them:

.

SECTION: 16.4 Ftroducing Energy Can Pollute
Page T-127/S-482 Gases Pollute (100 min. -, 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for experiment. Write the direc-
tions (including warnings) on a chart/transparency.

- TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day

1. The teacher displays the materials and directions for
the experiment (without reading in book).

. The studehts read the directions and label the
materials.

3. The teacher passes out the materials to pairs of students.

4. The students set up the experiment as specified in the girections.

language Cards/Key Signs
sulfur dioxide_
a smelter
acid rain
acid snow
smog
ozone

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials in

experiment)

4: 5. Each pair of students should have paper next to\heir experiment, on which they
will record their observations.

6. The students should begin recording the end of this school day. They should
also observe the plants the next m9 ning, at the beginning of school, and then
again during science class,. They /should make-their observations for two days..
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\ Day 2

A

" 1. The teacher and students first observe the plants and discuss.their observations.
The studeRts,should give possibtakce4sons for the diffe;encesIn the plants..

2. ,The class then reads the section.. The teacher should make sure that the students
relate their experiment to the information in the section.

3. After reading the section, thestudents should again look at the p=ictures of
air polfution in the display. Thepclass can discussthe cause of this pollution,
using the 'new vocabulary from this section.

A

:4. At the end of the class, the students should again observe the plants and describe
the "polluted" situation using the nevi vocabulary.

*4**********************************************A*************************************

SECTION. 14 5 Producing Energy Can Pollute'
....

Page T-128/S-485 Particles Pollute (t00'min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION.; Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions. Write the directions on a

.,
9,

chart/transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1.- pefore starting the lesson, the students should again
observe the plant experiment, discuss their observa-
tions and record'them.

2. The teacher displays the materials and directions.

Language Cards/Key Signs
par=licles

soot.

ash

dust

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials in

experiment) -

3. The students read the directions and label thermaterials.

4. Working in pairs, the students do theexperlment.

5.. Aftr they, haveatompleted the experiment, they should discuss what they think
they the next day;

400-
Day _2

1. First vt!id students complete the experiment by drawing the grlds on the cover
slips, and then looking at the stjdes. 'S

2.. The students discuss the results'frovthe,experiment, comparing the slides pladed
in different locations. At this point, the teacher can write the word particles
on the board, and discuss what particles are.

3. The teacher and students read the section. While reading the information, the
teacher helps the students relate'the information to their experiment.
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SECTION: 16.6 Producing Energy Can Pollute
,Page T-128/S-487 Air Pollutants Are a Health Hazard (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Additional materials on
health problams/pOlittion can beAgbtained from the
Lung Association. Have a picture/transparency of the
respiratory system.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher and students read the section.

2. Using the information from the Lung Association and the picture of the respiratory
system, the teacher explains in detail lung cancer, emphysema, and bronchitis.

3. At the end of the class, the teacher asks the students to explain each of the
new terms from this section.

******************************************************************************t***4***

Language,Cards/Key Signs
emphysema
lung cancer
bronchitis
irritated '

respiratory disease

SECTION: 16.7 Producing Energy Can Pollute
Page T-128/S-488 Nuclear Waste Pollutes (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Make a chart/trans-
parency of Figure 16.-14 without labels. If possible
_collect information about Three Mile Island and make
a small display with the information.
*See Teacher's Manual for information on nuclear power.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

1. The teacher puts the chart/transparency on,the board.

Language Cards/Key Signs
nuclear eriergy

radioactive uranium
radioactive waste

Identification Cards
(Labels for nuclear power

system )

2. The teacher explains the nuclear power system to the students, adding labels as
the particular section is discussed.

3 After the teacher"Flas completed the explanation, several students can be asked
to explain the system to the class..

-4. The teacher reads/explains the section to the students, including definitions of
new vocabulary.

1

4
5. The teacher shows the students, the information about Three Mile Island. Using the

picture of the nuclear power plant, the teacher shows the students exactly where
the problem occured.,

6. At the end of the class; the teacher asks the students to explain why radioaCtive
waste is so dangerous to people.

**************************************************************************************
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SECTION: 16.8 Producing Energy Can Pdllute
Page T-1,28/S-488 People Produce Trash That Pollutes (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Find an area which needs
..to be cleaned up. Make arrangements to take the stu-
dents to the place and clean the area. The students
shpuld also begin a project at home which can be
continued until the chapter is completed. (See op-
tional activity in Teacher's Manual.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
trash-
litter

liftering
to decay
biodegradable
non-biodegradable

1. Each student takes his /.her experimental tray and uncovers the six substances.

2. The class discusses the results of the experiment, and possible reasons for them.
The class should Compare the prediction chart to the actual observation.

3. The teacher and students read the section, discussing the information and how it
relates to. the experiment.

4.' The teacher write% the words BIODEGRADABLE and NON-BIODEGRADABLE on the board.
After reading that paragraph in the text (last-one in section) the students
identify the biodegradable and non-biodegradable materials in the experiment.
The teacher lists these on the board.

5. The teacher asks the students to name other materials for each category. If

correctly, placed, the teacher writes the name of the material on the board

1. The students and teacher go oh their clean-up project, to rid an area of non-
biodegradable trash,

2. As the students are working, the teacher can ask them to identify biodegradable
and non-biodegradable objects.

**4***********************************************************************************

SECTION: Producing Energy Can Pollute
.4Page T-130/S-492 Rachel Carson and the Environment (50 min.)

Highlights and Checkpoints (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - 1-ave a copy of Silent
Spring and any of Carson:t other books on display.
NOTE: The text of this section has been omitted.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher reads the article to the students.

2. The class discusses the dangers of pesticides.

190

Language Cards/Key Signs
a biologist
to damage
to destroy
pesticides



. The teacher can refer ba6k to the introduction to Chapter 13, which also
explains the effects of pesticides on.populations.

A. The teacher asks,fhe students to explain why pesticides are dangerous to the
environment. -

Day 2

1. The students Teed the Highlights (omit thelast one). The teacher asks the
students questions` about these concepts.

,2. For the-Checkpoints, give the test as specified below.

1.

Pollutants Where it ,

comes from?
Whi) it

affects?
How?

..

oil spills

sulphur
dioxide ,

particles

radioactive
Waste

.
, ,

pesticides

2. BIODEGRADABLE NON-BIODEGRADABLE

3. A biodegradable material (will, Will not) decay.
A Ron-biodegradable material (will, will not) 'decay.

3. After completing the Checkpoints, the students should discuss their answers
with the_ class.

**********************************************************************if***************
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Level 7. Unit 3 Ecological Systems

Chapter 16 People and Ecosystems

Preserving Our Ecosystems

SECTIO1 OUTLINE:

Page Section Number Lesson Title -Teaching Time

T-130 16.10 Conserving Energy Reduces Pollution 100 pin. (2 days)
T -130 , 16.11 There are Alternative Energy

Sources -

100 min. (2 days)

T-130 16.12 Recycling Reduces Pollution
. 100 min. (2 days)

T-131 16.13 Protecting the Victims of Pollution 50 min.
TT131 16.14 Saving Land is Saving Life .100 min. (2 days)
T-131 16.15 We Can Preserve Our Ecosystem 100 min. (2 days)

SECTION: 16,10Preserving Our Ecosystems
Page. T-130/S-493 Conserving Energy Reduces Pollution (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - Collect information,, about
conserving energy. Possible sources: Government
Printing Office, local power company and water company.
Metce a display of this material titled "Conservation."

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
to conserve
conservation
energy

1. The =teacher asks the students to first identify,forms of energy.

2. Then the teacher asks them to identify types of energy they use, and the mechanism
in which it is, used, e.g. electricity/hair dryer:

30 Th4 teacher writes the information on the board under the headings:
Type of Energy t Mechanismsed

The class then read the section;biscussing the meaning of conservation.

5. The students go back to their listing and discuss how the use of these energy
sources coyld be reduced;

Day 2

1. Usi.ng the collected materials about conservation, the class discusses conservation
in more specific terms.

2. The students should discuss specific things which they and their families can
do to conserve energy. (Example: conserving electricity - reduce number of
lights on in house, reduce number of times refrigerator is opened, use fewer
electrical appliances, etc.'.) The students should 'discuss the areas of transpor-
tation, heating/cooling, as'well as othet areas of concern.

*************k*************v**************f******************************************
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SECTION: 16.11 Preserving Our Ecosystems
Page T-130/S-493 There Are Alternative Energy Sources (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION:, Materials - By using the drawing
ain Figure 16 -17, or actual pictures, make a bulletin

board titled ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES. Collect
additional information about the (Mother Earth
News is an excellent source). If possible, find a
solar home in your area and ask if you can visit and
see the system. euy a solar cell and connect it to
a toy motor or light bulb.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

(Either take a trip to visit a solar home or discuss the bulletin board display
plus additional materials.)

Day12,

Language Cards/Key Signs
alternative
a solar cell
a solar collecting panel
geothermal energy

1. The teacher and students read the section.

2. As the class reads about a,particular energy source, they should refer to the
bulletin board..

3. After completing the section, the teacher asks the students to explain each energy
source, and how it works.

*************************************************************************************

SECTION: 16.12 Preserving Our Ecosystems
Page T-130/S-496 Recycling Reduces Pollution (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - See Teacher's Manual for
materials/directions for the experiment. Write direc-
tions on a chart. Of the students have a garden plot,
or grow plants, they could set up a 'permanent' compost
area Instead of'doing the experiment.) As an outside
project, the students could set up a recycling center
in the school.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

Language Cards/Key Signs
composting
compost
to recycle
non-biodegradable

Identification Cards
(Labels for materials in

experiment) '

1. The,teacher 'displays the materials and directions.

2. The ,students read the directions and label the materials.

3. The teacher passes out the materials to pairs of students.

4. The students set up the materials, and then check what is happening and turn
the soil as often as is necessary.
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Day 2

1. The teacher and students read the section.

2. The class should discuss setting up a recycling center, and what would be
necessary.

3. The class should discuss the importance of recycling, and the problem of non-
biodegradable trash.

*Check your area for r.ecycling centers and check to see If any local trash collectors
pick up leaves and make compost with them. These would be places for the class to

visit.
***********************************************************************A**************

SECTION: 16.13 Preserving Our Ecosystems
Page T-131/S-499 Protecting the Victims of Pollution (50 min.)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: Materials - National Wildlife
Federation has information on endangered species.

TEACHING. SUGGESTIONS:

1. The students first look at Figure 16-23.

2. The class discusses the concept of extinction. Students can List reasons why

these organisms are becoming extinct.

Language Cards/Key Signs
endangered species
poaching
extinction

3. The teacher and students read the section.

4. The students add to their list of reasons why organisms may become extinct from
the information in thrs:section.

5. The class *hen discusses any additional materials about,endangered species which
have been collected.

***************.****************************************************i******************

SECTION: 16.14 Preserving Our Ecosystems
Page T -131 /S -511 Saving Land is Saving Life (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: ,Materials - Make a chart with direc-
tions for the experiment. Find areas around the
school where erosion is evident. (NOTE: The experi-

ment in this section has been modified. See below

for, explanation/materials.)

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Language Cards/Key Signs

erosion

Day 1

1. The students go outside ancrlook at erosion around the school. The teacher asks

the students why this has happened (what caused it?). ,

2. The students return to the classt'oom. The teacher shows the students the

materials and directions for the experiment.
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3. The students read the directio1s. One pair of students can set up each box.

4. The materials are left for the next day's class.

Day 2

1. The students take the ,materials and complete the experiment, observing carefully
as the water is poured.

2. The students discuss the results and4why they occured.

3. The teacher and students read the section, relating the vocabulary and informa-
tion to the experiment.

EXPERIMENT:

-3 cardboard boxes about 12" x 18" x 5"
-dirt for each box to depth of 3 inches
-leaves
- sticks

-grass (a section as large as the box)
-3 bricks
- 3 water cans

-water

1. The students set up the three boxes. The first box has only dirt. -The seconli

box has dirt, -then sticks are stuck in o the dirt.and leaves are placed on top
of the dirt. The third box has the gr ss plot.

2. Set-each box at-an angle, propped up n a brick, standing the long way.

3. Fill each watering can with water.

4, One student stands behind each box, holding a can of water.

5. The students pour the water onto the boxes, one at a time.

4. The teacher asks the students to explain why the erosion occured in those places
observed outside the school building.

**************************************************************************************

SECTION: 16.15 Preserving Our Ecosystems
Page T-131/S-502 We Can Preserve Our Ecosystem (100 min. - 2 days)

ADVANCE PREPARATION: ,Materials - Write the poem (page.503) on a transparency.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS:

Day 1

1. The teacher first puts the transparency on the board. The students read the poem
aloud and discuss what it means.
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.

2.. The teacher and students read the section and discuss the importance of caring
for our ecosystem.

Day 2

1. The students read the Highligiffs. The teacher asks the students questions about
the concepts in this section.

2. The students answer the Checkpoints.

3. After the students have completed their answers, they should discuss them with
the class. -

....4

*************************************************************************************

/
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SFHI

LEVEL 7

SIGNED VOCABULARY ANO LANGUAGE INDEX
FOR

SCIENCE FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED,.

1.1

Instructions for use of this index With the accompanying signed videotapes
are found in the Introduction to the Program. This index should be used as a
script when viewing t signed videotapes for the specific SFHI cluster or
sectionfof interest.

Each part of the videotape is preceded by an indication of the specific
location (level, unit, part, Cluster and Lesson) of the item presented. Each
item within a lesson is first presented in American Sign Language (ASL) followed
by a Manually Coded English (MCE/SEE). presentation of the same item. When a
lesson list is completed the title of the next lesson is given, followed by
a presentation'of each new lesson item in A$1. and WE.'

Teathers should view the videotape in planning for each new cluster-(2-5
minutes per ciuster). It is also su9gested that teachers view and practice the
signs presented with their classes following lesson experiences or as a review.
The videotape can be used as a visual dictionary when-the children have for-
gotten the sign.

The Signed Vocabulary and Language Videotapes are available for purchase
and/or copythg by writing

Dennis W. Sunal or
Cynthia Szymanski Sunal
Science for the Hearin' Impaired
Department of Cur culum and Instruction
West Virginia Uni =rsity
Morgantown, WV 2 506.
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SCIENCE'FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

Signed Vocabulary for Level 7

Lesson Title and Key Signs

Chapter 1 Thinking About the World

introduction'

d an optical illusion
a magician
a pattern
to trust
to gaze

1.1 What is Observation?
the five senses
to observe
an observation
to notice
to witness
a sense

1.2 Apr Eyes Can Feel You
to measure
to focus

to overlap

1.3 Experience Influences What
You See
to recognize a pattern
shapes

past experience

1.4 Your Memory Stores
to remember
memory
long term memory
information

Information

1.5 You Make Inferences Baied on
Your Experience
to infer
an inference.
experience

1.6 Science Starts With
a scientist
to test inferences
problem solving
to record,

tools

a logical way
li

Observation"

Lesson Title and Key Signs

1.7 Forming a Hypothesis is Next
,a hypothesis
a prediction
an experiment
an observation.

1.8 Hypotheses Can Be Tatted by
Controlled Experiments
the control group
the experimental group
to predict

Chapter 2 Recognizing Life

Recognizing Life
Jupiter
Venus
Mars
a planet

atmosphere
a gas to 'exist

2.1 What is Life?
a cell
an organism
movement
growth
reaction
reproduction
life activities
energy
environment
a structure

2.2 Respiration Releases Energy
From Food
bacteria
yeast ,

respiration
oxygen /
carbon dioxide
to combine
to release
fermentation
gasohol
lime water
a beaker
an aquarium air
a rubber tube

198 11 0
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Lesson _Title and Key Signs
'Chapter 2 (cont)
2.3 Some Organisms Make Their

Own Food
cholophyll
photosynthesis
sugat
to produce,

respiration
a molecule
Elodea
a test tube
a test-tube rack
a wood splint '

a rubber stopper
a beaker
masking tape

2.4 Organisms Exchange Gases With
Each Other

2.5 The Viking Search for Life
a spacecraft
Viking
Mars

the horizon
soil
a molecule
an automatic device

2.7 You Can Look at Cells
a cell
a slide
a coverslip
a microscope

2.6 Cells Have Many Structures
a structure
function
specialized
cell membrane
cytoplasm
mitochondria
nucleus
nuclear membrane
chromosomes
a vacuole
a cell, wall

cellulose
chloroplasts
a paramecium
cilia

199

Lesson Title and Key Signs

2.8 Organisms Have Different
.Levels of Organization
a tissue
an organ
an organ system
an organism

Chapter 3- The Many Forms of Life

3.1 Grouping is Organizing
to classify
an organism
similarity
a group

3.2 Group Things by Similarity

3.3 Why Classify Living Things?
a beetle
wild mushrooms

3.4 You Can Classify Organisms
kingdom
phylum
class

order
family
genus

species

3.5 A Species is One.of a Kind

3.6 Scientific Names are Useful
Latin

a scientific name

3.7 Some Plants and Animals Don't Fit

3.8 The Moneran Kingdom
monearans
bacteria
blue-green algae
pneumonia
tuberculosis
tetanus

gangrene

3.9 The Protist Kingdom
protists
moist
a flagellum
cilia
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Lesson Title and Key'Signs Lesson

Chapter 3,(cont)

(cont)

a paramecium
an amoeba
one-celled algae

3.10 The Fungi Kingdom
fungi
a mushroom
to decay
mold
yeast
reproduction
gasohol

antibiotics
ringworm
athlete's foot

3.11 The Plant Kingdom
many-celled algae
seaweed

moss
ferns
gymnosperms

angiosperms

3.12 The Animal Kingdom
sponges
coelenterates
flatworms
roundworms
segmented worms
parasites
hosts
molluscs
larva

echinoderms
arthropods
chordates
vertebrae
cartilage
vertebrates
invertebrates
amphibians
reptiles
cold-blooded
warm-blooded
mammals

Title and Key Signs

3.13 What,are Viruses?
a virus
a cell

to damage
influenza
mumps
polio
a molecule
respiration

Working With Animals and Plants
'a career
a trained assistant
a veterinarian
biology
zoology
a nursery

Chapter 4 Support Systems

4.2 You Can Observe Amoeba and
Paramecium
an amoeba
a paramecium
low magnification
high magnification
field of view

4.1 Protists Move in Different Ways
protists
cytoplasm
cilia
flagellum

4.3 Movement Varies in Soft Bodied
Animals
jellyfish
squid
tentacles
a muscle
cartilege
a clam
an earthworm
bristles

4.4 Skeltons Support and Allow Different
Movement
a skeleton
framework

internal
the skeletal system
weightless
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Lesson Title and Key Signs
Chapter 4 (cont)
4.5 Arthropods Have Outside

Skeletons
an exoskeleton
joint

4.6 Vertibrates Have Internal Skeletons
a'vertebrate
an internal skeleton
cartilage
the vertebral column
skull
breastbone

4.7 Joints Allow Movement of Skeletons
a joint'

a hinge joint
a ball-and-socket joint
a gliding joint
a disc
a fixed joint
a ligament

4.8 Internal Skeletons' Grow

a tissue
a bone cell
calcium

a blood vessel
bone marrow
molting

4.9 How Big, Can an Animal Be?

4.10 Muscles'Move the Skeleton
a muscle
a muscular system
to contract
a tendon
a ligament
a biceps
muscle
a triceps
to relax

4.11 Muscles Have Special Functions
vo ry muscles

striated muscle
involuntary muscles
smooth muscle
cardiac muscle

201

Lesson Title and Key Signs

pepairing Sports Injuries
an tajury
a physical therapist
a researcher
surgery
certification

4.12 Water Organisms Stay Near the
Surface
photosynthesis
shallow water
a holdfast
an Air bag

4.13 Land Plants Have Support Structures
non woody plants
to wilt

plants
bark
cambium
xylem
cellulose
lignin

F

Sapter 5 Digestion and Excretion

5.1 Why Do Organisms Need Food?
energy
reproduction
a cell .

digestion
excretion

5.2 Many Substances
nutrients
proteins
fats
carbohydrates
starch
sugars

Are Found in Food

5.3 How Does Food Get Into Cells?
a molecule
a cell membrane
diffusion
a space

5.4 Enzymes do the Work
saliva
soda crackers
an enzyme
digestive enzymes
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Lesson 'Title and Key Signs.

Chapter''5 (cont)

5.4 (cont).
gelatin:\

a petri dish.
0

5 .5 The Energy in Food Can be Measured
a calorie
wehht
weight gain
weight loss

,5.6 A Balanced Diet is Important
vitamins
minerals
-protein

carbohydrates
fits,

a disease .

a balanced diet

5.7 Digestion in a 'Small Animal
digestion
a hydra
agAamoeba
to paralyze
tentacles

5.8 Large Organisms Have Digestive
Systems
the digestive system
salivary glands
esophagus
the stomach
the intestines
the pylorus
the panCreas
the liver bile -
the gall baldder
villi
the appendix
the rectum
the Vanus

5.9 Plants Also Digest Food
photosynthesis
starch

ro

Lesson Title and Key Signs

- .

5.10 Digestive. Systems Vary''
a gizzard
cellulose,
bacteria
'termites

"fungus

-5.11 Kidneys Get Rid of Urea
a kidney
urea
to excrete

the excretory system
urine

uretha
the bladder

5.12 Kidneys Help Control Water Loss
Also ,

to sweat

5.13 Excretory Systems Vary
uric acid
a donor

the artificial kidney
a transplant

Chapter 6- Respiratory Systems

Introduction
the underwater world
a diver

"an air tank (
6101 Oxygen Goes In; la0on Dioxide-

Cornea Out

gas exchange
oxygen

carbon dioxide
an astronaut

202

6.2 Gases Are Exchanged With Water
and'Air
to dissolve
a molecule'

diffusion
an earthw6rm

6.. 3 Special Structures Ex4hangesGases
gills

respiratory system
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Chapter 6 (cant)

6.4 Many Land Animals Breath
the trachea
to breathe
an air sac
the lungs
an insect
an amphibian

6.5 Air Moves Into and
the epiglottis
the trachea
the larynx

the vocal cords
bronchi
bronchioles
air sacs
the diaphram

Out of the.Luus

6.6 Breathing is Automatic
automatic
to faint.

6.7 Your Respiratory System Does More
Than Breath
mucus
to cough
an aqualung
a skin diver

research
resources'

6.8 Plants Have Structures for
'Gas Exchange

respiration
photosynthesis
the epidermis
a stomata

chloroplatits

tightly packed cells
loosely packed cells
upper
lower
guard cells

Chapter 7 The Importance-of Transport

Lesson Title and Rey Signs

7.1 is a Circulatory System?
7 !Cell .

waste
blood
heart

203

7.6 The Heartbeat Rate Changes
Automatically
pulse
wrist
exercise
heartbeat
rate

7.5 The Heart Pumps the Blood
chambers
atrium
ventricle
to contract
to relax
a valve

7.4 You Have Two Circulation Pathways
blood vessels
vans cava
pulmonary artery
vein
aorta

7.7 Blood Moves Through the Blood
Vessels
an artery
a vein
a capillary
a valve.

7.8 Blood is About Half Plasma
-a blood bank
a transfusion
plasm'a

a blood clot

7'.9 The Plasma Carries Blood Cells
red blood cells
hemoglobin
a capillary
bone marrow
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Chapter 7 (coat)

7.9 (cont)

white blood cells
bacterium cell
antibodies
platelets

7.11 People Have Different Blood Types
blood types

a blood transfusion
blood protein

7.10 The.Lymphatic System is Another
Transport System
tissue fluid
lymph ducts
lymph nodes
fhfection
the lymphatic system

7.13 Water Moves Up in Plants

7.12 Plants Have Transport Systems
xylum
cambium
root hairs

7.14 Food Moves Up and Down in Plants
phloem
to reproduce
sap

Chapter 8 Internal Communication
Systems

8.1 Neurons Send Signals
a stimulus
a reaction
the Senses
nerve cells
neurons
a cell body
dendrites
axon

*pulse
synapse
nucleus

c cytoplasm
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

8.3 Many Neurons Make a Nervous
System
a nervous system
nerves
a brain
a spinal cord
vertebrae

8.2 Behavior is Caused by Neurons
behavior
sensory neurons
association neurons
motor neurons
stimulus
response

8.4 The Human Nervous System
the central nervous system
the peripheral nervous system
the cerebrum
the cerebellum
the medulla

8.5 The Sense of Sight
sight
the cornea
the iris
the pupil
the lens
the retina
rod cells
cone cells
the optid nerve
blindness

Aids for the Blind
a device
Braille
a camera
electrical signals

* an image
a calculator
a computer
a handicap

8.6 The Sense o f.Hearing

the outer ear
the middle ear
the inner'ear
the eardrum

the hammer
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,Lsson Title and Key Signs

Chapter 8 (cant)

8.6 (coat)

the

the

the

the

the
the
the

the

stirrup
semicircular canals
ear canal
anvil

auditory nerve
oval window
cochlea
eustachian

an otoscope
an audiogram

8.7 The Senses of Smell
smell
taste
taste buds
nostril
sensory neurons.

and Taste'

8.8 . The Skin and Body Have Many
touch
balance
body sense
circular canals
the cerebellum
body sense

8.9 There Are Differences Among
Animal Senses
a trained dog
an echo

high pitched sounds
dynamite
a magnetic field

Senses

8.10 Some Behaviors Are Reflexes
reflex
an automatic response
coughing
sneezing

M*ny Behaviors
of Responses
instinct
migration
learning
IIMEIGT7

Are ionbinations
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Lesion Title and Key Signs

8.11 (cont)

reasoning
trial-and-error learning

8.12 The Endocrine Glands Produce
Hormones
the endocrine system
hormones
chemicals
the pituitary glands

8.13 Hormones and Nerves Work Together
the brain
nerves
a reaction
the adrenal glands
adrenalin

8.14 Plants Have Hormones
auxins
tropism

Chapter 9 Reproduction

Introduction

Reproduction

9.5 Fungi Reproduce With Spores

9.1 Life Comes From Life
Aristotle
Jan van Helmont
spontaneous generation
Francesco Redi

9.2 Cell Divides In Two
chromosomes
cell division
mitosis
replication
interphase
prophase
spinale fibers
metaphase
equators
anaphase
telephase
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Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs
r

Chapter 9 (con* 9.9 Some Plants Reproduce With ,Flowers
a flower

9.3 -Some Organisms Reproduce by Budding 'sepals
budding .

petals
a-hydra stamens
a bud

anther
yeast

the pistil
the stigma

9.4 Regeneration is a Form of Repro the style
duction the ovary
planaria, ovules

ika flatworm pollen grain
regeneration

9.10 Animal Reproduction Involves
9.5 Fungi Reproduce With Spores Many Behaviors

bread mold vertebrates
hyphae invertebrates
a spore territory
mushrooms courtship

nesting
9.6 Many Organisms Have Sexual mating

Reproduction societies
sexual reproduction spruce trees
sex cells , the spruce budworm
gametes a chemical pesticide
fertilization pheromone
zygote a trap
asexudl reproduction

0-spring . 9.11 How People Become People
pregnant

9.7 Ferns Reproduce With Spores and gestation
Gametes an embryo
sorl, the uterus
a fern the amnion
gametes. the umbilical cord
eggs a fetus
sperm

two-stage reproduction 9.12 Birth Occurs at the End of
Gestation

9.8 Pines Reproduce With Cones contractions
the reprodudtive organs labor
pollen, grains navel
a sperm-producing cone belly button
an egg-producing cone after birth
pollination
embryo
a seed
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Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs
10.8 More Useful Organisms Can Be

Chapter 10 - Inheritance Developed
an ancestor

10.0 Introduction teosinite
genetics tassels
breeding kernels

ears of corn
10.1 The Chromosome Number is Reduced breeding

in Gametes desirable inherited traits
inherited characteristics selection
genes hybrid crossing
a zygote
chromosomes 10.9 Environment Influences Inherited
meiosis Traits

environment
10.2 The Male Determines the Sex an ability

of Offspring a talent

the sex chromosomes genetics
meiosis a bloodhound

a pointer
10.3 Some Genes Are Dominant or Recessive

dominant
recessive Unit 3 Chapter 11 - Communities
a first generation cross
a second generation cross 11.1 What Is A Pond?
a taster a reservoir
a non-taster a lake
a pure trait a stream
a hybrid trait

11.2 A Pond Contains Many Organisms
10.4 Most Traits Are Caused by Many Genes a pond

dominant genes an organism
recessive genes
variation 11.3 Energy Links Organisms
physical traits a food chain

energy
10.5 Some Traits Go With Sex a producer

color blind a consumer
a carrier a first-order consumer
a sex-linked trait a second-order consumer
hemophilia a decomposer

a scavenger
10.6 Some Diseases Are Inherited a predator

sickle cell anemia the prey

10.7 Births Can Be Multiple
a multiple birth,
twins
triplets
quadruplets
quintuplets
sextuplets
fraternal twins
identical twins
Siamese twins

207

11.4 A Pyramid of Food
a food pyramid
algae
rotifers
minnows
pickerel

Food .Chains Form Food Webs
a Food Web.
eating interactions
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

Chapter 11 (continued)

11.6 Ponds Connect to Other
Environments

11.7 Each Organism Has a Place in a
Community
to help/to harm
a 'community

a habitat
a niche
a chimpanzee
a gorilla

11.8 Pond Communities Change Through
Succession
succession
a glacier
a pit
concentration

V

11.9 Succession Eventually Ends
a pioneer community
a climax community
the climate .

Unit 3 - Chapter 12 World Ecosystems

12.1 Matter is Recycled
to recycle
matter
hydrogen
oxygen
the water cycle
evaporation
condensation
precipitation

12.2 The Carbon and Oxygen Cycles
producers
consumers
scavengers
decomposers
carbon dioxide
respiration
the carbon cycle
the oxygen cycle
to exchange

12.3 The Nitrogen Cycle
nitrogen
proteins

bacteria
the nitrogen cycle

208

Lesson Title and Key Signs

12.4 Gas Exchange in a Balanced
Aquarium
an aquarium
an air pump
gravel
a snail

12.5 Organisms are Parts pf Ecosystems
an ecosystem
a community
a meadow
an orange grove
a rice paddy
upwelling
an estuary ecosystem

12.6 Climate Influences Ecosystems
a deciduous foresi-
an evergreen forest
the tundra
the tropical rain forest
the temperate grasslands
the African savanna
the desert
the climate
tropical
the tropic zone
a polar climate
the polar zone

- temperate

the temperate zone

12.7 Ecosystems Have Different'Soils
humus
a forestry technician
a soil conservationist

Unit 3- Chapter'13 Populations

13.0 Populations Came in Different
Sizesr
an insecticIde
a population

13.2 How Can A Population Change
increasing population
decreasing population

13.3 Population Growth Is Limited
a limiting factor

13.4 Populations, Effect Each Other
a wildlife manager
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Lesson Title and Key Signs

13.5 Are Their Limitb on Human
Population Growth?
a census

Lesson

15.2

Title and Key Signs

Be Good To Your Heart'
a heart attack
hardening of the arteries
a blood clot

13.6 What Will Haplien to the Human
Population? 15.3 Proper Eating Provides Necessary

Materials
nutrition

Unit 3 Chapter 14 Natural Selection a balanced diet
artificial

14.1 Organ ms Can Live With A Little ingredients
Change
an ecosystem 15.4 The BodS, Needs Sleep
to survive
a predator 15.5 Skin Is The First Line of Defense

14.2 Individual Differences Help
Species Survive

14.'3 Environmental Change
adaptation
a peppered moth
coal

'natural selection

a pore
a, blood vessel

sweat
acne
the epidermis
the dermis
sensory neuron
oil gland
sweat gland

14.4 New Species Sometimes Appear 15.6 The Mouth Contains More Than You
a species Think
natural selection t... dental floss
a natural barrier bacteria
a mutation a cavity

a dentist
14.5 Organisms Can Become Fossils ) a molar

a fossil an
premolar
-,,

preserved a remolar
.

a cast a canine,
-a mold plaque
petrified . tartar

a dentist
14.6 Ancient Ecosystems IncludI enamel

Dinosaurs tine
a dinosaur //IMI.,_

14.7 Dinosaurs Were Ldsprs in the End 15.7 There is Life In and On People
extinct bacteria
prehistoric protists

viruses
fungi

'Unit 3 Chapter 15 Fitness and Health immunity

15.1 Exercise Strengthens Muscles
a fit body
exercise
vertebrae
the abdominal area

15.8 Cuts and Scratches Can Be Dangerous
infection
inflammation

4

tetanus bacteria
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Lesson Title and Key Signs Lesson Title and Key Signs

, 15.9 Infectious Disease Can Be 16.3 Water Power. Is Clean,But Can

Dangerous Cause Damage
infectious isease a dam
a fever a generator
.

strep throat hydoelectric power
rhqumatic fever'
venereal disease 16.4 Gases Pollute
gonorrhea
syphilis

sulfur dioxide
a smelter
acid rain

15.10 Some Diseases Can Be Prevented acid snow
or Cured smog
a vaccine ozone
antibiotic
penicillin 16.5 Particles Pollute
an lfidemiologist particles

soot

15.11 What Is A Drug? ash
adrug dust
side effects

16.6 Air Pollutants Are A Health Hazard
15.12 Common Drugs Can Be Dangerous emphysema

caffeine lung cancer
a stimulant bronchitis
an alcoholic irritated
drunk respiratory disease
nicotine
cancer 16.7 Nuclear Waste Pollutes
alcohol nuclear energy-
a relaxant radio-active uranium

radio-active waste
15.13 Getting High Can Leave You Low

barbituates 16.8 People Produce Trash That Pollutes
amphetamines .trash
narcotics littering
marijuana to decay
legal /illegal biodegradable

hallucinogens . non biodegradable

16.9 Rachel Carson and The Environment
Unit 3 - Chapter 16 People and Ecosystems a biologist

to damage
16.0 Introduction to destroy

pollution pesticides

16.1 Fossil Fuels are Limited, 16.10 Conserving Energy Reduces Pollution

fossil fuels to conserve
conservation

16.2 Gstting Fossil Fuels Pollutes energy

strip mining ,

acid water
pollution
a supertanker
an oil spill
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4111

16.11 There Are Alternative Energy
Sources

alternative
a solar cell

a solar collecting panel
geothermal energy

16.12 Recycling Reduces Pollution
composting
compost
to recycle

non biodegradable

16.13 Protecting the Victims of
Pollution
endangered species
poaching

'extinction

16.14 Saving Land is Saving Life
erosion

, 16.15 We Can Preserve Our Ecosystem


